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Foreword 

As Governor General of Canada and the representative of Her Majesty 
The Queen, the responsibilities of my position have evolved in rhythm 
with the changing structures and moods of the nation. Nevertheless, 
one element remains constant: the symbolism of the vice-regal office. 
The milestones of our individual lives, from birth through school gradua- 
tions, marriages, and anniversaries, are marked by ceremonies and sym- 
bols which represent important values as well as a continuum in the 
history of our nation. In much the same way, the Crown embodies the 
structures and values of our parliamentary democracy as well as the 
multitude of political and social ties which bind our country together. 

Canadians are heirs to almost four centuries of tradition in the long 
line of governors since Champlain. Many of my predecessors promoted 
Canadian unity with the same zest displayed by the first Governor of 
New France in developing the early colony. Lord Dufferin was the 
first Governor General to travel across Canada, attending a variety of 
functions in the provinces and receiving Quebecers at La Citadelle every 
summer. Lord Tweedsmuir used the prestige of his position to break 
down the barriers of race and religion that divided Canadians. Speaking 
in 1936 to a group of Ukrainian Canadians in Fraserwood, Manitoba, he 
remarked: 'We Scots are supposed to be good citizens of new countries, 
that is largely because, while we mix well with others and gladly accept 
new loyalties, we never forget our ancient Scots way, but always remem- 
ber the little country from which we sprang. That is true of every race 
with a strong tradition behind it, and it must be so with a people with 
such a strong tradition as yours. You will all be better Canadians for 
being also good Ukrainians.' Canada, as a nation made great by its 
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immigrants, has a reputation of welcoming diversity while encouraging 
its citizens to integrate their customs and values into the fabric of our 
social character. This has been the strength as well as the joy of the 
nation we have forged. 

The essays in this collection not only commemorate the centenary of 
Ukrainian settlement in Canada, but also attest to the resilience of spirit 
and determination of purpose which were essential not only to the 
success of the Ukrainian community in Canada but also to the very 
creation of our nation. As Governor General and as a Canadian who 
cherishes his Ukrainian heritage, I hope that they will serve as a special 
reminder not only of what we have built but also of what we must 
continue to nurture. 

Ramon John Hnatyshyn 



Preface 

I remember quite vividly my first serious encounter with Ukrainian 
Canadians. It took place just over a decade ago, when I immigrated to 
Canada to accept a professorship at the newly established Chair of 
Ukrainian Studies at the University of Toronto. Following my inaugural 
lecture, a public event held in October 1980 with all the pomp and 
circumstance that both Canada's leading university and traditional 
Ukrainian society love so much, two students in their early twenties 
stopped me to express their reactions to my talk. While they seemed 
pleased with my lecture survey of how and why Ukrainian university 
chairs had been founded in the past century and a half, they were 
decidedly less enthusiastic about my optimistic appraisal of the positive 
financial role played by Canada's federal government in the creation of 
the Toronto chair. 

In short, the young man and young woman began to lecture me about 
how Ukrainians had been and - so they seemed to imply - still were 
discriminated against in Canadian society. Despite my entreaties to 
the contrary, they were determined to convince me that Ukrainian 
immigrants had always suffered and toiled with only little recompense 
at the hands of an exploitative Canadian society. 

I was dumbfounded. These were not Marxist ideologues from the 
Soviet Ukraine, or leftist sympathizers from North America. If anything, 
they were even more adamant about how their Ukrainian homeland 
was tyrannized by Communist rule. These were clearly angry young 
people, and I felt somewhat resentful that they would be denigrating a 
country like Canada where, in contrast to the United States whence I 
had just come, Ukrainians certainly had a high public profile and were 
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courted with direct governmental support for a whole host of commu- 
nity activities including something even so 'esoteric' as a university 
chair. 

Why were these young people so angry, so anti-Canadian? Clearly 
by their age it was not they who 'suffered' directly either as pioneer 
immigrants from the early part of the century or as post-World War I1 
political 6migr6s. Where, then, did they pick up the cultural baggage 
that led them to conclude that theirs was a people ill-treated, a people 
that must somehow be repaid for (Canada's supposed) past injustices? 
After a decade in this country I am still bothered by these questions, 
especially since a certain portion of the hundreds of Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans I have met still express in their own way the anger of the two young 
students from the night of my inaugural lecture. 

I guess the answer lies in the fact that there are two kinds of Ukrainian 
Canadians. They might be described as (I) Canadians of Ukrainian 
background and (2) Ukrainians who live in Canada. Whereas scholars 
have often distinguished Ukrainian Canadians by the time of their 
arrival in this country, with World War I1 being a crucial chronological 
divide, or by place of settlement, with the 'prairie' West and 'urban' East 
considered key differences, it seems to me that the real distinguishing 
features derive from the self-perception that is suggested by the dichot- 
omy: Canadians of Ukrainian background versus Ukrainians who live 
in Canada. 

How is one to understand the characteristics of that dichotomy? Cana- 
dians of Ukrainian background are those people of whatever generation 
who consider themselves first and foremost Canadian. Their family ties, 
education, and general world view are determined by the parameters 
of this country. They may or may not speak or understand Ukrainian, 
attend a traditional Eastern Christian Ukrainian church, or belong to a 
Ukrainian organization. They probably have no interest in or, at best, 
a passing concern with events either in Ukraine or in the Ukrainian 
communities outside Ukraine. They simply are Canadians who, like all 
Canadians, have parents or grandparents who came from somewhere 
else. That somewhere else on one or both sides of the family is something 
referred to as Ukraine (even though in actual likelihood it was Austria- 
Hungary, Poland, Romania, or Czechoslovakia). 1 would venture to say 
that perhaps three-quarters of the 800,ooo or so Ukrainian Canadians 
fall into this category, Canadians of Ukrainian background. In essence, 
they make up the great 'silent majority.' 

The second group, Ukrainians who live in Canada, may also come 
from various generations and they include people born in Canada as 
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well as those born in the old country. Regardless of their place of birth 
or residence, they consider themselves Ukrainian first and foremost. 
This means that they prefer to speak Ukrainian (or consider it their 
mother tongue even if they are more comfortable speaking English); 
they attend an Eastern Christian church, most especially on major holi- 
days like Easter and Christmas, whether or not they are or ever were 
believers; and they follow with great concern the fate of the Ukrainian 
homeland and participate in the activities of what they call diaspora. 
After all, if one is a member of a diaspora, this implies that one, or 
one's children or grandchildren, may someday return to a free and 
independent Ukrainian promised land. 

Being a Ukrainian living in Canada is most difficult for those individu- 
als born and educated in Canada. These people often have split personal- 
ities, and sometimes suffer from great internal psychological discord. 
Outwardly, they seemed to have adapted entirely to the host society. 
They speak English (or in some cases French) with no accent; they 
have been educated in the same public and private schools as other 
Canadians; and they hold respectable jobs in the professional and non- 
professional employment sectors. 

Inwardly, however, they have set themselves apart. The result is that 
they are often torn between what comes more natural - functioning as 
indistinguishable members in a Canadian host environment - and what 
has become an intellectualized reality - struggling to be a Ukrainian in 
a non-Ukrainian world. That struggle may take various forms: speaking 
Ukrainian wherever possible, marrying only other Ukrainians, attending 
Ukrainian religious services and secular events, and vicariously trans- 
forming themselves into compatriots of Ukraine by following with devo- 
tion the fate of those in the homeland who protest the Communist 
regime. On the diaspora front, the struggle often takes the form of 
demands upon the Canadian federal, provincial, and local governments 
for financial and other support for Ukrainian cultural activities, which 
they insist upon as compensation for the group's sacrifices to Canadian 
society. More often than not, Canadian politicians are willing to concede 
to such demands either because of misplaced guilt or, more likely, 
political opportunism. 

It is this category, Ukrainians living in Canada, which has become for 
most scholars the subject of their research into the Ukrainian-Canadian 
experience. And it is this same category which has become and remains 
the concern of the Canadian political world. This is not surprising, 
because Ukrainians living in Canada are easily identified by scholars 
loolcmg for subjects and by politicians seeking votes. 
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However, the category may not have a future. This is because its very 
existence has depended upon an abnormal political situation in the 
Ukrainian homeland. For the entire loo years that Ukrainians have been 
settling in Canada, Ukrainian territory has been ruled by foreign powers: 
Austria-Hungary, the Russian Empire, the Soviet Union, Poland, and 
Romania. Even though the Soviet Union finally united most Ukrainian 
lands in 1945, it was that same Communist-ruled state that virtually 
eliminated all normal relations between Ukrainians at home and abroad 
by restricting travel, family visits, even communication via letter. Stimu- 
lated by such inhuman policies, Ukrainians abroad were able to survive 
and perpetuate a sense of commitment and identity because they had 
a duty to sustain what they thought was being lost in the homeland. 

But as we approach the threshold of the twenty-first century, the 
Soviet 'stimulus' that contributed toward maintaining a Ukrainian iden- 
tity abroad is slowly but surely coming to an end in the wake of the 
revolutionary changes that since the mid-1980s have toppled Commu- 
nist rule in East Central Europe and now the Soviet Union. In short, as 
Ukraine becomes a normal country like Germany, or Italy, or France, 
there will be no need to be a Ukrainian living in Canada. Such Ukrainians 
will be - and already are - able to travel, live, and work in Ukraine. In 
the end, there will only be Canadians of Ukrainian descent who com- 
prise the Ukrainian-Canadian community. Ukrainians, moreover, are 
not unique in this regard, and perhaps it is time to look more systemati- 
cally at another aspect of the 'Gorbachev revolution': its impact on North 
American immigrant life among all groups from East Central Europe 
and the Soviet Union. 

It may very well be that the often mechanical chronologcal units like 
centennials of settlement have, as in the case of Ukrainian Canadians, 
more than symbolic significance. We may, indeed, be moving into a new 
era and not just a second centennial. This may become a time when all 
Ukrainian Canadians will retain a sense of their heritage not because it 
is ostensibly or actually threatened in the homeland but because it is 
simply another aspect of being Canadian. 

If and when that time comes, it will be a positive one not only for 
Ukrainians in the homeland, who for so long have awaited the time 
when they can rule themselves, but also for the many individuals like 
those two angry young people I met over a decade ago. In the new 
reality that promises a Ukraine like any other European country and 
that allows for easy access to and from the homeland, there will be no 
reason why some Ukrainian Canadians have to be saddled with internal 
tensions about whether they are Ukrainians or Canadians. And in the 
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end, Canada will be a better place when the Ukrainian component of 
its population is made up of Canadians of Ukrainian background and 
not Ukrainians living in Canada. 

Paul Robert Magocsi 
Chair of Ukrainian Studies 
University of Toronto 
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Editors' Introduction 

Reflection on a hundred years of the Ukrainian-Canadian experience is 
appropriate in this centennial year. As scholars we felt the best way of 
accomplishing this would be to strike a committee, to organize public 
seminars and a symposium, and, most important, to publish a selection 
of essays dealing with the experience of Canada's Ukrainians from 
the earliest period of settlement to the present. Our goal was to help 
Canadians to understand what has happened to Canada's Ukrainians 
between 1891 and 1991. These considerations led to the incorporation 
of the Ukrainian Canadian Centennial Committee, affiliated with the 
Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the University of Toronto. 

It is frequently said that a scholar's ultimate goal is the preparation of 
a comprehensive monograph on the subject at hand. Prefaces to edited 
collections often contain laments about the lack of primary materials 
and the inadequate state of existing knowledge and conclude with 
prescriptions for more research. Here that pattern will not be followed, 
at least not entirely. This volume was not intended to be a definitive or 
even exhaustive treatment of the Ukrainian-Canadian experience over 
the past hundred years. Instead it was our intention to solicit essays 
exploring primarily the history and geography of Canada's Ukrainians, 
analyses that would offer new insights into how and why Ukrainians 
came to be here, how they interacted among themselves, and, perhaps 
most important, how the larger society, most especially the Canadian 
state, interacted with them. This basic framework is reflected in our 
volume's subtitle, Negotiating an Identity. By this we mean to suggest that 
all the papers in this collection share a concern with how Ukrainians 
came to think of themselves as a people within Canada, affected by 
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events in the old homeland and in this country and by the actions of 
diverse other players, from the organs of various levels of government 
to political, religious, and other constituencies. Although Ukrainians 
came to Canada with cultural baggage reflecting their experiences in 
Ukraine and elsewhere in Europe, they adapted and transformed them- 
selves in order to conform to changing Canadian realities. In that process 
a dynamic and distinctive Ukrainian-Canadian community has emerged 
and is continuing to evolve. 

In the course of structuring the Ukrainian Canadian Centennial Semi- 
nar Series and compiling this collection, we became aware of several 
critical elements in the Ukrainian-Canadian experience that have, in the 
main, been ignored. For one thing, one of the essential factors behind 
the large-scale assimilation of Ukrainians into Canadian society was the 
repeated interventions by the Canadian state into Ukrainian-Canadian 
affairs. These intrusions, direct and indirect, further fragmented the 
organized component of the Ukrainian-Canadian population and inter- 
fered with Ukrainian commitment to organized community life, The 
Canadian state has at all times been aware of, sometimes anxious about, 
and often active in, the internal affairs of Ukrainian-Canadian society. 
From its turn-of-the-century immigration and settlement policies to 
the internment operations of the First World War, from the covert 
surveillance activities of the inter-war period to the creation of the 
Ukrainian Canadian Committee during the Second World War and, in 
more recent times, the establishment of the Commission of Inquiry on 
War Criminals, the state has had a formative role in shaping Canadian- 
Ukrainian society. Governments often made decisions and acted on the 
recommendations of players centred outside the community, individu- 
als who were sometimes indifferent, ignorant, or even hostile to Cana- 
da's Ukrainians, with consequences that could be traumatic. Ukrainian 
organizations were forced to adapt or, in some cases, disappear. 

Identifying oneself publicly as a Ukrainian in Canada in the past has 
not always been a wise choice. And so the theme of divided political, 
religious, and social loyalties runs through these essays. After reading 
them those who have a religious inclination may well ask: are the 
organized Ukrainians in this country good Catholics, or is it more impor- 
tant for them to be good Ukrainian Catholics? Those of a political bent 
may wonder: are these Ukrainians good Canadians or good Ukrainian 
nationalists, and which comes first? These are questions of no mean 
importance, particularly in times of international or domestic crisis, as 
Canada's Ukrainians have learned more than once and often at their 
cost. For the moment all we can say is that not many seem to have 
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affirmed Governor-General Lord Tweedsmuir's 1936 exclamation to the 
effect that Ukrainians in Canada 'would all be better Canadians for 
being also good Ukrainians.' Being Ukrainian in Canada has meant 
negotiating with the larger society, not only about the group's collective 
identity but also about its place within Canada. Such negotiation has 
been going on from the pioneer years to our own days. 

The structure of the book reflects the organizing principle suggested 
in the title. The three sections, all of more or less equal length, deal with 
immigration and settlement, internal community politics, and Canada's 
Ukrainians and the state. With regard to the state, the organized Ukrai- 
nian community in Canada has yet to resolve long-standing issues 
related to its collective status within the larger society. Why should this 
be the case? We believe that the nature of scholarship in Canada has 
much to do with it. 

Until very recently, the Canadian academic establishment has not 
welcomed studies of Canada's Ukrainians or, for that matter, of this 
country's other ethnic, religious, and racial minorities. This is not to say 
that important books on Ukrainian-Canadian themes did not appear. 
But, for the most part, they were descriptive or filiopietistic accounts 
highlighting the accomplishments of selected individuals or groups 
within the community or advancing particular ideological or religious 
concerns. The few non-Ukrainian commentators supposedly addressing 
Ukrainian-Canadian themes actually focused on 'Old World' issues, 
like ties between Canada's Ukrainians and the struggle for Ukrainian 
independence, or the attraction of Soviet communism for some in the 
community, all in the belief that such homeland-oriented attitudes had 
a retarding effect on the assimilation of Ukrainians and their progeny 
into mainstream Canadian society. For these Anglo-Canadian writers 
complete integration was the most desirable of all possible outcomes for 
these immigrants. Non-Ukrainian writers tended, otherwise, to ignore 
the Canadian-Ukrainian experience as irrelevant or peripheral, save for 
acknowledging the hardships of the pioneer Ukrainian settlers who 
opened up the prairie West. 

Ukrainian and Ukrainian Canadian Studies achieved recognition only 
with the founding of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the 
University of Alberta, the Centre for Ukrainian Canadian Studies at 
the University of Manitoba, and the Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the 
University of Toronto. Modest financial support became available for 
research and publications, and a new generation of Canadian-born stu- 
dents, representing several academic disciplines, could draw support 
from a small but growing community of like-minded scholars. In turn 
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this fuelled a search for archival, oral, and other primary sources, a 
quest facilitated by grants and support from the Secretary of State for 
Multiculturalism, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
of Canada, the National Archives of Canada, the Canadian Institute of 
Ukrainian Studies, the Multicultural History Society of Ontario, and the 
Ukrainian community. Where only a few years before many primary 
materials remained undiscovered or locked away in private or public 
repositories, either uncatalogued or deliberately closed, many important 
collections (although far from all) became available by the early 1980s. 
It was at this point that important publications in the area of Ukrainian 
Canadian Studies began to appear. Less self-congratulatory about Ukrai- 
nian-Canadian achievements than most earlier writings, books like A 
Heritage in Transition were a first attempt to bring together scholarly 
analyses of the Ukrainian experience in this country. That volume's 
greatest contribution, however, was in stimulating future research. In 
its concluding essay Frances Swyripa predicted that further Ukrainian- 
Canadian studies would focus on the organized community, defined as 
'that narrowing sector of the ethnic group consciously propagating 
Ukrainian cultural traditions, promoting the Ukrainian language and 
culture in Canada, and actively concerned about the fate of Ukraine.' 

The present collection attests to just how prescient that statement 
was. But it also goes further by offering investigations of several pivotal 
episodes in the Canadian-Ukrainian experience, based on new data and 
approaches by a cohort of writers and scholars. Several of these studies 
are, we contend, at the 'cutting edge' of research in the field. More 
remains to be done, of course, but, significantly, only four of the twenty- 
one authors included in this collection were published in A Heritage in 
Transition. The fact that several of them are not of Ukrainian origin 
suggests that important links are developing between Canadian and 
Ukrainian Canadian Studies, ties that, until recently, did not exist. We 
view that as a positive development. Ukrainian Canadian Studies, a 
healthy if still small field, seem to be growing. As for the demographic, 
social, political, and religious trends in this population and the varied 
experiences of Canada's organized Ukrainian communities in the past, 
these would seem to suggest the need for new thinking about commu- 
nity organizational efforts and infrastructural systems. Perhaps the time 
has come for a new commonality to evolve, uniting Canadian Ukrainians 
of varied backgrounds on the basis of their shared interests rather than 
on the less flexible bonds of linguistic ability or organizational and 
religious affiliation. Some of the structures of the past have been crip- 
pling rather than constructive. 
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This volume demonstrates that the study of Canada's Ukrainians 
involves the study of Canada. Once the immigrants got off the proverbial 
boat they began accommodating to, and being shaped by, the society, 
church, and state they encountered. Well before the Second World War 
most Ukrainians in this country were Canadian-born, and by the end of 
this century over go per cent will fit into that category. Their history, 
their geography, and their sociology are all basically Canadian. Students 
of the Ukrainian-Canadian experience, we contend, are not 'doing eth- 
nic history.' Whether they consider immigration policies, internal secu- 
rity measures, the evolution of Canadian-Ukrainian ideologies, or 
independent Canadian-centred churches among the Ukrainian faithful, 
they are dealing with an intrinsic aspect of the evolution of the Canadian 
nation. Most Canadian historians and other social scientists have yet 
to appreciate this point, confining Ukrainian Canadian Studies to the 
periphery. This says more about them, and the Canada of the past, than 
it does about Canada's Ukrainians or the future of this confederation. 

As the editors of this volume, we bear responsibility for the selection 
of its major themes and of the papers that have been included here. 
However, each paper presents the individual author's perceptions of 
the Ukrainian-Canadian experience. Not every author will necessarily 
agree with the conclusions put forward by the others, and not all mem- 
bers of the public will find this book to their liking. The willingness to 
consider, debate, and learn from others is essential to academic life. We 
hope this book will help foster understanding of Canada's Ukrainians 
and their place in this country. 

A few words of thanks. This book would not have been possible 
without the scholars who presented or submitted papers to our Ukrai- 
nian Canadian Centennial Seminar Series. Not every paper, regrettably, 
could be included in this volume, but we thank all those who worked 
with us for the energy, thought, and commitment they demonstrated. 
We are also indebted to Professors Paul R. Magocsi of the Chair of 
Ukrainian Studies and Wsevolod Isajiw of the Department of Sociology 
at the University of Toronto. Both served capably as academic advisers 
to the Ukrainian Canadian Centennial Committee from its inception to 
the conclusion of its work with the appearance of this volume. Members 
of our board of directors supported our committee's work across Canada, 
often sharing their thoughts about appropriate ways for commemorat- 
ing the Ukrainian Canadian Centennial. Marco Carynnyk copy-edited 
the manuscript, and Jeff Pickniclu helped locate missing references. 
Judy Young, Aldean Anderson, and Cliff Yumansky of the Ministry of 
Multiculturalism and Citizenship helped us with our grant applications. 
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Without that ministry's generous support this volume would not have 
appeared during the centennial of Canada's Ukrainians. We are also 
grateful to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
Canada and the Ukrainian Canadian Congress for their support of our 
conference on the Ukrainian experience in Canada. Sally Jones of the 
Chair of Ukrainian Studies and Dr Lillian Petroff of the Multicultural 
History Society of Ontario helped to organize that conference and to co- 
ordinate the seminar arrangements. Eugene Cholkan, our committee's 
accountant, kept its funds in order, no mean accomplishment. Special 
thanks are also due to Dr Ron Schoeffel, editor of the University of 
Toronto Press. His enthusiasm and sage counsel made working with the 
Press a joy. 

Finally, we wish to thank our spouses, Alexandra Luciuk and Fred 
Stambrook. Their good cheer and support kept us happy as we set up 
the Ukrainian Canadian Centennial Seminar Series, secured papers from 
our contributors, and juggled our hectic schedules over the past three 
years. Their contribution is not easily gauged, but we recognize that our 
debt to them is substantial. 

Our one regret is that Professor Robert F. Harney, whose interest in 
our work never flagged even when he had more pressing personal 
concerns, is not with us. He would have voiced pithy observations about 
this book and what it is we Ukrainian Canadians are doing in observing 
this centennial. His death in 1989 robbed the Ukrainian community in 
Canada of a friend. It is to his memory that we dedicate this book. 

Lubomyr Y. Luciuk Stella Hryniuk 
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'Sifton's Pets': 
Who Were They? 

STELLA HRYNIUK 

A considerable literature has accumulated on the background to the 
immigration of Ukrainians to Canada at the turn of the century and on 
their early history in this country. With varying degrees of emphasis 
various authors have maintained that Ukrainians were victims of social, 
political, and even religious oppression, suffering from lack of economic 
and educational opportunities, fleeing from a stagnant, backward, and 
impoverished society. Such gloomy accounts are to be found in both 
popular and scholarly writings and are due, perhaps, to limited knowl- 
edge of the appropriate sources for the history of Eastern Galicia and 
Bukovyna.' That recent scholarship should uncritically reiterate such 
interpretations can lead to different questions: Do the authors like a 
'rags-to-riches' explanation, which contrasts supposed poverty and 
backwardness in Western Ukraine to the gains subsequently made in 
Canada? Do they minimize the homeland experience because of their 
inadequate grasp of a rural society's dynamics? Have they failed to 
observe that the most damning indictments of Galician conditions in 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century were written by observers 
who had political or economic grievances particular to their subgroup 
in that society? Among the latter were Polish publicists who were 
concerned with the fate of the Polish nation and its gentry class, espe- 
cially during a time of agricultural depression." Others with such griev- 
ances were contemporary Ukrainian radical publicists like Ivan Franko 
and Mykhailo Pavlyk, whose gloomy views of Western Ukrainian soci- 
ety grew out of their socialist convictions.3 In the light of newer, wider- 
rangmg research in the past decade, the centenary year of the first 
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immigration invites a re-examination of Galician and Bukovynian condi- 
tions before and during the first immigration. 

Such a study is necessary in itself, especially as the literature suggests 
that immigrants were generally not the poorest of their society; as a 
historian of another immigrant society has written: 'Weak, beaten men 
and women do not undertake transoceanic journeys to far-off lands 
unless they are herded aboard ship at gunpoint.'4 The individual and 
societal experiences of the immigrants - their 'cultural baggage' - were 
to have a considerable bearing on their own and their descendants' lives 
in their new homeland. A closer examination of conditions in rural 
Eastern Galicia and Bukovyna is therefore indicated, especially as their 
agrarian history has hitherto been neglected? 

The Ukrainians who came to Canada between 1891 and 1914 were, 
with few exceptions, citizens of the Austrian Empire and resided in 
the villages and towns of the crownlands of Galicia (Halychyna) and 
Bukovyna. They began to emigrate to Canada in very small numbers in 
1891, setting out as individuals or in groups of a few families. The large 
numbers, variously estimated at between 128,000 and 170,000, came 
after 1895, following the scouting visit that year by the Galician agrono- 
mist Dr Osyp Oleskiv and the publication of his pamphlets on emigra- 
tion to Canada. Two groups of settlers, groomed for this experience by 
Oleskiv, came in May and July 1896 and formed the nuclei of settlements 
in Manitoba, to add to the already existing settlement at Edna-Star in 
the Northwest Territories. These three groups and the areas along the 
railway line in between formed the targets for the chain migration before 
the First World War. 

The first point to be noted in any reinterpretation of the background to 
emigration is that between 1880 and 1910 Eastern Galicia and Bukovyna 
were provided with modern communications. By 1872, main railway 
lines connected both regions with other parts of the Austrian Empire 
and with Western Europe. In the 1880s the Austrian state provided 
funds for the construction of a second railway across Galicia; in the 
1890s and early 1900s the Galician Seim and the Bukovynian Landtag 
raised money for local railways, which connected at Zalishchyky in 1898, 
but which were not fully completed until the railway reached Sokal in 
1910. The volume of goods carried and the amount of passenger traffic 
rapidly increased. Many small towns and villages were now on a railway 
line, others often no more than a few kilometres from a station. Roads, 
previously the main transportation arteries, took on the character of 
feeders for the railways; although they were often still in poor condition, 
their state was also improving. Postal services benefited from the new 
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transportation systems and were inexpensive, especially for printed 
matter such as newspapers. Telegraph services were widespread by the 
turn of the century, either as an adjunct to the railways or as part of the 
Austrian postal service. Chernivtsi had electric trams by 1897.~ And 
although only twenty-two towns in Galicia had telephone service in 
1900, by 1909 telephones had penetrated even remote southeastern rural 
regions.' 

The railways, now spread out over rural Bukovyna and Eastern Gali- 
cia, brought peasant emigrants to the north German and other ports. 
Improved transportation made possible many other developments, not 
the least of which was speedy access to Austrian and Western European 
markets for the agricultural produce of Eastern Galicia and Bukovyna. 
They also made it easier and quicker for people to move around, thereby 
facilitating the contacts with the greater world that were increasingly 
important for rural populations. Newspapers and journals also contrib- 
uted to the greater information base available in the villages, mainly 
from the 1880s onwards. 

Ukrainians have long held that they suffered great historical injustices 
in the sphere of education. So they did, especially in Galicia. Their access 
to secondary education was limited; they were grossly underrepre- 
sented in post-secondary education, and in the village and small-town 
schools, instruction was often given in Polish. It may be noted that 
before about 1900 Galician villagers did not regard it as a hardship to 
have their children taught in both Ukrainian and Polish. No doubt their 
experience of bilingual education in the homeland helped them to adjust 
to the pre-1916 education system in Manitobaas 

There were other positive developments in respect of education. 
Ukrainians lived in a country that had compulsory school attendance 
laws. Initially these were much ignored. But elementary education for 
their children was important to many Ukrainian villagers in both Buko- 
vyna and Galicia, and large numbers of schools were built between 1880 
and 1910. By 1900, most of the elementary schools in Eastern Galician 
villages had two or more teachers.9 Although there began to be some 
pressure from crownland authorities, it was the villagers themselves, 
through their school district councils, who decided to tax themselves in 
order to build schools and pay for their upkeep and for the salary of the 
teachers and who contributed labour and materials during the construc- 
tion. Again, this experience was invaluable to Ukrainian settlers in Can- 
ada, and the speed with which they set up school districts and built 
their first schools often surprised the school inspectors. The very high 
rates of illiteracy of the Ukrainian regions of Bukovyna and Galicia 
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improved only gradually, as more and more children attended scho01.'~ 
It was not until the Austrian census of 1910 that more than half of the 
Ukrainian population over the age of ten declared itself to be literate. 
The same data also showed clearly that in that year each ten-year 
age cohort was better educated than its predecessor: 67.68 per cent of 
Ukrainian males and 54.59 per cent of Ukrainian females aged eleven to 
twenty were literate; the equivalent percentages for the twenty-one to 
forty age cohort were 44.41 and 23.12.'' Clearly, much had been 
achieved, though much remained to be done, particularly in Bukovyna, 
which lagged behind Eastern Galicia in literacy. Especially after the 
turn of the century, Ukrainian voluntary associations built residential 
accommodations (bursy) in the towns to assist children to get a secondary 
education; they would also get some tutoring there.'" Both the school 
councils and the enlightenment societies concerned themselves increas- 
ingly with the provision of Ukrainian primers and other books in the 
elementary schools. Education was thus not a neglected field, as many 
writers have suggested. Rather, it was taken very seriously, and more 
knowledge came to be imparted to more children in the two decades 
when the pre-1914 emigration was taking place. 

And not only in the public education system. A growing network of 
informal educational institutions supplemented elementary schooling. 
In Galicia the two major enlightenment associations were the Prosvita 
Society (founded in 1868) and the Kachkovsky Society (1874). Initially 
seen as complementary, they came from the 1890s onwards to be increas- 
ingly in competition with each other, for they represented respectively 
the populist Ukrainophile and the Old Ruthenian orientations in the 
Ukrainian nationalist movement. Their rivalry probably redounded to 
the advantage of Ukrainian villagers. They provided an impressive array 
of materials ranging from primers to pamphlets and books on health 
measures, cultural development, civic rights, and improved agricultural 
practice. Between 1869 and 1898 the Prosvita published 224 books in a 
total of 1,392,155 copies; by 1914 each of the two societies had published 
over 2.5 million copies, most of which had been mailed to members. The 
titles included Facts about the Soil, Practical Education for a Peasant Farmer, 
How to Care for the Sick, Cultivation of Barley and Oats, About the Profitable 
Use of Wastelands, and On the Rights and Duties of Citizens at  the Village, 
District, Province, and State Level. In 1895 each enlightenment society 
published a brochure by Dr Osyp Oleskiv on emigration to Canada - 
Pro vilni zemli (About free lands) and 0 emigratsii (On emigration).'s 
There were other enlightenment societies in Eastern Galicia, such as the 
Narodnyi Dim (People's Home) and the society whose specific goal it 
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was to promote the rural co-operative movement, Narodna Torhivlia 
(People's Commerce).'4 In Bukovyna the first Ukrainian voluntary asso- 
ciation, Ruska Besida (Ruthenian Dialogue), was established in 1869 to 
conduct cultural-educational work, though with far fewer resources 
than its Galician counterparts. Later other societies were founded, such 
as the student organization Soiuz (Alliance, 1875) and Samopomich 
(Self-Help, 1888).'5 

Usually closely associated with one (and occasionally more than one) 
of the enlightenment societies were village reading clubs. Although 
the drive to establish reading clubs dates back to the early 1870s~ the 
movement got under way in the 1880s and gathered pace in the 1890s. 
By 1895, 233 reading clubs in Eastern Galicia were affiliated with the 
Prosvita Society; by 1900,924, by 1905,1,550, and by 1910 their number 
had grown to 2,376.1~ This was not the total number of Ukrainian reading 
clubs in Eastern Galicia, for many continued to be affiliated with the 
Kachkovsky Society, while in Bukovyna the Ruska Besida and for a time 
the Soiuz took the lead, although both the Kachkovsky and the Prosvita 
societies were also active there. It is thus clear that a dense network of 
reading clubs covered rural Eastern Galicia and Bukovyna. Priests often 
played a leading role in establishing village reading clubs, but the secular 
intelligentsia, such as teachers and lawyers, might at times be their 
principal founders, and sometimes enlightened villagers would take the 
lead.'' 

In their simplest form, reading clubs were places where villagers could 
come to read weekly newspapers or other publications and to read them 
aloud to others. Discussion would often follow. There can be no doubt 
that as a result of the reading of the press and of the ensuing discussions 
villagers came to be better informed about the wider world around 
them. But the newspapers did not only give them news about political 
events in the land, the empire, and the continent. As the press was 
usually associated with one of the Ukrainian nationalist movements, it 
provided the population with political education. In a narrow sense this 
meant a focus on the political struggles of the day, but it also involved 
civic education, thereby providing the villagers with a regular alphabet 
of their rights as Austrian citizens.18 And because the enlightenment 
societies were concerned with the welfare of the Ukrainian people gen- 
erally, the publications that were associated with them ran articles on 
Ukrainian culture and provided their readers with practical knowledge 
through didactic features on such topics as crop production, animal 
husbandry, beekeeping, manuring, maximizing of income, and health 
education19 The new knowledge, especially when augmented by the 
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exhortations and particularly the example of the village priests, was put 
to good practical use." 

The number of Ukrainian-language publications for village reading 
halls and other readers increased over the years. There were fourteen 
titles in 1880, twenty-six in 1890 (twenty-one in Eastern Galicia, two in 
Bukovyna, and three in Vienna), and thirty-eight in 1900 (thirty-two in 
Galicia, three in Bukovyna, two in Hungary, and one in Vienna)." Many 
of them were weeklies, and some were published two or three times a 
week. Dilo became a daily; Batkivshchyna, the newspaper most widely 
read in the villages during its lifespan of 1879-96, appeared fortnightly 
at the beginning and end but was a weekly in 1883-92. Their press 
runs were not large: Batkivshchyna printed fifteen hundred copies, DiZo 
thirteen hundred, and Nauka six hundred per issue in 1885."" But they 
were read by many people in each reading club, and in addition many 
individual subscribers allowed others to read their copies."3 Many village 
reading clubs subscribed to two or at times more newspapers. Batkiv- 
shchyna gave much space to news from the villages, written by villagers 
themselves; seeing their own news and that of people like themselves 
in print helped develop in the peasants a sense of self-worth.4 

The opening of a reading club was a significant occasion in the lives 
of villagers, often drawing people from many surrounding villages. The 
opening of the club in Chornohuzy, Vyzhnytsia county, Bukovyna, was 
attended by visitors from Vyzhnytsia, Byzhenka, Ispas, Bahna, Myliv, 
and elsewhere. Several priests were in attendance, as were the head 
of the county court, academics from Chernivtsi, two teachers, and three 
cantors. 'The school room [where the opening ceremony was held] was 
too small to hold all the people, and many had to stay outside and watch 
and listen through the windows.'"5 Typically, a religious service formed 
part of the festivitie~.~~ 

Apart from reading and discussion of newspapers, the reading clubs 
featured a host of other activities. Reading clubs received the publica- 
tions of the enlightenment society with which they were affiliated and 
might be the recipient of donations of books.? Some built up consider- 
able libraries in this way: the reading club in Chornohuzy reported 
receiving 115 books from Prosvita in Lviv, 30 from the Kachkovsky 
Society, and 12 from Soiuz." By 1897 the club in Skala, Borshchiv county, 
Galicia, boasted that it had 320 books that 'were read diligently' by its 
270 members29 Other activities also came to be associated with the 
reading clubs or were initiated under their aegis. The club in Skala 
owned its stone building, valued at several thousand gulden, which 
included a hall used for meetings, concerts, and theatrical performances; 
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it also had a grain-storage facility and a savings and loan society with 
an annual turnover of forty thousand gulden.3" In size the Skala club 
may have been atypical, but not in the range of its activities. Many 
village reading clubs organized savings and loan societies or credit 
unions, communal grain storage facilities, and shops (whose activities 
were also supported by the Narodna Torhivlia). The clubs also organized 
social events (vechernytsi) and sponsored lectures that featured visiting 
speakers on all sorts of topics as well as local talent: in the village of 
Verbivtsi, Terebovlia county, Galicia, in 1886 a teacher from a nearby 
village 'gave a clear and understandable lecture on the theme of the 
history of printing'; at Tsyhany, Borshchiv county, Galicia, Dr Roman 
Iarosevych lectured his audience in 1895 on progress in the nineteenth 
century.3' Annual commemorations of Taras Shevchenko and his works 
were a feature of all reading clubs affiliated with Prosvita." 

It may thus be seen that village reading clubs, though not always 
accepted by all villagers,33 brought considerable changes to the village. 
Women were allowed to be members - an innovation in a hitherto 
traditionalist world. Choirs began 'to sing from notes,' and one village 
in Terebovlia county claimed in 1900 to have the first village brass band 
in Galicia. In many places the reading hall replaced the tavern as the 
hub of village life. It enabled people to retain and even enhance reading 
skills they had learned at school. It provided a forum for civic education 
and for discussion on a host of issues. It played a significant role in 
bringing knowledge to the village.34 The knowledge entering the village 
was both general and specific. The specific knowledge that was of most 
concern to villagers was that pertaining to agriculture. The government 
also played some part here by providing horticultural and agricultural 
courses in the elementary school curricula and through the activities 
of the state-subsidized Galician Agricultural Association and its local 
branches. The enlightenment societies paid considerable attention to 
raising agricultural productivity and published booklets on a whole 
range of topics from beekeeping to animal raising. The press ran articles 
on drainage, improved seed, implements, co-operatives, orchards, ani- 
mal diseases, and so on. But 'mere urging of farmers to change their 
methods isn't enough'; it is the demonstration that new methods work 
that is important in getting farmers to change their ways.35 As the 
newspaper Haspodar i prornyshlennyk stated in 1886, 'It is the example of 
the priest that is best accepted and copied by the pea~ants.'3~ Numerous 
instances can be found of enterprising priest-farmers who led by exam- 
ple as well as by exhortation. Some, like Father Dudykevych of Shysh- 
kivtsi, Borshchiv County, gave parishioners 'information about various 
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branches of agriculture from the pulpit.'37 Others experimented success- 
fully with new varieties of seed, raised good quality livestock, concerned 
themselves with improved agricultural implements such as ploughs, 
and introduced new fruits into orchard cultivation. They spread their 
good news through constant teaching and example, through the press, 
and in Eastern Galicia through a network of Greek Catholic priests. 
Other agricultural education came from village schoolteachers and from 
itinerant teachers hired by enlightenment s0cieties.3~ 

The historical literature on Western Ukraine has focused on rural 
ignorance, declining sizes of peasant landholdings, and low agricultural 
productivity.39 The first of these was being overcome, and there are 
many indications in the contemporary press that by the 1890s peasants 
no longer deemed themselves to be as ignorant as they had always been 
told they were.4" The issue of the size of landholdings is a complex one. 
Contemporaries claimed that to be viable, a peasant holding had to be 
at least six hectares in size. This may have been true earlier in the 
nineteenth century, when an extensive rather than an intensive mode 
of agriculture was practised, but as will be seen, it was no longer true.4' 
The average size of Western Ukrainian landholdings did decline in the 
nineteenth century, largely as a result of inheritance customs. However, 
it did not decline as much as has sometimes been thought. In part this 
is due to the complexity of the land-tax data that contemporary authors 
used to establish the average sizes of holdings.4" Furthermore, these 
same authorities seemed oblivious of the fact that although husband 
and wife were officially registered as individual owners for land-tax 
purposes, they in fact operated one peasant farm.43 Contemporary 
authors also usually failed to take into account the leasing of land and 
the value to peasants of grazing rights on communal land (a right 
possessed by 30 to 40 per cent of the peasants in some counties). 

Most Western Ukrainian smallholdings, except in the mountain 
regions, were very small, with most of them being in the range of one 
to five hectares.44 However, it is the use made of the land and not its 
mere size that is significant. Peasants in fact followed the advice of 
agricultural experts to cultivate every part of their holdings, to plant 
second crops such as buckwheat or clover after the first crop on a plot 
had been harvested, and to replace fallow in favour of crop rotation.45 
As a Canadian visitor observed in 1898, 'In the cultivation of their 
respective locations, not even the width necessary for the furrow of a 
plough is wasted ... crops may be seen at any stage of growth.Q6 

Annual yields of wheat, rye, and potatoes in Eastern Galicia increased 
appreciably, more than keeping pace with population increases. 
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TABLE 1 
Average yields per hectare in metric centners in Eastern 
Galicia 

Wheat Rye Potatoes 

Source: P o d r p n i k  statystyki Galicyi, VII, pt. 1: 160; VIII, pt. 1: 
169. 

There were lesser increases in yields of other grain crops in Eastern 
Galicia, though some regions, such as Podillia, recorded increases in 
yields of barley and oats that were well above the average. Yields of 
grain crops in Bukovyna tended to be appreciably higher than those in 
Eastern Galicia.47 Yields on peasant holdings were generally somewhat 
lower than on large landholdings, but peasants did share in the general 
increase in productivity per he~tare.4~ By Western European standards, 
yields were low, but from the perspective of Western Ukrainian villagers 
the important feature was the upward trend. 

Peasant production was also more diversified. Legumes, fodder crops, 
and cash speciality crops were cultivated. In parts of sou theastern Galicia 
and in Bukovyna tens of thousands of peasant smallholders profitably 
grew tobacco: a quarter of a hectare devoted to tobacco could show a 
profit of two hundred to three hundred crowns in 1905." New comrner- 
cia1 crops such as aniseed, fennel, linseed, and poppy seed began to be 
cultivated. The villagers' gardens produced a variety of food for their 
own consumption or barter,sO and orchards began to assume a commer- 
cial importance. Intercrops (crops planted between the rows of other 
crops, sometimes by day labourers on a large landowner's land but with 
the produce belonging to the labourer) and second crops were not 
recorded in the official data on agricultural production, but they too 
augmented the worth of peasant production.5' 

Of great importance was the increase in the area of land devoted to 
the cultivation of clover,5' with which is connected the very significant 
and much neglected topic of animal husbandry. The numbers of cattle 
and pigs raised by peasants in Eastern Galicia increased significantly in 
the 1880s and especially the 189os, and improved breeds of animals 
made their appearance, first on the larger holdings but gradually also 
on some of the smaller ones. Peasants owned 75 to 80 per cent of Eastern 
Galicia's cattle and oxen, 90 per cent of the pigs, and most of the declining 
number of sheep. Significantly, peasants with holdings of less than five 
hectares owned the preponderance of these animals, and almost half 
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the horses. Even some of the dwarf holdings of less than half a hectare 
had at least one farm animal, and sometimes more.53 In the 1880s and 
1890s peasants became animal raisers as well as grain growers. Franci- 
szek Bujak, one of the few contemporary experts who noted this devel- 
opment, estimated that by the turn of the century peasant income from 
animal husbandry was at least as great as that from crop production.54 
This was a significant transition, made possible by improved transporta- 
tion. Peasant livestock could now be readily marketed. Austrian statisti- 
cians noted, with some surprise, that for Galicia in 1900 'the export of 
cattle is quite significant. Stock cattle and milk cows are exported to 
Russia, Siberia, Moravia, and Bohemia, fattened cattle to Vienna, Prague, 
Olmiitz, and Germany.'55 Some parts of southeastern Galicia were by 
now renowned for their milk-fed veal, and had thus become a source 
of Wiener Schnitzel.s6 Improved railway wagons for the transportation 
of animals helped to ensure that they arrived in good condition.57 The 
railways also allowed for the speedy transportation of perishables: fruit, 
eggs, milk, butter, cheese, and poultry. Associated small-scale industries, 
such as egg sorting and packing plants and jam-making factories, made 
their appearance in small rural towns. Ukrainian marketing co-opera- 
tives sprang up and grew in the late 1890s and early 19oos, for the benefit 
of village ec0nomies.5~ 

Improved agricultural productivity and an improving quality of nutri- 
tion were in part responsible for another significant development, the 
decline in the death rate. Government vaccination programmes against 
smallpox were also important in this regard, as was a general pro- 
cleanliness campaign and health education provided by Ukrainian 
newspapers.59 Alcoholism was not nearly as great a problem as has 
generally been supposed." In some parts of Western Ukraine the death 
rate declined by about one-third between 1880 and 1900. For whatever 
reason, there was also a 15 to 20 per cent decline in the high birth rate. 
These are indications of modernizing trends. 

The peasant society of Western Ukraine was thus on the move. Peas- 
ants were indeed exploited by the large landowners for whom many of 
them worked at seeding and harvest times. At times there was not 
enough such work for those who sought itt6' and isolated work stop- 
pages on large landowners' properties were apt to be broken by the 

The widespread agrarian strike of 1902 in Eastern Galicia, 
however, did lead to increased day cash wages or improved payments 
in kind for seasonal labourers,Q at a time when villagers knew very well 
from the press that prices for grain on the European markets had risen. 
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Peasants also suffered from arbitrary acts on the part of the authorities. 
Regularly in Galicia but somewhat less so in Bukovyna there was intimi- 
dation at election times64 Ukrainians in Galicia were systematically dis- 
criminated against in education, especially beyond the elementary 
school level. 

There were thus dark sides in the picture, too, and not everyone 
shared in the modest increase in material prosperity that agricultural 
progress and better organization brought about. But there were material 
and cultural improvements for the majority of the population of Western 
Uk~-aine.~S There was also a growing self-confidence in the villages from 
the 1890s onwards. Peasants acquired expertise in local government and 
became more aware of their rights as Austrian citizens.66 In Galicia they 
stood up to the landowners' bullies at elections (and at least on occasion 
were acquitted in court when subsequently brought to trial)." People's 
assemblies (vichi) were held, sometimes in major towns and sometimes 
in the countryside, attended by three hundred or four hundred people 
or more, and often focusing at least in part on issues that were important 
to villagers, such as elections to commune and county councils and the 
formation of agricultural co-operatives.@ The first assembly was held 
at Lviv in 1880; the spread of assemblies throughout the region, despite 
some harassment of villagers who attended, showed rising peasant self- 
awareness and c~nfidence.~g So did incidents like the refusal of peasants 
to allow two large landowners to speak at an assembly in Husiatyn 
county in 1897 and the demand - unsuccessful, it is true - that the 
Narodna Rada, the Ukrainophile political organization in Lviv, hold a 
special meeting to discuss economic issues of concern to peasants after 
the regular meeting had spent all the available time on political 
questions.7" 

The improvements, however modest, in their material conditions, 
hard work, civic self-help, and new feelings of human dignity and of a 
Ukrainian consciousness brought the Eastern Galician and Bukovynian 
peasants from a psychological bondage to tradition into a more modern 
world.7' Why then, if conditions were getting better, did a wave of 
emigration to Canada begin in the mid-iBqos? 

Some historians have found a very simple answer to a slightly but 
significantly different question, namely, why did they emigrate? A lead- 
ing Soviet historian bluntly asserted that 'socio-economic and political 
circumstances gave rise to moods of depression among the bereaved 
Galician peasants - the most deprived stratum of the population - and 
caused their firm determination to force their way out of a vice of misery 
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and hunger.'7" Others have put the matter still more bluntly: they were 
'men and women who were driven by poverty, oppression and 
hopelessness.'73 

The answer is not likely to be so simple; indeed, the answer is a many- 
layered one. The peasantry was not a homogeneous unit. Different 
motivations worked in varying degrees in different people. But one 
major motive may be confidently set out: it was precisely because condi- 
tions had improved and people's expectations for themselves and even 
more so for their children had increased that they were willing to 
entertain the idea of uprooting themselves. One Manitoban told the 
author that her family was 'pretty well-to-do' in the old country, but 
'there were better prospects in Canada.'74 In respect of Bukovyna it was 
reported at the time that people were leaving for Canada because they 
wanted 'a better future for their children.'75 

It may be that some perceived, however faintly, that increases in crop 
yields and in animal husbandry and other improvements in the village 
could not go on indefinitely. The amount of village land was finite; land 
was in much demand and commanded high prices, and although many 
gentry landowners were in financial trouble and had to sell or lease 
land, the amount available for purchase by Ukrainian peasants was 
small. Having been initiated into a market economy, the peasants looked 
for more land on which to grow more crops and raise increasing numbers 
of animals and thereby augment their incomes. If necessary, they would 
look for that land overseas. 

The first mass migration from Western Ukraine was in fact not to 
Canada but to Brazil. Peasants were lured by propaganda and by agents 
working on behalf of the Brazilian government, which was so anxious 
to settle 'empty' lands that it paid for the voyage from an Italian port to 
Brazil.Y6 It was in large part because of reports of the bad experiences of 
the Ukrainian settlers in Brazil that Oleskiv in 1895 published his two 
pamphlets 0 emigratsii and Pro vilni zemli, which mark the real beginning 
of the mass emigration from Western Ukraine to Canada? 

Emigrants from Western Ukraine may not have seen any Canadian 
immigration literature because of its poorly organized distrib~tion.7~ The 
governments of central and eastern European countries were actively 
opposed to emigration agents,79 but booking agents for steamship com- 
panies had been operating legally throughout Europe on behalf of 
Canada for decades. The Austrian government was slow to comprehend 
the dimensions of the activities of steamship company agents and to try 
to curtail them.&' The distinction between an emi~at ion  agent and a 
booking agent for a steamship company, although important in law, 
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was in practice often a very small one. And brochures like those of 
Oleskiv were published legally. The lure of land, with almost seventy 
hectares available for fifty gulden (ten dollars), was very strong. Once 
the first few dozen emigrants had settled in Canada, there was a constant 
stream of information back home, which sometimes painted an overly 
positive picture of Canadian conditions and which served to attract 
more  migrant^.^' 

As V.J. Kaye pointed out a quarter century ago, a considerable propor- 
tion of the Ukrainian immigrants to Canada were 'peasants of means,' 
modest no doubt by many standards, but among the more successful of 
the peasants.82 Most of the immigrants, in fact, appear to have been 
peasants whose Western Ukrainian smallholdings were of between two 
and five hectares in size. Unlike emigration to Brazil, that to Canada 
required the peasant to pay the fare for himself and his family. It is no 
wonder, then, that Vasyl Stefanyk characterized the emigrants to Can- 
ada as moderately wealthy, free of debt, owners of land, and possessing 
between five hundred and eight hundred gulden when they emigrated. 
Their motive for emigrating was 'the good of the children.'@ 

This profile of the society from which the pre-1914 Ukrainian immi- 
grants came to Canada is very different from the one that others have 
pre~ented.~4 Peasant responses to socio-economic changes in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century brought into being in Eastern Galicia 
and Bukovyna a different kind of society and with it, often, a different 
kind of peasant. Changes in health and nutrition were producing a 
strong and resilient population able to respond to the prospects of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Peasants took advantage 
of education and technical advances to improve both the quantity and 
the quality of their agricultural produce, and improvements in commu- 
nications provided them and their produce entry into the wider world. 
Their enhanced earning capacities imbued them with feelings of dignity 
and worth. Achievements in learning and in organizing themselves for 
local economic and political activities beneficial to themselves contrib- 
uted to their self-confidence. They began to take pride in their distinc- 
tiveness, though this feeling was in most cases not yet the Ukrainian 
nationalism that the urban propagandists hoped for. 

These changes, dramatic in their entirety and 'internal' to their rural 
society,85 gave the resilient, hard-working people a sense of control over 
their thoughts, their labour, their productivity, and ukimately their 
lives. Discrimination remained, of course, but there was no real political 
oppression as in tsarist Russia. The late Ivan Rudnytsky perceived much 
of this when he wrote, in an essay first published in 1963, that 'Austria 
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was a constitutional state, and this enabled the Galician Ukrainians to 
apply civic self-help. In this they achieved signal successes. The country 
was covered with a dense and ever-expanding network of economic, 
educational, and gymnastic associations, branching out to every village. 
The peasant masses ... owed to this work not only an improvement of 
their living conditions, but also a new feeling of human dignity and 
civic pride? No longer were the Western Ukrainian peasants mired in 
ignorance and poverty, resigned to 'the ultimate arbitrariness of fate.'87 
Tens of thousands of them, the more adventurous and risk-taking seg- 
ment of the peasantry, chose to leave their homeland and to realize in 
Canada the rising expectations for their own and their children's future 
betterment that their recent experiences had engendered. 



Sifton's Immigration Policy 

JAROSLAV PETRYSHYN 

Standard historiography has it that under the astute direction of Clifford 
Sifton, minister of the Department of the Interior between 1896 and 1905, 
the Laurier administration embarked upon an enormously successful 
campaign to secure agriculturists for the settlement and development 
of the Northwest. In particular, Sifton has been credited with devising 
a policy to satisfy the economic requirements of the prairies by encourag- 
ing immigrants who hitherto had been deemed only 'marginally accept- 
able.' Focusing his attention on the Ukrainians of Galicia and Bukovyna, 
Sifton argued that these 'stalwart peasants' would make desirable set- 
tlers and that their economic value outweighed negative social and 
cultural considerations. In this context, he has been portrayed as a great 
benefactor of the Ukrainians who facilitated the beginnings of their mass 
immigration into Canada. 

The evidence for this thesis rests on the obvious observation that 
during Sifton's term as minister of the interior Ukrainians started to 
immigrate to Canada at an unprecedented rate.' Those who attribute 
this development to Sifton most often cite his encouragement of the 
activities of Osyp Olesluv, the Ukrainian professor of agriculture who 
first proposed directing a mass migration of Ukrainian farmers to Can- 
ada, and his agreement in 1899 with the mysterious North Atlantic 
Trading Company, or NATC, which, it has been contended, successfully 
recruited Ukrainians and other Eastern European peasants en masse to 
Canada." This paper suggests that such an unreserved interpretation of 
Sifton's role vis-A-vis the Ukrainians is only partially correct at best 
because it does not address a number of anomalies in Canadian promo- 
tional efforts regarding the Ukrainians and does not consider the role 
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played by the immigrants themselves. A closer examination of the record 
reveals that the commitment of the Department of the Interior to Ukrai- 
nian immigration has been exaggerated - that in fact immigration offi- 
cials exhibited a troubled ambiguity, if not outright hostility, to the 
spectre of a substantial influx of Galicians and Bukovynians.3 As a result, 
the department's relations with Oleskiv were less fruitful than has been 
generally assumed. Far from recruiting Ukrainians, the NATC simply 
sought to profit from what already was a dynamic, independently driven 
Ukrainian movement to Canada. 

Dr Osyp Oleskiv first articulated the prospects of Ukrainian immigra- 
tion to Canada.4 Distressed by the deteriorating economic status of the 

. Ukrainian peasants in Galicia and the disastrous consequences of the 
ensuing emigration to South America,s this progressive member of the 
Ukrainian intelligentsia conducted a study of conditions in Canada and 
wrote a popular pamphlet, Pro vilni zernli (About free lands), which 
identified Canada as infinitely more suitable for Ukrainian emigrants 
than Brazil. Published by the Prosvita Society in the spring of 1895, the 
pamphlet was distributed to the society's 351 village reading halls across 
Galicia and became the topic of wide discussion." 

Having resolved to visit Canada in order to acquire detailed informa- 
tion on settlement opportunities and having established contact with 
the Department of the Interior and obtained a letter of introduction 
from Sir Charles Tupper, the Canadian high commissioner in London, 
Oleskiv undertook an exhaustive coast-to-coast tour of Canada in 
August and September 1895.7 He was impressed with what he found 
and on his return published a second pamphlet, 0 emigratsii (About 
emigration), in which he reaffirmed his earlier research and again urged 
his countrymen to consider Canada as a destination. 

While he was in Canada, Oleskiv aroused the interest of the Canadian 
government. He met with Thomas Daly, the Conservative minister of 
the interior, on 16 August in Edmonton and on 1 October in Ottawa. 
Daly asked him to prepare a memorandum regarding large-scale Ukrai- 
nian immigration and promised to submit it to cabinet. Oleskiv did so, 
but before anything of substance could be achieved, the Conservatives 
were voted out of office and he had to deal with Sifton and the Liberal 
administration. It appeared that he and Sifton could come to a mutually 
beneficial agreement. Oleskiv claimed that he could bring to Canada 
an organized stream of diligent, thrifty peasant-farmers, each with a 
reasonable amount of capital. Although the government seemed to pro- 
mote exactly that type of immigrant and although there was clear evi- 
dence that Oleskiv could deliver what he promised, from the initial 
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negotiations with him in 1896 to the final settlement of accounts in 1900, 
the Department of the Interior avoided placing Ukrainian immigration 
in his care. 

A key ingredient in Oleskiv's proposal was that he be given direct 
control of a Canadian immigration agency in Lviv where immigrants 
could be screened and organized into appropriate groups acceptable to 
Canadian officials. He assured the Department of the Interior that 'the 
government have decided to give me the concession for the sole emigra- 
tion agency in this country [Galicia] ... which will give the agency under 
my direction practically the monopoly for issuing of tickets for railways 
and ocean passage to the  emigrant^.'^ Oleskiv planned for orderly and 
controlled immigration to Canada, where the emigrants would be 'gath- 
ered in parties and conducted by experienced travellers to embarkation' 
and where they would be serviced by 'selected sea-port agents' paid 
through.him.9 However, for this scheme to work Oleskiv needed official 
authority and financial support from the Canadian government; thus, 
he asked to be appointed as Canada's emigration commissioner for 
Austria-Hungary and to be paid the bonus for the immigrants he had 
secured. 

The Department of the Interior bandied Oleskiv's proposals in inter- 
departmental memos but procrastinated in formulating a direct 
response.1° A frustrated Oleskiv wrote to the department in December 
1896: 'I commenced the work on my means in spring 1896: in due sense 
by sending out an organized party of settlers of desirable sort ... and I 
have patronized several consequent small parties. But as I saw, that the 
Government does not take any serious steps towards securing of such 
an emigration and has shown no signs of will to support my efforts, so 
I have retired in a more passive position.'" Oleskiv continued to act as 
an 'unofficial' Canadian immigration organizer and promoter in Galicia, 
but the Department of the Interior never fully utilized his services. 

The strain in Oleskiv's relations with the Canadian government can 
be garnered from a meeting he had in Cracow on 19 June 1899 with 
W.T.R. Preston, the newly appointed inspector of Canadian immigration 
agencies in Europe, and Professor James Mavor, a political economist 
from the University of Toronto who had been retained by the Depart- 
ment of the Interior. Oleskiv gave an overview of his activities, empha- 
sizing that through his personal contacts, pamphlets, newspaper articles, 
and lectures thousands of Ukrainians had learned about the benefits of 
emigrating to Canada. Then, pointing out that he was not a wealthy 
man and that he had paid for most of his expenses out of his own pocket, 
he proceeded to present a claim against the Department of the Interior 
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for 'services rendered.' Of the approximately ten thousand Galicians 
who had emigrated to Canada in 1898 and 1899,'" Oleskiv contended, 
five thousand had done so as a consequence of his efforts. On the basis 
of his understanding of a $2.50 bonus per head he therefore concluded 
that he was entitled to a payment of £2,380 (about $12,500).~3 

Mavor, in his report to Sifton, was less than sympathetic to Oleskiv's 
claim, wryly commenting that 'it was as difficult for us to disprove the 
validity of this claim as it was for him to prove it."4 It should be noted, 
however, that officials in the immigration branch readily acknowledged 
Oleskiv's role in initiating the 'Galician movement' into Canada. Super- 
intendent of Immigration Frank Pedley, for example, believed that 'the 
bulk of Galicians have come out ... as a result of Oleskiv's work."5 

Oleskiv was prepared to come to an amicable settlement on the 
account and to continue sending Galician emigrants to Canada if the 
government further funded his activities. To Mavor and Preston he 
proposed a sliding scale of 'capitation grants.' For 1900 and 1901 he 
suggested a grant of $2.50 per head if three thousand immigrants arrived 
from Galicia in a year; $2.00 if the figure reached five thousand; $1.50 
for seventy-five hundred; down to $1.00 per immigrant in the event that 
ten thousand or more came.16 Again, it should be emphasized that 
Oleskiv's request for a funding formula was not at all unreasonable 
considering that since 1895 he had conducted and borne most of the 
cost of emigration activity himself. '7 

In the end, Oleskiv could make no suitable arrangement with the 
Canadian government. Mavor in his correspondence with Sifton did 
not leave a favourable impression of ole ski^.'^ He was blunt about 
Oleskiv's proposition: 'even if Galician emigration were wholly desirable 
the proposal of Mr. Oleskow is out of the question.' Mavor suggested 
that 'a smaller sum might be offered to him by way of compromise [for 
services previously rendered] and the matter closed up."9 This was, in 
fact, what occurred."' 

Misunderstandings and personality clashes aside, the larger question 
still remained: why, at a time when Canada fervently desired agncultur- 
ists, could not Sifton's department and Oleskiv come to terms? The 
answer is twofold. First, by 1899 Sifton and his officials were not con- 
vinced that Canada needed more Galicians and Bukovynians. Second, 
Oleskiv (along with many other promoters and booking agents through- 
out Europe) was suddenly redundant. In the latter part of 1899 a new 
organization, the NATC, was granted a monopoly on government 
bonuses for continental immigrants arriving in Canada. 
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By the spring of 1899 Sifton was under growing pressure to curtail the 
continuing increase of Ukrainians. W.F. McCreary, the commissioner of 
immigration, wrote to Sifton in April 1899: 'There are now almost 20 

thousand Galicians, the natural increase of which should be aboilt two 
thousand per year ... There is no doubt whatever that the general impres- 
sion exists among our opponents and even among a great many of the 
friends of Government, that we have sufficient for the present, as many 
as we can assimilate for some years.'"' 

McCreary's main objection to the arrival of more Ukrainians in Canada 
was their 'penniless' state. Placing and providing for these 'destitute 
immigrants,' he said, would cost the government 'a large amount of 
money.'"" He laid the blame on booking agents and the government's 
bonus system: 'just as long as we continue to pay a bonus to the steam- 
ship agents ... they will ship to Canada in droves immigrants [who have] 
sufficient money to pay their actual transportation [but] would not have 
a dollar on arrival.' McCreary suggested to Sifton that the government 
stop paying bonuses to steamship agents for Galicians and Bukovyni- 
ans and that those who did come should possess a specified sum of 
rn0ney.~3 

Sifton agreed with his commissioner of immigration. In a memo to 
James A. Smart, the deputy minister of the interior, a short time later he 
stated: 'There is apparently an accumulation of testimony that it is going 
to be difficult to handle any large number of Galician immigrants ... It is 
doubtful policy to encourage any more to come ... I incline to the view 
that we should stop the European bonuses [for the Galicians] ... for the 
pre~ent.'~4 

Sifton may have sincerely believed that the Ukrainians were desirable 
citizens whom the government should continue to encourage. But he 
was also a practical and pragmatic politician who, while publicly defend- 
ing the government's immigration policy, took into account the concerns 
of his 0fficials.~5 

Thus, the government did attempt to put restrictions on the number 
of Ukrainians coming to Canada. On 1 June 1899 the system of bonuses 
was suspended, and a money standard was imposed. According to James 
A. Smart: 'We undertook to say that a Galician on arriving at Halifax or 
any seaport town should be possessed of a certain amount of money 
and if he were not the steamship company would have to take him 
back."6 

Opposition to such a policy, however, came from an unexpected 
source - the Austrian government. Like other European states, Austria- 
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Hungary had restrictive emigration legislation, but in such overcrowded 
areas as Galicia, Vienna was quite willing to permit its excess peasants 
to emigrate. Indeed, it was pleased that Canada had been opened as an 
avenue for them. Thus, as Smart explained: 'As soon as it was known 
[that Canada was about to restrict Ukrainian immigration] the govern- 
ment communicated with their Consul at Montreal who visited Ottawa 
and wished to know on what grounds the Canadian government acted 
in restricting immigration.' According to Smart: 'The Austrian govern- 
ment reported these people as good, law-abiding citizens and they did 
not see any reason why a country should undertake to prevent them 
from emigrating to it.'"' In the end, it threatened to stop all movement 
from Austria-Hungary to Canada if Ottawa curtailed Galician and Buko- 
vynian immigration.* 

After some consideration, the Department of the Interior decided to 
reinstitute the bonus system and to withdraw the money restrictions on 
Galicians and Bukovynians. However, it did so under conditions directly 
related to the clandestine contract it made with the NATC in October 
1899. 

The Canadian government had had since 1882 a policy of granting 
bonuses to booking agents who sent immigrants to Canada. For a myriad 
of reasons this policy was not working; although people were emigrating 
from Europe, insufficient numbers were coming to Canada. When he 
became the minister of the interior, Sifton determined to remedy this 
situation. W.T.R. Preston" and his small staff in London were charged 
with making Canadian immigration efforts more successful than they 
had been.3"Armed with a list of all the booking agencies on the continent 
whose addresses he could secure in London, Preston set off on an 
'inspection and investigation' tour that took him to all parts of Europe. 
He found that the promotion of immigration to Canada on the continent 
was in chaos. A large part of the reason for this state of affairs, according 
to Preston, was that restrictive immigration laws made it exceedingly 
difficult for agents to operate. Although the authorities in Germany, 
Austria-Hungary, and the Scandinavian countries did not prohibit their 
citizens from emigrating, they did discourage those who would induce 
them to leave their country.3' To complicate matters, Preston discovered 
that emigration laws and police regulations were, in many instances, 
mutually exclusive. Even if agents were operating in accordance with 
the legislation respecting immigration advertising, local police regula- 
tions left them open to the 'most summary action on the part of the 
police?' 
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To find a solution to this problem, Preston held a number of meetings 
in Bremen and Hamburg in May 1899 with 'influential individuals' who 
were willing to 'promote the interests of Canada.' A consensus was 
reached: a syndicate could be established to carry on emigration propa- 
ganda throughout Europe if the Canadian government gave it a monop- 
oly and redirected its bonus system to the syndicate and undertook not 
to reveal the names of the members of the syndicate? 

Preston cabled this information to Ottawa, representing the syndicate 
as 'a combination of people who would make a success of immigration 
work because they had representatives in practically every country in 
Europe and they would make such a combination as would make a 
successful propaganda.'s* Sifton cabled his approval in principle and 
suggested that a provisional agreement be drafted. He also sent his 
deputy minister, James A. Smart, to London in September 1899 to aid 
Preston in the negotiations and to make final recommendations. 
Through September and October, Preston and Smart conferred with 
representatives of the proposed syndicate, officially designated the 
NATC. On 20 October they concluded an intriguing agreement. The 
company would supply Canada with families from continental Europe 
whose heads were agriculturists and possessed at least one hundred 
dollars. In return, the Canadian government agreed to pay an annual 
fee of five hundred pounds for promotional literature and a bonus of 
five dollars for each suitable immigrant over twelve years of age who 
regstered in a Canadian port and who intended to settle on agricultural 
land.35 

The three contracts that the NATC and the government concluded 
between 1899 and 1906 covered virtually every country in Europe. For 
the purposes of this paper, however, we will concentrate on how the 
NATC contracts affected Ukrainian immigration to Canada. 

One major item that the NATC found unsatisfactory from the outset 
was the money standard required for Ukrainians. Apparently, those 
who arrived in Canada made a poor showing: the records indicated that 
'only 1,165 out of 7,342 for the year 1901-2 and 1,114 out of 9,168 
in 1902-3 had the necessary The company insisted that these 
immigrants were not telling the truth and that most possessed consider- 
ably more than the required amount but were reluctant to inform gov- 
ernment officials? Nevertheless, the result was that the NATC was not 
receiving the bonus of five dollars per head on the majority of Galicians 
and Bukovynians disembarking at Canadian ports. The company thus 
sought to have the money standard on these particular immigrants 
removed. 
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That is precisely what the government did. On 15 August 1904 Smart 
proposed that the NATC be granted 'the bonus without any restriction 
whatever on all those classes which were formerly under the financial 
restriction up to 5,000 [per annum] and to make this arrangement appli- 
cable to the three past years as well as to the f~ture. '3~ Sifton quickly 
approved this generous retroactive offer to the NATC, and an order in 
council was passed on 20 September 1904 which stipulated in part that 
'in respect of settlers from Galicia, Bukovinian and Poland, excepting 
Germans ... the bonus under this agreement shall not be paid on any 
immigrants in excess of 5,000 coming from these 3 countries in any one 
year and this provision shall be made applicable to all accounts between 
the Department and the Company in respect of past services which are 
as yet unsettled.'39 

Two questions arise from the above. How was it that the deputy 
minister of the interior suddenly became the NATC's chief lobbyist? 
And why was the contract so readily amended to accommodate the 
company? Testifying before the Select Standing Committee on Agricul- 
ture and Colonization in 1906, Smart explained in somewhat muddled 
fashion that 'when the first contract was made a money standard was 
put upon these people for the reasons that ... there were too many 
Galicians of the poorer class coming ... But since then it is much easier 
to get these people to Canada and it was only fair to the government 
to limit the number upon whom we should pay and do away with the 
money standard altogether.' He further elaborated that 'Galicians, Poles 
and Bukowinians ... were not perceived as the most desirable and the 
limit of 5,000 encouraged the NATC to continue its work in other parts 
of continental Europe.'4" 

Smart's explanation gave the impression that the limit of five thousand 
immigrants was more advantageous to the government than the com- 
pany. However, in reality it was much more lucrative for the NATC to 
be guaranteed payment on five thousand Ukrainians per year than to 
leave it to a head count subject to the money requirement. This, in a 
somewhat skewed way, brings us to the role played by Preston and 
Smart in the formation of the NATC and in its subsequent dealings with 
the Department of the Interior. 

From the start Preston and Smart were exceedingly partial to the 
NATC. They initiated governmental negotiations with it, consummated 
the agreement, and then insisted that the company's activities be kept 
secret from the Canadian public and Parliament. And with good reason: 
there is a substantial amount of evidence to indicate collusion between 
the two men whereby while officially acting as government representa- 
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tives, they were conducting their own profitable business as close associ- 
ates (if not outright proprietors) of the NATC.4' Indeed, in December 
1904, Smart officially resigned his office in the government of Canada 
to become an officer of the NATC. Several months before he left the 
department he informed Preston that it would be 'agreeable to you to 
know that I am prepared to recommend some very important conces- 
sions in favour of the Company.'*" The concessions he referred to are 
the aforementioned changes in the contract regarding the Ukrainians. 
In speedily agreeing to Smart's recommendations, Sifton, for his part, 
seems to have acted in good faith, accepting the judgment of his old 
political friend from Manitoba? 

The question of whether the NATC was an outright fraud cannot be 
fully addressed here, but certainly Preston, Smart, and a select combina- 
tion of booking agents in Europe stood to make a great deal of money 
on immigrants bound for Canada. A case in point were the Ukrainians. 
A large Ukrainian exodus to Canada was well under way by 1900 regard- 
less of the promotional activities the NATC may have carried out. Since 
the immigrants were coming anyway, the NATC sought to maximize its 
profits from their numbers. This explains Smart's proposal to do away 
with the money standard and retroactively set a limit of five thousand 
per annum. He would have preferred undoubtedly to impose no limit 
on the numbers, but that was not possible given the department's reser- 
vations about the Ukrainians. Later, as an official representative of the 
NATC, Smart did complain that 'because of the 5,000 limit on Galicians, 
Bukowianians and Poles the company had lost between $30,000 and 
$4o,ooo between 1903 and 1905.~44 

The full extent of the NATC's contract with the government did not 
come to light until July 1905, when the information was leaked from the 
auditor general's account. A Select Standing Committee on Agriculture 
and Colonization was assembled in April 1906 to investigate the NATC- 
government connection. During the investigation an aura of 'scandal' 
and 'fraud' prevailed. Only Preston and Smart knew the principals in 
the company, and both refused to disclose any names. As the committee 
hearings proceeded the integrity of Preston and Smart was put into 
question. Smart for example, had burned all his 'private' correspon- 
dence with the company. Further, as noted above, he resigned his 
position as deputy minister of the interior to be the 'representative' of 
the NATC in Canada. He steadfastly declined to state the terms of 
his engagement with the company or his remuneration, which was 
considerably more than the three thousand dollars a year that he had 
received as deputy minister+ Preston, for his part, profited handsomely 
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from his role as the financial intermediary between the department and 
the N A T P  

Finally, it was discovered that the NATC did not have a corporate 
existence until 3 June 1905. On that date it was officially registered on 
the Island of Guernsey, where, unlike in England or continental Europe, 
registration required only seven signatures of 'shareholders' to the arti- 
cles of incorporation.47 The solicitor of the company was E.A. Alexander, 
who, it was revealed, was Preston's son-in-law. It was obvious that the 
belated incorporation was an attempt to legitimate the NATC with token 
shareholders. 

Under intense scrutiny from the parliamentary opposition and 
adverse public opinion, Frank Oliver, who replaced Sifton as the minis- 
ter of the interior, cancelled the NATC-government contract on 30 
November 1906 on the grounds that the NATC had not fulfilled its 
'special work' mandate in Noway, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland.@ 
However, it can be safely suggested that the issue had become too 
hot politically and that further probes into the company would have 
embarrassed the government. 

Once the NATC-government agreement was exposed to public and 
parliamentary scrutiny Sifton and his Liberal supporters argued vigor- 
ously that the NATC was not a fraud, that it carried out its obligations 
faithfully and provided extensive promotional work on behalf of the 
Canadian government, and that the Department of the Interior received 
full value for the cost - value which continued to be translated into 
immigrants long after political pressure forced cancellation of the con- 
t ra~t .~9 Preston, for example, averred that 'we have got from loo thou- 
sand to 125 thousand people, who, but for this company would not 
have known about Canada.'5" Sifton in defending his officials and the 
department believed that the arrangements with the NATC were 'satis- 
factory' because it acted as a screening agency with regard to the quality 
of immigrants.5' Implicit was the notion that the immigrants for whom 
the government paid five dollars per head to the company - including 
the over seventy thousand Ukrainians the company claimed it was 
directly responsible for enticing to Canada - were indeed inspected and 
found to be of good quality.S2 

Nevertheless, compelling arguments can be put forth to establish that 
Ukrainian immigration to Canada had less to do with Canadian efforts 
(in fact, as we have seen, these were often counter-productive) and more 
to do with what was occurring in the homeland. In the 1880s Ukrainians 
started to emigrate from the Austro-Hungarian Empire at an accelerated 
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pace. At a conservative estimate about 800,ooo left Galicia and Hungarian 
Transcarpathia between the mid-1 880s and the First World War.53 This 
emigration was but part of a massive shift of some ten million eastern 
European peasants from their native lands to the United States, Canada, 
Brazil, Argentina, and paits of Western Europe.54 

The reason for such a dramatic movement of humanity was, by and 
large, economic or, as Ivan Franko aptly put it, 'the bread question.' A 
case in point was the province of Galicia. It seemed that every patch of 
good soil was replete with redundant peasants preoccupied with the 
realities of life - overpopulation, shortage of land, unemployment, politi- 
cal and social oppression, and starvation. For hundreds of thousands, 
emigration was 'an absolutely natural, indispensable, and inevitable 
phenomenon.'55 

Once the decision to emigrate had been taken (either individually or 
collectively as a group or a village) the question became one of destina- 
tion. After the lamentable experience of those who went to South 
America came to light, prospective emigrants and philanthropic societies 
concerned with the welfare of the peasants adopted the practice of 
sending scouting parties. Thus when Ivan Pillipiw and Wasyl Eleniak 
came to Canada in September 1891 from the small Galician village 
of Nebyliv, they were investigating reports that they had heard from 
Germans about the vast, uninhabited stretches of fertile land in western 
Canada. Their arrival - and the subsequent arrival of their families and 
friends - was the best possible endorsement of Canada as a destina- 
tion.S6 The approval of Canada by one of their own trusted representa- 
tives gave the peasants a greater incentive to emigrate than did 
unreliable promotional literature or deceitful booking agents. Similarly, 
when Oleskiv came to Canada, he was on a scouting mission supported 
by the Prosvita Society. A noted soil expert, Oleskiv was the obvious 
choice to collect first-hand information and to write pamphlets about 
Canada and the United States.57 

The Ukrainians who had settled in Canada also played an important 
role in the emigration process. In effect, they acted as immigration 
agents when they wrote home to their relatives and friends, describing 
conditions in the country, encouraging them to come, and often provid- 
ing financial assistance for the journey. Statistics of steerage passengers 
with prepaid tickets for North America are not available, and the Cana- 
dian government kept no record of immigrants brought over by relatives 
and mends already in the country, but a bank in Winnipeg reported in 
1905 that it had received nearly one million dollars from its Slavic clients 
in the Northwest to send to the 'old c0untry.'5~ This was a substantial 
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sum, which, as Smart observed, 'would bring out quite a number of 
people.'59 

Booking agents and sub-agents, of course, were important in the 
emigration process. A veritable army of agents in Eastern Europe worked 
for steamship companies, earning their livelihood from the commissions 
they received on the ocean tickets they sold and the railway fares they 
booked. As noted above, some of these agents were retained by the 
Canadian government and received a bonus (on top of their ordinary 
commission) for the people they sent to Canada. The advent of the 
NATC did not alter this process of obtaining immigrants. The indepen- 
dent local booking agents were simply replaced by a syndicate of 
selected agents who now had the monopoly over the government's 
bonus system. The question thus arises, what improved service did the 
NATC offer over that of the local booking agents? 

There is no evidence to support Sifton's contention that the NATC 
screened the immigrants to ensure quality or Preston's assertion that up  
to 125,000 came as a direct result of the NATC's efforts. Since the corn- 
pany was paid not for direct bookings, but for the 'propaganda work' 
it performed, no mathematical or empirical formula was instituted for 
the bonuses other than a head count of the emigrants disembarking at 
Canadian ports. The company was not obliged to prove that it had 
induced the immigrants to come to Canada. In all probability, the vast 
majority of immigrants for whom the NATC received bonuses arrived 
in Canada totally ignorant of the NATC. 

The procedure for ascertaining the amount owed to the company was 
simple. Officers of the Department of the Interior met all 'continental 
immigrants' who landed in Canadian seaports, gave them a medical 
examination, and questioned them about their occupation and their 
intentions in coming to Canada. If they indicated that they were agricul- 
turists or domestic servants, they were credited to the NATC, provided 
all other stipulations of the contract were fulfilled. Afterwards the 
reports of American immigration officers were checked to see who had 
applied to cross the border into the United States; those immigrants 
were then deducted from the credit of the company. W.P. Scott, the 
superintendent of immigration, was in charge of counting immigrants 
and deciding which fulfilled the requirements of the contract. When 
Scott had been satisfied as to the number, he sent a cheque (usually once 
a month) to Preston, who signed it over to the NATC." 

Preston and Smart's most compelling argument for the existence of 
the NATC was its ability to operate with impunity in countries with 
restrictive emigration laws. This assertion, too, can be challenged. 
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Despite restrictive laws local booking agents had no difficulty in practis- 
ing their trade. As one critic of the NATC pointed out: 'You cannot find 
anyone on the continent who knows how to evade the laws better 
than steamship agents, who have been in the business all their lives ... 
Hundreds of thousands [are] coming from Europe every year to North 
America so that the agents get inside the regulations and laws and police 
sur~eillance.'~' 

The picture that emerges is that the NATC did not do anything that 
local agents could not have accomplished just as well. Indeed, these 
agents were doing most of the company's work with the difference that 
Preston, Smart, and their friends and not the agents were receiving the 
governmental bonuses. Oleskiv's activities provide a good illustration. 
As a promoter of Ukrainian immigration to Canada and an Austrian civil 
servant, he could expect to attract the attention of the authorities. And 
indeed the landed gentry of Galicia (mostly Poles) were hostile to 
any depletion of their peasant labour reserve? Yet the government in 
Vienna encouraged a certain 'moderate' emigration from overcrowded 
provin~es;~3 Austrian law guaranteed the right to emigrate; and 
although local officials frowned on those who engaged in propaganda 
work, Oleskiv was not molested. 

It is, therefore, difficult not to conclude that the NATC reaped the 
benefit of the work done by Oleskiv and the local booking agents and 
that an overwhelming portion of these immigrants would have come to 
Canada if the NATC did not exist. This is particularly true of Ukrainians. 
As Smart freely admitted, because of the limit of five thousand per year 
on Galicians, Bukovynians, and Poles, the NATC began concentrating 
on the 'Northern countries' and Scandinavia, where there were no 
restrictions. It is doubtful if the NATC retained any representatives in 
Galicia after 1 9 0 5 . ~ ~  

Thus, the Sifton years were not the boon to Ukrainian immigration that 
Canadian historians have assumed. The Department of the Interior did 
attempt to diminish, if not severely restrict, the flow of Galicians and 
Bukovynians. This was evident in its dealings with Oleskiv and in the 
monetary and later numerical stipulations that it sought to impose on the 
immigrants. Mitigating against the government's efforts, however, were 
two factors. First, it was difficult, if not impossible, to curtail the Ukrainian 
wave once it had begun. And second, it was not in the interests of the 
NATC and its government spokesmen - Preston and Smart - to encourage 
such a course of action. For purely pecuniary reasons they wished to see 
an unrestricted flow of immigrants to Canada. 



Peopling the Prairies 
with Ukrainians 

JOHN C .  LEHR 

Between 1892 and 1914 Ukrainian immigrants from Galicia and Buko- 
vyna settled large tracts of the plains of western Canada.] The immi- 
grants seldom dispersed themselves among settlers of different ethnic 
backgrounds but settled adjacent to one another on quarter-section 
homesteads, with the result that extensive areas of agricultural land in 
the West became almost totally Ukrainian in character. This type of 
settlement also occurred among other ethnic groups, but it generally 
arose when the government set aside land for the exclusive settlement 
of a specific group as in the case of the Mennonites, Icelanders, and 
Doukhobors." The Ukrainians were not accorded this privilege, yet they 
established some of the largest bloc settlements in the West. These 
Ukrainian blocs were remarkable for their extent and were a reflection 
of a pronounced natural tendency to settle next to relatives and kinsmen. 

Ukrainian settlement in western Canada was also distinct in terms of 
its location. The Ukrainian pioneers were noted for their avoidance of 
the open grasslands of the Canadian prairies and their settlement in the 
bush country of the northern parkland of the three prairie provinces. 
From an agricultural standpoint they took out their homesteads on some 
of the poorest land opened to settlement in western Canada. The land 
they chose was often wooded, stony, sandy, or marshy. In many cases 
it had been ignored, rejected, or abandoned by more discriminating 
pioneers who elected to settle on the more open lands to the south, 
which proved to be exceptionally fertile and admirably suited for the 
development of commercial wheat farming. For the Ukrainians settle- 
ment in the 'bush country' of the northern parkland was little short of 
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disastrous and retarded both their economic progress and their assimila- 
tion into Canadian society. 

This apparently inept environmental appraisal by a people with long- 
standing agricultural traditions is not easy to explain. So glaring was the 
discrepancy between the lands settled by Ukrainians and the lands 
settled by German, English, and American settlers that it gave rise to the 
accusation that at the time of settlement the Canadian government 
had discriminated against the Ukrainian immigrants and by controlling 
access to homesteads had forced them to accept marginal lands on the 
fringe of the ecumene.3 This paper traces the process of Ukrainian 
settlement in western Canada during the pioneer era. It argues that its 
geography cannot be explained by the charge of governmental discrimi- 
nation and was a product of complicated relations between the immi- 
grants, the officers of the Department of the Interior responsible for the 
settlement of the West, the Ottawa politicians, and the largely Anglo- 
phile Canadian public. 

Ukrainian Immigrants 

Over 120,000 Ukrainians came to Canada between 1892 and 1914.4 
Although the character of immigration changed during the twenty-two 
years of this first phase of Ukrainian settlement in Canada, the vast 
majority of Ukrainian immigrants throughout this period were peasants 
whose goal was to secure a homestead.5 Almost all of them came from 
the westernmost limits of the Ukrainian ethnic area, the provinces of 
Galicia and Bukovyna, which until 1918 were part of the Habsburg 
empire (fig. I). About 5 per cent came from Hungarian Transcarpathia. 
Less than 1 per cent came from Greater Ukraine, which then fell under 
the dominion of the Russian tsarist regime. 

In the 1890s peasants in Austrian Western Ukraine were emerging 
from quasi-feudal conditions. Absentee landlords, mainly Austrian or 
Polish in Galicia and Romanian or German-Austrian in Bukovyna, con- 
trolled most of the land. Despite emancipation from serfdom in 1848, 
the mass of the peasantry remained poor, oppressed, and exploited. 
Land rents and prices for timber were high, but wages for labour were 
low. Farms were small and often fragmented. In Galicia almost half of 
all peasant holdings consisted of fewer than two hectares at a time when 
about five hectares were necessary to achieve self-s~fficiency.~ Self- 
sufficient farms, those ranging from five to ten hectares, accounted for 
only 14.6 per cent of all holdings. In Bukovyna the situation was worse. 
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Figure I .  Galicia and Bukovyna. 

There 16 per cent of the peasants were landless, 42 per cent had less 
than two hectares, and 25 per cent had less than three hectares.' In 
Transcarpathia one feudal landowner alone held 20 per cent of the 
territory and, according to one historian, kept the Ukrainian peasantry 
'in virtual serfdom, illiterate, ignorant, and financially de~endent . '~  
Although it was changing for the better, agricultural technology in most 
areas of Western Ukraine was backward; farm operations were labour- 
intensive, and productivity was low? The situation gave little hope for 
improvement. The Austrian government was content to maintain its 
Ukrainian territories as economic colonies, captive markets for Austrian 
manufactured goods. Economic betterment was beyond the reach of the 
average peasant, for the usurious interest rates charged on mortgages 
made farm consolidation or expansion difficult."' 

Social and political repression exacerbated the economic woes of the 
peasantry. Although Galicia was under Austrian rule, it was under a de 
facto Polish administration." Polish and German were the languages of 
administration; Ukrainian was relegated to vernacular status. In Buko- 
vyna and Transcarpathia the situation was simiiar, for there civil adrnin- 
istration was the preserve of Romanian and Hungarian minorities." 
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Seasonal migration to work on the estates of Prussia or in the oilfields 
of Boryslav ameliorated the economic situation for some peasank13 But 
by the 1870s Ukrainian peasants were working further afield, in the 
factories and mines on the eastern seaboard of the United States. For 
the most part they went'as temporary workers, not as settlers, and 
although many eventually remained, their movement, at least initially, 
was that of migrants rather than emigrants? 

For many peasants such seasonal or short-term movements were a 
palliative, not a cure. They looked to emigration as a way for their 
children to escape from a depressing social and economic future. By the 
late 1880s peasants from Galicia were settling on the frontiers of Brazil; 
the dawn of the 1890s saw their first tentative steps towards free 
homesteads in western Canada? 

Most of those who contemplated emigration came from the middle 
stratum of the peasantry. The wealthy peasants had no pressing eco- 
nomic reason to emigrate, and the poorest peasants could not afford to 
do so. The peasants who left their homeland in search of a new life were 
those who feared that the future would see their children's well-being 
decline and who had sufficient property to raise the fare for a transatlan- 
tic journey. 

Ukrainian Immigration 

The first immigrants from Western Ukraine to Canada were not ethni- 
cally Ukrainian. Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) from Kryvulia near 
Belcha Volytsia in Galicia settled at Josephburg, near Edmonton, Alberta, 
in 1890. l6 Correspondence between Volksdeutsche from Galicia and 
their former neighbours initiated the mass migration of Ukrainians to 
western Canada.'7 The first Ukrainians to migrate to Canada left the 
village of Nebyliv, in the Kalush district of Galicia, in 1892. Those who 
immediately took up homesteads did so in Alberta, where they settled 
adjacent to former neighbours, seeking opportunities for work from 
established settlers conversant in Ukrainian. For the next four years 
word about settlement opportunity in Canada diffused slowly from 
Nebyliv through the Kalush district. The few score Ukrainians who 
emigrated to Canada in this period were almost all from around Nebyliv, 
and virtually all gravitated to the solitary Ukrainian settlement at Star, 
near Josephburg, in Alberta (fig. 2).18 

In light of the considerable migration of Ukrainians to the mines and 
factories of the United States it is curious that few Ukrainians entering 
Canada chose to remain in the urban centres. Nevertheless, not all 
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Figure 2. Ukrainian settlements in western Canada ca 1905. 

Ukrainians went on the land; Osyp Oleskiv, the Galician educator and 
agricultural expert who visited Canada in 1895, reported that ten Ukrai- 
nian families were living in Winnipeg; all of them were from the Kalush 
district and had elected to stay in the city and to pursue trades or to 
work as labourers.'g For most Ukrainian immigrants the chance to obtain 
land was the primary lure; most, but by no means all, had no skill in a 
trade and no experience of living in a large city and so had little incentive 
to remain in any of the cities or towns through which they travelled en 
route to the frontier."' 

The Canadian government had no desire to see its settlers remain 
in urban centres, and immigration officers went to some lengths to 
discourage them from remaining in Winnipeg even for a short time.21 
The government regarded immigrants who decided to remain in a city 
as a direct loss to its programme for settling the West. Those Ukrainians 
who took manual jobs in the industrial and mining areas of the east 
coast such as Sydney, Nova Scotia, were most likely remigrants from 
the Pennsylvania mines rather than immigrants from Ukraine." Never- 
theless, by 1900 the demand for labour in Canadian industries, and the 
immigrants' need for capital, led many arrivals to seek work in factories 
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and mines. Many later moved out and took up homesteads, but a propor- 
tion remained as urban dwellers. 

The choice of the Star area for settlement established a pattern that 
later arrivals followed with little deviation and ultimately created a 
distinctive geography of Ukrainian settlement across the Canadian West 
(fig. 2). Initially the attraction of Star was the Volksdeutsche. Later, it 
was fellow Ukrainians from Galicia. No less important was the setting 
of Star in the aspen parkland belt, which the Ukrainian immigrants 
found well-suited to their needs, since it provided the wood, water, and 
meadow that they craved. 

From a tiny settlement of less than five families in 1893 the Ukrainian 
settlement in Alberta grew to a modest thirty-eight families at the begin- 
ning of 1896.~3 They attracted little attention. The government regarded 
them as Austrian nationals and hence ethnic Germansm24 Indeed, their 
origin came to government notice only in 1895, when Osyp Oleskiv 
sought information about settlement in Canada.'5 

Oleskiv was concerned about the growing Ukrainian emigration to 
Brazil. There in the rain forests of Parana Ukrainians were being deci- 
mated by disease and reduced to penury. Realizing that emigration was 
inevitable gwen the socio-economic situation in Western Ukraine, he 
hoped to redirect it to more favourable regions. 

Early in 1895 Oleskiv published a pamphlet for intending emigrants, 
Pro vilni zernli (About free lands), which reviewed the alternatives open 
to them.26 It was based on secondary sources and materials solicited 
from countries then seeking immigrants. Its message was one of caution, 
but suggested that western Canada was the most promising destination. 
After a subsequent reconnaissance of western Canada as a guest of the 
Canadian government in July 1895, Oleskiv threw aside his reservations 
and in two further pamphlets enthusiastically recommended Canada. 
Rolnictwo za Oceanem a Przesiedlna Ernigracja (Agriculture across the ocean 
and the emigration movement), in Polish, received little attention,'7 
but his pamphlet in Ukrainian, 0 ernigratsii (On emigration), circulated 
throughout the Ukrainian areas of Galicia and Bukovyna. Oleskiv hoped 
to obtain a monopoly on the organization of Ukrainian emigration to 
Canada, so as to prevent rapacious steamship agents from extorting a 
profit from naive emigrants. He also wished to ensure that all emigrants 
were well provided for and were adequately prepared for the rigours 
of pioneering. He failed to do this, partly because the Canadian govern- 
ment distrusted his motives and refused his request for total jurisdiction 
in the promotion of Canada in Western Ukraine, but mainly because the 
success of his publications so spurred emigration to Canada that he 
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was swept aside by the rush of emigrants. Although he organized and 
dispatched many parties, his major influence lay in popularizing Canada 
and reinforcing the patterns of decision-making that had already been 
manifested by those who had emigrated before 1896. 

In 0 emigratsii Oleskiv purveyed a good deal of practical advice to 
immigrants. Knowing that most Ukrainian peasants lacked the means 
and experience to settle on the open prairie, he advised against moving 
beyond the shelter of the parkland and intimated that soils would be 
more fertile in wooded areas. He also implored them to follow the 
example of the Galician Volksdeutsche and Ukrainian settlers already 
established in the West." Oleskiv stressed the advantages of settling 
near such settlers along river banks and by freshwater lakesm29 His advice 
carried substantial weight with the peasants, who respected him for his 
integrity and expertise as a professor of agriculture. 

Oleskiv's writings and instructions to departing emigrants had the 
effect of entrenching the pattern of spatial behaviour already manifested 
in the selection of Star for settlement by those who had emigrated before 
1896. In the eyes of the Ukrainian immigrants timber was vital for 
building, fencing, and fuel. They were anxious to avoid a replication of 
the circumstances in their homeland, where timber was strictly con- 
trolled and often expensive.9' Their obsession surprised even the gov- 
ernment colonization officers, who were aware that settlers of all 
nationalities wanted some timber on their land: 'The Galicians [Ukraini- 
ans] are a peculiar people; they will not accept as a gift 160 acres of what 
we should consider the best land in Manitoba, that is first class wheat 
growing prairie land; what they want is wood, and they care but little 
whether the land is heavy soil or light gravel; but each man must have 
some wood on his place.'3' 

But the Ukrainian settlers were concerned with more than the pres- 
ence of timber. Most of them had little capital and appraised the land 
from the perspective of the peasant farmer intent on attaining self- 
sufficiency. Few contemplated entering the market economy immedi- 
ately. In consequence, the Ukrainian settlers prized aspects of the 
physical environment that facilitated self-sufficiency. Whereas commer- 
cially oriented farmers would try to avoid slough or swamp, the penuri- 
ous Ukrainians saw in them materials for thatching, water for stock, and 
fish and game for dietary supplernents.3' 

The land that best fulfilled the Ukrainians' needs was found in the 
aspen parkland belt." The best lands along the southern fringe of this 
belt had been settled before the onset of massive Ukrainian immigration, 
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but large tracts along its northern edge still awaited settlement in the 
late 189os.34 Ukrainian immigrants soon made clear their aversion to 
settlement on the prairie, and Crown agents acknowledged the wisdom 
of their predilection for the timbered environments of the northern 
parkland, but considerable frictibn arose from the Crown's attempt to 
modify the pattern of settlement that immediately began to emerge. Left 
to their own devices, Ukrainian immigrants headed for the existing 
Ukrainian settlements, hoping to obtain the benefits of a familiar social, 
religious, and linguistic milieu. Even though in 1896 Crown agents 
established some Ukrainian settlers on homesteads at Cook's Creek and 
Stuartburn in southern Manitoba and a few others settled independently 
on river lots along the Red River at St Norbert close to Winnipeg, the 
main flow of Ukrainians was to Star in Alberta.35 This was administra- 
tively undesirable. To have large numbers of settlers searching for home- 
steads within a limited area caused squabbles between settlers and led 
to chaos. Furthermore, and far more serious, it raised the spectre of 
the Star colony expanding into a massive ethnically homogeneous 
settlement - a virtual Canadian Ukraine - in east-central Alberta, a 
potential development that the government viewed with apprehension, 
if not alarm. 

The government found it difficult to halt or break up the patterns 
emerging in 1896 and 1897. Under the terms of the Dominion Lands Act 
all settlers were free to go where they chose in the West, so long as the 
land they selected had not been alienated under the terms of a land 
grant or set aside for use as a timber lease or Indian reserve. The function 
of the Crown officials in the field was intended to be purely advisory. 
They were responsible for placing immigrants in locations that would 
facilitate agricultural progress and ensure permanent and successful 
settlement. They had no authority to order immigrants into specific 
locations and were thus obliged to achieve their ends by persuasion and 
accommodation to the wishes of the incoming settlers. Hence, although 
the government could to some extent channel Ukrainian immigrants, it 
could not coerce them into specific areas? 

This lack of authority immensely complicated the Crown's task of 
administering the efficient and orderly settlement of Ukrainians. As 
of 1896 a system had been established whereby the commissioner of 
immigration organized incoming Ukrainians into parties at Winnipeg 
and placed them under the guidance of a colonization agent. These 
parties were then dispatched to various centres in the West, where land 
guides led them to areas open for homestead settlement.37 Immigrants 
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with specific destinations were sent wherever they wished to locate, 
but those without a destination in mind were assigned one by the 
~ommissioner.3~ 

The success of this system depended upon the co-operation of the 
immigrants, most of whom were amenable so long as their wishes were 
accommodated but were not disposed to accept government decisions 
that would place them in isolated locations away from their fellows or 
on lands they regarded as unsuited to their requirements. But in the 
case of the Ukrainians the government was unable to maintain its laissez 
faire policy of settlement administration in the West, for the immigration 
of 1896 had brought the Ukrainians to public notice. By the summer of 
1897 they were at the centre of a national debate on the wisdom of the 
government's policy of encouraging Slavic immigration.39 Emotions ran 
high. Clifford Sif ton, the minister of the interior, stoutly defended the ' 
Ukrainians as good material for pioneer settlement: 'I think a stalwart 
peasant in a sheepskin coat, born on the soil, whose forefathers have 
been farmers for ten generations, with a stout wife and half a dozen 
children is good quality. We do not want mechanics from the Clyde - 
riotous, turbulent and with an insatiable appetite for whiskey. We do not 
want artisans from the southern towns of England who know absolutely 
nothing about farming.'4() 

Sifton's opponents rejected this view. Through the Anglophone Con- 
servative press they vilified the Ukrainians as the scum of Europe - 
'physical and moral degenerates not fit to be classed as white men.'*' 
For five years the debate over the merits of Ukrainians raged in the 
western press. It ceased only when the Conservatives realized in 1902 
that it was politically unwise to alienate a segment of the population 
that was acquiring the franchise. 

During this crucial formative period of Ukrainian settlement in Can- 
ada the government found its actions in the field subject to the scrutiny 
of the public and the press. Its critics refrained from demanding the 
immediate and total cessation of Slavic immigration only long enough 
to insist that the Slavs be segregated from immigrants from Western 
Europe, yet be dispersed throughout the West so as to ensure their rapid 
assimilation into the mainstream of Britannic culture. As the government 
was painfully aware, the two latter demands were essentially irreconcil- 
able, for segregation implied the growth of massive ethnic bloc settle- 
ments, which, even if on the edge of the ecumene, were unacceptable 
to both the Liberal and the Conservative parties. 

The question of bloc settlement was more than a matter of administra- 
tion. The bureaucrats charged with settling immigrants in the West 
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favoured their placement in bloc settlements for administrative conve- 
nience and because settlers located together demanded less governmen- 
tal aid.4' But the press saw the issue as one that affected the very nature 
of the society that was emerging in the West. On 20 July 1897, the 
Nar'Wester launched a sustained vitriolic campaign against the 'colony 
system' of Ukrainian settlement in the West: 

It is a positive misfortune for an enlightened community to be handicapped by 
having a cargo of these people settled in or near it. Both economically and 
socially they will lower the standard of citizenship. If they are put in colonies 
by themselves, they will be still less susceptible to progressive influences; and 
the districts where the colonies are located will be shunned by desirable immi- 
grants. Not only are they useless economically and repulsive socially, but they 
will constitute a serious political danger. They are ignorant, priest-ridden and 
purchasable. In the hands of a practical politician, a few thousand of such votes 
will decide the political representation of the province ... All who are interested 
in the progress of Manitoba should protest more vigorously against the further 
importation of such a dangerous element.43 

The question soon transcended regional interest and became the sub- 
ject of national debate. The Anglophone press manifested a rare unanim- 
ity when it insisted that immigrants must not be permitted to dilute 
the British character of the West through creation of foreign enclaves 
resistant to assimilation. The only correct policy, editorialized the Winni- 
peg Telegram, was the complete assimilation of all foreigners: 'The Gov- 
ernment is malung a great mistake in establishing these exclusively 
foreign colonies. The proper policy is to mix the foreigners up with the 
rest of the population as much as possible. It is only in that way that 
they will be assimilated. The colony system tends to perpetuate their 
own language and peculiar customs. It prevents their observation of 
improved methods of cultivation and keeps them out of touch with 
British institutions and ideas.'44 

Most anglophones in the West subscribed to the view that 'Canada is 
British, and Canada is English,' and undoubtedly many were sympa- 
thetic to the claims of Frank Oliver, the Liberal member of Parliament 
for Edmonton, who argued that the creation of large blocs of Ukrainian 
settlers would 'lower levels of intelligence and civilization and cause 
native-born Canadians to leave in favour of the United States.'45 The 
Winnipeg Telegram expressed the fears of many English-speaking settlers: 

It must be thoroughly disheartening to any respectable English speaking settler 
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to find himself surrounded by a colony of Russian serfs [Ukrainians], and to 
know that, if he remains on his homestead, he is likely to have no other neighbors 
for himself and his family all his natural life. He has braved all the difficulties of 
a pioneer in the hope of building up a comfortable home for himself and his 
children. He has selected for his home the Canadian Northwest because the 
British Flag flies over it, and because, as a Canadian, an Englishman, an Irishman 
or a Scotsman, he wants to remain a Britisher among British people ... 

The unfortunate settler finds himself hemmed in by a horde of people little 
better than savages - alien in race, language and religion, whose customs are 
repellent and whose morals he abhors. Social intercourse is impossible, all hopes 
of further British settlement in the neighborhood vanishes; he becomes an alien 
in his own country. There is nothing left for him but a galling life-long exile on 
British soil equivalent to deportation to a Siberian ~ettlement.4~ 

Although the Liberal, staunchly pro-Sifton Manitoba Free Press rejected 
the negative assessment of the Ukrainians, it did not take issue with the 
assumption that Canadianization of the immigrants was vital for the 
welfare of the West.*' The failure of the Free Press to support the denunci- 
ation of the colony system may be attributable to fear of embarrassing 
its owner - Clifford Sifton - and the government rather than to any 
sympathy for the immigrants' preference for settling together.@ 

The controversy surrounding Ukrainian immigration undoubtedly 
had an impact upon the Crown. It never articulated a formal policy for 
the guidance of its agents in the field, but the extensive correspondence 
between James A. Smart, the deputy minister of the interior in Ottawa, 
and William F. McCreary, the commissioner of immigration in Winnipeg, 
suggests that the government was apprehensive of adverse public reac- 
tion to its actions in the West.49 At a time when the press was decrying 
bloc settlement and when some newspapers were labelling the Ukraini- 
ans 'Sifton's pets,' alleging that they received preferential treatment, it 
was politically imperative that the government's actions refute such 
charges.5" This heightened the need to check the growth of large bloc 
settlements and to place Ukrainian immigrants in locations where they 
could fend for themselves and be independent of governmental aid. 

It was ironic that the most expeditious approach to minimizing immi- 
grant reliance upon governmental assistance in settlement was to allow 
the settlers to pursue the collective security of the bloc settlement. As 
noted, it was an approach fraught with political dangers, and one that 
the Crown could not openly promote. Indeed, from 1897 onwards the 
Crown made determined efforts to deflect settlers from the largest bloc 
of Ukrainian settlement at Star, Alberta. It did this by attempting to 
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establish new settlements elsewhere in the West that would serve as 
attractive alternative destinations for incoming Ukrainians. The Crown's 
agents in the field were well aware that the complete dispersal of Ukrai- 
nian immigrants was impractical. It ran counter to the wishes of the 
immigrants, and the government lacked the authority and personnel to 
implement it. There was no enthusiasm for a course of action that would 
lead to direct confrontation with incoming settlers. 

Apart from political considerations, the government colonization 
officers working in the field were generally well-disposed to the concept 
of bloc settlement. Planning and administration were greatly simplified 
when immigrants of the same ethnic background were settled together.5' 
Social and religious needs were more easily provided for and co-opera- 
tion between settlers was usually better than in ethnically mixed areas. 
There were fewer crises in settlement, fewer cases of destitution requir- 
ing government assistance, and a concomitant decrease in the work load 
of the Crown agents responsible for their welfare. Indeed, in the early 
days of mass immigration Commissioner McCreary had advocated bloc 
settlement: 'These people [Ukrainians] at least for the first few years 
should be settled in colonies; each colony will need an Interpreter who 
will also act as a Farm Instructor, Purchasing Agent and so forth. They 
should have in each colony a Priest or spiritual advisor who will also 
act as Teacher ... In each colony there should be resewed by the Crown 
a piece of land suitable for a Church, Cemetery, School house, Store 
building and so forth. This piece of land to be devoted to the general 
interests of the entire colony.'5' 

This practical advice was seldom, if ever, followed in full, for expedi- 
ency and financial constraints dictated otherwise. But colonization offi- 
cers found that once they had placed Ukrainian settlers in an area 
opened for settlement they experienced little difficulty in locating fur- 
ther immigrants alongside them. Established settlers attracted their kin- 
folk and compatriots and enabled them, in the words of the 
commissioner for immigration, to 'drop into their place without a tithe 
of the trouble hitherto experienced.'53 

Creation of New Settlements 

The great difficulty facing the Crown was the creation of new nodes of 
settlement. No Ukrainians with friends or relatives already settled in the 
West wanted to miss the opportunity to settle adjacent to them. They 
were reluctant frontiersmen and hesitated to be the first of their group 
to settle in a new area. Indeed, much of the time and energy of McCreary 
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and his staff at Winnipeg was devoted to the vexing question of inducing 
incoming settlers to go to pioneer areas remote from other Ukrainians. 
McCreary appealed without success for the legal authority to direct 
immigrants into specific areas as he saw fit.% Denied this authority, he 
harangued, cajoled, and even tricked incoming Ukrainians in a sustained 
effort to channel them into new areas.55 At times his procedures contra- 
vened the Dominion Lands Act, but in the main they provoked little 
opposition from Ottawa, the western press, or the Ukrainians them- 
selves. 

McCreary strove to settle Ukrainians in areas where the physical 
environment satisfied their marked predilection for wood, water, and 
meadows. Prospective sites were also evaluated in terms of their ability 
to absorb large numbers of immigrants, the opportunities for capital 
generation through resource development, the availability of off-farm 
employment, the presence of Ukrainian-conversant Volksdeutsche set- 
tlers, and accessibility by railway or all-weather trails.S6 

Since few Ukrainian settlers contemplated the immediate organiza- 
tion of a commercial farming operation, acquisition of prime wheat- 
growing land was not an overriding concern. The range of the resource 
base was of greater interest than the quality of one aspect of it. From 
the standpoint of both the government and the immigrants the lands 
on the northern fringe of the parkland, usually regarded as of second 
quality by settlers who were orientated towards commercial farming, 
afforded the range of resources vital to the penurious settlers bent 
upon subsistence farming. On such lands capital could be generated by 
exploiting the non-agricultural resources. By cutting and marketing 
cordwood new settlers could raise sufficient capital to establish them- 
selves in farming. In most districts with a market for cordwood, an 
industrious settler could earn 70 cents a day. This was a reasonable 
return on labour at the turn of the century, when heavy labour on the 
railway section gangs brought only $1.25 for a ten-hour day, from which 
the railway companies deducted 75 cents for board, while farm labourers 
in the Brandon area were receiving a maximum of $15.00 a month in 
addition to their board.57 In the bush country a family could also earn 
over a dollar a day by digging snakeroot (Potygana senega).s8 Other 
features of the northern parkland that had no commercial potential 
were prized as aids to survival, and colonization officers encouraged 
new settlers to supplement their diets with wild fruits, berries, fungi, 
game, and fish.59 

Areas of this type adjacent to established Volksdeutsche from Ukraine 
were always viewed as excellent sites for settlement of Ukrainians. 
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Government agents had high regard for these Ukrainian-conversant 
Germans, and after several years of settlement most were in a position 
to employ new immigrants as farm help? The Volksdeutsche, further- 
more, played an important psychological role in ameliorating the sense 
of dislocation experienced by the Ukrainian settlers cut off from contact 
with their countrymen. Oleskiv, too, in 0 emigratsii had advised settle- 
ment near 'older [Ukrainian] colonists or at least near Germans,' arguing 
that those strilung out alone without the benefit of advice from experi- 
enced settlers would come to grief.61 

In evaluating potential sites for settlements the government had to 
consider their accessibility. The logistics of mass settlement demanded 
that immigrants be carried by rail as close to their destination as possible; 
it was undesirable to have settlers walking fifty miles or more to reach 
the area opened for settlement. Colonization trails were cut into areas 
not reached by the railway, but they were liable to become impassable 
during wet   eat her.^' But uninterrupted access was vital: the govern- 
ment could not afford, either financially or politically, to have angry and 
often destitute settlers crowding the immigration halls in the major 
distribution centres of the West. 

McCreary was further constrained in his choice of areas for the estab- 
lishment of new Ukrainian colonies. Areas not yet surveyed could not 
be opened to settIement. Nor could areas wherein the railway companies 
were still eligible to select lands under the terms of a land grant." Despite 
these formidable obstacles, by 1900 the government had managed to 
create a series of Ukrainian settlements across the northern fringe of the 
parkland belts, running from Leduc, near Edmonton, to Stuartburn, 
southeast of Winnipeg (fig. 3).64 

The government attained this only by malung determined efforts to 
minimize immigrant resistance towards pioneering new areas and tak- 
ing great pains to select lands for new colonies that accommodated the 
immigrantsf needs: wooded environments offering access to settlements 
of Volksdeutsche or other nationalities with potential for off-farm 
employment. When such tactics were adopted with well-led groups 
which had been exposed to the influence of Oleskiv and which were 
not determined to join relatives at all costs, the government easily 
established new nodes of settlement. In 1896, for example, a new settle- 
ment was established without difficulty at Stuartburn in southeastern 
Manitoba. The initial party of settlers had been dispatched by Oleskiv. 
They were well organized, well led by Kyrylo Genik, and had some 
knowledge of the character of the lands in southeastern Manitoba from 
the description in 0 ernig~atsii.~s Like the government officials accompa- 
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Figure 3. The Stuartburn Colony by district of origin in 1900. 
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nying them, they hoped to obtain land near the Mennonite reserves, 
'where stock, food and other necessities, required for a new settler could 
be had on very reasonable conditions and where employment is plenty 
at any time of the year.'66 

Although the settlers failed to find sufficient land for a colony along- 
side the Mennonite reserves, they were favourably impressed by the 
large tracts of vacant homestead land in the Stuartburn district only 
forty-eight kilometres from the Mennonite West Reserve and less than 
thirty kilometres from the East Reserve. The land was officially described 
as 'for the most part of inferior character' and not such as to attract much 
attention from the Canadian settler, being 'to a good extent very rough 
and hard to clear and improve,' although it was still thought to be 
'well adapted for mixed farming.'4 It was eagerly settled by Ukrainian 
immigrants impressed by the presence of wood and water and the 
closeness to the Mennonite reserves and the railway at Dominion City. 

An attempt to establish a new settlement near Dauphin, Manitoba, 
early in 1896 ran into difficulties when the colonization road into the 
area became impassable after the spring thaw. Late in the year some 
eight Ukrainian families moved into the area, following advice that their 
leader had solicited from ole ski^.^^ After the completion of the railway 
into Dauphin in 1897 the Crown was able to direct more settlers into 
the district and to establish a solid basis for further expansion. All of 
these early settlers were induced to go to the Dauphin district by Oleskiv, 
hence the ease with which the nucleus of settlement was established. 
Significantly, it was these early settlers sent by Oleskiv who showed the 
greatest concern for soil quality and who were prepared to strike out 
into new areas in order to secure lands in a setting reminiscent of their 
Carpathian highland h0me.~9 

In 1897 Crown agents also experienced little difficulty in planting a 
nucleus of eleven families in the Manitoba Interlake district, which 
appealed to the first Ukrainians to homestead there because it offered 
good timber, hay meadows, easy access to Winnipeg, and, perhaps, the 
psychological comfort provided by the nearby long-established Icelandic 
settlements along the shores of Lake Winnipeg. 

Coercion 

It was only when colonization officers failed to accommodate the wishes 
of immigrants and attempted to direct them away from their fellows 
and into districts which the Crown saw as fine wheat-growing areas 
that conflict erupted. The most notable example of this occurred in 1898 
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when the minister of the interior suggested the creation of a Ukrainian 
settlement at Fish Creek in Saskatchewan. The Crown agents at first 
disregarded the ministerial instruction to settle the next group of immi- 
grants there, arguing that the immigrants then in their charge 'had made 
up their minds to go to certain parts, and it would have been very 
difficult to get them to change this decision, in fact, impossible ... A large 
number had friends in the Edmonton district ... and would go nowhere 
else.'7" Nevertheless, it was resolved to locate 'several families at least of 
the next large party at that point."' 

Shortly thereafter a large consignment of Ukrainian immigrants, 
mostly from Bukovyna, arrived in Winnipeg. Some two years of experi- 
ence with Ukrainian immigrants had convinced McCreary that 'it is 
simply an impossibility, by persuasion, to get a number of these people 
to go to a new colony, no matter how favoured, and some ruse has to 
be played, or lock them in the [railroad] cars.' The immigrants were 
therefore told that they were bound for Edmonton or Dauphin and 
were dispatched to Fish Creek under the control of Colonization Agent 
Speers. When they learned of their true destination, open revolt broke 
out, and all but a few began walking back to Regina. Unable to cope, 
Speers telegraphed McCreary in Winnipeg: 

Almost distracted with these people, rebellious, act fiendish, will not leave 
cars, about seventy-five struck off walking [to] Regina, perfectly uncontrollable. 
Nothing but pandemonium since leaving Regina. Have exhausted all legitimate 
tactics with no avail. Policeman here assisting situation - eclipses anything 
hitherto known. Edmonton, Dauphin or die. Will not even go [to] inspect 
country, have offered liberal inducement, threatened to kill interpreter. Under 
existing circumstances strongly recommend their return Edmonton and few 
Dauphin and get another consignment people special train leaving this after- 
noon. Could take them [to] Regina. Answer immediately am simply baffled and 
defeated - quietest and only method will be their return. Waiting reply. Mostly 
have money and will pay fare. They are wicked? 

Faced with the possibility of an armed revolt by hundreds of Ukraini- 
ans determined to walk to where they wished to settle, the government 
decided to transport the dissidents to Edmonton or Dauphin and drew 
some consolation from Speer's success in persuading seven families to 
locate at Fish Creek. In essence it mattered little whether seven or 
seventy families had been established. The nucleus of a new colony had 
been set in place, and the Crown could afford to acquiesce to the 
demands of the notoriously stubborn Bukovynian settlers, whom 
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McCreary described as 'an obstreperous, obstinate, rebellious lot [who] 
all want to go where the others have gone.'73 

It is noteworthy that the triumphant dissidents of the Fish Creek 
incident congratulated themselves on having settled on the open prairie, 
saying 'Hey, if it wasn't for us stubborn Bukovynians you'd be eating 
gophers in Siniboia [Assiniboia].' To which the Galicians would respond, 
'That's why we stuck with you Hutsuls, because Hutsuls know where 
are the woods and meadows.'74 Woods and meadows settled by their 
kinfolk exerted a seemingly irresistible pull upon the newly arrived 
Ukrainian immigrants. It was certainly sufficient to cause them to disre- 
gard even the advice of the government agents and interpreters of their 
own nationality; it caused them to overlook obvious shortcomings in 
the land upon which they could settle, and it led them to endure years 
of adversity on lands clearly less promising than others still open to 
settlement .75 

Resource Appraisal 

Although the new immigrants may have lacked the experience of North 
American conditions necessary to evaluate homestead lands, it is difficult 
to accept that they could have been oblivious to the shortcomings of 
the lands they enthusiastically settled in the Interlake and Stuartburn 
regions of Manitoba and in the Sniatyn area of Alberta. In the former 
case homesteaders waded waist-deep to their homesteads, while in 
the latter new immigrants settled eagerly on land described as 'mostly 
covered by water' and 'all sand and bush and not fit for That 
they did so was partially a reflection of the nature of their experiences 
in the homeland. Certainly the Ukrainian peasants valued resources 
differently. Equally important was their experience of working tiny 
fragmented farms in Galicia and Bukovyna. Many assumed that even 
on an extremely poor homestead they would find a dozen acres of arable 
land, which, if supplemented by a few acres of meadow or marshland, 
would permit the kind of farming operation of which they had experi- 
ence. Some even thought their 160-acre homesteads were too large and 
tried to achieve denser settlement by requesting permission to subdivide 
them into 80-acre units.77 

Kinship Linkages 

The determination to settle alongside others of the same nationality may 
also have been a major factor in leading Ukrainian settlers to homestead 
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on lands of inferior character. It is important to note that the initial 
groups of settlers farming the nucleus of colonies selected lands that 
fulfilled their needs in settlement. If the land was not the 'finest wheat 
growing land,' at least it suited their needs. Indeed, it was in the interests 
of the government that it be so, for it had no wish for the Ukrainians to 
perform poorly as farmers and have charges that they were poor material 
for settling the West borne out. The surge in the volume of Ukrainian 
immigration after 1896 saw a concomitant expansion of settlements. In 
some instances, this led to a gradual movement of the settlement frontier 
on to progressively poorer land. 

When the first Ukrainians settled in Stuartburn in southeastern Mani- 
toba, they selected a locale endorsed by Oleskiv that promised to be 
well-suited to their intended purpose of stock rea~-i11g.7~ What neither 
the immigrants, Oleskiv, nor the government agents realized was that 
the quality of the land declined rapidly as one moved east of the initial 
area of settlement. In 1896 the first Ukrainian settlers on Township 2, 

Range gE, obtained land that was satisfactory to them and, it should be 
added, to English stock raisers who had moved into the area several 
years earlier. Subsequently, as immigrants sought land adjacent to their 
established kinfolk and compatriots, the tide of settlement in the Stuart- 
burn area was funnelled eastwards, away from the fertile Red River 
clays on to stony beach ridges and areas of poor drainage, marsh, and 
swamp. Successive newcomers traded off a progressive decline in land 
quality against the advantages of a familiar social, religious, and linguis- 
tic milieu. For many, if not most, of those homesteading in the Stuartburn 
district, emotional factors clearly determined the decision. Within the 
colony members of extended families and former neighbours settled 
together, effectively re-creating elements of their former society in 
Ukraine. The settlement of Bukovynians in this area showed the extent 
to which family, village, and regional ties influenced the choice of home- 
stead land within an area of settlement? By 1900 Ukrainian settlers had 
occupied over five townships (180 square miles) in the Stuartburn area. 
This area of contiguous settlement was characterized by a marked sepa- 
ration of immigrants in a settlement on the basis of their province of 
origin and a clustering on the basis of their district and village of origin 
(fig. 3)- 

Immigrants from Galicia settled alongside but separately from those 
from Bukovyna. In part this arose from a natural inclination of all immi- 
grants to seek out the company of those who shared a similar cultural 
heritage, religion, and outlook.8u At the time of settlement in Canada 
the Ukrainians from the two provinces were divided on the basis of 
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religion. Those from Galicia were almost all of the Greek Catholic 
(Uniate) church; those from Bukovyna of the Greek (Russian) Orthodox 
church. Adherents of each church regarded the other with distrust. The 
Uniates held the Orthodox as agents of Russian imperialism who were 
preaching a gospel of Russification and oppression of Ukrainian culture. 
The Orthodox thought the Uniate clergy was bent on the absorption of 
Western Ukraine into the Polish sphere.*' These religious differences, 
which have political undertones, were heightened by other minor cul- 
tural and linguistic differences between the two groups. 

This intra-ethnic division was manifested in the pattern of Ukrainian 
settlement across the West? Wherever the two groups settled in the 
same locale, they segregated themselves according to province of origin. 
Though puzzled at first by their determination to avoid mixing, Crown 
agents willingly accommodated their requests when it became evident 
that those from Bukovyna were 'somewhat different from regular Gali- 
cians; their chief difference however, being in their religious persuasion. 
They do not affiliate and, in fact, are detested by the Galician~.'~3 

The attitude of the immigration officials was one of amusement rather 
than annoyance. One colonization officer reported an incident when he 
was settling Ukrainians in the Yorkton district of Saskatchewan: 'after 
a little trouble which arose, the Galicians, not wishing to go with the 
Bukowinians - verily the Jews not wishing to deal with the Samaritans - 
I assured them that they were all Canadians now under free institutions 
and they were well satisfied as we agreed to colonize them in different 
parts of the T0wnship.'~4 Thus the actions of Crown agents who were 
anxious to avoid intra-group conflict contributed to the division of Ukrai- 
nian settlements on the basis of the province of origin. 

The Stuartbum area is therefore typical of Ukrainian bloc settlements 
in this regard and illustrates the intensity of old-country groupings in 
Ukrainian settlement on the Canadian frontier (fig. 3)." Among the 
settlers from both Galicia and Bukovyna who settled in the Stuartburn 
area there was a further clustering according to the district of origin. For 
example, settlers from the Zalishchyky district of Galicia settled in two 
discrete groups, and those from the Chernivtsi and Zastavna districts of 
Bukovyna showed a strong tendency to cluster in ~ettlernent.~~ This 
extended even to the level of village of origin. Families from the village 
of Bridok in the Zastavna district intermixed with families from the 
village of Onut, also in the Zastavna district. Settlers from the village of 
Lukivtsi in the Chernivtsi district of Bukovyna settled alongside them 
but did not intermix to any great extent (fig. 4). 

The determination of Ukrainian immigrants to settle alongside their 
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former neighbours and kinfolk was undoubtedly a major factor in per- 
petuating old-country village and district ties. Eleven of thirty-eight 
families from Lukivtsi, Chernivtsi district, had the surname Kossawan; 
several were related to the Kossawans by marriage; three had the sur- 
name Zyha, and three Shypot. This is not conclusive evidence of 
strong kinship ties, but it certainly points in that direction. It is almost 
impossible to determine kin linkages created through marriage, yet it is 
probable that such ties played a role comparable to ties of blood in 
maintaining closely clustered patterns of ~ettlement.~T 

The social structure of Ukrainian pioneer settlements shows that 
Ukrainian immigrants who sought homesteads were strongly influenced 
by their determination to attain a familiar linguistic, religious, and social 
milieu. The consistency in their appraisal of any prospective homestead 
had an important geographical effect. It led to the re-creation of the 
geography of Western Ukraine in microcosm across the lands that they 
settled, perpetuating old-country ties and relationships in the new land. 
But those ties, so comforting to disoriented and fearful settlers, bound 
many of them to a life of hardship and penury on land that they would 
never have settled had they evaluated it on its agricultural merits alone. 

In some areas - at Pakan, Alberta, on the southern slopes of the Riding 
Mountains, or at Stuartburn, Manitoba, for example - the newcomers' 
determination to settle near friends and kin led them to squat on lands 
not open to homestead settlement.' But squatters ran awesome risks. 
There was no guarantee that they would ever obtain title to the land on 
which they had made improvements, no certainty that their improve- 
ments lay completely within one quarter-section or that their houses 
and building did not lie on land found to be a road allowance. And the 
lands for which such risks were taken were by no means first class; some 
were even designated as 'swamp lands.' Such homesteads derived their 
attraction from their location adjacent to kinfolk and compatriots and 
not from their agricultural qualities. 

Conclusion 

The Ukrainian immigrants who sought homesteads in the West were 
remarkably consistent in their behaviour. A desire for timber and a wide 
resource base, proximity to Volksdeutsche, an emotional affinity for the 
topography, fear of the open prairie, lack of mobility, and ignorance of 
alternative areas open to homesteading influenced their decision to 
locate in a specific area. The willingness of later arrivals to rank cultural 
factors above economic or environmental ones determined the perpetu- 
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ation and expansion of settlement. This the immigrants did, according 
to one official, 'regardless of their own welfare.'" Less desirable sites 
were occupied because of a perceived superiority of location. The tide 
of settlement rolled on to marginal lands, and immigrants made formal 
application to take out homesteads on land they would have probably 
rejected if their assessment of it had been more dispassionate and based 
only on its long-term agricultural potential. Thus the Ukrainians came 
to settle increasingly larger areas of marginal land. They did so not 
because of incompetence at environmental appraisal, but because they 
valued the company of their fellows and because the bush country 
presented a far better prospect for immediate survival than the more 
fertile prairies. This pattern of Ukrainian settlement in the West was 
sketched by 1900, cast by 1905, and firmly entrenched by 1914, when 
the war curtailed immigration from Europe and ended the period of 
massive frontier settlement in western Canada. During the following 
decade Ukrainians remigrating from the industrial centres and the 
resource frontiers of Canada and others fleeing from the turmoil of war 
and revolution in Europe extended the margin of settlement but had 
negligible impact upon the established geography. 

With the passing of the frontier, the tastes and inclinations of the 
Ukrainian settlers veered towards cash flow and entry into the market 
economy, and the marginal homestead came to be seen as less than 
satisfactory. As the Ukrainian pioneers assimilated Anglo-Canadian 
agricultural goals, old-country values declined and social ties were 
weakened. Resource perception thus came to reflect more clearly the 
qualities of the land rather than those of the cultural milieu. The passing 
of old-country values and regional loyalties marked the beginning of a 
new phase of Ukrainian life in Canada, one dominated by the Canadian- 
born, in which actions and attitudes revealed an attachment to the 
values of the New World and a loosening of ties with the Old. It was in 
this context that the mythology of governmental responsibility for the 
plight of those Ukrainians struggling to survive on marginal farmsteads 
found fertile ground. 



The Ukrainian Impress 
on the Canadian West 

JAMES W. DARLINGTON 

A journey through the western interior of Canada, in the zone where 
the grasslands mix with the aspen-poplar forest, reveals extensive dis- 
tricts that stand out as one of the most distinct ethnic landscapes to be 
found anywhere in Canada and indeed in all of North America. They 
are the areas settled by Ukrainian immigrants and their descendants 
who began arriving in western Canada one hundred years ago. To 
uninitiated travellers, the onion-domed churches with their detached 
bell towers provide perhaps the strongest clue that they have entered 
a different ethnic environment. Closer inspection reveals additional 
features found predominantly, if not exclusively, in the Ukrainian dis- 
tricts. The more prominent elements include clusters of whitewashed 
crosses that mark the numerous graveyards, a preponderance of log 
buildings of various kinds, the frequent occurrence of houses and other 
structures painted pale blue and light green both on the farms and 
in the small communities, and a disproportionately high number of 
crossroad hamlets containing a church, a general store, a community 
hall, and a house or two. These and other features that set the areas of 
Ukrainian settlement apart from the surrounding districts have not gone 
unreported in both the popular and the academic press.' 

As distinctive as the present-day Ukrainian-Canadian settlement land- 
scape is, there is ample evidence that it was even more distinct in times 
past. 'When less than five miles of our journey [from Lamont] was 
covered,' wrote a visitor to the Edna-Star district of Alberta in 1911, 'we 
entered a district as typically Russian [sic] as though we dropped into 
Russia [sic] itself. Here and there beside the winding trail loomed up 
groups of buildings, low browed, and heavily thatched. These always 
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faced south. The houses were all of rough logs, rough hewed and 
chinked with a mortar made of clay and straw. Some were plastered on 
the exterior, and almost all of them had been lime-washed to a dazzling 
whiteness.'" Although this description is of a rural area in Alberta, it 
could just as easily apply to contemporary Ukrainian districts in Mani- 
toba or Saskatchewan. 

But the visual presence of Ukrainian immigrants and their descen- 
dants in western Canada extends beyond the individual cultural ele- 
ments in the landscape. For example, one of the most impressive aspects 
of the Ukrainian landscape is its geographic extent. With few exceptions, 
Ukrainian immigrants settled among their countrymen in what came to 
be extensive, nearly homogeneous, and often densely inhabited tracts. 
The Ukrainians were not the only ethnic group to settle in this manner. 
Throughout North America, immigrants and other long-distance 
migrants commonly settled among people of similar background, so 
much so that such behaviour was more conspicuous by its absence than 
by its presence. In western Canada, the Mennonites and Icelanders were 
two of the groups that established large, ethnically exclusive settle- 
ments.3 But the federal government facilitated the establishment of bloc 
settlements by both these groups by setting aside sizeable reserves for 
their exclusive use.4 In contrast, the Ukrainians received no such govern- 
ment assistance. The development of their settlements was essentially 
v&mtary, the result of a combination of related concerns. 

The economics of survival was one of these. With few exceptions, the 
Ukrainian immigrants arrived in Canada with limited financial resources 
and were not able to purchase improved farmland in previously settled 
areas of the prairies? They had little choice but to seek out free home- 
steads, the bulk of which were located at or near the settlement fr~nt ier .~ 
But rather than consider unclaimed sections of prime wheat-growing 
land in the extensive grasslands of the southern prairies, most new 
arrivals, to the consternation of immigration agents, turned instead to 
the wooded, moderately to extremely poor lands within the parkland.' 
The decision to settle on such marginal land, which other settlers had 
rejected or bypassed, led to economic disaster, but at the time it made 
eminent sense to a financially destitute people. 

The parkland belt, where the vast majority of Ukrainians settled, held 
a number of advantages in the form of raw materials that the open 
prairies could not supply in equal abundance. Among these items were 
timber for building, fuel, and fencing, marsh grass for roofing, water for 
stock, and wild game and fish to supplement a limited diet.s All of these 
were put to immediate use by the Ukrainian immigrants, who were well 
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acquainted with log-building and roof-thatching techniques.9 Further, 
the parkland provided an opportunity to earn much-needed cash from 
seasonal work in nearby lumber camps or from the sale of cordwood 
or seneca root cut or dug on the homestead.'" 

Like other immigrants, the Ukrainians arrived with preconceived 
ideas as to what constituted valuable and productive land. Coming as 
they did from a part of Europe where woodland was the prized posses- 
sion of the upper class, it is not surprising that these people of peasant 
stock would be attracted to treed land. And if they perceived the lack 
of trees on the prairie as a sign of infertility, then certainly they were 
not alone. Many farmers from the forested eastern half of the continent 
or from northwest Europe came to the same conclusion, only to change 
their minds later." Their logic was as consistent as it was straightfor- 
ward: 'bareness equals barrenness equals infertility equals uselessness 
for agriculture."" Even if the Ukrainian immigrants did perceive the true 
potential of the grasslands and bush, the logic of their choice of the 
woodland remains unchanged when one takes into account their limited 
knowledge of commercial agriculture as practised in North America at 
the time. Peasant farms in Western Ukraine were margnal at best. The 
average farm in Galicia had less than twelve acres (five hectares) and 
still less in Bukovyna.'3 So, even if the wooded Land did hold less 
agricultural promise than the prairie land, surely all but the meanest 160 
acres of Canadian woodland could be made to outproduce the average 
farm in Western Ukraine. From this perspective it is small wonder that 
many Ukrainian settlers during the early period tried to subdivide their 
allotments.'4 Further, since few of the immigrants had experience with 
commercial agriculture, it is unlikely that they foresaw the economic 
consequences of their locational decision. 

For some, nostalgia played a role in the selection of land. John Lehr 
cites a group of Hutsuls, or Carpathian highlanders, who chose to home- 
stead in the wooded country near Hafford, Saskatchewan, because it 
reminded them of their homeland.'5 Another group of Ukrainian high- 
landers who came from three neighbouring villages in the Galician 
district of Kolomyia selected land south of Dauphin, Manitoba, and 
several townships removed from the principal area of Ukrainian settle- 
ment for the same reason. In the words of one member of the group, 
'We chose to settle in that part of the district because the mountains, 
woods, streams, and meadows very much resembled our native Car- 
pathian scenery? In the second instance, the land chosen was part 
of the Riding Mountain Timber Reserve and therefore not open to 
homesteading, a fact the settlers were soon made aware of. But they 
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nonetheless persisted and after six years of debate with the government 
managed to gain title to their farms." The point suggests the strength 
of the settlers' emotional attachment to the land. 

New immigrants were guided by more than their own instincts and 
perceptions in their efforts to select land. In 1895, Dr Osyp Oleskiv, 
professor of agriculture at Lviv, Galicia, visited the Canadian prairies in 
order to identify areas suitable for Ukrainian settlement. Impressed with 
what he had seen, Oleskiv' returned to Lviv, where he immediately 
published a pamphlet entitled 0 emigratsii (On emigration) in which 
he offered encouragement and advice to prospective emigrants. The 
publication quickly achieved wide circulation among the Ukrainian rural 
population in the Austrian provinces of Galicia and Bukovyna. In this 
and subsequent publications, Oleskiv, cognizant of the emigrants' lim- 
ited financial resources and the advantages of woodland, advised them 
to select land in the parkland as opposed to the open prairie.ls Oleskiv 
also served as an unofficial emigration officer for many groups of Ukrai- 
nians bound for western Canada and in that capacity at times urged 
emigrants to select homesteads in specific 10caIes.~9 

Once the vanguard of Ukrainian settlers became established in an 
area, an additional set of factors entered into the decision making of 
subsequent immigrants. With rare exception, later arrivals tried their 
utmost to settle among family or friends or, if this was not possible, 
among people from the same district or province of Western Ukraine."" 
In many instances the desire to locate near friends or relatives overrode 
any concern about the quality of the land with the result that large tracts 
of marginal land were occupied."' From an economic perspective this 
pattern of behaviour was disastrous. Not only was this the case on the 
poorer lands where entry into commercial agriculture was seriously 
delayed, but the resultant high density also restricted expansion into 
areas of better land. On the other hand, the fact that the Ukrainians did 
settle close to family and friends meant that strong social ties existed 
within the new communities from the very beginning. Ironically, the 
marginal conditions the settlers faced only served to strengthen those 
ties and to enhance social support structures, which in turn made it 
more difficult for these people to leave the area and thus alleviate the 
situation."" 

The combination of a marginal agricultural base that hindered eco- 
nomic success and an exceptionally strong social structure that encour- 
aged the population to look inward was a major cause of a third 
characteristic of the Ukrainian-Canadian landscape, its persistence over 
time. Whereas other cultural groups accepted the Anglo 'norm,' the 
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Ukrainians resisted it. And whereas the reasons for this resistance are 
numerous and include forces internal and external to the Ukrainian 
culture itself, from the perspective of landscape the result is a series of 
regions within the parklands of the Canadian prairies that remain today 
decidedly different from the surrounding countryside. 

As the citations referred to above indicate, many aspects of the Ukrai- 
nian-Canadian cultural landscape have been examined individually or 
in combination. Yet there have been few attempts to consider these 
various elements as they have persisted or evolved over the years within 
a single bloc settlement. The remainder of this paper will examine the 
development of the cultural landscape created by Ukrainian settlers and 
their descendants in the area north of Dauphin, Manitoba. 

The Initial Wave of Settlers 

In the late summer and early fall of 1896, eight Ukrainian families from 
the Austrian province of Galicia stepped off the train in Dauphin. They 
came on Oleskiv's advice to file homestead claims in the area. Following 
the lead of one of the first arrivals, Basil Ksionzik, all eight families filed 
a homestead claim in the western half of Township 26, Range 20 W, 
approximately a dozen miles northwest of Dauphin village (fig. i).'3 The 
quarter-sections, clustered along the Drifting River, were, aside from 
some small scattered areas of marsh, mostly covered with stands of 
good-sized poplar and willow. Although a few patches of trees had been 
killed by fire several years earlier, the supply and quality of the timber 
was adequate for use as logs in house and barn construction. In addition, 
the quarter-sections were all close to a cart-track that led back to 
Dauphin.- 

Shortly after their arrival, the settlers began calling the rural neigh- 
bourhood Terebowla, after the district of Galicia from which Ksionzik 
and several of the others had come. Over the course of the winter several 
more Ukrainian families arrived, and by the early spring of 1897 the 
settlement had grown to fifteen families. Father Nestor Dmytriw, a 
touring priest who visited the growing community that April, reported 
that seventy-eight Ukrainian immigrants were living therem25 This mod- 
est group of Ukrainian settlers grew rapidly in the months and years 
that followed. Between 30 April and 22 May of that year, for example, 
three steamships carrying over a hundred Ukrainian families bound for 
the Dauphin region docked in eastern Canada? By the end of the 
summer, more settlers had arrived, and the government was prompted 
to order the construction of an immigration shed at Dauphin. The stream 
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of Ukrainian migrants into the region continued unabated during the 
next several years, and in 1901 J.O. Smith, the commissioner for immi- 
gration in Winnipeg, estimated the Ukrainian population in the greater 
Dauphin district to be 5,500 and growing27 

The vast majority of these immigrants filed for quarter-sections north 
or west of the original settlement at Terebowla. And, although Ukrainian 
settlement eventually extended from the shores of Dauphin Lake on 
the east to the lower elevations of the Duck Mountain escarpment in 
the west and to the end of the arable land in the north, settlement 
activity concentrated in townships 26,27,28, and 29 and ranges 19~20, 
21, and 22 W. The land immediately to the south of this bloc was of 
better quality, but much of it was already in the hands of English and 
Scottish homesteaders who had moved into the area several years before 
the first group of Eastern Europeans arrived. 

Physical Setting 

The country the Ukrainians chose to occupy in the Dauphin region is 
similar in many ways to that found in the other areas of extensive 
Ukrainian settlement. The eastern two-thirds or more of the Dauphin 
bloc settlement are flat and low-lying and as a consequence poorly 
drained. A major contributing factor to the poor drainage is an extensive 
series of gravel ridges that cut across the area in a northwest-southeast 
trending fashion. Composed primarily of sand and gravel, the ridges 
are remnant beach lines of glacial Lake Agassiz. Within the area where 
they exist, these modest ridges provide the only recognizable relief aside 
from some localized downcutting of the streams that flow east across 
the area. In contrast, the western third of the area is gently to moderately 
rolling country that stands roughly two hundred feet higher in elevation 
than the area to the east and is as a result better drained (fig. 1). 

At the time of initial occupancy the better-drained portions of the 
entire area of Ukrainian settlement were largely covered by stands of 
poplar and willow intermixed with occasional bluffs of spruce. Sizeable 
patches within these areas were reported by government surveyors in 
the years immediately before settlement as having been recently burnt 
over, and other areas that had presumably burnt some years earlier 
were, at the time of survey, covered with bush. The wettest areas were 
covered with marsh grass and occasional stands of tamarack and black 
spruce. 

From an agricultural standpoint, the quality of the land within the 
bloc settlement varies considerably. The soils that offer the greatest 
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potential in the district are confined almost exclusively to a strip four to 
eight miles wide on the broad shoulder of elevated ground that extends 
along the base of the Duck Mountain escarpment. And, while many of 
the soil associations within this portion of the bloc settlement are classed 
as being of high or good productivity, a notable proportion of these soils 
is also stony. East and west of this band of better agricultural land, 
indeed throughout the rest of the bloc settlement, the soil is of moderate 
quality or worse. Today extensive areas are deemed suitable only for 
hay production or grazing.* 

Land Selection 

Its limited agricultural potential notwithstanding, much of the land 
within the bloc settlement was ultimately homesteaded. A section-by- 
section examination of the land taken by Ukrainians reveals that ulti- 
mately only the very worst land failed to attract settlers. There is nothing 
to suggest that this behaviour was the result of indifference. New immi- 
grants did not take the first piece of land available for settlement. Indeed, 
some spent a considerable amount of time checking conditions before 
selecting a quarter-section. Jacob Maksymetz, for instance, arrived in the 
region in late April 1898 and checked possible homestead sites for over 
a month before filing a claim in early June.'g New arrivals sometimes 
traversed considerable amounts of territory looking for the right combi- 
nation of environmental factors before deciding where to locate. For 
example, Dmytro Romanchych was a member of a party of Hutsuls who 
set off on foot from Dauphin in search of land the day after their arrival 
in the spring of 1897. Spades and axes in hand, they headed cross- 
country in a northwesterly direction, stopping occasionally to dig a pit 
so as to check the quality of the soil. Proceeding in this fashion, they 
reached the vicinity of the present-day village of Ethelbert on the second 
day. Not satisfied with what they had seen, most of the group decided 
to turn back south and investigate the higher ground nearer the base of 
the Duck Mountain escarpment. Several members of the group found 
homestead sites to their lilung near the hamlet of Venlaw, but most 
continued on and eventually selected land much further to the south 
in Township 23, Range 20, along the north slope of Riding Mountain. 
For these individuals the exploratory trek took the better part of a week 
and covered at the very minimum 70 miles (112 kilometres) and in all 
likelihood much more.3" 

The actions taken by this group of highlanders to settle together also 
illustrate the importance of social ties in the selection of land. The mutual 
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support members of this party of Ukrainian settlers must have felt for 
one another undoubtedly influenced their decision to settle away from 
the principal bloc settlement and to risk the possible consequences of 
squatting. This desire to settle among relatives, friends, or, at the very 
minimum, persons from the same district or region was also repeatedly 
demonstrated within the main settlement bloc. Besides the initial group 
of settlers from Terebowla, immigrants from other Galician districts 
including Borshchiv, Sokal, and Husiatyn showed the same tendency?' 
Kinship ties were understandably stronger than community ties in most 
cases, and in numerous cases throughout the Dauphin bloc settlement 
relatives settled near or even next to one another. One example that 
stands out in this regard is the Negrych family. In 1897 six members of the 
family settled on quarter-sections located on three contiguous sections of 
Township 27, Range 22. Four family members filed homestead claims in 
section 14 alone.3" As part of the initial wave of settlers in the area, the 
Negryches were in a reasonably good position to fulfil the twin desires 
of reasonable quality land and proximity to other family members. Later 
arrivals had fewer options. More often than not one or the other concern 
could be met but not both? 

External forces, primarily government regulation, played a critical role 
in determining the pattern of settlement. The federal government placed 
definite restrictions on where these people could settle. With rare excep- 
tion new arrivals were not in a position to buy land. This left them with 
the options of filing a homestead claim or squatting. At the time of initial 
occupancy lands of a typical township were designated as follows: 
even-numbered sections, with two exceptions, were designated by the 
government as homestead land; odd-numbered sections, with two 
exceptions, were reserved for selection as railway grants; the Hudson 
Bay Company held title to section 8 and all but the northeast corner of 
section 26, which was available for homesteading; and sections 11 and 
29 were reserved as school lands. Thus, sixteen and a quarter of the 
thirty-six sections contained in a standard township were set aside for 
homesteading and therefore available for a ten-dollar registration fee. 
The rest of the lands in a township were either held in reserve or 
available for purchase. These conditions resulted in a checkerboard 
pattern of settlement with alternate sections of land standing vacant 
until such time when additional lands were made available for home- 
steading or the settlers had established themselves well enough to pur- 
chase more land. The year-by-year sequence of land alienation in two 
adjoining townships in the western portion of the Dauphin bloc settle- 
ment illustrates this process (fig. z)." All of the appropriate railway lands 
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were held in reserve until 1903, when, by order of the Privy Council, 
the Canadian Pacific Railway relinquished its claim to all sections except 
those in the southeast corner.35 Between settlement in 1897 and 1903 
eighty-five quarter-sections were occupied, all but two of them home- 
stead land. In the seven years that followed, the trend continued. An 
additional forty-two quarter-sections were occupied; four were pur- 
chased, the rest homesteaded. 

Clearly the locational decisions made by the Ukrainian immigrants 
were based on a number of factors. Some had to do with the physical 
or social environment; others were imposed by governmental and other 
agencies. Although the multi-dimensional concerns and restraints were 
no doubt present throughout the period of initial land alienation, it 
should be pointed out that the examples cited all occurred during the 
first wave of settlement in the region. 

Creating a Farm 

Having selected a quarter-section of land, the immigrant family faced 
an immediate need for shelter. Normally a lean-to of sorts was erected 
to serve that purpose for a few weeks until a more substantial structure 
could be built. Most often this second shelter was a simple sod-roofed 
dug-out modelled after the staia, a type of hut used by Hutsul shepherds 
in the Carpathians. Crude and cramped as this structure was, it provided 
many a newly arrived family with modest protection from the elements 
through the first Canadian winter or until such time when a more 
substantive home could be b~i l t .3~  

Within a year or two, a modest log house reminiscent of those found 
in the builder's home region was built near the staia. A large majority of 
these were of horizontal log construction with saddle or dovetail comer 
notching. Occasionally, when the quality of timber necessitated, frame 
and fill, or Red River Frame, was used instead. Vertical log construction 
or poteaux-en terre, a building technique used by Ukrainian settlers else- 
where in the province, appears to have been rarely used in the Dauphin 
district.37 Once the walls were in place, the building was covered with 
a thatched roof made from marsh grass gathered from nearby sl0ughs.3~ 
The walls were covered, inside and out, with a plaster made of mud 
mixed with straw or dung. In turn, the plaster was covered with a coat 
of lime-wash, which Galicians often tinted by adding laundry bluing. 
The dirt floor was also coated with a layer of mud and animal urine, 
which made it hard and easy to keep clean. With rare exceptions, the 
resultant one-storey, rectangular house was oriented with its roofline 
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running east-west and the single entryway and most of the windows 
located on the southern exposure. Inside, the house was commonly 
divided into two or sometimes three rooms. These were known as the 
velyka khata, or 'big room,' the mala khata, or 'little room,' and the seeny, 
or entry hallway? The mala khata contained a massive earthen stove, or 
peech, used for both cooking and heating. Besides serving as lutchen, the 
mala khata was also both common meeting room and children's bedroom. 
The velyka khata traditionally occupied the eastern half of the house and 
served as the parents' bedroom, but was otherwise reserved for use on 
special occasions. The east wall of this room was normally decorated 
with icons, family photographs, and religious calendars. 

On many farms, these initial log houses were replaced later by larger 
and more carefully constructed log structures. These second-generation 
houses were more apt to be made of hewn timber held in place with 
wooden pegs and dovetail corner notching. The first of these second- 
generation dwellings were otherwise very similar to the old. But as the 
economic situation improved the Ukrainian settlers began to introduce 
different materials: sawn lumber was used for doors, window frames, 
and plank floors; wood shingles replaced thatch; a cast-iron stove 
replaced the peech; and brick replaced wattle chimneys. Despite the 
changes, these second-generation farmhouses remained very much a 
reflection of Ukrainian culture. In room arrangement, general orienta- 
tion, and wall treatment the houses remained as before. Upon comple- 
tion of the new farmhouse, the old one was invariably relegated to use 
as a summer-kitchen, storage shed, or animal shelter. 

Before a second-generation log house could be contemplated many 
other tasks had to be carried out. Land had to be cleared and broken; 
crops had to be planted and harvested; barns and other outbuildings 
had to be raised; a well needed to be dug; and fences had to be erected. 
Homestead inspection reports and other scattered evidence make it 
possible to discern the rate at which individual farms took form. In June 
1898, one year after the group of Ukrainian highlanders squatted on the 
timber reserve lands south of Dauphin, a survey was made of their 
progress. Of the twenty-three families that had settled in the area the 
previous June, all had built a house; seventeen had erected a stable; the 
same number had dug a well. Each family was reported to be cultivating 
between one and six acres, the average being slightly less than three? 
In the spring of 1901 a number of these families petitioned the govern- 
ment in an attempt to gain legal title to the land. In that document 
the petitioners described the status of each farm. In nine cases the 
descriptions can be traced back to the previous list, and comparisons 
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can be made. During the two and a half years the average number 
of acres broken rose from approximately 2.7 to 7.6. The number of 
outbuildings on the nine farms increased from seven to twenty-four, 
the number of cattle from fifteen to fifty.4' Progress was clearly being 
made. 

The rate at which land was cleared increased once the essential struc- 
tures were in place and more time and effort could be devoted to clearing 
operations. This pattern is demonstrated by three of the original families 
that homesteaded in the Terebowla area in 1896. According to the coloni- 
zation report of 1899, these three families had, in addition to erecting 
several essential buildings, cleared or ploughed eight, five, and one acre 
on their farms.' Three years later, in 1902, a similar report identified 
these same families as having respectively 32, 32, and 18 acres under 
cultivation. By that date, the first two families had also seen fit to pur- 
chase an additional 160 acres of land, thus doubling the size of their 
farms.43 These two families were not the only ones to experience 
enough prosperity to invest in more land. A more extensive record exists 
for Jacob Maksymetz, who filed a homestead claim on a quarter-section 
(SW 34-27-22) in the Venlaw region in June 1898. Five years later, a 
growing family, a modest amount of financial success, and some keen 
foresight prompted him to purchase an adjoining quarter-section (NW 
27-27-22) from the CPR. The family continued to prosper, and in 1918, 
encouraged by high commodity prices brought on by the First World 
War, purchased two quarter-section farms from neighbours (SW 4-28- 
22 and SE 4-28--22). TWO years later two more farms came under family 
control, one of 60 acres (SW 27-27-22) and another of 160 (NE 28-27- 
22). In 1921 the family purchased yet another quarter-section (SW 26- 
27-22), thereby bringing its total holdings to 1,020 acres.44 The Maksy- 
metz family was not the only one to buy land with the profits made 
during the war years. The combination of hard-won financial success 
and population pressure led a number of Ukrainian families to purchase 
Anglo farms located on the better lands along the southern margin of 
the Ukrainian settlement tract.45 The post-war recession cut this venture 
short for some, but most who made the move managed to survive and 
ultimately gained from their decisi0n.4~ Others responded differently to 
the heightened population pressure. Rather than seek to expand their 
acreage, they subdivided their quarter-section homesteads in an effort 
to accommodate more families. This latter practice appears to have been 
most common on the worst lands, where only subsistence agriculture 
was possible.47 

Under both scenarios, however, the amount of cleared land rose 
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and with it farm production. As crop acreage expanded and livestock 
multiplied, the need for ancillary farm buildings increased accordingly. 
By 1910, for example, the WasyI Negrych farmstead, settled in 1897, 
contained nine buildings: a substantial, three-room house, two barns, 
two granaries, a chicken coop, a hog shed, a summer-kitchen, and a 
storage ~hed .4~  The progress made by the Ukrainian settlers in the area 
and their imprint on the farm landscape was noticed by a Manitoba 
school inspector who wrote in ~goo,'I drive from Ethelbert across to 
Sifton, through the heart of Galician settlements. I was impressed with 
[the] prosperous appearance of most of the farms. The country is flat 
and uninviting - once the ridge upon which Ethelbert is situated is left - 
but in spite of the apparently unfertile nature of the soil, the little 
homesteads are surrounded by patches of wheat, rye and hemp and 
invariably a good vegetable garden. Most of the houses are small but 
with their thatched roofs and heavy overhangng eaves, on plas- 
tered walls, they are quite picturesque. I saw some quite large houses 

Although farmsteads were springing up everywhere, not all the Ukrai- 
nian settlers met with success. Among 425 known homestead claims 
filed by Ukrainian settlers in the Dauphin regon between 1896 and 
i8gg,35o1 or approximately 82 per cent, were granted ~atent .5~ Of those 
individuals or families who failed to receive patent, some purchased 
land elsewhere in the region. A few, it seems, filed a second homestead 
claim in the area. Others left the area.5' 

Creating the Sacred Landscape 

The landscape beyond the homestead was also being transformed dur- 
ing this period, as various social groups established facilities to meet 
community needs and service centres containing a variety of commercial 
enterprises appeared in response to actual and projected opportunities. 
Of all the social institutions, none was more important than the church. 
The prominent role religion played in the lives of Ukrainians before and 
after immigration to Canada is well documented." Churches invariably 
appeared within a few years of settlement,53 and the first Ukrainian 
parish in the bloc settlement north of Dauphin was established at Sifton 
in 1900.54 The following year St Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church 
was erected seven miles west and two miles north of the present village 
of Sifton. Although very modest in size, the structure was centrally 
located within the Ukrainian district. More churches appeared through- 
out the region during the following decade. The dates of construction 
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of many of them have been lost, but at least five were built before 1910. 
In the years that followed the residents of the area organized more 
congregations, and by 1940 at least thirty-four Ukrainian churches 
existed in the area (fig. 3). The structures themselves exhibit various 
levels of architectural sophistication and design, cultural transfer, and 
monetary expenditure.55 

Distributed throughout the bloc settlement, standing in rural isolation 
and small urban centre alike, these houses of worship with their distinct 
onion-shaped domes offer tangible evidence of the importance of reli- 
@on in the lives of the Ukrainian immigrants and their descendants. 
Their number, however, reflects more than unbending religious faith, 
and is certainly greater than population size or poor travel conditions 
would warrant. The Ukrainians who settled in the Dauphin district 
mostly came from Galicia and were, with few exceptions, members of 
the Uniate, or Ukrainian Catholic, faith.S6 The majority of the churches 
built in the area give credence to that fact, but the significant number 
of Orthodox churches suggests that the religious homogeneity that 
characterized Galician society did not survive the journey to Canada 
intact. Indeed, the Ukrainian community was buffeted by religious tur- 
moil during the first several decades of settlement. The history of the 
various religious denominations that attracted a following among the 
Ukrainian settlers during the early years is long and complex and goes 
well beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that the early settlers 
were thwarted, largely through no fault of their own, in their efforts to 
attract Ukrainian Catholic clergy. Out of frustration, and at times despair, 
many Ukrainian settlers in the Dauphin region, as elsewhere on the 
Canadian prairies, turned to other religious groups. The Roman Catholic 
church, the Russian Orthodox church, and the Independent Greek 
church were all involved in this competition for souls. In the case of the 
Independent Greek church, an organization founded in Winnipeg in 
1905 with the surreptitious moral and financial support of the Presbyte- 
rian church, the intent went beyond religious conversion to include 
deliberate efforts to acculturate or 'Canadianize' the Ukrainian popula- 
tion.57 All of these religious denominations established congregations 
and erected churches in the area around Sifton during this early period 
of settlement. 

By the outbreak of the First World War the Independent Greek church 
was defunct, the Russian Orthodox church was in rapid decline, and 
some Ukrainian Catholics increasingly disapproved of the Roman Cath- 
olic church's powerful influence on Ukrainian Catholic affairs. This 
dissatisfaction among a sizeable segment of the Ukrainian population 
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led to the formation of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada 
in 1918. Across the prairies as a whole, the new church drew most of its 
adherents from the Bukovynian settlers, who were, by tradition, follow- 
ers of the Orthodox faith. In the Dauphin district, however, most mem- 
bers came from the dissolved Independent and Russian churches or 
were dissatisfied members of Ukrainian Catholic congregations. In 
regard to the latter, a number of congregations split in dispute over 
church ritual and calendar.S8 In several instances these schisms resulted 
in the construction of a new church building, at times within sight of 
the old. Indeed, in the case of the congregation north of Ashville, the 
second church was built immediately across the road from the first. 
Ironically, the large number of churches in the Dauphin bloc settlement 
was a manifestation not only of profound religious feeling but also of a 
social fabric that had been deeply torn. A legacy of bad feeling remains 
to this day. 

Cemeteries constitute another major element of the religious land- 
scape of a region. As on most frontiers, the earliest burials in the Dauphin 
district took place near the family farmstead. But within a few years of 
settlement, as the community developed, a farmer would donate a 
portion of his land for use as a community cemetery. Both Catholic and 
Orthodox church law requires that a burial site be consecrated by a 
priest before a member of the faith can be interred there. As a conse- 
quence, many of the cemeteries in the area became tied to a specific 
church congregation. Where this is the case, the church and graveyard 
are frequently situated adjacent to or within a short distance of each 
other. More often than not the cemetery was in existence some time 
before the church was built. Thus the site of the cemetery influenced 
the location of the church.59 

The most conspicuous display of the religious character of Ukrainian 
cemeteries is not their association with specific churches, but with the 
symbolism displayed on the individual grave markers. The cross stands 
out in this regard. Regardless of their religious background, Ukrainian 
settlers brought with them the long-standing tradition of denoting 
graves with free-standing crosses that were of Eastern, Latin, or, in a 
few cases, Greek form? The earliest of these were made of wood, but 
the impermanence of that material soon led to the use of wrought 
iron and cast cement. By the 1920s a modest number of carved stone 
monuments had begun to appear. A large majority of these monuments 
maintained the same free-standing or at least partially free-standing 
cross form. In a few cases, however, the stone or cast-cement monument 
was in the shape of an obelisk or block, and the cross was displayed in 
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bas-relief rather than in silhouette. These adjustments in grave monu- 
ment material and style reflect more than changing tastes among the 
Ukrainian settlers. The material from which the monument is made 
mirrors the economic well-being of the family of the interred, and the 
basic change in design indicates an acceptance of Anglo grave monu- 
ment design and thus a desire to ac~ulturate.~' 

Creating the Social Landscape 

Within a few years of settlement secular features that reflected the 
growing social cohesion in the region began to appear in the public 
landscape. Some of the resulting facilities were more distinctly Ukrainian 
than others, but all fulfilled critical social needs. The most obvious of 
these were schools. Shortly after their arrival in the area, the Ukrainian 
settlers began agitating the provincial government for educational facili- 
ties. Unfortunately for the Ukrainian districts in the province, a lack of 
local funding and a shortage of qualified instructors who could speak 
Ukrainian slowed the government's responsem6" Aware of the situation, 
the Presbyterian Home Missionary Society financed the construction 
and staffing of the first school in the district. Located at Terebowla, the 
one-room school opened around 1900. By 1903 the Presbyterians had 
opened additional schools at Sifton and EtI1elbert.~3 Before the end of 
the decade, publicly funded schools were also operating across the 
region, and more were being added annually. By the early 1920s at least 
twenty-eight primary, principally one-room, schools were serving the 
Ukrainian area (fig. 4). The school buildings looked the same as school 
buildings found elsewhere in the province and thus were not culturally 
distinct. But in some instances they were given Ukrainian names, such as 
'Bohdan,' 'Halicz,' 'Kulish,' 'Zelena,' and 'Zoria,' which came to identify 
rural neighbourhoods and which remain in use today long after the 
schools have closed and in some cases have disappeared from the 
landscapeS64 

The Prosvita, or community hall, was another important element that 
first appeared in the public landscape during these early years. With the 
establishment of a chyfalnia, or reading hall, at Sifton in 1903, Ukrainian 
settlers throughout the area began to organize enlightenment or reading 
societies. Modelled after the self-help associations established in Ukraine 
in 1868, these societies had the purpose of cultivating education and 
cultural identity. In 1905 a reading hall was established at Venlaw. The 
following year two more were organized in the district, and in the year 
after that another two. By 1910 there were at least nine cultural societies 
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with their respective community halls scattered across the area, and 
more would be built in the years to come (fig. 4).65 Throughout the early 
years and into mid-century these community halls and the reading clubs, 
drama societies, and other organizations affiliated with them helped 
maintain Ukrainian culture and encouraged public interchange of ideas. 

Creating the Commercial Landscape 

Commercial enterprise followed close on the heels of settlement in the 
Dauphin region as it did in the other Ukrainian settlements on the 
prairies. In 1897 a railway line was built through the eastern portion of 
what was to become the Ukrainian bloc settlement, extending north 
from Dauphin to Winnipegosis. The stations along it became the site of 
almost instant commercial development. In the same year the railroad 
was built, for example, John Kennedy opened a general store at the site 
of the present-day village of Sifton. A year later the village of Ethelbert 
came into existence when a branch line was extended northwest from 
a point near Sifton. The other train stations in the area also attracted 
commercial activity. Valley River, Fork River, Dnieper (later Fishing 
River), and Ukraina all owed their location, if not their very existence, 
to the railroad. Besides a store or two, each of these places soon had a 
post office and, with the exception of Ukraina, eventually one or more 
grain elevators. Dnieper and Ukraina stand out in another way. Modest 
though they were, they constitute the largest centres in the region with 
names that reflect the Ukrainian presence in the area. 

Not all of the region's commercial activity took place along the rail- 
road. Soon after settlement, enterprising farmers began to open small 
general stores. Basil Ksionzik, for example, is reported to have been 
operating a store (which was probably nothing more than a room in his 
house) in the Terebowla neighbourhood in 1899, just three years after 
his arrival.66 Unfortunately, few details are available concerning the 
number or location of the other stores that operated in the Dauphin 
region. But what occurred in the Ukrainian bloc settlement of east- 
central Alberta suggests that Ksionzik's store was not the only one 
established during this pioneer period. More came into existence in the 
igios, after some of the more entrepreneurial settlers had managed to 
accumulate a bit of savings? 

Like the store and the railroad station, the post office marked a com- 
munity's social and commercial links with the larger world. Postal ser- 
vices within the Ukrainian tract north of Dauphin expanded in a fashion 
parallel to that of country stores. Sifton received mail service in 1898, 
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and by 1905 all of the railroad communities aside from Ukraina had a 
post office, as did the rural community of Venlaw in the southwest 
corner of the bloc. In response to a growing population and increased 
demand, six more post offices were opened between i g i i  and 1915, all 
in the western or central portions of the district (fig. 4). The similarity 
in the pattern of post offices and stores was in at least some instances 
more than just coincidence. A store proprietor often doubled as the 
postmaster, thereby assuring the store customer traffic. In the early 
years, the sites of the central place functions not anchored to a train stop 
tended to shift from time to time. Some began as part of a private 
farmhouse. Later it became common for the country store and the post 
office to be located at a crossroads, frequently in conjunction with some 
other central place function such as a church, school, or community hall. 
The result was a hamlet containing three to six establishments that 
constituted a tangible manifestation of Ukrainian community life. In 
Ukraine community life centred around the selo, or village, where farm- 
ers lived and churches and various services were located. In Canada the 
township and range survey system and the federal government's refusal 
to suspend the section of the Homestead Act that stated that each 
homesteader must reside on his or her homestead hampered the immi- 
grants' attempts to re-create their traditional settlement pattern. Rather 
than acquiesce entirely to the situation, the settlers located rural central 
place functions at the corners of four adjoining survey sections, thereby 
achieving the maximum amount of clustering possible given the circum- 
stances. Sometimes a less compact settlement form evolved. In either 
case, however, the result was a hamlet that served as the focus for both 
social and economic activities in the neighbourhood. 

A more detailed picture of the economic growth of the bloc settlement 
during the first few critical decades can be gained by examining the 
commercial expansion of the village of Sifton. At the turn of the century, 
the community consisted of a train station, a general store, and a post 
office. By 1902 a second general store had been added along with a farm 
implement dealership and a Iivery stable. A grain elevator was built in 
1905, and the next year the village could boast of its own newspaper, 
the Sipon Gazette. As the name of the paper implies, the early residents 
and businessmen of the budding community were Anglo. One of the first 
exceptions to this trend was the Ruthenian Trading Company (Ruska 
Torhovelna Spilka), which opened for business shortly after the turn of 
the century.'j8 In 1919, according to a fire underwriters' map, Sifton had 
a population of approximately 250 persons and contained two flour 
mills, two grain elevators, two lumberyards, a Bank of Commerce, 
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numerous stores, a Presbyterian mission hospital, several schools, and 
at least three churches - a Ukrainian Catholic, a Ukrainian Orthodox, 
and a Presbyterian (later United) mission church. The last served mostly 
the merchants and businessmen of the community.+ By this time more 
of the businesses were in the hands of Ukrainians, who now constituted 
a majority of Sifton's population. 

By 1920 the Ukrainian settlers' imprint on the cultural landscape in 
the Dauphin bloc settlement was at or near its greatest extent. Land 
alienation had for all intents and purposes ceased. The population in 
the original area of Ukrainian settlement had reached its peak of 7'587 
persons, a 128 per cent increase over the figure for 1901.~" Clearly the 
pioneer stage had passed, and the social and economic infrastructures 
of the district were in place. On the farms, second-generation log houses 
had been erected and the farmsteads expanded to include sizeable 
clusters of special use buildings. Substantial acreages of land stood clear 
of trees and bush, and much of that acreage was under crop. The 
majority of the region's churches, schools, and community halls were in 
place, as were most of the economic institutions. 

The Inter-war Years and Later 

The 1920s and 1930s were a period of gradual economic and social 
adjustment for the Ukrainians in the bloc settlement north of Dauphin. 
The population declined slightly from its high of 1921, but overall 
remained stable. This was also a time of transition within the local 
economy. The production capabilities of individual farms continued to 
increase during the 1920s as more of the previously alienated land was 
cleared and planted. The First World War had provided many of the 
area's farmers with the opportunity to enter into the agricultural market 
economy for the first time. Having enjoyed the high commodity prices 
of those years, many Ukrainian farmers invested in new equipment in 
an effort to improve their efficiency. The more venturesome expanded 
operations by purchasing additional land from their Ukrainian neigh- 
bours or from Anglos residing on better land directly to the south of the 
bloc settlement. Some farmers found themselves overextended when 
the post-war recession struck and as a result suffered a setback, but 
most managed to weather the economic downturn and were in a more 
advantageous position when the commodity markets improved a few 
years later. 

By the late 1920s and early 1930s evidence of this shift away from a 
self-sufficient farm economy and towards a market-oriented one could 
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be seen in the landscape. Besides investing in more modern farm equip- 
ment, many farmers took the opportunity to make improvements to 
their homes. Thatch roofs were replaced by shingle roofs of lower pitch. 
Additions of various sorts were built on existing houses using milled 
lumber rather than logs. Existing log structures were sheathed in wood 
siding. In some instances entirely new houses were erected using milled 
lumber. These new buildings often deviated in other ways besides build- 
ing materials from the traditional Ukrainian houses built a generation 
earlier. Sometimes the house form or room arrangement was modified, 
and even when the basic form was maintained, traditional features like 
large overhanging eaves were no longer incorporated in the design 
since the building's wooden siding did not need to be protected from 
rain the way mud-plastered walls did.'' Builders became less concerned 
with orienting the front of the house to the south and more with orient- 
ing it to the road. The outbuildings constructed at this time were also 
frequently built with milled lumber. New barns sported gambrel roofs 
that allowed farmers to store feed hay in the loft rather than under a 
hay barrick or out in the open.'" This innocuous change in a barn's 
roofline was clear evidence of a desire to make the farm operation more 
efficient and cost-effective. 

Not everyone was in a position to benefit from the upscale farm prices 
of the war years. This was most decidedly the case for the farmers who 
occupied the more marginal lands. For them full integration into the 
market economy remained more a hope than a reality. For many in this 
position, off-farm employment remained an important, if not essential, 
activity. Not surprisingly, it was most frequently these marginal farm 
operations that were the first to be sold or abandoned. 

This was also a time of technological transition. The radio and the 
telephone helped to break down the barriers of physical and social 
isolation and expedited the process of acculturation. But it was the 
internal combustion engine that had the greatest impact on the region, 
just as it did throughout North America. The internal combustion engine 
did two things for the farmer: it put him on a tractor that allowed him 
to farm more efficiently with fewer hands, and it put him behind the 
wheel of an automobile that allowed him and his family to travel greater 
distances for everyday goods and services. The impact of this technology 
was not felt overnight, of course, but by 1940 a third of the post offices 
in the bloc settlement had been closed, no doubt in part because of 
improved travel conditions. 

The high farm commodity prices during the Second World War 
brought greater prosperity for those living in the Dauphin bloc settle- 
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ment. Even the most marginal farmland in the region could be used to 
turn a profit. Outstanding debts could be retired, and by the war's 
end some farmers had accumulated enough savings to make major 
investments in their farms or to move their farming operations else- 
where. The war-time economy and the limited supply of labour meant 
that those without savings could leave the region feeling confident they 
would find employment. By the end of the Second World War the 
Dauphin region had been drawn into the national economy, and the 
people of Ukrainian heritage in the settlement were in a position to 
become fully integrated into Canadian life? 

The Dauphin Bloc Settlement Today 

Today the Ukrainian settlement north of Dauphin is far different from 
what it was nearly a hundred years ago, when the first Ukrainian immi- 
grant stepped off the train in that town, or even at mid-century. The 
population has declined precipitously in recent years; many of the local 
residents, especially the younger ones, have left for better opportunities 
elsewhere. Depopulation is writ large on the land in the form of vacant 
and abandoned houses and farm buildings. Agriculture remains the 
mainstay of the economy, but aside from some of the better land in the 
southern and particularly southwestern portion of the original settle- 
ment district, farming has shifted almost entirely away from grain farm- 
ing to livestock raising - principally cattle. Average farm size has 
increased, but the Manitoba government has bought extensive areas of 
what were once private farms for use as community pasture. The more 
prosperous farms can be identified by modern houses, many of which 
were built in the 1960s or 197os, when the farming economy was particu- 
larly strong. Once again the former farmhouse was recycled, so that it 
is now possible to see three generations of farmhouse on at least a few 
of the farmsteads. 

Most of the churches stand vacant, some in a very sad state of repair. 
Several have been completely removed from the scene. The Ukrainian 
Catholic churches at Sifton and Mink Creek are the only ones in the 
entire area that remain active, and then only on a biweekly and monthly 
basis. Anyone who wishes to hear mass more frequently must travel to 
Dauphin or Winnipegosis. The rural schools have long been abandoned, 
and two years ago the elementary school at Sifton was closed. Now all 
the children in the region are bussed outside the original bloc settlement 
to Dauphin, Gilbert Plains, or Winnipegosis. The community halls are 
all boarded up, and the rural post offices have closed. The country 
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stores at Mink Creek and Venlaw remain open but only on an irregular 
basis since the owners of both have essentially retired. A drive down 
the main street of the once bustling town of Sifton reveals more of the 
same. Of the dozen or so commercial and public buildings, only the post 
office, the credit union, and Kennedy's general store remain open. The 
last also serves as the local gas station. The only other commercial 
functions that continue to operate are a grain elevator and a lunch 
counter that doubles as a beer parlor. All the other commercial buildings 
and some of the houses stand derelict. The population, now about two 
hundred, is a third of what it was at its peak in the late 1940s. Most of 
the residents who are not retired commute to Dauphin to work. In the 
face of all of this decline the community has experienced a small amount 
of new construction. A twelve-unit retirement home has gone up in the 
past few years, as have half a dozen new houses in a small housing tract 
recently laid out on the edge of town. 

Most of the cemeteries in the region remain active, and it is here that 
the most complete picture of the area's social transition during the past 
forty years can be seen. A survey of the grave markers reveals a number 
of important changes that extend well beyond the graveyard. The typical 
grave marker erected in the mid-1940s was made of cement in the shape 
of a cross inscribed in the Cyrillic alphabet. Today stone, most notably 
granite, has all but completely replaced cement, a clear sign of improved 
economic conditions. The style of the monument has also shifted from 
a free-standing cross to a block essentially identical in size and shape 
to those found in Anglo cemeteries. Simultaneously, the crosses have 
diminished greatly in size and are now shown in bas-relief on the 
face of the monument. All of this points to a decline in the impor- 
tance of religion within Ukrainian society. Perhaps the most telling 
transition has been the dramatic drop in the use of the Ukrainian 
language. In the mid-1940s well over 80 per cent of the monuments 
were inscribed in Ukrainian. That figure remained over 50 per cent 
until the 1960s, but by the mid-197os, Ukrainian had all but disap- 
peared. The acculturation process was, for all intents and purposes, 
complete. 

Conclusion 

The creation and evolution of the cultural landscape in the Ukrainian 
bloc settlement north of Dauphin, Manitoba, like cultural landscapes 
everywhere, has been a long and involved process. The incidents and 
decisions that transformed this region from an unsettled wilderness to 
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an entrenched ethnic community to a relic agricultural district are, of 
course, unique, but the general pattern by which the landscape of the 
Dauphin bloc settlement evolved is not unlike that of many of the other 
tracts of marginal land settled by Ukrainian immigrants at the end of 
the nineteenth century. 

Considered from hindsight, the Ukrainian settlers' occupation of the 
treed lands of the parkland proved to be a mixed blessing. Given their 
financial constraints, environmental perceptions, and economic expec- 
tations, the decision to occupy less than ideal - but nonetheless arable - 
farmland seems to have been a prudent one for the first wave of Ukrai- 
nian pioneers. For those who came later, the decision to settle on what 
was at times clearly sub-marginal land in order to be close to relatives 
and acquaintances turned out to be extremely shortsighted in most 
instances.74 

Regardless of where they settled, powerful forces of acculturation 
confronted Ukrainians upon their arrival in western Canada. The dis- 
ruptive effects of migration and exposure to a dominant culture that 
spoke a different language, practised a different religion, and functioned 
under different social, economic, and political systems induced the set- 
tlers to modify and ultimately abandon many of their traditional prac- 
tices and cultural traits. Many of these practices were not given up easily. 
At times acculturation was simply imposed, as in the basic settlement 
system, which disallowed the creation of traditional farm villages. The 
overall lack of economic landscape features that are distinctly Ukrainian 
within the region lends support to the contention that acculturation was 
most rapid in those aspects of life that were most closely linked to 
commercial activity. Buffered though they were by an environment that 
allowed them to remain partly self-sufficient, when it came to making 
a living the Ukrainian settlers had little choice but to adapt as quickly 
as possible to the Canadian system.75 They were better able to retain 
their identity in those aspects of culture that were further removed from 
the marketplace. In the public landscape this was evident in the 
establishment of community halls, which served a social function within 
the community, and even more pronounced in the construction of 
churches, which functioned as symbols of ethnic as well as religious 
identity. An analogous situation developed around the ethnic landscape 
features erected on the basis of personal or familial decisions. The design 
and construction of the first- and second-generation Ukrainian farm- 
house are the most obvious statement of ethnic identity of this sort. 
Grave markers comprise a second set of features that display personal 
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attitudes as they relate to social and economic as well as religious 
matters. 

Research on immigrant communities elsewhere in North America 
suggests that several factors slowed the rate of loss of cultural traits. One 
was the physical size of the ethnic community: the larger an ethnic 
community's territorial base the greater its ability to resist assimilation." 
A second factor was the isolation imposed by the cultural distinctiveness 
of the ethnic group. A third was a strong sense of cohesiveness among 
the minority group in regard to common community or family back- 
ground. Finally, strong ties between the immigrant church and the 
community encouraged the retention of some cultural traits77 All these 
factors certainly came into play among the Ukrainians who settled in 
the Dauphin district. Indeed, the factors reinforced one another, thereby 
increasing the immigrants' will to resist acculturation. Add to these the 
settlement district's limited potential for commercial agriculture, which 
not only restricted external economic influences but also helped bind 
the Ukrainian community together in the face of economic adversity, 
and it is small wonder that the Ukrainian cultural landscape remains to 
this day as extensive and conspicuous as it is. 

This landscape remains visible to all who wish to see. Most of the old 
farmhouses are gone, many bulldozed to make room for other things, 
but a scattering of second-generation houses can still be found, along 
with some log outbuildings. A larger proportion of the public structures 
has survived. The situation is much the same in Ukrainian bloc settle- 
ments elsewhere. There 'have been modest efforts to preserve old Ukrai- 
nian buildings in the Dauphin area by moving them to a common site 
in an effort to create a 'theme' ~ a r k . 7 ~  Unfortunately, although a few 
buildings are preserved by such efforts, the geographical setting within 
which the collected buildings are displayed is totally artificial, a gross 
distortion of the actual settlement environment as it existed. Instead of 
moving a few select buildings to a designated site, the buildings, along 
with their associated artifacts, need to be preserved in situ, thereby 
capturing a far more comprehensive and authentic perspective not just 
of the buildings but of the cultural landscape as well. Historic landscapes 
can be protected only by creating rural preservation districts. None at 
present exist in Canada, but heritage conservation districts are in place 
in the United States and Europe.79 There is no reason why such an 
arrangement could not be used to preserve representative cultural land- 
scapes in one or more of the Ukrainian blocs of western Canada. The 
fact that this type of preservation effort need not require immense 
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amounts of government funds adds a further incentive. However, a 
critical time is rapidly approaching in regard to the Ukrainian ethnic 
landscapes of the region. Unless something is initiated within the next 
few years, much of what is worth preserving will be lost, and the whole 
of Canada will be the poorer for it. 



'Non-Preferred' People: 
Inter-war Ukrainian Immigration 
to Canada 

BRIAN OSBORNE 

I wonder who was the last Ukrainian off the last boat in 19q? That year 
marked the outbreak of the Great War and also the end of the 'Great 
Canadian Migration.' Some 2.5 million immigrants had entered Canada 
during the Laurier-Sifton years, 1896-1914. Among them were over 
I 70,000 'Ukrainians." Armistice Day, 1 91 8, marked the cessation of hos- 
tilities, and Canada, faced with the possible renewal of the pre-war 
mass migration, re-evaluated its immigration policy. My apocryphal 
Ukrainian of 1914 had made it just in time. 

Ultimately, another 1.6 million persons were admitted during the 
1919-39 period, including 68,000 Ukrainians." But the immigration expe- 
rience of those entering Canada during the inter-war years differed in 
many ways from that of the previous generation. Both the European 
and Canadian contexts of the inter-war immigration had changed. In 
fact, they would never be the same again. 

For a start, Europe had changed. The Ukrainians who entered Canada 
during the Laurier-Sifton migration were primarily from the Habsburg- 
controlled regions of Eastern Galicia and northern Bukovyna, with rela- 
tively few from Greater Ukraine, which was in the tight grip of the 
Russian tsars. But following the First World War, the political map of 
Europe had been redrawn, although President Wilson's concern for 
'national self-determination' did nothing for the cause of Ukrainian 
nationalism. The independent Ukrainian republic proclaimed in 1919 
was short-lived. Greater Ukraine fell under the control of the Soviets, 
and Western Ukraine was partitioned between three political neolo- 
gisms. Thus, Poland acquired Eastern Galicia, Kholm, Polissia, and west- 
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ern Volhynia; much of Bukovyna and Bessarabia fell to Romania; and 
the 'Ruthenians' of Carpatho-Ukraine were assigned to Czechoslovakia. 

Ukrainians constituted large minorities in all these new states, the 
seven million in Poland amounting to some 25 per cent of the national 
population and 91 per cent of that of Eastern Galicia. Moreover, the 
other Wilsonian idealistic premise, the 'protection of the rights of minori- 
ties,' was realized only in Czechoslovakia. In both Poland and Romania, 
nationalist zeal was directed at the cultural and economic oppression of 
the Ukrainian population. Not surprisingly, therefore, the bulk of the 
Ukrainian immigration to Canada and elsewhere during the inter-war 
years emanated from Poland, Romania, and to some degree, Czechoslo- 
vakia. The main destinations for the estimated 200,000 who left were 
Argentina (44,ooo), France (36,ooo), the United States (12,ooo), and Bel- 
g u m  (8,000). The largest contingent, 67,578, moved to Canada, but it 
was a Canada markedly different from that of the pre-war immigrant 
experience.3 

Many of the Laurier-Sifton Ukrainians had been located in large bloc 
settlements throughout the brush-covered northern prairies from south- 
eastern Manitoba to east-central Alberta. They served as nuclei for the 
inter-war arrivals. Much land had been cleared; the railways were estab- 
lished and expanding; and a system of cities, towns, and villages served 
the rural areas. The major districts of Ukrainian settlement all hosted 
Ukrainian Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant churches and a well- 
established Ukrainian community structure in the process of developing 
a network of regional, national, and international linkages. By the com- 
mencement of the post-war period, the development of the Canadian 
West was well under way. 

But there was still a demand for more settlers. Dr W.J. Black, the 
director of the CNR's Department of Colonization and Agriculture, 
argued that although railways needed four hundred people per mile of 
track to be economically viable, Canada had about three hundred per 
mile overall, and only one hundred per mile in the prairies.4 However, 
it was estimated in 1921 that some 190,000 vacant homesteads amounting 
to 30 million acres were still available along the northern edge of the 
prairies. Of these, ioo,ooo were in the Athabasca, Grande Prairie, and 
Peace River districts of Alberta, 40,000 in the northern fringe of the 
Saskatchewan parklands, and 34,000 in northwest Manitoba and the 
Interlake region. Another 34 million acres of abandoned homesteads 
were dispersed throughout the settled areas and within fifteen miles of 
rail.5 Further, other immigrants were needed as agricultural labourers 
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and domestics in a farming economy that had heavy demands for man- 
power in the fields and woman-power in the homesteads. 

These were the essential parameters of the inter-war Ukrainian migra- 
tion: a movement to Canada of 67,578 Ukrainians, mostly from Poland, 
Romania, and Czechoslovakia. Intended for rural destinations through- 
out the prairie West, many moved to farms in established areas of 
Ukrainian settlement or pioneered in new areas of frontier development. 
But others - especially the labourers - gravitated to cities, industry, and 
non-agricultural pursuits. Furthermore, all Ukrainians were becoming 
more visible and sensitized to the need for cultural and political survival. 
The very migration of the newcomers was a product, directly or indi- 
rectly, of their concept of Ukraine and being Ukrainian. Accordingly, 
many welcomed the establishment of societies that nurtured their ideol- 
ogy of patriotic nationalism such as the United Hetrnan Organization 
and the Ukrainian National Federation of Canada. For those of more 
radical bent, left-wing organizations such as the Ukrainian Labour- 
Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) flourished during the depression 
years.6 

The Canadian reaction to this reality, and to immigration in general, 
was remarkable and was reflected in the new assumptions, new priorit- 
ies, and new processes in immigration policy. The new assumptions 
were a formalization of long-held views regarding ethnic differences 
and their significance for Canadian nation building. In 1919-39, these 
assumptions were implemented as explicit criteria for establishing priori- 
ties in the immigration policy. And these assumptions and priorities 
were administered by new procedures for inspecting, admitting, and 
monitoring the subsequent progress of immigrants - or at least some of 
them. Henceforth, the new concerns were with 'selection' and 'quotas.' 

Establishing Priorities, 1918-1925 

For the first few years following the First World War, continental immi- 
gration continued to be interrupted by unsettled conditions throughout 
much of Central Europe and by post-war economic adjustments. Accord- 
ingly, Canada did not reactivate an aggressively pro-immigration pos- 
ture. Immigration was regulated by the terms of the Immigration Act of 
1910, and only particular categories of immigrants were encouraged to 
enter, categories that reflected historical links, ethnographic assump- 
tions, economic conditions, and ideological concerns. 

One of the first post-war priorities was the reception and settlement 
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of thousands of Canadian and British ex-servicemen and their families. 
Assistance was afforded by passage grants from the Imperial Govern- 
ment and assistance in land settlement through the Soldier Settlement 
Board? Commenced in 1917, its scope and powers extended in 1920, 
this Canadian initiative was but a part of a grand design of post-war 
imperial restructuring. The passage of the Empire Settlement Act on 31 
May 1922 formalized co-operation between Britain and her dominions 
in the field of emigration and colonization, to the mutual benefit of both. 
One prominent initiative introduced in 193, 'the 3,000 Families scheme,' 
attracted 5349 families and resulted in the final establishment of 1,981 
operating farms8 

Preoccupied as it was with integrating the returning soldiers into 
Canadian society according to grand designs of imperial development, 
Canada did not return to pre-war immigration levels. Further, a post- 
war economic recession in Canada, together with social and political 
unrest in Europe, argued against large-scale international movements. 
Not until the normalization of the economic and political contexts did 
immigration pick up. Thus, by 1920, dependents of immigrants estab- 
lished in Canada were allowed to enter, provided they passed muster 
in terms of health, ideology, and documentation.9 These flows were 
regulated by the terms of the Immigration Act of 1910. The interpretation 
of this legislation, however, crystallized around two important irnpera- 
tives concerning the Canadian economy and society. 

First, Canada favoured those immigrants who would advance agricul- 
tural settlement and contribute to the development of natural resources. 
With improved prospects for agriculture in 1922, C.A. Stewart, the acting 
minister of immigration and colonization, commented: 'I know that 
Canada needs between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 more citizens, I am anx- 
ious to bring in people.' He added a cautionary note: 'the people we 
bring in must be able to establish themselves and they must be farmers,' 
care being taken 'not to swell the ranks of the unemployed.'"' A year 
later, the Immigration Act was amended by order in council PC 183: 
British and United States immigrants were allowed virtually unrestricted 
entry; other nationals were admitted only if they had sufficient means 
to establish farms or were farm labourers or domestic servants." Thus 
was established the economic profile for permissible immigration from 
the continent during the inter-war years: farmers, farm labourers, and 
domestics. 

It was more complicated than this, however. Other assumptions in 
the air at the time also coloured the selection process. A reputable 
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authority of the day contextualizes the underlying attitudes that were 
closing the gates in the United States and Canada: 

A line drawn across the continent of Europe from northeast to southwest, 
separating the Scandinavian Peninsula, the British Isles, Germany, and France 
from Russia, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Turkey, separates countries not only 
of distinct races but also of distinct civilizations. It separates Protestant Europe 
from Catholic Europe; it separates countries of representative institutions and 
popular government from absolute monarchies; it separates lands where educa- 
tion is universal from lands where illiteracy predominates; it separates manufac- 
turing countries, progressive agriculture, and skilled labour from primitive hand 
industries, backward agriculture, and unskilled labour; it separates an educated, 
thnfty peasantry from a peasantry scarcely a single generation removed from 
serfdom; it separates Teutonic races from Latin, Slav, Semitic, and Mongolian 
races.'* 

During and after the First World War, such views were exacerbated 
by a surge of patriotic 'nativism.' A 'red scare' combined with hostility 
to nationals from the Central Powers of the First World War engendered 
antagonism to the European immigrants who had settled in blocs in the 
West. Not surprisingly, therefore, Canada beefed up its already stringent 
immigration restrictions. Section 38, clause (c), of the 1910 Act prohibited 
'immigrants belonging to any race deemed unsuited to the climatic 
requirements of Canada, or of immigrants of any specified class, occupa- 
tion, or character."3 In 1919, this clause was made even more restrictive 
to exclude 'immigrants belonging to any nationality or race or of immi- 
grants of any specified class or occupation, by reason of any economic, 
industrial or other condition temporarily existing in Canada or because 
such immigrants are deemed unsuitable having regard to the climatic, 
industrial, social, educational, labour or other conditions or require- 
ments of Canada or because such immigrants are deemed undesirable 
owing to their peculiar customs, habits, modes of life and methods of 
holding property, and because of their probable inability to become 
readily assimilated or to assume the duties and responsibilities of Cana- 
dian citizenship within a reasonable time after their entry.I14 

In 1919, special orders in council prevented the admission of subjects 
of Austria-Hungary, Germany, Bulgaria, and Turkey (PC 1203) and 
Doukhobors, Hutterites, and Mennonites (PC 1204). Such groups were 
excluded because of their 'peculiar customs, habits, modes of living and 
methods of holding property' and also because of their unfortunate 
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location in states that had been hostile during the recent war.'s Another 
immigrant official was even more blunt: 'At the present moment, we are 
casting about for some more effective method than we have in operation 
to prevent the arrival here of many of the nondescript of Europe, whose 
coming is regarded more in the light of a catastrophe than anything 
else.' l 6  

These actions and attitudes were diagnostic of the sentiments of the 
day. In fact, during these years, immigrants were unofficially classified 
as 'preferred,' 'non-preferred,' and 'special permit.' Though never used 
in immigration legislation, regulations, or annual reports, this terminol- 
ogy was common in correspondence between officials and was central 
to the conduct of immigration up to the Second World War and even 
after. 

Those considered to be 'suited' to the requirements of Canada were 
the residents of the British Isles, the United States, Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Iceland, France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, and, eventu- 
ally, Germany. Those said to be 'unsuited' or 'non-preferred' were 
nationals from the rest of Europe: Austria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, 
the Baltic States, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and Germany (for a period 
after the First World War). The 'special permit' immigrants included 
Albanians, Arabians, Armenians, Bulgarians, East Indians, Greeks, 
Hebrews, Italians, Japanese, Maltese, Negroes, Persians, Portuguese, 
Spanish, Spanish-Americans, Syrians, Turks - and many others. These 
required special permission to enter Canada.'7 

But the growing demand for agricultural labour, and the failure of 
the 'preferred' countries to provide it, necessitated that at least some 
'non-preferred' peoples be allowed to enter. In 1923, James A. Robb, the 
newly appointed minister of immigration and colonization, recognized 
the need to 'encourage the migration of those ... able and willing to 
settle on the land and assist in agricultural development.' The policy 
was still one of 'Imperial and British preference' for those 'in the cradle 
of the British Empire to proceed to and successfully settle in the Domin- 
ion.'ls But, henceforth, at least some of the 'non-preferred' had to be 
tolerated. 

The railway companies welcomed the prospect of increased traffic. 
The CPR's interests transcended traffic alone, and it had long been 
involved in parlaying its twenty-five million acres into settlements, and 
promoting immigration into, and development of, its territories. It 
embarked on an even more aggressive colonization mission with the 
establishment in 1916 of its Department of Colonization and Develop- 
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merit? The motives for this were clear at least to President E.W. Beatty: 
'We have huge railway systems which can only be maintained by traffic 
and increased traffic can only be secured by agricultural expansion in 
the West, the proper utilization of our resources in mines and timber 
and consequent industrial expansion in the East.'"' 

The CPR's competitor, the newly formed CNR, held similar views. 
Having acquired the colonization interests of the Grand Trunk Pacific 
and the Department of Industrial Resources of the Canadian Northern, 
the new president of the CNR, Sir Henry Thornton, urged a more 
dynamic and comprehensive view of his company's activities in immi- 
gration, colonization, and settlement. Accordingly, on 20 February 1923, 
the CNR Department of Colonization and Development came into 
being. A set of progressive and patriotic principles underscored the fit 
between corporate and national priorities: 'the immigration and satisfac- 
tory settlement in Canada of the largest possible number of people of 
productive capacity which the country can absorb and assimilate'; the 
dissemination of information concerning the 'vast and extensive natural 
resources of the Dominion'; the promotion of the settlement of new 
Canadians 'to enjoy such social and religious institutions as are neces- 
sary to individual happiness and contentment'; 'the immigration of 
young people of desirable type and character, especially from Great 
Britain'; the development of 'effective means of selecting immigrants 
physically fit and anxious for work'; and the promotion of 'all measures 
calculated to contribute toward an increase in immigration of adaptable 
people and in their settlement under the most favourable conditions 
possible.'21 

References to 'people of productive capacity,' 'absorb and assimilate,' 
'young people of desirable type and character,' and the selection of 
'immigrants physically fit and anxious to work' all sent out the signal 
that the CNR would play the immigration game by the rules of the 
day. The central message was clear: national and corporate views of 
immigration and settlement were compatible - at least initially. 

Thus, in June 1924, the government authorized the '650 Continental 
Families Scheme,' and in the following year the '1,000 Continental Fami- 
lies Scheme' and the 'zoo Families Scheme' were launched."' Families 
from all of the 'preferred' countries were eligible, but for the rest of the 
continent, selection was restricted to those from Hungary, Yugoslavia 
(excepting Dalmatians, who were too dark in complexion), Germany, 
Poland, and Cze~hoslovakia.~3 All three schemes met with limited suc- 
cess: only nine families for the '650 scheme,' eighty-eight for the 'iooo 
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scheme,' and thirty-eight for the '200 scheme.' However, some 3,600 
farm workers from Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary had also 
been admitted in 1924, another 6,727 arriving in 1925.~4 

Others were exploring more elaborate initiatives. Thus, Albert Dubuc, 
a Winnipeg lawyer, succeeded in interesting Bishop Budka of the Ukrai- 
nian Greek Catholic church, representatives of the French Line, Major 
John Barnett of the Soldier Settlement Board, and the government of 
Quebec in locating thousands of Ukrainians throughout Manitoba and 
Quebec.'s Barnett stated his interests clearly: 'We have a great problem 
in resettling these particular lands on account of the pioneer difficulties 
involved, and because we cannot hope to put on them Anglo-Saxons ... 
I feel quite sure that Ruthenian peasant people, if selected carefully, 
with the aid of Greek priests, can be successfully established to their 
own advantage, and to the advantage of the Board and the ~ountry."~ 

Dubuc was nothing if not ambitious. His grandiose estimates were 
based upon the somewhat questionable premises that if the 5,000 par- 
ishes in Western Ukraine would yield a mere three families each, they 
would generate 15,000 families or some 120,000 persons! Dubuc spoke 
of using Eastern Galician priests to screen out the 'Bolshevik influence' 
and was confident that Poland would co-operate in ridding itself of 
its seven million Ukrainians, 'who form a big Ireland' there."7 Dubuc 
ultimately delivered only two families, but he did succeed in mobilizing 
Ukrainian interest, establishing contacts with leading figures in the 
Ukrainian Greek Catholic church, and demonstrating the need for 
overseas networks. 

Ultimately, some 700,000 immigrants entered Canada between 1919 
and 1924, with the low of 64,224 in 1922 more than doubling to 133,729 
persons in 1923 and 124,163 in 1924. But only 3,700 Ukrainians entered 
during these years as continued unrest in Europe and discriminatory 
legislation kept the doors tightly closed.* But times were changng. 
Clearly, the agricultural sector of the 1920s economy required labour. 
The areas favoured for cultural-historical reasons were not providing 
it in sufficient numbers, and so an active promotion of 'continental' 
immigration was initiated. 'Non-preferred' they may have been, but 
needed they very definitely were. 

1925-1930: Dividing Responsibilities 

By 1925, therefore, there were signs of increased immigration activity, 
and the two railway companies were refining their organization to 
handle it. In that year, the CPR and CNR prepared a proposal for co- 
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operation between the government and their respective colonization 
departments regarding immigration from the 'non-preferred' nati0ns.~9 
Although they recognized the importance of continued immigration 
from Great Britain, they advocated a more efficient system whereby 
they and not government immigration officers would recruit, inspect, 
and approve immigrants from 'non-preferred' areas. 

The 'Railways Agreement' signed on 1 September 1925 granted 
authority to the CNR and CPR to select, transport, and locate certain 
categories of immigrants. The ones to be so favoured were 'agricultural- 
ists, agricultural workers, and domestic servants from countries pro- 
vided for by existing laws and reg~lations.'3~' It was also noted that the 
railways had a vested interest and expertise in this process 'by reason 
of their special interest in the early settlement of available unoccupied 
lands and their transportation facilities by land and sea.' Ominously, 
the agreement also stipulated that the railways would return to their 
home states those immigrants who, 'refusing to engage in agriculture, 
agricultural labour or domestic service in Canada, shall become public 
charges within the period of one year from the date of their admission 
to Canada.'3l 

Deputy Minister F.C. Blair of the Ministry of Immigration and Coloni- 
zation outlined the workings of the system: 'The Railways will each 
place accredited agents with Canadian experience and free from the 
control of steamship companies in the various countries from which 
immigrants are drawn. These accredited agents will issue the cer- 
tificate ... The certificates will have to do with occupation ... On the 
presentation of the certificate our officer, if satisfied that the immigrant 
complies with the regulations, will issue a visa and the immigrant will 
come forward to be placed by the company that started him from Can- 
ada? Accordingly, Dominion government inspection officers were 
established at such main points as Riga, Danzig, Hamburg, Rotterdam, 
Antwerp, and Paris. Henceforth, inspection to ensure compliance with 
rules concerning economic resources, occupational type, ethnicity, liter- 
acy, and health was effected prior to departure rather than on arrival in 
Canada. 

The terms of the Railways Agreement required the railways to operate 
a parallel set of structures. Both companies managed their European 
colonization affairs from offices in London. They also maintained district 
offices in London, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Belfast and ran their conti- 
nental business from offices in Oslo, Gothenburg, Copenhagen, and 
Rotterdam. These were well placed for serving immigrants from the 
'preferred' countries. Following the 1925 Railways Agreement, however, 
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arrangements had to be made to service the 'non-preferred' countries. 
Central to this function were the 'certificate issuing officers,' who issued 
certificates guaranteeing employment as agriculturalists and carried out 
preliminary checks for literacy and health. With these in hand, prospec- 
tive immigrants could then be processed expeditiously by Dominion 
officers issuing visas. The CNR located two CIOs in Warsaw, one each 
in Prague and Zagreb, and part-time officers in Paris, Antwerp, and 
Ro tterdam.33 

Although employment criteria were the primary basis of selection, 
ethnic prescriptions were also made explicit. In the first month of the 
Railways Agreement, Deputy Minister W.J. Egan listed the countries to 
which 'it is understood it applies': the British Isles, the United States, 
France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Poland, Germany, Czecho- 
slovakia, Yugoslavia, Austria, Hungary, and Romania. Although no ref- 
erence was made to 'preferred' and 'non-preferred' immigrants, the 
need for careful selection was not neglected: 'It is understood and agreed 
that care will be taken to secure only the best types of settlers. All the 
countries contain people that Canada cannot absorb, and some of them 
contain very large numbers. For example, we do not want all classes 
from Russia. In fact, the classes in Russia now wanted in Canada are 
comparatively few. From Rumania, we want especially the German and 
Hungarian types.'34 

This preference for 'German types' was a leitmotif of the inter-war 
years. Thus, Black communicated that 'the Minister's attitude, and as a 
matter of fact his statement was that outside the countries originally 
listed as preferred we should not take anybody excepting those of 
German race.'35 This preference within the 'preferred' and 'non-pre- 
ferred' system had long been implemented. Thus, at the height of the 
Railways Agreement, 1,520 families were handled by the CNR's coloni- 
zation department in 1928. Of these, only 259 were 'preferred,' 32 coming 
from Germany. But of the 1,269 'non-preferred' families admitted that 
year, 633 were categorized as 'German non-preferred,' a much larger 
group than the 381 Ukrainians or 225 P0les.3~ Increasingly, therefore, the 
colonization business throughout Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary 
continued, but with a priority given to those of 'German race.' 

By 1929, the terminology, if not the underlying philosophy of immi- 
gration, was being sanitized. In that year, Black advised his regional 
officers throughout the Western District that the Dominion Department 
of Immigration had decided to discontinue entirely the terms 'preferred' 
and 'non-preferred.' Henceforth, Northwestern Europe was to be used 
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for the 'so-called preferred' countries; Central Europe was to be used for 
the 'former non-preferred'; all other European states were henceforth 
Southern Europe; and the Near East was to be used for the part of Asia 
that adjoined Europe.37 Clearly, there were sensitivities about the matter. 

During the years 1925-30, over 800,ooo immigrants entered Canada, 
with 166,783 entering in the peak year of 1928. The large numbers 
recruited from Central and Eastern Europe were made up of many farm 
families, but more were unattached labourers and domestics. Among 
them, were some 55,000 Ukrainians, who constituted the largest national 
group admitted during these years. The numbers tell the story. Only 
2,245 Ukrainians were admitted in 1925. This increased to 9,534 in 1926 
and to 16,000 in 1928.3~ 

The Railways Agreement also required that once the immigrants had 
been approved and admitted, 'distribution, placement and such supervi- 
sion as the new settlers may require after their arrival in Canada, shall 
be undertaken by the Parties to this Agreement on the basis of joint 
responsibility.'39 

Both the CPR and the CNR had well-developed organizations in place 
ready for the commencement of the Railways Agreement.4O In many 
ways, they were very similar. Although both maintained corporate head- 
quarters at Montreal, the centre of their colonization enterprises was 
Winnipeg, with district offices located in all of the western provinces 
and the midwest United States. Moreover, each railway's colonization 
enterprise had developed liaison organizations to manage the interface 
between the railway and settlement businesses: the Canadian Coloniza- 
tion Association and the Canadian National Land Association served 
as land brokers and estate managers for the CPR and CNR respectively. 

But there were differences in the companies' modes of operation. 
Thus, initially the CPR made use of a well-developed network of affili- 
ated organizations and 'settlement clubs' whose members helped spon- 
sor and settle friends and relatives throughout their sponsors' territories. 
By 1928, there were 25 federally chartered colonization associations 
supported by 138 local colonization boards. The ethnic profile of the 
CPR's southern prairie settlement field was dominated by British, Ontar- 
io-British, American, and Scandinavian settlers, although contacts were 
also maintained with Mennonites, Hungarians, German Roman Catho- 
lics, and German Lutherans. Although its contacts with the 'non-pre- 
ferred' nations were relatively weak, it did bring in some Czechs, 
Slovaks, Austrians, and Ukrainians.@ Ukrainian staff were appointed to 
assist in this area, but increasingly the CPR relied upon three regional 
settlement agencies: the Confederation Land Corporation in Edmonton, 
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the Greek Orthodox Ukrainian Colonization Board in Saskatoon, and 
the Greek Catholic Ukrainian Settlers Aid Association in Winnipeg. 
Between them, they accounted for more than half of the CPR's allocation 
of continental immigrants.4" 

Unlike the CPR with its system of affiliated agencies, the CNR relied 
upon some 400 part-time field operatives who surveyed settlement pos- 
sibilities, met immigrants, and assisted in locating them. There were 
also 2,221 station agents throughout Canada who participated in the 
colonization effort by acting as contact points for new settlers. Another 
difference was that whereas the CPR benefited from its co-operation 
with its affiliate, the CP steamship line, the CNR had developed contacts 
with no fewer than a dozen major transatlantic carriers of the day. The 
CNR's 'Allied Steamship Companies' reads like an inventory of the age 
of transatlantic ocean travel. However, despite this diversity of carriers, 
some 77 per cent of a total of 739 families settled by the CNLSA in 1927 
were carried by four lines: the Baltic-American (153)~ the Scandinavian- 
American (iqg), the Cunard (144)~ and the White Star (122).43 

Further, the principal continental bloc settlements were in the CNR's 
settlement field, and the company enjoyed particularly strong links with 
Ukrainian groups. Ukrainians were appointed to the colonization staff, 
and links were forged with community leaders.44 In 1924, the CNR was 
instrumental in establishing the St Raphael's Ukrainian Immigration 
Welfare Association in Canada with Bishop Budka, the leader of the 
Ukrainian Greek Catholic church, as its first president.45 The association 
established links with the Ukrainian Emigration Aid Association in Lviv, 
worked closely with the CNR and the Cunard line, and attained a semi- 
official status as an immigration agency. Four years later, the CNR's 
colonization people could comment about the Ukrainian Catholic 
church that 'our Department has been very closely associated with this 
Church organization in the past, and we feel safe in predicting that the 
very best co-operation may be counted on from them during the coming 
year.r6 

An insight into the CNR's system may be gained from a consideration 
of its several categories that further refined the ethnic-economic priorit- 
ies of the day. Table 1 displays the specifications for the Cunard Line's 
quota for 1929. The 'nationalities' referred to were from the 'non-pre- 
ferred' countries, categorized by the capital possessed by each family. All 
were required to travel directly to Winnipeg and be 'fully experienced 
agricultural people.' There were other specifications as well. 

Scheme 'X' families had no restrictions other than having to arrive 
between 15 March and 31 October. Scheme 'A' families were to be 
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TABLE 1 
CNR's 1929 allocation under the 'Continental Family Settlement 
Programme' (numbers of families) 

Schemes (minimum capital requirements) 

' X' 'A' 'B' 'C' 'J' 
Nationalities $1,000 $500 $250 $100 $100 
--- - -  - 

German-speaking 100 140 17 17 15 
Ukrainian 100 70 26 12 12 
Polish 100 35 8 5 3 
Hungarian 100 8 - - - 
Lithuanian 100 - - - - 

Source: 'Continental Family Settlement, Western Canada, 1929,' 
RG 30, vol. 8400, NAC. 

parents of mature age and with not more than one or two children 
under six years, had to be 'prepared to take up pioneer propositions in 
outlying districts,' and had to arrive between 15 April and 1 September. 
Scheme ' B f  families constituted parents of mature age, with no more 
than two or three children under twelve years and no children under 
five or six, and were to be advised that they would be placed in outlylng 
districts, under pioneer conditions, and would probably have to erect 
their own buildings and work out for a number of years. They were to 
arrive between 1 May and 1 August. 

Scheme 'C' and 'J' families had even more stringent requirements 
imposed on them. Because of their poor capital resources, it was stipu- 
lated that they had to be 'agriculturalists without previous residence in 
Canada or the United States, accustomed to manual labour,' and would 
be required to sign an agreement, written in their own language, to 
accept farm employment under the CNR's direction on arrival. More- 
over, these families were to be told that they would be placed in 'outIying 
districts, under pioneer conditions,' and would probably have to 'erect 
their own buildings and work out for a number of years.' Both 'C' and 
'J' families were expected to arrive between 15 March and 15 May, and 
preferably in April. Additional restrictions and demands were placed on 
the 'J' scheme: families were to consist of parents between twenty-one 
and forty years of age, with no more than three children under fifteen, 
and none under three years; parents were to be prepared to take sepa- 
rate employment if necessary. 

There were several other schemes during this period: 'L' and 'M' for 
German Lutherans, 'T' for German Baptists, 'P' and 'K' for German 
Catholics, 'Sf for families with less than fifty dollars in capital who were 
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proceeding to employment with friends and relatives. Nothing better 
demonstrates the degree to which the new principles of selection and 
monitoring of immigrants were implemented during these inter-war 
years - but only for the 'non-preferred' farming families. Less care was 
taken in overseeing and regulating the immigration of labourers. They 
proved to be a very vexatious element of the Railways Agreement 
migration. 

At first, there was little public reaction and even a degree of measured 
support as evidenced by the report on the CPR colonization activities 
for 1927: 'Notwithstanding some adverse criticisms of a too large per- 
centage of other than Anglo-Saxon stock in the immigration totals for 
the year, it may safely be said that by far the larger majority in the 
West are favourable to increased immigration, and are favourable to 
the Central Europeans of selected agricultural type to undertake the 
pioneering work necessary for the agricultural development of the West, 
to lay a sound foundation of largely increased British immigration for 
industrial pursuits made possible by the agricultural development.'47 

Such corporate rhetoric was predictable But 1927 saw the beginnings 
of a public concern that was to intensify throughout the rest of the 
decade. The perennial 'red scare,' claims of the dilution of Anglo-Saxon 
stock by foreigners, and the droughts and economic trauma of the 
late twenties all served to foment a public outcry against immigration. 
Furthermore, an oversupply of farm labourers resulted in the very visible 
presence of Europeans looking for work in cities, logging camps, and 
industrial sites. But if the government was concerned that immigrants 
were moving from the country to the cities, some were concerned that 
too many were staying on the farms. The resolution from the Craigmyle 
branch of the United Farm Workers of America may be taken as repre- 
sentative of the popular economic and cultural concerns: 

We understand that practically all the new settlers coming here are brought in 
by the Canadian Colonization Company and are from Central and Southern 
Europe. We very strongly object to such large numbers of these people coming 
into our district with practically no Anglo-Saxons. Last year there were over 
thirty families and ths year we understand double that number will come to 
the Craigmyle-Hanna district. Kindly let us know if there is no way to arrange 
that at least an equal number of Anglo-Saxons be sent with them to this district 
as we are unable to assimilate so many of foreign extraction and they will soon 
dominate our district which is not the desire of those of us who wish to make 
permanent homes here and which is surely not the desire of our Go~ernment.4~ 
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Such pathetic cries did not lack champions. The ridiculous posturings 
of the KKK were directed against 'the uncontrolled influx of garlic- 
smelling, Catholic immigrants from Eastern Europe; Ukrainians, as the 
largest such group, were ... a prime target of attack.'49 The RCMP turned 
its attention to the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association, which 
was reported as being 'well known to us as a definite communist organi- 
zation.'5(' In 1928, the peak immigration year, the House of Commons 
referred the problem to a Select Standing Committee on Agriculture and 
Colonization, and its recommendations addressed the abuses perpe- 
trated by the system, the public's fears, and the worsening economic 
conditions. 

The writing was on the wall. In 1929, Gardiner's pro-immigration 
Liberal government was defeated in Saskatchewan. Public protests 
intensified as the economy worsened. The federal government 
responded by lowering its annual immigration quotas. In 1930, with the 
victory of Bennett's Conservatives, who had campaigned on a strong 
anti-immigration platform, European immigration to Canada came to 
a virtual stop. 

Understandably, the railways looked back on the previous five-year 
experiment from a different perspective. The CNR's performance in 
settling continental agriculturalists, and the degree to which it moni- 
tored the programme, are demonstrated in table 2. 

Perhaps attempting to draw attention away from the disastrous pro- 
gramme that had introduced thousands of single male labourers, the 
two railway companies reported that, under the terms of the Railways 
Agreement, they had brought to Canada 10,302 families from the 'non- 
preferred' countries. These had brought with them some $2.74 million 
in 'recorded' capital, the real figure probably being much higher. And, 
assuming that each family settled on the land would generate $746.33 
in traffic earnings per annum, the bottom line was that 'the above 
families will produce an annual revenue for the Railways of 
$7,688,691.66.' The figure was right down to the last sixty-six cents! 
Families from the British Isles and the 'so-called preferred countries' 
numbered 4,537 in the same period, the estimated railway revenue from 
this group amounting to $3.4 million. Further, the presidents reported 
that no less than 5,758,431 acres of 'new breaking' had taken place on 
lands adjacent to their railway lines throughout the prairie provinces. 
They recognized that although not all of this was effected by new 
settlers, much had been cleared 'either by Continental farm labour or 
py] settlers from Continental countries. The stimulation to agricultural 
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TABLE 2 
Families settled by the CNR under the Railways Agreement 

1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 Total 

Purchased lands 
Rented lands 
Homesteads 
Farm employment 
Settled, no details 
Settlement pending 
Returned east 
In cities 
In USA 
Returned to Europe 
Government families 
German refugees 
Disappeared 
Nominated families 

Totals 

Source: J.S. McGowan to Dr W. Black, 11 December 1930, RG 30, vol. 8337, file 3070-31, 
NAC. 

production from this class of colonization effort has been one of the 
major factors in our immigration. The facts recited, we consider, prove 
conclusively that the families referred to are a real asset to Canada.'sl 

However, no amount of corporate boosterism could reverse the deci- 
sion to cut back immigration. The Railways Agreement was over, and 
Black, the head of CNR's colonization department, recognized the impli- 
cations: 'The outlook for this year has never been at all bright, and it is 
even less so now than at any previous time. In fact, you may practically 
take it for granted that no immigrants of any kind, other than wives and 
children, will be admitted to Canada from those countries which in 
times past were classified as "non-preferred." The Railways Agreement 
is a thing of the past and we have no Longer any need for Certificate 
Issuing Officers because there will be nothing whatever for them to do 
until times change.'5" 

1930-1939: Regulating the Flow 

The Railways Agreement was allowed to run out on 31 August 1930. 
Moreover, in March 1931, 'having regard to the unemployment condi- 
tions now temporarily existing in Canada,' a new order in council, PC 
695, amended section 38 of the Immigration Act yet again. After 18 
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March 1931, 'the landing in Canada of immigrants of all classes and 
occupations' was prohibited, excepting British and United States sub- 
jects, wives and children of Canadian residents, and agriculturalists 
'having sufficient means to farm in Canada.'53 

A mere 130,000 immigrants entered Canada in the 1930s' with a low of 
11,277 in 1935. The doors were closed to all 'non-preferred' immigrants, 
except those with sufficient resources to establish farms, and fewer 
than 7,000 Ukrainians entered Canada during these years. The major 
slackening occurred in 1931-5. The movement of large numbers of single 
labourers had been terminated, and since only agricultural families with 
capital were admitted, the intake of qualified Ukrainians dropped to 
mere dozens per annum. Another factor was the intransigence of the 
Polish government.54 The Pilsudski regime wanted to maximize the 
benefits of outmigration by shedding itself of excess population and 
unwanted groups and by developing Poland's shipping and ports. The 
ensuing conflict resulted in Canada's withdrawal of immigration inspec- 
tion officers from Poland in 1931, all potential travellers to Canada 
having to be cleared at Hamburg, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, or another 
location. While this measure had little impact on ethnic Poles, most of 
whom favoured emigration to the United States, it did serve to cut off 
Poland's Ukrainians from their preferred destination as was reflected in 
the immigration figures. 

For W.A. Gordon, the minister of immigration and colonization in 
the new Bennett government, the facts spoke for themselves: it was 
anticipated that there would be some 200,000 unemployed in Canada 
by the end of 1930; that some 221,561 immigrants had entered Canada 
in the sixteen months ending 31 July 1930, including 99,367 males over 
sixteen years of age; and that 'it is clear, therefore, beyond peradventure 
that either substantial numbers of immigrants who have recently arrived 
in Canada are in the ranks of the unemployed, or conversely, they have 
displaced Canadians who are now unemployed.'5s 

Given these data, the new concern was 'the task of assimilation and 
absorption of these people.' Rather than international immigration, 
therefore, Gordon urged the railways to consider 'a comprehensive 
colonization plan for settlement on land of Canadian citizens.'S6 With 
international immigration slackening, attention was directed to internal 
redistributions by the 'back to the land' programme, by transferring 
large numbers of farmers from drought areas, and by opening up new 
agricultural frontiers. In the summer of 1930, an agreement was struck 
between the Dominion government and the colonization departments 
of the two railways to mount a programme of 'internal colonization' 
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and population redistribution to alleviate the worst of the pockets of 
poverty.57 

The railway companies directed attention to the task of resettling the 
overcrowded bloc settlements, particularly in southern drought areas. 
The agreement between the federal, provincial, and railway agencies 
provided the logistical support for this diaspora, and, in 1931 alone, 
1,868 carloads of stock, equipment, and household effects and some 
45,000 people were moved north in Saskatchewan and Alberta. In east 
and central Alberta, the CNR was helped by priests of the Basilian Order 
who scouted lands in Athabasca and Peace Ri~er.5~ Similar northward 
transfers moved farmers to the Swan River region of northwest Mani- 
toba and the Prince Albert, St Walburg, and Meadow Lake areas of 
Saskatchewan. 

Another exercise in internal colonization, the 'back-to-the-land' move- 
ment, was a strategy composed of social idealism and economic pragma- 
tism. To help cope with the rampant unemployment among immigrants 
and native Canadians alike, federal, provincial, and municipal govern- 
ments co-operated with the railways in inducing people to leave cities 
and industrial centres. It was thought that by establishing self-sufficient 
farms the unemployed would become gainfully employed and relieve 
pressure on the welfare rolls. Saskatchewan made the first move in this 
policy in 1931: Saskatoon settled 54 families in the Loon Lake area, 
Moose Jaw moved 74 families to the Pelly district, and by the close of 
1931 some 124 unemployed families had been relocated. The Relief 
Settlement Plan and Manitoba's Rural Rehabilitation Commission also 
contributed to these major schemes of relocating families and communi- 
ties.59 The railways' colonization organizations were very active in this, 
and CNR agents attempted to persuade Ukrainians and others to leave 
western cities, mining camps, and other resource industries and to locate 
in the open farmlands in the north of the province? 

There was, however, another, less benign approach to alleviating 
Canada's pressing unemployment rate and pressure on available sources 
of relief. The Dominion and provincial governments, together with the 
railways, turned to the deportation of unwanted immigrants because of 
the putative economic, social, and security threat that they posed.61 
There were thousands of unemployed immigrants on the relief rolls in 
the 1930s~ and between March 1930 and March 1934 over 24,000 were 
deported. Nativist anti-immigration groups had long charged that many 
of Canada's economic and social ills were attributable to immigrants in 
general and Central European immigrants in particular. The statistics of 
deportation are revealing. Of the 14,579 deportations between 1 April 
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1929 and 31 March 1932, 10,364 were British. Or again, 13,268 (4.6 per 
cent) of the 288,232 British who had been admitted in 1926-31 had 
been deported, and only 5,822 (1.5 per cent) of the 369,905 non-British 
immigrants had shared that fate.62 

Given the general fears of the nativists and the specific accusations of 
the RCMP, it is reasonable to ponder on how these draconian measures 
impacted upon Ukrainians. Indeed, in a confidential letter to the London 
office in charge of the CNRfs European operation, Black reported that 
'when we held our meeting at Ottawa we found the officers of the 
department [Immigration and Colonization], together with the Minister, 
unanimous in their opposition to Ukrainians.' Black went on to explain 
the government's position: 

During the past two months especially, Ukrainians who are avowed Commu- 
nists, have given the authorities more trouble than the Reds of all other nationali- 
ties put together and they have created at Ottawa decidedly bad feeling against 
people of this race. We have endeavoured to combat this as best we could by 
emphasizing the loyalty and soundness of a large section of the Ukrainian 
people of Canada. At first we were of the opinion that all Ukrainians living on 
farms and resident in country districts were reliable, but we were immediately 
faced with reports of activities checked by the Royal Canadian Police showing 
subversive influences emanating from the country. It is altogether too bad that 
this has occurred, but there it is, and the influence of good Ukrainians must 
suffer in consequence.'j3 

Nevertheless, Ukrainians do not appear to have been singled out for 
particular attention. To be sure, the records were categorized by 'country 
of origin' rather than by nationality, but it would appear that despite 
the claims of some, Ukrainians did not bulk large in the statistics as in 
1934 only two hundred persons were repatriated to Poland, the country 
of origin of many inter-war Ukrainians.'j4 Indeed, many noticed that it 
was not a continental-immigrant phenomenon as 'the difference in the 
percentage deported as compared with the deportation of British cannot 
be regarded as other than significant, and is contrary to much that has 
passed as considered public 

Large-scale deportation ceased in 1934 because of growing public 
opposition to its excesses. Indeed, these years had witnessed other 
programmes more concerned in celebrating ethnic diversity than in 
vilifying it. These initiatives reflected how corporate interests in ship- 
ping, railways, land, farm-equipment, and all others involved in moving 
people and establishing them on the land were anxious to diminish the 
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xenophobia of Canadian society. Thus, both the CNR and the CPR 
developed their own radio stations that broadcast concerts and poetry 
readings, the CNR's historical drama series, 'The Romance of Canada,' 
being designed to 'encourage Canadian national consciousness' among 
 listener^.^^ The prospectus of the CNR's more grass-roots scheme, the 
'Community Progress Competitions,' tells its own story: 'To the encour- 
agement of progress towards Canadian Ideals in Home, Community 
and National Life, in Communities of European Origin in Western Can- 
ada, this plan of Community Competitions is dedicated.I67 For its part, 
the CPR sponsored a series of 'festivals of culture' to bring the various 
ethnic organizations together to 'create a more mutual understanding 
between the ... racial 

Others have recognized that these ventures were prompted by more 
prosaic corporate concerns such as proselytizing pro-immigrant view- 
points in the minds of the public and, it was hoped, policy-makers, and 
the stimulation of hotel and rail business during the slow spring and 
autumn seasons. Perhaps even more important, the ultimate and more 
subtle goal was to engender a social and political environment and 
national stability and unity that would be conducive to corporate health 
and vitality9 Nevertheless, such developments were another dimension 
of the way in which Canada was struggling with the questions of immi- 
grants and immigration and nativism and pluralism. 

The whole context of the immigration policy changed yet again after 
1935 as economic recovery favoured less stringent Canadian immigra- 
tion regulations and as fear of the approaching war encouraged many 
to leave. The CNR's Black advised his contacts in shipping that quotas 
for continental families had been removed for 1938, 'the whole arrange- 
ment being wide open and permitting the freest possible action on the 
part of each Steamship Line concerned.'7(' 

Ukrainian immigration, however, still faced restrictions emanating 
from within Poland. Canadian immigration authorities were well aware 
of the problem: 'Ukrainian farmers who have land and want to sell it 
and leave Poland are encouraged to do so by Poland. The Government 
sets the price and sees that the amount paid is very little more than will 
pay passage and allow $~,ooo to be taken out of the country. They also 
see that the land sold by the Ukrainian farmer falls into the hands of a 
Polish settler. By one operation they therefore, get rid of a Ukrainian, 
replace him on the land by a Pole, and by routing this business into the 
hands of the Polish Lines get back from the Ukrainian a considerable 
part of the price of his land by selling him transportation on the National 
Line.'" Even in the face of such obstructionism, Ukrainian immigration 
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climbed steadily from a mere 300 or so in 1935 to a high of 1,905 in 
1938.;" 

Ironically, towards the close of the decade, the new concern was that 
the CNR's colonization department would not be able to find sufficient 
immigrants. Black aired his fears thus: 'it does appear to me that we are 
going to have a hard time to get many immigrants out of Europe during 
the next few years, and as we are going to need as many as we can 
secure from anywhere, we haven't much ground on which to speculate. 
Canada will need a heavy influx of people to enable her to hold her 
domain. If she does not get them, someone else will be in charge of 
this British Pominion, and we will be told what to do by some gang that 
has little regard for the traditions according to which we have been 
reared to responsibility.'73 

Indeed, in 1939, while the rest of the world was preoccupied with the 
promise of yet another international conflict, railway land settlement 
agencies looked forward to new business: 'In many respects the year just 
concluded has been a noteworthy one for our Department. It marked the 
commencement of the second World War with its effect on immigration 
from South Eastern Europe, and it opened what may prove to be an 
entirely new phase of settlement activity for the Dominion.'74 But that's 
another story. 

Writing in 1909 in his famous study Strangers within Our Gates, J.S. 
Woodsworth commented on the qualities of the people he called 'Little 
Russians,' 'Ruthenians,' and 'Galicians.' His somewhat inconsistent and 
certainly bigoted view of these peoples is important to note. For Woods- 
worth, they were illiterate, ignorant, despised, unskilled, grimy, stolid, 
animalized, quarrelsome, dangerous, and unrefined, if also patient, 
industrious, and eager to become Canadianized.75 A generation later, 
Robert England recognized them as Ukrainians and provided a different 
perspective: 'We now know enough to realize the qualities which the 
best of the Ukrainian people have brought to Canada, and it is certain 
that when the history of Western Canada widens out in the coming 
decades there will be a high place on the scroll for the achievement of 
the Ukrainian pe0ple.'7~ 

By the time immigration was closed off again in 1939, Ukrainian 
communities were firmly established throughout Canada. In 1945, V.J. 
Kaye produced a document for the Citizenship Division of the Depart- 
ment of National War Services, 'for departmental use only.' The Citizen- 
ship Division had been established 'to create among Canadians of French 
and British origin a better understanding of Canadians of recent Euro- 
pean origin and to foster among the latter a wider knowledge and 
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appreciation of the best traditions of Canadian life.77 Basing its data on 
the 1941 census, the report recorded that in that year, Canada's popula- 
tion of 11.5 million included 305,929 Ukrainians by 'racial origin,' 313,273 
Ukrainians by 'mother tongue,' and 324,894 of 'Ukrainian des~ent.'7~ 
Further, this community was served by fifteen Ukrainian newspapers, 
over a dozen organizations, and some 1,429 cultural centres. 

The 1919-39 period had been a challenging one for the generations 
who had arrived during the Laurier-Sifton years as well as for those 
who came in the inter-war years. A combination of economic, social, 
political, and - it must be admitted - 'racist' concerns had resulted in 
new policies. Henceforth, all immigrants - but especially some - were 
scrutinized to determine their suitability for assimilation, absorption, 
and compatibility with the Canadian polity. Canada had embarked on 
the age of planned society and social engineering. 

The debate as to whether Canada is pluralistic and cosmopolitan or 
nominally bicultural and essentially xenophobic is still with us. One 
analyst, commenting on the combination of fear of strangers and fear 
of economic stress, has coined the term 'xeconophobia.'79 It precisely 
defines the sentiments of those opposed to the migration of the Ukraini- 
ans and other 'non-prefeneds' during the 1920s and 1930s. Ironically, 
the descendants of these Ukrainians now find themselves part of a 
Canadian establishment that is guarding the gates against the new 
strangers from Central and Eastern Europe and, once again, from Asia. 
The faces are the same, the issues are familiar, but perhaps the public 
and policy makers are better informed. 



'This Should Never Be Spoken or 
Quoted Publicly': Canada's Ukrainians 
and Their Encounter with the DPs 

LUBOMYR Y. LUCIUK 

Millions of Ukrainians became refugees during the Second World War. 
No one foresaw just how important Canadian servicemen of Ukrainian 
descent would be in providing relief and resettlement assistance to 
hundreds of thousands of these displaced persons (DPs). Yet it was 
these soldiers who in January 1943 set up the Ukrainian Canadian 
Servicemen's Association (UCSA), around which they subsequently 
formed the Central Ukrainian Relief Bureau (CURB).' At first, the bureau 
was 'a strictly Canadian venture." Later, Ukrainian Americans came to 
play an important role in financing its operations, although the Ukrai- 
nian Canadian Committee (UCC) in Winnipeg continued to provide 
much of the funding through its Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund 
(UCRF).3 The committee, established as an 'umbrella group' that would 
co-ordinate the activities of the leading Ukrainian-Canadian organiza- 
tions of the Centre and Right, had been intended to last no longer than 
the war. However, the unexpected refugee crisis and the committee's 
increasing involvement in providing aid to the DPs furnished a ready- 
made reason to extend its mandate into the post-war period? 

Despite their enthusiasm for helping their fellow Ukrainians, many 
of the CURB'S staff and those of its successor, the Canadian Relief 
Mission for Ukrainian Victims of War (CRM), and even some of those 
in the executives of the UCC and UCRF, eventually became disillu- 
sioned with the tangled politics of the refugees. Themselves divided 
by the secular and religious factionalism that had fractured inter-war 
community affairs, the Ukrainian Canadians were also circumscribed by 
the political considerations that informed the refugee policies adopted 
by the governments of the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
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Canada. Finally, they were debilitated by the disiUusionment and even 
hostility that emerged as the encounters between previously established 
Ukrainian Canadians and newly arriving refugees multiplied.5 Seeking, 
at first, to do little more than secure asylum for the DPs and help 
supply food, housing, clothing, and protection against persecution, the 
Ukrainian Canadians later turned from welfare work to resettlement 
operations, placing their charges in Western Europe, North and South 
America, and Australasia. This post-war emigration of political refugees 
would have profound, and largely unanticipated, consequences for the 
social, religious, and especially political life of Ukrainian communities 
in the West, including Canada. 

After detailing the internal and external constraints that encumbered 
the work of the CURB and related Ukrainian-Canadian organizations, 
this paper will trace how Ukrainian-Canadian attitudes towards the DPs 
changed between 1943 and 1951. A markedly negative attitude towards 
the Ukrainian refugees developed as the Ukrainian Canadians who 
were involved with them became more familiar with, and alarmed about, 
their political attitudes. This opinion came to be ever more widely shared 
as other Ukrainian Canadians came into contact with the newcomers 
and realized that they were not getting immigrants of the kind they had 
hoped for or been told to expect. Exploring why this occurred, and how 
the in-migrating group's integration into an established community of 
similar ethnic background often failed, will highlight a lit tle-known 
chapter in Ukrainian-Canadian history and help inform the process of 
model building in the field of refugee ~ tudies .~  It will also reveal historical 
reasons that explain the contemporary community life of one of Cana- 
da's major ethnic minorities.7 

Characterizing the Refugees: 'All Liberal-Minded People' 

At the first Ukrainian Canadian Committee congress, held in Winnipeg 
on 22-24 June 1943, most of the 496 delegates were preoccupied with 
demonstrating their community's undivided support for the Anglo- 
American war effort. Not only did the committee's leaders understand 
that their organization had been brought into being through the direct 
intervention of the federal government in November 1940, but they 
were gravely concerned over what might happen if the government 
came to doubt their loyalty in ~ a r t i m e . ~  The congress gave the question 
of aid to Ukrainian DPs only passing mention. Knowledge of a refugee 
problem in Europe was all but missing. 

The situation changed quickly after the invasion of Nazi-occupied 
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Europe in June 1944. Among the Canadians who landed on the beaches 
of Normandy was Bohdan Panchuk, a young Ukrainian-Canadian 
teacher and member of the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League. By June 
1944 Panchuk was also president of the British-based Servicemen's 
Association and an RCAF intelligence officer. Shortly after D-Day, he 
began writing to friends about the growing numbers of Ukrainian DPs 
he was finding in liberated Europe.' It was imperative that Ukrainian 
Canadians give them aid and comfort, for many of the DPs, he pre- 
sciently observed, might later be allowed to emigrate to Canada. There, 
he felt sure, they would help buoy up existing Ukrainian-Canadian 
organizations. As for any political or religious factionalism among the 
DPs, Panchuk and, indeed, the other Ukrainian Canadians who wrote 
about them either missed it or ignored it when they penned their first 
impressions. In fact, the Ukrainian Canadians shared the view that the 
DPs were all 'Western-minded, Christian, educated, religious, hard- 
working, liberal-minded people.'"' This idealized description would be 
promulgated for several years in the literature the CURB and its support 
groups distributed in Europe and North America, even after many of 
those who worked with the DPs in the field or back in Canada had 
taken a rather different view. Boosters advocating Ukrainian-Canadian 
community aid for the DPs continued, then, to stress the benefits that a 
migration of the Ukrainian refugees would guarantee, emphasizing that 
once they were resettled they would strengthen established Ukrainian- 
Canadian secular and religious groups. After visiting a DP camp near 
Heidenau, Germany, Panchuk described it as a 'miniature state' in which 
the Ukrainians had formed a united group motivated by the most 
humanitarian of concerns. For him this proved that the DPs were capable 
of achieving unity on the principle of the greatest good for the greatest 
number, much as the Ukrainians of Canada had come together to form 
the UCC." Such assessments of the DPs motivated Panchuk and his co- 
workers to urge Winnipeg to send an 'authoritative person' overseas to 
'apply some pressure' to organize all of the Ukrainian DPs in Western 
Europe along the lines of the Ukrainian-Canadian model.'" At this time, 
Panchuk and most other Ukrainian Canadians serving overseas were 
unaware of the pivotal role the British and Canadian governments 
had played in the creation of the committee and had no idea of the 
repercussions their efforts on behalf of the refugees were having on 
official levels. Furthermore, their overly confident vision of how Ukrai- 
nian refugees could be guided into establishing a united body to repre- 
sent themselves in the diaspora revealed an incomplete understanding 
of the competing political forces at work among them. Still, confident 
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that they had proven their loyalty to Canada through active service 
overseas during the war and convinced that Canada and the other 
Western powers would support their efforts, the Ukrainian Canadians 
went ahead with their work among the DPs. They could not have been 
more wrong. 

'Mechanical Unity' versus Reality 

Early in January 1946, partially in response to the CURBfs requests, the 
chairman of the committee and fund, the Reverend Dr Wasyl Kushnir, 
a Ukrainian Catholic priest, visited Western Europe on a 'fact-finding 
tour.' Altogether he would spend several months touring DP camps in 
the British, French, and American zones of Germany and Austria. Kush- 
nir had apparently been briefed about the divisiveness of political life 
among the DPs, for he was not slow in instructing the spokesmen of 
their various organizations how to behave if they wished to continue 
receiving Ukrainian-Canadian support. At a meeting between CURB 
staff members and several refugee group representatives, held in Lon- 
don in early February 1946, Kushnir stressed that although Ukrainian 
Canadians were not interested in a 'mechanical unityf brought about 
through the consolidation of all refugee groups into one organization, 
they were firm in rejecting even the possibility that the DPs might 
import any of their internal political differences with them, should they 
ever be resettled to Canada. Any refugees who emigrated there, Kushnir 
said, would be expected to join one of the existing constituent organiza- 
tions of the committee. There was no need for the DPs to bring anything 
'new' with them to Canada, for within the UCC the complete range of 
religious and political persuasions was already present, excluding only 
the pro-Soviet Left, which would not, of course, attract any of these 
anti-communist refugees. Finally, Kushnir told his London audience 
that any formations still active among the DPs must conceal 'even the 
least political activity' from outside observers, since the Allied govern- 
ments disapproved of any manifestations of anti-Soviet or Ukrainian 
nationalist sympathies.') He knew this because he had been repeatedly 
advised that the British and Canadian governments were concerned 
that DP anti-Communist activism might undermine cordial relations 
with the USSR. Senior government officials in England had underlined 
this point to Kushnir during several formal briefings, and they would 
repeat it under similar circumstances to other Ukrainian Canadians 
active overseas immediately after the war. The Anglo-American powers 
would not tolerate any behaviour that the Soviet authorities might 
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misconstrue as Western support for exile groups intent on destabilizing 
or dismembering the Soviet Union.'4 

After proselytizing the DPs for several weeks about the importance 
of unity, Kushnir and his CURB colleagues were able to announce, in 
March 1946, that they had succeeded in creating an 'umbrella group' 
that combined all the major politicaI parties then active among the 
Ukrainian DPs. The new body, based in Munich, was to be known as 
the Co-ordinating Ukrainian Committee (CUC); perhaps coincidentally, 
its Ukrainian acronym, KUK (for Koordynatsiinyi ukrainskyi komitet), 
was the same as that of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (Kornitet 
ukraintsiv Kanady). The list of organizations that Kushnir brought 
together to form the CUC provides a glimpse into the diversity of the 
post-war emigration: it included competing nationalist factions, social- 
ists, and democrats. 

Kushnir's motives in helping to establish the committee are not 
entirely clear, but it appears that he hoped, at least in part, to limit the 
influence that Stepan Bandera's faction of the Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists was gaining within the refugee camps.'5 Distressed at find- 
ing such a militantly nationalistic movement among the DPs, particularly 
one that was largely unknown to Ukrainians in Canada, Kushnir 
attempted to mute its influence by structuring the CUC on a modified 
version of the UCC model he was familiar with. Whereas in the latter a 
veto privilege ensured Ukrainian-Canadian unanimity, the Co-ordinat- 
ing Ukrainian Committee accorded one vote to every organization, 
regardless of its numerical strength, representativeness, or political rele- 
vance. Just as the Canadian committee would be thwarted, time and 
again, by its essentially undemocratic governing rules, so the CUC's 
structure would prove unworkable. Obviously, that was not to Kushnir's 
liking. But he may not have foreseen the difficulties that would befall 
the CUC. At least until the end of the war, the UCC had been able to 
cope with most of its tasks. It is possible that Kushnir sincerely believed 
that the organizational model he was imposing upon the DPs would 
work. Then, too, Kushnir's efforts may have reflected the influence that 
the president of the Ukrainian National Federation (UNF), Volodymyr 
Kossar, had over him. Kossar was not only a leading executive member 
of the committee but a man whose political sympathies lay not with the 
Banderites but with the rival Melnykites. Whatever its provenance, this 
effort by the Ukrainian Canadians to circumscribe the influence of those 
refugees whom they deemed to be the most uncontrollable and militant 
of the nationalists within the post-war Ukrainian diaspora failed. The 
numerically preponderant Banderites soon made it clear that they 
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believed their movement was far more important than any other group 
in the co-ordinating committee. Arguing for 'representation by popula- 
tion' and against the 'one group, one vote' principle, they pointed 
out that their movement represented a majority of the DPs, yet their 
proposals kept being obstructed. As a result they began boycotting the 
CUC and finally left it altogether. They would continue to have nothing 
to do with it even after it had been renamed the Ukrainian National 
Council (Ukrainska Natsionalna Rada). This would later become a major 
point of contention between those who supported the Banderites and 
the many influential Ukrainian-Canadian leaders who did not, an argu- 
ment that lasted at least until 1959. Thus, even though the abandonment 
of the council by the Banderites dealt it a crippling blow, it also set the 
stage for political infighting between a significant and well-organized 
subgroup within the post-war emigration and the leaders of the orga- 
nized community. Factionalism had begun to creep into their relations 
well before any large number of DPs were resettled in Canada. 

The mounting tension between Ukrainian-Canadian expectations 
about the DPs and the DPs' understanding of their own needs had 
become evident, as we have seen, as early as the meeting in London in 
February 1946, when a spokesman for the Banderites bluntly stated that 
although the DPs appreciated the help extended to them by North 
America's Ukrainians, they had their own ideas about how to put this aid 
to use. Curiously, most of the Ukrainian Canadians who were working in 
Europe then seem to have discounted or ignored what they should have 
taken as a signal about crucial differences between their views and 
those of the DPs. More significantly, the CURB workers did nothng to 
communicate these facts to the community at large. In time, of course, 
it would become abundantly clear to most Ukrainian Canadians that 
few of the DPs were willing to conform to Ukrainian-Canadian rules of 
behaviour. This was to become the principal cause of factionalism 
within post-war Ukrainian-Canadian society, with repercussions to the 
present. 

But these problems were as yet in the future. At the February 1946 
meeting Kushnir not only tried to ignore the importance of the Bander- 
ites but also failed to appreciate their plans for what their spokesman 
referred to as a protracted national liberation struggle. One of their 
representatives at the meeting, Pavlo Shumovsky, even explained to 
Kushnir that not only must Ukrainian Canadians not try to impose an 
unnatural union upon the DPs but that they should be prepared to 
accept the continuation of nationalist organizational efforts in North 
America. Shumovsky predicted that should the Ukrainian nationalist 
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movement be frustrated in Europe, 'political activities on a grand scale' 
would be transplanted to the American continent. 'With this in view a 
principle of selection of new settlers in North America must be applied, 
whereby only the most constructive and best people would migrate 
there.'16 

Of course, defining who those 'best people' were would not be easy, 
but Shumovsky's forthrightness should, at a minimum, have alerted 
everyone present to the fact that at least one nationalist group was 
planning to take advantage of the temporary asylum granted by the DP 
camps in order to prepare for a relocation of its covert cells throughout 
the emigration, including Canada. Yet instead of reacting to this informa- 
tion, Kushnir and his CURB colleagues marked the minutes of the 
meeting 'strictly confidential' and 'not to be published.' No one in Can- 
ada was given any indication about the factionalism within the DP 
population or about the nationalists' stated intentions to rebuild their 
networks in North America. Whether the Ukrainian Canadians in Lon- 
don took such statements at face value or simply wrote them off as 
bluster is uncertain. Yet, as archival evidence and oral accounts make 
clear, in the years following this meeting many Banderites were ordered, 
encouraged, and helped to resettle in Canada, where they went on to 
play a major role in maintaining the organizational integrity of their 
faction. Other Ukrainian DPs, such as the rival Melnykites, took similar 
steps, although their integration was somewhat easier because they 
found a sympathetic infrastructure in Canada in the form of the UNF 
and its affiliated women's, veterans', and youth groups. Eventually, 
semi-covert nationalist networks were re-created throughout the West, 
the strongest centres being developed in Britain, West Germany, France, 
Canada, and the United States. In all these places the refugees continued 
their often intense infighting, in the process achieving little more than 
the alienation of their hosts and, in time, even of many of their offspring. 

No small measure of skulduggery was involved in this relocation, as 
the competing factions did whatever they could to steal a march upon 
their opponents. For example, one disillusioned UNF member who had 
transferred his loyalties to the Banderites advised their chief organizer 
(known as the terenovyi providnyk or rezydent) in Canada not only about 
how easy it would be to take over the federation but about how impor- 
tant it was for the new wave of nationalists to place supporters in key 
cities throughout the country: 'I don't think it would be very difficult 
to take over their organization [the UNF] ... by sending our own people 
into the cities ... The whole issue comes down simply to having a few of 
our own people on the spot. That is why I am so concerned about having 
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an answer to my question as to whether a planned settlement of our 
own is talung place. And I'd also like to know if we're going to get any 
of our own people here ... Is there anything being done along these 
lines; if so, what should we be doing locally?"'7 The rezydent for Canada 
assured him that there was such a plan. Unfortunately, its details remain 
secret. 

At the second UCC congress, held in Toronto on 2-4 June 1946, refugee 
issues were, for the first time, deliberated at considerable length in a 
national Ukrainian-Canadian forum. In their addresses to the 405 dele- 
gates and 412 guests who attended the congress Father Kushnir and 
Panchuk referred to the scale of the Ukrainian refugee situation in 
Europe and its relief needs. Yet, despite their own growing misgivings 
about the political beliefs and behaviour of many DPs, neither Kushnir 
nor Panchuk attempted to acquaint the congress with their politics or to 
discuss the impact that their immigration might have on the Ukrainian- 
Canadian community. Left ignorant of these matters, the delegates 
voted overwhelmingly to prolong the existence of the UCC and man- 
dated it to continue doing everything possible to help the DPs. The 
committee was also specifically instructed to continue lobbying the gov- 
ernment to ensure that as many DPs as possible would be admitted to 
Canada.18 So it was that Ukrainian Canadians were left unprepared for 
the arrival of a politicized refugee population that would not readily 
integrate into the framework of Ukrainian-Canadian society. 

'Conspiratorial Activityf: Dissent within the CURB 

When Panchuk left London for Canada in early May 1946, Stanley W. 
Frolick took charge of the CURB'S operations, serving as its first executive 
secretary and then, between May and mid-October 1946, as its director. 
Posted overseas with the Allied Control Commission for Germany, Frol- 
ick soon left its employ to work for the CURB, on Panchuk's invitation. 
Born in Hillcrest, Alberta, in 1920, Frolick had spent his teenage years 
attending school in Western Ukraine. Influenced by nationalist instruc- 
tors there, he had joined a youth group affiliated with the OUN and, 
after barely managing to leave the Soviet Union by heading east through 
Siberia in June 1941, had returned to Canada, where he was welcomed 
into the ranks of the UNF, the main nationalist Ukrainian organization 
in Canada at the time. But after he joined the CURB, Frolick quickly 
realized that his sympathies lay with the revolutionary nationalists, or 
Banderites. Although he played an important role in the CURB, helping 
to orchestrate protests against the forcible repatriation of refugees to the 
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Soviet Union and serving as an effective spokesman in explaining their 
plight to Allied governments, he also became increasingly caught up in 
trying to help the Banderites reconstitute and expand their undercover 
networks throughout the post-war diaspora.'9 His political sympathies 
soon came to irritate those members of the Winnipeg committee's 
national executive who rejected the platform of the Banderites, particu- 
larly men like Frolick's former supporter, the UNF president Kossar, 
who held a high rank among the Melnykites at this time. Frolick's 
contrary political sympathies required his removal from the bureau post. 
To do so the committee dispatched Panchuk and a group of Ukrainian- 
Canadian veterans to London to take over the bureau. The process was 
accomplished, not without some unpleasantness, during the late fall 
and early winter of 1946. 

Upon the return of Panchuk, his wife Anne, Anthony J. Yaremovich, 
and Ann Crapleve - the group was known as the Canadian Relief 
Mission for Ukrainian Victims of War (CRM) - Frolick was forced to 
resign. By 19 October 1946 Panchuk was formally reinstated as the 
director of the bureau. When he returned to Canada later that year, 
Frolick discovered that he was no longer welcome as a member of the 
UNF and had become a persona non grata at the UCC. Convinced that 
it could prevent the disruption of the status quo in Ukrainian-Canadian 
society simply by refusing to recognize the new political formations 
active among the DPs, the UCC had decided that FroIick's association 
with the Banderites was unacceptable. In its view so, too, was he. 

There were several reasons for the committee's abhorrence of Frolick's 
allegiance and his advice. Being all too familiar with the crippling effect 
of internal dissent within the Ukrainian-Canadian community during 
the inter-war period, the UCC leaders were intent on ensuring that any 
immigrating DPs conformed to their ideas about how Ukrainian life in 
Canada should be organized. They were not about to tolerate a highly 
nationalistic organization that might challenge their domination of orga- 
nized Ukrainian-Canadian society. Nor would they accept one of their 
own who had adopted the novel and, to them, foreign world-view of 
the Banderites, even if he and the DPs were all fellow Ukrainians. 
And, having experienced censure at government hands because of their 
allegedly 'divided loyalties,' the committee's executive members knew 
that if they appeared to be too interested in Ukrainian affairs, they might 
once again be exposed to repression. They were therefore anxious about 
how both their own community and the larger host society would view 
the arrival of such militantly nationalistic Ukrainians as the Banderites. 
In fact, they were convinced that things would go much better for 
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everyone concerned if only they could somehow disguise the national- 
ism of the newcomers. All these factors militated against their acceptance 
of Frolick's admonitions about the need to revise their positions to 
accommodate and build upon the nationalist movement as represented 
in the DP camps by the Banderites. The federation's leaders branded 
Frolick a 'traitor' and subjected him to a 'smear' campaign." 

That Frolick had indeed become an active supporter of the Banderites 
is evident from the materials Panchuk uncovered in the CURB'S London 
offices. For example, letterheads that he found in Frolick's desk indicate 
that from 2 December 1945 he had served in Britain as the representative 
of the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council, a body closely identified 
with the Banderites. Panchuk reported to the UCC that, in his view, 
there had been 'a lot of conspiratorial activity' going on before the 
mission's return to Britain.z1 Frolick himself made little effort to disguise 
his involvement with the nationalists. Indeed, for him, co-operation 
with the Banderites was perfectly in consonance with his mandate to 
represent the DPs before the Allied powers. By supporting the Bander- 
ites he was taking the side not only of the leading political movement 
within the diaspora but of the majority of the DP population that Ukrai- 
nian Canadians had come overseas to help. 

No one in Winnipeg saw things quite that way. For example, Teodor 
Datzkiw, a member of the United Hetman Organization and of the UCC 
executive, noted that there had been hints for some time that Frolick 
had close ties with the Banderites. Datzkiw added that the UCC was 
opposed to Frolick's ties with the movement. For the committee's mem- 
bers, the bureau's director must not, under any circumstances, be, or 
even be thought to be, a spokesman for any particular political group, 
the two functions being 'mutually exclusive.'" Although meritorious 
in principle, this attitude did not reflect the real reasons behind the 
committee's annoyance with Frolick's activism. It was the group that he 
was working for rather than political action that it decried. Certainly it 
would place no similar constraints on the activities of Dmytro Andriev- 
sky, a high-ranking member of the Melnyk faction who was receiving 
financial support from Ukrainian-Canadian coffers while on the 
bureau's payroll. In reality, and at least some of the committee's members 
must have known this, Andrievsky was busily engaged in political activi- 
ties in support of his faction, not coincidentally the same one that the 
federation's president, Wladimir Kossar, supported. Once Frolick sided 
with the Banderites, he found himself without a patron in Winnipeg 
and was left exposed to criticism that ensured that he would be 
dismissed. 
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Whether Panchuk realized, before he went overseas, how dissatisfied 
the executives of the committee and fund were with Frolick's political 
activities, or whether he was instructed to remove Frolick as the CURB 
director, remains unclear. Once back in England, Panchuk did write to 
several of his most trusted friends about the difficulties he was having 
with Frolick's political involvements, but this personal correspondence 
did not become public knowledge. What makes the clash between Fro- 
lick and Panchuk at all relevant, then, is not its personal dimensions but 
the way in which their antagonism echoed fundamental differences 
between two groups about their definitions of themselves and their roles 
as Ukrainians outside their homeland. Ukrainian Canadians, content to 
be living in Canada, thought their principal duty was to rescue as 
many Ukrainian DPs as possible. Their motive was straightforward. An 
infusion of new DP blood would revive Ukrainian-Canadian society. In 
contrast, most DPs were seeking only temporary asylum in the refugee 
camps, hoping that there they could mobilize their own people and the 
Ukrainian-Canadian community in support of the national liberation 
movement. The much-heralded success of the movement would then 
allow all displaced Ukrainians to go home to Ukraine. The DPs could 
not, as yet, accept the fact that for many Ukrainian Canadians Ukraine 
was a distant place and Canada had become their home. Indeed, 
although it lauded the goal of independence in principle, in practice 
the Ukrainian-Canadian community dismissed it as untenable, for it had 
come to appreciate that if it forcefully put forward such a platform it 
would only court Canadian government and public disapproval, to say 
nothing of that of the other Anglo-American powers. Not wishing to 
risk such a reprimand, the community aligned itself with those officials 
whose responsibility it was to ensure that nothing done by the Ukrainian 
Canadians, or any of the refugee newcomers, jeopardized Canadian 
domestic or foreign policy."3 Thus, although the Ukrainian-Canadian 
press frequently wrote about the 'Ukrainian question,' the community 
did little to support any of the political movements struggling for inde- 
pendence. What modest efforts the resettling DPs could themselves 
manage also proved to be far from enough. In the end many of the 
refugees concluded that Ukrainian-Canadian society had been generous 
with material aid and resettlement advice but meek when called upon 
to underwrite the political and military struggle for independence. That 
realization prompted some of them to rededicate their energies to taking 
control of the internal life of the DP camps, a 'struggle for the minds of 
the masses' that would shape the world-view of many of those who 
lived in the post-war refugee camps. As for the Ukrainian Canadians, 
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the militant refugees threatened their Canadianized way of thinking; 
indeed, contrary to all expectations, they might even prove to be a 
liability. And so, the Ukrainian Canadians and the DPs rapidly grew 
disenchanted and embittered with one another, a fact that official watch- 
ers on both sides of the Atlantic took note of. Some of them even voiced 
the hope that, with the passing of time, this internal divisiveness would 
help erode the community to the point where all the problems caused 
by the presence of non-assimilated Ukrainians would disappear from 
Canadian politics. 

'A Source of Considerable Embarrassment': 
External Constraints on Canada's Ukrainians 

Although the newly constituted relief mission arrived in England in 
October 1946, ready to begin work among the Ukrainian DPs, none of 
its members were allowed to proceed to the continent until December. 
Both the British and Canadian governments were reluctant to grant a 
go-ahead to a Ukrainian-Canadian project about whose purpose they 
remained uneasy. This was not a unique reaction on the part of Anglo- 
American governments. For example, when the Ukrainian Canadian 
Relief Fund was authorized by the Canadian government on 18 January 
1945, the community felt that permission had been granted almost auto- 
matically. In fact, the Canadian Department of External Affairs regarded 
the suggestion that a distinctly Ukrainian refugee fund be set up as a 
very grave matter. In the early fall of 1944, when the committee first 
raised the proposal, one of External's mandarins, Norman A. Robertson, 
indicated to George Pifher, the director of voluntary and auxiliary ser- 
vices in the Department of National War Services, that although the 
government was 'absolutely certain of the loyalty of the UCC to Canada,' 
authorization for the proposed fund would likely 'prove to be a source 
of considerable embarrassment to the Canadian government.'"4 Indeed, 
some of External's bureaucrats believed that the Polish and Soviet 
governments would misconstrue the establishment of such a fund as 
tacit Canadian recognition of Ukrainian demands for independence, a 
political agenda they wanted everyone to understand they had no 
intention of endorsing. 

Dana Wilgress reported to Ottawa from the Canadian embassy in 
Moscow that, as of late January 1945, the Soviets had 'shot 20,000 Ukrai- 
nian Nationalists [and are] probably biding their time before taking 
energetic steps to suppress these guerrillas.'* It would therefore be 
inopportune, Wilgress noted, for the government to suggest that it was 
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sympathetic to the nationalist insurgents. And setting up a Ukrainian 
relief fund, Wilgress argued, would be tantamount to approving 'relief 
for enemy agents.'" Supported by such opinions, Robertson replied to 
Pifher's inquiry regarding approval for a Ukrainian-Canadian fund with 
the suggestion that the committee be persuaded 'to abandon this proj- 
ect."7 It was not the first time, nor would it be the last, that high-ranking 
government officials attempted to influence developments within Ukrai- 
nian-Canadian society. 

To its credit, the committee remained so persistent in its appeals for 
the creation of a relief fund that by January 1945 General L.R. LaFleche, 
the director of the Department of National War Services, granted it the 
right to proceed. Outwardly this may have appeared to be a victory for 
the committee. But it was only partly so. External Affairs had insisted 

re not on placing several checks upon the fund's organizers. They wel 
permitted to refer to their new body as the 'Canadian Ukrainian Refugee 
Fund.' The word 'refugee' was deleted from the title presumably 
because it was politically loaded. The fund was allowed to operate 
only under the condition that its collected monies be made available to 
anyone of the 'Ukrainian race,' regardless of status or citizenship. Soviet 
Ukrainians and non-refugees were eligible, at least technically, for 
financial assistance. This lame cover was intended to give Canadian 
officials something to say to anyone who inquired about the fund's 
purpose. And not only was an upper limit set on the amount that could 
be gathered but all funds were to be entrusted to a Canadian bank 
account before being forwarded to the Canadian Red Cross for disburse- 
ment. The Ukrainian Canadians who gathered these monies were not, 
it seems, to be trusted with spending them. Even with these limitations 
in place some of the bureaucrats involved remained uncomfortable with 
the prospect of the fund's monies getting into the hands of members of 
the anti-Soviet groups known to be sheltering in the DP camps. Thus, 
several months after permission was granted for the setting up of the 
UCRF, an External Affairs official suggested that the government recon- 
sider its decision and 'block' the fund's account so as to prevent money 
from being sent to help Ukrainian refugees. Although he had no evi- 
dence to support his view, these Ukrainian DPs, he wrote, were all 'pro- 
Nazi' and, as such, undeserving of any con~ideration.'~ 

'War Criminals of the Worst Type': The Anti-DP Lobby 

Xenophobia caused some of the Canadian public's objections to the 
admission of DPs. Other obstacles were placed in the way of immigration 
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by organizations that were ideologically indisposed to Ukrainian nation- 
alism. The pro-Soviet Ukrainian Left in Canada orchestrated a public 
and, at times, vicious campaign to dissuade the government from admit- 
ting DPs. Appreciating the anti-Soviet character of the refugees, they 
correctly concluded that a large influx of them would jeopardize the 
functioning of such Communist groups as the Association of United 
Ukrainian Canadians. To prevent this they engaged in lobbying and 
propaganda efforts aimed at depicting the DPs as nothing more than 
'war criminals' and 'fascists.'" So loudly was this clarion sounded that 
its echoes were sometimes heard in the mainstream Canadian press. For 
example, Peter Lazarowich, a UCC supporter, wrote to the national 
executive to call its attention to an article that he said had appeared in 
a February 1945 issue of the Edmonton Journal. The article condemned 
plans ror the admission into Canada of 'Ukrainian Quislings.' In a not 
very oblique reference to some of the UCC's constituent organizations, 
the article suggested that Ukrainian 'nationalist' organizations in Can- 
ada were urging the government to intercede on behalf of 'pro-Nazi' 
Ukrainians then stranded in Germany, both to prevent their forced 
repatriation to Ukraine and to get them into Canada.3" 

The article, Lazarowich wrote, also claimed that the DPs were 'war 
criminals of the worst type.' He cited its caveat to the effect that 'the 
admission of these Nazi zealots to Canada would be nothing less than 
a national disaster. They could no more be expected to be loyal citizens 
of this country than they were of their own native land.'J1 Echoes of this 
theme would be heard again in Canada from the middle to the late 
1980s with much the same kind of constituency doing the chousing.3' 

'A Noticeable Deterioration': 
Ukrainian-Canadian Perceptions of the Refugees Change 

Although they rejected all such 'war criminal' allegations as spurious 
and correctly pointed to the ignorance or political biases that lay behind 
them, more than a few Ukrainian Canadians who worked with the DPs 
were themselves becoming discouraged both by their politics and by the 
government's ever more obvious misgiving about permitting a massive 
influx of them into Canada. Reviewing why this might be so, they 
concluded that much of the problem lay with the DPs themselves, for 
their nationalistic ferv our was clearly disconcerting the Anglo- American 
authorities. As the Canadian Ukrainians became aware of the bureau- 
crats' displeasure with the political activism of the Ukrainian refugees 
they began to fear that negative perceptions of them might be translated 
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into a stronger disapproval of what they were doing, overseas and in 
Canada. And so those working in the field redoubled their efforts to 
suppress all public manifestations of Ukrainian nationalism within or 
outside the DP camps. Not surprisingly, this placed them on a direct 
collision course with the political leadership of the Ukrainian nationalist 
movement, which was busily rebuilding its war-tattered networks. For 
the nationalists, mobilizing the DPs in support of an insurgency in 
Ukraine was a crucial aim that they would allow neither friend nor foe 
to thwart. 

The Ukrainian Canadians' discomfort was only heightened by the 
knowledge that their activities, not to mention those of the DPs, were the 
subject of systematic and intense government surveillance. As Vladimir 
Kaye (Kysilewsky), an inter-war immigrant to Canada who later became 
one of the leading historians of the Ukrainian-Canadian community, 
wrote, everything being done overseas was 'watched with a telescopic 
magnifying glass.'33 He advised friends in the Ukrainian-Canadian con- 
tingent overseas to take care that the DPs did nothing that might be 
perceived as running counter to Canada's domestic or foreign interests. 
He also urged them to make certain that the DPs scrupulously avoided 
'the luxury of politics.'34 TO ensure conformity to Canadian wishes, Kaye 
advised the bureau's workers to distract the refugees by channelling 
their energies into such 'safe' activities as the production of folk handi- 
crafts. If these measures were not taken, he warned, the lobbying to 
persuade the government to admit Ukrainian DPs into Canada would 
be seriously impeded. Since he was at the time working for the federal 
government in Ottawa, his counsel was taken seriously. And so, for the 
Ukrainian Canadians who were working with the displaced persons, it 
became axiomatic that, if they were to succeed, the 'political nonsense' 
that kept 'popping up' in the DP camps would have to be thoroughly 
controlled or even eradicated altogether.35 

At about the same time as Kaye was insisting upon circumspection, 
Panchuk was independently revising his earlier uncritical perceptions 
of the DPs: 

As far as our own people on the continent are concerned things are not what 
they were when the war ended or when I was there before. They are certainly 
not what Dr. Kushnir saw and remembers. For one reason or another there has 
been a noticeable DETERIOIUTION in type and character. The camps are full of 
'politicians' who are forever playing politics and games of God knows what 
instead of getting down to earth and realizing their true position - THAT THEY 

ARE DlSPLACED PERSONS A N D  NOT WANTED BY ANY C O U M R Y  EXCEPT PERHAPS THE 
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USSR. Instead of rolling up their sleeves and getting down to work and learning 
something and making something of themselves, they find politics, black-marke- 
teering and even banditry and looting, stealing, beating up those they don't 
like, etc. etc. etc. more 'entertaining.' This should never be spoken or quoted 
publicly. We must defend the PRINCIPLE OF THE REFUGEES AND THE DPS ... AND 
VICTIMS OF WAR, but in actual fact, God forbid and protect us if some of these 
parasitic bandits ever get into Canada9 

Increasingly made aware of official anxieties over the DPsf politics, 
Panchuk also began to grow concerned about the impact the resettle- 
ment of such refugees would have on the Ukrainian-Canadian society 
he had known as a young man. This problem so troubled him that he 
began urging friends at home to push for the development of cornmu- 
nity structures that would be more suitable for coping with the 'danger' 
that the DPs might pose to the 'unity' of Canada's Ukrainian society. 
Unless a 'common and solid foundationf was in place before the refugees 
began arriving, Panchuk wrote, they would bring havoc to the com- 
munity.37 

Other Ukrainian Canadians underwent a similar change of heart. The 
letters and reports of Ann Crapleve, written from the British zone of 
Germany, bear evidence of a growing frustration with the political 
activities of the DPs.s8 Eustace and Anne Wasylyshen, who took over 
the UCRF mission from Crapleve, also felt uncomfortable with the atti- 
tudes of many DPs. Ukrainians in Canada would likewise find them- 
selves unable to accommodate to the immigrants' politics. Even so, such 
were the momentum and scale of the Ukrainian-Canadian refugee relief 
operation that it was not until 1951 that it ground to a halt. Well before 
then, however, much of the goodwill that had fuelled it had dissipated. 

'Locking Horns on Canadian Soil' 

A number of prominent Ukrainian community figures in Canada, like 
Joseph Choma in Fort William and Dmytro Gerych in Winnipeg, kept 
those posted overseas informed about the tensions that were arising in 
Canada between the newcomers and the established community.39 Kaye 
summed up the apprehensions in early 1949 when he reported that a 
'definite rift' had emerged between the refugees and the 'old-timers,' 
primarily as a result of the politics of the new immigration. In many 
Ukrainian Canadiansf minds there was 'no room in Canada for bickering 
[about] who is greater, Bandera or Melnyk. We are not interested.'@' 
Tempers flared when the Bandera faction founded its own newspaper, 
Hornin Ukrainy (Ukrainian Echo), with Frolick as the publisher. Antago- 
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nism grew acute when many of the same people set up the pro-Bandera 
League for the Liberation of Ukraine in Toronto on I May 1949. Reading 
about these developments in Canada, Panchuk wrote that he was 
encountering 'the same difficulties' in England and warned that similar 
organizations were springing up in every country in which DPs were 
resettling.4' His own forbearance ended when, in March 1949, a group 
of Banderites allied with the Hetmanites successfully expelled him from 
his position as the second president of the Association of Ukrainians in 
Great Britain, a body he had helped constit~te.4~ There seem to have 
been few instances of steadfast co-operation between 'newcomersJ and 
'old-timers.' The two groups belonged to different worlds. 

By the spring of 1949 many community leaders shared the disillusion- 
ment felt by Panchuk and others who had worked with the DPs. They 
had realized that their hopes that these DPs would be ideal settlers who 
would conform to the pattern of Ukrainian-Canadian community life 
were unjustified. Understandably, the Ukrainian Canadians tried to 
make sense of why this had occurred. The more perceptive came to 
appreciate that they had been correct in their early evaluations of the 
DPs but that the latter had changed during the DP camp phase of their 
refugee experience. Within these enclaves, where DPs spent several 
years cloistered together, exposed to the daily proselytizing of a militant 
nationalist minority and feeling threatened by the nearby Soviet power, 
the majority had come to share in a revolutionary and nationalistic 
world-view. This, from the Ukrainian-Canadian viewpoint, was a most 
unpalatable development. Panchuk summed up what many Ukrainian 
Canadians felt in the spring of 1949 when he wrote: 

ALL refugees and DPs whatever their nationality, consider themselves POLITICAL 

REFUGEES (although many of them are far from that) and therefore feel that their 
prime and most important duty and mission as 'emigres' is to carry on political 
work and activities, for the liberation of, and their own ultimate return to, their 
native land ... The MAJORITY, however, are really and in actual fact ECONOMIC 

REFUGEES as most people who have had to deal [with them] ... have learned, as 
I did. Most of them have always been in search of a place to live where they 
will be better off ... The so-called 'political refugees' have often and at every 
opportunity IMPOSED and forced their influence on the economic refugees and 
the real and actual WAR VICTIMS, and thus 'coloured' all refugees and displaced 
persons ... The hardest problem that we had to solve was HOW TO ELIMINATE 

POLITICS from relief and welfare work.43 

This penetrating appreciation of the formative influence of the refugee 
experience came too late to have much practical value for the manage- 
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ment of Ukrainian-Canadian relief and resettlement efforts. Panchuk's 
insight, however, suggests important research themes. Sociological anal- 
yses of the nature and impact of migration have indicated that migrant 
attributes can change as a result of the migration experience+ An earlier 
case study dealing with post-war Ukrainian refugee migration to Canada 
confirmed Panchuk's view that during the camp phase of the refugee 
experience the political consciousness of many Ukrainian DP camp 
inhabitants was transformed and described the effect that this had on 
their subsequent resettlement and integration in Canada.45 Such obser- 
vations recommend the study of historical and contemporary refugee 
populations in order to determine the extent to which other forcibly 
displaced populations have been influenced by their refugee experience. 

Faced with refugees who would not accept Ukrainian-Canadian rules 
of behaviour, the UCC executive decided that the time had come to call 
another national congress, a major purpose of which was to 'iron out the 
differences' between the immigrants and the organized c0mmunity.4~ As 
Anthony Yaremovich, who had served as the bureau's director and so 
knew the DP situation, wrote at the time: 'The Banderites and Melnyk- 
ites are locking horns on Canadian soil. They certainly are going at each 
other with typical Ukrainian vigour. No quarter is given by any side ... 
We who are on the sidelines have quite a bit of fun watching them. 
There is spying and counterspying ... It seems that the Ukrainians have 
some years to grow before they start reaching the age of maturity. This 
is not concealed from other people.'47 

The third congress, held in Winnipeg from 7 to 9 February 1950, was 
almost entirely given over to debating how Ukrainian-Canadian society 
should contain the unwelcome influences being generated by the 'new- 
comers.' The proceedings were turbulent, and - with the apparent bless- 
ing of the congress chairman, none other than Father Kushnir - some 
refugee delegates were evicted from the meeting hall amidst catcalls.@ 
Passions were inflamed by allegations that the Banderites, now allied 
in Canada with the supporters of the late Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky, 
had infiltrated the fund and committee offices and were working mis- 
chief against their political foes while channelling funds to compatriots 
who were still living as 6migres in Europe.49 

Panchuk would later claim that it was at this third congress that the 
'dissident' element among the resettled DPs was 'reminded that Canada 
was NOT GALIC~A and Winnipeg not Lvow,' but the vigour with which 
DP-based groups like the League for the Liberation of Ukraine spread 
across Canada suggests that its members were quite capable of establish- 
ing a niche for themselves in Canada, even in the face of the wishes of 
the established community.5" 
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'Not a Voluntary Immigration' 

Motivated by a humanitarian concern for the welfare of the their fellow 
Ukrainians and hoping that a large number of them would resettle in 
Canada, Ukrainian Canadians had mobilized to help them even before 
the Second World War ended. However lofty their motives, many never- 
theless brought a naive and even smugly paternalistic attitude to these 
efforts. In the months immediately after the war they seem to have 
overlooked, whether deliberately or otherwise, the political opinions 
many DPs held about their refugee experience and the steps they had 
to take to rectify their situation. Many of the refugees were convinced 
that if they persevered in their support of the national liberation strug- 
gle, they would, sooner rather than later, expel Soviet occupation forces 
from Ukraine and be able to go home. They therefore deliberately put 
off resettlement, preferring to stay in the often uncomfortable DP camps 
rather than give up the hope of returning to their homeland. They were 
encouraged in this attitude by the militant Ukrainian nationalists among 
them who needed them as a source of material support and political 
power. 

When it became impossible to ignore the resulting widespread anti- 
resettlement and irredentist activism of the refugees, the Ukrainian 
Canadians t ied to wrestle them away from the control of those whom 
one student of the refugee experience has termed 'homeward-oriented' 
  evolutionary activists.5' The effort was largely unsuccessful. Most Ukrai- 
nian Canadians failed to appreciate that the essence of the refugee 
experience is to be displaced. The DPs had not gone searching for a 
new homeland and were not economic migrants like the overwhelming 
majority of the pre-war Ukrainian immigrants to Canada. Instead they 
had been forcibly ejected from a place to which, as an Allied psychologi- 
cal study group described it, they felt 'a compulsive need to return.'s2 
For Ukrainian Canadians the desire of many DPs to go back to Ukraine 
and the belief that their refugee existence was only temporary were 
almost incomprehensible. For their part, many of the refugees refused 
to accept resettlement, believing that to seek a new home would be to 
admit that their struggle for an independent Ukraine had failed. Even 
after they had been resettled in Canada for decades, many could not 
accept the likelihood that they would never go home. To this day, a 
minority claims that it still feels this way." 

Such a world-view informed the efforts of some DPs to re-create in 
emigration the organizational structures that had served them well in 
their homeland and in their exodus. Just as the Ukrainians who had 
settled in Canada before the war had created a distinctly Ukrainian- 
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Canadian cultural and material landscape, particularly on the prairies, 
so the post-war refugees brought with them their own cultural baggage, 
reflective of the life they had known in Ukraine and the DP camps. 
Between thirty-five thousand and forty thousand Ukrainian DPs reset- 
tled in Canada and found places for themselves primarily within the 
urban-industrial centres of Ontario and Quebec? Since their refugee 
experience was markedly different from the experience of immigration 
and settlement familiar to most Ukrainian Canadians, fissures between 
the two populations emerged within a few years and have continued 
to fragment Ukrainian-Canadian society. Although time has diminished 
the cleavages, they are still evident - a telling indicator of the long-term 
impact a refugee immigration can have.55 

After working for many months with the Ukrainian refugees Ann 
Crapleve wrote a report in which she cautioned her fellow Ukrainian 
Canadians to remember that 'the D.P. population is not a voluntary 
immigration. This fact must never be 0verlooked.'5~ If her insight had 
been more widely appreciated, then some of the hostility and disap- 
pointment that arose out of the encounter between the DPs and the 
Ukrainian Canadians may have been avoided. Before they came to know 
each other both groups had believed that, since they were all Ukrainians, 
they would get on well together. They came to realize how very 
different they were. And in the process the 'fashion to help the refugees' 
passed?' 



The Resettlement of Ukrainian 
Refugees in Canada 
after the Second World War 

IHOR STEBELSKY 

Post-war refugees comprised the third and most recent wave of Ukrai- 
nian immigration to Canada.' The previous two groups had consisted 
chiefly of economic immigrants from Western Ukraine (Austria-Hungary 
before the First World War and Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Romania 
between the wars). By contrast, the post-war refugees, who were part 
of the 2.5 to 3 million Ukrainians who found themselves in war-torn 
Germany in 1945, came from all parts of Ukraine." Among them were 
young people who had been pressed to work in the German military- 
industrial complex, prisoners of war who had served in the Polish and 
Soviet armies, nationalists who had been incarcerated in Nazi concentra- 
tion camps, and political refugees who had suffered oppression in Soviet 
Ukraine or had escaped arrest and execution when the Soviets occupied 
Western Ukraine in 1939-41. Towards the end of the war, Nazi Germany 
had even formed a division of Ukrainian volunteers to fight the Red 
Army. After the division was defeated in battle and its remnants were 
redeployed to rearguard action, it surrendered to the Western allies in 
Austria and was interned in Italy.3 

When Soviet forces occupied eastern Austria and Germany, they iden- 
tified over five million 'Soviet citizens,' including Balts, Belorussians, 
and Ukrainians from pre-war Poland. All were promptly repatriated. 
The Western allies delivered almost all the 'Soviet citizens' in their zones 
of occupation to the Soviet authorities in the spring and summer of 
1945.4 Of an estimated two million Ukrainians in the zones of Austria 
and Germany occupied by the Western allies, only a quarter of a million 
remained by the time mass repatriations had ceased.5 This small core of 
refugees who had avoided repatriation by hook or crook found relief in 
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the displaced persons' camps of Austria and Germany and later emi- 
grated overseas. 

Among the destinations that the Ukrainians sought was Canada, 
which already had a sizeable Ukrainian community. Between 1947 and 
1957, over thirty-five thousand Ukrainian refugees made their way into 
Canada. They differed from the Ukrainian Canadians in their political 
outlook (for they sought a refuge from which they could liberate Ukraine 
from Communist oppression and then return home), and these differ- 
ences generated considerable stress in the Ukrainian-Canadian commu- 
 nit^.^ The refugees were also not mostly peasants, as were the pre-war 
Ukrainian immigrants, but represented a broad socio-economic mix of 
the Ukrainian population, with a large admixture of intelligentsia. It was 
the refugee intelligentsia, professionals, and businessmen who contrib- 
uted to a restructuring of the Ukrainian-Canadian community and the 
emergence of a new urban profile within it. 

This paper will detail the numbers of Ukrainian refugees who irnmi- 
grated to Canada after the Second World War, their demographic, socio- 
economic, and political characteristics, the routes they took, and the 
experiences they had along the way. The effect of Canadian immigration 
policy on the selection of immigrants, their destination within Canada, 
and their initial employment contracts will also be considered. Finally 
an attempt will be made to assess the demographic, economic, and social 
impact of the refugees on the Ukrainian-Canadian community. 

Ukrainian Refugees in Europe 

At the end of the war Ukrainian displaced persons (DPs) were encoun- 
tered in many parts of Europe that had been occupied by Nazi Germany. 
The largest concentration was in Austria and Germany.' Their numbers 
were not at first apparent, for the occupying forces had agreed at the 
Yalta conference in February 1945 to return displaced persons to their 
home countries - a policy that led those who feared repatriation to the 
Soviet Union to conceal their identities or even to resort to su i~ide .~  
Since Soviet policy aimed at retrieving all DPs who had resided on 
territories that became part of the USSR during and after the war, even 
Ukrainians from pre-war Poland were targets of Soviet agents agitating 
for return to 'the workers' paradise.' By contrast, the United States 
emphasized former citizenship and, after protests against forced repatri- 
ation from Ukrainian organizations in the United States, issued reassur- 
ing statements with regard to Ukrainians who were not Soviet citizens 
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on I September 1939.9 As a result the Ukrainians who came from pre- 
war Poland (often registered as 'Polish UkrainiansJ) began to declare 
themselves openly. Ukrainians from eastern Ukraine, however, were 
still fearful of repatriation and tried to conceal their identities. Many 
availed themselves of Ukrainian Red Cross documents (issued in 
Geneva) on which they gave a place of birth in pre-war Poland.l0 Only 
after the International Refugee Organization (IRO) replaced the United 
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) in July 1947 
and a policy of resettlement replaced repatriation did the declared num- 
bers of Ukrainians increase and even the new category 'Ukrainian SSR' 
was not used. Nevertheless, the Western allies preferred to use citizen- 
ship rather than ethnic origin to classify displaced persons. Since Ukrai- 
nians came from the pre-war territories of Poland, Czechoslovakia, and 
Romania as well as the Soviet Union, their former citizenship varied 
accordingly. Even the stateless, or Nansen passport, category was 
employed. As a result, many Ukrainians were counted as 'Poles' and 
other nationalities or included in the 'undetermined nationality' cate- 
gory. Thus, an IRO report for 30 November 1947 recorded that only 
eighty thousand Ukrainian refugees in the Western zones of Germany, 
over seven thousand in Austria, and over three hundred in ItaIy were 
receiving IRO care and maintenance." 

The true number of Ukrainian refugees was in fact considerably 
greater. Bohdan Panchuk, a flight lieutenant in the RCAF and director 
of the Central Ukrainian Relief Bureau in London who maintained close 
contact with refugee organizations, frequently visited Ukrainians in the 
DP camps and collected information on their numbers, location, morale, 
and living conditions. According to Panchuk, Ukrainian organizations, 
which knew their own people and their locations, estimated that in 
January 1947 there were 250,000 Ukrainian refugees in Western 
Europe." In late 1947, about 200,000 Ukrainian refugees were recorded 
in the Western zones of Austria and Germany. Their distribution 
and the decline in their numbers caused by immigration overseas are 
presented in table I. 

While they were under IRO care, about half of the Ukrainian DPs in 
Austria and over three-quarters of those in Germany resided in camps 
known as assembly centres (map and table 2). The remainder, especially 
those classified as Ukrainian SSR, received 1RO services in private homes 
away from camps (where agents would be less likely to approach them 
for repatriation). At first, military and UNRRA officials showed little 
concern for national differences among the DPs and preferred multina- 
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TABLE 1 
Ukrainian refugees and displaced persons in the western zones of 
Austria and Germany 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Mar. 1946 Aug. 1947 Feb. 1948 Jan. 1949 

Austria 29,241 26,422 17,786 10,680 
Germany 177,620 140,555 119,742 85,608 

British Zone 54,580 44,987 35,108 24,923 
French Zone 19,026 9,922 6,130 4,074 
US Zone 104,024 85,646 78,504 56,611 

Total 206,861 167,977 137,520 96,288 

Source: Data compiled by the Central Representation of the Ukrainian 
Emigration in Germany, the Ukrainian Central Consultative Commit- 
tee of the British Zone, and the Ukrainian Central Aid Alliance of 
Austria and summarized in a table in a Central Ukrainian Relief 
Bureau (CURB) report. CURB Reports, 1948-9, MG 28 V9, vol. 17, NAC. 

TABLE 2 
Ukrainians and Ukrainian SSR categories registered by the IRO in the western zones 
of Austria and Germany, 31 December 1949 

Ukrainians Ukrainian SSR Total 

no. % no. % no. % 

Austria 
Receiving care 

in camps 
Outside 
Services only 

Total 

Germany 
Receiving care 

in camps 
Outside 
Service only 

Total 

Source: International Refugee Organization, 'Schedule of Refugees Receiving IRO Assis- 
tance, 31 December, 1949,' AJ 43:1097, Archives Nationales de France, Paris. 

tional camps. Through the efforts of the Ukrainian committees, however, 
UNRRA and IRO officials agreed to place the Ukrainians in separate 
camps. '3 

Each camp was soon allowed to establish its own government, or 
'camp republic."4 A council elected by the residents held the highest 
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authority, and an appointed commandant and his executive officers 
handled daily affairs. These posts offered refugees an opportunity to 
hone their skills in administering culture, education, labour, and finance. 
Enjoying a broad latitude of self-administration and supplied with ade- 
quate food, clothing, shelter, and health care, the camps became hearths 
of intense cultural and political activity. The larger camps, which housed 
a thousand or so residents, boasted an elementary school, high school, 
and vocational school or adult education programme. They invariably 
had both a Catholic and an Orthodox parish and supported community 
organizations.l5 Contact among the writers, artists, and scholars who 
resided in various camps improved to the point where it was possible 
to convene conferences and establish various associations, all of which 
began to publish newsletters, bulletins, and books. Munich, which had 
several large Ukrainian camps on its outskirts and accommodated many 
Ukrainians in private residences, emerged as a major Ukrainian cultural 
and political centre. It housed the Ukrainian Free University, the Ukrai- 
nian Technical Economic Institute, and several newspapers. The last 
provided a forum for the competing political parties: nationalists, demo- 
crats, socialists, and monarchists. The two factions of the Organization 
of Ukrainian Nationalists, the Banderites and the Melnykites, formed 
the nationalist camp. The middle-of-the-road democrats consisted of the 
Ukrainian National Democratic Union, which had existed in Galicia 
before the war, and two newly formed groups. The socialists (chiefly 
refugees from Soviet Ukraine) were organized in the Ukrainian Revolu- 
tionary Democratic Party, which was split into a moderate majority and 
a radical minority. The small group of monarchists, supporters of the 
Hetman regime of 1918, belonged to the Union of Hetmanites- patriot^.'^ 
Thus the Ukrainian DP experience was highly charged both culturally 
and politically and had a profound impact on the people who were to 
emigrate to Canada. 

The demographic characteristics of the Ukrainian refugees were quite 
favourable for the purposes of emigrating and establishing a new life. 
Except for the nine thousand men in the First Ukrainian Division, the 
population in the DP camps of Austria and Germany was reasonably 
well balanced by sex. According to a survey of the Ukrainians in DP 
camps and hospitals in the British zone of Germany, the male-female 
ratio was 48:52 in March 1948,45.1:54.9 in December 1950, and 44.6:55.4 
in November 1951.'' The trend indicated a decline in the number of 
men, as more of them departed on labour contracts overseas, often on 
group resettlement schemes, with the hope that their families would 
join them later. 
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TABLE 3 
Age structure of the Ukrainian population in 
post-war Germany 

Jan. 1946 Oct. 1948 
Age cohort (%I (%) 

Total 

Source: V. Kubiiovych, ' Z  demohrafichnykh prob- 
lem ukrainskoi emigratsii (na prykladi taboriv u 
Mittenvaldi),' Sohochasne i rnynule 1-2 (Munich, 
1949), 15-17, as reproduced in V. Maruniak, 'V 
Wty-littia ukrainskoi emihratsii v Nimechchyni ta 
Avstrii po druhii svitovii viini: 194S1951-1967' 
(PhD dissertation, Ukrainian Free University, 
1968), 68. 

TABLE 4 
Age structure of Ukrainian DPs in the camps and hospitals of the British zone 
of Gerrnanv 

31 Mar. 1948 31 Sept. 1949 31 Dec. 1950 15 Nov. 1951 
Age cohort 
(approximate) no. % no. % no. % no. % 

Total 

Source: Central Ukrainian Relief Bureau, 'Material for CURB Commemorative 
Book 19451952,' 34, MG 28 V9, vol. 17, NAC. 
Note: Age cohorts have been adjusted to correspond to those used by Kubijovyz. 
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TABLE 5 
Occupational structure of the Ukrainian refugee 
population in parts of Germany and Austria in 1946 

Germany 

US zone British zone Austria 
(%) (W (%) 

Farmers 30 44 41.5 
Workers 34 35 22.5 
Professionals 23 8 14.0 
Other 13 13 22.0 

Total 100 100 100.0 

Source: Compiled from data collected by the Central Rep- 
resentation of the Ukrainian Emigration in Germany. 
Summarized in Maruniak, 'V 25ty-littia ukrainskoi emi- 
hratsii,' 68. 

The population was relatively young. It had a high concentration in 
the 20 to 29 age cohort, a fair number of middle-aged (30-49) adults, and 
only a small number of the elderly (over 60). According to Volodymyr 
Kubijovyt, who conducted a survey in Germany, the age cohort compo- 
sition for January 1946 and October 1948 revealed not only a young 
population, but also one that was experiencing a burst of growth (table 
3). This trend was confirmed by a repeated survey of the Ukrainian DPs 
in the camps and hospitals of the British zone of Germany from 1948 
until 1951 (table 4). After the war had ended and the refugees found 
food and shelter in the DP camps of Austria and Germany, the young 
people married and began to raise families. In 1948 the youngest age 
cohort (0-4) became prominent; by 1950 the baby boomers had moved 
into the second age cohort (5-9). Meanwhile, the young adults were 
being siphoned off by emigration overseas, and the elderly cohort (60 
and over) was gaining importance. 

The occupational structure of the Ukrainian refugees was diverse and 
broadly based. Surveys conducted by the Central Representation of 
the Ukrainian Emigration in Germany indicated both a wide diversity 
and a concentration of professionals in the American zone.of Germany 
(table 5). Another tabulation for 1948 revealed the diversity of workers 
and professionals in greater detail (table 6). Both tables suggest that 
farmers and workers each represented at least a third of the employable 
population and that professionals were a significant group, especially 
in the American zone of Germany. Indeed, the Ukrainian refugees in 
Germany had a larger proportion of skilled workers and professionals 
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TABLE 6 
Occupational structure of Ukrainian refugees in the US and British zones of Germany 
in 1948 

US zone British zone 

no. % no. % 

Farmers 
Workers 

unskilled 
skilled 
skilled tradesmen 

Professionals of lower qualifications 
nurses and orderlies 
forest rangers 
teachers (primary) 
clerks 
businessmen 

Professionals of higher qualifications 
engineers 
economists and accountants 
foresters and agronomists 
veterinarians 
medical doctors 
pharmacists 
dentists 
priests 
scientists 
lawyers 
teachers (secondary, university) 
artists (visual, musical, e tc.) 
journalists 
writers 

Others and housewives 

Subtotal 

Children and students 

Total of survey 79,054 

Source: Based on data collected by the Central Representation of the Ukrainian Emigra- 
tion in Germany. Adapted from Maruniak, 'V 25ty-littia ukrainskoi emihratsii,' 67. 

than did male Ukrainians in Canada in 1941 (table 16), and the propor- 
tion of skilled workers and professionals in this group in turn would 
have been even greater than among the Ukrainian immigrants to Can- 
ada before the Second World War. 
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Migration of Ukrainian Refugees from Europe to Canada 

The war-torn economy in Europe could not support a large body of 
refugees, and the Ukrainians themselves sought safety from the Com- 
munist foe across the Atlantic. On the other hand, there were resource- 
rich countries in the West that could accommodate additional labour 
force. One of the latter, Canada, also had the advantage of a viable 
Ukrainian community, towards which many of the Ukrainian refugees 
gravitated, whether they had relatives there or not. 

The UNRRA sought to resolve the refugee problem by means of 
repatriation and to a large degree succeeded. Meanwhile, in the West, 
the Inter-Governmental Committee for Refugees (IGCR) started to assist 
some refugees to emigrate, but at first this scheme did not affect 
Ukrainian DPs. By 1946, however, the IGCR signed an agreement with 
Belgium, the Netherlands, France, and French Tunisia for workers, 
among whom were a number of Ukrainian DPs. Since the IGCR did not 
possess an operational budget, however, it could not finance group 
migration, and the numbers involved were small. Only with the creation 
of the IRO was a mechanism set in place to expedite the migration of 
DPs overseas.18 

Migration, however, also depended on the will of the potential host 
countries to implement measures that would facilitate immigration. 
Although some countries moved quickly, others moved very cautiously 
or not at all. Each government set its own guide-lines as to the number 
and kinds of immigrants desired. Group schemes could accommodate 
the largest number of refugees, but they were open only to those who 
possessed the specified qualifications. Individuals or families were 
allowed to join relatives who would sponsor them, but the process was 
slow. 

Mass migration of DPs assisted by the IRO was associated with group 
schemes. Between July 1947 and December 1951, the IRO assisted 14,877 
Ukrainian DPs, or 13.1 per cent of all the Ukrainian DPs assisted in 
resettlement, to come to Canada. Approximately as many were assisted 
to Britain, an even larger number to Australia, and three times as many to 
the United States (table 7). Smaller numbers were sponsored to Belgium, 
France, Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela. Other recipient countries took 
in few Ukrainian DPs. 

The first countries to respond with schemes for the Ukrainian DPs 
were in Western Europe itself. France offered a short-lived agricultural 
worker scheme, and Belgium recruited workers for the coal-mines? 
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TABLE 7 
Ukrainian refugees assisted by the IRO for resettlement, 1 July 1947-31 
December 1951 

Country of 

Ukrainian 
refugees 

~ 1 1  as % 
Ukrainian refugees refugees of all 

destination no. % (no.) refugees 

Western Europe 
Belgium 
France 
United Kingdom 
Other 

North America 
Canada 
USA 

South America 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Venezuela 
Other 

Australasia 
Australia 
New Zealand 

Israel 
Other 
Not reported 

Total 

Source: International Refugee Organization, Office of Statistics and Oper- 
ational Reports, The Final Statistical Report of IRO: With Summaries Cover- 
ing the 54 Months of Its Operations, July 1947 to December 1951 (Geneva, 
nd), 12-13. 

Britain provided by far the largest migration scheme for Ukrainian refu- 
gees. Even before the initiation of mass migration, Britain was instru- 
mental in removing the First Ukrainian Division from its POW camp in 
Rimini, Italy, to work camps in Britain, where the men retained POW 
status until the end of 1948.'" The mass movement of some fourteen 
thousand civilian Ukrainian refugees to Britain in 1947-8, assisted by 
the IRO, was part of a major scheme, called 'Westward Ho,' which 
helped reduce the burden of maintaining large refugee populations in 
the British zones of Austria and Germany while providing labour for 
the undermanned British industries. By the end of May 1951 nearly 
thirty thousand Ukrainian refugees came to reside in Britain."' The 
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demographic structure of the refugees in Britain, who were mostly 
working-age men, facilitated their further immigration, when opportu- 
nity arose, to Australia, the United States, and Canada. 

Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela also responded quickly to accept 
refugees. Of these, Brazil took in the largest number of Ukrainian DPs, 
for it maintained a policy of acceptance and had an established Ukrai- 
nian community in Curitiba that provided assistance in settlement 
through its c ~ m m i t t e e . ~ ~  The small, though poorer, Ukrainian commu- 
nity in Argentina also extended a helping hand, but in late 1948 the 
government switched its immigration policy to the sponsorship of first- 
degree relatives only, which sharply curtailed the inflow of Ukrainian 
refugees. Venezuela lacked a Ukrainian community, and in November 
1948 a new government came to power and virtually halted further 
refugee immigration. In effect, Brazil provided reasonable conditions 
for Ukrainian refugee settlement, Argentina less so, and Venezuela had 
no basis for a sustained Ukrainian community and hence lacked the 
attraction for Ukrainian intelligentsia to stay. 

The overwhelming majority of the Ukrainian refugees immigrated 
with the assistance of the IRO to the United States, Australia, and Can- 
ada. The largest number, some forty-five thousand, migrated to the 
greatest and wealthiest power in the West, the United States. A quota 
system that did not favour immigrants from Eastern Europe at first 
restricted the movement, but in July 1948 Congress passed the Displaced 
Persons Act, which allowed 'quota mortgaging' so that four times as 
many immigrants from those areas, including Ukrainian refugees, were 
permitted to enter.z3 Through such organizations as the United Ukrai- 
nian American Relief Committee the established and sympathetic Ukrai- 
nian community in the United States also assisted Ukrainian refugee 
movement. Ultimately, some eighty-five thousand to one hundred thou- 
sand Ukrainians immigrated into the United States after the Second 
World War.q 

Australia, which initiated a vigorous immigration policy for Europe- 
ans after the war, hosted the second largest migration of Ukrainian 
refugees assisted by the IRO. As group labour recruitment increased in 
1948 and 1949, the intake of Ukrainian refugees increased rapidly, and 
some twenty-one thousand Ukrainians immigrated to Australia, form- 
ing a new and viable community centred in the two largest cities, Sydney 
and Melbourne."s 

Canada was both quick to respond to the refugee problem and pos- 
sessed a substantial Ukrainian community that extended assistance to 
the refugees through the Central Ukrainian Relief B~reau . '~  Although 
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TABLE 8 
Ukrainian refugees assisted by the IRO for resettlement in Canada, 1 July 1947-31 
December 1951 

Ukrainian 
Ukrainian Ukrainian refugees 

Ukrainian All refugees immigrants as % of 
refugees refugees as % of to Canada Ukrainian 

Year (no.) (no.) all refugees (no.) immigrants 

Total 

Source: International Refugee Organization, Office of Statistics and Operational Reports, 
Statistical Report on PClRO Operations, December 1947 (Geneva, n.d.), 18; ibid., December 
1948, 42; ibid., May 1949, 30; ibid., June 1949,63; ibid., July 1949, 36; ibid., August 1949, 
37; ibid., September 1949, 48; ibid., October 1949, 37; ibid., November 1949, 33; ibid., 
December 1949, 48; ibid, January 1950,28; ibid, February 1950,28; ibid., March 1950, 38; 
ibid, April 1950, 31; ibid., May 1950, 31; ibid., June 19!50, 39; ibid., July-September 1950, 
23; ibid., October-December 2950, 22; ibid., The Final Statistical Report of 1RO: With 
Summaries Covering the 54 Months of Its Operations July 1947 to December 1951, 12-13. 
a For the six-month period of 1 July to 31 December 1947. 

Canada did not pursue as vigorous an immigration policy as Australia 
and hence did not accept as many IRO-assisted Ukrainian refugees on 
group schemes, it did take 'in over thirty-five thousand Ukrainian refu- 
gees and immigrants between 1947 and 1957. A comparison of the two 
categories for the period during which the 1RO functioned is provided 
in table 8. 

Although the number of IRO-assisted Ukrainian refugees accepted 
into Canada was small in 1947, it rose to a peak in 1948, and then 
declined towards the end of the programme in 1951. The proportion of 
the IRO-assisted refugees entering Canada who were Ukrainian 
exceeded 17 per cent in the first two years, indicative both of early 
support for the Ukrainians and of their desire to come to Canada. As 
opportunities to migrate to Australia and the United States increased, 
however, the proportion of Ukrainians among the IRO-assisted refugees 
entering Canada declined. 

Group migration schemes involved the selection of certain kinds of 
people who were needed in the labour force and distorted the sex ratio 
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of the immigrants. The Canadian government, however, sought workers 
for the lumber industry and the mines (which called for healthy young 
males) as well as for the garment industry and domestic labour (which 
required chiefly women). Employment on the farms, such as sugar-beet 
harvesting, involved labour of both sexes. Even so, the hiring of males 
prevailed so much that, when combined with the influx of some of the 
men from the former First Ukrainian Division, almost two-thirds of all 
the Ukrainian adults who arrived in Canada between 1947 and 1951 
were men." This sex imbalance promoted exogamous marriages. Group 
migration schemes also discriminated against the infirm and the elderly. 
The exacting medical standards set by the Canadian immigration author- 
ities excluded many Ukrainian refugees who would have otherwise 
q~al i f ied .~  Finally, group schemes did nothing for the immigration of 
refugees with professional and technical qualifications. Special sponsor- 
ship by the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (involving guarantees of 
rail transportation, housing, and employment) secured the admission of 
a number of such families29 

The other mode of immigration into Canada was through sponsorship 
by a 'close relative.' The large Ukrainian community in Canada provided 
a good opportunity for Ukrainian refugees in Europe, especially those 
who could not meet the group migration criteria, to re-establish contact 
with their relatives and seek entry into Canada. Assuming that all those 
who did not come as IRO-assisted refugees were individually sponsored 
by 'close relatives,' already in the first two years a significant number 
(717 in 1947, 2,683 in 1948) immigrated on that basis. Their numbers, 
however, increased in both absolute and relative terms, reaching a peak 
of 5,916 (or 95.8 per cent) in 1951. This happened in part because the 
definition of 'close relatives' was broadened beyond immediate relatives, 
so long as the applicant could support them financially. Even more 
important was the fact that a male refugee worker who came on a 
group migration scheme could, within three years, sponsor his family to 
Canada.3(' Thus the peak in Ukrainian refugee group migration in 1948 
gave rise to an echo (this time a peak for 'close relatives') in 1951. 

The intake of Ukrainians from 1946 to 1952, classified according to 
intended occupation, reflected the Canadian immigration policy. As a 
result, the composition of the Ukrainian immigrants to Canada by 
intended occupational groups was significantly different from the Ukrai- 
nian DPs surveyed in Austria and Germany (tables 5 and 6). The main 
difference was the sharply reduced share of the professional class 
(including the clerical and merchant class), but it also involved a slightly 
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TABLE 9 
Ukrainian immigrants to Canada, 1946-52, classified 
according to intended occupation 

no. % 

Farmers 
Workers 
Professionals 
Housewives and others 

Subtotal 25,817 100.0 

Children 6,406 

Total 32,223 

Source: Canada, Department of Citizenship and Immigra- 
tion, Statistics Section, 'Immigration to Canada by Ethnic 
Origin from Overseas and Total from the United States 
by Intended Occupation, Calendar Years 1946 to 1955, 
Inclusive,' MG 31 D69, vol. 47, file 8, NAC. 

lower share of the farming class, a slightly higher share of the worker 
class, and a significantly lower share of housewives and people of other 
occupations (table 9). 

Following the initial massive influx of Ukrainian refugees, there was 
a continuing but declining immigration for at least one decade (table 
lo). Immigration in excess of two thousand Ukrainians per year occurred 
only between 1947 and 1952, dropping to below one thousand in 1953, 
below five hundred in 1957, and below two hundred in 1961. The points 
of departure of the immigrants also changed. Initially, these were mostly 
IRO-supported refugees from the DP camps in the Western zones of 
Germany and Austria as well as some workers and their families relocat- 
ing from Belgum, France, and Britain. By 1952 the IRO mandate had 
ended. The refugees who were acceptable for immigration had left, and 
the DP camps in Austria and Germany were closed or transferred to 
other jurisdictions (such as the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees) and then phased out.J1 Most of the remaining Ukrainian 
refugees were absorbed into the West German economy. Ukrainians 
who continued to immigrate into Canada represented in most cases the 
final stage in the migration process: adjustment in the selection of a 
permanent country of residence. 

A sample of consecutive years from 1956 to 1961 is indicative of the 
variety of countries from which Ukrainians came to Canada (table 11). 
The largest contingent (42 per cent) came from Britain. Germany was a 
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TABLE 10 
Ukrainian immigration to Canada, 1945-61 

Ukrainians 
Ukrainian in given year 

immigrants as % of all 
Ukrainian All as % of all Ukrainians for 

Year immigrants immigrants immigrants 1945-61 

Source: Employment and Immigration Canada, Imrnig~ation Statistics 1896-1961 (Ottawa: 
Unpublished government tables for library use only, 1973), 5-7/26, 

distant second (12 per cent), followed by the United States (9 per cent), 
Poland (7.5 per cent), Australia (7 per cent), France (6 per cent), Belgium 
(3.5 per cent), and various countries of South America. Only the influx 
from Poland, which became noticeable in 1958-60, and the slight dribble 
from the USSR consisted of new refugees or individuals who were 
allowed to join their families. The other movements represented loca- 
tional adjustments of the Ukrainian post-war refugees. Such adjust- 
ments reflected the significant pools of Ukrainian immigrants who came 
to reside in Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Brazil, Argentina, Vene- 
zuela, Australia, and the United States, as well as the vitality of the 
Ukrainian community in Canada. In many cases the Ukrainian refugees, 
finding themselves isolated in the small and backward communities of 
South America or seeking a higher standard of living than was available 
in Britain, France, or Belgium, immigrated to Canada to satisfy their 
socio-economic needs. 





rding to country of last permanent residence, 1956-61 

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1956-61 

I. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % no. % 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

1 Immigration, Statistics Section. Immigration Statistics, 1956 (Ottawa, 1957), 15; ibid., 1957 
I, 1959)) 17; ibid., 1959 (Ottawa, 1960), 17; ibid., 1960 (Ottawa, 1961), 17; ibid., 1961 (Ottawa, 
7; ibid., 1961 (Ottawa, 1962)) 17. MG 31 D69, vol. 47, files 4, 6, NAC. 

1 content downloaded from 128.197.26.12 on Tue, 20 Oct 201 5 11:5 1:55 UTC 
All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 
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Destination and Settlement of Ukrainian Refugees in Canada 

At the start of the war Ukrainians in Canada were concentrated in the 
farm belt of the prairie provinces and in the adjacent cities of Winnipeg 
and Edmonton. Industrially based outliers had formed elsewhere, such 
as Kenora, Thunder Bay, and Sudbury in northern Ontario. In the 
industrial heartland of southern Ontario the Ukrainian communities 
were still small, having grown predominantly during the economic 
expansion of the 1920s. Small Ukrainian communities were also emerg- 
ing in British Columbia in association with mining, railway maintenance, 
and sawmilling. Since most Ukrainians were residing in the prairie 
provinces, one would have expected that the post-war refugees would 
have joined the established communities in proportion to the existing 
pattern. Such was not the case. Over 47 per cent of the Ukrainian 
refugees migrated to Ontario; the next largest group, over 20 per cent, 
went to Quebec (table 12). Only 29.6 per cent migrated to Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, and Alberta, where the largest Ukrainian communities 
were located. When the distribution of Ukrainian immigration is com- 
pared to the distribution of Ukrainian Canadians by province in 1941 , 
the difference becomes quite clear. The outstanding gain in immigration 
went to Ontario and a major one to Quebec. The greatest deficiencies 
in migration occurred with respect to Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and 
Alberta. 

Canadian immigration policy and the group schemes it supported 
brought about this change in the pattern of intended destination. The 
group schemes were largely designed to bolster the development of 
raw material resources: mining and forestry in northern Ontario and 
Quebec, railway construction and maintenance (again, in the less hospi- 
table places of northern Ontario), coal-mining and sugar-beet harvesting 
in southern Alberta, and other extractive and agricultural activities else- 
where. This meant that for the duration of the labour contract (usually 
one year) the immigrant was obliged to reside in an isolated small town 
where the extractive industry was located. 

By contrast, sponsorship by 'close relatives' reinforced the existing 
settlement pattern of Ukrainians in Canada. This was, however, modi- 
fied by the rapidly industrializing economy of Canada and the new 
opportunities for employment that arose in industry, notably in south- 
ern Ontario, as opposed to labour in agriculture, especially on the rap- 
idly mechanizing grain farms of western Canada. Moreover, the 
Ukrainian Canadians were undergoing a locational change themselves, 
as many left farming for urban employment and migrated from the 
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TABLE 12 
Ukrainians in Canada by province in 1941 and Ukrainian immigration to Canada by 
province of intended destination, 1946-55 

Province 

Ukrainian 
Ukrainians in 1941 immigration 1946-55 Differences 

in 
no. % no. % distribution 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
Yukon and NWT 

Canada 

Sources: Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Eighth Census of Canada, 1941 (Ottawa: 
Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty and Controller of Stationery, 1946) 8: 
128-70; Employment and Immigration Canada, Immigration Statistics 1896-1961 
(Ottawa: Unpublished tables for library use only, 1973), 10-19. 

prairies to the industrial centres of Ontario and British Columbia. A 
simple simulation model of inter-provincial shift of Ukrainian popula- 
tion between 1941 and 1951 demonstrates that at least as many Ukrainian 
Canadians who migrated from province to province in that period con- 
tributed to the inter-provincial shift of Ukrainian population in Canada 
as did the new influx of immigrants (table 13). It demonstrates a huge 
shift from the prairie provinces (and a small one from Quebec) to 
Ontario and British Columbia. Therefore the immigration component 
sponsored by 'close relatives' only partly coincided with the existing 
settlement pattern of Ukrainians in Canada. In fact, it tended to reflect 
within that broad pattern the shift talung place within the Ukrainian- 
Canadian population and was heavily weighted towards the areas with 
the best job opportunities, which were mostly in industrial central 
Canada. 

Locational readjustment was particularly strong among those who 
entered Canada on contract in group schemes. This was, in part, related 
to the inherent instability of the extractive industries (such as gold- 
mining in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, or Val d'Or, Quebec) and to their 
remoteness from other population centres generally and larger Ukrai- 
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TABLE 13 
Ukrainian immigration and inter-provincial shifts, 1941-51 

Ukrainian Ukrainians Inter- 
Ukrainians immigration Ukrainians expected provincial 

in 1941" 1946-51b in 1951C in 1951d shifr 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
Yukon and NWT 

Canada 

a Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Eighth Census of Canada, 1941 (Ottawa: 
Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty and Controller of Stationery, 1946) 
III:128-70. 

b Employment and Immigration Canada, Immigration Statistics 1896-1961 (Ottawa: 
Unpublished tables for library use only, 1973), 10-19. 

c Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ninth Census of Canada. 1951 (Ottawa: Queen's 
Printer and Controller of Stationery, 1953) 1:33-1-10. 

d A simple model based on the assumption that the total in 1951 is the result of the 
Ukrainians in 1941 plus Ukrainian immigration, 1946-51, plus the difference, which 
is natural increase (19.52 per cent over a ten-year period), here assumed to be totally 
attributable to the Ukrainian population in 1941. 

e Ukrainians in 1951 - Ukrainians expected in 1951. 

nian communities specifically. In part this instability was also related to 
the fact that there were numerous single men and members of the 
Ukrainian intelligentsia (such as teachers, artists, and professors) who 
resorted to group schemes in order to come to Canada. Some even faked 
their socio-economic background when they were being screened by 
the Canadian immigration officials in order to score more points. When 
their contracts with the resource-extracting companies expired, they 
joined Ukrainian communities in larger urban centres, such as Winni- 
peg, Edmonton, Vancouver, and Montreal, but especially in Toronto 
and other cities in Ontario. By 1981, of the surviving 28,750 individuals 
who had immigrated to Canada between 1945 and 1954.62.2 per cent 
were residents of Ontario.3' 

Relocation for permanent settlement was not related only to opportu- 
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nities for stable employment and personal preference. Some individuals 
who chose to serve the Ukrainian community as priests or as political 
leaders were directed by their organizations to locate in places that were 
considered to be in need of them. Their responsibilities were to develop 
a viable church or political community in an area where there was a 
significant number of Ukrainians. The headquarters of the organizations 
that the immigrants brought with them were usually located in Toronto, 
and this is where the leadership and administrative apparatus con- 
centrated. 

The Impact of the Refugees on the Ukrainian-Canadian Community 

The post-war immigrants had a significant impact on the Ukrainian- 
Canadian community. First, they provided a demographic enlargement 
and linguistic rejuvenation of the Ukrainian population in Canada. 
Second, they brought a powerful new political dynamic that clashed 
with some Ukrainian-Canadian institutions and -modified others. Third, 
they included a rich component of skilled and professional people who 
changed the occupational profile of the Ukrainian-Canadian urban 
community. 

Demographically, the influx of post-war refugees was significant, but 
it was not great. Of the three waves of Ukrainian immigration to Canada 
(about 170,000 before the First World War, 68,000 in the inter-war period, 
and 35,000 in the post-war period), it was the smallest. Overall, it was 
equivalent to about 11 per cent of the Ukrainian population in Canada 
at the time of the last group's arrival. By province, however, the signifi- 
cance varied greatly (table 14). In the prairie provinces, the influx 
amounted to only 3 to 5 per cent of the Ukrainian-Canadian population. 
This was somewhat higher in British Columbia (8 per cent) and the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories (18 per cent). The post-war immigrants 
had the greatest significance in Ontario (34 per cent), Quebec (88 per 
cent), and the Maritimes (41 per cent). Nevertheless, the numbers going 
to the Maritime provinces were too small to establish viable communi- 
ties. By contrast, the numbers destined for Ontario, Quebec, and the 
prairie provinces, together with initial migration and subsequent read- 
justment into British Columbia and the cities of central and western 
Canada, allowed for the formation or strengthening of Ukrainian com- 
munities that emulated the political and social activities the refugees 
had experienced in the DP camps of Austria and Germany. 

The language of communication in the Ukrainian DP camps was 
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TABLE 14 
Ukrainian immigrants in 1946-55 in comparison with the Ukrainian-Canadian 
population in 1941, by province 

Ukrainian immigrants 
in 1946-55 

Province 

Ukrainians As percentage 
in 1941 of Ukrainians 

(no.) Total no. in 1941 

Maritime Provinces 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
Yukon and NWT 

Canada 

standard Ukrainian. It was used not only in the intimate surroundings 
of a family, but for all the social and economic needs of the camp. Young 
people learned standard Ukrainian in the schools. Audiences thrilled to 
plays or choirs staged by some of the best Ukrainian artists. Ukrainian 
could be heard on the street and seen on the signs. The refugees brought 
this highly visible level of Ukrainian-language use to Canada and hoped 
to perpetuate it, for in Ukraine itself the language was being suppressed 
in favour of Russian. 

Upon arriving in Canada, the immigrants sought places where they 
couId communicate in Ukrainian, for few knew EngIish or French. They 
often rented rooms with Ukrainian families and sought employment 
with Ukrainian employers. Larger concentrations of Ukrainians made 
the immigrants feel at home and allowed for the Ukrainian language to 
assume a high external profile. The use of Ukrainian with such a high 
profile was possible only in such larger cities as Toronto or in working- 
class neighbourhoods of smaller towns where high concentrations of 
Ukrainians could be found within a short distance of a Ukrainian church 
or meeting hall. There, youth organizations, Saturday or Sunday schools, 
dance groups, choirs, and sports teams were organized or rejuvenated 
in order to provide the youth with opportunity for socialization. Such 
instruments of socialization helped retain the Ukrainian language 
among the immigrant youth, and the standard Ukrainian that they 
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brought improved the Ukrainian spoken by Ukrainian-Canadian youth 
(which was coloured with an English accent and words derived from 
English). 

In areas of lower concentrations, where non-Ukrainian neighbours 
frowned on hearing a 'foreignf language, by contrast, Ukrainian was 
restricted to domestic use. This also tended to limit the subject of discus- 
sion to household matters (and a 'kitchen' vocabulary) and hindered 
the diffusion of Ukrainian to partially assimilated Ukrainian Canadians. 
Greater isolation also allowed for the internal household factor to play 
a more prominent role. Since most immigrants did not know English (a 
handicap that loomed even larger in more isolated areas), many made 
an extra effort to learn it. Some even preferred that their children not 
speak Ukrainian to them so as to provide an English immersion environ- 
ment in their home. Such children lost their knowledge of Ukrainian 
within two to three years. Parents who were determined that their 
children retain the Ukrainian language and insisted on a 'Ukrainian 
only' policy at home were successful. Nevertheless, even in the latter 
cases, exogamous marriages made Ukrainian-language retention in the 
households of the newly-weds virtually impossible.33 Thus, although 
the use of Ukrainian among Ukrainian post-war immigrant adults and 
youth was universal, the retention of the language among immigrant 
children, notably in the more dispersed areas, was not. Indicative of this 
spatial trend was the distribution by province of the percentage of 
Ukrainian Canadians speaking Ukrainian at home (table 15). Quebec, 
Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, where Ukrainian urban 
concentrations were high, registered high percentages; the Maritime 
provinces, British Columbia, and especially the Yukon and the North- 
west Territories, where the Ukrainians were dispersed, showed low 
values. Quebec, however, stood out particularly high, possibly because 
social attitudes and the French language served as barriers for the Ukrai- 
nians, who tended to prefer English to French? 

Retention of the Ukrainian language by the Canadian-born children 
of the post-war immigrants became even more difficult. The diffusion 
from tightly knit neighbourhoods into suburbia, the weakening links 
with Ukrainian institutions, the growing dominance of the mass media 
at the expense of home and community activities, and increased exoga- 
mous marriages were responsible. The last stemmed, in part, from a 
desire of the children of the post-war immigrants for social mobility. 
They de-emphasized the importance of ethnicity and shifted from a 
first-generation Ukrainian or Ukrainian-Canadian identity to a second- 
generation Ukrainian-Canadian or simply Canadian identity.35 Thus, 
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TABLE 15 
Ukrainian Canadians speaking Ukrainian at home by province in 1971 

Persons speaking 
Ukrainian at Total no. of home 

Ukrainian 
Province Canadians no. % 

Maritimes 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
Yukon and NWT 

Canada 

Source: Adapted from I .  Tesla, 'The Ukrainian Canadian in 1971,' in A. Baran, 
O.W. Gerus, and J. Rozumnyi, eds., The Jubilee Collection of the Ukrainian 
Free Academy of Sciences in Canada (Winnipeg: UVAN, 1976), 515. 

although the post-war immigrants rejuvenated the language and cul- 
tural activity of Ukrainian Canadians, their children succumbed to assim- 
ilation, especially in those areas where Ukrainians constituted a small 
fraction of the population and support for language retention was 
lacking. 

The influence that the post-war immigrants exerted on Ukrainian 
Canadians came from their strong political convictions. As refugees from 
Communist oppression who had also experienced persecution from 
Nazi Germany and pre-war Poland and Romania, the new immigrants 
were staunchly nationalistic and anti-Communist in their outlook. Their 
chief aim was the independence of Ukraine. They viewed Canada as a 
temporary refuge from where support could be gained for the destruc- 
tion of the Soviet Union and the liberation of Ukraine. Towards that 
end they set up a network of political organizations and institutions that 
replicated the ones they had established in Europe? 

Part of the reason for this replication was that the Ukrainian organiza- 
tions that the refugees encountered in Canada would not serve their 
political purposes. When refugees joined an existing Catholic or Ortho- 
dox parish, they were dismayed to discover that Ukrainian Canadians 
condoned the use of English in their churches and related youth associa- 
tions, schools, and credit unions. While the immigrant Ukrainian Catho- 
lics disliked the Romanization of the Ukrainian Catholic church in 
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Canada, the Ukrainian Canadians viewed the newcomers' organiza- 
tions with suspicion. On these points there were heated debates. In large 
cities where there were several churches of the same denomination, the 
refugees concentrated in the church where the pastor was also a refugee 
and shared their political sentiments. To the refugees, most secular 
Ukrainian-Canadian organizations (even the Ukrainian National Feder- 
ation, which had been established by the second wave of immigrants) 
seemed too carefree, for they focused on social activities and folk danc- 
ing. Their members, in turn, viewed the refugees as political fanatics 
who were disrupting their established way of life and tarnishing their 
image as loyal and grateful citizens of the Dominion. The refugees also 
clashed with Ukrainian Canadians of Communist ideology. The latter, 
organized in the Association of United Ukrainian Canadians (formerly 
the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association), harked back to the 
radicals who came from Galicia before the First World War. Having 
fallen under the influence of Soviet propaganda, they accused the refu- 
gees (and especially members of the Ukrainian Division) of war crimes 
and opposed their admission into Canada.37 But eyewitness accounts by 
the refugees and travel to Ukraine by the pro-Communists proved more 
convincing about Soviet reality, and the AUUC lost its membership. 

Within ten years of their arrival, the refugees had established organi- 
zations that came to dominate Ukrainian activities in Canada. The Ban- 
dera faction of the nationalists attracted the largest following among the 
refugee population in Canada.3* It created the Canadian League for 
Ukraine's Liberation, its weekly newspaper Homin Ukrainy (Ukrainian 
Echo), the bookstore Arka, the Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada 
(which attained the largest membership among the Ukrainian youth 
groups in Canada), schools at both the elementary and secondary levels, 
the Mikhnovsky Ukrainian Student Association, and several commercial 
enterprises, such as the UBA Trading Company and the credit union 
Buduchnist, which supported publishing and education from their pro- 
ceeds. The Melnyk faction of the nationalists took over and revitalized 
the Ukrainian National Federation and its affiliated organizations, the 
Ukrainian War Veterans' Association, the Ukrainian Women's Organiza- 
tion of Olha Basarab, the Ukrainian National Youth Federation, its affili- 
ated Ukrainian schools, the newspaper N o y i  shliakh (New Pathway, 
published in Winnipeg and since 1977 in Toronto), and the Ukrainian 
Credit Union (the largest Ukrainian credit union in Toronto). That fac- 
tion also established the Ukrainian Academic Society Zarevo and held 
influential positions in the politically unaffiliated youth organization 
Plast and the secondary-school-level Hryhorii Skovoroda Courses in 
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Toronto. The Ukrainian Revolutionary Democratic Party, composed 
largely of refugees from Soviet Ukraine, formed the Association of Ukrai- 
nian Victims of Russian Communist Terror and its youth wing, the 
Ukrainian Democratic Youth Association. In smaller centres, such as 
Windsor, where their numbers were too small to form separate chapters, 
the Eastern Ukrainians, being Orthodox, joined and helped revitalize 
the Ukrainian Orthodox church and its associated organizations, the 
Ukrainian Self-Reliance League of Canada, the Ukrainian Women's 
Association of Canada, and the Canadian Ukrainian Youth Association. 
They also helped support the affiliated weekly Ukrainskyi holos (Ukrai- 
nian Voice) in Winnipeg, the Ilarion Society of Orthodox Students, and 
university residences for students (the Mohyla in Saskatoon, the St 
John's in Edmonton, and the St Vladimir's in Toronto). The small group 
of monarchists temporarily replenished the ranks of the declining 
United Hetman Organization. The middle-of-the-road democrats from 
Galicia, being Catholic, often joined the Ukrainian Catholic organiza- 
tions - the Brotherhood of Ukrainian Catholics, the Ukrainian Catholic 
Women's League of Canada, the Ukrainian Catholic Youth of Canada, 
and the student association Obnova - and supported the affiliated insti- 
tutions at the parish levels: the supplemental Ukrainian schools and 
credit unions. The new immigrants reversed the Latinization of the 
Ukrainian Catholic church and started publishing the Catholic weekly 
Nasha meta (Our Aim) in Toronto in 1949, increased the readership 
of the Catholic monthly Svitlo (Light, also published in Toronto), and 
supported Ukrainian Catholic private schools, monasteries, and their 
publica tions.39 

Ukrainian refugee scientists and scholars brought with them two 
learned organizations, the Shevchenko Scientific Society (which had 
been founded in Lviv in 1873) and the Ukrainian Free Academy of 
Sciences (which had been founded as the Ukrainian Academy of Sci- 
ences in Kiev in 1918 and then renewed as the Ukrainian Free Academy 
of Sciences after the war in Western Europe).4" 

Youth organizations played an important role in the political socializa- 
tion of Ukrainian youth in Canada and in the activation of young 
Ukrainian Canadians. The Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada Plast 
and the Ukrainian Democratic Youth Association maintained high politi- 
cal profiles by jointly staging anti-Soviet rallies in Toronto, Montreal, 
and Ottawa and supporting action to convince Canadian politicians to 
implement multiculturalism. By organizing cultural and sports pro- 
grammes and summer camps, these organizations also attracted the 
largest share of organized Ukrainian youth in Canada. The secondary 
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schools associated with these youth organizations provided advanced 
language training and imparted a knowledge of Ukrainian geography, 
history, literature, and culture. This education and socializing activity 
left a lasting imprint on the organized Ukrainian refugee youth and the 
young Ukrainian Canadians who joined their ranks. 

As we have seen, the post-war refugees brought with them a high 
level of political dynamism and a greater share of skilled workers and 
qualified professionals. This characteristic, however, did not immedi- 
ately change the employment pattern of male Ukrainians in Canada 
(table 16). Initially, both skilled workers and professionals accepted 
employment in farming, physical labour, and industry. In this way, 
they increased the Ukrainian share of the labourers in the logging, 
manufacturing, and construction occupational groupings and strength- 
ened the Ukrainian relative share of the farming, mining, and quarrying 
occupational groupings. Nevertheless, the professionals learned 
English, sought Canadian accreditation or supplemental training, and 
within a decade many obtained work in their fields. This is reflected in 
the rapid rise of the Ukrainian share and relative share of the profes- 
sional, the technical, and, to a lesser extent, the owners, managers, and 
clerical and sales occupational groupings. 

Priests, writers, journalists, and some artists and teachers (whose ser- 
vice or end-product was in the Ukrainian language) had to rely on 
low-paying employment with Ukrainian institutions, such as churches, 
newspapers, and schools. Economists and accountants sometimes 
obtained government positions, but were seldom accepted by the Cana- 
dian establishment in private business. People with academic back- 
grounds in the arts or Slavic languages earned degrees in library science 
and became librarians at universities. Those with a background in educa- 
tion and other arts or sciences retrained in English for positions as 
teachers. Those with the appropriate professional qualifications sought 
employment as university professors, scientists, engineers, physicians, 
veterinarians, dentists, and pharmacists. The engineers, doctors, librari- 
ans, and journalists even established their own professional organiza- 
tions. Thus, whether placed within the Ukrainian community or outside 
it, the new immigrants contributed to the rapid growth of professional 
and technical occupations among the Ukrainians in Canada.4' 

Some immigrants ventured into business. Those who had managerial 
experience in co-operatives and industrial enterprises in Galicia started 
small firms with the help of loans from Ukrainian credit unions. The 
former managers of Maslosoiuz, a dairy co-operative in Lviv, for exam- 
ple, started the MC and Green Vale dairies in Toronto.4" Both companies 
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TABLE 16 
Change in the share of occupational groupings among male Ukrainian Canadians and 
all male Canadians, 1941-71 (U = Ukrainian Canadians; A = all Canadians) 

Occupational groupings 1941 1951 1961 1971 

Owners, managers 

Professional, technical 

Clerical and sales 

Service, transporta lion, 
and communication 

Farming 

Mining and quarrying 

Logging, manufacturing, 
and construction 

Labourers 

Others, not specified 

Total 

Source: Derived from tables in Wsevolod W. Isajiw, 'Occupational and Economic Devel- 
opment,' in Manoly R. Lupul, ed., A Herifage in Transition: Essays in the History of 
Ukrainians in Canada (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982)) 74-9. 
Note: Because definitions of occupational groupings were not consistent from one year 
to another, the shares of occupational groupings should be considered only as approxi- 
mations. A more reliable measure is the relative share of an occupational grouping, 
expressed in terms of the share of Ukrainian Canadians as a percentage of aII 
Canadians. 
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provided food-processing and truck-delivery employment to their fel- 
low immigrants for a number of years, until they could no longer com- 
pete with the giants of the dairy industry and had to close. A number 
of retail fuel oil companies carved out a niche for themselves in Toronto 
and still remain in business. In fact, Ukrainians tended to stay in the 
service-related low-risk family-run businesses. These included real 
estate, hotels and motels, general stores, grocery stores, gas and auto 
repair shops, and barber and beauty shops.43 This reflected their depen- 
dence on a Ukrainian clientele, the lack of financial security for undertak- 
ing large risks, and the difficulty of raising large amounts of capital 
for starting major enterprises. To support their efforts, they organized 
themselves into Ukrainian business and professional clubs. In effect, 
although the refugees brought with them a pool of talent for professional 
and even entrepreneurial endeavour and were generally successful in 
finding appropriate professional employment, they lacked the capital 
with which they could launch major enterprises and were thus less 
successful in this area. 

The post-war immigrants also brought with them a penchant for 
education. This was related, in part, to the larger percentage of the 
immigrants possessing professional education than the Ukrainian Cana- 
dians generally and in part to the immigrants' stronger political purpose. 
This background and inner drive provided them with the will to learn 
English or French, to upgrade their professional skills, to seek better 
positions, and to educate their children in their chosen professions. 
Many immigrant youths took up the challenge, pursued higher educa- 
tion, and became engineers, doctors, dentists, lawyers, scientists, univer- 
sity professors, and teachers. The contribution of this age cohort became 
apparent by 1971 (table 16), but whether this group outdid the Canadian- 
born Ukrainians, and to what extent, needs further exploration. Never- 
theless, they are actively participating in Ukrainian business and profes- 
sional clubs to enhance the cultural vitality of the community. With 
revolutionary changes occurring in Ukraine itself, these members are 
also assisting it in its economic and political restructuring. 

The post-war refugees comprised the third wave of Ukrainian immigra- 
tion into Canada. Consisting of over thirty-five thousand immigrants, 
this wave represented only half the number that came in the inter-war 
period and one-fifth of the number that came before the First World 
War. Yet it contained an above-average component of skilled workers 
and intelligentsia, had a significant number of refugees from eastern 
Ukraine, and was by far the most politicized and best organized group 
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of the three waves. The composition of the refugees and their strong 
political convictions were conditioned by the events of the Second World 
War, the persecution, repression, and forced repatriation they experi- 
enced, and the interpretation of the events they shared through Ukrai- 
nian political organizations and their communications organs in the 
post-war DP camps. 

Ukrainian immigration to Canada was encouraged in part by the 
assistance that the Ukrainian-Canadian community extended to the 
refugees in Europe and in part by Canada's favourable immigration 
policy. The group schemes, which brought over large numbers of IRO- 
supported refugees, however, distorted the demographic balance of the 
immigrants. Nearly half the Ukrainian post-war immigrants came via 
such schemes. This, combined with the arrival of some of the former 
Ukrainian Division men from Britain, meant that nearly two-thirds of 
the Ukrainian immigrant adults arriving in Canada between 1947 and 
1951 were male. Soon, however, the men who were married but came 
alone were able to sponsor their wives and children to join them, which 
somewhat rectified the imbalance. The remaining imbalance tended to 
promote exogamous marriages. 

The bulk of the post-war Ukrainian migration originated in the DP 
camps of Germany and Austria between 1947 and 1951. However, since 
refugees were also given temporary relief in other countries first, such 
as Belgium, France, and especially Britain, many Ukrainian immigrants 
came from these countries as early as the main influx, but continued to 
immigrate (in gradually declining numbers) into the late 1950s. Some 
immigration could also be observed from other countries of the New 
World, where the Ukrainian refugees had landed with IRO assistance, 
suggesting a final period of adjustment in the selection of the permanent 
country of residence, which was, in this case, Canada. 

The settlement of the refugees in Canada was determined not so 
much by the existing pattern of Ukrainian settlement in Canada as 
by group schemes and opportunities for employment. Therefore, at 
variance with the pre-war patterns, over 47 per cent of the Ukrainian 
refugees migrated to Ontario, and over 20 per cent migrated to Quebec. 
Less than 30 per cent migrated to the three prairie provinces, where 
the Ukrainian-Canadian population was concentrated. This migration 
reshaped the distribution of Ukrainians in Canada, although Ukrainian 
Canadians themselves were undertaking inter-provincial migration in 
the same direction (mostly from the prairie provinces to Ontario and 
British Columbia). The selection of a permanent place of residence was 
determined by job opportunities and quality of life, which to a politically 
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committed Ukrainian refugee often meant location in a viable Ukrainian 
community. Some who chose to serve the Ukrainian community were 
even directed by their religious or political organization to towns where 
their services were needed. 

The post-war refugees had a profound impact on the Ukrainian Cana- 
dians. They provided a demographic increment for the Ukrainian-Cana- 
dian community in excess of 10 per cent. Although this effect was not 
more than 5 per cent in the prairie provinces, it was much higher in 
other parts of Canada, notably Ontario (34 per cent) and Quebec (88 per 
cent). Moreover, with the arrival of a larger proportion of Ukrainian 
intelligentsia and young people recently educated in Ukrainian schools 
came an infusion of standard Ukrainian into the Ukrainian-Canadian 
community. However, linguistic improvement was only temporary and 
limited to the largest Ukrainian concentrations. Assimilation affected 
the children of the immigrants, particularly in isolated locations, and 
spread with time to the larger urban centres, notably affecting the second 
generation. The highly politicized refugees also brought with them 
political organizations that provided strong support for urban Ukrainian 
communities. The new organizations became the dominant players in 
the Ukrainian-Canadian community. They set a more aggressive politi- 
cal agenda (anti-Soviet and pro-multiculturalism) and helped maintain 
the ethno-linguistic vigour for at least one generation. Finally, the refu- 
gees contributed to the growth of the share of professional and technical 
occupations among the Ukrainians, contributed to the establishment of 
businesses, and fostered the organization of professional and business 
associations and clubs, which have become important loci of support for 
the Ukrainian-Canadian community. 
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Consolidating the Community: 
The Ukrainian 
Self-Reliance League 

OLEH W. GERUS 

In November 1940 the nationally conscious Ukrainians of Canada 
became consolidated in the form of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee 
(Komitet ukraintsiv Kanady). An umbrella organization, the committee 
(renamed the Ukrainian Canadian Congress in 1989) has represented 
the majority of the non-Communist Ukrainian community associations 
in Canada and has claimed to speak on behalf of all Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans. That such a body came into being was in itself a major achievement 
on the part of the highly individualistic and factious Ukrainians, who 
in 1940 constituted the largest Slavic group and fourth largest minority 
(305,000) in Canada. Concerned with the preservation of t he i~  ethnic 
identity in an Anglo-Celtic environment that was both assimilatory and 
discriminatory, Ukrainian Canadians had always been sensitive to a 
need for a representative body that could present their views to provin- 
cial and federal government authorities. However, although the ideal 
of community solidarity was first on the agendas of all Ukrainian organi- 
zations, profound religious and political differences mitigated against 
the formation of an acceptable and effective representative body. 

It is the contention of this paper that of all community organizations 
in the inter-war period, the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League (Soiuz 
ukraintsiv samostiinykiv or SUS) was the most influential. Its indelible 
imprint on Ukrainian society in Canada and its role in community 
consolidation will be examined. Special attention will be paid to the 
origins of the USRL, to its relations with its chief rival nationalist organi- 
zation, the Ukrainian National Federation, and to its input into the 
establishment of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee. 
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Origins of the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League 

The Ukrainian Self-Reliance League was formed in December 1927.' Its 
roots and ideology lay in the personalities, ideas, and activities of the 
tiny intelligentsia that was part of the much-studied pioneer history.' It 
evolved through three distinct yet related stages: the weekly Ukrainskyi 
holos (Ukrainian Voice), the Mohyla Institute of Saskatoon, and the 
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox church. To understand this process, a brief 
historical overview is first necessary. 

The overwhelming majority of Ukrainian immigrants before the First 
World War came from Galicia. Among them were several dozen gymna- 
sium, seminary, and university students who, for either economic or 
political reasons, had been unable to complete their education at home. 
Most of this small but dynamic and zealous village intelligentsia became 
teachers in western Canada, where they formed the first national and 
political elite of the Ukrainian community. 

The Ukrainian-Canadian nationalist intelligentsia had been imbued 
with the social and political ideas of Galician radicalism. This involved 
elements of Ukrainian nationalism (anti-Polish and anti-Russian senti- 
ment), agrarian socialism (the ideas of Mykhailo Drahomanov and Ivan 
Franko), and anti-clericalism.3 The anti-clericalism, which was politically 
and not theologically motivated, was most relevant to the Canadian 
experience. Although the radicals attacked the conservative ecclesiasti- 
cal establishment of the Ukrainian Catholic church (then known as 
the Greek Catholic or Uniate church), including Metropolitan Andrei 
Sheptytsky, for its alleged failure to defend the interests of the Ukrainian 
people, they deeply appreciated the historical importance of the church.4 

When mass emigration from Galicia began, the strained relations 
between the 'Godless' radicals and the church were transferred to Can- 
ada, where they were intensified by organized socialist and Protestant 
influences aimed at the immigrants. The ideological outlook of the intel- 
ligentsia and the peculiar circumstances of pioneer life in Canada com- 
bined to make the religious issue of paramount importance in the 
formative phase of the immigrant community. 

In the first decade, the mainly Catholic pioneers were served and 
exploited by a variety of religious sources: several Ukrainian Catholic 
missionaries and Latin priests who switched to the Byzantine rite,5 a 
Russian Orthodox mission, and proselytizing Presbyterians, who 
assumed that the only dependable immigrant was an English-speaking 
Protestant. A major, albeit a short-lived, success of the Presbyterians was 
the creation of the Independent Greek church, Ukrainian in appearance 
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and Protestant in content, which appealed to those who favoured rapid 
assimilatiom6 The Roman Catholic hierarchy in Canada eventually real- 
ized that a separate ecclesiastical province was essential for the preser- 
vation of Ukrainian Catholicism in the new land. Concerted lobbying 
resulted in the formation of the Ruthenian (Ukrainian) Catholic church 
of Canada in 1912. Bishop Nykyta Budka, a young and energetic but 
very conservative man, was placed in charge of the growing Ukrainian 
Catholic community.7 The bishop, who made Winnipeg his home, had 
many virtues but did not grasp the critical difference between Canada, 
with its democracy and church-state separation, and Galicia, with its 
established and privileged church. 

Since it had taken a long time for the resolution of the Ukrainian 
Catholic church question in Canada, the secular intelligentsia began to 
fill the community leadership vacuum, which in Galicia had been occu- 
pied largely by the clergy. These young men, individuals like Taras 
Ferley, Orest Zerebko, Peter Svarich, Wasyl Swystun, and the Stechishin 
brothers, mainly in their early twenties, possessed a strong sense of 
purpose and community concern. Above all, they wanted to help their 
bewildered countrymen, who were largely ignored by the Canadian 
authorities upon their arrival, to succeed in Canada. The problem was 
that Eastern Europeans could not blend immediately into the majority 
pop~lat ion.~ They appeared as a visible alien element (the original visible 
minority) that typified the potential danger of the new migration for 
the British majority. All agreed that if Eastern Europeans were allowed 
into Canada, they had to be assimilated. 

Of course, assimilation, particularly in the bloc settlements, would not 
be easy. But to the radical-nationalist intelligentsia, assimilation was 
an immediate and direct threat to Ukrainian identity. They responded 
by organizing community institutions that would sustain the settlers 
in their traditional culture. The missionary zeal of the intelligentsia, 
however, acquired real significance only when they took advantage of 
the bilingual education available in western Canada.9 The educational 
system unexpectedly allowed them to exert their influence over the 
growing Ukrainian community in an organized and concerted way. As 
early as 1907 several dozen teachers formed the Ukrainian Teachers' 
Association in Winnipeg as the first clearly nationalist Ukrainian organi- 
zation in Canada. 

In 1910 the teachers' association initiated the formation of the inde- 
pendent Ukrainian National Publishing Company, later known as the 
Trident Press. The teachers believed with some justification that the 
existing Ukrainian newspapers, published in Winnipeg, the emerging 
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centre of Ukrainian life, were unduly influenced by non-Ukrainian inter- 
ests."' The Kanadiiskyi farmer (Canadian Farmer) was associated with 
the Liberal party. Ranok (Morning) was a proselytizing vehicle of the 
Presbyterian church. The Kanadyiskyi rusyn (Canadian Ruthenian) was 
initially identified with the Roman Catholic church. The weekly that the 
teachers' association began to publish, the Ukrainskyi holos, was destined 
to become one of the most influential Ukrainian papers in Canada." The 
use of the word 'Ukrainian' rather than the traditional 'Ruthenian' 
clearly reflected the populist-nationalist ideology of the paper's found- 
ers. At the beginning, the Ukrainskyi holos identified itself with the broad 
national interests of the Ukrainian people rather than with any specific 
religious or political interests. 

Wasyl Kudryk, the thirty-year-old editor," Taras Ferley, the twenty- 
eight-year-old manager''3 and Jaroslav Arsenych, the twenty-three-year- 
old president of the Ukrainian Publishing Company,'4 spoke on behalf 
of this crusading and nationalisticalIy minded intelligentsia. Their task 
was simple in its intention but most difficult in its implementation. They 
were determined to Ukrainianize and modernize the arriving peasant 
masses, most of whom, they believed, were destined for assimilation. 
The Ukrainskyi holos had to convince the immigrants of the virtues of 
cultural retention and at the same time impress upon them the need to 
adopt positive Canadian attitudes like the work ethic and temperance, 
which, in the view of the paper, many Ukrainian peasants lacked. The 
Ukrainskyi holos frequently urged its readers to 'participate in trade and 
industry [and] to inculcate thrift, punctuality, and self-reliance."s 

The Ukrainskyi holos attracted to its affirmative philosophy those self- 
aware immigrants who quickly learned English and were 'making good' 
in Canada soon after their arrival. Individuals like the entrepreneur 
Peter Svarich understood the Canadian capitalistic system and modified 
their Galician radicalism into liberal and middle-class values. They took 
advantage of the available opportunities to become small businessmen 
and farmers or to acquire professional status as teachers, municipal 
officials, and later lawyers. They represented the socio-political stratum 
that stood in direct opposition to the socialists. 

The Ukrainskyi holos through its journalism and the bilingual teachers 
through their individual and group activities demonstrated remarkable 
dedication to the task of transforming both the substance and the stereo- 
type of Ukrainians as primitive and undisciplined people. The initial 
demonstration of public support and encouragement for the Ukrainskyi 
holos indicated that a situation was being created in which the intelligen- 
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tsia would indeed become indispensable in the community life of 
Canada. 

However, the intelligentsia's definition of a good Ukrainian as an 
independently minded nationalist was at serious odds with that of 
the Catholic clergy, which preferred an obedient and loyal flock. The 
question of community leadership would turn the Ukrainskyi holos and 
the majority of the lay intelligentsia against their traditional church and 
its primate, Bishop Nykyta Budka, and create the first serious crisis in 
the Ukrainian community. 

Budka brought with him a deep suspicion of the lay intelligentsia, a 
suspicion that characterized the hierarchy of the Ukrainian Catholic 
church in Galicia and was reflected in its official organ, the Kunadyiskyi 
rusyn. In Winnipeg he encountered the Ukrainskyi holos, the self- 
appointed and confrontational guardian of the Ukrainian people and 
their national dignity. It quickly became apparent that Budka's traditional 
view of the nature of the church was incompatible with the democratic 
and nationalist notions advocated by the Ukrainskyi h~los. '~ The deepen- 
ing mutual distrust made the coexistence of traditional Catholicism and 
populist nationalism in the same church impossible. By the summer of 
1918 a series of events, including Budka's threat to excommunicate the 
dissidents, had led to a serious schism in the Ukrainian Catholic church. 

The immediate cause was the Peter Mohyla Institute. This residential 
school was established in 1916 in Saskatoon by the lay intelligentsia and 
students to train high school and university students as community 
leaders." Two students, A. Kibzey and Wasyl Swystun, are credited with 
the initiative. The Mohyla Institute became the focal point of the struggle 
between the nationalist intelligentsia, which had incorporated the insti- 
tute as a non-denominational body, and Bishop Budka, who demanded 
that the Mohyla be a Catholic school. The Ukrainskyi holos threw its 
influential support behind the nationalists who refused to submit to the 
authority of their church: 'We place Ukrainianism first and religious 
upbringrng second because all Ukrainians are members of one national- 
ity and not exclusively Greek Catholic or or tho do^."^ 

In July 1918 the Mohyla-Ukrainskyi holos bloc convened a special 
council of 150 laymen at Saskatoon. In a revolutionary but logical deci- 
sion the council not only separated from the Catholic church but under- 
took to organize a rival church: the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church 
of Canada (UGOC).'S Why did the Saskatoon meeting, consisting of 
people who had advanced the concept of interdenominationalism, 
decide on Orthodoxy? The church founders were all laymen with no 
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theological expertise, and they were motivated by nationalistic and 
jurisdictional reasons and not by theological differences with the 
Catholic church. According to one of the participants, Semen Sawchuk, 
they rationalized the formation of the UGOC as a conscious and patriotic 
return to the faith of their ancestors, who had been obliged to renounce 
Orthodoxy and unite with Rome in 1596- They no longer saw themselves 
as Catholic dissidents but as 'born again' Orthodox because to them 
Ukrainian Orthodoxy now represented their national identity and their 
cultural heritage.'" By equating Ukrainian nationalism exclusively with 
Orthodoxy, they effectively but unfairly implied that a Catholic could 
not be a genuine Ukrainian patriot because of his allegiance to an alien 
power, Rome. 

The UGOC, with its democratic structure and Ukrainian-language 
liturgical services, attracted the bulk of the Bukovynian settlers and part 
of the free-thinking Catholic intelligentsia. Nominally headed by an 
American-based hierarch, the new church was administered by an 
elected consistory of laity and priests. By 1941 the UGOC claimed nearly 
a quarter of the Ukrainian population of Canada. 

The Orthodox nationalists maintained their secular organizational 
cohesiveness in the 1920s by means of the Ukrainskyi hoIos and regular 
annual conventions (narodni zizdy). These conventions were hosted by 
the Mohyla Institute in Saskatoon, its affiliate in Winnipeg, and the 
Hrushevsky Institute (now St John's) in Edmonton and normally drew 
hundreds of delegates from parishes and community centres (narodni 
domy). But such an arrangement was deemed unsatisfactory by the 
leadership of the institutes. A series of private discussions in Saskatche- 
wan and Alberta led to a meeting in Winnipeg at the end of October 
1927. Julian Stechishin, I. Ruryk, Wasyl Swystun, Father Semen Sawchuk 
(the administrator of the UGOC), Jaroslav Arsenych, Myroslav Stechi- 
shin, and General Vladimir Sikevych (a former emissary of the Ukrainian 
People's Republic to Hungary) agreed on the need to form a national 
organization that would unite the Ukrainian people of Canada." The 
success of the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association, a pro- 
Soviet group, in establishing itself throughout Canada both frightened 
and inspired the Orthodox nationalists to action. It seems that it was 
Myroslav Stechishin, the oldest of the Stechishin brothers, who had 
initiated a campaign for a Canada-wide organization to counter the 
LefteZ2 

The founding fathers had a difficult time in deciding on the appro- 
priate name for the new organization. According to Julian Stechishin, 
'Some proposed the name "populists" [narodovtsi], others "nationalist." 
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Both names were disputed because one was too vague and the other 
too militant.' After a long discussion the name Soiuz ukraintsiv samostii- 
nykiv or, in shortened form, Samostiinyky was accepted. The partici- 
pants agreed to the name because it clearly reflected their objectives, 
which were to conduct cultural and educational work completely inde- 
pendently, without any foreign commands or influences. Finally, such 
a name could not antagonize anyone even in its English version - 
Ukrainian Self-Reliance League."3 The name of the new organization, 
credited to Myroslav Stechishin, proved to be an intelligent choice as 
it had just enough ambiguity in both languages to appear positive and 
strong, yet not threatening. 

The eleventh national convention was held in Edmonton on 24-26 
December and in Saskatoon on 28--30 December 1927. The convention 
voted to form the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League, 'an organization that 
would unite those Ukrainians who have as their ideal an independent 
Ukrainian state and who value independence of political thought and 
self-reliance in community life.'% Wasyl Swystun, the dynamic and com- 
bative co-organizer of the UGOC, was elected the first president of 
the USRL.G The birth of the USRL signified the completion of the 
organizational process of a part of the community that had begun in 
1910 with Ukrainian bilingual teachers and the Ukrainskyi holos and 
moved by various stages to the Mohyla Institute, the formation of the 
Orthodox church, and the staging of annual national conventions. 

Based on the parish level, the USRL grew into an integrated organiza- 
tion that consisted of men's clubs, the Tovarystvo ukrainskykh samostii- 
nykiv or TUS, ladies' auxiliaries, the Soiuz ukrainok Kanady or SUK, 
and a youth wing, the Soiuz ukrainskoi molodi Kanady or SUMK. With 
180 locals, the youth wing was the largest and most active component 
of the USRL in the 1930s. The Ukrainian Women's Association excelled 
at cultural and educational work and local fund-raising. An important 
component was added in the form of the Union of Ukrainian Commu- 
nity Centres. Of course, not every Orthodox Ukrainian became a mem- 
ber of the USRL, but, judging from published convention reports, a 
number of those with a sense of Ukrainian consciousness did. 

For the next several years, the USRL was a dynamic and imaginative 
organization zealously promoting its vision of Ukrainian interests in 
Canada and the cause of Ukraine's independence. Until the formation of 
the Ukrainian National Federation in 1932, the USRL was the dominant 
nationalist organization in Canada and vigorously competed with the 
ULFTA for the allegiance of the politically uncommitted Ukrainian~.'~ 
The USRL was particularly effective in promoting community protest 
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meetings in Winnipeg, Saskatoon, and Edmonton to denounce Stalinist 
terror in Soviet Ukraine and Polish repression in Western Ukraine.'' 
Such target-oriented unity, however, was always short-lived. Although 
the prairie provinces remained the bastion of the USRL, it also estab- 
lished locals in British Columbia, Ontario, and Quebec. The exact num- 
ber of members in the inter-war period is not known, but a reasonable 
estimate of activists and sympathizers of the USRL (excluding the 
SUMK) is around six thousand. The bulk of the membership in the 
1930s comprised small town and rural Ukrainians. Their economic 
condition had a bearing on the capacity of the USRL to carry out its 
agenda. While the ideology gave the USRL its raison &&re, the quality 
of its leadership gave it vision and strength. It seems that the sense of 
idealism and dedication was more intense and the political skills were 
sharper among the senior members of the USRL than in other 
organizations. 

The USRL ideology crystallized the Mohyla spirit in a slogan that 
emphasized the ideal of ethnic pride, dignity, and independence: 'self- 
respect, self-reliance and self-help.'" This philosophy was to be applied 
to the personal, community, and national activity of the membership of 
the USRL. It was presented in detail to the founding convention in 1927. 
Swystun, Julian Stechishin, and Myroslav Stechishin were the keynote 
speakers. Here two distinct currents, seemingly contradictory but in the 
view of the USRL very complementary - Ukrainian nationalism and 
Canadian patriotism - were synthesized as the basic ideological ingredi- 
ents of the organi~ation."~ In its public pronouncements the USRL 
stressed its nationalism and gave the impression that its membership 
was limited to Ukrainian patriots. In the words of Myroslav Stechishin, 
the USRL unites within itself all sincere Ukrainians who want and can 

work for the well-being and enlightenment of the Ukrainian people. 
Whenever there appears a member who is not loo per cent but only 75, 
50, or 25 per cent Ukrainian ... the USRL must have the courage to expel 
such a member.'s0 It is highly unlikely that Stechishin's stringent criteria 
were ever used in membership recruitment, but they helped in image 
building. 

It was religion that prevented the USRL from becoming an all-embrac- 
ing nationalist organization. Because the USRL was formed by the same 
people who had undermined the Catholic church and organized the 
rival Ukrainian Greek Orthodox church, the religious factor was a major 
deterrent to the USRL's aspirations to unify the community. It was 
Julian Stechishin, an educator and one of the key people at the Mohyla 
Institute, who became a frequent spokesman on the sensitive and divi- 
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sive question of religion and the USRL. Stechishin stressed the impor- 
tance of religion and church in general. 'Where there is no church 
there is no morality, and this leads to social disintegration and the demise 
of a community or a nation ... The USRL appreciates the formidable 
significance of the church and supports that church which works for 
the benefit of the Ukrainian people and is under their exclusive control.' 
In Stechishin's view, Catholicism and Protestantism were foreign ideolo- 
gies and thus represented negative influences on Ukrainian history and 
people. Hence, 'to be Orthodox is to be Ukrainian; to be non-Orthodox 
is to be non-Ukrainian.'3' It was clear that such an extreme position was 
unacceptable to the majority of Ukrainian Canadians, and on occasion 
Stechishin added moderating qualifiers: 'We do not mix religious and 
political issues. It so happens that only the UGOC has the qualities to 
be called a truly Ukrainian church ... but this does not mean that the 
UGOC ought to remain the only truly Ukrainian church.'z2 Stechishin 
hinted that when other churches became 'genuinely Ukrainian,' the 
USRL would support them as well. He implied that the USRL support 
of religious institutions hinged on their Ukrainianism, not on their theol- 
ogy. The USRL official position on religion, however, remained consis- 
tently pro-Orthodox and thus discouraged the nationally conscious and 
liberal-minded Catholics and Protestants from joining it. But because 
the USRL activities were occasionally applauded in the English press as 
examples of how the 'loyal Ukrainians' were enriching Canada, the 
USRL often presumed to represent the majority of Ukrainian Canadians. 

In the short period of 1926 to 1929 the bulk of the inter-war Ukrainian 
immigration arrived in Canada from Galicia and Volhynia, then under 
Poland. Canada's restrictive immigration policies made the second immi- 
gration of around 70,000 much smaller than the original wave of nearly 
180,000. In further contrast with the pioneers, the inter-war emigrants 
were better educated and more nationally conscious. Although agricul- 
turalists and labourers continued to predominate, several hundred polit- 
ical kmigres and veterans of the failed wars of independence, 1917-21, 
represented an important component of the new immigrants. Manitoba 
continued to boast the largest Ukrainian population in Canada with 
nearly 30 per cent of the three hundred thousand Ukrainians in Canada 
living there. Winnipeg became the centre of Ukrainian community life 
in Canada. 

The USRL leadership had assumed, perhaps naively, that many of the 
newcomers, especially the nationalistic war veterans, would join it en 
masse. That this did not happen is partly explained by the religious 
situation. Most of the immigrants were Catholics, and although they 
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had a progressive religious outlook and held that religion was a personal 
matter, they felt uncomfortable with the prominent Orthodox label 
attached to the USRL and chose to form their own groups.33 In 1928 
the first of several Ukrainian War Veterans' Association cells (striletski 
hromady) was set up in Winnipeg? Initially there was some co-operation 
between the veterans and the USRL, but it quickly became apparent 
that, in addition to the contentious religious factor, serious differences 
about the nature of nationalism divided the USRL and the UWVA. 

The USRL's brand of nationalism was of the old-fashioned liberal 
variety while the UWVA espoused the new integral nationalism that 
had emerged in Central Europe and among Ukrainian political exiles in 
the aftermath of the defeat of Ukraine's brief independence. The USRL 
was firmly committed to the democratic process, a concept that the 
integral nationalists rejected in favour of authoritarianism as a superior 
form of political organization. The UWVA members brought with them 
a sense of political bitterness which blamed liberalism and socialism for 
the Ukrainian failure. The veterans, mainly former Sich Sharpshooters, 
considered themselves as a political extension of the European-based 
Ukrainian Military Organization (UVO). This was a militant, under- 
ground, and right-wing group led by Colonel Evhen Konovalets. In 
1932 the UVO merged with the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists 
(OUN), a mass revolutionary organization, dedicated to an uncompro- 
mising armed and political struggle against the Soviet, Polish, Romanian, 
and Czechoslovak regimes occupying various regions of Ukraine.35 
Headed by Konovalets, the underground OUN dominated political life 
in Polish-occupied Western Ukraine and found strong support among 
the inter-war immigrants in the diaspora. 

The difference in approach to Ukrainian issues between the USRL 
and the UWVA was as divisive as the difference in ideology. It became 
obvious in the 1930s that although the USRL saw itself as an activist 
organization, it actually represented a cautious approach. The veterans, 
on the other hand, tended to consider themselves emigres rather than 
settlers and were prepared to 'rock the boat' on behalf of Ukraine. This 
militant behaviour embarrassed the USRL, which was cultivating in 
Canada an image of moderation and respectability acceptable to the 
Anglo-Celtic majority. Thus a clash on issues and methods between the 
Canadian-educated and the European-educated intelligentsia, between 
Canadian citizens and Ukrainian emigres, was all but inevitable. 

Increasing friction among old and new nationalists in Canada not- 
withstanding, the European leadership of the OUN was so impressed 
with the organizational potential of the USRL that it initiated serious 
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discussions about co-operation and amalgamation. The OUN overtures 
caused dissension within the leadership of the USRL. Although its presi- 
dent, Wasyl Swystun, was prepared to consider affiliating with the 
OUN, providing the OUN met certain conditions that would have given 
the USRL a major voice in the ideology and leadership of the OUN, the 
Stechishin brothers insisted on the independence of the USRL. Given 
the ideologcal outlook of both organizations, the informal discussions 
were doomed to failure. 

The first meeting between three leading USRL representatives, Father 
Semen Sawchuk, Julian Stechishin, and Wasyl Swystun, and Colonel 
Konovalets of the OUN took place in New York in May 1929 when the 
Canadian trio was attending a general council of the Ukrainian Ortho- 
dox church in the United States? The initiative for a meeting came 
from Konovalets, who was promoting the OUN among the Ukrainian 
communities of North America. During these preliminary discussions, 
according to Sawchuk, Swystun indicated greater readiness to co- 
operate with Konovalets than his more cautious colleagues. Stechishin 
and Sawchuk warned Swystun not to divulge too much about the USRL. 
Konovalets insisted on further talks in Winnipeg in June during his trip 
through western Canada. There the USRL leaders (Myroslav Stechishin, 
Swystun, Woycenko, Arsenych, Burianyk, and Bachynsky) showed that 
they were more interested in getting Konovalets to exercise greater 
discipline over the 'disruptive' UWVA than in joining the OUN.37 He 
promised to mediate the differences between the two groups. However, 
a face-to-face meeting of the USRL and UWVA executives failed to ease 
the tensions. On 19 June, following his trips to Saskatoon and Edmonton, 
where he had met with both the UWVA and the USRL, Konovalets held 
his final inconclusive discussions with the Winnipeg USRL.se 

The USRL leaders in 1930 remained ambivalent towards a formal 
arrangement with the OUN, stating that their main reason for talking 
was to understand better the nature of the OUN. Yet they saw co- 
operation with the OUN as a means of asserting their control over the 
UWVA. But to reach an agreement, the two sides had to resolve their 
differences of opinion on the vital question of the OUN tactics. The 
USRL would not condone the violent activities of the Ukrainian Military 
Organization in Galicia in 1930, which were causing Polish counter- 
terror. The USRL was also concerned about the OUN's foreign policy, 
notably its German orientation, and its implications for Ukrainian Cana- 
dians. The lawyer Jaroslav Arsenych put the USRL position as follows: 
'We in Canada can help the Ukrainian cause only in the framework of 
our Canadian and British citizenship. An international situation could 
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emerge in which enemies of Ukraine would be on the same side as 
Britain. Such a situation, however, can never change our loyalty to 
Canada and the British Empire.'39 

When Konovalets asked the USRL for a regular subsidy of five hun- 
dred dollars a month, a sizeable sum in those days, in support of the 
OUN activities, several USRL leaders lost their enthusiasm for affiliation. 
Nonetheless, the USRL president, W. Swystun, personally supported 
affiliation and in January 1931 sent a confidential memorandum to Kono- 
valets, outlining the USRL conditions for a working arrangement with 
the OUN. Briefly, the USRL demanded that the OUN change its tactics 
and abandon its reliance on sabotage and terror in the liberation struggle 
before the USRL could co-operate with it. The USRL wanted a direct 
voice for the USRL in the OUN leadership and the recognition of the 
USRL as the exclusive OUN representative in Canada.4" The last demand 
was apparently aimed at severing relations between the UWVA and the 
OUN and placing the war veterans under the USRL. Such an arrange- 
ment would have assured the USRL its desired role as the pre-eminent 
voice of Ukrainian nationalism in Canada. For the OUN, however, the 
USRL demands meant unacceptable changes to its ideology, tactics, and 
organization. 

The USRL memorandum of conditions was a brave but naive attempt 
to change the OUN into a democratic organization. In January 1932 the 
OUN emissary to Canada, Colonel Roman Sushko, verbally informed 
the USRL executive of the rejection of the mem0randum.4~ The OUN 
now moved vigorously to consolidate and expand the U W A .  The 
result would be a serious struggle within the ranks of Ukrainian national- 
ists in Canada. 

Coincidental with the rise of Ukrainian integral nationalism in Canada 
was the beginning of the Great Depression. The implications of the 
depression - unemployment and poverty - were grave for all Ukrainian 
organizations except the ULFTA. The pro-Communist Ukrainian 
Labour-Farmer Temple Association slulfully exploited the economic cri- 
sis by its propagandistic accounts of the 'good life' in the USSR and 
attracted many of the urban unemployed to its ranks. The small farmer 
and the semi-skilled urban labourer represented the majority of the 
Ukrainian-Canadian society and had provided the bulk of financial 
support for Ukrainian organizations and institutions.4" Now even the 
USRL institutes, the Mohyla and Hrushevsky, faced hard times as rural 
students on whom they so depended could no longer afford higher 
education.43 The reduced economic resources of the Ukrainian commu- 
nity in Canada made organizational competition for membership and 
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support very intensive. This is the climate in which the USRL competed 
with the ULFTA on the left and the new Ukrainian National Federation 
on the right. 

The formation of the Ukrainian National Federation (Ukrainske natsi- 
onalne obiednannia) in 1932 was the direct outcome of the failure of the 
USRL and the OUN to compromise. During the USRL-OUN negotia- 
tions, Professor Tyrnish Pavlychenko, an OUN member who had arrived 
in Canada from Czechoslovakia a few years earlier, had been actively 
promoting in Saskatoon the formation of a nationalist umbrella organi- 
zation.4 The proposed all-Ukrainian body was tentatively called the 
Union for the Independence of Ukraine.45 The initiative committee 
received support from prominent USRL people in Saskatoon, including 
the rector of the Mohyla Institute, Julian Stechishin. But this promising 
co-operation between the Saskatoon nationalists did not last long 
because Saskatoon was an exception to the general pattern of the 
UWVA-USRL hostilities. When the Ukrainskyi holos alleged that Polish 
repression in Galicia was at least in part provoked by the terrorist 
activities of the UV0,46 the UWVA reacted with rage and decided to 
establish its own newspaper to refute such negative publicity and to 
promote the OUN ideology. In Edmonton the UWVA established the 
Novyi shliakh (New Pathway), edited by Mykhailo Pohorecky, an experi- 
enced journalist and war veteran.47 Later it would be transferred to 
Saskatoon, then to Winnipeg, and finally to Toronto. In the Novyi shliakh 
Stechishin and the Ukrainskyi holos now had a new and aggressive rival. 

On 17 July 1932 the UWVA with assistance from the OUN formed in 
Edmonton the Ukrainian National Federation as the Canadian arm of 
the OUN. A strictly secular body, it was conceived as a medium of 
political consolidation in Canada on a nationalistic platform ('Ukraine 
above all'), and its Canadian orientation was at first largely symbolic. 
Unlike the USRL, the UNF considered religion a personal matter and 
preached religious toleration and respect. This approach proved to be 
highly successful in winning support from those Ukrainians who had a 
sense of nationalism but resented continuous religious bickering. With 
the UWVA as its base, the membership in the 1930s consisted of men's, 
women's, and youth components. It was drawn predominantly from 
the inter-war emigration, but it did have a sprinkling from the pioneer 
era and some Canadian-born, like Paul Yuzyk, the future member of the 
Canadian Senate.*' Although the first president, Alexander Gregorovich, 
was from the pioneer emigration, the real power in the new organization 
was in the hands of the UWVA. Tyrnish Pavlychenko and Wolodymyr 
Kossar,49 both war veterans with university educations, dominated the 
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UNF executive. Pavlychenko was the UNF ideologue, and Kossar 
became the principal organizer. Largely through their efforts, the organi- 
zation grew, despite the depression, and clashed head on with existing 
USRL locals. The UNF also established itself in the new mining and 
lumbering towns of northern Canada (Sudbury, Kirkland Lake, and 
Timmins in Ontario, The Pas in Manitoba, Rouyn Noranda in Quebec), 
where only the Communists had had an organized Ukrainian presence. 
Direct and occasionally violent confrontations characterized relations 
between the Ukrainian Left and Right in Canada.5" 

In addition to the UNF, the USRL was faced with an organizational 
resurgence from the Catholic side. In 1932 the Bratstvo ukraintsiv kato- 
lykiv, or Brotherhood of Ukrainian Catholics (BUC), was organized. 
Modelled on the militant Catholic Action and partly on the USRL, the 
BUC espoused a mixture of conservative Ukrainian nationalism, Catholi- 
cism, and Canadian patriotism. Like the USRL, it was based on the 
parish level and co-ordinated women's and youth activities, but unlike 
the USRL, it was strongly influenced by the clergy. Potentially the largest 
Ukrainian organization in Canada, the BUC did not acquire national 
prominence until the Second World War.5' 

In the escalating feud between the USRL and the UNF, ideology 
and personalities combined to accentuate the existing divisions in the 
community. As expressed in their respective organs, the Ukrainskyi holos 
and the Novyi shliakh, both organizations had a deep commitment to 
Ukrainian statehood but differed on the nature of that commitment and 
on the tactics of the struggle for independence. In the 1930s Myroslav 
Stechishin developed for the USRL a distinct Ukrainian-Canadian ideo- 
logical position that featured unconditional rejection of the emerging 
quasi-fascist characteristics of the OUN and their adoption by the UNF.5" 

The UNF leaders, Pavlychenko and Kossar, were committed to the 
OUN liberation philosophy and to its organizational goal, which called 
for the UNF to consolidate and lead the entire nationalist movement in 
Canada.53 The USRL stood in the way of those objectives and had to be 
pushed aside. According to Novyi shliakh editor Pohorecky, anyone who 
did not accept the uncompromising nationalist position of the OUN 
(one country, one nation, one leader) was nothing short of a traitor 
(khrun).54 Indiscriminate name calling and mud slingng would become 
the unfortunate trade-mark of the USRL-UNF competition, especially 
in the late 19305.55 

As the 1930s unfolded, varieties of fascism and nazism began to sweep 
Europe at the expense of the demoralized democracies. The OUN sought 
support for the Ukrainian cause in Germany and Italy. However, the 
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OUN never subscribed to the Nazi ideology, although it praised Hitler's 
strong leadership in turning Germany into an industrial and military 
power. The OUN was also in the revisionist camp, denouncing the 1918 
Paris peace settlement and demanding territorial changes that would 
bring about a united independent Ukrainian state. Since such a drastic 
redrawing of borders could not be achieved by peaceful means, the 
OUN favoured a general European war. Accordingly, the Novyi shliakh 
carried admiring stories about the growth of Geman militarism and of 
positive German interest in Ukraine. Evhen Onatsky, the OUN represen- 
tative in Rome, contributed flattering accounts about Mussolini's Italy.s6 
The UNF was thus tainted with fascism. In the late 1930s the Ukrainskyi 
holos began a steady ideological attack on both the OUN and the UNF, 
reflecting Stechishin's passionate abhorrence of totalitarianism as well 
as his efforts to undermine the UNF's growing popularity in Canada? 
Stechishin repeatedly denounced the OUN-German connection and 
accused the UNF of fostering anti-democratic sentiments in Canada. 

The escalating conflict with the UNF was further compounded for the 
USRL by a serious internal problem caused by the irrepressible Swystun. 
In the 1930s Father Sawchuk, the administrator of the UGOC, was trying 
to reduce the traditional role of the USRL in church matters, which on 
occasion amounted to direct interference, but without losing its vital 
support. As a key member of the USRL himself, Sawchuk was striving 
to strike a balance. Swystun, who had resigned earlier from the presi- 
dency of the USRL over policy and personality differences, rose to 
champion the secular power over the church but in the guise of defend- 
ing canon law." In 1935 Swystun lost his fight and was ostracized by 
the Orthodox church that he had helped to create. In 1938 he joined the 
UNF on the grounds of nationalism.59 Swystun argued that the UNF 
had become what the USRL had been under his leadership - a dynamic 
leader of the Ukrainian people in Canada. For a true Ukrainian national- 
ist there was only the UNF. 

For both the UNF and the USRL, Swystun's move was a mixed bless- 
ing. While some considered this a coup for the UNF and a blow to 
the USRL, it seems that Swystun's unpredictability and well-known 
ambition (his detractors called him 'Vasilini') caused understandable 
consternation for the UNF executive. For the USRL, the defection of one 
of its founders was a bit of an embarrassment, but it was outweighed 
by the fact that Swystun was now clearly in the enemy camp. There was 
no longer any doubt about his relationship with the USRL or the UGOC. 
As the newly elected vice-president of the UNF, Swystun launched 
a Canada-wide spealung tour promoting Ukrainian nationalism and 
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attacking the USRL. Swystun's cross-over to the UNF further intensified 
the polemical warfare between the Novyi shliakh and the Ukrainskyi holos 
and strengthened Myroslav Stechishints resolve to isolate the UNF from 
the mainstream of the community, an impossible task. The Ukrainskyi 
holos kept hammering the OUN-German connection while the USRL 
accelerated its own cultural and political activities. Thus the USRL- 
sponsored speaking tours of several prominent Ukrainians from Europe, 
such as the eminent historian Dmytro Doroshenko. More importantly, 
the USRL concentrated on developing greater awareness among the 
Anglophones. It published an English translation of Dmytro Doro- 
shenko's history of Ukraine," and the Ukrainian Women's Association 
organized cultural displays. The USRL proudly held up Governor-Gen- 
era1 Tweedsmuir's much-quoted remark in 1937, 'You will all be better 
Canadians for being good Ukrainians,' as an official Canadian endorse- 
ment of its philosophy. The subsequent editorial in the Winnipeg Tribune 
lavishly praised the USRL's contributions 'to the upbuilding of the Cana- 
dian nation' and helped to soothe the organization's collective ego, 
which had been badly bruised by the UNF.61 

In the 1930s Polish and Romanian repression of cultural and religious 
institutions in Western Ukraine and Stalin's famine and the bloody 
purges in Soviet Ukraine captured the attention of Ukrainians in Can- 
ada, in part because many had relatives who were directly affected. Both 
the USRL and the UNF staged demonstrations to raise general public 
awareness and to draw Ottawa's attention to Ukraine. The USRL's 
annual conventions regularly passed resolutions affirming support for 
the Ukrainian liberation struggle and stressing that the Ukrainians in 
Ukraine and not in Canada must determine the nature of the struggle 
and the future Ukrainian social and political order. Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans, it was said, could only act in a supplementary capacity. The UNF, 
on the other hand, advanced the OUN programme, emphasizing one 
leadership, one liberation policy, and one predetermined political order. 
According to Pavlychenko, 'Ukraine will be nationalistic because it can- 
not be any other.'62 Both organizations, however, were in agreement 
that the Soviet Union would collapse in the anticipated conflict with 
Germany. 

The Formation of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee 

It was the Czechoslovak crisis of 1938-9 that demonstrated to the Ukrai- 
nians in Canada the urgency of having a national co-ordinating and 
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representative body. Approximately half a million Ukrainians had been 
included in Czechoslovakia in 1918. They lived in the region of Subcar- 
pathian Ruthenia. When Hitler and the Western powers pressured 
Czechoslovakia into ceding the German-populated part of the country 
in 1938, the remainder of the country was reorganized. The Ukrainians 
profited from the Munich Agreement and Prague's misfortune by win- 
ning political autonomy for their region, now renamed Carpatho- 
Ukraine. To Ukrainian nationalists everywhere, tiny Carpatho-Ukraine 
appeared as the first step towards the long-awaited liberation and unifi- 
cation of all Ukrainian lands. The UNF greeted these developments 
with enthusiastic public rallies, fund raising, and talks about organizing 
Canadian volunteers to go to Carpatho-Ukraine. The USRL also wel- 
comed the 'birth of the Ukrainian autonomous state,' but the Ukrainskyi 
holos was more reserved in its evaluation of Carpatho-Ukraine's chances, 
being sceptical about German intentions towards Ukraine? Indeed, the 
Ukrainskyi holos published a series of articles and even a booklet entitled 
Germans and Ukraine, warning that German interests in Ukraine were 
exclusively imperiali~tic.~4 Hitler's invasion of Czechoslovakia in March 
1939 and his transfer of most of Carpatho-Ukraine to Hungary led to a 
largely symbolic declaration of Carpatho-Ukrainian independence and 
a brief military struggle before a total Hungarian victory. The demise 
of Carpatho-Ukraine justified the scepticism of the Ukrainskyi holos. 

As the events in Carpatho-Ukraine were unfolding, a number of local 
committees, often independent of the USRL and the UNF, sprang up in 
Canada to collect funds to assist Carpatho-Ul~rainians.~5 The press raised 
questions about lack of co-ordination and misappropriation of funds? 
Winnipeg, with its numerous cultural and social organizations, became 
a centre of community activity. An important precedent for co-ordinated 
action had been set on the eve of the Carpatho-Ukrainian crisis. In 
September 1938, in response to the Polish destruction of Orthodox 
churches in the Kholm region, the Ukrainian National Home, which 
was one of the oldest Winnipeg institutions, had initiated the forma- 
tion of a community protest c0mmittee.~7 The Orthodox and Catholic 
churches temporarily overcame their antagonism and were represented 
through the USRL and the BUC. The fact that the BUC participated in 
this action was due to Father Wasyl Kushnir, the pastor of the largest 
Ukrainian parish in Canada, Sts Vladimir and Olga Church, and the 
vice-president of the BUC." Kushnir, who had sharp political instincts, 
represented the nationalistic wing of the Ukrainian Catholic clergy, 
which, in opposition to the ultra-Catholic Basilians, placed Ukrainian 
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national concerns above denominational interests. Kushnir, as it turned 
out, strongly believed in national unity and even in the highly unlikely 
possibility of reconciling the USRL with the UNF. 

The tortuous and confusing route leading to the formation of the 
Ukrainian Canadian Committee began in November 1938. This route 
consisted of formation of tentative structures, which were combinations 
of the existing organizations and which would change membership as 
the understanding grew in all of them of the need to co-operate in one 
co-ordinating body. In November 1938 the Committee to Aid the Native 
Land, a body struck to collect and disperse funds for Carpatho-Ukraine 
and to lobby Ottawa to place the Ukrainian issue on the international 
agenda, was initiated in Winnipeg by Taras Ferley on behalf of the 
Ukrainian National Home, a pro-USRL b0dy.~9 It included the USRL, 
the BUC, and a variety of local groups such as Prosvita and the Ukrainian 
Fraternal Society but deliberately excluded the UNF. The committee 
performed reasonably well. It collected several thousand dollars and 
provided public fiscal accountability. Within it, informal discussions 
began about the need for a national representative body, especially in 
the light of the unfolding European affairs. 

That process of building a consensus was hampered by a virulent 
vendetta between the editors of the Ukrainskyi holos and the No y i  shliakh, 
and it would require the intervention of the Canadian government to 
end it. Within the leadership of the USRL the question of the degree of 
involvement with Ukrainian concerns in Europe was constantly 
debated. The USRL stressed its commitment to 'broad nationalism' while 
rejecting the 'narrow' or integral nationalism of the UNF.7" Jaroslav 
Arsenych, the first Ukrainian lawyer in Canada to be awarded the presti- 
gious title of King's Counsel, repeatedly cautioned the USRL to approach 
European affairs from a Canadian perspective and not to antagonize 
the Canadian government. 'We are Canadians and Ukrainians insepara- 
bly. We face questions that must be answered from both positions - 
Canadian and Ukrainian - and we must have one answer from both 
positions.'7' The course of events dictated the urgent need for united 
action, and Stechishin called for a 'congress of all Ukrainian groups in 
Canada' except, of course, the UNF and the Communists. 

Excluded from the Winnipeg-based Committee to Aid the Native 
Land, the UNF executive spearheaded in Saskatoon the formation of a 
rival ad hoc group, the Representative Committee of Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans, or RCUC. The local branch of the USRL, which was headed by 
Julian Stechishin, brother of the intransigent editor of the Ukrainskyi 
holos, participated in it.7" The task of the Saskatoon committee was to 
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solicit the support of prominent Canadians for Carpatho-Ukraine. The 
strident opposition of the Winnipeg USRL to the UNF was clearly at 
odds with the more moderate Saskatoon USRL, which was prepared to 
co-operate with its rival on specific common interests. Julian Stechishin's 
subsequent election to the presidency of the USRL would have a positive 
influence on the relations between his organization and the UNF. The 
Ukrainskyi holos ignored the existence of the committee. 

Early in 1939, the Ukrainian press in Canada concluded that a general 
European war was inevitable. Both the Ukrainskyi holos and the Novyi 
shliakh assumed that Britain would play a determining role in the settle- 
ment of post-war Europe. Both the USRL and the UNF separately 
tried to convince Ottawa that Ukrainian independence would be of 
geopolitical importance to the British Empire. In the process of lobbying 
the Canadian government the need for a central agency to represent 
Ukrainian interests more effectively was strikingly obvious. But the 
question was how and what to do in the face of the existing political 
and religious hostilities. 

The leaders of the three major organizations - the USRL, the UNF, 
and the BUC - undertook a number of initiatives. It is important to note 
that the original anti-Catholic attitudes of the USRL were moderating 
in the late 1930s. Indeed, the Orthodox leaders were prepared to discuss 
seriously the idea of a representative committee based on the Catholic 
and Orthodox churches and their secular affiliates.73 

An opportunity for real church co-operation occurred in June 1939. 
Wasyl Burianyk, one of the USRL activists and a Liberal party worker 
in Saskatchewan, was unexpectedly invited to Ottawa to brief Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King and Secretary of State O.D. Skelton on Eastern 
Europe and Ukraine? Burianyk saw this as an opportunity for a major 
community presentation to Ottawa, and the matter was discussed at a 
USRL cabal in Winnipeg. The USRL decided to invite the BUC to sponsor 
a joint Orthodox-Catholic delegation because it would be more presti- 
gious and perhaps even more influential, especially given that Ottawa 
was aware of the factionalism within the community.75 Father Kushnir 
agreed with this purpose on behalf of the BUC and Bishop Ladyka, who 
personally was ambivalent about inter-church co-operation. 

The delegation consisted of Burianyk and Theodor Humeniuk, a law- 
yer from Toronto, representing the UGOC and the USRL respectively, 
and Fathers Wasyl Gigeychuk of Ottawa and Mykhailo Olenchuk of 
Hamilton, representing the Catholic church and the BUC. Between them 
the two blocs could claim the allegiance of the vast majority of Ukrainian 
Canadians. However, when the USRL members of the delegation arrived 
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in Ottawa on 6 July, they discovered that the Catholic delegates knew 
nothing about the mission. Father Olenchuk did not even show up. 
Kushnir never explained his failure to contact the BUC delegates, but the 
USRL suspected interference from the Basilian Order, which apparently 
opposed Orthodox-Catholic co-operation.* 

Burianyk nonetheless prevailed upon Father Gigeychuk to join the 
USRL representation and thus preserve the facade of unity.77 The joint 
delegation was well received and presented its memorandum on behalf 
of Ukrainian independence to Mackenzie King and Skelton. Burianyk 
also treated them to long discourses on Ukrainian, Polish, and Russian 
history. Lester Pearson, then the senior secretary to Canada's high com- 
missioner to Britain, advised the Ukrainians to establish a permanent 
representation in London in order to lobby the British government 
more effectively. The USRL, as a result, commissioned Vladimir Kaye 
(Kysilewsky), who had been working in London in the privately funded 
Ukrainian Bureau, as its temporary representative there? There is no 
evidence of Kaye's activities on behalf of the USRL. 

The outbreak of the Second World War on 1 September 1939 pitted 
the British Empire, including Canada, against Nazi Germany. By virtue 
of its non-aggression pact with Germany the Soviet Union sided with 
Hitler. As long as Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union were enemies of 
the West, the issue of Ukrainian independence was quite acceptable 
to Ottawa and the Ukrainian organizations could pursue it without 
hindrance. However, when in June 1941 Germany invaded its partner 
and the Soviet Union became an overnight ally of Canada, the 'Ukrainian 
question' became a political embarrassment to Ottawa and the govern- 
ment discouraged the Ukrainians from raising it in order not to upset 
the Soviet government. 

The war made the question of a Ukrainian-Canadian central co-ordi- 
nating body critical. Public opinion as expressed in the letters to the 
Ukrainian press demanded community harmony and co-ordination of 
community objectives. Both the USRL and the UNF reaffirmed their 
Canadian patriotism, pledging undying loyalty to Canada and the Brit- 
ish Empire.79 Both strove to unite the community around them. The 
success of Burianyk's mission to Ottawa encouraged the USRL in Winni- 
peg to push for the formation of a formal joint council composed of the 
Orthodox and Catholic churches and their lay organizations, the USRL 
and BUC. The USRL continued to reject the UNF and the small conserva- 
tive United Hetman Organization as unworthy partners in such a coun- 
cil because of their political connections with Berlin.8" However, when 
Kushnir called an informal gathering, the USRL did send three of its 
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leaders, A. Pawlyk, N. Bachynsky (the Manitoba MLA), and J. Arsenych. 
Swystun was among the UNF representatives at the meeting. Kushnir's 
proposal called for a central committee composed of representatives 
of the four major organizations - the BUC, the USRL, the UNF, and the 
UHO. The proposed committee would enjoy complete independence 
from its component organizations. The USRL rejected the proposal out- 
right, favouring the simpler Orthodox-Catholic bloc.81 

In September the UNF executive decided to transform the ad hoc 
RCUC into a national committee resembling Kushnir's proposaL8' While 
Peter Lazarowich, an Edmonton lawyer and president of the USRL, sent 
mixed signals about the USRL's attitude towards the UNF initiative, the 
turning point came in November. The USRL was now prepared, albeit 
reluctantly, to tolerate its rival in a joint committee, but only if the 
UNF publicly confessed its 'errors' and renounced its alleged pro-Nazi 
position. Unofficial and official discussions among the USRL, the BUC, 
and the UNF representatives continued in Saskatoon, Edmonton, and 
Winnipeg in a stifling atmosphere of distrust and suspicion. The USRL 
steadfastly regarded the UNF as an evil and irresponsible organization 
and blamed it for the failure to achieve community unity. Stechishin 
still alleged that the UNF 'defiled democracy and praised dictatorship 
as an ideal form of government. These people neither repented nor 
demonstrated in any way that they changed their outlook ... The USRL 
worked long and hard to earn for itself a good name, and now it cannot 
afford to splatter its face by stretching out its hand to the UNF.'Q 

The USRL leaders were becoming increasingly suspicious of Kushnir's 
collaboration with the UNF. At the annual USRL convention held 
in Saskatoon on 2628 December 1939 the delegates overwhelmingly 
rejected the invitation to join the proposed RCUC. Instead, the conven- 
tion approved the formation of its own three-man initiative committee 
(Arsenych, M. Stechishin, and J. Solomon, the future Manitoba MLA) to 
organize an alternative 'democratically structured' representative 
b0dy.~4 

The UNF-BUC-sponsored RCUC was formally proclaimed in Winni- 
peg on 3 February 1940. Its constitution provided for the eventual inclu- 
sion of the USRL, which refused the invitation. Headed by Kushnir in 
Winnipeg and Pavlychenko as secretary-general in Saskatoon, the 
RCUC began to act as the long-awaited central committee. It quickly 
organized a network of committees and issued a series of unity newslet- 
ters. The RCUC activity reports were published in all Ukrainian papers 
except the Ukrainskyi holos and the Ukrainskyi robitnyk (Ukrainian 
Worker), the organ of the UHO, which gravitated towards the USRL. 
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The RCUC bombarded Ottawa and London with memos on Ukraine. It 
generated enthusiasm for Canada's war effort (appeals for enlistment 
and fund raising for ambulances and the Red Cross) in the Novyi shliakh, 
the Catholic papers, the Ukrainski visti (Ukrainian News), and Buduchnist 
natsii (Future of the Nation) and at cross-Canada public rallies. The 
inclusion of two known and sympathetic Anglo-Canadian academics, 
Professors George Simpson in Saskatoon and Watson Kirkconnell in 
Winnipeg, as well as several Canadian politicians, on the advisory com- 
mittee helped to enhance the RCUC's credibility as a representative of 
a somewhat consolidated community. The UNF itself worked hard to 
democratize its maligned image and to demonstrate its Canadian 
patriotism. For a time the Novyi shliakh even refrained from responding 
to provocative attacks by the Ukrainskyi holos in order to cool the polemi- 
cal warfare and thus appear statesmanlike. Ties with the OUN were 
played down. The UNF campaigns to enlist young Ukrainians in the 
armed forces drew applause from the Anglo majority. 

However, the USRL refused to accept the obvious change in the UNF 
as real and continued to insist on a public confession of its political 
sins as a prerequisite for co-operation. Stechishin still dearly wanted to 
humiliate the UNF and kept alleging that it was fascinated with fascism. 
But in 1940 not all USRL leaders shared Stechishin's bias. At the Winni- 
peg USRL meeting on 6 March, it became clear that the Saskatoon 
people, including the general secretary of the USRL, Ivan Danylchuk, 
and the president of the Ukrainian National Home Association, Hawrylo 
Slipchenko, had concluded that the USRL had to compromise its posi- 
tion on the UNF. They saw co-operation with the RCUC as a political 
necessity. Otherwise, they feared that the USRL would become iso- 
1ated.Q However, the USRL-Orthodox position, as presented by Father 
Sawchuk in the Vistnyk (Herald), the organ of the UGOC, was that 
although unity was desirable, the RCUC could not be its vehicle because 
it had an authoritarian ambition to usurp control over the existing 
organizations. Sawchuk proposed yet another loosely structured co- 
ordinating committee that would be based on the Orthodox and Catholic 
churches and would not interfere with the existing  organization^.^^ 
Kushnir's commitment to the UNF and Bishop Ladyka's reluctance to 
get involved with the Orthodox doomed Sawchuk's scheme. 

The USRL thus began a search for other partners. M. Stechishin con- 
vinced Teodor Datskiw, the vacillating editor of the popular weekly 
Kanadiiskyi farmer (Canadian Farmer) and the leading member of the 
United Hetman Organization, to join the USRL ~ommittee.~' This was a 
setback to the RCUC because it had been assumed that the United 
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Hetman Organization, because of its conservative and largely Catholic 
membership, would join the UNF-BUC coalition. Curiously, the Ukrain- 
skyi holos, in praising its new partner, omitted the fact that the supreme 
leader of the UHO, Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky, resided in Berlin. The 
USRL arranged an even more surprising partnership with the little 
known, rather small Soiuz ukrainskykh orhanizatsii (League of Ukrai- 
nian Organizations). This was a splinter group from the Communist 
Party of Canada, which under the leadership of Danylo Lobay had 
turned away from communism but retained a socialist outlook. Because 
of its past, the LUO continued to be perceived in the community with 
considerable distrust. In the eyes of the UNF, Lobay's group remained 
a Communist organization whose purpose was to infiltrate and destroy 
nationalist groups from within.88 Since the UNF was so vehemently 
opposed to the LUO, the USRLfs sponsorship of this mini-organization 
would become one more stumbling block on the road to consolidation. 
One cannot help but wonder whether M. Stechishin, who knew Lobay 
well, deliberately flirted with the LUO in order to frustrate the UNF. 
Lobay, incidentally, later became an associate editor of the Ukrainskyi 
holos. 

On 7 March 1940 the new bloc, consisting of the USRL (Sawchuk, 
Ferley, and Arsenych), the UHO (Datskiw and Zahareychuk), and the 
LUO (Kashchak), drafted a public position vis-a-vis the RCUC. The 
document denounced the RCUC as unrepresentative and illegitimate 
and proposed its own version of a committee, one that would at last 
include the BUC and the UNF. The USRL proposal, which called for a 
joint committee consisting of the USRL, UHO, LUO, BUC, and UNF in 
which all organizations would be equal, was skilfully designed to assure 
the USRL a dominant position." In a committee of five equal organiza- 
tions the USRL with its two small allies would prevail over its two 
major partners - the UNF and the BUC. It was obvious that the USRL's 
acceptance of the UNF would be at the cost of the UNF's influence in 
the proposed central committee. Furthermore, the RCUC would have 
to be dissolved and Winnipeg rather than Saskatoon would have to be 
the headquarters of the new representative committee. The choice of 
Winnipeg seemed logical because it was the centre of Ukrainian life in 
Canada. But the USRL had a more sinister motive. Since Kossar and 
Pavlychenko resided in Saskatoon, they would be obliged to leave the 
centre stage to the USRL activists in Winnipeg. 

The USRL proposal was discussed in Saskatoon on 12 March 1940 
at a special meeting hosted by Professor Simpson in his house.9" The 
discussions between the UNF and the USRL were heated, especially 
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on the participation of the LUO, which Pavlychenko denounced as 
a 'Trotskyite-Communist' gang. It was Simpson who persuaded the 
quarrelling participants to minimize their hostilities, pointing out that 
the Ukrainian squabble was making a negative impression on the rest 
of Canada. On his urging the participants agreed to cease public hostili- 
ties for two weeks while unity discussions continued.gl But nothing was 
achieved because the USRL treated the Simpson meeting as informal 
and not binding. Moreover, the USRL insisted on dealing separately 
with the UNF and BUC executives rather than with the RCUC. 

The failure of both sides to reach an understanding on a common 
representative body in the first part of 1940 was due largely to the lack 
of will to do so. The USRL suffered from extreme 'UNF-phobia,' which 
often blurred the difference between perception and reality. Also it 
simpiy did not trust the UNF to negotiate in good faith. Nor did the 
Winnipeg USRL hardliners trust Kushnir, whom they accused of duplic- 
ity, and thus insisted on everything being written down.g2 On the other 
side, the UNF became increasingly obstinate in its rejection of the LUO. 
Much as the USRL had previously identified the UNF with fascism, the 
UNF now portrayed the LUO as a Communist fifth column. 

In the meantime the RCUC had expanded its activities throughout 
Canada and designated Swystun as its representative to London. Kaye, 
who had briefly represented the USRL in Britain, was returning to 
Canada, and there was a need for an authoritative Ukrainian-Canadian 
voice in London to help shape British policy towards the 'Ukrainian 
question.' The RCUC nominated Swystun as its 'ambassador' and imme- 
diately sparked a new controversy.93 The Catholic clergy had not for- 
given Swystun his role in the formation of the Orthodox church and 
objected to his fraternization with the BUC. In fact, Father M. Pelech 
of the BUC had to plead with his fellow priests to tolerate Swystun in 
the RCUC because 'it is much better for us to have Swystun with us 
than against us.'94 The BUC executive itself was upset at the rumours of 
Swystun's desire to return to Catholicism. Bishop Ladyka, wisely, would 
have nothing to do with Swystun, but Kushnir was in deep trouble for 
treating Swystun's intending reconversion seriously. Arsenych further 
embarrassed Swystun and by implication Kushnir by leaking to the 
Ukrainskyi holos semi-confidential information about Swystun's legal dif- 
ficulties with the local mutual benefit association. Swystun, as it turned 
out, did not see London. He encountered emigration difficulties, attrib- 
uted to the influence of the USRL, and remained in Canada. 

The USRL meanwhile had proceeded to form a rival representative 
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committee. At the founding meeting on 7 May in Winnipeg the RCUC 
was denounced and a constitution was drawn up for a new representa- 
tive and co-ordinating body, the Ukrainian Central Committee in Can- 
ada (UCCC). The constitution, however, included a provision for the 
eventual addition of the BUC and the UNF upon their withdrawal from 
the RCUC. Several local cultural groups also joined. The executive, 
approved by a public meeting on 24 May 1940, was headed by Arse- 
nych.95 Lobay's public renunciation of all forms of communism made 
the contentious LUO more acceptable to the nationalist camp. However, 
the formation of the UCCC failed to generate any noticeable public 
enthusiasm. The public, it seems, favoured the RCUC as the Ukrainian 
representative, largely because it was already well-known and had a 
network of nearly thirty affiliates throughout Canada. Pavlychenko and 
Kushnir provided competent and responsible leadership that strength- 
ened the consolidation process. At the same time, Stechishin's continu- 
ing attacks on the RCUC ('the Kushnir-Swystun committee') and its 
leaders ('disgraceful') in a series of polemical columns entitled 'Mymo- 
khodom' (By the Way) were becoming counter-productive and caused 
growing concern among the USLR moderates, especially in Saskatoon. 
Public pressure to bring the two committees together, including threats 
to cancel subscriptions to the Ukrainskyi halos, inten~ified.9~ Even the 
Ukrainian Women's Council offered its services in mediating the 
differences. 

As a recent study of Ukrainian Canadians during the Second World 
War confirms, the Canadian government was also concerned about the 
sharp factionalism among the Ukrainians." The Department of National 
War Services, headed by J. Thorson, an MP from Selkirk, Manitoba, 
deemed unity among the more than two million Canadians of non- 
British and non-French ancestry essential to the war effort. RCMP 
reports suggest that Ukrainians rated highly on the list of priorities for 
unity. Ottawa was thus anxious to play a part in the consolidation 
process and engaged Tracy Philipps, a British specialist on Eastern EUTO- 
pean affairs, to analyse the Ukrainian community in Canada and to 
make recommendations to the government. 

By September both camps concluded that strong mediation by a third 
party was needed to break the impasse between the UCCC and the 
RCUC. At the Winnipeg USRL meeting in September Arsenych raised 
the need to approach Ottawa to act as a broker." Myroslav Stechishin 
and Wasyl Burianyk conveyed the USRL proposal to their Ottawa con- 
tacts? At the same time Swystun was entertaining a similar proposal to 
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the government on behalf of the RCUC, probably suggested by Professor 
Kirkconnell, who was the committee's adviser and who worked with 
the Department of National War S e ~ c e s .  

Ottawa responded with uncharacteristic speed to take advantage of 
the willingness of the two groups to resolve their differences and to 
unite. Philipps and Simpson were dispatched to Winnipeg. Philipps, 
who had been touring Ukrainian communities in western Canada on 
behalf of the RCUC, informed both committees that they must work 
towards reconciliation. Anxious not to antagonize the government dur- 
ing the uncertainty of wartime, the USRL agreed to meet with the RCUC. 
Simpson was an adviser to the UCCC and enjoyed a great deal of 
prestige among Ukrainians while Philipps was an unknown quantity. 
The emissaries arrived into a situation in which the Ukrainian leaders 
were desperately searching for a face-saving way to amalgamate their 
conflicting organizations. The task at hand was not to proclaim the 
principle of unity but to find a formula for unity that all could agree to. 

The fateful gathering was held on 6 and 7 November 1940 in Swystun's 
large law office in Winnipeg. This was a meeting of the two central 
committees, the UCCC and the RCUC, rather than of their respective 
 organization^.'^" Both committees had mandates from their member 
organizations to unite. Most participants, however, did not know that 
Simpson and Philipps would be involved in the proceedings and were 
surprised and intimidated when the two joined them during the second 
session. On the surface the meeting of the UCCC and the RCUC 
appeared to be a surprise, considering the record of acrimony between 
the UNF and the USRL. But the numerous private encounters over the 
previous months had prepared much of the ground. Ottawa's direct 
involvement signalled its seriousness about Ukrainian unity, and the 
participants were prepared to accept directions from Philipps and Sirnp- 
son. The USRL had always insisted that co-operation with Ottawa was 
essential to maintain the positive image of the community that the USRL 
had been cultivating for years. The USRL agreed to co-operate with the 
'reformed' UNF while the UNF reluctantly accepted the socialist LOU 
as a legitimate Ukrainian organization. Once this major hurdle to co- 
operation was overcome, the remaining disagreements revolved around 
the nature of the proposed central committee and power sharing, that 
is, the specific functions of the five organizations in it. 

The two committees met four times on 6 and 7 November. J. Arsenych, 
T. Ferley, T. Datskiw, A. Zahareychuk, M. Mandryka, P. Barytsky, M. 
Stechishin, T. Kobzey, N. Bachynsky, and J. Stechishin represented the 
UCCC. Father Sawchuk's absence was due to church commitments out- 
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side Winnipeg. The RCUC had a smaller delegation consisting of W. 
Kushnir, W. Kossar, T. Pavlychenko, and W. Swystun. Later, Father 
Semchuk, E. Wasylyshyn, and W. Topolnytsky joined it. The sketchy 
minutes of the proceedings reflect considerable tension between the 
UNF and the USRL. Arsenych and Kushnir took turns chairing. Both 
committees readily agreed on the urgent need for a common front to 
help the Ukrainian cause in Europe and to assist the Canadian war 
effort. They agreed that the new committee would speak on behalf of 
all Ukrainians, not merely the member organizations. The new central 
co-ordinating body, the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC), was 
finally born in the late afternoon of 7 November with Simpson and 
Philipps acting as midwives. The UCC was the accepted replacement 
for the feuding representative blocs, which agreed to dissove them- 
selves. The main purpose of the UCC was to help meet the exigencies 
of Canada's war effort; its secondary function was to speak out on behalf 
of Ukrainian Canadians and Ukraine. 

Structurally, the UCC consisted of a fifteen-member executive, a co- 
ordinating commission, and an advisory council, which included Simp- 
son and Kirkconnell. Their presence ensured that Ottawa's views would 
be clearly represented. The nature of the UCC and of power sharing in 
it took up the most time in the struggle between the USRL and the 
UNF. The USRL had always insisted on a co-ordinating rather than an 
executive committee and successfully foiled the UNF proposal for a 
highly centralized executive committee that would claim to represent 
all Ukrainians in Canada. In other words, the new UCC had no power 
over the existing member organizations except persuasion. The UCC 
could co-ordinate only those activities that were approved of by the 
committee. Although not apparent immediately, the long-standing 
USRL proposal for an all-Canadian congress of Ukrainians would 
become a fact of life in 1943 and would evolve into a regularly scheduled 
triannual parliament of sorts. 

The debate over executive positions took up much time and emotion. 
Kossar of the UNF prevailed in his view that the five organizations 
should not be treated as equal. The BUC, the UNF, and the USRL would 
receive senior positions; the UHO and the LUO, as junior partners, 
would have lesser responsibilities. Arsenych was determined to prevent 
the offices of the president and the secretary-general, the two most 
important positions, from going to the UNF and the BUC. Kossar wanted 
the executive to be divided between Winnipeg and Saskatoon. Such a 
division would have allowed the UNF, whose national executive was 
located in Saskatoon, to be more influential. Arsenych was determined 
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to prevent the key positions of president and secretary from going to 
the RCUC. In the USRL view, Kushnir was an unsuitable candidate 
because he did not speak English and had not been naturalized yet.'"' 
Swystun wanted to be secretary, but this was unacceptable to the USRL, 
and Arsenych declared that his group did not have 'the slightest degree 
of confidencef in him.'"" 

The failure of both committees to agree on the distribution of offices 
resulted in a request to Philipps and Simpson, who were in the next 
room, for binding arbitration. They ruled that the president would be 
from the BUC (Kushnir), the first vice-president and chairman of the 
executive from the USRL (Sawchuk), the second vice-president, rappor- 
teur, and chairman of the co-ordinating committee from the UNF (Swys- 
tun), the secretary-general from the USRL (Arsenych), and the treasurer 
from the UHO (Datskiw). The outcome of the arbitration obviously 
favoured the USRL as it received two of the five key positions. Further- 
more, the fact that the new committee would be based in Winnipeg 
also strengthened the the hand of the USRL as the majority of its power 
brokers lived there. 

As the events of the next several years demonstrated, the USRL tended 
to dominate the UCC, and Kushnir increasingly became a figure-head. 
The transcripts of the early UCC executive meetings show that, although 
long-standing personal and ideological antagonisms occasionally sur- 
faced, the meetings were conducted in a businesslike manner.lU3 The 
task at hand was to generate support for the war effort. 

The long-awaited unity (excluding the Communist organizations) was 
not only hailed by the Ukrainian and western Canadian press, but 
met with financial support from the Ukrainian community. The UCC, 
operated exclusively by volunteers in their free time, depended on the 
goodwill and generosity of its component organizations and the public 
at large. Ottawa's involvement in its establishment notwithstanding, 
there were no government grants. All member organizations proudly 
claimed credit for the successful completion of the consolidation pro- 
cess.1°4 However, the 'made-in-Ottawa' label did cause some embarrass- 
ment.lU5 It was the determination of the UCC to demonstrate its 
independence that moved the UCC to convene the first national con- 
gress of Ukrainian Canadians in 1943 despite Ottawa's strong political 
reservations. The government was in a bit of a quandary, on the one 
hand trying to placate UCC concerns about the future of Ukraine and 
on the other remaining supportive of its Soviet ally. It was clear that the 
Ukrainians would not influence Canada's foreign policy. The question 
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of Ukrainian independence would repeatedly fall victim to international 
power politics. But that is another story. 

For many years the UCC carried the imprint of the USRL.lo6 Its organiza- 
tional structure and political focus reflected the ideas and personalities 
of the USRL members (including some younger people like J. Solomon, 
J. Syrnick, and P. Kondra) who were involved in the UCC.1°7 At the 
same time, a constant and occasionally stormy interaction with other 
organizations convinced the USRL that it no longer had a monopoly on 
Ukrainian-Canadian nationalism. It had taken the USRL twenty years 
to evolve from an idea into a powerful and influential national organiza- 
tion. Until the formation of the UNF, the USRL had epitomized Ukrai- 
nian nationalism in Canada. With a membership of several thousand 
capable and dedicated people, the USRL assumed that it spoke on 
behalf of the entire Orthodox community as well as the non-Orthodox 
nationalists. Of course, the rise of the UNF made the USRL an exclusively 
Orthodox organization. Yet the relations between the church and the 
USRL remained ambivalent. On the surface the USRL, like the BUC, 
appeared to be a secular arm of a church. In reality, the Orthodox church 
was a religious extension of the USRL. It was the secular origin of the 
Orthodox church in Canada that determined the relations in favour of 
the USRL. For years the same people sat on the executive of the USRL 
and on the governing board (consistory) of the church. Although ten- 
sions arose occasionally, the USRL and the church pursued a policy of 
Orthodox isolationism or, as they saw it, self-reliance. This attitude was 
reflected in the long-standing refusal of the Canadian church to establish 
a binding relationship with any other Orthodox church for fear of losing 
its independen~e."'~ 

The same people who created the USRL inadvertently contributed to 
its decline. As so often happens in successful organizations, the leaders 
began to consider themselves indispensable to the organization's well- 
being and overstayed their usefulness. Much of the history of the USRL 
was dominated by the same people. The Stechishin brothers, Swystun, 
Ferley, Arsenych, Lazarowich, Kudryk, Sawchuk, Syrnick, Burianyk, 
Pawlyk, Sawchuk, Solomon, and Kondra were synonymous with the 
Orthodox church, the USRL, and later with the Ukrainian Canadian 
Committee. Although they provided effective leadership, their monop- 
oly as power brokers in the USRL discouraged younger members with 
new ideas from dedicating themselves to the increasingly conservative 
USRL.'* The reluctance of the post-1945 immigration to enter the ranks 
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of the USRL compounded the problem. The new Orthodox immigrants 
readily joined the Canadian church but refrained from becoming mem- 
bers of the USRL, preferring to remain with their own organizations 
such as the Association of Ukrainian Victims of Russian Communist 
Terror (Suzhero). In part, then, the decline of the USRL as a major force 
in Ukrainian life can be attributed to the aging of its membership. 

But perhaps the most important reason for the decline of the USRL 
was its success in fulfilling the Canadian dimension of its original 
agenda. The founding fathers of the USRL had called for full Ukrainian 
integration into Canadian society as equal citizens. To them integration 
meant rejection of assimilation and preservation of Ukrainian identity 
in Canada. They knew that the realization of this ideal was contingent 
on the constitutional transformation of Canada into a land of cultural 
diversity and equality. As the USRL persisted in this objective, other 
Ukrainian organizations followed, and in 1962 the UCC adopted multi- 
culturalism as its objective. Finally, in 1971, for better or for worse, 
Canada officially became a multicultural society. The consolidated 
nature of the Ukrainian community as epitomized by the UCC influ- 
enced the reshaping of Canada. Formally at least, the wishful thinking 
of the pioneer nationalists was realized. 



Swallowing Stalinism: 
Pro-Communist Ukrainian Canadians 
and Soviet Ukraine in the 1930s 

M A R C 0  CARYNNYK 

When the National Committee of the Association of United Ukrainian 
Canadians met in Toronto on 10-12 November 1989, it adopted a resolu- 
tion in which it announced that the time had come for 'an honest, frank, 
and objective appraisal of some particular periods and practices in our 
history ... in light of revelations brought out by the processes of recon- 
struction, openness, and democratization in the Soviet Union.' During 
the era of Stalinism, the AUUC said, 'monstrous crimes and disastrous 
errors' had been committed. 'The atmosphere of defending everything 
Soviet without question led us into serious errors: embracing the cult of 
Stalin; accepting lies about and stoutly defending monstrous crimes like 
forced collectivization and the manufactured 1932-33 famine in Ukraine 
and other Soviet territories; disowning our own members who, upon 
returning to Ukraine to help build socialism, fell victim to Stalinist 
repression; not recognizing the chauvinistic-policy aimed at the destruc- 
tion of non-Russian nations through massive, sometimes brutally forced 
shifts of populations ... All this, and much more, we stoutly and earnestly 
defended in our daily activities, our conventions, and especially in our 
press. We defended in good faith what we sincerely believed to be the 
truth." 

Questioned about their defence of what they now consider to be 
a lie, pro-Communist leadets also plead ignorance. William Kardash, 
a member of the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association who sat 
in the Manitoba legislature from 1941 to 1958, used that argument when 
he was interviewed by the Globe and Mail: 'When you hear it first, you 
don't believe it. You say, it's a bunch of lies - the bureaucracy and 
the graft, the killing of people who were innocent, putting them into 
concentration camps.' Then he began to realize that the reports were 
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true. 'Of course I am upset,' he said. 'These things were going on that 
I never suspected. I feel bad. I wasn't aware of it, and I don't think our 
party was aware of it. We weren't told.'' 

George Hewison, the general secretary of the Communist Party of 
Canada, speaks in similar terms. 'You can't make such a radical break 
in human development - a Communist revolution - without a lot of 
experimentation,' he says. 'What we've seen is a distortion of socialism 
and cult leadership in economically poor countries, where they've used 
and abused socialist principles. And we were wrong because we 
accepted with an uncritical eye a lot of things, going way back to Stalin. 
Now, it's time to throw out the mistakes, the distortions, the crimes. 
And there's a large bill that Communists are going to have to pay for 
having been wrong? 

And Peter Krawchuk, the head of the National Committee of the 
AUUC, took the floor at the conference 'The Famine of 1933 in Ukraine,' 
held in Kiev in September 1990, to explain 'how tens of thousands, 
perhaps even hundreds of thousands, overseas Ukrainians fell victim to 
a great lie and fraud': 

When news reached the West and was published in the capitalist press, we 
thought it was all slander, lies, and fabrications. Thus it went until 1933 the 
terrible year of the terrible famine. All the more because the first article about 
the famine appeared in the Lviv newspaper Dilo in February 1933. The author 
of the article was Ewald Ammende, a spokesman for the Hitlerite Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. How could we believe such a source? At the same time letters 
were reaching our newspaper, Ukrainski robitnychi visti, from workers and peas- 
ants in Ukraine who denied that there was famine. They said that this was a11 
capitalist propaganda ... There were also the reports of the prominent journalist 
Walter Duranty in the New York Times, who wrote that he had visited the 
southern regions of Ukraine and not seen famine. On the contrary, at train 
stations between Rostov and southern Ukraine ... he saw chickens, eggs, and 
butter being sold at very low prices. When it became known that there had been 
a famine and we demanded through the Communist Party of Canada to be 
told the truth, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, as late as mid-1987, 
categorically denied that anything of the sort had happened ... Are we to be 
blamed then for falling victim to a lie, or are those who deceived us? If we had 
known about the famine in Ukraine, about the need for aid, you can be certain 
that we would have rushed to help as actively and generously as we did after 
the Second World War ... We greatly regret that because of our loyalty to the 
ideals of socialism we allowed ourselves to become involved in such an unpleas- 
ant situation. So we in Canada have our own accounts to settle with the bloody 
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Stalinist regime ... We paid a high price for being friendly and sincere with the 
Soviet government because we believed that this was the government of our 
people ... And so it is unpleasant when people here in Ukraine accuse us of 
lying. We simply repeated lies. You can be certain that if we had known [the 
truth], we would have made our position clear.4 

Yet the pro-Communist Ukrainian Canadians did know. And if the 
reports in the Western press were not enough to convince them, they 
had the words of their trusted party comrades. Let us look, therefore, 
at the Ukrainian-Canadian Left and its relations with Soviet Ukraine in 
the age of Stalin.5 

Although we speak about the 'famine of 1932-3,' the origins of that 
catastrophe can be traced back at least to 1928, when the First Five-Year 
Plan was adopted in the Soviet Union and a bad harvest and a campaign 
of enforced grain collection denuded the southern regions of Ukraine 
of their food supplies. Almost immediately reports began to reach the 
West about the spread of shortages and hunger across the countryside 
and purges of Ukrainian Communists and cultural leaders in the cities. 
On 11 October 1928 the American consul in Riga, Latvia, advised the 
secretary of state in Washington that an American woman who had just 
visited her relatives in Ukraine had told him that the population was 
'again on the verge of a dreadful famine.'6 Two days later the American 
charge d'affaires in Finland informed Washington that according to 
official Soviet reports seventy-six Ukrainian regions with a total popula- 
tion of about three million were suffering from crop failure, but that 
foreign correspondents in Moscow were estimating that eight to ten 
million people were suffering from starvation.7 In December 1928 the 
American charge in Latvia reported to the State Department that an 
American who had travelled through Ukraine had concluded that 'the 
shadow of hunger' was resting upon the c o ~ n t r y . ~  

Several weeks later the American consul in Tallinn wrote that 'the 
situation in the Ukraine, where the 1928 harvests were very poor, is 
described as being very, very bad, as respects good supplies for the 
towns and cities. In some places, the shortage of foodstuffs is so marked 
that conditions similar to those which existed during the famines of 1921- 
1922, are said to prevail. The general impression is that this situation will 
not improve, but that it will become much more serious during the 
remaining months of the present winter.'9 

And an executive of the American Export Lines who visited Ukraine 
in May-July 1929 apprised the State Department that 'the crop is said 
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to be good, and the Government claims that there will be a considerable 
amount of grain available for export. From other sides I have heard 
different tales, and I am unable to judge who is right and who is wrong, 
but I am safe in saying that the next few months will be very critical 
months for the Government, because the living conditions in Southern 
Russia have reached an extremely low point. All Ukrania, one of Russia's 
main granaries and larders, has been stripped of everything that could 
possibly be exported and turned into a cash balance abroad, and outspo- 
ken dissatisfaction was general. In some places where I had to make a 
stop, f. i. Kieff, which is the capital of the Ukranian Republic and the 
third largest city in Russia, I could not get anything but a poor quality 
of black bread and no butter, and in Odessa a chemical analysis of the 
bread which could be obtained would hardly let the bread pass under 
that name."" 

Similar reports soon made their way into the Western press. The 
pro-Communist Ukrainian Canadians, however, either ignored them or 
denounced them as anti-Soviet slander. In December 1930 the Farrnerske 
zhyttia reviled the anti-Communist Ukrainskyi holos for writing that there 
was famine in the Soviet Union even as Soviet wheat was being dumped 
on world markets. 'Either there is a poor crop in the Soviet Union and 
famine and no wheat for export or there is a good crop, no famine and 
wheat for export,' the Farmerske zhyttia argued speciously." When the 
French radical politician Edouard Herriot visited the Soviet Union in 
August-September 1933 to obtain support for an anti-German alliance 
and was given a carefully staged trip across Ukraine, the Ukrainski 
robitnychi visti approvingly quoted his findings: 'When I travelled across 
Ukraine, lengthwise and crosswise, I did not see anything resembling a 
famine. Of course, here and there problems of supply or unsatisfactory 
production exist. But this is the result of laziness or wrecking. I did not 
find any famine anywhere.'" And in 1934 Farmerske zhyttia published 
a letter from a reader who indignantly denounced non-Communist 
newspapers for writing about famine and cannibalism in Ukraine: 'Per- 
haps only editors with underdeveloped animal intelligence could write 
such lies ... Every serious-thinking worker and farmer laughs at these 
fairy tales about famine in Soviet Ukraine."3 

The pro-Communist Todovyrnazu - the Tovarystvo dopomohy vyz- 
volnomu rukhovi na Zakhidnii Ukraini, or Association to Aid the Libera- 
tion Movement in Western Ukraine, which had been founded in March 
1931 and of which Peter Krawchuk was an executive - responded to the 
publicity that these events received by publishing a series of brochures 
in which it ridiculed all reports of famine." In Whom Should We Help? it 
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asserted that 'the Ukrainian landlords and priests and their organiza- 
tions are working hand in glove with the Polish aristocracy in starving 
and terrorizing the famished Western Ukrainian worker and peasant 
masses and instead of providing them with relief are waging a fierce 
campaign of lies about the "famine" in Soviet Ukraine and the Soviet 
Union, thus helping German fascism and the Polish aristocracy to pre- 
pare an armed attack on the first workers' and peasants' state and to 
divert the attention of the working masses from the struggle against the 
real famine that exists in Western Ukraine."s 

In Down with the Occupiers and the Ukrainian Military Organization in 
Western Ukraine Todovyrnazu again charged that the regions of Ukraine 
under Polish, Romanian, and Czechoslovak rule were being decimated 
by famine, dysentery, and typhoid fever and Ukrainian cultural institu- 
tions were being persecuted. In Soviet Ukraine, by contrast, 'workers 
and peasants are assured of bread, have clothes - and good clothes at 
that - to put on, live in well-lit and warm houses, visit theatres, cinemas, 
and concerts, are developing their country, and are living a new and 
happy life.' Reports of peasant uprisings, mass executions, and famine 
were lies put out by the Ukrainian bourgeoisie. Had not the defendants 
in the trial of the League for the Liberation of Ukraine admitted that 
they wanted to hand over Right-bank Ukraine to Poland and Left-bank 
Ukraine to Germany? Were not the Czechoslovak government and the 
Ukrainian Military Organization preparing to take control of the Ukrain- 
ian economy? Were not Hitler and Goebbels spreading reports of famine 
and cannibalism in Ukraine so that they could seize the country for 
themselves? The real cannibals were the Ukrainian counter- 
revol~tionaries.'~ 

One man who knew better was Ivan Navizivsky. Born in Galicia in 
1888, he studied at a teachers' seminary and then, proscribed as a teacher 
for his socialist views, emigrated to the United States, where he adopted 
the name John Navis. In 1911 he accepted an invitation to work as a 
typesetter for Robochyi narod in Winnipeg and moved to Canada. Within 
a year he was elected editor-in-chief." Along with Matthew Popovich 
and John Boychuk, Navis was a leader of the Red Ukrainians. He was 
a member of the first Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Canada and remained a member for thirty years almost without inter- 
ruption and was also the secretary of the Bureau of the Ukrainian 
Section of the CPC. One student of the radical movement calls him 'the 
personification of the old leader, the "father of his pe~ple."''~ When 
Navis died in 1954, Peter Krawchuk eulogized him as a man who loved 
people, an honest and principled man, a great teacher and humanist, 
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an exemplary patriot of Canada, and a faithful son of the Ukrainian 
people.'9 

On 11 April 1931 Navis, who had already made several trips to the 
Soviet Union? led a Ukrainian-Canadian delegation to Moscow and 
Ukraine. He was regarded as the ideal choice to head the delegation 
because, as Matthew Popovich pointed out to Tim Buck, 'he can talk to 
the delegates on their way to the USSR and prepare them psychologi- 
cally for the visit. He can give them the proper interpretation of every- 
thing they will see there. We want the delegates to come back with a 
unanimous opinion about the achievements in the USSR and utilize 
their experiences for propaganda  purpose^.'^^ The delegation spent 
more than a month in Ukraine, visiting factories, collective farms, coal- 
mines, hospitals, scholarly institutions, schools, and theatres. 'The dele- 
gates were filled with admiration for the great economic and cultural 
achievements,' writes Navis's biographer Krawchuk. 'Everything that 
they saw moved them to the bottoms of their hearts. They left Ukraine 
with great enthusiasm and inspiration. Before leaving Soviet Ukraine 
Ivan Navizivsky made a statement on behalf of the delegation for the 
newspaper Proletarska pravda in which he said, "During our stay in the 
land of the Soviets we have been convinced that you are successfully 
building and will build socialism. Your successes, both on the economic 
and cultural front, are enormous. This is the result of the unwavering 
implementation of the Communist party's general line and of the cre- 
ative enthusiasm that is characteristic of all the proletarians and workers 
of the land of the Soviets." On their return to Canada the members of 
the delegation arranged hundreds of meetings at which they spoke to 
many thousands of Ukrainian workers about their impressions of what 
they had seen in the first workers' and peasants' country in the world.'22 

But Krawchuk fails to mention that on his return to Canada Navis 
stopped off in Toronto to attend a meeting of the party executive. 
Brigadier-General Denis Draper, the Toronto chief of police, had placed 
an informer in the ranks of the party. 'Our inside man,' as Draper 
referred to him, prepared daily reports on Communist activities in and 
around Toronto. Draper's 'inside man' seized the opportunity to ques- 
tion Navis. On 11 July 1931 Draper relayed to the Ontario Provincial 
Police information from his 'inside man' about Navis's disclosures: 
'Things are not so wonderful as is presented in the Labor News, or the 
Worker, the people living in Russia say that about 25% are in a bad way, 
some of them starving, 40% are facing near starvation this winter, 5% 
are dying from hunger, and only 15 to 20% are well off. Conditions are 
next to bad and the Five Year Plan is collapsing ... If conditions can not 
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be improved by the end of the year they fear that a revolution will break 
out on a large scale and that will be the end of Bolshevism. The Bolshe- 
vist and Communists only hope of survival is in the strength they 
may develop in Poland, Germany, China, U.S.A., and the Canadian 
Workers .123 

Another Ukrainian-Canadian Communist who had first-hand knowl- 
edge of what was happening in the Soviet Union was John Hladun, 
who studied at the Lenin School in Moscow in 1931-2. When a British 
delegation came to visit the lumber camps on the Moscow-Arkhangel 
railway, a GPU (secret police) officer instructed Hladun how and what 
to interpret. Britain was buying enormous quantities of lumber from the 
Soviet Union, and British conservatives were protesting that it had been 
produced by slave labour. The inmates of the camps, the GPU officer 
explained to Hladun, were political prisoners and as such class enemies. 
If he heard any of them complain, either among themselves or in the 
presence of the British delegation, Hladun should at once report them 
to the GPU officer who would accompany the party. When he was 
interpreting, Hladun had to phrase the questions and answers so as to 
give the impression that the inmates were happy and well cared for. 
Above all he had to make it clear that they acknowledged their guilt 
and were eager to expiate it by serving their sentences. To the inmates 
he had to give the impression that the British delegates were sympathiz- 
ers of the Communist party and had come not to investigate injustices 
but to learn how to build an efficient socialist state. 

At the first camp that the delegation visited, camp officials produced 
a set of records which indicated that the minimum monthly pay for the 
workers was 140 roubles. The delegates were not shown a second set of 
books which showed that deductions for board, lodging, clothing, and 
miscellaneous services exactly equalled wages. Afterwards the delegates 
talked to the inmates for an hour. Hladun's job proved to be easy: the 
inmates had been at least as well briefed as he had been, and the 
conversation consisted of stilted pleasantries. Only when he got away 
from the GPU officials and talked to inmates on his own, did Hladun 
learn who they were. 

One elderly man, when he was finally convinced that Hladun was a 
Canadian and was not connected with the GPU, said that he was from 
Cherkasy in Ukraine. 'They picked me up, tortured me in Kiev and 
finally sent me here.' 

'What for?' Hladun asked. 
'They said I was a kulak, but I am not. When will they let us out? I 

hope my family is well,' the old man said, and started to cry. 
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?;iR:or 7en. Y.S. l i l l i e m s ,  
Comiss ioner  of Ont. Prov. Pql ioe ,  
Parliament B u i l d i n p ,  
Toron to .  

S i r ,  

Camaunist a c t i v i t i e s  i n  Toronto from 
our ins ide  man, dated. Jnly  9 t h .  

L a s t  evefiing a meeting of the  exeautive l e a d e r s  of the 
Toronto C m u n i s t s  ~198 held hare  and reborted by Nanorskg, 
seo re ta ry  of the  Ukrainian Lebor Farm Temple of Winnipeg, 
who has  j u s t  re turned t o  Canada a f t e r  a t t end ing  a oonvention 
i n  Moscow, Russia. The following is a por t ion of \is s t a t e -  
ments ( ~ l m n  t o  our  man). 

T h i n ~ s  a r e  no t  s o  wonderful in Russia a s  is presented i n  
t h e  Labor News, o r  t h e  Worker, t he  people l i v i n g  I n  Russia esv 
t h a t  about 85s an, I n  a bad nay, some of them s ta rv ing ,  40% 
a r e  facinq near  s t a r v a t i o n  t h i s  winter,  5% a r e  dying from hunger, 
and only 1 5  t o  20% am wel l  o f f .  Conditions a r e  next t o  bad and 
the ~ i v e  Year Plan is  ool lapsing,  whioh is due t o  the  r s o t  t h a t  
t h e  Russian workera a r e  not  t r a ined  in t h e  l i n e  of mernufactilring 
machinery. 

If condi t ions  oan no t  be improved by the end of the year 
they f e a r  t h a t  a r e r o l u t l o n  w i l l  break out  on a ler(;e s c a l e  arid t? la t  
dl1 be the  6nd of Bolshevism. The Boleher is t  and Comunls ts  onlv 
hope o f  su rv iva l  is i n  the  s t r e n g t h  t b y  may develop in  Poland, 
Germany, China, U.S.A., and the Csnadian Workers. 

To my question I s  it poss ib le  t o  r a i s e  t h e  workers of Canada 
i n  revolut ion s p a t w t  the  Government he s a i d  i t  is possible ,  but  
lmprsct icable  s t b h e  present  time beceuss o r  the l q o k  of t r s ined  
forae6 and most Imwortant the  l ack  of a- nuni it ion, and w i t 5 w t  t k s e  
tun W i n o s  I t  1s 1.-~os.;lble t o  do - -  -~t'!? ?t ~ r o 9 w . t .  

A f t e r  the oonventlon o f  the  Coaunulst Pa r ty  t o  be held i n  
Toronto q t  t he  same time a s  t h e  aonventlon o f  the  Y.X.C.k. Cmgress ,  
we w i l l  see  w h i t  t o  do i n  the fu tu re ,  an4 soae plan rill be nade t o  
draw i n  1a r .w  masses o f  foreigners  i n t o  t h e  Comunis t  organization. 

Russia rill be informed o f  the oondi t ions  t h a t  exist here  
oontlnucilly, by B ohuk, of Toronto, who reoen t ly  returned from 
RUSSII  and has b&atruoted t o  take oharqe of the Provinoe of 
Ontario f o r  the  BolShsvfst .  Ye w i l l  keep i n  olose toueh w i t h  the 
Amtore  i d  New York, CLnd rill g e t  h i s  d a l l y  in¶ t ruo t lons  from the 
c e n t r a l  qeadquartera In Winnipeg. 
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This year  Russia m i l l  epend $175,000 t o  p r o ~ o t e  t h e i r  
oeuse i n  Canada and about #500,000 i n  the U.S.A. 

The orders from Rueeia oonoerning Canada 10 ns  follows: 
1, To hold m e e t i n ~ s  wherever and wherever possible.  
8 .  To enlarge tha s t r eng th  f o r  propaganda purposes. 
3. To eduaate the  workers general ly  i n  Bolehevim. 
4. To s t a r t  t r a i n i n g  the t o n e r  so ld ie re  of the  last mar 

a s  f a r  ae poeeible. 
5, To draw i n  a l l  tore ignera  and inmediately s t a r t  t r a i n i n g .  
6. Then await  f u r t h e r  order8 from Rueeia. 

The Toronto Cammunieta r roen t ly  reoeivad $7,000 and Boychuk 
l a  t o  pay eaoh l eade r  h i e  baok salary .  Winnipeg w i l l  a l s o  o e t  
$11,000 a t  the  s m  t i m q  It rill be spent on propaqand work only. 
When the  Canadian C ~ l ~ t ~  a re  ahor t  of oaah the  Armtore w i l l  
pfby monthly through t h e  Winnipeg, Headquarter8. 

This 10 t h e  t lrrt  repor t  m e  have had o f  any meeting or  t h i e  
kind s inoe the  r e tu rn  of the  l a s t  delegat ion from Rueeia ard  frm 
i t  r e  gather  a general  idea  of what l a  i n  the  mlnd of the 
Communist Party.  

About the  end of t h i s  week a aearah warrant v i s i t  w i l l  be 
made t o  t h e m  headquarters and it l a  expected t h a t  more lnfollnatio 
w i l l  be seoured. 

Yours t ru ly ,  

ac* 
Chief Constable. 
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'Can't he write to his family?' Hladun asked a bystander. 
'We are not allowed to write or receive letters,' the man explained. 
After talking to several other groups, Hladun learned that none of the 

inmates had had a public trial. They had all been sentenced by three- 
man GPU collegiums.'4 

In May 932, Hladun used a ten-day recess at the Lenin School to visit 
a commune that had been established near Kryvorizhzhia in southern 
Ukraine by a group of Ukrainian-Canadian Communists from Leth- 
bridge, Alberta. They had sold their belongings in Canada and on their 
return to their homeland had been allotted a large tract of land. Within 
six months of its formation the Canadian commune began to disinte- 
grate. Some of those who still held Canadian passports returned to 
Canada; others fled to various countries in Europe. Hladun learned why 
when he visited the commune. Practically all of the farm implements 
lay in disrepair. They were of several makes and it was impossible to 
interchange their parts. Of six tractors only one was in working order. 
But the ruined machinery was only a fragment of a larger and more 
bitter tragedy. The communards' lives had been ruined. They made 
their regret at having left Canada perfectly clear, and they begged 
Hladun to warn friends back in Canada against believing anything they 
might hear about the resurrection of Ukraine." 

The arrests of Ivan Sembay and Myroslav Irchan constitute a further 
episode that deeply touched Ukrainian-Canadian Communists. Sembay, 
a leader of the ULFTA, had been deported from Canada as a Communist 
and had gone to Soviet Ukraine. Irchan, a Galician who had joined the 
Communist party in 1920, had come to Canada in 1923 to edit the 
magazine Robitnytsia. In the five and a half years that he spent in Canada 
he maintained close ties with Soviet Ukraine (he established a Canadian 
branch of the writers' organization Hart) and came to know most of 
the Ukrainian-Canadian Communists, and his tale of immigrant life 
Karpatska nich drew heavily on the experiences of his friend John Navis. 

In May 1929 Irchan went to Soviet Ukraine to edit the journal Zakhidna 
Ukraina (Western Ukraine), but kept up his contacts with Canada. He 
corresponded with Navis, accompanied him and the delegation that 
toured Ukraine in 1931, and wrote an article about the trip for Ukrainian- 
Canadian  newspaper^.'^ Then, like so many others at the time, Irchan 
and Sembay were arrested in 1934 on charges of being 'foreign agents.' 
The subsequent furor, led to a split in the ranks of the Ukrainian- 
Canadian Left. 

The chief dissident was Danylo Lobay, the long-time editor of the 
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Ukrainski robitnychi visti. According to Lobay's account of the split, he 
had become convinced of the validity of the reports of famine conditions 
and persecution of Ukrainian Communists by the autumn of 1933 and 
proposed to certain members of the central committees of the organiza- 
tions affiliated with the party that they make a public protest against 
'Muscovite Communist terror in Ukraine.' But none of the people Lobay 
approached supported him, and he thought it unwise to speak out 
individually for fear that he would be accused of having sold out to the 
nationalists. The following year came the news that Irchan had been 
arrested and Sembay had been executed. In response to inquiries from 
readers the Ukrainski robifnychi visti began to label Irchan a 'counter- 
revolutionary,' although without offering any proof or explaining what 
had happened to him. To quell the unrest that the reports evoked, 
Stewart Smith, a member of the party's Politbureau in Toronto, arrived 
in Winnipeg in the summer of 1934. The bureau of the Ukrainian fraction 
held a meeting at which Lobay expressed his views about the situation in 
Ukraine. He was supported by Mykhailo Smyt from Transcona. Stewart 
Smith denounced their views, said that party members could not ques- 
tion Soviet policy in Ukraine, and demanded that Lobay and Smyt 
submit written statements to that effect. The two dissidents refused to 
do so. At a meeting a week later Smith proposed that Navis be sent to 
Ukraine to determine what had happened to Irchan and Sembay. Until 
his return, Lobay, as a disciplined party member, would have to keep 
quiet. Navis, writes Lobay, 'came back from Ukraine in the second half 
of December 1934, but did not bring back any information about Irchan 
and Sembay. He did not keep other promises that he had made before 
his departure. His report failed to satisfy even those members of the 
party fraction bureau who knew about his "mission" to Ukraine.' 

The following March, at a secret conference of party delegates to a 
congress of the ULFTA, Lobay expressed his concerns about Soviet 
policies in Ukraine to close to a hundred delegates. In his speech, writes 
Lobay, 'I sharply criticized the Russophile policies in Ukraine and said 
that prominent people in Ukraine were being arrested and destroyed 
for being Ukrainians. I mentioned the suicides of Khvylovy, Skrypnyk, 
and Hirniak, the arrest and deportation or execution of Irchan, Sembay, 
and many other Ukrainian scholars and writers ... I spoke out against the 
ULFTA press, which was groundlessly attacking and defaming lrchan 
without explaining the matter factually, as members and readers were 
demanding. I also spoke out against the absence of freedom of speech 
within the organizations and the demand that members agree with the 
party leadership. If this continued and there were no change for the 
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better, I said clearly, I was prepared to leave my work as an editor of 
the Ukrainski robifnychi visti, because I did not agree with such a party 
policy.' 

The ULFTA retaliated the following day by passing a resolution in 
which it denounced Lobay for his 'counter-revolutionary-nationalist 
deviation.'" Lobay, in turn, published a vehement counter-attack in 
which he claimed that in a speech at a ULFTA conference on 11 March 
1935 Shatulsky admitted that 'the exposure and arrest of Irchan and 
Sembai made more of an impression on some members of our organiza- 
tions than any other arrests in Ukraine.'28 He also quoted Stalin: 'A party 
that conceals the truth from the people, a party that is afraid of light 
and criticism, is not a party, but a gang of impostors fated to peri~h.'~9 

Finally Lobay said that in private conversations Popovich had told 
him that all of Navis's close friends in Ukraine had been arrested and 
convicted as 'wreckers.' Only Navis had escaped arrest, even though he 
had been in close contact with the arrested men during his trips to both 
Soviet and Western Ukraine. Shatulsky and Navis, wrote Lobay, 'have 
the greatest responsibility for the failure to clarify the situation in Soviet. 
Ukraine. The former because all the Soviet press passed through his 
hands and he selected from it only what he liked, deliberately concealing 
the rest from the readers. The latter because he visited Soviet Ukraine 
most often and never told the truth.'sO 

John Hladun gives a similar account of the revolt, but adds the interest- 
ing detail that even Navis was prepared to break with the party over 
the arrests of Irchan and Sembay. 'These reports came so abruptly and 
had such a stunning effect on the many Canadian admirers of Irchan 
and Sembay,' wrote Hladun in 1947, 'that the central committee's hastily 
contrived "explanation" for once wasn't acceptable. The Central Com- 
mittee of the ULFTA, sensing a serious threat to the party's hold over 
the ULFTA, sent its head, John Navis, to Moscow to make his own 
investigation. Navis returned with a vague report which satisfied neither 
the rank and file nor many of the leaders of the ULFTA. A general 
conference of the ULFTA was called and, just before the conference 
began, the ULFTA officials met secretly and decided to make a clean 
break with the Communist Party. Even Navis, hitherto an unwavering 
Communist, fell in with this decision. The whole uprising blew up as 
abruptly as it began. Tim Buck heard about the impending defection, 
brought pressure to bear on Navis and one other official of the ULFTA, 
and the upshot was that the party loyalists triumphed and the rebels 
were expelled.'3* 

In 1935 Lobay, Hladun, and Toma Kobzey, the former national secre- 
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tary of the ULFTA, established a non-Communist labour and cultural 
organization, the Workers' and Farmers' Educational Association, with 
branches in Winnipeg, Transcona, and Portage la Prairie, and began 
publishing Pravda, which openly criticized Stalin and his new anti- 
Ukrainian p0licies.3~ But the organization remained small, and its influ- 
ence did not extend beyond Winnipeg. The ULFTA, by contrast, almost 
doubled its membership - from 8,080 in 1932 to 15,000 in 1938.33 

Irchan was 'rehabilitated' in the late 1950s~ but the only reference to 
the circumstances of his death, even in the era of glasnost, was the phrase 
'Died in 1937.~34 In an article about Irchan that first appeared in the 
Soviet Ukrainian literary journal Vitchyzna in 1957, Krawchuk said noth- 
ing about Irchan's death.35 As late as 1986 Krawchuk referred to the split 
in the party without revealing its cause and dismissed Lobay's charges 
as 'renegade fabrications.' In discussing Matthew Popovich's friendship 
with John Navis, Krawchuk wrote that 'there was a short period when 
their friendship cooled, after Matthew Popovich came out of Kingston 
prison in 1934 and visited Winnipeg, where a battle had begun with a 
renegade grouping headed by Danylo Lobay. This group descended 
to a nationalist position and tried to split the Ukrainian progressive 
movement. It directed its fire against John Navis and Matthew Shatulsky. 
Not oriented in the situation, Matthew Popovich made several com- 
ments that were used by the renegades against John Navis and Matthew 
Shatulsky, as well as against members of the leadership who had 
remained on a correct organizational position. When Matthew Popovich 
made his remarks, his friend John Navis was in Soviet Ukraine and could 
not effectively rebutt the renegade fabrications. But when Matthew 
Popovich later understood the situation and sharply condemned the 
renegades, they began a dishonourable and slanderous campaign to 
defame his character. He was forced to take them to court and to use 
legal means to exonerate himself from the renegade lies.'S6 

Krawchuk broke his silence only in 1989 when he published an article 
about Sembay in which he admitted that his arrest, as well as the famine 
of 1933, led Lobay's group to pose 'legitimate questions about the famine, 
the arrests and other events, but the ULFMO [Ukrainian Labour-Farmer 
Mass Organizations] leadership rejected them a priori, branding them 
fictions, lies and slander. The tragedy is that all this was done in good 
faith, for the leadership was completely blinded by fanatical loyalty to 
Communist ideas and Party discipline? 

And in an article about the writers' association 'Western Ukraine' 
Krawchuk wrote that for Ukrainians abroad 'the arrest and defamation 
of Myroslav Irchan as a nationalist and traitor were a great blow. Out 
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of loyalty and respect for the first workers' and peasants' state in the 
world, Ukrainian toilers, particularly those who were united in progres- 
sive organizations and who had great trust in the workers' and farmers' 
press, swallowed the bitter pill with deep pain in their hearts ... It is 
time to tell the truth, and only the truth, about the Association of 
Revolutionary Writers 'Western Ukraine' and the fate of its rnember~.'3~ 

In the post-war period, pro-Communist attacks on the historicity of 
the 1933 famine were sporadic.39 In the early 1980s~ however, a more 
concerted campaign was mounted in response to the commemorative 
programmes, articles, books, and films that appeared on the fiftieth 
anniversary of the famine.@ The issue with which these attacks began 
was the photographs with which the famine was being illustrated. One 
reason why the famine has remained such a secret is the paucity of 
visual documentation for it. In the early 1930s~ few Soviet citizens could 
afford to own a camera; the photographing of famine scenes was strictly 
forbidden, and foreign visitors often had their film confiscated as they 
were leaving the country.4' Today we have only a handful of genuine 
and authentic photographs from 1933. Yet nothing draws attention to 
an iniquity like a picture - the Holocaust has made such an indelible 
impression on us in part because we have all seen the photographs that 
Allied troops took in the death camps in 1945 - and one of the more 
embarrassing aspects of the effort to publicize the 1933 famine has been 
the misuse of photographs that purport to show its horrors, but were 
taken during the 1921-2 famine, when the Soviet government welcomed 
foreign aid and placed no restrictions on the taking of pictures.4' 

Like most of the American and Canadian press, the Hearst newspapers 
paid scant attention to the events in Ukraine in 1932-3. In January 1935, 
when the famine was long over, however, William Randolph Hearst 
attacked Franklin D. Roosevelt's Soviet policy in a radio speech in which 
he painted a picture of hunger and ruin in Ukraine and predicted that 
five to ten million people would starve to death in the coming year. 
Shortly afterwards, Hearst's papers published several long series on 
famine and desolation in the Soviet Union. One series was ascribed to 
Thomas Walker, a 'noted journalist and traveler' who had supposedly 
visited Ukraine in 1934. His account was illustrated with gruesome 
photographs of corpses and of people in advanced stages of starvation.43 

Louis Fischer, the prominent pro-Soviet correspondent, assailed 
Hearst in the Nation. He had never heard of a Thomas Walker, he said, 
and could find no one who had. Moreover, Walker's photographs could 
have been taken on the Volga in 1921 or even outside the Soviet Union. 
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They were also taken at different seasons of the year: one picture showed 
trees or shrubs with large leaves that could not have grown by the 
'late spring' of Walker's alleged visit; others depicted winter and early 
autumn backgrounds.44 Fischer had his own reasons for attacking 
Hearst - he would get around to an unequivocal admission of the 
famine only in 1950 - but he was probably right when he implied 
that Walker was a fiction.45 No such journalist is listed in the standard 
biographical dictionaries. And the articles attributed to him had 
appeared in August 1934 in the London Daily Express, where the anony- 
mous author was described as a tourist who had broken away from a 
guided tour in order to see the real state of affairs." Fischer also had a 
point when he said that Walker's photographs were taken on the Volga 
in 1921-2 and not in Ukraine in 1932-3. 

The issue became even more tangled when Ewald Ammende, a Baltic 
German who had been campaigning on behalf of the famine victims, 
published Muss Russland hungern? Menschen- und Volkerschicksale in der 
Sowjetunion.47 The book contained twenty-one pictures, which were 
described as having been taken by an Austrian technical specialist in 
Kharkiv in the summer of 1933. They are for the most part shots of 
streets and show shops that did not exist in 1921. Unless evidence to the 
contrary is presented, these twenty-one pictures are the only photo- 
graphs of the famine that may be accepted as both genuine and authen- 
t i~ .4~  When Ammende's book was translated into English, however, 
only twelve of these pictures were reprinted, and fourteen others were 
added.49 Most of these additional pictures also appeared in the Daily 
Express, the Hearst newspapers, and Nazi propaganda publications.5" 
Ammende died before the English translation was published, and so we 
do not know whether he himself made the claim, but the book does 
assert that this second group of pictures had been taken in the summer 
of 1933 by the manager of a German agricultural concession in the 
North Caucasus. Yet neither the Daily Express nor the Hearst series 
mentioned the North Caucasus, and the German propagandists, for all 
their desire to discredit the Soviet regime, carefully labelled the same 
photographs as 'Famine in the Soviet Union' and refrained from identi- 
fymg the region or the year. 

In the early 1980s these spurious photographs turned up in several 
documentaries, in Robert Conquest's Harvest of Sorrow, in the Encyclope- 
dia of Ukraine, on the cover of Roman Serbyn and Bohdan Krawchenko's 
Famine in Ukraine, 1932-1933, and in dozens of newspaper articles and 
reviews. In Conquest's Harvest of Sorrow, for example, a photograph 
showing a pile of corpses at a graveyard, which Conquest identifies only 
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as 'famine victims,' was taken in the Volga region and first appeared on 
a Russian poster in the early 1920s. A picture of homeless children seated 
in a row was taken in Berdiansk, Ukraine, in 1921 or 1922. And a picture 
of a young woman with a naked child in her lap, whom Conquest, 
following Walker, describes as a girl of fourteen and her brother, 
appeared in Nazi publications as a picture of a mother and her child 
and dates back to the 1920s.~' The author may argue that because he 
discusses both famines the photographs are justified here. But since they 
have often been published as visual evidence of the 1932-3 famine, since 
he says nothing about their origin and since he treats the Walker series 
as an authentic account and frequently cites it in his text, some readers 
will conclude that he has validated the pictures as documentation of the 
1932-3 famine. And those who want to cast doubt on the famine will 
unfortunately be strengthened in their argument that the evidence is 
fraudulent. 

One of those eager to cast doubt was Douglas Tottle, a former steel- 
worker and trade-union activist who published several articles and 
letters to editors in which he charged that talk about a 'man-made 
famine' in 1932-3 was nothing more than an attempt to divert attention 
away from Ukrainian participation in crimes against Jews during the 
Second World War.s2 In his book Fraud, Famine and Fascism: The Ukrainian 
Genocide Myth from Hitler to Harvard Tottle stepped up the attack by 
arguing that most of the photographs used to illustrate the horrors 
of 1933 were mislabelled.53 He had a point here, and he would have 
performed a useful service if he had re-examined the history of the 
disputed photographs, but his arguments were largely paraphrases of 
those used by the American Communist party's Daily Worker in 1935.~~ 
Even more disturbing was Tottle's claim that 'right-wing allegations of 
a 1932-1933 deliberate "famine-genocide"' were nothing more than 
'attempts at covering up the wartime record of a national fascist move- 
ment which collaborated with Hitler.'55 

That Tottle had the support of the pro-Communist Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans in this endeavour was evident from the approving review that 
Wilfred Szczesny, the editor of the Ukrainian Canadian, published. Tottle 
'sets out to debunk a big lie and does a creditable job of it,' he wrote. 
'For the most part, [the book] is compelling reading ... Teachers required 
to teach about the famine of 1932-33, school trustees, schoolboard offi- 
cials considering its inclusion in the program of study, and Ministry of 
Education officials having to make a decision on this issue will find this 
book very revealing and relevant. Members of the general public who 
want to know about the famine, its extent and causes, and about the 
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motives and techniques of those who would make this tragedy into 
something other than what it was will find Tottle's work in~aluable.'5~ 

Thus the famine photographs, like the famine victims themselves, 
became a political football that was kicked back and forth in newspaper 
articles, book reviews, and letters to the editor. One side argued that 
since the famine was a historical fact, it did not matter what photographs 
were used to convey its horrors. The other side replied that the famine, 
at least as a premeditated, genocidal onslaught against Ukrainians, was 
not a historical fact, and the fraudulent photographs were proof of this. 

Throughout the 1930s and until the late 1980s~ pro-Communist Ukrai- 
nian Canadians ignored the famine, executions, and deportations in 
Ukraine and failed to speak up even for imprisoned party colleagues. 
When they could not remain silent, they denounced the victims or tried 
to divert attention first to the oppressions practised by Poland, Romania, 
and Czechoslovakia and then to the crimes of the Nazis and their 
'bourgeois-nationalist collaborators.' When it came to evaluating events 
in the Soviet Union, the Communists' will to believe prevailed over 
public information and firsthand reports by their own comrades. 

Why, then, the difference between what Peter Krawchuk, for example, 
said in 1984, when he called a proposal to introduce the famine into the 
Toronto school curriculum 'political axe-grinding,'57 and what he said 
in 1990, when he expressed satisfaction that Ukrainian scholars can now 
study the famine and future generations will be able to learn the truth 
about this 'real genocide' and 'terrible national tragedy'? The obvious 
answer is that the Soviet policy of glasnost that has been in effect for 
several years has allowed writers and scholars to question virtually every 
aspect of the Stalinist past. The decision to collectivize agriculture in the 
late 1920s and the subsequent famine in the early 1930s, the radical shift 
in the nationalities policy that led to the destruction of the Ukrainian 
Autocephalous Orthodox Church, the attacks on the non-Communist 
Ukrainian intelligentsia and the trial of the League for the Liberation 
of Ukraine in 1930, the purges of the Communist intelligentsia, the 
destruction of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine, the mass 
purges and executions of the late 1930s~ the arrests and deportations in 
Western Ukraine in 1939-41, the famine of 1946-7 - all these and many 
other sensitive questions have undergone fundamental re-evaluati0n.5~ 
In some cases Soviet writers are simply restating what people in the 
West have been saying for many years.59 But in other cases Soviet 
scholars are bringng to light new documents and interpretations that 
enrich our knowledge of the 1920s and 1930s. They are re-evaluating 
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the nature of Soviet rule and asking disturbing questions about its 
moral - and hence political - legitimacy. 

The obvious answer, correct though it is, raises a larger question: why 
did the Ukrainian-Canadian Left not dissociate itself from Stalin's crimes 
sooner? Here, too, obvious answers can be offered. As a historian of the 
Canadian Communist movement has put it, 'After 1928 the party leaders 
were completely under Soviet domination. Their first loyalty was to 
the USSR, their main objective revolution in Canada ... Cynical and 
opportunistic in their campaigns on behalf of the working classes, the 
Communist leaders recognized the advantages of martyrdom and 
played the politics of provocation. Whenever the powers-that-be acted 
humanely, instead of welcoming such actions the Communists tried to 
find ulterior motives. They maligned and undermined other groups 
who were seeking ways to alleviate the suffering of the jobless. The 
party leaders deceived themselves and their followers about Stalin's 
Russia.'&' 

Or we may consider the implications of Bruno Ramirez's remarks 
about the relations of Italian Canadians with fascism. 'For many Italians - 
whether in Montreal or elsewhere in Canada,' Ramirez has written, 
'their search for an ethnic identity could hardly be divorced from the 
political developments that had occurred in their old motherland. For 
an immigrant population in which two out of three adult persons had 
left Italy before the advent of fascism, in which an overwhelming propor- 
tion had little or no formal education, and whose image of the Italy they 
had left was one of oppression and political exclusion, the transforma- 
tions that fascism advertised could not but be perceived as signs of 
progress. For many of those Italians, then, fascism was seen less as a 
political ideology and form of government, and more as synonomous 
with a renewed italianit~.'~' 

If we make several substitutions - Ukrainians for Italians, Ukraine for 
Italy, communism for fascism, and ukrainstvo for italianito - we can 
begin to see the significance of communism for Ukrainian Canadians. 
Although they had reshaped the Galician, Bukovynian, or Ruthenian 
identity that they had brought to Canada into a Ukrainian one, Ukraine 
itself was a distant and even alien place for them. It had been divided 
among four powers, three of which repressed the emerging Ukrainian 
national movement and one of which offered a semblance of statehood, 
a programme of Ukrainization, a promise of unification of all Ukrainian 
lands, and a dream of universal brotherhood. 

Yet these answers, true though they are, also fail to be fully satisfymg. 
Perhaps we must wait until the Ukrainian-Canadian Left completes the 
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'honest, frank, and objective appraisal' of its history that it has called for 
and opens up its records to scholarly inspection. But even now one 
thing is certain. Caught between loyalty to their party comrades and 
solidarity with their persecuted kinfolk on the one hand and obedience 
to the dictates of Moscow, on the other, Ukrainian-Canadian Commu- 
nists chose the latter. Befuddled and unwilling to make the effort to sort 
out the truth, they are, to paraphrase Peter Krawchuk, still trying to 
swallow the pill of Stalinism. 



Between a Rock and a Hard Place: 
Francophone Missionaries 
among Ukrainian Catholics 

ANDRII KRAWCHUK 

The first chapter in the religious history of Ukrainian Canadians, which 
set the stage for the split that occurred in 1918, has been examined in 
many ways - from the secularizing and democratizing effects of the 
prolonged shortage of priests to the pluralizing effects of proselytizing 
by denominations that were not part of the Ukrainian Christian tradi- 
tion. Recently opened archival materiaIs of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic 
church at the Central State Historical Archives in Lviv, Ukraine, shed 
light on yet another important dimension of this story - the missionary 
work of francophone Roman Catholics among the Ukrainian immigrants 
to Canada. 

The connection between the Latin-rite church in Canada and the 
Eastern-rite Greek Catholic church in Austrian Galicia was established 
very early at the archiepiscopal level. In March 1901 the Oblate arch- 
bishop of the ecclesiastical province of St Boniface, Louis-Philippe- 
Adelard Langevin, wrote to Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky in Lviv 
with an urgent invitation to come to Canada 'as soon as possible in order 
to prevent the danger that threatens hundreds of souls ... Veni, Domine, 
veni. May the good angels bring you to us very soon; we will receive 
you as God's emissary." But Sheptytsky was not able to travel to Canada 
until nine years later. Meanwhile the Canadian Catholic church pon- 
dered the pastoral implications of the continuing influx of Catholic 
immigrants from Europe, a major part of whom were Greek Catholic 
Ruthenians from Austrian Galicia." 

Roman Catholic concern for the spiritual welfare of Ukrainians at the 
turn of the century was centred in Manitoba, where many of them first 
settled. It was Archbishop Langevin in St Boniface who would urge 
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every Latin-rite seminary and diocese in Canada to provide at least one 
priest to minister to the Ukrainian Greek Catholics.3 The first encounters 
between these priests and Ukrainian immigrants shed light upon a basic 
fact - that Roman Catholic priests who wanted to serve in the Ukrainian 
missions needed a special formation, in addition to the seminary, that 
would enable them to bridge the immense socio-cultural, linguistic, and 
liturgical divide between them and the Galician immigrants. 

Among the earliest Roman Catholic priests from Manitoba who would 
try to bridge that cultural gap was the Belgian-born Redemptorist Achil- 
les Delaere. By the time he first wrote to Metropolitan Sheptytsky from 
Brandon on 28 December 1901, he did so not only as a pastor who 
celebrated liturgies for and preached to the Ukrainians; he also informed 
Sheptytsky that he had spent a year in Galicia, where he had learned 
the Polish language.4 

Another French-Canadian priest who found his way to Galicia was J. 
Adonias Sabourin. A secular priest from the diocese of St Boniface, he 
came to Lviv in the summer of 1906 after a year of studies in Rome. It 
was from the Basilian Fathers' church on Folkievska Street in Lviv that 
he wrote to Metropolitan Sheptytsky (who was then in Rome) in order 
to introduce himself and to declare that he intended to devote his 
priestly life to the Galician people in his home diocese.5 With that aim 
in mind he had obtained Archbishop Langevin's permission to spend 
his summer holidays in Lviv and there to study the language and 
customs of the Ukrainian people. Moreover, Sabourin sought permission 
to be admitted into the'Ruthenian College in Rome; for this special 
privilege he appealed to the Basilian provincial, the Reverend Platonid 
Filas, OSBM, and to Metropolitan Sheptytsky to intercede on his behalf 
at the Vat i~an .~  Later, preparing for his return to Canada, Sabourin on 
Sheptytsky's advice wrote to Archbishop Langevin to request permis- 
sion either to transfer to the Ukrainian rite or to become biritual.7 

By January 1910 both Delaere and Sabourin were serving in Manitoba 
as priests with biritual privileges that were granted for five years.8 Later 
that year Archbishop Langevin told Metropolitan Sheptytsky in Mon- 
treal of three more French-Canadian priests who were set to go to Galicia 
for a time and to return to Canada after transferring to the Greek 
Catholic rite - Arthur Desmarais, Joseph Gagnon, and Frangois-Joseph 
Jean? 

These early efforts by French-Canadian clerics to enter into the Ukrai- 
nian cultural and liturgical tradition appear to have been sincere and 
not mere covers for Latinization. Archbishop Langevin's expression of 
concern for the spiritual welfare of Ukrainian immigrants reflected his 
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understanding of the educational import of the Eastern Christian liturgi- 
cal heritage: 'these dear children are without the benefit of the divine 
services; nor do they hear the melodic chants, the sublime prayers, 
many of which were written by such fathers of the church as St Basil 
the Great and Gregory of Nazianzus and which constitute an eloquent 
homily directed to the spirit and the heart, since they express Catholic 
dogma in its entirety.'"' 

Moreover, biritualism in this case was by no means limited to a super- 
ficial comprehension of the Eastern rite. In celebrating the distinctive 
Eastern liturgy of St John Chrysostom, French-Canadian priests con- 
sciously had to 'step outside' the Latin liturgical tradition. The biritual 
priests also adapted themselves to the sacramental tradition of the Ukrai- 
nian Greek Catholics and thus departed from accepted Latin practices; 
for example, although only a bishop may administer the sacrament of 
confirmation to Roman Catholics, the biritual priests followed the East- 
ern practice with the Ukrainians and themselves administered this sacra- 
ment." For his part, Delaere also showed a keen sensitivity to values 
close to the heart of the Ukrainian people when he asked Metropolitan 
Sheptytsky to answer one of his letters in Ukrainian, so that he could 
read and show it to his people." 

The main reason why French-Canadian priests felt called to serve in 
the Ukrainian missions was that this large Catholic immigrant constitu- 
ency had far too few of its own priests. There is every basis for believing 
that, in their decision to dedicate their Lives to the Ukrainian people, 
Delaere, Sabourin, and those who followed in their footsteps were moti- 
vated by a sincere concern for the spiritual well-being of the people.l3 
Yet, along with that fundamental pastoral concern, a variety of addi- 
tional factors was also at play. 

The French-Canadian priests saw themselves not only as missionary 
priests but also as defenders of the Catholic faith. In addition to active 
proselytizing by established Protestant and fledgling Russian Orthodox 
denominations, an array of suspended priests, apostates, and outright 
impostors had declared open season on the Ukrainian settlements, chal- 
lenging the symbols of religious authority to which the immigrants still 
clung.'4 To counter that spiritual threat, a strong Catholic mission was 
seen as vital. But for all their dedication, the French missionaries did 
not always grasp that the people wanted their own priests, from their 
homeland, in their own church, one that they had built with their own 
hands? And when the people specifically asked for married priests 
from Galicia, the Roman Catholic clerics' first response, regardless of the 
time they had spent in Galicia (where 96 per cent of the Greek Catholic 
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clergy were married), was to close ranks and defend the established 
western Catholic practice. Thus, Sabourin, suspecting that the Ukrainian 
bishop for the United States, Soter Ortynsky, opposed the idea of biritu- 
alism and hearing that he was poised to send married priests to Canada, 
raised an urgent alarm. 'The situation is grave,' he wrote. 'Married 
priests are about to be introduced into Canada!'I6 When a Reverend 
Slivinski from the United States presented himself to the bishop of 
Montreal in early 1910, the latter asked him in Latin whether he was 
married: 'Estne mariatus?' Slivinski's response, 'Non sum solus,' was at 
best ambiguous. As Delaere, who knew he was indeed married, noted 
wryly, 'It remains to be determined whether [Slivinski] intended to put 
a comma after the word "non."' But Delaere was truly concerned that 
Slivinski should not be accepted either in Montreal or in Toronto. As he 
put it, 'That would be a breach in the defence and moreover a dangerous 
precedent that could have enormous consequences for us and for Can- 
ada.'" Thus when Delaere and Sabourin wrote to Metropolitan Sheptyt- 
sky with assurances that they would heartily welcome 'good' Ruthenian 
priests from Galicia, it appears that they really meant celibate priests.18 

Another dimension of the biritual Catholic missions to Ukrainian 
immigrants concerns the respective approaches of the anglophone and 
francophone sectors of the Canadian Catholic church. Contemporary 
documents indicate that there was a competitive rivalry between French 
and English Catholics over 'the question of the day - the Ruthenian 
Canadian question."9 Differences of opinion between the French and 
the English occasionally arose over the handling of Ukrainian church 
affairs. For example, when the married Reverend Slivinski presented a 
letter of introduction from Alfred Burke, the president of the Catholic 
Church Extension Society in Toronto, Delaere commented to his col- 
league Sabourin, 'If we don't watch out, this Mr. Burke will cause us 
more mischief.'"' 

But there were also indications that a much broader tug-of-war was 
taking place. Dr Schwegel, the Austro-Hungarian consul in western 
Canada, gave a unique perspective on the subject when he commented 
on Archbishop Langevin's efforts to develop a cadre of French-Canadian 
priests familiar with the language and culture of Galicians: 

It seems as is it were a determined purpose not to allow the business to go out 
of French hands ... The chief point seems to me to be, not the question of the 
difference of rite, but the question of French domination of the Catholic church 
in western Canada. I can assure anyone, however, who is working in that 
direction that he is working at a hopeless task, and that our people, who are 
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coming to this country, are of different stock from the half-breeds of Louis Riel. 
If the Ruthenian people in their large colonies through western Canada have 
their own priests, children of their own blood, able to speak their language, to 
read the service exactly as the people were used to having it read abroad, 
these priests will exercise a beneficial influence on our immigrants, and will be 
instrumental in making good Canadians of them - not one-sided and prejudiced 
supporters of the French idea in western Canada."' 

Thus, in the larger picture, the importance of supplying Canadian priests 
for Ukrainian immigrants was tied not only to the salvation of their 
souls but also to their future place within the religious and socio-political 
fabric of Canada. Consul Schwegel, for one, seemed confident that, 
given the chance, Ukrainians would find their own creative path for 
integrating their traditional sense of religious and social identity with 
the new reality in Canada. 

No account of the francophone pastoral ministry to Ukrainian immi- 
grants can be complete without a consideration of the various difficulties 
that the non-Ukrainian priests encountered in their work. When Metro- 
politan Sheptytsky met Archbishop Langevin at the Montreal Eucha- 
ristic Congress in September 1910, he tempered his statement of 
enthusiasm for francophone pastoral assistance with a strong measure 
of realism about the hardships that would be an inevitable part of 
such a ministry: 'You will be of assistance to our compatriots, who are 
threatened by schism and heresy, if you provide them with priests who 
can understand them and who adopt their rite, regardless of the many 
difficulties to which they will be exposed, and in spite of the defiance 
of our people, who will not at first understand this type of dedication.'"" 

Ukrainian resistance to non-Ukrainian pastors was characterized by 
a strong sense of self-righteousness. It was so elevated that it even 
affected the relations of the Ukrainian Catholic immigrants with the 
episcopal authority back home. If the French bishops impose their 
priests upon us,' a group of sisters in Winnipeg wrote to Sheptytsky in 
~gio, 'they will stir us up, and then you will have to answer for our 
actions. We are holding on to what our forefathers held fast to and 
died for."3 And when a Ukrainian priest in Canada was suspended by 
Sheptytsky, opposition to the French ministry was mobilized in the form 
of assemblies that passed a resolution to disregard such suspensions in 
Canada.q For a variety of reasons, personal no less than social, many 
Ukrainian parishes boycotted Sabourin's ministry. From the Winnipeg 
community came the firm declaration that 'every church has renounced 
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the Reverend Sabourin."s The differences of perspective encompassed 
the religious community as well as laymen. When in November 1910 
Sabourin asked for and was sent two Sisters Servants from Mundare for 
assistance in Winnipeg, their superior, Sister Ambrose Lypkevych, felt 
compelled to point out to Sheptytsky that she had consented to this 
arrangement only out of monastic obedience and in order to avoid 
trouble with Archbishop Langevin. Although the sisters were concerned 
about the future of their order and its role in the community (they were 
especially interested in teaching religion and the Ukrainian language, 
in order to counteract both types of assimilation), they were instead 
being recruited as maids (naimychky) at Sabourin's residence. They were 
particularly offended by the argument that 'a monastic person does 
everything much better and costs less' than lay hired help.26 

The vulnerability of the French missionaries to such resistance centred 
on the perception of them as agents acting on behalf of the French 
bishop. Despite their effort to absorb the Ukrainian language and culture 
in Galicia and regardless of their change of rite and regular communica- 
tion with the metropolitan archbishop of Lviv, the francophone clerics' 
most immediate recourse to episcopal authority was the Latin-rite dioce- 
san office in St Boniface. The missionaries themselves were quick to 
realize that such recourse had virtually no impact on the Ukrainians 
and only undermined their pastoral authority. As Delaere expressed it, 
'In any other place, the zealous missionary finds natural solace and 
support in the authority of his legitimate bishop. The situation is clear 
and simple. Among the Ruthenians, however, the missionary cannot 
invoke the authority of the Latin bishop because that authority is not 
recognized. The less the priest refers to the Latin bishop, the more 
favourably he is viewed by his [parishioners].'"7 

So suspicious were Ukrainians that the francophone priests were out 
to Latinize them that when the latter offered financial assistance to the 
impoverished immigrants, such funds were flatly refused as a matter of 
principle. The crisis of authority at the pastoral level was compounded 
by differences of opinion inside the Ukrainian community as well. In 
such questions, too, no authority was recognized in the francophone 
priests. Delaere gave a concrete example: 'What fasts must the Rutheni- 
ans observe? One group will say, "the same ones as in Galicia." Others 
say, "no, those customs were local, and since we have left that place, 
that law no longer binds us." Try telling the people that they are not 
obliged to observe the fasts and they will raise a cry of "scandal" and 
"treason." Thus the position of the priest in the confessional becomes 
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very precarious; he does not know what to say or what to advise. And 
you have exactly the same situation with a thousand other liturgical, 
canonical, and ceremonial  question^.'^ 

Of all the issues and questions that the francophone priests faced in 
their Ukrainian ministry, the most divisive and emotionally charged was 
the question of the registration of churches. Delaere referred to it as 'the 
central issue around which the battle lines have been drawn.' In legal 
terms the matter was quite simple. According to Manitoba law, a contract 
to purchase or lease land for church use had to be filed at the provincial 
registry within two years of the transaction. Otherwise such a contract 
was null and void." In ecclesiastical terms, registration also involved 
submission to a recognized diocesan authority. But to the Ukrainian 
mind, possession was nine-tenths of the law. Most parishes therefore 
refused to register their church except with a Ukrainian bishop. Those 
that did register, whether under Roman Catholic diocesan authority or 
under the Ukrainian Basilian fathers, did so on the condition that the 
church would be transferred to a Ukrainian bishop once one was 
appointed in Canada.3" 

From the francophone priests' point of view, the essential issue was 
to keep the Ukrainians within the Catholic fold and the church building 
out of the hands of Protestants.3' But whereas Delaere seemed to focus 
attention on external threats in this regard, Sabourin was more con- 
cerned about the danger within: 'To differ on [the question of] putting 
churches under ecclesiastical authority is excessively dangerous ... Once 
a contract is registered and it puts the church in the hands of the 
population, it is practically impossible to change. What we have is a 
Catholic church with a Protestant administration.'J2 

Sabourin's concern about the urgency of the registration issue and his 
worry about the future of the Ukrainian Catholic polity in Canada led 
him to adopt an uncompromising stance in favour of registration. But 
when Metropolitan Sheptytsky urged him to exercise more discretion 
and pastoral prudence, Sabourin promised to be less intransigent in his 
handling of the issue.33 

So sensitive were the Roman Catholic priests to the broad implications 
of the registration issue that it way well have been the decisive factor 
in their strong support for the establishment of a Ukrainian Catholic 
episcopal see in Canada. Anticipating precisely the type of crisis of 
authority that Sabourin had described, Archbishop Langevin wrote to 
the apostolic nuncio in Canada with assurances that he and his col- 
leagues Legal and Pascal fully supported the idea of nominating a 
Ukrainian bishop for Canada. Langevin explained that, in the view of 
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the French bishops, although it would not resolve everything this was 
the only way to settle the question of the registration of Ruthenian 
churches under ecclesiastical authority, whereas the majority wants to 
place or to leave church properties in the hands of lay or cultural 
committees.'34 

The French priests serving the Ukrainian church took essentially the 
same view. They were aware that most Ukrainians believed them to be 
opposed to the nomination of a Ukrainian bishop. In fact, they were 
convinced that such a nomination would be a tremendous boost to 
the French-Canadian missionary effort. Conversely, 'if, after Monsignor 
Sheptytsky's visit [to Canada in igio], a Ruthenian bishop is not named, 
all the people will be convinced that it was we and the Latin-rite bishops 
who prevented it. And if the Protestants and the independents catch on 
to this accusation, the reaction could be terrible ... If we want to keep 
these people in the Catholic church, the nomination of a Ruthenian 
bishop is an absolute necessity.'35 

Thus, whether focusing on the internal, organizational danger of 
Protestant-like tendencies among Ukrainian Catholics or on the external 
threat of proselytizers, the francophone clergy and episcopate in Canada 
expected that a Ukrainian bishop would not only solve the registration 
issue but would also rehabilitate the francophone clerics' credibility 
within the Ukrainian community. 

Another factor that lay behind the Ukrainian resistance to French 
Catholic pastoral resistance was national fervour. In the Ukrainian mis- 
sions, two very different conceptions of the church were competing 
with one another: a universal, transnational model and a national model. 
On the one hand, those priests who had decided to devote their lives 
within a completely alien cultural and liturgical tradition of Christianity 
did not seem in the least interested in denationalizing the Ukrainian 
immigrants to Canada. Rather, their practical dedication to a pluralistic 
view of catholicity seems to have been remarkably far in advance of its 
time. On the other hand, Ukrainian resistance to the biritual experiment 
in Canada was quite clearly informed by varying degrees of national 
and even nationalist sentiment. Delaere, a keen observer of the Ukrai- 
nian psyche and its historical roots, clearly saw the linkage between the 
Ukrainian defiance towards the Latin-rite priests and bishops in Canada 
and the historic Polish opposition to the Union. In Delaere's opinion, 
there was nothing at all surprising in the Ukrainians' fears and suspi- 
cions, since 'with the flow of time, the Ruthenian people came to regard 
anything Polish or Latin as the enemy of their religion and their national- 
i tyY in fact, the linkage between religion and national sentiment was 
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so powerful, Delaere believed, that even though the Catholic church 
condoned patriotism, any priest serving the Ukrainian people would 
have to recognize that their sense of national identity was bound up 
with the question whether or not to be Catholic: 'The Ruthenians, 
although Catholic and belonging to the universal church have not yet 
developed to the stage of imagining a church without a large dose of 
national sentiment. Whoever would want to make Catholics of these 
Ruthenians in one fell swoop, while neglecting or opposing this spirit, 
is bound to fai1.'37 

Moreover, the particular socio-ecclesiastical conjuncture in Canada 
heightened the national sensitivity among Ukrainians to the extent that 
even secular priests from Galicia who submitted to the jurisdiction of 
the Latin ordinary could expect to be rejected by their own pe0ple.3~ 
But the Ukrainians' full fury was reserved for the non-Ukrainian priests. 
For example, on the registration issue, he was inevitably perceived as a 
promoter of religious denationalization. From Winnipeg, one group 
wrote to Metropolitan Sheptytsky: 'Father Sabourin wants us to register 
the church with him. We will gladly register, but only with our Ruthen- 
ian priests or a Ruthenian bishop, when we will have one - not with 
the French. We want not independent priests but Greek Catholic ones, 
and we want to remain Greek Catholics, faithful to the Holy See of 
Rome.'39 

In another instance, Sabourin himself cited an example of national 
prejudice. When a Ukrainian priest, the Reverend Barysz, left Sifton 
after a brief tour of duty, Sabourin wrote that 'despite many fine 
qualities, this fine man is terribly prejudiced against everything non- 
Ruthenian and in particular against what is French.'4(' National exclusiv- 
ism was not limited to individual Ukrainian Catholics. In September 
1910 Metropolitan Sheptytsky received a petition signed by more than 
two thousand Ukrainian Canadians. Article q of the petition called on 
him to withdraw all priests of foreign nationality and to bar them from 
entering our parishes in the future.'4' The petition went on to explain 
that Ukrainian-Canadian 'ecclesiastic and national life' had become one 
and that foreign priests could not live up to the ideal of a nationally 
committed clergy. 

For their part, the francophone missionaries were guided by a point 
made in Kraus's History of the Church: that the popes had always 
instructed Catholic missionaries to accommodate, preserve, and Chris- 
tianize national customs and that this to a large measure accounted for 
the rapid growth of the faith." In principle, then, they affirmed the need 
for the Catholic church in Canada to support the national traditions and 
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values of the Ukrainian people. As Delaere expressed it, 'To the extent 
that it is possible and licit, it is necessary to yield [accorder] to the Rutheni- 
ans what remains. In fact, that is the only effective way to take charge 
of the mass and to establish it within the body of the Catholic church, 
where it wants to be but only while remaining Ruthenian. It is up to us 
to put this mass into the body [of the church],.and then the serious and 
effective work on the whole may begin? 

Thus, despite even the most unreserved support for national values, 
and regardless of the lengths to which francophone missionaries were 
prepared to go to become Ukrainian priests for Ukrainian people, the 
trump card in this complex relationship was always in the hands of the 
Ukrainian pioneers. Even if the missionaries understood that differences 
often centred not on principles but on tactical posturing by Ukrainians 
who wanted their way, there was little they could do when Ukrainians 
questioned their authority and sincerity9 

By the end of the first decade of the century, substantive steps were 
taken that appeared to herald a new and more promising phase in the 
Roman Catholic pastoral and organizational assistance to the Ukrainian 
church. Integration of Ukrainian Catholics into the Canadian Catholic 
scene occurred in a significant way in the area of education. In January 
1910 several Ukrainian girls who were completing studies in the Roman 
Catholic convents of St Boniface, St Norbert, Ste Anne, St Jean Baptiste, 
and St Charles prepared to write their final exams. Ukrainian candidates 
for the priesthood also began to shdy  in Canadian Roman Catholic 
seminaries. In November 1909 Vasyl Ladyka reported to Metropolitan 
Sheptytsky from the Grand Seminaire in Montreal on the studies of 
three Ukrainians there.45 And in June 1913 Petro Kamenetsky wrote to 
the metropolitan from St Augustine's Seminary in Toronto about the 
progress of seven Ukrainian seminarians." Thus, the process of cultural 
adaptation that the first francophone missionaries had started by travel- 
ling to Galicia for study had come full circle. The emergence of a Canadi- 
an-educated Ukrainian clergy had begun. 

In October 1909 Archbishop Langevin, Bishops Lkgal and Pascal, and 
Apostolic Delegate Sbarretti met in a plenary council in Quebec City to 
discuss pressing issues of the Ukrainian religious community. Respond- 
ing to a request from the Sisters Servants in Galicia, the bishops assigned 
to Sozont Dydyk OSBM (the provincial of the Ukrainian Basilian Fathers 
in Canada) the task of modifying the statute of that women's commu- 
nity, making its Canadian wing distinct and autonomous and its raison 
d'etre teaching in primary schools.47 Another issue was the need of a 
Ukrainian newspaper that would 'promote and defend the truth and 
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Catholic interests among Ruthenian~.'4~ The bishops contributed four 
thousand dollars towards the purchase of a printing press and sent 
money to Galicia to cover the travel expenses for a Ukrainian editor to 
come to Winnipeg. 

Archbishop Langevin convoked a second meeting in St Boniface on 
4 January 1910. Present were four Eastern-rite priests: the francophone 
missionaries Delaere and Sabourin, Sozont Dydyk, and the priest of St 
Nicholas parish in Winnipeg, the Reverend A. Fylypiw. The meeting 
discussed a broad range of problems and concerns and led to what 
was termed a 'fraternal entente,' or agreement in principle, between 
Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian clergy on how best to unify their pastoral 
work.49 In an effort to achieve a degree of solidarity, existing parish 
jurisdictions were affirmed, and it was decided that settlements would 
be visited only by the priest in charge or with his permission.5" 

On the question of ensuring a priest's financial needs, it was recog- 
nized that such practices as tithes and the renting of pews were 
repugnant to Ukrainians and that fees for baptism would be waived if 
they were keeping Ukrainian parents from bringmg their infants to 
church.sl Instead, some standard fees were suggested, and priests serv- 
ing in Ukrainian missions were cautioned that although it was their 
prerogative to withhold sacraments for chronic non-payment of fees, 
such measures could backfire and lead Ukrainians into schism and her- 
esy.5" Similarly, with a view to preventing apostasy, priests were urged 
to exercise pastoral prudence on the question of fasts and feast days; in 
particular, former Latin-rite priests were reminded that they were deal- 
ing with 'an uneducated and defiant people' and that discretion was 
especially important.53 However, in dealing with direct instances of the 
perceived evils of schism and heresy, an uncompromisingly hard line 
was set out: parents who insisted on sending their children to Protestant 
Sunday schools were to be barred from the sacraments, and there was 
to be no burial of heretics and schismatics in Catholic cemeteries?* 

The challenges facing the francophone priests were great and would 
mount as the numbers of Ukrainian Catholic immigrants rose without 
a commensurate increase in priests of their own lund. Of their dedication 
there can be little doubt. Over the course of a decade they had learned 
many things about their charges. Now an institutional framework was 
beginning to be put in place for the Greek Catholic church in Canada, 
though its true implementation awaited the arrival of a Ukrainian bishop 
in 1912. The 'fraternal entente' of 1910 was an attempt to overcome some 
of the more painful differences and uncertainties that arose out of the 
francophone missionary work among Ukrainians, to achieve a unity of 
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pastoral action, and thereby 'to save thousands of souls from spiritual 
ruin.'55 

In resisting non-Ukrainian missionary priests, the Ukrainian immi- 
grant was driven by national values more than by religious concerns. 
The francophone Catholic priest was all too ready to cater to both needs 
and to recognize the historical factors that had fused them together 
within the Ukrainian psyche. But he could not change his ethnic back- 
ground, and that remained the main stumbling block between him and 
his parishioners. For his part, the Ukrainian immigrant, whether out of 
a historically cultivated defence mechanism or out of sheer prejudice, 
was susceptible to the notion that a non-Ukrainian priest was an agent 
of denationalization. Ukrainian national concerns were also a decisive 
factor that prevented the contentious issue of registration from being 
resolved. To the Ukrainian mind, registration under a Latin-rite bishop 
was akin to a renunciation of church property in favour of a foreign 
church. Consequently, the Canadian Catholic perspective on registra- 
tion as a defence against Protestantism did not enter into the Ukrainian 
position. The Ukrainians' organic rejection of the francophone pastoral 
ministry was thus an important indicator of the nature and degree of 
their national sentiment. The issue also served as an early opportunity 
to formulate and mobilize support for objections by the laity that would 
become a key factor in the creation of a new church in 1918. 
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The future of the Ruthenian [in Canada] will be in the hands of those who know 
how to stir up and direct a great social movement, at once national and religious, 
which will carry along the whole Ruthenian population ... Scant indeed will be 
the portion left to the vanquished.' 

The words of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky of Lviv offered a chal- 
lenge to the Latin Catholics of Canada to help build a strong Uniate 
church in this country. For Ukrainian Catholics, Sheptytsky's comments 
offered hope and confidence that a Greek Catholic church could be built 
in Canada. For Latin Catholics his words could have served as warning 
to those who confused their own burgeoning nationalism with the 
interests of the Catholic faith. Throughout much of their early history 
in Canada, Ukrainian Catholics found themselves squarely in the midst 
of a struggle between the two host cultures for control of the Canadian 
Catholic church. In this position, the Ukrainians became the object of a 
major 'Saving and Reclamation Effort' underscored by a French and 
English Roman Catholic desire to enlist Ukrainian allegiance in the 
larger national struggle within the Canadian church. In the end, the 
Ukrainians saved themselves, developing an indigenous clergy and a 
solid record of episcopal leadership after 1930. By the end of the Second 
World War, Ukrainian refugees from Europe would find a reasonably 
strong Uniate presence in Canada, the product of decades of institutional 
and organizational development, amidst bitter ethno-cultural struggle. 

The attempts of Ukrainian Catholics to reconstruct and practise their 
distinctive form of Christianity in Canada were difficult. It is surprising 
that, faced by a dearth of clergy, Vatican restrictions, and the competing 
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visions of French- and English-speaking Roman Catholics, the Uniate 
church was able to survive its first half-century in Canada. This paper 
explores the often tenuous relationship between Ukrainians and their 
anglophone and francophone Catholic brethren, from the arrival of the 
first Ukrainians in 1891 until the establishment of regional exarchates in 
1948. The relations between the Greek and Latin rites that emerged in 
this period manifested distinctive historical phases: 1891-1912, the 
period of Latin control; 1912-29, the struggle for Ukrainian autonomy; 
and 1929-48, a period of survival and expansion for Ukrainians in the 
Canadian Catholic mosaic. Within these phases, three primary issues 
underscored the often troubled relations between Uniates and Latins: 
the question of jurisdiction, the struggle over clerical formation, and the 
Roman Catholic efforts to assimilate the newcomers. Relations between 
the rites became focused on a struggle between three competing visions 
of the Canadian community - the Ukrainians' determination to retain 
their cultural integrity; the French Canadians' belief in the Gestae Dei 
Per Francos, their divine mission to evangelize the West; and the English- 
speakmg Catholics' vision of a loyal, imperialist, and anglophone 
Catholic Canada. The story of the Ukrainian church in Canada to 1948 
is, in part, a story of the struggle of these visions and of the continuing 
challenge of creating cultural harmony under the canopy of Canadian 
Catholicism. Neither the anglophones nor the francophones succeeded 
in their plans, yet their struggle inadvertently produced a vibrant plural- 
ism in the Canadian church. 

From 1891 to 1912, Ukrainian Catholics were heavily dependent on their 
Latin-rite hosts for chapels, clergy, and the sacraments. The decisions 
made on such issues as jurisdiction, clergy, and assimilation would 
establish precedents for subsequent periods of Ukrainian religious life 
in Canada. When Ukrainians first arrived in the resource-rich northern 
regions of Ontario, the industrial centres in the St Lawrence-Great Lakes 
corridor, and the agricultural belt of the Canadian prairies, they brought 
neither clergy nor the capital to rebuild their distinctive religious tradi- 
tions. In the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, the state had provided for 
their religious needs, supplying the clergy and church buildings, and as 
such, the religious rites of passage considered integral to Ukrainian 
life. In the voluntarist and religiously pluralistic environment of North 
America, however, Ukrainian Catholics were left to fend for themselves. 
As a result, most struggling Ukrainian colonies depended either on the 
goodwill of the local Latin ordinary or on the services of an itinerant 
Orthodox priest or Protestant minister. The latter became a frequent 
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refuge when the local Latin clergy were sometimes less than cordial or 
failed to appreciate the Greek-rite liturgy and married clergy.' 

In Canada, French- and English-speaking Catholics were unprepared 
for the thousands of Catholic immigrants arriving weekly from Europe 
after 1897. For Canadian Catholics, these new arrivals could not have 
come at a worse time. Still smarting from the loss of separate schools in 
Manitoba and the fallout from the Riel crisis and Jesuit Estates affair, 
French- and English-speaking Catholics were becoming more vocal 
about their own linguistic jurisdictions and cantrol in the Canadian 
church. Since language was quickly replacing religion as the focus of 
Canadian identity, the linguistic debate within the church made the 
immigrant question seem secondary in importance. For these and other 
reasons, bishops, priests, and laity appeared woefully uninformed about 
southern and eastern European Catholics entering the country. In 
Toronto, for example, Ukrainian and other migrants set up temporary 
services in Roman Catholic churches, only to find that they were subjects 
of curiosity to the hosts, susceptible to being locked out of churches, 
rudely scrutinized by local children, and taken advantage of by 'sham 
priests' and con artists.3 Eventually, when the numbers of new Canadian 
Catholics became too overwhelming to ignore, and as these new Catholic 
communities made demands, or Protestant missionaries converted the 
newcomers, the local Latin ordinaries provided some material and 
financial aid. By 1910, for example, Bishop David Scollard of Sault Ste 
Marie, Ontario, had helped to finance two Ukrainian Catholic churches, 
one near the mining centre of Coppercliff and the other near the rail 
yards and docks of Fort William.4 Similar ventures had been jointly 
sponsored by local clergy and Ukrainian migrants in Montreal (1908),5 
Toronto (iglo), Brantford (iqil), Oshawa (lglo), Winnipeg (1899), and 
in other prairie settlements. 

It was the French-Canadian hierarchy on the prairies that set many 
precedents in the relations between the Latin and Greek rites in this 
first phase of Ukrainian Catholicism in Canada. Louis-Philippe-Adelard 
Langevin, the Roman Catholic archbishop of St Boniface, was the most 
powerful Catholic prelate on the prairies and was chiefly responsible 
for formulating church policy towards the Ukrainians. Preoccupied with 
the decline of the francophone presence on the prairies, Langevin was 
slow to respond to the needs of the Greek-rite Catholics. He was not 
happy with the 'belligerent' Uniate priests who moved in and out of his 
diocese and, protective of his own authority, refused to entertain the 
idea of special status for Ukrainian Catholics. He adamantly rejected the 
idea of a separate Ukrainian bishop, for fear of jurisdictional disputes 
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and the possible migration of married priests to North America! In 
concert with Cardinal Ledochowski, the Polish-born prefect of the Pro- 
paganda Fide, Langevin supported a policy of Latinization of Ukrainian 
Greek Catholics. Pursuant to this policy, the apostolic delegate, Diomede 
Falconio, sought the appointment of a Uniate priest as apostolic visitor, 
who, when under the control of the delegate, would facilitate the Latin- 
ization.7 For Langevin, the Ukrainians were part of his vision that the 
French were divinely ordained to convert and administer the church in 
the Canadian W e ~ t . ~  

The francophone hierarchy's most serious problem was finding suit- 
able clergy for the Ukrainians. Petitions from the American hierarchy in 
the early 1890s had resulted in the Vatican prohibiting the migration 
of married clergy from Europe to America after 1894. American and 
Canadian bishops were afraid that the presence of married clergy might 
damage the uniformity and discipline of the Latin-rite clergy, which 
had been officially celibate since the Fourth Lateran Council. For those 
interested in securing Ukrainian clergy, the Vatican ban provided a 
formidable obstacle, since less than 5 per cent of the Uniate clergy in 
Galicia were celibate and had no desire to emigrate. In the 189os, 
Langevin did not seek Ukrainians exclusively, but put Ukrainians in 
Winnipeg under the care of two Polish priests at Holy Ghost parish. 
Given the traditional conflicts between the Ukrainians and Poles, it is 
not surprising that Ukrainian Catholics were insulted by such a move.9 

The rising numbers of Ukrainian migrants to the West and the grow- 
ing success of Protestant and Orthodox proselytizers among dissatisfied 
Ukrainian Catholics forced a complete reassessment of Langevin's policy 
after 1900. In response to the request of the apostolic delegate, Metropoli- 
tan Andrei Sheptytsky of Lviv sent his secretary Vasyl Zholdak to Can- 
ada to assess the situation of the Greek rite in 1901. The fact that 
Orthodox priests were undercutting the authority of the Uniate itiner- 
ants and were spreading rumours about Latinization was sufficient 
cause for alarm. Moreover, the American newspaper Svoboda continually 
criticized the work of the Roman Catholic and Uniate leaders, adding 
to the Ukrainians' fears that they were being Latinized. With perhaps 
as many as sixty thousand Ukrainian Catholics being served by less than 
ten priests,"' Langevin faced a veritable crisis. From 1901 to 19-10, he 
executed a multi-faceted strategy that included a more zealous attempt 
to recruit Ukrainian celibates, an effort to bring Belgian Redemptorists 
to the missions, and an attempt to have some French Canadians translate 
to the Greek rite. In 1902 Zholdak and Sheptytsky arranged for three 
celibate Basilian monks, one brother, and four Sisters Servants of Mary 
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Immaculate to journey to Canada." By 1906, several Belgan Redemptor- 
ists, including Achilles Delaere, who had served in the field since 1898, 
were translated to the Greek rite, an act which the Vatican had rejected 
until that point. By 1912, Langevin and Bishop   mile Legal of St Albert 
had roughly 150,000 Ukrainian adherents, with only twenty-one clergy, 
many of whom were Belgian or French-Canadian.'" 

The Ukrainian people were not entirely receptive to these new priests. 
Father Henrich Boels, a Belgian Redemptorist, complained that Ukraini- 
ans would not confess to a former Latin priest for fear they might 
themselves be Latinized.'3 Many Ukrainians simply refused to attend 
services offered by a non-Ukrainian priest. In Sifton, Manitoba, for exam- 
ple, William Zaporzan reported that Ukrainians were not satisfied with 
the French and Belgian clergy there because they could not speak Ukrai- 
nian well; as a result many of Zaporzan's countrymen were turning to 
the 'schismatics and Presbyterians."* Worse still, one Ukrainian priest 
commented that many Ukrainians did not respect the celibate Basilians 
recruited in Galicia, because many of the monks were drawn from the 
lowest ranks of Galician society.'5 Unhappy with the priests provided, 
Ukrainian Catholics turned elsewhere. After I 904, immigrants could 
seek spiritual guidance from several Ukrainian-born priests in the new 
Independent Greek church, which drew from the followers of Seraphim 
Stefan Ustvolsky and was financed by the Presbyterians. In addition, 
desertions to the Russian Orthodox fold caused a number of court battles 
over church property between Uniate and Orthodox factions within 
existing Catholic congregations. The negative Ukrainian response to 
Langevin's effort to keep the Greek Catholics under his control was 
understandable, gwen the historical resistance offered to Latinizers, be 
they Polish or Austrian. By 1912, Langevin's ability to retain the loyalty 
of Ukrainian Catholics and, ironically, the confidence of his fellow Latin- 
rite brethren to the East was in serious trouble. 

Langevin's English-speaking Catholic colleagues had been slow in 
their response to the Ukrainian presence for a number of reasons. First, 
the Anglo-Celtic Catholic presence on the prairies at the turn of the 
century was weak, particularly since all of the episcopal sees were under 
the control of francophone bishops. Even in the anglophone-controlled 
dioceses of Ontario, where most Ukrainians outside the prairies settled, 
the immigrant assistance programmes did not commence in a meaning- 
ful way until after 1905. Most bishops found it difficult to find celibate 
Uniate priests; most of the priests they did acquire came via Bishop 
Ortynsky in the United States.16 Although the evidence is fragmentary, 
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it would appear, too, that the distinctiveness of the Greek rite made 
some clergy wary of formalizing a liturgy and priesthood that was 
not uniform with their own. The question of immigration by Latin-rite 
Catholics seemed to be far easier to handle, since their order of the mass 
and clerical discipline were in harmony with the charter Catholics of 
the province. Congregations for Poles, Italians, Slovaks, and Germans 
had been established as early as the mid-nineteenth century. Ukrainians 
were not accorded the same speed in delivery of services. Archbishop 
Denis OIConnor of Toronto, for example, was reluctant to build any 
new churches, preferring to consolidate and lower the church debt 
rather than expand the Catholic position in the city.'7 

The most significant and controversial anglophone response to the 
Ukrainian Catholic presence was the Catholic Church Extension Society. 
Founded in 1908 by Father Alfred E. Burke, Archbishop Fergus McEvay 
of Toronto, and Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles Fitzpatrick, the 
Extension Society attempted to raise funds and Catholic consciousness 
about immigrants and the need for home missions in Canada. The 
Canadian Extension Society was entirely independent of the American 
Extension Society (founded by Canadian expatriates in 1905) and 
received its own pontifical constitution in 1910. Its executive, largely 
anglophone, brought together some of the richest and most influential 
Catholics in the country, while its women's auxiliaries marshalled rank- 
and-file Catholics behind the home mission effort. Through its control of 
the Catholic Register and Canadian Extension, the CCES secured a national 
audience for its financial drive to aid Catholic immigrants, especially 
Ukrainians, whom it identified as most in need of Latin-rite assistance. 

Father Alfred Burke, the president and a noted British imperialist, 
launched a zealous drive to resolve the 'Ruthenian crisis.' In 1909, during 
the first phase of his campaign, Burke used the pages of the Catholic 
Register to alert English-speaking Catholics to the Ukrainian rite and its 
problems: 

The first difficulty the Church in Canada had to face in connection with the 
Ruthenians was the fact that she had no priests of the Rite to serve them ... They 
have a few little chapels and churches; only a few - not enough. Worse still the 
sects have spied out their chance, and the 'soul chasers' of the Protestant societies 
have been trylng to win the people. The schismatic Greeks, with the money of 
the Czar, are working to win them over to the Greek Church ... This is the 
glorious call of God to His workers. Catholic Canada must act promptly and 
effectively. Dear friends: because we knew you we have dared to act for you. 
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We want it now, and you will not refuse ... Can you turn a deaf ear to the cry 
of these little ones, children of those from far-off lands, strangers to your shores, 
now in danger of losing their most precious Faith?18 

These 'consciousness raisings' were followed by blistering attacks on 
Presbyterian missionaries and officials who were supporting the Inde- 
pendent church. Burke denounced the Protestant-inspired sham 
priests' as 'wolves in sheep's clothing,' and he would claim partial 
credit when the Independent Greek church collapsed in 1912. In a third 
operation, Burke with the assistance of Uniate clergy and Bishop Legal 
launched a plea for the Ukrainians at the First Canadian Plenary Council 
of Bishops in 1909. The appeal eventually engendered a resolution by 
the hierarchy to collect ten thousand dollars a year for ten years for 
the Ukrainian missions.'9 Within five years Burke made the Extension 
Society the front and centre of the Ukrainian mission movement and in 
the process sharpened the hostilities between the rival English- and 
French-speaking arms of the Catholic church. 

The Catholic Church Extension Society and many of its leaders also 
had a hidden agenda. Many English-speaking Catholics in Canada 
entered the twentieth century with a new confidence in themselves as 
loyal citizens of the British Empire and with a vision of an anglophone 
and Catholic Canada. In addition to the vestments, altarplate, clergy, 
literature, and chapels that it would supply the Ukrainians, the Exten- 
sion Society promised to be 'purely and simply Canadian and Patriotic 
as well as religio~s. '~~' For Burke and his anglophone colleagues, the 
introduction of the English language was critical to the survival of 
Ukrainians in the job market and for Canadianization in general. To this 
end Burke sponsored English-instruction programmes for immigrants 
and encouraged anglophone clergy to interest themselves in the home 
missions. Although clergy who spoke the Ukrainian language were 
clearly preferable in the home missions, both Burke and Archbishop 
McEvay knew how hard such priests were to recruit and so actively 
sought priests who could speak both English and Ukrainian." Leaders 
of the Extension Society recognized the need to save the Catholic church 
in the West and the need to recognize that English was destined to 
dominate in that region. Thus, English-language instruction was 
regarded as good both for Ukrainians and for the preservation of Anglo- 
Canadian society. Burke considered the evangelization and Canadian- 
ization of immigrants as integral parts of the home missionary pro- 
gramme; the immigrant question had to be solved for the 'good' of 
Canadian society, because according to Burke: 'The way of our states- 
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men and Churchmen is bestrewn with difficulty, but it must be kept 
clear for the advance of British civilization and effective religion."" 

For Langevin and the French-Canadian hierarchy, Burke and his 
Extension Society were a formidable threat to Gestae Dei Per Francos in 
the West. Langevin's fears were heightened by the fact that Burke was 
on excellent terms with Legal, Langevin's French-born suffragan. Worse 
still, Burke had the ear of the apostolic delegate Donatus Sbarretti, 
who had helped organize the Extension Society. Langevin resented the 
intrusion into his territory and informed several of his priests that the 
Extension Society was an Irish and 'imperialist' plot to destroy the 
work he had done with immigrants and to undermine the francophone 
presence in the West." Much of this ill will was reciprocated by 
Burke and his colleagues, one of whom referred to Langevin as a 'large 
overblown archiepiscopal (-)I - the blank allowed Burke to fill in 
any word he deemed fit.% Not surprisingly, by 1910 all francophones 
except Legal had abandoned the Extension Society, recognizing in it 
an anglicizing institution, inimical to French-Canadian interests in the 
church.'s Somewhere in this bitter internecine squabble, the Ukrainian 
missions became a secondary issue to the assertion of control over the 
Canadian church by one of its two charter groups. 

One negative side-effect of the Langevin-Burke struggle on the Ukrai- 
nian church was in the recruitment of clergy. Langevin's difficulties in 
attempting to recruit celibate Uniate clergy were repeated when the 
Extension Society sought Ukrainian priests. Burke, however, seemed to 
be less discriminating on the question of clerical celibacy. In 1909, he co- 
operated with Father Lev Sembratovych, a Uniate priest serving in 
Buffalo, in securing priests from Galicia. The latter was upset by what 
he judged to be the poor quality Basilian priests and the French Uniates, 
whom the Ukrainian people considered as LatinizersZ6 Sembratovych 
informed Burke that he could return to ~al ic ia  and recruit from nearly 
three hundred young seminarians there. Burke requested episcopal 
support but was blocked by several bishops. It is likely that Sembrato- 
vych, himself married and separated, did not have the confidence of 
either Langevin, Delaere, or Bishop Paul Bruchesi of Montreal, who 
feared he would bring in married clergy? When his efforts to recruit 
Ukrainian clergy were thwarted, Burke blamed the French hierarchy 
and bitterly told Archbishop McEvay: 'The Extension Society is ready to 
do something - everything to win the esteem of the "most reverent 
[sic] high and mighty seigneurs of the plains." 'A If the French feared 
disruption of the Latin clergy by allowing some of the Greek-rite cus- 
toms, their fears may have been sustained by Burke's alliance with 
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Sembratovych. Moreover, unknown to most concerned except Burke, 
the Extension Society's two agents to the West, Fathers Roche and 
Canning, had already expressed a preference for the Greek rite, which 
they thought 'a big advance over the Latin.'" 

English- and French-spealung advocates of home missions also dis- 
agreed on the issue of a separate Ukrainian bishop to administer the 
Greek rite in Canada. Langevin had consistantly opposed such an 
appointment, which he felt would be the prelude to serious jurisdic- 
tional disputes between the Latin and Greek bishops in the West. Burke 
and the Extension Society, on the other hand, advocated the appoint- 
ment of a 'Ruthenian' bishop, indicating that the missionaries and Ukrai- 
nians interviewed desired one." Burke's position probably further 
estranged him from Langevin and widened the chasm between the 
parties they represented. As the numbers of Ukrainian immigrants 
increased and the recruiting of clergy stagnated, however, those 
opposed to a separate Ukrainian eparchy almost reversed their positions. 
At a meeting of the Canadian hierarchy in Quebec City in 1911, Langevin 
and four of his suffragans decided to leave the matter of an appointment 
in the hands of Rome. These prairie bishops did caution that there 
were the potential dangers of married clergy, jurisdictional disputes, 
and prejudice against the French and Belgian Uniates if an independent 
Ukrainian bishop was appointed.3' By 1912, the Ukrainian Catholic pop- 
ulation was still starved of clergy; Protestant and Orthodox missionaries 
were still working in the Catholic colonies, and titles to church property 
were still being contended by Uniate and Orthodox laypers0ns.3~ For 
the French prelates involved, however, acquiescence to the appointment 
of a Ukrainian bishop was an admission that the policies employed by 
the Latin rite, English and French sections, from 1891 to 1912, were 
clearly insufficient to build a strong Ukrainian Catholic church in 
Canada. 

The appointment of Nykyta Budka as the Ukrainian bishop of Canada 
in 1912 brought temporary hope that Ukrainians could free themselves 
from the domination of French, Polish, and Anglo-Celtic outsiders. 
Unlike his American contemporary, Bishop Ortynsky of Philadelphia, 
Budka was not required to report to the Latin episcopacy in any particu- 
lar diocese. Instead, he answered directly to the apostolic delegate, the 
pope's representative in Canada. Although he was responsible for one 
of the world's largest dioceses, Budka could rest assured that he did 
not have to consult with local Latin ordinaries every time controversy 
erupted among the various rites of a given district. Upon arrival in 
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Canada, he quickly consolidated his control and independence by a 
federal act of incorporation for the 'Ruthenian Greek Catholic Church 
in Canada.'33 Budka, however, faced four enormous challenges to his 
leadership and to the integrity of the Uniate church: the First World 
War, resurgent Ukrainian nationalism, the rise of Ukrainian Orthodoxy, 
and assimilatory Catholic nationalism in Canada. 

From the outset, Archbishop Langevin demonstrated only luke-warm 
support for his Uniate colleague. By 1912, Langevin was fighting French- 
Canadian Catholicism's last stand on the prairies, and although Budka's 
appointment relieved him of some practical burdens, it further eroded 
the authority of the See of St Boniface in the region. Langevin went so 
far as to instruct at least one of the French-Canadian Uniate priests to 
remember that his primary loyalty was to Langevin, even if it conflicted 
with Budka's decisions.34 Father Josaphat Jean, one such priest who had 
transferred to the Greek rite, reported that some of the French-Canadian 
Uniates continued to fuel Ukrainian fears that they were Latinizers. Jean 
claimed that one of the most prominent of these priests, Father Sabourin, 
'chantant partout et toujours qu'il est Canadien-Francais, et nous repro- 
chant lorsque dans nos sermons nous nous disions Ruthenes.'J5 Despite 
continued Ukrainian fears of Latinization at the hands of the French, 
Budka attempted to remain on amicable terms with Langevin and his 
suffragans. He realized only too well that he still depended on the 
francophone priests - Quebecois, French, or Belgian - who comprised 
over one-third of his twenty-seven ~lergymen.3~ 

Archbishops Langevin and Beliveau of St Boniface and Bishop Paul 
Roy of Quebec were concerned about the new powers exercised by 
Budka. Simultaneously, they continued to combat the 'anglicization' 
tactics of the Extension Society, which posed a formidable threat to the 
French stewardship of the Ukrainians west of Ontario. This cultural 
animosity was only exacerbated by French-English tension over the 
demolition of bilingual schools in Ontario in 1912 and the Conscription 
Crisis during the Great War. When Thomas O'Donnell, who had suc- 
ceeded Burke as CCES president in 1915, attempted an approchement 
with the prairie bishops in 1918, he was supported by all but Arthur 
Beliveau, who had succeeded Langevin in St Boniface. Beliveau felt that 
he could not taint the memory of his beloved predecessor by acknowl- 
edging the Extension Society's wish to elevate the faith over all consider- 
ations. Furthermore, an attempt to found a branch office of the society 
in Montreal failed, and Roy in Quebec maintained that his dioceses 
would contribute to the Ukrainians without the intermediary role of the 
Extension Society. The continued estrangement of French and English 
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Catholics on the Ukrainian question damaged the effectiveness of Catho- 
lic aid after 1918 and seemed to bear out Sheptytsky's prediction that 
the portion to the 'vanquished' would be small. From 1914 to 1929, 
while Budka struggled to keep his flock, French power in the West 
disintegrated dramatically, as most of the principal sees in Alberta, Sas- 
katchewan, and Manitoba fell to the Anglo-Celts. For Bishop Budka and 
the Ukrainians, it was clear that it was the Anglo-Celts with whom they 
would have to deal west of the Ottawa River. 

From the earliest days of his episcopate, Budka diligently pursued a 
close working relationship with the Catholic Church Extension Society. 
It was the CCES that had paid for his passage to Canada and offered 
him generous financial aid. With Budka in close contact with the board 
of governors, the CCES accentuated its efforts to raise funds for the 
Ukrainian church, build educational institutions, construct chapels for 
Ukrainian worship, and help finance the cash-starved Kanadyiskyi rusyn 
(Canadian Ruthenian), which was renamed the Kanadyiskyi ukrainets 
(Canadian Ukrainian) in 19-19. From 1919 to 1927, the society poured 
over $250,000 - an annual outlay of 15 to 25 per cent of its national 
budget - into the Ukrainian church.37 In 1916 alone, the CCES and the 
Catholic Register launched a three-month fundraising drive for Ukrainian 
Catholics. Making his presence felt, Toronto's Archbishop Neil McNeil, 
chancellor of the Extension Society (1912-34), highlighted the urgency of 
the Ukrainian appeal to Latin Catholics: 'The Catholic Church Extension 
Society is the only organization in Canada through which our home 
missions can be regularly and effectively aided by the Catholic laity. The 
work of Bishop Budka among the Ruthenians calls urgently for help. 
Delay in this case may easily mean di~aster.'3~ The campaign steamrolled 
through the spring, and despite the financial hardships inflicted on 
Canadians by the war, CCES supporters raised nearly seventeen thou- 
sand dollars, a figure that exceeded every annual tally since 1909, save 
one (1911-12).39 

The effort of the Extension Society and its leaders, however, still bore 
an assimilatory edge in this second phase of Uniate-Latin relations. 
Although they maintained that they would defend and nurture the 
Catholicity of the Ukrainian people, Anglo-Celtic leaders were still intent 
on making Ukrainians become upstanding, law-abiding Canadian citi- 
zens. With the support of the Anglo-Celtic episcopate, the society initi- 
ated several educational ventures to integrate a new generation of 
Ukrainian Catholics into the English Canadian mainstream. In 1919, 
the Extension Society, Budka, and the Christian Brothers founded St 
Joseph's College for Boys in Yorkton, Saskatchewan. In keeping with 
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the Canadianizing aim of the society the school intended to 'bring these 
people in touch with our ordinary Canadian customs.'4" The boys would 
follow courses in English, and the Catholic Register concluded that all of 
the Ukrainian lads would be 'taught loyalty to their faith and to the 
country into which they have come to build up a future for themselves.'*' 
In addition to St Joseph's, the Extension Society supported similar 
schools for Ukrainians boys and girls in Edmonton, Vegreville, Vilna- 
Radway, Yorkton, Sifton, and Morden. The Sisters of Service, founded in 
1922, operated several rural hospitals in Ukrainian prairie settlements.@ 
Budka himself was not unaware of the dual mission of the schools, as 
he publicly praised 'the benefits of an English-language education' for 
the Ukrainian people+ 

Similar clerical support was offered for Extension Society efforts to 
educate Ukrainian Catholic adults in English. In Toronto, Father Charles 
Jermy praised the women's auxiliary of the Extension Society for run- 
ning an English-language night school for his parish. In a few cases, 
Anglo-Celtic women brought Ukrainians into their homes for instruc- 
tions. Likewise, anglophone Catholic men in Toronto used the Holy 
Name Society to acclimatize the Ukrainians to Canadian cultural mores 
and solid citizenship. Under the auspices of the Holy Name Society not 
only would Ukrainian souls be secured for the church, but the 'foreign- 
ers' would be taught the 'conditions, customs, and tongue' of other 
Anglo-Canadians44 Like other Catholic migrants in the city, however, 
Ukrainians failed to sustain their interest in these societies after the 
Great War. Seasonal employment in natural resource industries took 
them far afield from Toronto, and those who remained regarded the 
Holy Name societies as alien to their culture.45 

For English-speaking Catholics 'Canadianization and Catholicization' 
were a double-edged sword to win the battle for Ukrainian immigrants. 
Redemptorist Father George Daly, an ardent supporter of the Church 
Extension Society, asserted that English would have to become the 
dominant language in the mission field. 'The sooner our Ruthenians 
know English well, the better they will be equipped for the struggle of 
Canadian life and the preservation of our Catholic faith,' he contended 
in 1920.4~ One way to assure this was to recruit Ukrainian clergy who 
were fluent in English, or vice versa. In any event the priest was the key 
to success. The hierarchy made arrangements for Ukrainians to study at 
St Augustine's Seminary in Toronto. In 1914, the seminary hired the 
Reverend Dr Amvrozii Radkevych (or Ambrose Radkiewicz) to direct 
the spiritual formation of fourteen Ukrainian candidates47 Five of these 
candidates graduated that same year. By 1917, when Radkevych left 
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his teaching post in metaphysics, six more candidates had grad~ated.4~ 
The Ukrainian episcopate did not invest all of its hopes in St Augustine's, 
as it still kept strong ties to the College St Boniface and the Grand 
Seminaire in Montreal. 

Despite these numerous programmes by Anglo-Celtic Catholics dur- 
ing and after the war, the urgency of the Ukrainian crisis never seemed 
to abate. Although the Extension Society's coffers were filling at an 
unprecedented rate after 1919, and the religious artifacts and chapels 
supplied to the Ukrainians kept pace, neither the hierarchy nor the 
society saw this effort as enough. In 1923, Thomas O'Donnell com- 
plained that even though the Extension Society had raised almost 
$150,0oo that year, Presbyterian missionaries had almost $7oo,ooo at their 
disposal. Throughout the 192os, Bishops McNally of Calgary and McNeil 
of Toronto launched several appeals for the Ukrainian mission, none of 
which ever matched the astonishing success of 1916.49 Even the 'bursa' 
programme, which had financed Ukrainian schools and the education 
of missionary priests, began to decline. The inability of the Extension 
Society to mend its fences with French Canada seriously weakened its 
ability to help the Ukrainians and other immigrants. More interesting, 
however, is the fact that by the late 1920s English-speaking Catholics 
seemed to be losing interest in the Ukrainian missions. Even some of 
the Latin bishops were begnning to doubt that Ukrainian immigrant 
aid was having any impact. 

Some of this Anglo-Celtic Catholic indifference may be attributed to 
the maelstrom whirling within the Uniate church, with Budka at the 
centre. The hostility to Budka on the part of Canadian imperialists 
during the war, the crash of the Ukrainian Catholic press, and the 
success of the Ukrainian Orthodox movement were taking a dramatic 
toll on the vitality of the Uniate church. In 1914, for instance, Budka 
issued a pastoral letter to his flock urging them to support Austrian 
emperor Franz Josef in his impending struggle with Russia. Unfortu- 
nately for Budka, Britain declared war within the week, the Austro- 
Hungarian monarchy was now the enemy, and Budka had the appear- 
ance of being a traitor to the British cause, of which most Anglo-Celtic 
Catholics considered themselves a part. Budka recalled his pastoral letter 
and called upon his flock to defend their new home and rally about the 
Union Jack. Despite the support of the Latin bishops and particularly 
the Cafholic Register, which vociferously defended Budka, a cloud hung 
over him throughout the war. At war's end he faced eleven counts of 
sedition, all of which were dropped for lack of evidence.5" Latin Catholics 
may have rallied to his aid, but there is little evidence to account for the 
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silence of Catholic leaders and laity when Ukrainian Catholics were 
disenfranchised and some were incarcerated as enemy aliens during the 
war. In Vancouver, for example, the Catholic Children's Aid refused to 
help a Ukrainian internee at Vernon who wanted to see his children, 
despite the support of the latter by the chair of the camp ~ommittee.~' 
Thus, there is little to suggest that the attitudes of English-speaking 
Catholics differed appreciably from those of other Canadians when the 
issue of 'enemy aliens' arose. 

Budka's leadership suffered repeated crises in the closing phases of 
the war. With the collapse of the Russian empire and the birth of the 
long-sought Ukrainian republic, Ukrainian nationalism spread through- 
out the colonies of Galician expatriates after 1917. Part and parcel of this 
renewed Ukrainian confidence was the emergence of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox church of Canada in 1918. The new church expressed its 
disdain for the Uniate church, which it felt existed 'according to the 
wishes and under the rigid control of the French Roman Catholic 
Church, in contradiction to our national interests.'S2 The Orthodox pres- 
ence directly threatened Catholic membership, so much so that by 1931 
it could claim the allegiance of one-quarter of Canada's Ukrainians.53 
Ukrainian Catholic efforts to fight the incursion of the Orthodox led to 
the collapse of the Kanadyiskyi ukrainets in 1927, after it lost a libel suit 
launched against it by the Orthodox. With all of these crises in the 19zos, 
Budka still had personal credibility problems to solve. As early as 1921, 
his lawyer had reported to Archbishop McNeil that the Uniate prelate 
had few organizational skills and lacked the confidence of his priests. 
Finally in 1927, faced by problems of confidence and failure against the 
Orthodox, Budka, in ill health, returned to Europe. 

Correspondence between the Extension Society and the Anglo-Celtic 
hierarchy indicates that Latin-rite Catholics were well aware of the 
problems within the Uniate church from 1914 to i9z8 . '~he  presence of 
the Orthodox, the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association, the 
socialists, and Budka's apparent weakness caused alarm among Catholic 
leaders and were chiefly responsible for the urgent pleas for financial 
aid for the Ukrainians throughout the 1920s. Behind the scenes, how- 
ever, one suspects that many bishops were prepared to implement 
extraordinary measures to ensure Ukrainian Catholicity without a for- 
mal Uniate church. As early as 1923, Father George Daly tabled a 'confi- 
dential report' to the Canadian bishops, outlining in detail the problems 
facing the Greek rite in Canada. Daly, a well-travelled founder of the 
Sisters of Service, a home missionary order, praised the Ukrainians as 
'a strong, energetic, thrifty and prolific race,' but concluded that the 
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Protestant missionaries, public schools, Budka's weakness, and the 
'inherent tendency of the Greek to schism' threatened Catholicism 
among Ukrainians. He proposed to the Canadian episcopate the 
'supreme remedy' of the 'gradual, prudent, systematical absorption of 
the Ruthenian Catholics into the Latin Church.'54 Although the Latin 
hierarchy did not execute the 'remedy,' its very existence indicates Latin 
dissatisfaction with the minimal success of Ukrainian aid campaigns and 
the loss of confidence in the Greek-rite leadership in Canada. 

By 1929 the fate of the Ukrainian Catholic church was in serious 
question. The bishop had resigned, leaving behind a shattered Ukrainian 
Catholic press, a dismayed priesthood, and a laity that was increasingly 
under pressure from the Protestant and Orthodox proselytizers, the 
socialists, and the Latin-rite forces of assimilation. One of the few suc- 
cessful pillars of the Uniate community was the monarchist-dominated 
'Canadian Sitch,' a popular fraternal movement founded by the Ukrai- 
nian patriot Volodymyr Bossy.55 Nevertheless, the Anglo-Celtic Catho- 
lics who had been the mainstay of the Uniate presence in Canada 
witnessed an erosion of support for recurrent Ukrainian appeals. The 
Extension Society survived its estrangement from francophone Catho- 
lics, but it could not continue if its vital anglophone support in Ontario 
and the Maritimes evaporated. Even the society's showcase project, St 
Joseph's College in Yorkton, was burdened by a staggering debt of sixty 
thousand dollars in 1928 and was being hounded by creditors9 A crisis 
of confidence permeated all levels of the Latin church, with Archbishop 
McNeil of Toronto admitting that the home missions had reached a 
veritable crisis, particularly since the church was losing an average of 
ten thousand souls per year in the prairie West? Under these circum- 
stances it is not hard to understand the Anglo-Celtic Catholic concerns 
about the Eastern rite that had been outlined in the 'confidential report.' 

The era of the Great Depression and the Second World War was a 
period of rebuilding for the Ukrainian Uniates of Canada as well as a 
time of renewed tensions between the sister rites in Canadian Catholi- 
cism. Vasyl Ladyka, the new Ukrainian bishop who was consecrated in 
1929, spearheaded a renewal in the Uniate church, while at the same 
time Roman Catholics made a new effort to fight what they believed to 
be the forces of communism at work among Eastern European Catholics. 
Although it was faced by fewer new arrivals and growing support for 
socialism and Orthodoxy in the Ukrainian population, the Uniate church 
witnessed unprecedented growth in terms of clergy and congrega- 
tions. This renewal, however, was not without problems, and disputes 
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between the rites over jurisdiction and married clergy persisted through- 
out this period. 

The 1930s witnessed remarkable changes in the Uniate church. 
Although many of the transformations within it could be attributed to 
the solid leadership offered by Ladyka, the first fruit of his episcopate 
was actually the long-awaited harvest sown by his predecessor in the 
1920s. When Budka retired in 1927-8, he left behind approximately 47 
priests, 299 missions and churches, 26 night schools, 5 orphanages, and 
between 160,000 and 200,000 adherent~.5~ By the early years of Ladyka's 
episcopate the programme of training secular Ukrainian priests in Mon- 
treal, St Boniface, and Toronto had matured. The bishop could rely 
on at least one hundred priests, 58 per cent of whom were seculars. 
Concurrently with the increase in clergy, the Uniates also experienced 
an expansion of parish facilities with now over 350 parishes.59 The flood 
of displaced Ukrainians, including refugee clergy, into North America 
after the Second World War prompted a drastic redrawing of the episco- 
pal map of the Ukrainian church in Canada. On 3 March 1948, Ladyka's 
transcontinental diocese was divided into the smaller exarchates of 
Edmonton, Winnipeg, and Toronto, with Ladyka in Winnipeg assuming 
the role of titular archbishop. Ladyka's new episcopal colleagues 
included Isidore Borecky in Toronto, Nil Savaryn in Edmonton, and, 
after the creation of a fourth exarchate in 1951, Andrei Roborecki in 
Saskatoon. By November 1956, Ladyka's successor, Maxim Hermaniuk, 
assumed the title of metropolitan of the Ukrainian Catholic church, and 
the other exarchates became eparchies, equivalent to Latin dioceses. 
To fill the gap left by the demise of the previous Ukrainian Catholic 
newspapers Ladyka also established the Ukrainski visti (Ukrainian 
News). Given these new directions and the more pronounced control 
by the Ukrainians over their own affairs, it appeared that the formerly 
high levels of material assistance of the Latin rite would not be needed. 

The growth and gradual success of the Ukrainian Catholic church in 
this period coincided with a pulling away from immigrant aid by the 
Extension Society. During the drastic economic dislocation of the 1930s~ 
the society concentrated on distressed church communities and native 
missions in the West. The Catholic Register in the 1930s did not maintain 
the earlier high profile of Ukrainian news in its pages. The gradual 
withdrawal of the Extension Society, however, did not signal the with- 
drawal of the interest of the Latin rite per se. Such issues as the 'Red 
Menace' and the married clergy prompted the Latin-rite bishops and 
laity to keep a 'watchful eye' on their Ukrainian brethren. 
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During the 1930s Canadian Roman Catholics were deeply concerned 
about the spread of communism, particularly among the recent Eastern 
European immigrants. After the Russian Revolution in 1917, Canadians 
had considered Eastern Europeans to be susceptible to the lure of social- 
ism, bolshevism, and communism. The harsh economic climate of the 
1930s and the inept political solutions offered by traditional political 
parties provided a fertile environment for the growth of more radical 
options to deal with the inequality and poverty of Canadian society. 
Both English- and French-speaking Roman Catholic prelates sponsored 
programmes to eliminate the Communist menace among Catholics. 
West of the Ottawa River, Anglo-Celtic Catholic leaders scrambled to 
'save' their Poles, Ukrainians, and other Slavs from communism. Arch- 
bishop James McGuigan, McNeil's successor in Toronto, openly encour- 
aged the Holy Name Society as a 'bulwark against communi~rn.'~~' 
Throughout the depression and war Roman Catholics organized study 
clubs, labour schools, and co-operatives to offer Christian alternatives 
to the Communists. Similarly, Henry Somerville, editor of the Catholic 
Repster, used the weekly as an organ of social Catholicism and anticom- 
m~n i sm.~ '  Such anti-Communist activities dovetailed nicely with similar 
anti-Communist activities within the Uniate church itself and within the 
Sitch network across the country. 

A link between the Greek and Latin rites in the area of anticommunism 
came in the person of Catherine de Hueck Doherty, an expatriate Rus- 
sian baroness. A fervent anti-Communist, de Hueck had fled Russia 
during the Revolution and subsequently dedicated her life to working 
with immigrant communities, rooting out bolshevism. In 1934, Arch- 
bishop McNeil invited de Hueck to Toronto to work among the Eastern 
European Catholics of the inner city, who, in his mind, seemed particu- 
larly susceptible to communism and the labour temple movement. In 
Toronto she founded Friendship House, an urban settlement for men 
and women, with the twofold purpose of upholding the Catholic faith 
and fighting communism. The reading-room and soup-kitchen were 
located on Portland Street in the heart of Toronto's Slavic neighbour- 
hoods and within a hurling distance of Communist halls and clubs. De 
Hueck boasted that amidst the thousands of meals served every month, 
many immigrant men were restored to the faith from communism.6' In 
addition to her linguistic acumen and activism, de Hueck brought her 
strong Eastern Christian spirituality to her pastorate, thus providing a 
valuable bridge between the Latin and Greek traditions. Although the 
Friendship House movement spread to Hamilton and Ottawa in 1936, 
the movement collapsed when questions were raised about her canoni- 
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cal status in each archdiocese and her character was attacked by some 
clergy and la i t~ .~3 By 1937 the Friendship House experiment was dead, 
an ironic casualty of a Latin-rite church dedicated to eliminating the 
'communists,' yet unwilling to allow an Eastern European lay woman 
the direction of a venture that seemed to undercut the authority of local 
Latin-rite priests.6* 

Such experiments and failures as de Hueck's were peaceful compared 
to the struggle over married clergy. The issue had persisted from the 
earliest years of the Ukrainian migration without suitable solution in 
the minds of the Ukrainian Catholics in North America. In the mid- 
193os, several clergy and their congregations in Canada and the United 
States grew tired of what they considered 'Romanf control in their 
affairs. One particular case, the rebellion at St George's Ukrainian Catho- 
lic parish in Oshawa, demonstrates the tension between the rites over 
the issue of married clergy. Founded in 1910, St George's was one of the 
oldest Ukrainian Catholic parishes in Ontario. As with so many other 
Ukrainian parishes, the local Latin-rite institutions had a strong hand in 
its early life: its first pastor, Andrei Sarmatiuk, was trained at St August- 
ine's Seminary and ordained in Toronto in 1916. The church building 
and hall provided a debt load, which by the time of the depression had 
to be assumed by the archdiocese of Toronto, because as a local Uniate 
priest asserted, 'the majority of the parishioners is on relief.'65 

In 1935, however, the debt problem appeared minor compared to 
the controversy created when Father Sarmatiuk disclosed that he was 
married with children. In January, Sarmatiuk was suspended by 'an 
order from the Holy See,' a fiat supported by Bishop Ladyka and McNeil, 
who held the parish mortgage.66 The Catholic Register offered its support 
to Bishop Ladyka, and the local Latin clergy debated the idea of foreclos- 
ing on the mortgage, but, fearing nasty publicity, rejected it. Neverthe- 
less, Sarmatiuk, who refused to leave his marriage, rallied both his 
parishioners and the press to his defence. From the former he secured 
a petition of three hundred names, some of which were those of chil- 
dren and of local Orthodox Ukrainians,67 who protested that the old 
country custom of married clergy was not honoured in Canada. By 
February the Toronto press carried news of the schism and demon- 
strated some sympathy for the Ukrainians in their struggle against the 
imposition of Roman authority." One parishioner gleefully claimed that 
Sarmatiuk's supporters were weeding out the Catholics 'who wish to 
stay under the power of the pope,' and Sarmatiuk himself declared that 
he was forming a branch of the Independent Ukrainian Catholic church 
with the remnants of his flock. Sarmatiuk and his followers subsequently 
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formed St John's Orthodox congregation, leaving the St George's Uniate 
community in ruins. The Oshawa 'schism,' as it was referred to by 
local Latin clergy, impacted on several other communities, as Uniate 
congregations in Brantford, Hamilton, and London were shaken by the 
'Roman authority' issue.@ 

The Oshawa crisis crystallized the long-standing issue of Roman 
authority over the Ukrainian Catholics in Canada. Sarmatiuk was proba- 
bly correct when he reported to the Toronto Star that Ukrainians resented 
the imposition of Latin authority in Canada.7" The issue of married 
clergy persisted without solution throughout the first five decades of 
the Ukrainian establishment in Canada. It is still a point of contention 
between the Latin and Greek rites in Canada, as the recent controversy 
about ordination in the Toronto eparchy demonstrates. It appears that 
while Ukrainian Catholics expanded their institutional and episcopal 
networks, incorporated their own fund-raising networks, and secured 
an indigenous secular clergy among Canadian-born generations, certain 
issues, such as married clergy, exacerbated old tensions and confirmed 
that the Latin rite was still very much in control on some issues. By 1948, 
the Ukrainian Catholic church in Canada had come a long way from its 
early dependence on the goodwill of Latin-rite Catholics. Yet even 
in the post-war period jurisdictional problems could easily shatter co- 
operation between the rites. 

The relation between the Greek and Latin rites in Canada has 
consistently been focused on matters of jurisdiction, clerical celibacy, and 
Ukrainian acculturation. In the first phase of the Ukrainian Canadian 
church, Ukrainians were powerless under the Latin rite, which restricted 
their clergy, refused them a bishop, and exerted incredible assimilatory 
pressures. Even though the Ukrainians had assured themselves of inde- 
pendence with the appointment of Budka in 1912, the next seventeen 
years were marked by repeated crises of leadership in the church. Pres- 
sures within the Ukrainian community and the Canadianizing tactics of 
the Anglo-Celts weakened Budka's leadership. English-speaking Catho- 
lics emerged as the primary force in the Catholic home missions and 
became presumptuous in their treatment of Ukrainian culture. Anglo- 
Celts were prepared to defend a different rite, but were unwilling to let 
the Ukrainians halt the march of Canadian progress. In the 193os, even 
after anglophone assimilatory motives were toned down, the Ukrainian 
bishop was firmly in place, and the French presence vastly reduced, 
Ukrainians and Latins still battled on the issue of married clergy. The 
Latin desire to ensure uniformity in the priesthood, and perhaps in 
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language, remained in all the phases of Ukrainian Catholic church 
growth. 

For Sheptytsky the vanquished would receive little. The Latin-rite 
activists did not assimiIate the Ukrainians as they had hoped; the Ukrai- 
nians remained devoted to their culture and language. Neither charter 
group could stir up a 'national' movement sufficiently enticing to the 
Ukrainians before 1948. Had the French and English united on their 
home missions, the Ukrainians may have suffered fewer defections 
and found it easier to get to their feet. Nevertheless, it was perhaps that 
very division between the French and English that helped Ukrainian 
survival. With the assimilatory efforts of the host church bitterly divided, 
Ukrainians, who regarded their religion and culture as integrally related, 
strengthened themselves as a third force in the church. Divided, the 
French and English could not prevail over the will of the Ukrainian 
people to survive as a distinctive community. In the process, the Latin- 
rite failure and Greek-rite persistence may have helped pave the way 
to a formalized cultural pluralism in the Canadian Catholic church. 



Wedded to the Cause: 
Ukrainian-Canadian Women 

FRANCES SWYRIPA 

The 1970s saw women's history emerge as a legitimate discipline in 
Canada. Critics of conventional male-dominated scholarship resolved 
to rescue the 'second sex' from invisibility and trivialization by making 
women independent actors and subjects of enquiry. Individual 
achievers or 'Great Women' to complement the 'Great Men' of nation 
building, together with female participation in such landmark events as 
two world wars, incorporated women into the traditional framework of 
Canadian history. More importantly, women's historians demanded 
recognition of the female experience on its own terms, liberated from the 
restrictions and distortions of patriarchal criteria. The mass of ordinary 
women - and the political, economic, socio-cultural, and intellectual 
forces shaping their lives - attracted much of the new research. Apprecia- 
tion of a distinct women's world, accompanied by integration of the 
female experience and a feminist perspective into mainstream scholar- 
ship, would give women a past and challenge accepted tenets of Cana- 
dian history to enrich understanding of the nation's development.' 

Like their political counterparts in the feminist movement, whose 
agenda was acknowledged as the motivation behind their work, the 
first generation of Canadian women's historians was predominantly of 
British and French origin. Ideological roots and goals shared with the 
feminist movement combined with personal roots in the dominant cul- 
ture to dictate the assumptions they applied to their discipline, the 
framework they imposed, and the themes they identified and pursued. 
The result was a perception of the proper subject matter of Canadian 
women's history, and of the boundaries of the national experience, that 
left the non-British and non-French on the fringes - marginal, faceless, 
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and passive. Ethnic women appeared in the Literature as part of an 
undifferentiated mass, in an emphasis on common female experiences 
and problems, or as the objects of concern to the mainstream suffragists, 
prohibitionists, missionaries, and educators who constituted historians' 
real subjects.' Moreover, emphasis on traditional mainstream interests 
and concerns - prairie settlement, immigrant adjustment, assimilation, 
the economy - confined ethnic women to their relations with the larger 
society to the neglect of their relations with their own communities.3 
Reducing the experience of ethnic women to that of 'all' women, and 
to issues familiar and historically important to the dominant 'national' 
culture, said much about the acceptance of ethnicity as a positive or 
valid force in Canadian life. 

Indifference to ethnicity stemmed partially from the demands of the 
feminist movement. Historians' present-mindedness, with their wish to 
mobilize women against gender-based discrimination, channelled them 
towards female oppression -its causes, forms, and effects -and women's 
efforts to conform or resist. This decision, politically motivated, made 
women's relations with men and male systems an inevitable and major 
focus. Women's history in Canada also owed a debt to the pioneering 
ideas of the American historian Gerda Lerner, who insisted that female 
criteria determine structure and content.4 'To view women as persons 
in their own right,' it was claimed in placing Canadian women at the 
centre of their past, 'as human beings of reason, will, and feeling, is a 
feminist perspective, and obviously the only correct one. That feminist 
perspective is what legitimizes women's history as a field of study.'5 The 
primacy of gender, whether positive or negative, as a conceptual and 
organizing principle necessarily subordinated factors like ethnicity to 
women's unique and common condition, either alone in the world of 
women or as women in the world of men. It applied to historical scholar- 
ship the feminist notion of all-encompassing and dominating sisterhood. 
But feminist politics alone account inadequately for the inattention to 
ethnicity as other factors cutting across gender - class and regional 
differences, for example - escaped the same fate. Historians' dominant- 
culture outlook must also be considered. 

In 1977, Margaret Andrews argued that in English Canada the purpose 
of women's historiography had always been to improve women's posi- 
tion in society, while in French Canada it was to propagandize for 
women' s traditional roles in the interests of la survivance. The converging 
of the two streams in the 1970s as French Canadians turned increasingly 
to feminist issues she saw as a sign of unity during escalating French- 
English tensions! A second interpretation is perhaps more illuminating. 
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By the 1970s the psychological framework for many French Canadians 
had shifted from the French-Catholic province of Quebec struggling 
for survival in an unsympathetic English sea to the Quebec nation 
controlling its own destiny. As group survival against outside pressures 
receded in importance, the 'woman question' could become an internal 
matter directly concerned with women's needs and divorced from their 
relation to la survivance. The situation in English Canada has been 
entirely different. Secure in their membership in the dominant culture 
(politically, socially, and economically), Anglo-Canadian women have 
never been faced with basic group survival, in spite of unfounded fears 
in the early twentieth century that 'foreign' immigration would swamp 
their race and way of life. Unlike French-Canadian women, they have 
been free to concentrate on improving women's position in society 
without having to debate whether women's rights or group rights 
should take priority. 

Group security, regardless of their inferior status as women in their 
society, not only determined the interests and perspective of mainstream 
women's historians in English-speaking Canada. It also made the 
French-Canadian perspective - and that of ethnic women as members 
of distinct national-cultural entities - at best irrelevant or secondary, at 
worst alien and threatening.' Erring in generalizing from the Anglo- 
Canadian experience, both the women's movement and mainstream 
women's historians failed to appreciate that for many ethnic women the 
problem was not simply to improve women's position in society. It was 
to improve their position in an Anglo-dominated society (as women 
and as non-Anglo-Canadians) while simultaneously addressing their 
position (as women) within their group. Complicating their options 
were the latter's status and interest in survival, as well as their own 
feelings towards the retention of all or part of their heritage. If they 
belong to a group that has historically considered women inferior to 
men, or assigned their sex specific roles and responsibilities in the name 
of the group, ethnic feminists must either choose between ethnicity and 
personhood or work to reconcile the two. 

No discussion of Ukrainian women in Canada can afford to ignore 
their origins. Although they could and often did manoeuvre to modify 
the effects of membership in a much maligned minority harbouring a 
strong sense of identity, being Ukrainian (and female) prejudiced wom- 
en's mobility as Canadians in Canadian society. It also imposed behav- 
iour models and obligations, whether solicited or not, that tied them to 
Ukraine and to the Ukrainian-Canadian group. Women's ethnicity in 
the first instance, not willingly chosen or understood to be a positive 
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aspect of their identity, represented external forces beyond their control: 
Ukrainians' low immigrant entrance status, the position of women in 
traditional Ukrainian peasant society, the nativism shared by Anglo- 
Canadian men and women alike, and Canadian attitudes to women's 
roles in both public and private spheres. Women's ethnicity in the 
second instance was also involuntary. Upset at their group's negative 
stereotype, and anxious for acceptance from Anglo-Canada, community 
leaders insisted that all Ukrainian Canadians had a responsibility 
towards their people's image and statm8 They equally insisted that the 
predicament of twentieth-century Ukraine, following its failure to secure 
political independence in 1917-20, obliged Ukrainians in Canada to 
preserve the language and culture threatened in the homeland and to 
extend to the latter material and moral aid. 

Given the complex pressures that ethnicity has exerted on Ukrainian- 
Canadian women, the 'woman-oriented' and 'woman-defined' ap- 
proach to the female experience that a Canadian women's historian 
described as writing 'directly about the experience of women in the past 
for its own sake rather than as part of some broader or other subject'g 
must be rejected as too narrow and restricting. This is not to belittle the 
value of women's own story, although ethnicity touches it at every 
point. But an approach that puts the Ukrainian-Canadian group first, 
defining women in terms of their group membershp and what a com- 
munity elite has declared is the group's collective will and needs, is 
equally if not more rewarding. It is also justified for the simple reason 
that Ukrainian Canadians, with and without the co-operation of their 
women, have put the group first in the past and continue to do so in 
the present. Placing Ukrainian-Canadian women within the context of 
their group membership permits examination of the impact of minority 
status and 'frustrated nationalism'"' on women's choices and roles, both 
those imposed by the community at large and those women define for 
themselves. Expressed another way, how community historians and 
spokespersons, male and female, have seen women as factors in the 
Ukrainian-Canadian experience has been a direct product of the group's 
reception in Canada and its identification with the fate of Ukraine 
abroad. 

The primacy of the group subordinated not only female issues and 
perspectives to Ukrainian ones but also individual women and their 
sex to the agenda of the organized Ukrainian-Canadian community. 
Ukrainian-Canadian women merited attention because they had specific 
needs and obligations as Ukrainians; because their attitudes and behav- 
iour impinged upon the group image and group objectives; and because 
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they shared a common mission with Ukrainian men that overshadowed 
narrowly female or individual interests. At the same time, women 
became automatic and indispensable participants in the Ukrainian- 
Canadian experience, both actors in their own right and objects of 
community mobilization, cultivation, and exploitation; this fact modified 
the effects of their inferior status as women while imposing an arbitrary 
group tie with its own constraints. The group concerns responsible for 
the dominance of nationality over gender - recognition and acceptance 
in Canadian society, national-cultural survival because of oppression in 
Ukraine, and obligation to the homeland - also resulted in a perception 
of women that at once embraced and transcended their procreative 
function and socially prescribed roles of mothering and home-making. 
Because Ukrainian-Canadian women were Ukrainians as well as 
women, their traditional functions acquired new meaning with peculiar 
Ukrainian nuances: on the values mothers transmitted to their offspring 
rested the quality of Ukrainian-Canadian life and the commitment of 
future generations to things Ukrainian. But Ukrainian-Canadian women 
have also had additional roles, as public figures and group symbols, in 
which femaleness has often been secondary to Ukrainianness. 

Agitation for women's traditional maternal, domestic, and cultural 
roles on behalf of group survival and Ukrainian identity evokes the 
roles historically prescribed for French-Canadian women to ensure la 
survivance. But there are significant differences. Whereas la survivance 
was long inward-looking, limited to Quebec, Ukrainian survival looked 
outward, and their citizenship in the Ukrainian 'nation' gave Ukrainian- 
Canadian women a perspective well beyond the local parish or village 
and even beyond the borders of Canada. Then, too, major French- 
Canadian figures long propagandized for a rural lifestyle and values, 
convinced that North American urbanization, industrialization, and 
materialism would erode the foundations of their society. Ukrainian 
Canadians and their leaders, in contrast, sought full integration into 
Canadian life as the equals of 'the English,' leaving their peasant origins 
and cultural baggage behind. In committing their group to 'progress,' 
they not only strained, extended, and changed women's roles, but also 
altered women's expectations in ways not always conducive to further- 
ing community objectives, as education and upward mobility encour- 
aged both assimilation and careers other than homemaking. Finally, 
unlike either French or English Canada, where women had to justify 
their presence in the public sphere, Ukrainian Canadians placed their 
women outside as well as inside the home. The Ukrainian cause required 
women who were both knowledgeable about the issues and politics of 
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their group and prepared to contribute actively and directly to commu- 
nity and national life. 

Ukrainian Canadians' reluctance to conceive of women independent 
of the group emerges in the work of community historians. Responsible 
for arranging the players on the stage and assigning them their parts, 
they decide what is significant in the past and what is not and why this 
should be so. Ultimately, the criteria for women's inclusion in Ukrainian- 
Canadian history (or their exclusion from it) had less to do with being 
female than with being Ukrainian. But it is precisely because they were 
Ukrainian that they were included at all, and in the implications of 
group membership Lie the reasons for the different treatment of main- 
stream and Ukrainian-Canadian women in their respective historiog- 
raphies. An interpretative framework to serve nationalists' twin goals 
of full participation in Canadian life and survival as a viable national- 
cultural community explains the more equitable consideration given 
Ukrainian-Canadian women in their group's development. It also 
explains how and why they have been painted in the literature as they 
have. 

If Ukrainian-Canadian women have always enjoyed a niche in their 
group's history, that niche did not preclude an overall male perspective 
that saw Ukrainian-Canadian development as an essentially male expe- 
rience: men were the ones who took homesteads, found jobs, earned 
money, made decisions, erected schools and churches, and gave their 
society shape." Women's contribution was restricted to sketches of 
immigrant pioneer life, prominent or successful individuals, and wom- 
en's organizations. The female experience outside the popular group 
preoccupations these three phenomena represented was important nei- 
ther in its own right nor in the group's history. Nor were issues that 
challenged or repudiated community objectives and comfortable self- 
perceptions to be acknowledged or addressed. It was more important 
to present Ukrainians in a positive light, for example, than to probe 
male-female relations in Ukrainian peasant society for the truth behind 
the Anglo-Canadian image of Ukrainian women as 'domestic drudges' 
and 'beasts of burden,' or of their menfolk as unloving and insensitive 
'wife-beaters.'" One community historian who mentioned the well- 
publicized murder of a Ukrainian woman by her husband in 1901 did 
so not to comment on the treatment of women but to stress the bad 
impression such actions created among outsiders.'3 Inspired not by the 
feminist goal of improving women's position in society but by equally 
politically motivated Ukrainian goals that imposed their own con- 
straints, community historians subordinated questions of women's con- 
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dition and status as women to the needs of the group to which they 
belonged. Ukrainian-Canadian feminists like Vera Lysenko and more 
recently Myrna Kostash and Helen Potrebenko were more willing to 
criticize. 'When the land was plowed for sowing,' Potrebenko wrote, 
'whatever manure was available was scattered on the field by women ... 
My father says you wouldn't expect men to get shit on their hands."4 

The desire for recognition and acceptance by Anglo-Canadian society 
that deflected nationalist historians from the potentially negative and 
unpleasant made them equally eager to exploit the 'firsts' and success 
stories that attested to progress and integration and were proof of 
Ukrainian Canadians' potential. The sex of the individuals whose accom- 
plishments were celebrated as the collective achievement of the group 
was irrelevant. As notable Ukrainian Canadians, women have lagged 
behind men, showing better in the arts and letters (where the 'child 
prodigy' violinist Donna Grescoe has symbolized Ukrainian talent and 
success for fifty years) than in the long-time male preserves of business, 
the professions, and politics.'s Nevertheless, the exceptional existed, and 
well before her appointment as lieutenant-governor of Saskatchewan, 
Sylvia Fedoruk was heralded as 'the first woman physicist actively 
engaged in cancer research in Canada' and 'undoubtedly one of Cana- 
da's most brilliant women.'16 Individuals recognized for their achieve- 
ment in the Iarger Canadian context are primarily symbols and models 
of success and integration, in which Ukrainianness is a secondary qual- 
ity. Yet they are claimed by the group because of their Ukrainian origins - 
whether or not they welcome the association, see themselves as hyphen- 
ated Canadians, or identify with community goals. 

The majority of women profiled by community historians have been 
known and active only or primarily within Ukrainian-Canadian circles. 
Their ranks include organizational figures, writers representing irnmi- 
grant generations and producing only in the Ukrainian language, and 
performers who owe their reputations to community audiences. Individ- 
uals recognized for their activities within the ethnic group alone act as 
symbols and models of Ukrainian consciousness and service, in which 
their identification with the Ukrainian-Canadian community is volun- 
tary. But again, sex is often irrelevant. Women who make a Ukrainian 
statement through their art, for example, are as important as their male 
colleagues, for group function not gender is the criterion. 

Concern for Ukrainianness, with the organized community as its for- 
mal expression, also guaranteed as a matter of course a place in histori- 
ans' works for Ukrainian-Canadian women's organizations and their 
leading personnel, albeit in a subordinate capacity to their male counter- 
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parts." Yet the larger issue of women's relation to community goals 
failed to generate interest - despite the importance of Ukrainian women 
as mainstays of culture preservation and transmission. Language discus- 
sions, for example, were never related to the women whose changing 
roles and attitudes were so crucial to loss or maintenance.18 And while 
historians identified embroidery, Easter eggs, and food - all representing 
female activities - as among the best preserved and most popular expres- 
sions of Ukrainianness, they ignored the women on whose skill, labour, 
interest, and free time the manufacture of these symbols depended? 
Such omissions imply indifference to women's work and the private 
realm, even when it impinges on group survival and identity. But they 
say more about the need to reaffirm popular assumptions about the 
group's vitality, which precludes examining these assumptions as a 
reflection of Ukrainian-Canadian reality. 

The guiding hand of community concerns behind the treatment of 
women and women's issues in Ukrainian-Canadian history - to cultivate 
or endorse a particular view of the past and collective self-image - is 
one way of showing how women have been used for group purposes. 
The relation between gender and ethnicity that it reveals, however, is 
impersonal, passive, and almost accidental. It has no effect on women's 
lives as such and says nothing about what women themselves think. 
Arbitrator and policy maker of the present rather than recorder and 
interpreter of the past, the organized community offers greater insight 
into the impact of ethnicity on Ukrainian-Canadian women. As the 
means for female participation in community life and as the vehicles 
through which women propagandize other women, women's own orga- 
nizations are especially worthy of attention. They illustrate how ethnic- 
ity, or group membership, has acted as a direct force in the lives of 
Ukrainian-Canadian women, dictating their roles in both public and 
private spheres and colouring their perceptions of women's rights and 
duties as citizens of the nation. But the impact of ethnicity extends 
beyond the propaganda and programmes that an organizational elite 
aims at its sex. Ukrainianness accounts for the very existence of Ukraini- 
an-Canadian women's organizations, while their fortunes have been 
tied not only to the popularity of specific religious or political creeds but 
also to non-ideological factors like the changing demographic character 
of the Ukrainian-Canadian population. The remainder of the paper 
explores the relation between ethnicity, or group membership, and 
gender by examining three distinguishing features of Ukrainian-Cana- 
dian women's organizations. 

The first point establishes the dominance of Ukrainianness at the 
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outset. Women's organizations were formed not because Ukrainian- 
Canadian women had specific concerns, needs, and duties as women, 
but because they had specific concerns, needs, and duties as Ukrainian 
women. This thinking immediately targeted all Canadian women of 
Ukrainian origin as potential members. It also demanded separation 
from mainstream Canadian women and their organizations, while insist- 
ing that ties be cultivated. Such contacts, the president of the Ukrainian 
Canadian Women's Committee argued in 1950, enabled Ukrainian- 
Canadian women to meet the wives of influential men and through 
them influence Ukrainian affairs."' Increased participation by organized 
Ukrainian-Canadian women in mainstream women's organizations 
since the Second World War is in part a sign of growing confidence and 
maturity, of 'Canadianization.' But it also reflects their long-standing 
recognition of the need for a larger platform than the Ukrainian commu- 
nity from which to publicize and win sympathy for the Ukrainian cause. 
In 1976, for example, when the Ukrainian Women's Association of Can- 
ada was a host organization at the Vancouver meeting of the Interna- 
tional Council of Women, it spoke to delegates about Russification and 
political oppression in Soviet Ukraine, presented a resolution protesting 
the treatment of female dissidents, and called upon all women in the 
free world to stand in their defence." 

Women's organizations have functioned as an integral part of the 
Ukrainian-Canadian community since their pioneer beginnings in 
church sisterhoods and secular,groups formed around local narodni domy 
(national halls), chytalni (reading halls), and prosvita (enlightenment) 
societies. Large-scale organization among both sexes was an inter-war 
phenomenon, stimulated and shaped by events in Ukraine that split 
the community into hostile camps. While the Communist minority 
extolled the Soviet experiment in the homeland and supported the 
workers' struggle elsewhere in the world, nationalists mourned the 
collapse of the Ukrainian People's Republic and opposed all foreign 
regimes on Ukrainian soil. Despite a common enemy, however, national- 
ist ranks were divided. Catholics and Orthodox, emigrk monarchists 
and republicans, and the Canadian children of pre-war immigrants 
disagreed over both the solution to Ukraine's problems and the proper 
course of action for Ukrainians in Canada. Following the Second World 
War, the displaced persons immigration would inject a new divisiveness, 
together with a new vitality, into the Ukrainian-Canadian community. 

The passions aroused by Ukrainian politics prohibited women from 
organizing simply as women within their community. Instead, they 
replicated its ideological factionalization. Communists created the 
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Women's Section of the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association 
(ULFTA) in 1922,"" while four main rivals emerged to represent the 
nationalists. Conceived in 1926 as non-denominational, the Ukrainian 
Women's Association of Canada (UWAC) soon gravitated to the new 
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox ch~rch .~s  Ukrainian Catholic sisterhoods 
were restructured as the Ukrainian Catholic Women's League (UCWL) 
in 1944 and, like the UWAC, drew on a pre-war base."4 Inter-war immi- 
grants politicized by the revolutionary struggles in Ukraine formed 
women's branches of the monarchist Canadian Sitch Organization and 
its successor, the United Hetman Organization, and spearheaded the 
militantly nationalistic Ukrainian Women's Organization of Canada 
(UWOC), which had its roots in female branches of the republican 
Ukrainian War Veterans' Association."s The Women's Association of the 
Canadian League for Ukraine's Liberation (1949) was the largest of the 
various organizations established by the displaced persons. If Ukrainian- 
ness has united women through a common focus and purpose, it has 
also divided them into antagonistic and competing groups. 

Ukrainianness was also perceived to unite women and men, working 
together for the general good. But male dominance in community struc- 
tures and male interference in the internal affairs of individual women's 
organizations suggest that a common goal was not enough to overcome 
traditional sex-role stereotyping and divisions of power. Although moti- 
vated by class, not service to the nation, the Women's Section of the 
ULFTA provides the best example of reliance on male initiative and 
guidance: men played a prominent roIe in its creation, edited its official 
organs, wrote much of its educational and discussion literature, and 
acted as organizers and instructors - often at women's requesteZ6 In the 
nationalist camp, war veterans provided the initiative for several UWOC 
branches, while the local Orthodox priest more than once encouraged 
women in his parish to organize under the UWAC umbrellam27 Catholic 
women have always acknowledged the practical and inspirational assis- 
tance of the clergy, including authorship of the UCWL constitution, 
which requires the permission of the church hierarchy for the organiza- 
tion to di~band."~ 

The Women's Section of the ULFTA never existed independently of 
the main 'male' body. Nationalist women's organizations, with the par- 
tial exception of the UCWL, have enjoyed independence in their own 
sphere, but they function as affiliates of the male organizations that give 
the Ukrainian-Canadian community its definition and official profile. 
More importantly, these male organizations have controlled community 
decision making and acted as community spokespersons. When in 1940 
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they created the Ukrainian Canadian Committee to co-ordinate the 
Ukrainian-Canadian war effort and speak for Ukraine with a single 
voice, women's organizations, to their chagrin, were excluded as inde- 
pendent participants.=+ They formed their own Ukrainian Canadian 
Women's Committee in 1944, which continued to function when the 
co-ordinating superstructure was retained after the war to represent 
Ukrainian-Canadian interests. Those interests had been responsible for 
the organization of nationalist women as Ukrainians, within their com- 
munity, but gender was responsible for their separate sphere within its 
structures. 

The second distinguishing feature of Ukrainian-Canadian women's 
organizations takes the implications of ethnicity, or group membership, 
beyond the relation between nationality and gender. In that the evolu- 
tion and fortunes of the organized community and its institutions have 
been influenced by trends among the Ukrainian-Canadian population 
at large, women's organizations mirror in miniature the broad strokes 
of the history of their group. They register two phenomena in particular: 
widespread assimilation, the result of both conscious and unconscious 
pressures, and settlement and migration patterns that show Ukrainian 
Canadians responding to the same socio-economic stimuli as other 
Canadians. Organizational membership figures attest to the greater or 
lesser appeal of divergent ideologies; shortly before the Second World 
War, for example, the UWAC had 4,000 members compared to 2,400 for 
the Women's Section of the ULFTA and a modest 610 for the UWOC.3" 
The distribution of organizations' members, however, is not simply a 
carbon copy of the numerical distribution of Ukrainian women across 
Canada. Ukrainians' 'Canadian' experience, reflecting interacting class, 
immigrational, and generational factors, has worked in conjunction with 
ideology to complicate things. The strength of a single organization has 
varied across Canada just as the popularity of different organizations 
has varied in different regions of the country, and in both cases the 
picture has changed over time. Two examples will suffice. 

Between the wars some 80 per cent of Ukrainian-Canadian women 
lived in the prairie provinces, yet 30 of 78 branches and 749 of 1,923 
members of the Women's Section of the ULFTA were located in Ontario, 
another 289 members and 14 branches in Quebec and British Columbia.J1 
The relevance of the Communist message to a Ukrainian urban proletar- 
iat was partly responsible for such 'over-representation,' but it equally 
reflected the settlement patterns of that proletariat, putting down and 
pulling up roots in factory towns and on resource frontiers according 
to the dictates of the marketplace. In contrast to the ULFTA, both the 
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UWAC and UCWL derived their initial strength from the pre-1914 peas- 
ant immigration homesteading in the prairie provinces. Most branches 
existed in the bloc settlements, outside the largely Anglo-Canadian 
towns and villages, at rural points dominated by their Ukrainian church 
and hall. In 1983, however, almost half of the UCWL branches in Mani- 
toba existed in the greater Winnipeg area, where they were no longer 
clustered in the city core. Alberta, meanwhile, had suffered a net loss of 
four hundred members and twenty-eight branches over the two previ- 
ous decades. The casualties were the rural areas of the VegrevilIe bloc 
as the focus of Ukrainian organizational life moved into nearby towns 
and villages, young women and families abandoned farming for oppor- 
tunities elsewhere, members grew old and inactive (or retired to Vegre- 
ville and Edmonton), and assimilation with alienation from things 
Ukrainian prevented new recruits from replenishing rosters depleted by 
deaths. Concurrent with these developments, and paralleling Ontario's 
post-war challenge to prairie dominance in community life, the number 
of UCWL branches in the Toronto eparchy rose to forty-one, more than 
even the archeparchy of Winnipeg boasted. This increase was due in 
part to the presence of Catholic displaced persons arriving after 1945, 
but it owed much to the economic boom that drew migrants from 
across Canada and helped make Ontario the most populous Ukrainian 
province.3" 

The post-war profiles of women's organizations with inter-war roots 
reflect demographic trends among Ukrainian Canadians that testify both 
to large-scale 'progressf by members of the group and to the push and 
pull of forces in Canadian society. These trends are urbanization, 
movement from the prairies to the West Coast and central Canada, and 
relocation from immigrant reception areas in Canadian cities to more 
affluent suburbs. The profile of an organization like the Women's Associ- 
ation of the Canadian League for Ukraine's Liberation, with its some 
thousand members and twenty-one branches limited to large Canadian 
cities (the majority in Ontario),33 reflects the geographical preferences 
of the displaced persons. The recent history of the 'old' organizations 
also comments on assimilation, although community activists never 
mobilized more than a fraction of their sex. In the inter-war years, 
traditionally heralded as the heyday of organizational activity, perhaps 
one-tenth of women over nineteen belonged to the major national 
organizations or local Ukrainian Catholic sisterhoods. Improved eco- 
nomic prospects and the cold war subsequently undercut the Commu- 
nists, so that only eighteen branches (male and female) of the ULFTA's 
successor marked the fiftieth anniversary of women's organized activity 
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in 1972.34 Fourteen branches sent reports when the UWOC celebrated 
its golden jubilee in 1980; evidence of the growing irrelevance of old- 
country politics, this was almost half the number active twenty-five 
years earlier.35 Measures to attract younger (often career) women and 
to accommodate non-Ukrainian speakers, whether members' own 
daughters or the non-Ukrainian wives of their sons, demonstrate organi- 
zations' c0ncern.3~ But declining and aging memberships, language loss, 
and intermarriage evoke the tensions inherent in the nationalist blue- 
print; it has been impossible to encourage integration into Canadian life 
without inadvertently encouraging assimilation too. The consequences 
of alienation from the Ukrainian heritage that a leadership elite says 
it is women's duty to preserve and defend are serious. Assimilation 
jeopardizes the future not only of women's organizations but also of 
the cause they promote. 

The third distinguishing feature of Ukrainian-Canadian women's 
organizations builds upon this final point and returns to the relation 
between ethnicity and gender. 'Ukrainian nationalism,' for better or 
worse, has dictated what women can and cannot do. On the one hand, 
Ukrainian group needs promoted female emancipation and equality: 
women were assured a niche in Ukrainian-Canadian history, were con- 
sidered full citizens of the nation, active in both public and private 
spheres, and were encouraged in and applauded for the education and 
careers that reflected positively on all Ukrainian Canadians. On the 
other hand, regardless of the voluntary acceptance of their roles by 
many women, Ukrainian group needs precluded choice (being born 
Ukrainian imposed certain obligations) and made emancipation and 
equality often more illusory than real. Despite the command to be 'active 
on every frontf and to march 'arm in arm with men,' women's freedom 
of movement was limited. The Ukrainian cause demanded co-operation 
between the sexes, and women who agitated for'rightsf said to represent 
narrow and selfish female interests could be accused of betraying the 
group interest that took priority.37 Moreover, that group interest rein- 
forced women's traditional roles as mothers in the home to ensure that 
Ukrainian-Canadian children, raised in a Ukrainian spirit, would carry 
the torch in their turn. And if motherhood and home-making remained 
women's primary concern, their public activities stressed traditional 
'female' nurturing qualities and competencies - children, education, 
charity, the church, handicrafts, and bake sales and bazaars to maintain 
community institutions and programmes. 

The liberation implied in the admonition for women to join men as 
intelligent and active members of the community had as its goal the 
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benefit of Ukraine, not the improvement of women's position in society 
or women's personal development for the sake of the individual alone. 
'Emancipated' Ukrainian women were necessary for the good of the 
Ukrainian people, inter-war UWAC circles and men close to them said, 
and 'emancipated' Ukrainian women were nationally conscious patri- 
ots - mothers who raised 'free citizens not sla~es.'3~ The UWOC also 
called for women's emancipation, realizing their full potential to aid in 
the emancipation of the Fatherland. Centuries of national subjugation 
had made women feel inferior to men, it was explained, unprepared to 
shoulder equal (although not necessarily identical) burdens and respon- 
sibilities: 'Ukraine's conquerors knew that as long as the Ukrainian 
woman remained oppressed and degraded, they had nothing to fear. 
They knew that an enslaved woman could not rear her children to be 
good patriots who could be expected to fight for their nation.'39 Clearly, 
motherhood was not just women's greatest function in national life but 
the key to national liberation itself, for on the quality of the Ukrainian- 
ness of mothers rested the fate of Ukraine. 

Saying that the preparation of Ukrainian women to be good mothers 
was 'a matter of far greater importance than politics, electoral rights or 
office-holding,' one of the UWAC's founders elaborated: 'Today, when 
our homeland, church and schools are in the hands of foreign conquer- 
ors, the women of ... [Galicia] and central Ukraine must pay attention to 
the upbringing of children. Only the home remains in our hands, and 
the home must provide a national upbringing.'4'" 

The same caution held true for Canada, where an Anglo-Canadian 
majority strove to assimilate the first Ukrainian immigrants and their 
children to so-called British standards and ideals. When the abolition of 
bilingual schools on the prairies during the Great War eliminated the 
one state mechanism that had assisted an emigrant community in the 
Ukrainization of youth, pressures on the home to defuse the denational- 
izing influences of Canadian society increased? Ukrainian-Canadian 
women's organizations recognized that the family was to be the primary 
bastion of Ukrainianness in Canada, and the preparation of women to 
be good Ukrainian mothers and homemakers dominated their agenda. 
Instructions have changed little over the past seventy years. They focus 
on the mother as teacher - of the language, customs, history, songs, 
politics, and national aspirations of her people - reinforced by a home 
environment that immerses the family in a Ukrainian patriotic, cultural, 
and religious a trn0sphere.4~ 

Defined in terms that emphasized their sex's 'maternal' and 'feminine' 
nature, women's public role was in essence an extension of their 
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domestic one. Just as they bore responsibility for the well-being of 
their immediate biological families, Ukrainian-Canadian women were 
informed, so they had a duty towards their larger blood tie and family, 
the nation.43 This equation of the nation with the family both obliged 
women to take an active part in community life and justified their 
involvement. But it pushed them into stereotyped 'women's work' - 
training youth, cooking for community functions, helping the poor and 
sick, raising money, preserving the handicrafts that were the most visible 
expression of Ukrainian identity. Through the form their public activities 
took, Ukrainian-Canadian women's organizations acknowledged that 
they perceived gender to guarantee them a separate sphere, specific 
roles and obligations as members of their group, and special talents to 
bring to their work. 

Emigration and minority status in Canada, which emasculated Ukrai- 
nian men in the world of male power politics, exaggerated the impor- 
tance of women's traditional volunteer and auxiliary functions, as 
Ukrainians' social, cultural, and educational needs had to be met solely 
by the community. Many UWAC branches on the prairies, for example, 
withdrew from ridni shkoly, or Ukrainian vernacular schools, only when 
the introduction of Ukrainian-language courses and bilingual pro- 
grammes in the public schools after the Second World War removed 
some of the responsibility for the formal socialization of youth from 
their shoulders.44 'Women's work' has also had a concrete focus and 
relevance, with visible results, that the politicking and rhetoric of male 
organizations lacks. It has given organized women a strong sense of 
accomplishment as builders, in a very real way, of the Ukrainian-Cana- 
dian community.45 A genuine and positive expression of self-worth and 
value, this legitimization of traditional 'female' activities and traditional 
'female' roles performed through separate women's organizations, by 
women who perceive themselves as full members of their community, 
is also a rationalization of political powerlessness. 

Recently, calls for a reassessment of women's relation to the Ukraini- 
anCanadian community have come from both inside and outside estab- 
lishment circles, and from both men and women. Younger, career- 
oriented women and feminist activists have grappled with the problems 
of being female and Ukrainian while seeking a meaningful role for 
themselves within a community that is sensitive to the realities of late 
twentieth-century North Arneri~a.4~ In 1984, a representative of the 
existing women's organizations criticized the arrangement that gave the 
major male organizations, through the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, 
the authority to decide everything for everyone; she also criticized the 
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sex stereotyping that allowed men to play politics while women worked 
and raised money, which gave the male organizations their finances but 
which provided no mental stimulation.47 In 1986, Building the Future, a 
blueprint for the twenty-first century prepared for the Ukrainian Cana- 
dian Committee, identified 'the very limited impact of the women's 
movement in mainstream society ... on our organizations and their mem- 
bers' as a major reason for women's historical and continued subordinate 
role in community life. Recommendations for community renewal in 
the face of 'critical' assimilation and worrisome trends (low fertility, 
increasing intermamage, high divorce) included making women equal 
partners. 'By excluding women from decision-making structures,' the 
report stated, 'we fail to recognize issues that are of particular concern 
to women. This limits the involvement of women in our community's 
development, since many women choose to work in the mainstream 
women's movement where their specific concerns are addressed. Nor, 
moreover, should women's issues be of concern only to women. They 
must be addressed by all of us to ensure the full development of our 
community. Accordingly, specific initiatives that include a broad educa- 
tional programme need to be implemented to deal with the central issue 
of equal opportunity for w0rnen.'4~ 

How such recommendations, largely the work of a small number of 
intellectuals and professionals (drawn from western Canada), will be 
received in the long run by the male-dominated organizations compris- 
ing the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (now Congress) or by the exist- 
ing women's organizations remains to be seen. Whether their 
implementation will induce the great majority of women now outside 
formal Ukrainian networks to gravitate to them is also uncertain. But 
one thing is not in doubt. Rewriting the rules for women's participation 
in Ukrainian-Canadian community life, taking into account their chang- 
ing profile and needs, has been identified as crucial to the future. 



The Changing Community 

WSEVOLOD W. ISAJIW 

Has the Ukrainian community in Canada changed in any significant 
way in the past twenty years? Do new issues occupy it, and what 
difference do they make to its character and structure? The following 
discussion does not answer these questions completely or even ade- 
quately. It simply tries to suggest a way of looking for the answer. 

I am focusing on the last twenty years for a variety of reasons. The 
last 'good' census of Canada was conducted in 1971, and since then only 
the 1986 20 per cent sample census has produced a set of published data 
useful to my purposes. Any comparison of 1981 or 1986 census data with 
those of previous years, however, should be done with caution. The 
different phrasing of the ethnic origin question from 1981 on makes the 
data not directly comparable. Further, it takes about twenty years for a 
new generation to emerge. Although this new generation may not 
immediately alter the character of a community, it often raises new 
questions and issues for the community that in the long run may make 
a difference. Twenty years is also the minimum period for a meaningful 
long-range perspective. Finally, the events of the last twenty years in 
both Canada and Ukraine warrant an assessment of the community. 

The question of what has happened to the Ukrainian community 
must also be put into a broader conceptual framework that includes the 
following questions: (I) the relation of the minority group to the 
majority ethnic group of the society and to the society at large, including 
other minority ethnic .groups; (2) the relation of the minority ethnic 
group to its home society; (3) the relation between different sectors or 
subgroups within the minority ethnic group itself; and (4) the relation 
between the minority groups of the same ethnicity in different larger 
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societies as, for example, in Canada and the United States. It is also 
important not only to describe the changes taking place in the ethnic 
community, but to offer some theory explaining them or, at the very 
least, to subsume them under an existing theory or theories. This paper 
will discuss only selected aspects of the first two types of relations. A 
complete study would require greater length. 

Ukrainians and Canadian Society 

The question of the relation of the Ukrainian community to Canadian 
society has at least four aspects: the attitude of Ukrainians, particularly 
the younger generations, towards the society at large and towards their 
own ethnicity, the attitude of the majority Canadians towards Ukraini- 
ans, the socio-economic incorporation of Ukrainians into Canadian soci- 
ety, and the loss of Ukrainian identity or, inversely, its retention. 

Much sociological research has been directed at the second generation 
and to a lesser extent the third generation. This includes a number of 
studies of the Ukrainian generations.' The prevalent sociological theory 
is that the second generation rebels against its ethnic group and has a 
strong desire to become part of the society at large. Yet it is also indebted 
to its ethnic group for much of its socialization. That is, typically, the 
second generation goes through a process of double socialization, within 
its community and within the society at large. It often feels itself to be 
a natural part of both. This, of course, produces problems of cognitive 
inconsistencies and dissonance and divided feelings, desires, and 
loyalties.' 

In regard to Ukrainians, although research on generations has begun, 
it has not progressed very far. One interesting study of some of the 
issues involved is Nadia Skop's study of a sample of Ukrainian second- 
generation singles in Toronto.Wer study shows that Ukrainian second- 
generation males and females have a high degree of hostility to one 
another but at the same time express a desire to marry within the 
Ukrainian community. The study also indicates that second-generation 
Ukrainian females are more emancipated from the Ukrainian commu- 
nity and take their models from Canadian society in general more often 
than Ukrainian males. Nevertheless, the study also shows the respect 
both sexes have for Ukrainian language, customs, and traditions. 

A current theory in regard to the third generation points to its need 
to rediscover its ethnic identity.' Alexander Roman attempted to apply 
the theory of third-generation rediscovery to the Ukrainian community. 
He offered fascinating insights into small groups of Ukrainian young 
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people whose mother tongue is English and who strongly identify with 
Canada as their own country but who have developed a great interest 
in their Ukrainian heritage.5 

An important issue arises when we talk about the ethnic community's 
world of doubleness. This has to do with ethnic culture not as a heritage 
produced 'back home,' but as something new produced by creative 
persons in the country of settlement. This cultural production refers 
particularly to visual, literary, and musical art. To what extent does new 
cultural production within the community reflect attitudes towafds the 
society in general, and to what extent does it interpret the ethnic experi- 
ence in relation to this society? Over the past twenty years, there has 
been no empirical research on this subject, but the artistic production 
that is publicly known indicates that there are different trends within 
the community. Some artists do not reflect the Canadian ethnic experi- 
ence in their art production. Others, such as William Kurelek or Natalka 
Husar, have shown a strong concern with the question of doubleness 
and attempt to bring into unity the Ukrainian and Canadian experience. 

Thus the Canadian-born generations of Ukrainians show in their 
attitudes a decided attempt to integrate their Ukrainian and Canadian 
identities as complementary to each other. Being Canadian does not 
exclude being at least to some extent Ukrainian. The majority of Canadi- 
ans, particularly those of British background, do not necessarily share 
these attitudes. 

One may study both government policies and the attitudes of the 
general population in order to ascertain the societal attitudes of the 
majority towards the minority. The Canadian government has tradition- 
ally seen immigrants as a way to develop the labour force. At times the 
role given to Ukrainians was even more specific. At the turn of the 
century, Ukrainians were admitted to Canada as farmers or agricultural 
workers. After the Second World War, refugees were allowed into the 
country as a means of labour force recruitment. In other words, until 
recently the possibility of acceptance into the labour force was the 
only promise that the government extended towards the immigrant 
minorities. No political or cultural obligations to the groups, as ethnic 
groups, were intended. It is only within the last twenty years that the 
government of Canada has recognized the claims of some ethnic groups 
to be compensated for injustices done to them, as in the cases of the 
native peoples and Japanese Canadians. Again, it is only in the last 
twenty years that the policy of multiculturalism has given some official 
recognition to cultural claims by minorities. However, it should also be 
remembered that the government has given such recognition largely 
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because of the political pressure exerted by the French in Canada in 
defence of their own cultural rights. Yet over the past twenty years 
the government's attitudes in regard to the objectives of the policy of 
multiculturalism have fluctuated. On the one hand, the government 
has seen the policy as a means of giving ethnic groups permanent 
recognition, and on the other hand, as a temporary means of helping 
the 'adjustment' and integration of current immigrants into the host 
society. 

In terms of the attitudes of the general population towards minority 
groups, it is generally known that there are often widespread prejudices 
against some ethnic groups in society, particularly against racial groups. 
One of the oldest types of research in sociology has been the attempt to 
measure the prevalence and degree of ethnic prejudices. Such research 
can show the prestige that an ethnic group is given within the society, 
which can then be used, though only indirectly, as an indicator of the 
degree of discrimination against the group. For this purpose, sociologists 
have invented such instruments as the Bogardus social distance scale 
and the ethnic social standing scale. When measured by these scales, 
the groups that appear at the top of the scale enjoy the most prestige 
and are least discriminated against whereas the groups that appear at 
the bottom enjoy the least prestige and are most discriminated against. 
In North America, the groups most different racially from the dominant 
Anglo groups usually end up at the bottom of the scale, even if their 
socio-economic level is high. 

The question for us is, what place do the Ukrainians hold on the 
prestige ladder of our society, and have they been moving upward in 
the past twenty years? For Ukrainians, this is an unresearched question 
in virtually all countries of their settlement, except Canada. Even in 
Canada, however, only a few sociological studies give some information 
on Ukrainians in this respect. The most important study is that of Peter 
Pineo, of McMaster University, who tried to determine the prestige 
status of some thirty ethnic groups in Canada, among them Ukrainians. 
His results have divided the prestige continuum roughly into three 
categories: top, middle, and bottom. Ukrainians were in the middle 
category, but among the eleven ethnic groups in this category, they 
were at the bottom. Below them were the groups most prejudiced 
aga in~t .~  In other words, the prestige of Ukrainians in southern Ontario 
was low. There may be some regional differences in the prestige of 
Ukrainians in Canada. In the prairies, where the Ukrainian community 
is older and more visible than in other provinces, its prestige may well 
be higher. 
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TABLE 1 
Ukrainian Canadians by highest level of schooling, 
15 years of age and older 

no. % 

Total (single and multiple origin) 
Less than grade 9 
Grades 9-13 

without secondary certificate 
with secondary certificate 

Trades certificate or diploma 
Other non-university education only 

without certificate 
with certificate 

University 
without degree 
with degree 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1986 Census, vols. 93-154, Profile of Ethnic 
Groups, tables 2-20; single and multiple origins combined. 

The attitudes of the majority society towards Ukrainians in Canada 
are not absolutely clear. There seems to be a basically positive recognition 
by the government, much of it tied up with the policy of multicultural- 
ism. But the policy itself has had fluctuating objectives and has never 
received complete support from the general population, particularly 
from the societal elites. It is therefore difficult to say whether the atti- 
tudes of the general population towards Ukrainians in Canada have 
substantially improved over the last twenty years. 

Socio-economic Incorporation into Canadian Society 

The concept of social incorporation differs from the notion of integration 
in that it does not assume the idea of a harmonious whole or of complete 
equality. Nor does it assume the idea of cultural assimilation. In other 
words, it leaves open the questions of how much cultural assimilation 
and ethnic identity retention there is, and to what extent members of 
an ethnic group are dispersed throughout the socio-economic structure. 
It retains only the notion of movement into the structure of society and, 
therefore, offers a better way to measure the degree of any of the above. 

Table 1 presents the educational achievement of Ukrainian Canadians, 
fifteen years of age and over, from the 1986 Canadian census. It shows 
that the single largest category is that of persons with nine to thirteen 
years of education (40 per cent). The British have a similar distribution 
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TABLE 2 
Occupational distribution of Ukrainian labour force 

Occupational category 

Managerial 
Professional 
Clerical 
Sales 
Service 
Primary 
Processing 
Product fabricating 
Construction 
Other 

no. % 

Total (experienced labour force) 492,345 100 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1986 Census, vols. 93-154, Profile of Ethnic 
Groups, tables 2-22; single and multiple origins combined. 

in educational achievement in this category (44 per cent). At the higher 
level of education, about 20 per cent of Ukrainians had at least some 
university education in 1986. About half of these had attained a univer- 
sity degree by that year. This is also almost exactly the same for the British 
group in Canada for that year, but much lower than the achievement of 
Jewish Canadians. Of this group 44 per cent of those fifteen years of age 
and over had some university education, and more than two-thirds of 
these already possessed university degrees. Chinese Canadians were 
also higher in their attainment of university degrees. Thirty per cent 
had some university education, and close to two-thirds of these had 
university degrees. Thus, as far as university education is concerned, 
the Ukrainians in Canada have caught up with the general population, 
particularly the British ethnic group, over the past twenty years, 
although they lag behind several other groups. An important difference 
is in the percentage of those who have less than grade nine education. 
Sixteen per cent of all Ukrainians age fifteen and over had less than a 
grade nine education, as compared with only 11 of the British and 9 of 
the Jewish. This can be partially explained by the presence in the Ukrai- 
nian population of those who immigrated before 1946 and who received 
little education in Ukraine. 

Table 2 presents the 1986 census data on the occupational distribution 
of the Ukrainian-Canadian labour force. The single largest category of 
occupations in which Ukrainians were engaged in that year was clerical, 
followed by professional and service occupations. This is much the same 
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pattern as for the Canadian labour force as a whole, except that for all 
three types of occupation the percentage of Ukrainians was slightly 
higher than that in the general labour force. Thus, 20 per cent of the 
Ukrainian labour force was in clerical occupations as compared with 18 
per cent of the Canadian force as a whole, 17 per cent in professional 
occupations, as compared with 16 per cent in the general labour force, 
and lo per cent in managerial occupations, as compared with 8 per cent 
in the general labour force. However, a slightly higher percentage of 
the British (11 per cent) is involved in managerial occupations in general. 
The bigger difference with the British comes in the higher level manage- 
rial occupations. Ukrainians are not well represented in managerial 
occupations at the level of big business. The highest concentration of 
Ukrainians in the management category is in teaching administration, 
followed by post-office management and government inspectors. 
Another difference from both the general and the British populations is 
in the agricultural sector. More Ukrainians are still involved in agricul- 
ture than either the British or the general population, although the 
difference has been decreasing over the past twenty years. 

How can these statistics be interpreted? An analysis of the Ukrainian 
occupational structure in Canada was done in 1980, comparing the 
1971 and 1961 censuses.7The analysis concluded that Ukrainian upward 
mobility in Canadian society has been significant, with the exception of 
mobility into the managerial, financial, and higher business occupations. 
The study also concluded that Ukrainians, like several other ethnic 
groups (particularly the French), rely heavily on the public sector for 
their social mobility. This analysis still holds true today with some sig- 
nificant modifications. For one thing, Ukrainians have continued moving 
out of agricultural occupations into white collar occupations. In 1941, 
more than 55 per cent of the Ukrainian male labour force was in agricul- 
ture; by 1971, this had dropped to 13 per cent, and by 1986 (if the census 
is comparable) it had dropped to 8 per cent. Similarly, in 1941 18 per 
cent of the Ukrainian labour force was in white collar occupations; by 
1971 the percentage increased to 33, and by 1986 to 57 (taking into 
account the comparability problem). Reliance on the public sector for 
social mobility has continued as the statistics on involvement in manage- 
rial occupations indicate. Movement into managerial occupations in 
general has continued, and unlike in 1971 or before, Ukrainians in 1986 
appear to be better represented in the managerial category than the 
general Canadian labour force. This is a significant change. However, as 
mentioned above, they remain underrepresented in the higher manage- 
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rial occupations, which seems to have remained a constant. There seem 
to be some structural blockages for this step. 

In 1970 I introduced a theory of stages of ethnic-group mobility in 
Canadian ~ociety.~ According to this theory, ethnic groups that come 
into the country with low entrance status - i.e., those that are overrepre- 
sented in low status occupations at the time of their entry into the 
country, particularly in agriculture - go through three stages, or patterns, 
of occupational mobility. The first is a shift out of the low status occupa- 
tion, in our case, agriculture. The second is a pattern of rapid increase 
in participation in service, clerical, and manufacturing occupations, with 
the largest increases in the last. The third pattern appears when the 
participation in labouring occupations decreases below the point of 
equal representation with the rest of the labour force, participation in 
the manufacturing occupations either remains constant or decreases 
below the point of equal representation, but significant increases in 
the sales, managerial, and professional categories reach the point of 
overrepresentation and continue in that direction. These patterns are 
not necessarily stages of one process. Although interdependent, they 
can vary independently. An ethnic group can receive its entrance status 
by means of the second or even the third pattern of occupational partici- 
pation. On the other hand, there is no guarantee that all ethnic groups 
will reach the third pattern. 

These patterns of ethnic mobility are sociologically significant because 
they represent different relations of the ethnic group to the mainstream 
society. The first pattern reflects the process of educational-cultural 
assimilation of the group, that is, the fact that the members of the group 
are learning the occupational skills available through the educational 
or other institutions in society and are talung over the values and behav- 
iour of the society. The second pattern reflects the process of structural 
assimilation. It seems to represent a move towards equality so as to 
accommodate itself and its interests in it. 

In the 1960s, Ukrainians, like many other groups, were in the second 
stage, i.e., engaged in the process of structural assimilation, in finding, 
as it were, their equal place in the society. In the 1980s~ Ukrainians by 
and large completed this process and entered into the third pattern. 
They are, of course, not the only minority in Canadian society that has 
reached this point. For the Ukrainians, however, this is a new and 
limited experience since it does not extend to the higher - or 'strategic' - 
level of the higher status occupations, but only to their lower or middle 
level. Nevertheless, they appear to have arrived at the stage where 
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there are structural conditions for a 'reach' for some rights of the 
establishment. 

Social Incorporation and Retention or Loss of Identity 

Do Ukrainians who are mobile retain a significant degree of their iden- 
tity, or is mobility into the higher status levels predicated upon relin- 
quishment of ethnic identity and complete assimilation into the 
mainstream culture? This question has been one of the more controver- 
sial issues in the sociology of ethnic group relations. A number of sociolo- 
gists have claimed that ethnic identity and culture are an obstacle to 
social mobility? Before attempting to answer this question in regard to 
the Ukrainian Canadians, it will be useful to look at some empirical 
data to ascertain if there is much identity loss or retention from one 
generation of Ukrainian Canadians to another. 

In 1979 a s~ciological survey of nine major ethnic groups in Metropoli- 
tan Toronto was completed.'" It included a comparative study of ethnic 
identity retention and loss of three generations of five ethnic groups, 
among them Ukrainians. The purpose of the comparative study was to 
ascertain ethnic identity loss or retention on the basis of as many differ- 
ent indicators as practically possible. These indicators were divided into 
those measuring the external and those measuring the internal aspects 
of ethnic identity. The former included such observable behaviour pat- 
terns as consumption of ethnic food, possession of ethnic ornamental 
or artistic articles, practice of ethnic customs, possession of ethnic friends, 
knowledge and use of the ethnic language, and participation in ethnic 
functions. The latter included feelings of closeness with the ethnic com- 
munity, importance placed on one's ethnic background, feelings of obli- 
gation to marry within the group, to support ethnic causes, and to teach 
children the language. The results differed for different ethnic groups, 
but they also showed definite patterns. 

If we average the percentages of respondents who retain each indica- 
tor of identity used in the study, then external aspects of identity are 
retained by 78 per cent of the first-generation Ukrainians, 57 per cent of 
the second-generation, and 26 per cent of the third-generation. In regard 
to language, 71 per cent of the second generation state that Ukrainian 
is their mother tongue, but only 12 per cent of the third generation do 
so. Yet 56 per cent of those in the second and 48 per cent of those in the 
third generation who state that their mother tongue is English report 
that they still have some knowledge of Ukrainian. Of all the Ukrainian 
second-generation respondents in the sample, 58 per cent used the 
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language every day or frequently, and 23 per cent used it occasionally. 
For the Ukrainian third-generation respondents, however, the percent- 
ages were 9 for daily or frequent use and 24 for occasional use. 

In regard to retaining friendship with other Ukrainians, the study 
showed that 46 per cent of the second and 35 per cent of the third 
generation have one or two close friends who are also of Ukrainian 
background. Furthermore, 49 per cent of the second and 33 per cent of 
the third Ukrainian generation participate in some Ukrainian commu- 
nity functions, but only 20 per cent of the second and 1 per cent of the 
third generation read Ukrainian newspapers or magazines. 

The most frequently retained pattern of ethnic identity is consump- 
tion of ethnic food: 92 per cent of the Ukrainian second and 82 per cent 
of the third generation consume Ukrainian food more often than on 
holidays and special occasions. This is true of other ethnic groups as 
well. The observance of ethnic customs and the possession of ethnic 
objects of art are also highly retained patterns of external identity. 
Among the Ukrainian second generation, 67 per cent of the respondents 
have maintained observance of Ukrainian customs, and 80 per cent 
possess some Ukrainian objects of art. Among the third generation, 47 
per cent still observe some customs, and as many as 64 per cent possess 
objects of Ukrainian art. 

In regard to the internal aspects of ethnic identity, of the indicators 
used in the study, those retained in the highest percentages are the 
feelings of obligation to help group members find a job and to teach 
children the Ukrainian language. In the second generation, 54 per cent 
felt that they have an obligation to help other Ukrainians find a job, and 
66 per cent felt an obligation to teach Ukrainian to their children. In the 
third generation, 53 per cent felt the former and 37 per cent the latter. 
Supporting Ukrainian group needs and causes was also felt to be an 
obligation: 49 per cent of the second and 36 per cent of the third genera- 
tion considered this to be so. What is interesting is that marrying other 
Ukrainians was not felt to be important: only zo per cent of the second 
generation and 5 per cent of the third considered it to be important. 
Finally, in response to a combined measure of the degree of the internal 
aspects of identity, 27 per cent of the Ukrainian second-generation and 
only 10 per cent of the'third-generation respondents could be classified 
as possessing a 'high' intensity of Ukrainian identity; 38 per cent of 
the second- and 35 per cent of the third-generation respondents were 
classified as having a 'medium' intensity of identity. 

What is the significance of these percentages, and how do they bear 
on the problem of incorporation into the larger society? Do they indicate 
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a large degree of loss or a large degree of retention of identity? One 
could answer either way. A better answer depends on further analysis 
of the data and on what theoretical direction one takes. The study 
suggests that there are different types of ethnic identity. One can distin- 
guish: (I) an identity revolving around concrete objects with symbolic 
value, such as food and artistic articles; (2) an identity revolving around 
the practice of customs and community participation; (3) an identity 
revolving around the language itself; (4) an identity revolving around 
friends of the same ethnicity; and (5) an identity related to the support 
of group causes or needs." All these types can be combined together 
into one, of course, but it appears that for the second or third generation 
they tend to separate into these more specialized forms with one or 
another gaining primacy for different persons or categories of persons. 
Numbers I and 4 appear to be more pronounced among the third 
generation. We can hypothesize that these types of identity may be more 
functional for the third generation's incorporation into the mainstream 
society. 

Whether ethnic identity retention is a drawback to social mobility also 
varies according to the ethnic group and the generation. Analysis of the 
data from the study reported above has shown that for the Germans 
ethnic identity is a drawback in the first generation but not in the second 
or third. For the Jewish group, it is not a drawback in any generation. 
In fact, it can be seen as a resource, and persons who identify with their 
group highly are also socially highly mobile. For the Italians, it is a 
resource, especially for the second generation. For the Ukrainians, eth- 
nicity is a drawback for the first generation, but has no influence on 
the social mobility of the second or third generation. That is, those 
Ukrainians in the first generation who are high on their identity are less 
socially mobile than those whose identity is of medium intensity. Yet in 
the second and third generation it does not matter: those whose identity 
is high are just as mobile as those whose identity is of medium or low 
intensity.12 

Ukrainian Canadians, New Immigration, and Ukraine 

An important development in the Ukrainian-Canadian community in 
the past twenty years has been the arrival of new immigrants from 
Poland and to a lesser extent Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Ukraine 
itself. Although this has not been a major wave of immigration, the 
numbers and the character of these immigrants are significant enough 
to make a difference in the life of the community. The exact number of 
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these new immigrants is difficult to ascertain; one estimate places the 
figure at around eight thousand? 

The new immigrants have been settling in the cities of large Ukrainian 
concentration, particularly Toronto. They have been predominantly 
young people, in their twenties and thirties. Most of them are children 
of the Lemko people whom the Polish government deported from their 
age-old settlements along the Polish-Ukrainian border to northern 
Poland immediately after the last world war. They have fulfilled two 
roles in the Ukrainian community, one economic, the other cultural. 
They have provided a labour force for Ukrainian-owned enterprises 
as labourers, drivers, sales clerks, waiters, bank tellers, and the like, 
and some of them have become teachers in Ukrainian weekend schools 
or secretaries and staff members in Ukrainian organizations and 
institutions. 

The post-war wave of immigration made a strong impact on the 
Ukrainian-Canadian community, primarily by developing cultural life 
and scholarship and by reviving the use of the Ukrainian language in 
community functions. No such impact can be foreseen from this new, 
small influx of immigrants. The post-war immigrants came to Canada to 
a large extent with their own organizations, which dated back to the 
displaced persons camps in Germany and Austria and to community 
life in pre-war Ukraine. No such organizations are being transplanted 
with the new group of immigrants. For one thing, they are on the 
average younger than the post-war immigrants were at the time of their 
arrival, and very few have been coming with families. Furthermore, 
their educational and occupational background is not as high or as 
differentiated as was that of the post-war immigrants, and their knowl- 
edge of Ukrainian is often weaker. NevertheIess, even during their short 
stay in Canada they have had an impact on Ukrainian-Canadian cultural 
life. This impact is visible in the avant-garde theatre established by the 
young immigrants and in the art brought over by immigrant artists. 
More research, however, is needed to assess the significance of this new 
immigration. 

The policies of glasnost and perestroika in the Soviet Union have 
changed the relations between Ukrainian Canadians and their home 
country and have already affected the community. For one thing, 
both the government and the people of Soviet Ukraine have taken an 
increased interest in the Ukrainian Canadians. In general, the interest 
by home governments in their emigrants has been on the increase in 
the past ten years or so. Some governments - Italy and Japan, for 
example - have established agencies to keep liaison with their emigrants, 
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particularly those who have gone to North America. The government 
of Greece has created a separate ministry for this purpose. The main 
reason for this has been economic. Many immigrants, both first and 
subsequent generations, have done well in their country of settlement. 
Many who came to the country at the bottom of the socio-economic 
ladder and who might have been an employment liability in the home 
country have become solid members of the middle class in the new 
country. At the same time the economies of the home countries have 
often faltered. Thus the interest in the emigration has been to a large 
extent an attempt to direct some resources from the emigrants back to 
the home country. This has also been true in the case of Ukraine. The 
difference is that the emigrant resources are potentially useful in assist- 
ing the process of democratization and sovereignization in Ukraine, 
much of which is not covered by the pubIic purse. 

The changes that have taken place in Ukraine since 1985 have galva- 
nized much of the Ukrainian community in Canada and in the other 
countries of the diaspora. This, however, has revealed severaI differences 
within the Ukrainian community. For example, the pre-war and the 
post-war immigrants and the first, second, and third generation of the 
post-war immigrants all show different attitudes towards Ukraine and 
towards visits to Ukraine as well as different relations with visitors from 
Ukraine. 

Current changes in Ukraine seem to fulfil the intellectual orientation 
and the expectations of the post-war immigration. Much of the work of 
this wave of immigrants has consisted of activities that were not allowed 
in Soviet Ukraine. Thus many scholarly institutions, and journals and 
other periodicals, in the diaspora published articles and books that could 
not appear in Ukraine. Students studied such subjects as Ukrainian 
history that were excluded for a long time from university programmes 
in Ukraine. The rationale was that these books and articles and this 
knowledge would be needed some day in Ukraine. Indeed this has been 
the case. Many institutions in Ukraine today request such materials from 
the diaspora. The post-war immigrants who have cultivated Ukrainian 
culture and scholarship may feel vindicated. 

A significant change has taken place in the attitude towards contacts 
with people from Ukraine. Until glasnost and perestroika, Soviet contacts 
with the West were maintained almost exclusively by officially desig- 
nated persons, and Ukrainian Canadians, particularly the post-war 
immigrants, were reluctant to enter into relations with them. In fact, such 
relations were by and large socially proscribed, and persons engagng in 
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them were often looked at with suspicion. Since 1985, however, the 
Soviets have relaxed their policy of prohibiting their citizens from travel- 
ling to the West. Most imprisoned dissidents have been released; rela- 
tives have been allowed to visit their kin outside the Soviet Union, and 
scholars and professionals have been permitted to travel and to develop 
professional relations with their colleagues in the West. Accordingly, 
attitudes in the Ukrainian diaspora have also changed. The new atti- 
tudes emphasize the importance of exposing persons raised in the Soviet 
Union to Western culture and of bringing to Ukraine the ideas and 
values from which Soviet citizens have been removed for so long. 

The 'glasnost generation' in Ukraine, however, appears to have more 
in common with the post-war first and second generations than with 
the pre-war second and third generations. This is understandable histor- 
ically. Yet the orientation of the third generation, pre-war or post-war, 
is interesting even if it is not yet completely clear and requires more 
detailed study. The pre-war immigrants' interest in Ukraine appears to 
be motivated by a desire to re-establish family ties more than by ideology. 
The third generation, however, is involved, at least to some extent, in 
the roots phenomenon and wants to learn about its culture and to 
rediscover its identity. 

There is, however, another sector of the third, as well as some of the 
second, generation whose interest in their cultural background and in 
Ukraine is purely recreational. That is, Ukraine is seen as a place to travel 
to in the summer and the Ukrainian community in Canada as a place to 
meet friends on weekends. This, unlike for the first and second post- 
war generations, does not include an ideological commitment to help 
with the processes taking place in Ukraine. This does not mean that 
there are no persons committed to the Ukrainian cause among the third 
generation of whichever immigrant wave. On the contrary, there are 
outstanding examples of third-generation individuals who are commit- 
ted, but in terms of total numbers, they are only a small sector of 
the third generation. This, however, needs a much closer empirical 
study. 

To sum up, significant changes have taken place in the structure of 
the Ukrainian community in Canada in the past twenty years. These 
changes have involved a decided move into the middle class to the 
point - and in some degree beyond the point - of equality with most 
ethnic groups in Canada. The community has developed more widely 
differentiated attitudes towards the society as a whole and towards 
itself. But the community's subjective status in Canada, its prestige in 
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the eyes of the general Canadian population, does not seem to have 
changed much. The community has been influenced by the events 
taking place in its home country, and its relation to it has changed. Many 
of these changes, however, are still taking place and require more careful 
study. 
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Divided Loyalties: 
The Ukrainian Left and the 
Canadian State 

DONALD AVERY 

Between 1914 and 1946 war and social disruption greatly affected the 
relations between the Ukrainian Left and the Canadian government.' 
Although there had been periodic concern over radical activity among 
foreign workers before 1914, the war years and the Red Scare of 1919 
greatly intensified the fear of the radical alien. Individuals and groups 
now tended to be deemed loyal or disloyal, law-abiding or revolutionary, 
according to their conformity to the norms of the Anglo-Canadian mid- 
dle class. These same attitudes, particularly on the part of Canadian 
business groups and law enforcement officials, surfaced again during 
the Great Depression. Renewed efforts to contain the forces of radicalism 
culminated in August 1931 in the arrest of the major Communist leaders 
and extensive use of section 41 of the Immigration Act to deport alien 
radicals. The advent of the Second World War ushered in yet another 
phase in the continuing struggle between the Left and the Canadian 
national security state. 

During these years the Left was a powerful and distinctive element 
within the Ukrainian-Canadian community. At the same time, the experi- 
ence of the Ukrainian Left must be understood within the broader context 
of the problems that many East European immigrant workers faced, partic- 
ularly in regrons where industrial conflict prevailed. Obviously before 
1921 Ukrainian socialists had much in common with Finnish and Jewish 
socialists, and within the more broadly based Communist movement they 
often vied for power and influence and shared a common legacy of perse- 
cution.' These similarities should not, however, obscure the extent to which 
the experience of the Ukrainian Left was distinctive. 

This paper will explore a number of important questions associated 
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with the experiences of the Ukrainian-Canadian Left between 1914 and 
1946. How did it develop such resilient cultural and political institutions, 
and how did it attempt to reconcile ethnic and class loyalties? What 
role did Ukrainian socialists and pro-Communists assume within the 
Canadian radical Left? Why did the Ukrainian Left become the special 
target of Canadian security agencies in both war and peace? And finally, 
to what extent was the Canadian response to the Ukrainian Left similar 
during both world wars, and to what extent was it different? 

Creating the Ukrainian-Canadian Left, 1900-igiq 

Before 1914 Ukrainian immigrant workers developed many responses 
to a Canadian environment that both promised and threatened. Going 
home was one method of dealing with economic exploitation and social 
discrimination. This return migration was not confined to sojourners 
who had accumulated savings and included many who were forced out 
of Canada by depressed economic circumstances. The lack of unemploy- 
ment benefits in the Dominion and the existence of ample means to 
deport public charges and alien radicals further swelled the ranks of 
the returnees.3 But for the vast majority of Ukrainian immigrants who 
remained, a wide variety of cultural and working class institutions 
helped them to adjust to Canadian society. These ranged from the rather 
conservative ethnic churches to the more assertive mutual aid societies 
and political organizations. The transfer of Old World values and ideas 
was also closely associated with the emergence of a Ukrainian-language 
press that represented many sides of the ideological spectrum.4 

Although it is not the intention of this paper to analyse the complex 
issue of whether ethnic identity is a more effective mobilizing criterion 
than class issues, some trends can be suggested. For example, recent histori- 
cal studies have shown how, gwen the proper ecanomic and political 
conditions, ethnic and class sentiment can reinforce each other and propel 
an ethnic group towards forms of militant organization nourished by 
visions of class emancipation. But when these conditions do not exist (or 
are undermined by state repression), ethnic and class sentiments may 
easily become disjointed. And the more these sentiments are msjointed, the 
more the terrain becomes susceptible for the intervention of conservative 
ethnic elites, which are able to take advantage of the daily reality of 
prejudice and discrimination to rally their community towards the vision 
of ethnic (as opposed to class) emancipation.5 

In many ways this model applies to the Ukrainian-Canadian commu- 
nity, which was clearly divided into competing groups - a trend most 
pronounced in western Canada. Before the Great War, the conservatives 
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had a number of advantages in the contest for the loyalty of Ukrainian 
workers: of these, the most important was a common Old World identi- 
fication with the Uniate church. This fusion between religious and ethnic 
identity was kept alive by Nykyta Budka, the first Uniate bishop in 
Canada, who was able to negotiate successfully with the Manitoba pro- 
vincial government for Ukrainian cultural rights. By 1914, however, 
two serious rivals had appeared. One was the group of intellectual 
nationalists associated with the newspaper Ukrainskyi holos (Ukrainian 
Voice), who were 'distressed by the manner in which Ukrainians were 
being manipulated by both missionaries and politicians.' The other was 
the Ukrainian Left.6 

In 1907 the Winnipeg-based Ukrainian Socialist Labour Committee 
was created, along with its newspaper Chervonyi prapor (Red Flag). Ini- 
tially the Ukrainian socialists seemed prepared to work within the Social- 
ist party of Canada (SPC), accepting the notion that it was dedicated to 
uniting 'workers of all nations and faiths.' But even at this early stage 
Ukrainian socialists argued that the education and mobilization of the 
'ioo,ooo Ukrainian proletariansf in the three prairie provinces required 
a Ukrainian Socialist Union within the SPC. In part, this represented a 
transfer of their Old World experience to Canada; it also demonstrated 
a practical recognition that ethnic and cultural values would enhance 
their class appeal and that the socialist hall should be both a political 
and a social institution, On the negative side, the ethnocentric appeal 
of the Ukrainian socialists often brought them into conflict with the 
Anglo-Saxon leadership of the Socialist party, and by 1910 the differ- 
ences became irreconcilable. As a result, a separate Ukrainian Social 
Democratic Federation was established with headquarters in Winnipeg 
and with its own militant newspaper, Robochyi narod (Working People). 
During the next four years, the federation's organizational efforts were 
enhanced by the presence of such experienced socialists as Matthew 
Popovich, John Navis (Ivan Navizivsky), and Danylo Lobay, who com- 
bined their class message with appeals to Ukrainian nationalism and 
denunciations of the autocratic tsarist regime.' These Ukrainian socialists 
also played a major role in the formation of the Canadian Social Demo- 
cratic party (SDP), which was a loose federation of Eastern European 
and English-speaking  socialist^.^ 

Ukrainian Workers, the Canadian Left, and State Repression, igq-1919 

The First World War had a enormous impact on Ukrainian workers in 
Canada. Massive layoffs by resource and industrial companies swelled 
the ranks of the unemployed, especially in such centres as Montreal, 
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Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouver. Depleted savings and difficulty in 
obtaining relief created considerable bitterness. Yet another problem 
was the wave of patriotic dismissals that occurred in many parts of the 
country, but especially in the resource towns of western Canada.9 

At the start of the war there was also aptation from prominent western 
Canadian businessmen and local government officials for the mass 
internment of all 'idle' and impoverished aliens for humanitarian and 
security reasons. The Dominion government, however, was not pre- 
pared to implement a mass internment policy, largely because of the 
prohibitive cost of operating internment camps."' On the other hand, 
Dominion security officials did maintain a close watch on potentially 
dangerous ethnic leaders such as ecclesiastics and newspaper editors. 
In each major urban centre in the country special registrars of enemy 
aliens were appointed to monitor the activities of the potentially disloyal. 
As well, in June 1915 a press censorship branch was created under 
the auspices of the secretary of state, with a mandate to prevent the 
publication of 'objectionable' material. In reality, however, censorship 
applied only to the foreign-language press, a situation that the chief 
press censor explained in a 1916 circdar: 'The reason that editors of 
Canadian English papers are permitted a broad scope in publishing war 
news items [is] because they depend on the knowledge and good sense 
of their English readers to distinguish between official and reliable news 
and news that comes from suspicious sources.'" 

Anglo-Canadian hostility towards militant European workers in- 
creased after the advent of the 1917 Russian Revolution and the wave 
of industrial strikes of that year. In some regions, the label 'alien' became 
synonymous with traitor and revolutionary. The most dramatic official 
manifestation of the 'hard-line' approach was the order in council of 25 
September 1918 prohibiting many enemy-language newspapers and 
outlawing fourteen 'radical organizations,' among them the Ukrainian 
Social Democratic party, the Finnish Social Democratic party, the Cana- 
dian Social Democratic party, and the Industrial Workers of the World. 
Nor was this measure merely a warning to the foreign-born population. 
Magistrates were authorized to impose severe sentences, and Canadian 
security forces received extensive powers of search and apprehension.'" 

Although the end of hostilities and pressure from such 'progressive' 
organizations as the Canadian Trades and Labour Congress forced the 
federal government to adopt a more conciliatory stance towards dissent, 
the truce was short-lived. The formation of the One Big Union (OBU), 
the first large-scale Canadian experiment with 'industrial unionism,' the 
outbreak of the Winnipeg General Strike, and a major confrontation in 
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the Rocky Mountain coalfields turned an already ugly situation into a 
national crisis.'3 

But why did the Canadian state launch such a campaign against 
Ukrainian and other immigrant workers who were designated as 'radical 
aliens'? One explanation would be to regard the nativist sentiment as 
merely an intensification of pre-war bias. Before 1914 negative stereo- 
types of east and south European immigrants were widespread. Most 
notably, reports of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police (renamed the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, or RCMP, in 1919) stressed the ten- 
dency of foreign workers in western Canada to take the law into their 
own hands. During the 1906 Lethbridge coal strike, for example, the 
district superintendent of the RNWMP insisted upon the maximum 
deployment of police units to control Slavic and Italian miners: 'These 
people have been ruled by force for generations ... and in consequence, 
it now requires force to keep them in order.' The RNWMP was also 
distressed by its inability to apprehend labour agitators during industrial 
confrontations, largely because ethnic communities often viewed the 
law as 'the enemy.I14 

Anglo-Canadian fear of foreign demagogues was not confined to 
labour. Before 1914 there were numerous charges that the Canadian 
political system, especially in the West, was being subverted by such un- 
Canadian agitators as Bishop Budka of the Uniate church. According to 
the influential Manitoba Free Press, Budka provided the Roblin Conserva- 
tive government with massive electoral support in return for the expan- 
sion of Ukrainian bilingual schools throughout the province. Negative 
stereotypes of Ukrainian and other Eastern European workers also ema- 
nated from the writings of such well-meaning Anglo-Canadian social 
reformers as J.S. Woodsworth and the Reverend Charles W. Gordon 
(Ralph Connor), who often equated poverty and folk customs with 
backwardness and debauchery.'5 

Throughout the First World War there was intense Anglo-Canadian 
hostility towards all enemy aliens. Yet Ukrainians were much more 
distrusted than their German counterparts. One reason for this dichot- 
omy was that most of those categorized as 'Austrian' enemy aliens were 
recent arrivals; in 1911, 60 per cent of the Ukrainians in the prairie 
provinces were foreign-born, and many of them were of military age 
and retained their status of reservists in their homeland. This image of 
divided loyalties was dramatically increased on 27 July 1914, when 
Bishop Budka issued his celebrated pastoral calling upon his parish- 
ioners to remember their duty to the Austro-Hungarian Empire.16 Anglo- 
Canadian suspicions had been further aroused when Russophile groups 
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in western Canada charged that Ukrainian nationalists intended to use 
the war not only to establish a separate homeland in Europe but also 
'to organize a Ukrainian nation here in Canada."7 

Cultural issues also placed the Ukrainian community in confrontation 
with Anglo-Canadians: the determined Ukrainian resistance to the aboli- 
tion of bilingual schools in Manitoba, for example, stirred deep hostility. 
The western press censor, Fred Livesay, went so far as to interpret the 
temporary alliance between the Kanadyiskyi rusy n (Canadian Ruthenian) 
and the Ukrainskyi halos on the matter of Ukrainian-language rights as 
part of a German-Austrian conspiracy to disrupt the Canadian war 
effort." This stereotype of a homogeneous Ukrainian community on the 
prairies, manipulated by a disloyal and demagogic elite, gained even 
more credence among Anglo-Canadians during the wartime election of 
December 1917. It assumed its most insidious form, however, when 
concern over a global Bolshevik conspiracy gripped the country in 
191 9.j9 

The Canadian reaction to the Russian Revolution went through sev- 
eral stages. At first there was widespread support for the overthrow of 
the tsar, in part, at least, because of the belief that the authoritarian 
character of the imperial government impeded Russia's war effort."" By 
1918, however, public opinion was distinctly anti-Bolshevik, and the 
decision to send Canadians troops to Siberia was welcomed. On the 
whole, however, Anglo-Canadians had little knowledge about the Rus- 
sian Revolution and what it meant for Canadian Ukrainians." 

This reaction is not surprising. Before the war Anglo-Canadians rarely 
had been able to distinguish between different ideologcal groupings 
within the Ukrainian community.22 With the overthrow of the tsar in 
March 1917, the situation became even more complicated as the various 
Ukrainian organizations attempted to redefine their position towards 
the Russian empire."3 Thus, in the fall of 1917 the Robochyi narod called 
upon all Ukrainian Canadians to emphasize their common identity and 
national purpose; now was the time, it argued, to let 'our neighbours in 
Canada know clearly who and what we are; that we are not "Austrian," 
or "Galician," or a wild, uneducated people as portrayed by "our own 
native" undercover agents, who have sold us out and are traitors to our 
people.' Once the Bolsheviks had seized power in November 1917, the 
paper adopted a dramatically different editorial stance and vigorously 
attacked the Ukrainian Central Rada and the prospects of an indepen- 
dent bourgeois Ukraine.24 As differences between the Ukrainian Social 
Democratic party and the rest of the Ukrainian-Canadian community 
became irreconcilable, those opposed to the Bolsheviks often appealed 
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to Canadian security agencies for assistance. In return they were pre- 
pared, on occasion, to supply information about subversive activity on 
the part of the Ukrainian Left. In September 1918, for example, the 
chief press censor accepted Bishop Budka's claim that a well-organized 
Bolshevik movement in Canada was seeking to overthrow established 
authority and that the Robochyi narod and Rabochii narod were its 
mou thpieces.'5 

This willingness to provide useful information helped transform 
Budka's status with Canadian security officials. Not as fortunate were the 
Ukrainian workers arrested in Winnipeg and other centres of industrial 
conflict after the defeat of the Winnipeg General Strike who were subject 
to immediate deportation under section 41 of the Immigration Act.26 
Most of the Ukrainian socialist leaders, however, managed to avoid this 
fate, and once the Red Scare had subsided they began to rebuild their 
organizations. They also assumed a major role in the creation of the 
Communist Party of Canada." 

The Ukrainian Left, igig-1939 

Between its formation in July 1921 and its proscription in August 1931, 
the CPC passed through several stages of development. Initially, it was 
a secret organization, highly apprehensive of repression by the state. By 
1922, however, it came out into the open and engaged in trade-union 
and political activity. In order to carry out its many tasks the party 
sponsored a number of specialized bodies: the Workers' Unity League 
(WUL), the Farmers' Unity League (FUL), the Canadian Labour Defence 
League, the Friends of the Soviet Union, and the Women's Bureau. 
The Finnish Organization of Canada (FOC) and the Ukrainian Labour- 
Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) were also given special status 
within the party, and their leaders were included in the permanent 
executive, or Po l i tb~reau .~~  

If the FOC was stronger numerically than the ULFTA, it lacked the 
latter's diversity."g Though primarily a Ukrainian organization, the 
ULFTA also had support among Poles, Russians, and other Slavic groups. 
Founded in Winnipeg in 1918, the ULFTA soon expanded to other parts 
of the Dominion. By 1930 it had about 185 branches with approximately 
5,438 members, published the influential Ukrainski robitnychi visti 
(Ukrainian Labour News), and maintained the Workers' Benevolent 
Society. Its ability to provide essential social services to the Ukrainian 
community was an important factor in its success. The educational and 
cultural activities it sponsored, particularly those that evoked the Old 
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World experience, were very popular. That Matthew Popovich could 
sing traditional Ukrainian songs at party-sponsored concerts greatly 
enhanced his prestige as a party organizer.3" 

During the 1920s the language federations assumed an important role 
in the CPC's attempt to reach foreign workers in the extracting industries 
and the rapidly expanding factories of central Canada? They also pro- 
vided a core group of electoral support for Communist candidates 
during federal, provincial, and municipal electi0ns.3~ Perhaps not 
surprisingly, it was in working-class north Winnipeg that the CPC 
achieved its first major success when William Kolisnyk, a prominent 
member of the ULFTA, was elected to the city council in 1926.33 

But this harmonious relationship between the Anglo-Canadian mem- 
bers of the CPC executive and the ULFTA would soon change. In 1929 
the CPC moved resolutely to carry out the instructions of the Communist 
International that all workers be organized into factory units. Equally 
important was the Politbureau's insistence that the progress of commu- 
nism in North America meant the primacy of the English language 
and an organizational structure that emphasized occupational and not 
cultural groups. The Comintern directives were clear: on the factory 
floor immigrant workers should be made 'to fraternize with other Com- 
munists, and hopefully, even with fellow workers who ... did not belong 
to any ethnic group.' It was expected, therefore, that Ukrainian workers 
would abandon their language groups and commit themselves to the 
activities of the newly formed CPC industrial unions, organized under 
the umbrella of the Workers' Unity League.34 The ULFTA was bluntly 
told that it must Canadianize its operation immediately: English classes 
were to be offered to members, and the Ukrainski robitnychi visti would 
have to discard its narrow focus and 'tie up the struggle of the Ukrainian 
workers with the general proletarian struggle in Canada.' Instructions 
were also given for the ULFTA to eliminate most of the Ukrainian folk 
plays and concerts, which were categorized as being 'extremely empty 
and often directly harmful.' Not surprisingly, the party's assimilatory 
policy was strongly resisted. But in the end, there were two choices: 
either to submit or to leave the party. Most chose the former.35 

Although this clash of ethnic and ideologcal loyalties posed a great 
problem for the leaders of the ULFTA, several factors minimized the 
disruption. One was the high degree of independence that the local 
temples enjoyed; another was the extent to which the party centre was 
dependent on ULFTA financial assistance. In addition, given the hostile 
political environment of 1931, it was deemed essential to maintain 
harmony within the Canadian Communist movement at all c0sts.3~ The 
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severe economic dislocation, combined with the CPC's aggressive trade- 
union and political campaigns, had alarmed many Canadian business- 
men and government officials, and there was growing talk of repressive 
measures. Throughout 1931 Anglo- and French-Canadian 'patriotic 
groups,' as well as various municipal governments, petitioned the gov- 
ernment of R.B. Bennett to ban the CPC and deport its adherents. It 
also heard from the premiers of Quebec, Ontario, Alberta, and British 
Columbia. Arrests and deportations mounted, despite the efforts of the 
Canadian Labour Defence League to protect foreign workers. On 11 
August 1931 the Bennett government formally declared war on the 
Communist party: within a week eight members of the Politbureau were 
in custody, charged with seditious conspiracy under section 98 of the 
Criminal Code.37 

Among those imprisoned were two prominent leaders of the ULFTA - 
Matthew Popovich and John Boychuk. This targeting of the ULFTA as 
a dangerous organization was not surprising given the hostile attitude 
of the RCMP and prominent Anglo-Canadian spokesmen. Throughout 
the 1920s the Mounties had periodically called for the proscription of 
the ULFTA under section 98 and for the deportation of its leaders. Many 
Anglo-Canadian newspapers, most notably the Winnipeg Free Press, 
endorsed this hard-line approach. In December 1923, for example, the 
Free Press ran a series of ten articles denouncing all organizations that 
carried on 'campaigns for a Soviet Canada, established by violence if 
necessary beneath the cloak of "benevolent and educational aims."' 
The paper was especially concerned about the operation of some fifty 
ULFTA schools, where, it was claimed, the doctrines of communism and 
revolution were 'taught to adults and children alike.' Ukrainian radicals, 
the Free Press warned, 'have placed the little red school house in an 
entirely new ~etting.'3~ 

The Free Press was also disturbed that Winnipeg had elected the first 
Communist to public office in North America. However, the most intense 
reaction came from the city's Ukrainian community. Throughout Wil- 
liam Kolisnyk's two aldermanic terms (1926-30), the Ukrainski robitnychi 
visti was forced to defend its champion against the vigorous and vitriolic 
attacks of the liberal nationalist Ukrainskyi holos and the clerical national- 
ist Kanadyiskyi ukrainefs (Canadian Ukrainian).39 Although the ULFTA 
was able to withstand these assaults, a more serious threat emerged 
during the thirties. Here the issue was Ukrainian rights in the USSR. By 
1935, stories of Stalin's purge of Ukrainian nationalists had filtered back 
to Canada; even more shocking was news of the execution of two former 
ULFTA organizers, Ivan Sembay and Myroslav Irchan (Andrew Babiuk), 
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who had gone to the Soviet Union. Soon, such prominent members of 
the national executive as Danylo Lobay and Toma Kobzey were in 
open revolt. But this grass-roots challenge to the authority of the CPC 
hierarchy was ultimately  unsuccessful.^" 

One explanation why the CPC was able to hold the allegiance of most 
of its Ukrainian members was the ability of the party to expand its trade- 
union and political activities after 1935. Moreover, as social and economic 
conditions continued to deteriorate, more workers, ethnic and English- 
speaking alike, gravitated towards the CPC and its subsidiary organiza- 
tions, most notably the Workers' Unity League and the National Unem- 
ployed Workers' Association. With the advent of the Popular Front 
policy, largely in response to the growing threat of fascism, party orga- 
nizers also assumed an important role in the creation and development 
of peace and civil-rights organizations such as the Canadian Youth 
Congress, the Canadian League for Peace and Democracy, and the 
Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy. On the industrial front, CPC 
organizers occupied key positions within such CIO labour unions as 
the United Auto Workers, the United Steel Workers, and the United 
Electrical Workers. All of this would, however, change in 1939 as the 
international Communist movement entered another stage?' 

The Second World War and the Cold War 

The Soviet-German non-aggression pact of August 1939 placed the 
ULFTA in a most vulnerable position. Like others within the Canadian 
Communist movement, Ukrainian leftists initially had difficulty grasp- 
ing the implications of the changes in Soviet strategc policy. On 12 

September, for instance, the ULFTA organ Narodna hazeta denounced 
the Nazi invasion of Poland and exclaimed: 'Destroy Hitlerism! Save 
Humanity!'4' Soon, however, there was a rapid adjustment in the party 
line and Canadian Communists stopped describing the war as 'anti- 
fascist' and began calling it an 'anti-imperialist' conflict that Canada had 
to avoid. This meant that Communist organizations in general, and the 
ULFTA in particular, were now legitimate targets under the security 
provisions of the Defence of Canada Regulations. 

Even before the outbreak of war federal authorities had devised a 
variety of measures to deal with groups that might threaten national 
security. In a May 1939 memorandum, Norman Robertson, acting in 
his capacity as liaison between the RCMP and the cabinet, set forth a 
comprehensive list of guidelines to deal with seditious activities. One of 
these was the recommendation that immigration and naturalization 
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regulations be used against Nazis and fascists 'in the same way that 
police now check the records of persons believed to be of radical or 
Communist sympathies.' Within the King government, the Communists 
were viewed with the most intense suspicion, especially by the RCMP. 
In August 1939, as the international situation became more critical, Com- 
missioner T. Wood recommended that the CPC be outlawed and its 
leaders interned. Even though moderates such as Norman Robertson 
and J.F. MacNeill of the Department of Justice argued that this hard-line 
approach was both undemocratic and inefficient, the RCMP persisted in 
its long war against the Communists. In January 1940 the round-up of 
Communists and anarchists began: on 4 June the Communist party and 
most of its front organizations were proscribed. Under order in council 
PC 2667 the custodian of enemy property was given control of the 
property of all banned organizations - including the ULFTA.43 

In addition, between June 1940 and November 1942, thirty-three lead- 
ers of the ULFTA were interned.44 All endured deprivation and harass- 
ment, but for party veterans such as Matthew Popovich renewed 
imprisonment was devastating45 Although the Canadian Civil Liberties 
Union and its allies had launched a campaign to obtain the immediate 
release of interned Communists, they could achieve little until June 
1941. Even when the Soviet Union became Canada's wartime ally, the 
King government was slow to release leftist internees or to restore 
confiscated property despite mounting popular pressure. In October 
1942, for example, a massive petition, signed by a large number of 
'respectable' Anglo-Canadians, including Premier Mitchell Hepburn of 
Ontario, was sent to Ottawa calling for the removal of all disabilities. 
Federal authorities were sufficiently impressed to release the Commu- 
nists; they did not, however, lift the ban on the movement or agree to 
restore confiscated property until October 1943. For the ULFTA, return 
of all its halls would take almost another two ~ears .4~  

Ukrainian Communists were also affected by other wartime measures 
that the King government implemented. Of particular importance were 
the activities of two agencies within the newly established Department 
of National War Services. Both the Nationalities Branch and the Com- 
mittee on Co-operation in Canadian Citizenship sought to mould 
public opinion amongst Canada's ethnic groups. What this meant in 
practical terms was an obligation 'to provide Canadian news for the 
domestic foreign-language press and to give stories of the activities of 
the ethnic communities to the French and English newspapers ... [and] to 
provide the immigrant groups with information about their homelands 
without reviving nationalistic ambitions or antagonism.' In many ways 
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the creation of these agencies represented a great improvement over 
the experience of the First World War, when Ottawa adopted a double 
standard towards the foreign-language press. On the other hand, 
aspects of Anglo-Canadian condescension and superiority still created 
problems in communication and understanding. For example, all of 
the executives within the Nationalities Branch were Anglo-Saxons: the 
director was Professor George Simpson, an East European specialist 
with the University of Saskatchewan's history department; his special 
adviser was Tracy Philipps, a former adviser to the British Foreign 
Office who had visited and lectured to various Eastern European ethnic 
communities under the auspices of the Bureau of Public Information.47 
In addition, there was a host of Anglo-Canadian special advisers. One 
of the most prominent was Professor Watson Kirkconnell of McMaster 
University, whose 1941 pamphlet Canadians A11 raised the alarm 'that the 
Soviet Communists along with the German and Italian fascists looked for 
converts in Canada among the immigrant c0mmunity.'4~ At this stage, 
Kirkconnell, Philipps, and other officials of the Nationalities Branch 
made no excuse either for their anticommunism or for their close associa- 
tion with the newly formed Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC).49 

External events would, however, soon render this type of arrange- 
ment unpopular. With the June 1941 German invasion the Soviet Union 
suddenly became an ally of the British Commonwealth in the struggle 
against fascism. Canada's Communists in general, and Ukrainian Com- 
munists in particular, greatly benefited from this wartime alliance and 
from stories of Russian heroism. This new pro-Russian sentiment was 
most evident in the work of the National Council for Canadian-Soviet 
Friendship, which had branches in eighteen cities across the country 
and an executive that included such Anglo-Canadian luminaries as Sir 
Ellsworth Flavelle as president and John David Eaton as vice-president. 
At the November 1944 congress of the NCSF Flavelle made the following 
appeal: 'In the past, Canadian public opinion about the Soviet Union 
has often been distorted by prejudice and misinformation. We know 
that to a considerable degree misleading information about Russia has 
been "planted" by those who are now our enemies, and by their willing 
or unwilling agents in our midst.'5" 

Within the King government, External Affairs officials were especially 
anxious to establish cordial relations with the USSR. This tendency 
became even more pronounced in February 1942 when the two countries 
agreed to exchange ministers. Shortly thereafter Dana Wilgress was sent 
to the temporary Soviet capital of Kuibyshev as envoy extraordinary 
and minister plenipotentiary; in September 1942 the Soviet mission 
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arrived in Ottawa.5' In May 1943 Parliament provided that the Mutual 
Aid Act would include the USSR, and by the end of the war Canada 
had supplied the Soviet Union with approximately $167.3 million worth 
of food, medical supplies, and war material.5' 

Given these wartime commitments, it is not surprising that Canadian 
diplomats were often impatient and even hostile towards anti-soviet 
agitation in Canada. In May 1943 Dana Wilgress told his Ottawa 
superiors that Soviet authorities had become greatly disturbed over the 
advocacy of Ukrainian independence by such groups as the UCC. This 
agitation, Wilgress claimed, would not only seriously complicate Canadi- 
an-Soviet relations, but also 'promote disunity' among the Allies.53 
Accordingly, the RCMP was instructed to monitor the activities of all 
Ukrainian nationalist organizations, and especially the forthcoming 
UCC Ottawa congress.54 Although neither the RCMP nor the Nationali- 
ties Branch of the Department of National War Services found any 
evidence of disloyal or disruptive conduct, the federal government 
increasingly viewed the Ukrainian nationalists as a problem.55 A June 
1943 memorandum that the cabinet considered while trying to decide 
what to do with the ULFTA properties clearly expressed this point 
of view: 'Although before June 1941, the Left Wing Ukrainians were 
undoubtedly a drag on the Canadian war effort insofar as they followed 
the Communist party line, it is not unreasonable to expect that the 
Nationalist elements among the Right Wing Ukrainians will become a 
greater source of embarrassment to the Canadian government insofar 
as their aspirations center in the creation of an independent Ukraine; 
we know that this irredentism among Canadian Ukrainians is being 
closely followed in Moscow and is resented.'S6 

During the last two years of the war, both the nationalists and the 
Communists sought to convince federal authorities that their vision of a 
post-war Ukraine was both viable and just.57 In the end the Communists 
won - essentially because of external factors. Allied compromises at 
Yalta and Dumbarton Oaks legitimized Soviet Ukraine and provided 
for its membership in the United Nations. In keeping with their previous 
position Canadian diplomats regarded this process as a necessary price 
for international stability and post-war co-operation. There were, how- 
ever, those who claimed that UN membership for Ukraine would even- 
tually 'drive from the nationalists' minds the mirage of absolute 
Ukrainian independence and in this way hasten the process of [Cana- 
dian] a~similation.'5~ 

By the fall of 1945 this line of reasoning was no longer in vogue as 
Canada drifted towards the cold war. Throughout the summer and fall 
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of 1945 Canadians had been exposed to an image of the USSR that 
emphasized its brutal control of Eastern Europe. The millions of refugees 
fleeing from the Red Army provided additional verification of Soviet 
repression and imperialism. Even the Anglo-Canadian luminaries of the 
National Council of Canadian-Soviet Friendship got the message, and 
soon the NCCSF was nothing more than another embattled Communist 
front organization.59 Not surprisingly, the change in the Canadian- 
Soviet alliance was a signal to the RCMP to renew its long battle against 
the radical Left. Although its staff was small and poorly trained for 
counter-espionage, the force threw itself into the work with vigour. The 
defection of Igor Gouzenko in September 1945 confirmed its worse 
suspicions about the connection between Communist organizations and 
Soviet espionage and sub~ersion.~" 

None of the ULFTA's leaders were named as spies by the Royal 
Commission on Espionage. Nevertheless, many Canadians deemed the 
organization (called the Association of United Ukrainian Canadians 
after November 1946) guilty by association. The ULFTA was also accused 
of divided loyalties on 26 May 1946, when its representative told the 
Senate Standing Committee an Immigration and Labour that most of 
the 300,000 Ukrainian displaced persons in Germany were collabora- 
t o r ~ . ~ '  The committee not only condemned this spurious allegation, 
but also recommended that displaced persons of all nationalities 'be 
admitted to Canada in substantial numbers and commencing as soon as 
possible.' In the fall of 1946 the Canadian government implemented a 
relatively generous refugee policy that admitted over 160,000 displaced 
persons (often called DPs) during the next six years? 

Among the DPs were over thirty thousand Ukrainians, most of whom 
were intensely anti-Communist. Their arrival had many implications for 
the Ukrainian-Canadian community, not least of which was their ability 
to expose the ULFTA's myths about the promise of Soviet life. Since 
many of these Ukrainian DPs were well-educated and politically con- 
scious, they also 'injected new life into and raised the morale of the 
nationalist camp.' This, in turn, meant more frequent and violent conflict 
with the Ukrainian Comrn~nists.~3 Although each side blamed the other 
for the violence, the RCMP had no difficulty in identifying the Commu- 
nists as the c~lprits.~4 RCMP Commissioner S.T. Wood summed up the 
situation in a January 1950 memorandum: 

Communist functionaries are acutely aware their mass language organizations 
are losing membership and support because of the factual knowledge being 
brought to this country by Displaced Persons having actually lived under Soviet 
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Domination. They foresaw the ultimate repercussions even prior to Displaced 
Persons immigrating to Canada and did everything in their power to stop it. 
UnsuccessfuI in this endeavour, the problem of Displaced Persons is now proba- 
bly their most important, and exhaustive measures have been taken to counteract 
the adverse influence. To date their counter measures have been marked with 
a distinct lack of suc~ess.~5 

That the RCMP should have welcomed this support in its campaign 
against Ukrainian Communists is understandable. Yet surprisingly, 
Ukrainian anti-Communists received little recognition and few conces- 
sions from the government in return. This was most evident in the area 
of immigration. Throughout the years 1946-50 officials of the newly 
established Department of Citizenship and Immigration were generally 
hostile when the Ukrainian Canadian Committee lobbied on behalf 
of various 'Ukrainian cultural workers and artists.' The government's 
rationale was simple and familiar: Ukrainian intellectuals would keep 
an Old World culture alive and thereby impede the Canadianization of 
the Ukrainian c ~ m m u n i t y . ~ ~  Obviously, in the minds of many govern- 
ment officials true loyalty was still equated - as it was in 1914-19 - with 
unhyphenated Canadiani~m.~7 

Conclusion 

The problem of divided loyalties greatly affected the Ukrainian Left 
between 1914 and 1946. Throughout this period there was the difficulty 
of reconciling Marxist principles with Ukrainian nationalism and cul- 
tural values; this became even more pronounced after 1921, when the 
ULFTA became affiliated with the Communist Party of Canada and, by 
association, with the Communist International. Yet in some ways the 
association with the Comintern was an asset, especially when Ukrainian 
Canadians could be convinced that Soviet Ukraine was a dynamic and 
independent national entity within the USSR. But when this myth was 
exposed, the problems of reconciling ideological and ethnic loyalties 
became greatly exacerbated. The Soviet connection also exposed Ukrain- 
ian-Canadian Communists to the charge that their primary loyalties 
were to the USSR. These allegations became particularly menacing when 
Soviet foreign policy appeared to threaten Canadian national security. 

But why did Ukrainian workers join the Left in the first place? Part 
of the explanation is associated with the exploitation inherent in the 
Canadian capitalistic labour market - exploitation that had both eco- 
nomic and social consequences. Although many of these workers, 
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between 1914 and 1946, moved from the uncertainty of frontier employ- 
ment to more stable industrial jobs, the transition they made was often 
from manipulated foreigners to deprived Canadian working class. More- 
over, in attempting to inculcate Anglo-Canadian values both govern- 
ment and voluntary agencies, however well-intentioned, often ag- 
gravated the immigrants' sense of cultural identification - a pride that 
was perhaps their most important asset in dealing with the vicissitudes 
of life in a land that at once promised and threatened. Nor was the 
performance of the Canadian trade-union movement all that different. 
Certainly most unions affiliated with the Trades and Labour Congress 
made little effort to draw European immigrant workers into their fold, 
largely because of their exclusive craft orientation and their Anglo- 
Canadian bias. Shunned or patronized by traditional native institutions, 
some alienated immigrant workers turned to groups that sought to 
transform Canadian society: the socialist parties, the Industrial Workers 
of the World, the One Big Union, and, after 1921, the Communist party.' 

Yet another factor was the creation of viable ethnocultural class orga- 
nizations. Although socialists and Communists represented only 5 to l o  
per cent of the Ukrainian population of Canada between 1914 and 1946, 
they carried on a wide variety of cultural and political activities and 
published a number of influential newspapers." Their leaders, especially 
those associated with the ULFTA, were often powerful figures within 
local Ukrainian communities and were also active at the national level 
through the CPC. But being involved did not mean being equal. 
Throughout the inter-war years the CPC's Anglo-Canadian leaders 
assumed that cultural assimilation by their Ukrainian comrades was a 
small price to pay for the proletarian revolution. Nor did they show 
much concern for the status of the ULFTA when the party abruptly 
altered its policies in September 1939 and again in September 1945. But 
even with the advent of the cold war, Ukrainian Communists continued 
to operate their various organizations, and in some communities, most 
notably Winnipeg's North End, they maintained a political presence 
in local government.7" 

Despite, or perhaps because of, its success, the Ukrainian Left became 
a favourite target of Canadian security agencies, particularly during 
periods of national emergency.'' During the First World War, for exam- 
ple, Ukrainians of all ideological backgrounds were treated as second- 
class citizens, but the leftists suffered most. They were not only labelled 
as enemy aliens but were also feared as Bolshevik aliens. The ULFTA's 
decision to become a branch of the Communist party further justified 
RCMP charges of disloyalty - since it was assumed that all Canadian 
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Communists owed ultimate loyalty to the Soviet Union. Indeed, justifi- 
cation for the arrest and internment of Ukrainian Communists in June 
1940 was very similar to the rationale adopted during previous periods 
of repression - September 1918, June 1919, August 1931. The Commu- 
nists were subversives because they rejected Canadian democratic val- 
ues; they were potential enemy agents because they slavishly followed 
the Comintern line. This similarity between the two wartime situations, 
however, ends in June 1941.7~ 

The sudden transition of the Soviet Union from Canada's foe to friend 
had an enormous impact on the status of the Ukrainian-Canadian Com- 
munists. Indeed, for a brief period the ULFTA could claim greater loyalty 
and commitment to Canada's war effort than its UCC rivals. This aura 
of respectability and legitimacy depended, of course, on continued 
Canadian-Soviet friendship - and this would be short-lived. With the 
advent of the cold war the Ukrainian Left would once again become 
a favourite target of its old foe - the RCMP. 

This paper has focused on some aspects of the Ukrainian-Canadian 
Left and its relations with the Canadian state between 1914 and 1946. It 
has not attempted to explain why some Ukrainians joined the Left and 
others did not. Nor has it tried to compare the Ukrainian Left with other 
groups - a very difficult task since Canadian scholarship on this topic is 
so limited.73 Indeed, even in its assessment of the response of the national 
security state towards Ukrainian leftists this paper has left many ques- 
tions unanswered, and they may remain so until scholars obtain access 
to the voluminous files of the security service of the RCMP and its 
successor, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.74 
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Headquarters of the Ukrainian Canadian Servicemen's Association, 
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Romanow, George Kluchevsky, S.W. Frolick (S.W. Frolick Collection, 
National Archives of Canada) 
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Ukrainian Youth Association rally at the Freiman Kasserne Displaced 
Persons camp, Munich, Germany, 1948 
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Ukrainian-Canadian women modelling traditional folk dress near 
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National convention of the Ukrainian Women's Association of 
Canada, July 1947 (G. Dragan Collection, National Archives of 
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Executive members of the Civil Liberties Commission of the Ukrainian 
Canadian Committee and of the Lithuanian Canadian Community, 
in Ottawa, upon the release of the public report of the Commission 
of Inquiry on War Criminals, 12 March 1987. Left to right: Lubomyr 
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An abiding concern of many of Canada's Ukrainians - A 'Free Ukraine' 
placard displayed at a rally in Toronto 
(Private collection of Lu Taskey, Toronto) 



Without Just Cause: Canada's First 
National Internment Operations 

MARK MINENKO 

On 30 May 1916 the superintendent in charge of the Regina District of 
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police (RNWMP) signed a report that 
stated in part: 'I came to the decision that this man is a subject of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and that he was shielding his brother who 
was crossing and re-crossing the International Boundary line between 
Canada and the United States.'' Philip Marchuk was quickly sent to an 
internment camp at Brandon, Manitoba, and then to a camp at Banff, 
Alberta, where he became prisoner number 589. Like many before and 
after him, he had had a quick and sharp introduction to Canada's new 
emergency powers legislation, the War Measures Act of 1914 (WMA).' 
While thousands of Ukrainians were fighting and dying for Canada and 
Great Britain in the trenches of the First World War, tens of thousands 
of Philip Marchuks were imprisoned in internment camps across Canada 
or forced to register with the authorities as 'enemy aliens' and to carry 
a registration card. Pursuant to the new law, hundreds of regulations 
and orders in council were passed, leading to the internment of 8,759 
men and some women and children and the forced regstration of over 
80,000.3 

This paper will review the War Measures Act, its regulations, and 
orders in council as well as the Internment Operations Branch's execu- 
tion of its mandate to administer the new law. Although many hundreds 
of regulations were made pursuant to this new authority, only those 
applicable to the internment of Ukrainians will be reviewed here. 
But first, some historical background to the wartime legislation and its 
implementation. 

At the turn of the century, Wilfrid Laurier's Liberal government, with 
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Clifford Sifton as the minister of the interior, planned to settle the 
Canadian prairies with farmers who would contribute to Canada's 
wealth.4 The 1901 census showed Canada's population to be 5,371,315. 
In 1911 the population jumped to 7,206,643.5 Many Canadians did not 
welcome the new immigrants. In 1899 newspapers in Brandon, Mani- 
toba, described the immigrants as 'pampered paupers,' 'foreign scum,' 
and 'barbarians.' It was felt that they would endanger the democratic 
process through their willingness to sell their vote! Hugh John Macdon- 
ald referred to the Ukrainians as a 'mongrel' race; Manitoba premier Sir 
Rodmond Roblin called them 'foreign trash.' Many Ukrainians quickly 
discovered that their traditions and aspirations aroused misunderstand- 
ing, suspicion, and censure. Their willingness to accept low pay and 
poor working conditions on construction gangs and farms threatened 
the working class.' 

With the opening of vast stretches of western Canada, wheat produc- 
tion increased from 56 million bushels in 1901 to 231 million bushels in 
iqi l .  But by 1907 competition from Russia and Argentina had forced 
prices lower and made grain farming less profitable. The British, who 
had steadily invested in Canada, started to withhold some of their 
investments, causing a downturn throughout the Canadian e~onomy.~  
Immigration continued, but there were fewer jobs. By 1912, the rapid 
expansion of turn-of-the-century Canada had ebbed. Industrial produc- 
tion and urban development were cut back.9 The poor prairie wheat 
crops of 1913 and 1914 contributed to this economic decline."' 

In Europe, tensions were increasing during the summer of 1914. On 
27 July, shortly after the shooting of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of 
Austria, Bishop Nykyta Budka, the primate of the Ukrainian Catholic 
church in Canada, issued a statement in which he called upon Ukraini- 
ans to be prepared to return to their homeland and fight for their nation. 
This statement was consistent with the Ukrainian intelligentsia's support 
of the Habsburgs, who had granted Ukrainians cultural and linguistic 
rights, economic benefits, and political representation." On 4 August, 
Great Britain declared war on Austria. Two days later Budka retracted 
his pronouncement and called on Ukrainians to support their new 
homeland, but the damage was done and the English press would not 
let anyone forget his call for support for the Austrians. On 5 August, the 
Manitoba Free Press responded to Bishop Budka's statement by saying 
that Canada did not ask the newcomer to forget his old home, but that 
if he did not feel a duty to Canada, he had 'better get out of Canada 
and keep out.' 

The Ukrainian community came out in support of Budka's second 
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letter of 6 August. In an editorial Professor Alex Sushko wrote, 'the 
Ruthenian Ukrainians of Canada who have settled in this new country 
are sincerely attached to our New Fatherland, for which we are always 
ready in case of necessity, to give up our property and blood.' In 
response the Free Press asserted editorially that same day that 'mere lip- 
service to Canada means nothing when it is belied by the deliberate 
crusade which is in progress in this Province to establish "the Canadian 
Ukraine" by the resistance to compulsory education and the effective 
teaching of English.'12 

To convince Canadians of their loyalty to the Dominion, over three 
thousand Ukrainians attended a mass meeting on 9 August, in the hall 
of the Industrial Bureau. The purpose of the meeting was 'to make clear 
to the public the attitude of Canadian Ruthenians in the present war.' 
A resolution that was passed at the meeting read: 'Whereas, the welfare 
of the British empire is at stake, We, the Ruthenian citizens of Winnipeg, 
here assembled, hereby express our loyalty to the British flag and declare 
our readiness to follow the Union Jack when called upon.' By this time, 
sixty Ukrainians had already volunteered for duty with the 106th Light 
Infantry in Winnipeg. The Free Press commented that although there 
was no need for Ukrainians publicly to profess their loyalty, there was 
some question about the loyalty of some of the nationalist and clerical 
leaders.'3 

Over the next several weeks there was a flurry of letters to the editor 
of the Free Press expressing loyalty to Canada and denouncing Budka's 
first statement. Nevertheless, on 27 August, the Free Press published a 
letter from Cecil C. Morgan, the secretary of the RNWMP Veterans 
Association: 'the country is permeated with Austrians and Germans 
prepared for some act of incendiarism or reprisal ... We are living in a 
false security, which may any day be fatally dispelled unless we get 
Martial Law as a remedy and men to enforce it; and as in this city of 
Winnipeg foreigners who cannot speak a word of English are being sold 
ammunition by a leading firm it is high time to wake up in the defense 
of our homes.' 

Shortly after Great Britain's declaration of war against Germany and 
its allies on 4 August 1914, the British Parliament passed the Defence of 
the Realm Act, 1914 (DRA). It allowed the British government to secure 
the public safety and to defend the empire and was to be in effect 
'during the continuance of the present war."' Instead of introducing 
similar legslation, the Canadian government dealt with the crisis by 
passing two orders in council. The first, passed by the cabinet on 7 
August 1914, imposed restrictions on German immigrants in Canada. 
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The second order, passed on 13 August 1914, dealt with Austro-Hungar- 
ian immigrants. Both orders stated that as long as persons of these two 
nationalities pursued 'their ordinary avocations,' they would not be 
arrested, detained, or interfered with, but German or Austro-Hungarian 
officers or reservists who attempted to leave Canada would be arrested.'5 
In August 1914, the Canadian government passed another order, which 
broadened the categories of persons who could be arrested and 
detained. Subjects of enemy countries who were attempting to leave 
Canada 'with a view of assisting the enemy' as well as anyone who 
'engaged or attempt[ed] to engage in espionage or acts of a hostile 
nature ... or giving or attempting to assist the enemy' could be arrested. 
No particular evidence of this type of behaviour was required, and 
reasonable ground was sufficient.16 

On 19 August 1914, the federal minister of justice introduced a new 
law into the House of Commons that would grant the cabinet wide 
powers during the emergency. The reason the government gave for 
introducing the bill was that 'it is for every man to do that which lies 
within his power, on behalf of our country whose fate ... is hanging in 
the balance.' This new law was the War Measures Act of 1914. It was 
passed with little debate or questions two days later." Royal assent was 
given on 22 August. 

Although it would be reasonable to believe that the Canadian Parlia- 
ment would have followed the British example, when the Canadian law 
is compared with its British counterpart a number of differences are 
evident. Section 1 of the DRA restricted the power of cabinet to the 
'continuance of the present war'; section 4 of the WMA provided that 
the Canadian cabinet's power began with its proclamation of a 'war, 
invasion or insurrection, real or apprehended.' The powers ended only 
with the cabinet's proclamation that the war, invasion, or insurrection 
was over. The WMA was also made retroactive in that it provided for 
the ratification of acts or omissions of the cabinet, any minister and 
authority, or person completed since I August 1914. By section 5, the 
period of war declared on 4 August 1914 would continue until the 
cabinet proclaimed otherwise. Even if such a proclamation was issued, 
any and all proceedings begun before that proclamation could continue 
as required. No such provision existed in the DRA. 

The greatest difference between the two acts was in the degree of 
contemplated interference in the lives of the respective countries' citi- 
zens. Whereas the DRA was generally limited to a restriction of activities 
that affected military operations, the Canadian Parliament empowered 
its cabinet by section 6 of the act to pass regulations on almost every 
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aspect of Canadian life, including communications, control and trans- 
port of persons and things, trading, export, import, manufacture, and 
production. This difference was recognized at least by 1915.'~ The Cana- 
dian minister of justice was also given a judicial function by virtue of 
section 11 of the WMA. His permission was required to release, dis- 
charge, or try any person held for deportation, under any regulation 
made pursuant to the act, for being an alien enemy (subject of a country 
at war with His Majesty) or under suspicion that he was an alien enemy. 
On 3 September 1914, the cabinet prohibited the use or possession of 
firearms and explosives within Canada by alien enemies.'g Alien enemies 
were given ten days to comply with this order, after which property 
that was seized during a search of the person or premises could be 
forfeited to the Crown. The police could start a search if they had a 
reasonable suspicion of a violation of the order. The onus of proving 
oneself not an alien enemy was on the accused. 

Section 6 of the WMA was also used to attempt to prevent espionage. 
On 12 September 1914, an order was passed preventing people from 
being near any railway or bridge 'with intent to do injury thereto' or 
selling liquor to soldiers and sailors with the intent of eliciting 
in£ ormation."" 

On 28 October 1914 the federal minister of justice presented a report 
to the cabinet that resulted in the passing of Order in Council 2721.~' 
This cabinet decision led to the creation of an organized system of 
detention and internment of thousands of innocent Ukrainians. One of 
the factors that was considered by the cabinet before passing the new 
order was the prospect of high unemployment that winter. In early 
October 1914 correspondence between the federal minister of labour, 
T.W. Crothers, and Sir Rodmond Roblin, the premier of Manitoba, 
revealed that the federal government was expecting over a hundred 
thousand unemployed by early 1915. Although Roblin suggested that 
recruiting for the armed forces could be a solution to this problem, 
Crothers replied that this would be insufficient and that the three levels 
of government would have to address the problem." 

On 22 October 1914 Prime Minister Borden sent a message to the 
British: 'Situation with regard to Germans and Austrians particularly 
Austrians very difficult. From fifty to one hundred thousand will be out 
of employment during coming winter as employers are dismissing them 
everywhere under compulsion of public opinion. They have been 
attracted and indeed invited to Canada by Immigration Department 
and now they find themselves without employment, and yet forbidden 
to obtain it in United States ... Our inclination is to relax measures 
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preventing them from entering United States which is a neutral country 
and specially as there is little probability of their reaching the enemy's 
c0untry.'~3 The British response was for the Canadians to detain these 
subjects in Canada. 'This course, in spite of the expense which it will 
involve, will no doubt prove the most satisfactory and it will preclude 
the practical certainty of any Germans or Austrians drifting, by way of 
the United States of America, back to the enemy's firing line? 

Order 2721 authorized the establishment of registration offices in cities 
to be designated by the minister of justice and the appointment of 
registrars and assistants. The chief commissioner of the Dominion Police 
was made responsible for the operation of these offices. Clause 4 ordered 
the registration of all alien enemies living in or within twenty miles of 
designated cities. They were to report to the registration centre and 
answer questions relating to liability and intention as to military service. 
These people could also apply for exeats to leave Canada. The registrar 
could issue an exeat if he was satisfied that the regstrant could not 
materially assist the enemy. 

According to clause 7, an alien enemy who declared that he had the 
means to remain in Canada was to be 'permitted his Liberty' subject to 
certain conditions, including monthly reporting. If he did not have the 
means to live in Canada, then he was to be interned as a prisoner of 
war. One would also be interned if in the estimation of the registrar it 
would be against the public safety to release him. 

The families of the interned men could accompany them into the 
camps. Eighty-one women and 156 children were interned during the 
First World War and were accommodated at Vernon, British Columbia, 
and Spirit Lake, Quebec.'5 The government provided assistance to those 
internees whose family members remained behind (including Philip 
Marchuk'~).'~ Forty women and 81 children were provided for in this 
manner." The military was authorized to put the internees to work as 
required by clause lo. An internee could be naturalized only if in addi- 
tion to the other requirements of naturalization he filed a certificate with 
the government to show that he was registered with the appropriate 
authorities and if the registrar of his district approved the naturalization. 

On 6 November 1914, the cabinet appointed retired Major-General 
Sir William Dillon Otter to command the internment operations. On 13 
November, the deputy minister of justice advised all the registrars that 
their duties were not merely clerical and that they should make 'due 
enquiry to ascertain the facts and exercise judgment.' Although they 
were authorized to issue exeats, 'the Government desire that this author- 
ity should not be exercised in any doubtful case.'28 Less than a month 
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after the order of 28 October 1914 the cabinet amended it to allow 
registrars to require someone to report more often than once a month 
and provided a form that was to be signed by the alien enemy who was 
to remain at large. This order of 20 November 1914 also added a new 
clause that exempted government employees and Armenian Christians 
from registering and reporting. 

What were the government's motives in passing all of this legislation 
regarding enemy aliens in Canada? When the federal cabinet passed 
the order of 28 October 1914 setting up. the Internment Operations 
Branch, it was reacting to growing public pressure. The Manitoba Free 
Press of 29 October described the cabinet order issued the previous day 
as made 'for relieving the distress of the Austrians and Germans in 
various parts of the country, who are out of work and unable to support 
themselves and also for placing under surveillance all who may be 
considered otherwise likely to cause trouble.' The motives were eco- 
nomic but tinged with nativism, even racism. 

At first, registration was slow and created confusion. Many Ukrainian 
farmers associated the registration with police and military conscription 
in Austria and, as a result, did not register. Fifteen hundred were 
interned for this reason." In other cases, the interneesf limited English 
resulted in their internment. Some Ukrainians, when they were asked 
if they were 'pro-German,' said yes, meaning that they were against 
Germans as the Ukrainian word proty means 'against.'j0 Nonetheless, 
according to government documents, the most important factor in the 
internment of many Ukrainians was that they were destitute or unem- 
ployed. There is ample evidence that some municipalities used the 
war as an opportunity to pass the burden for providing relief for the 
unemployed to the federal government. 

In January 1915, General Otter visited the Lakehead to oversee the 
transfer to his jurisdiction of over eight hundred potential internees 
designated by the local registrar as 'enemy aliens.' Otter offered this 
comment to a reporter on the scene: 'Some municipalities are attempting 
to take advantage of the situation to relieve themselves of the taxations 
necessary for the relief of the unemployed or destitute foreigners and I 
think that Port Arthur and Fort William are in this class.'3' The real 
reason for the arrest of so many was that Port Arthur and Fort William 
wanted the alien labour to clear bush adjacent to the two cities. Otter 
held this belief so strongly that he stated in his final report that 'it is also 
suspected that the tendency of municipalities to unload their indigent, 
was the cause of the confinement of not a few.'s2 Of the 8,579 men 
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interned during the First World War, over 5,000 had nothing to do with 
the war effort and were simply unemployed or destitute. 

When someone was arrested by the police, he was first sent to a 
receiving station, where the initial paperwork was filled out and a 
decision was made about his final destination. Those arrested in Mani- 
toba and Saskatchewan were first sent to the Brandon exhibition 
grounds; those from Alberta were initially interned in Lethbridge.33 
After a brief internment at Brandon, many internees were sent to Jasper 
and Banff (Castle Mountain) to work in the Dominion's parks. Here the 
internees found themselves clearing the parks at twenty-five cents a 
day. The work was not voluntary, and the pay was based on the rate of 
one shilling a day for Imperial soldiers.34 The rate of pay of a rank-and- 
file soldier was seventy-five cents a day? 

By June 1915 registration centres in Sydney, Ottawa, Toronto, Bran- 
don, Regina, Calgary, and Victoria were closed because many of the 
offices were doing little except filing nil rep0rts.3~ A report from a Ser- 
geant Fraser to the chief commissioner listed the following for the week 
of 13 March 1915: 

Winnipeg 
Edmonton 
Port Arthur 
Fort William 
Calgary 
Toronto 
Montreal 
Ottawa 
Brandon 
Sydney 

Average for day [registrations] about 

95 
14 
14 

8 

5 
10 

7 
3 
No returns received since February 16th 

By June 1915,48,500 enemy aliens were registered with the authorities, 
and 5,088 were interned.37 

Even though several registration centres had been closed, the govern- 
ment did not relax its requirements with respect to enemy aliens. On 26 
June 1915, it passed Order 1501, which augmented the reasons for which 
an alien enemy could be interned. The minister of justice reported that 
'hostility and animosity' towards the alien enemies who were working 
with others or competing for work with others who belonged to allied 
nationalities had been 'aroused and excited by the war and the opera- 
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tions of the enemy,' and as a result there was a serious danger of rioting 
and destruction of work and property. The cabinet therefore passed an 
order 'to direct the apprehension and internment of aliens of enemy 
nationality who may be found employed or seeking employment or 
competing for employment in any community, such aliens of enemy 
nationality when so interned to be kept and maintained in all respects 
as prisoners of war, but subject to be released at any time as may be 
directed by the Minister, whenever it appears that they may be permit- 
ted to be discharged with due regard to the public Thus, while 
many Ukrainians were being interned for being unemployed others 
could be arrested for competing with other Canadians or allied nationali- 
ties for jobs. Yet by the fall of that year, registration centres in Edmonton, 
Port Arthur, and Fort William were closed. 

Pursuant to the Hague Regulations, prisoners of war could work 
either for their own comfort, health, and cleanliness (obligatory) or for 
the advantage of the government (paid)? However, as more and more 
men were required for service overseas, a labour shortage developed 
in Canada. On 1 January 1916, Borden announced the government's 
commitment to enlist up to half a million men for active service. The 
labour shortage had already been acute, especially in farming. After the 
announcement it became even more critical. 

As early as April 1916, selected Ukrainian internees were released into 
the custody of farmers. The internees were required to sign a 'parole' 
undertalung loyalty and obedience to the laws of the Dominion as well 
as agreeing to periodic appearances at the nearest police office.*" Two 
conditions were also imposed on the farmers: that they pay the going 
rate for farm hands and that they file behaviour reports about the 
released internees every month.4' 

On 7 April 1916, the Manitoba Free Press reported that General Otter 
was to be in Winnipeg the next day to discuss the paroling of internees 
to work in Manitoba. The internees were to be released on the basis of 
conduct and cause of internment. On 8 April, representatives of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, the Canadian National Railway, the Manitoba 
Grain Growers Association, and the Canadian Bankers Association 
agreed with Otter that farmers would pay parolees current wages for 
at least seven months and cover their transportation costs from the 
internment camps to their places of employment. 

In order to release internees to private industry, Otter also set the 
following conditions: that (I) other labour was not obtainable; (2) the 
employment was of a permanent character; (3) wages at current rates 
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would be paid; (4) the cost of transportation from the place of internment 
would be paid by the firm; (5) the employed would not pay any agency 
fees. The prisoners were also to be paid twenty cents per hour with fifty 
cents per day deducted for room and board?' 

On 1 May 1916 the number of alien enemies interned had risen 
to 6,061 with some 1,906 troops guarding them in twenty different 
locations.43 The greatest numbers of internees were held at Spirit Lake, 
Quebec (1,144)~ Kapuskasing, Ontario (1,096), Amherst, Nova Scotia 
(718), Brandon, Manitoba (465), and Banff, Alberta (428). By the summer 
of 1916, internees were being released to work on railway construction 
gangs, in munition and other industrial plants, as well as in coal-mines 
such as the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, places from which many 
of those interned had been fired. There were many complaints about 
the release of so many internees to work on the railways, in steel works 
and coal-mines, and on the farms. In answer to a complaint from the 
South Vancouver Council, Borden wrote on 20 October 1916 that many 
of the men had been interned to save them from starving and that 
the releases were made for the sake of helping Canada's essential 
industries.44 In May 1917, there were still 2,336 internees with 103 troops 
guarding them. The highest concentrations were at Amherst (853), Fort 
Henry, near Kingston (400)~ and Vernon (328). By that time Spirit Lake 
and Brandon were closed. 

On 20 September 1916 the cabinet had passed an order requiring all 
aliens of enemy nationality over the age of sixteen to register with the 
police in the city, town, or village in which they lived and to report 
monthly to the police.45 Applications for homesteads were also affected 
by the wartime conditions in Canada. On 14 December 1916 the cabinet 
ordered that applications for homesteads be granted only to British 
subjects or subjects of an allied or neutral c0untry.4~ The order was 
amended on 3 April 1917 in recognition of the contribution of thousands 
of Ukrainians fighting in the Great War. The order allowed those alien 
enemies who had become naturalized since the beginning of the war 
and had fought for Canada to be eligible to apply for a homestead. The 
issue of homesteading once again appeared before the federal cabinet, 
which on 3 November 1917 passed an order repealing the other two 
and substituting provisions that required homestead applicants to be 
British, allied, or neutral subjects at the begmning of the war. But if an 
alien was naturalized during the Great War and was a member of the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force or had been honourably discharged from 
it the previous regulation would not apply? 
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On 24 February 1917, the cabinet became concerned about the safety 
of docks, harbours, and ammunition factories and ordered that the 
chief commissioner of the Dominion Police could require any alien 
enemy or anyone who formerly was a subject of any nation His Majesty 
was at war with (undoubtedly to cover those who had become natural- 
ized) 'not to reside, be employed or be in, at or about, or in the vicinity 
of any ammunition factory, fort, dock, harbour, when in the opinion of 
the Chief Commissioner the presence of such persons may be prejudicial 
to the public intere~t.'4~ 

The order requiring alien enemies over the age of sixteen to register 
was expanded by the cabinet on 5 August 1918. By virtue of this order, 
Ukrainians were prevented from travelling from their homes without 
the permission of the local chief of police. If the person was given 
permission to travel he was required to report to the chief of police at 
his destination. These restrictions would not apply to those who were 
(I) maimed or crippled and thereby rendered unfit for military service, 
(2) 50 years of age or older, (3) Czechs or members of the Bohemian 
National Alliance, (4) Turkish subjects who are by race Greeks, Arme- 
nians, Syrians, or of other community well known as opposed to the 
Turkish regime and of Christian faith. The order also required an alien 
enemy to 'submit to reasonable inspection (of his certificate of parole) 
whenever required by any peace officer or military officer.' The defini- 
tion of chief of police included constables of the RNWMP or provincial 
police, the registrar in Montreal and Winnipeg, as well as postmasters 
where there was no police officer within five miles. Although this order 
did not appear to impose a heavy burden on an alien enemy, it did 
greatly increase the chances of apprehension. 

Internees were required to deposit with the authorities everything 
that could facilitate an escape. This included not only maps and knives 
but also jewellery and cash. These sums were deposited into a 'prisoner 
of war trust fund,' and ledgers were kept at the local leve1.49 By the end 
of the war, $329,153.17 was deposited. Of this amount, $298,015.44 was 
returned, leaving $31,137.73 in the hands of the receiver-genera1.P On 
1 July 1920 the offices of the Internment Operations Branch of the 
Department of Justice were closed, and a total of $94,1212.75 was depos- 
ited into a special account set up by cabinet directive on 17 March 1920. 
The figure included not only the cash confiscated by the authorities 
during the war but also moneys earned by the internees and never paid 
out to them. On 1 July 1920, the Internment Operations Branch of 
the Department of Justice, together with its funds and accounts, was 
transferred to the Department of the Secretary of State. On 30 June 1926 
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the government still had $32,418.55 in earnings and $3,017.09 in cash in 
its hands.s1 

Many of those arrested and detained held real and personal property. 
In a memorandum to the deputy minister of justice on 26 January 1916, 
the department expressed the opinion that it was not obligated to protect 
an internee's property. However, 'where control has been voluntarily 
assumed then an obligation is created not only to provide proper cus- 
tody but also to apply any storage and other charges which may have 
been contractually created by reason of its own action.' 

It is likely that Canadian citizens as well as enemy aliens were interned 
during the Great War. From the beginning of the war, the granting of 
naturalization was a contentious issue. When the cabinet made its order 
setting up the internment operations, the order included the require- 
ment that to become naturalized an alien had to file a registration 
certificate. In response to an inquiry from a judge in Kenora, Ontario, 
regarding the withholding of certificates of naturalization from Ukrai- 
nian applicants, the deputy minister of justice said that all they had to 
do was comply with clause 11 of the October 1914 order. In 1915, 15,758 
aliens were naturalized, of whom 2,402 were of enemy origin? Some 
Canadians were not prepared to grant citizenship as easily as the gov- 
ernment had suggested. In a letter to Borden the British Imperial Associa- 
tion of Earlscourt, Toronto, set out the following resolution: 'Resolved, 
that we, the British Imperial Association do herewith protest against the 
continuance of naturalization of Austrians and Germans in Canada 
during the present crisis in Europe, as we believe it is against the best 
interests of Canada and the Empire.'53 On 3 February 1916, Otter 
requested the Justice Department to make a ruling 'as to whether natu- 
ralization certificates taken out subsequent to the declaration of war 
are sufficient grounds in themselves for releasing a Prisoner of War.' A 
copy of the certificate of a George Y. was enclosed with the letter.% 
The opinion of the acting deputy minister of justice was that because 
of the requirements of section 11 of the WMA, the consent of the 
minister was required before someone could be released. This was 
applicable notwithstanding the fact that George Y. was a naturalized 
British subject. 

Several cabinet orders were also issued under the authority of section 
6 of the WMA, which dealt with citizenship. On 17 July 1917 cabinet 
authorized the secretary of state to revoke a naturalization certificate if 
it had been issued improperly or as a result of fraud.55 Any police officer 
or immigration official could seize the certificate of an alien leaving 
Canada if he believed that the certificate had been obtained improperly. 
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This power of seizure was restricted to certificates that had been issued 
since 1 August 1909. On 13 September 1917, cabinet considered a report 
from the secretary of state that recommended that because some judges 
were granting naturalization to alien enemies while others were not 
and because accurate naturalization records had not been kept before 
1902, naturalization certificates should be issued to alien enemies who 
had lived in Canada for some time and who could show that they were 
loyal to the United Kingdom and its allies. The cabinet agreed.S6 

Matters relating to citizenship and internment were raised on a num- 
ber of occasions in court. In Re: Beranek (1916), 25 DLR 564, Chief Justice 
Meredith of the Ontario Supreme Court dismissed an application for 
discharge from the internment camps. Beranek was a naturalized British 
subject whovargued that only alien enemies could be held in military 
custody. To this line of argument the court replied that 'in extraordinary 
times, extraordinary laws' are passed and the rights of prisoners depend 
on those laws. Under section 11 of the WMA the minister of justice's 
permission is required before anyone detained as an alien enemy, or 
upon suspicion that he is one, can be released or tried. Justice Meredith 
further commented that when 'the law of the land confers upon the 
court or person any power, this court has no right to interfere with the 
exercise, in good faith, of that power; it is only when the power conferred 
is exceeded that this court can interfere; unless some right of appeal to 
it is also conferred ... in the stress and danger to the like of any nation 
in war, the courts should be exceedingcareful not to hamper the action 
of those especially charged with the safety of the nation ... It is not a 
time when the prisoner is to have the benefit of the doubt.' The court 
refused to release Beranek even if his imprisonment was unlawful. It 
was for the minister of justice to consider the release, not the courts. 

In Re: Cimonian (1915)~ 23 DLR 363, the Ontario Supreme Court consid- 
ered an application for the naturalization of twelve aliens. Even though 
no one objected to the issuance of the certificate, Justice Meredith 
decided to withhold the certificates because Canada was at war with 
the country from which the applicants originated. The court reviewed 
the provisions of the Naturalization Act, RSC 1906, c. 77, which said that 
if no objection was filed, then the court would direct the certificate to 
be filed. If there was an objection, however, then the court was to hear 
the matter. The judge ignored the fact that there was no objection and 
stated that even without opposition a judge could not excuse himself 
from ensuring that everyone naturalized was carefully considered. 
The judge decided that the Naturalization Act did not apply to alien 
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enemies. In this case, the court had exceeded its jurisdiction by institut- 
ing the inquiry into the matter in the first place and then considering 
the difference between alien friends and enemies. The court's true intent 
was to deny naturalization to alien enemies. 

The issue of franchise was also raised during the Great War. Were 
enemy aliens to be allowed to vote while Canadians were fighting 
and dying in the trenches? The Borden government answered 'no' by 
passing the Wartime Elections Act, which received royal assent on 20 

September 1917.57 Unlike the WMA, the act was to be in force 'during 
the present war and until demobilization.' Although it granted women 
the vote, the Borden government added to the list of those who were 
to be disqualified from voting. Those disqualified now included: (I) 
anyone who conscientiously~objected to combatant service; (2) Mennon- 
ites and Doukhobors, unless they were on active service with the Cana- 
dian Expeditionary Force; and (3) persons born in an enemy country 
and naturalized after 31 March 1902. The possible effect of these changes 
was that individuals who had lived in Canada for eighteen years might 
still not be able to vote. The debate in the House of Commons on 
the act was short. The only MP who objected to it was R. Lemieux 
(Maisonneuve, Gaspe), who on 22 Apnl 1918 argued that 'Galicians 
should not be deprived of their right to exercise the franchise' and that 
this act was 'nothing else but a Hunnish and Kaiser-like measure.'S8 

Of the 8,579 internees listed in Otter's final report, 5,954 were Austro- 
Hungarians (mostly Ukrainians and some Croats, Slovaks, and Czechs), 
99 Bulgarians, 205 Turks, 2,009 Germans, and 312 'miscellaneous.' By 1 
June 1918 only 2,087 internees were still detained, of whom 469 were 
Austro-Hungarians and 1,582 Germans.59 The release of over 6,000 
internees by 1918 lends credence to Otter's statement that the municipal- 
ities had been unloading the unemployed on the federal government's 
doorstep. If these had been truly dangerous saboteurs, the government 
would not likely have released so many and of predominantly one 
nationahty. Their employment during the war had not pleased every- 
one. Miss R.C. MacAdams, an MLA from Edmonton, was reported to 
have said to the Toronto Telegram on 27 April 1918 that 'it makes one feel 
very sad to visit the West now. You see the country being cleared of our 
fine Anglo-Saxon stock and the alien left to fatten on war prosperity. It 
is most disheartening. Out there aliens are getting as high as $16 a day. 
Some of them won't even loan their war earnings to the country. They 
bury it in the ground rather than do so. It's all very well for people to 
say that a great number of those aliens will develop into good Canadian 
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citizens. But they should be sharing the sacrifice and service t o - d a ~ . ' ~ ~  
The Ukrainian community's loyalty to the Dominion continued to be 

questioned throughout the war, and as a result there were numerous 
public meetings, resolutions, and letters.'jl Were the fears of Canadians 
justified? A review of RNWMP reports from across western Canada 
suggests otherwise. The report from the Wood Mountain district reads 
'no fear need be entertained regarding [alien Slavs].' Calgary stated that 
although there were many Austrians and Germans, they had 'caused 
little trouble ... We have had the usual wild rumours of ... spies ... which 
on investigation were found to be without foundation.' The Yorkton 
district reported that aliens were 'behaving themselves.' Numerous 
investigations had been conducted into suspicious actions of persons of 
alien nationality, but they had turned out to be 'foolish talk.' The Wey- 
burn district report noted that numerous alarms had been raised, but 
that 'in every case it was found that there was nothing to the complaint 
or else that the matter had been greatly e~aggerated.'~" During the five 
years of war, few if any fires, explosions, or railway accidents were 
proved to be caused by alien enemies, even though most such occur- 
rences were attributed to them. This had not prevented northern 
Ontario communities from petitioning the government for mass intern- 
ment or the miners at the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company in Fernie, 
British Columbia, from going on strike until the company fired its Ger- 
man and Ukrainian ernp1oyees.Q (After their dismissal, the local intern- 
ment registrar promptly ordered them interned.)Q 

The internment of Ukrainians in the First World War was a grave injus- 
tice against a people who had come to contribute to the opening of 
western Canada. Hard-working people who came looking for freedom 
and prosperity found instead a hostile land, not only in physical terms 
but also in the treatment they received. The attitudes of Canadian 
society were informed by economic conditions in Canada and political 
conditions abroad. In spite of the stated intentions for the introduction 
of the War Measures Act, it soon served as a convenient means for 
municipalities to clean their streets of the unemployed and for labour 
organizations to rid themselves and their members of cheap competition. 
The emergency powers were also used by the police to detain persons 
whom the existing laws did not encompass3 In time of war Canadians 
should expect certain restrictions on their day-to-day living and move- 
ment about Canada. However, the restrictions that were progressively 
imposed upon all Canadians, and specifically upon Ukrainians, went 
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beyond any measures required to ensure law and order in Canada 
during the First World War. In times of crisis, it is the responsibility of 
any government to ensure that the measures it takes do not protect the 
majority at the expense of a minority.66 



British-Canadian Intellectuals, 
Ukrainian Immigrants, and Canadian 
National Identity 

BARRY FERGUSON 

To understand the experiences of immigrant peoples it is necessary to 
appreciate relations between the existing residents, the so-called host 
peoples, and the waves of immigrants, the new peoples. These relations 
include the ideas about nationality, ethnicity, and ethnic relations held 
by the host peoples and the newcomers. The ideas of the host peoples 
are particularly important in the Canadian case for two reasons. First, 
Canadian society historically has been characterized by a high degree 
of social, economic, and political hierarchy. In John Porter's classic for- 
mulation, Canada was a 'vertical mosaic' in which a British-Canadian 
elite dominated, although only by complex alliances with other ethnic, 
class, and territorial groupings. Thus the views of British Canadians as 
a distinct cultural group, and not just English-speaking Canadians of 
any origin, were those of the dominant group in Canadian society 
during the periods of post-Confederation immigration.' Second, Cana- 
dian society has never been characterized by a high degree of agreement 
about its national purposes or even its national identity. As Ramsay 
Cook has explained, Canadians have continually debated the distinctive 
purposes of and unifying factors in Canadian society. Unlike such 'pre- 
determined' nations as France or the United States, assured about their 
mission and identity during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries of 
nationalism, Canada is a 'self-determined' country that has been 
involved since 1867 in awkward debates about its purposes and iden- 
tity.' Therefore, the views of the host peoples towards the newer peoples 
are part of the continuing debate over the content of nationalism in 
Canada. In sum, the ideas of British Canadians towards Ukrainian Cana- 
dians, voluminous and reflective as they are, not only illustrate a minor 
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aspect of the totality of historical experience, the 'clipate of opinion,' 
but lead to the effort of national definition that has characterized Canada 
and its intelligentsia for so long. 

The study of opinions and attitudes is notoriously susceptible to the 
sample the researcher takes. The subject of British-Canadian attitudes 
towards Ukrainian Canadians is, therefore, utterly dependent on the 
sources of British-Canadian views that are used. In this study, British- 
Canadian opinions are those found among members of the intellectual 
community of British as opposed to merely English-speaking Canada. 
It includes the contributions of commentators on political, social, and 
economic affairs writing in magazines and books during the main period 
of Ukrainian immigration to Canada, from the 1890s to the 1950s. This 
body of opinion includes academic and public affairs writing from histo- 
rians, economists, geographers, sociologists, clergy, literary critics, folk- 
lorists, and publicists. The writers are in fact the main group whose 
views have usually been used to describe Canadian attitudes towards 
immigrants in the major studies of immigration and nationalist thought 
in Canada.3 Almost all the. four dozen writers surveyed are men; one- 
seventh are women: two folklorists, one economist, one historian, and 
three sociologists. The study excludes fiction and anything approaching 
popular, mass opinion, including newspaper writing. 

The academic and public affairs commentators examined for this essay 
offered views of Ukrainians in Canada that purported to be informed 
analyses based on careful observation and logical consideration of issues. 
Their self-defined purposes were uniformly to explain to their readers 
both the broad characteristics of immigrant peoples, particularly Ukrai- 
nians in our sources, and the ways in which Ukrainians and other 'new 
Canadians' were adjusting to Canadian society, ways that were both 
positive and negative. Writer after writer between the age of Laurier 
and the time of St Laurent contrasted popular opinion, usually said to 
be critical about Ukrainians, and their informed opinion, always offered 
as measured and authoritative. This stance is found at the beginning of 
the period under review in J.S. Woodsworth, writing in 1909 to inform 
the 'ordinary Canadian' about immigrant peoples, and towards the end, 
when Young and Reid in 1931 contrasted the ignorant and insular 'man 
in the street' with their reassuring study of Ukrainian social adaptation 
to Canada.4 

The remarkable point here - and it can be found in virtually all the 
reflective studies commenting on Ukrainian Canadians - is that the 
tone adopted is a position of mediation and information. The writers 
surveyed take the position of mediators between the host peoples and 
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the new Canadians, carefully defining their role as identifying the 
important characteristics of the new peoples and their relations to the 
resident British-Canadian populace. What emerges in almost all cases, 
however, is that the writers move from providing a kind of introduction 
service to defining a 'problem' of new Canadian4d Canadian relations 
and then to resolving that problem by way of a programme of shaping 
a new national culture.5 In moving from description to prescription, of 
course, the writers reveal, as suggested earlier, much more about their 
own attitudes and their own British-Canadian society than about the 
Ukrainian-Canadian society they claim to be examining6 

Those commentators whose objections to immigration were very 
strong virtually never bothered to single out any one group of people 
for condemnation; they found objections in all peoples based on cultural 
or class attributes. Critics of immigration like the McGill University 
medical historian and editor Andrew Macphail or the Queen's Univer- 
sity literature professor J.R. Conn attacked British as much as European 
immigration because it meant the addition of socially and culturally 
undesirable peoples.' Even mere sceptics about immigration like the 
United College historian Arthur Lower and his mentor, the Queen's 
economist Adam Shortt, simply took a rigid economic determinist posi- 
tion to argue that cheap immigrant labour drove out dearer native 
l a b o ~ r . ~  The tendency to criticize all immigration and incidentally immi- 
grants was so pronounced that one federal immigration official, W.D. 
Scott, argued that there were deficiencies in almost all immigrant groups, 
including such diverse peoples as the British and the 'Ruthenians,' 
particularly because of their alleged tendencies to migrate to urban 
rather than rural locations and thus become sources of public expense? 

Such criticism and the distinction between 'preferred' and 'non-pre- 
ferred' immigrants were, of course, central to Canadian immigration 
thinking and policy until the seventies. But for every xenophobic critic 
of immigrants as well as immigration, there was a proponent of both 
the peoples and the process, however grudging. For every Hugh John 
Macdonald, a Manitoba Conservative who sat in opposition and railed 
against the creation of a 'mongrel race' due to Central European immigra- 
tion, there was a Clifford Sifton, a Manitoba Liberal who shaped govern- 
ment policy and supported, despite his condescension, the 'men in 
sheepskm coats' as economically and culturally desirable. For each A.J. 
Hunter, the Presbyterian medical missionary who planned to unseat the 
Orthodox rite, there was a James Mavor, the Toronto political economist 
who championed a refugee policy to allow at least some Slavs the chance 
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to enjoy religious liberty in Canada and defended the Galicians as 
'important agents' of agricultural settlement.'" 

The point here is not just that critical and favourable commentary 
should be balanced but that there was something more than simply a 
set of ethnocentric comments about the European peoples. As one recent 
study of the British promotional literature on prairie settlement has 
noted, even before 1914 British observers admitted despite all their 
self-assurance that they were viewed with unalloyed hostility by large 
numbers of Canadians. This was due both to prejudice against the 
working-class and pauper origins of many and to an emergent Canadian 
national resentment against the British." If selective quotations from 
historical sources can portray the British as undesirable immigrants, 
historians should be wary about simply cataloguing bigoted comments 
and hateful judgments. The task must be to understand the prescpposi- 
tions and attitudes that lay behind the rather promiscuous opinions that 
even supposedly informed writers presented. 

Still, it must be noted that very few commentators on immigration or 
immigrant peoples in Canada prior to the Second World War argued 
against racial barriers based on the tripartite division of people into the 
more or less preferred white and the completeIy unpreferred black and 
yellow, again epitomized by W.D. Scott's 1913 survey of the effects of 
immigration on the Canadian population.'" That particular basis for 
distinction between peoples, however, was virtually never employed 
against European groups, at least not by the respectable authorities 
whose books and essays are examined in this paper. Edwin Bradwin 
alluded io harsher popular opinion in noting that in the labour camps 
on the mining and forestry frontier in the twenties, there were two 
groups of workers: 'whites,' meaning Canadian, British, and American 
employees, and 'foreigners,' meaning all the othersS13 But allusions to 
popular attitudes aside, whatever hostility and criticism there was 
towards Ukrainians or other Europeans remained totally different from 
the suspicion and condemnation of Asians and blacks found among the 
intelligentsia. 

The special place of Ukrainians among the new Canadians was that 
they were most often referred to in the examinations by British- 
Canadian commentators of the characteristics of European migration 
after 1900 and its effects on Canada. While identified as part of a vast 
shift in the source of Canadian immigrants after 1900 from Western to 
Central Europe, Ukrainians were the one group most often fastened 
upon by Canadian commentators as emblematic of the shift in Canada's 
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population. Watson Kirkconnell, the university professor and translator 
of Ukrainian poetry, casually summed up in 1967 his extended reflec- 
tions and forty years of attention to Ukrainian Canadians by describing 
their settlement as a 'typical example' of the immigrant experience.14 
A more passionate contemporary observer, the University of Toronto 
classicist and United Farmers of Ontario strategist C.B. Sissons, held in 
1917 that Ukrainian claims to language rights in Manitoba schools had 
the effect of making clear the entire issue of all language rights in 
Canada, including the French-English conflicts that threatened to tear 
Canada apart? 

More recent scholarly observers have followed this course. Elizabeth 
Wangenheim, in a 1965 study of Canadian nationalism, claimed that the 
'Ukrainians' were the 'loudest,' most 'vigorous,' and best 'organized' 
and therefore the most important of the non-British and non-French 
peoples in reshaping Canadians' thinking about their nationhood.16 This 
opinion is all the more remarkable because it is so typical, finding an 
echo among historians as otherwise removed chronologically and philo- 
sophically as W.L. Morton, who noted in 1957 the 'assertivef and 'aggres- 
sive' place of Ukrainians among immigrants, and G.A. Friesen, who 
was willing in 1985 to grant Ukrainian Canadians almost the entire 
credit for the emergence of multiculturalism as a Canadian policy since 
the sixties." In sum, the Ukrainian Canadians emerge as virtually the 
test-case, and certainly a 'case study' in Young and Reid's 1931 work 
and in Wangenheim's 1965 usage of the results of the new immigration 
during the first half of the century. 

What was it that led to the distinction of the Ukrainians among the 
post-1900 European immigrants? This question leads to the three major 
issues that commentators on Ukrainian and other European immigration 
focused on in the first half of the twentieth century. First, what were 
the traits of the society that was hosting these new peoples? Second, 
what distinguished Ukrainians as a people? Third, how would the new 
people and the established population interact with one another? These 
questions are central to the attitudes of British Canadians to Ukrainian 
Canadians. 

In a review of Canadian national life written during the stress of the 
First World War, the Winnipeg Methodist clergyman J.S. Woodsworth 
reflected that 'a great wedge of foreigners' had been driven into Cana- 
dian community life 'before the French and English had been thor- 
oughly unified.' He elaborated on this in his preface to Sissons's study 
of the bilingual schools issue that so divided wartime Canada in 1917. 
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There he noted that the great national problem was 'developing a com- 
munity lifef in Canada.ls 

Perhaps because he assumed that devising some form of common 
Canadian society was the goal of the French and British in Canada, 
Woodsworth made clear two presuppositions that permeated British- 
Canadian commentary on all immigration, particularly Ukrainian immi- 
gration, during the period of mass migration. His main assumption 
was that immigrants should be assimilated into Canadian society. The 
dimensions of this goal of assimilation received considerable attention 
from Canadian writers, and it referred variously to cultural as well as 
economic and political coalescence among the various peoples of Can- 
ada. This goal of assimilation, however, was vitiated from the outset 
by a second presupposition. Canada, Woodsworth and his successors 
admitted, remained a particularly unformed as well as ill-formed nation. 
The absence of either the political or cultural traits of autonomy struck 
Woodsworth during the Great War, and the development of these traits 
would occupy the attention of most writers in succeeding decadesB19 

It was the tension between their goal of assimilation and their observa- 
tion that Canadian society was weakly equipped to assimilate Ukraini- 
ans or any other peoples that animated most of the writings on the 
relations between British and Ukrainian Canadians during the period 
from the 1900s to the 1950s. Lower summarized this inability to assimilate 
in characteristic British-Canadian fashion in his social history of Canada: 
'the foreign immigration of the twentieth century upset a society just 
nicely getting on its feet and introduced a range of social problems 
whose settlement would take many decades.'"" If Lower criticized immi- 
gration alone, his fellow historian Edgar McInnis, surveying Canadian 
history in 1947, also archly referred to the way in which the immigrants 
emerged in the prairies as a 'conglomeration of racial groups' that may 
have led to economic success but also to intractable social problems."' 
For his part, W.L. Morton, the doyen of Canadian historians during the 
mid-twentieth century, referred rather disparagingly in his history of 
Manitoba to the 'polyglot mosaic of diverse peoples, especially Slavs,' 
whose presence began a 'testing of Canadian nationality.'"" This propen- 
sity to look to the characteristics of the new peoples as somehow a 
source of the difficulty of assimilation, manifested by the historians 
Lower, McInnis, and Morton, was precisely the motivation for dozens 
of writers to try to identify the peculiar traits of Ukrainians and their 
place within Canada. 

The identification of the Ukrainians and their chief traits led British- 
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Canadian writers towards two issues. First, they had to try to name 
the people and therefore to decide upon criteria for distinguishing 
Ukrainians from other Central European people. Second, they isolated 
key cultural traits of Ukrainians, a task that usually led them to empha- 
size two aspects of the Ukrainians in Canada. 

By the late fifties, Lower admitted, there was a remarkable religious, 
spatial, and even ethnic diversity among Ukrainian Canadians. He noted 
that they were 'so diverse that the one feature of which we can be sure 
is their mother t0ngue.'~3 Most observers in the previous half-century 
were less observant and less cautious in identifymg Ukrainians. Indeed, 
agreement on the term 'Ukrainian' did not emerge until after the First 
World War, and even then, the historian John Thompson recently noted, 
the word was misspelled in the census report of 1921.4 

Before the Great War, most British Canadians wrote of 'Galicians,' 
'Buckovinians,' 'Ruthenians,' or, more rarely, 'Little Russians.' They thus 
used a mixture of geographical and linguistic categories to identify a 
distinctive people."s The means by which a common name was imposed 
was not fully explained by post-war writers, but they almost all began 
to use 'Ukrainians' as the common term. The tendency of Canadian 
writers was, however, to refer to ethnographic work on the 'Slavic' 
peoples - basically as a Linguistic distinction - to identify the Ukrainian 
sub-group. Here the uniqueness of Ukrainians remained muted since, as 
W.T. Baumgartner stated in 1930, Ukrainians in Canada were interesting 
because they were 'the most typical Slav people.'z6 The sociologist Edwin 
Bradwin claimed that they were 'the best type of Slav grouping,' awk- 
ward praise but praise nonetheless. But they usually were described as 
Ukrainians after 191 8."' 

Even though J.T.M. Anderson, the Saskatchewan educational official, 
retained the term 'Ruthenian' in his 1918 study of the 'education of the 
new Canadians,' he approached the second issue of British-Canadian 
commentators, the identification of the distinctions of the Ruthenians. 
In fact, he relied upon a vociferously pro-Slavic study of ethnic adapta- 
tion into the United States by Emily Balch, the Wellesley College political 
economist, to depict the physical and cultural characteristics of the 
Slavic peoples. Balch condemned the American goal of assimilation 
and the opposed powerful anti-immigration organizations and their 
prominent academic  ideologue^.^ Nevertheless her account of Slavic 
peoples relied on common cliches about racial traits that conflated indi- 
vidual and group attributes. Anderson's quotation from Balch is worth 
reading because it indicated two major features of the description of 
Ukrainians and other European immigrant peoples. 
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The Slavs were, Anderson quoted from Balch, 'short, thick-set and 
stocky, rather than the reverse; not graceful or light in motion. The face 
is broad, with wide-set eyes and marked cheek-bones; the nose broad 
and snub rather than chiselled or aquiline; the expression ranging from 
sullen to serene, but seldom animated or genial. The eyes are of a distinct 
shade, grey inclining to blue. One often sees these honest grey eyes in 
the dark-faced, dark-haired Croatians or Bosnians, as well as in the 
blonder northerners. The hair ... is light in childhood ... and with added 
years it turns to a deep brown, darkening gradually through successive 
ash-brown shades. The whole suggestion is of strength, trustworthiness, 
and a certain stolidity, until excitement or emotion lights up the natu- 
rally rather unexpressive features'q 

There are at least two peculiarities to the attributed characteristics of 
Central Europeans. The first was the tendency to move from a linguistic 
classification towards a physical and cultural one. The ease with which 
writers during the entire first half of the twentieth century embraced 
broad physical as well as cultural criteria to distinguish ethnicity was 
remarkable. The second peculiarity was the willingness to derive charac- 
ter traits from physical and social traits. Such confident attribution of 
individual and group behaviour was insulting enough to those being 
judged, but even more disorienting was the mixture of criticism and 
praise that the attributions almost invariably involved. This mixture 
applied, of course, to all peoples, British as well as European. 

Both these practices - broad physical and cultural attributions of 
ethnic identity and judgment of individual behaviour and character in 
light of the groups' traits - occur in virtually all writings on Ukrainians 
in Canada at least until the sixties. The persistence of such crude attribu- 
tions of ethnic and individual identity, however, deserves careful atten- 
tion in the Ukrainian case because of what it reveals more about the 
disposition of British Canadians. It was more than simply a form of 
ethnocentrism or racialism, or Canadian variations of social Darwinism 
or ethnic nationalism, the point at which most work thus far done seems 
to stop.3" What the attributions seem to be more important for is precisely 
the continuing manifestation of that deep unease about the strength of 
the society and people who were host to the new residents. The fixation 
upon the weakness of Canadian identity, therefore, was manifested in 
the classification and judgment of ethnic groups. 

Some writers, including several most sympathetic to the problems 
and identity of Ukrainians, actually used the racialist categories of such 
strongly anti-immigration writers in the United States as Madison Grant, 
although without specific attribution to them. Thus both the translator 
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and professor Watson Kirkconnell and the CPR immigration agent Rob- 
ert England identified the Ukrainians as part of the 'Alpine' sub-group 
of Europeans, the other two groups being the 'Nordic' and the 'Mediter- 
ranean.' Although neither writer dwelt upon the physical or cultural 
deficiencies of the 'Alpine' peoples, their effort to delineate broad physi- 
cal, linguistic, and cultural types was indicative of a tendency to reduce 
peoples to presumed forms. Kirkconnell and England, it should be 
remembered, specifically denied special virtues to any of the three peo- 
ples as such, whatever their biases were, and these were many? 

Two aspects of Ukrainian-Canadian society, however, drew special 
attention from British-Canadian writers. The first was that Ukrainians 
were seen as having a propensity to hard work beyond that of other 
peoples. The second was that Ukrainians were said to have a particular 
devotion to schooling. Each was central to the reactions of British 
Canadians. 

Writer after writer from the settlement period to today has claimed 
that a remarkable devotion to hard work characterized Ukrainians. 
Woodsworth admitted that they were providing 'much of the rough- 
work of nation-building' even when he criticized an apparent tendency 
towards crime and drink. He did admit that 'centuries of poverty' in 
Europe had degraded Ukrainians whereas opportunities in Canada had 
made them 'ambitious' and 'patient and industrious.' For his part the 
Anglican clergyman Burgon Bickersteth was amazed at the extraordi- 
nary devotion to hard work that 'Galicians' demonstrated in Alberta.3" 

By the thirties, writers emphasized that the Ukrainian settler was, in 
the words of the folklorist J.M. ~ b b o n ,  both an 'excellent pioneerf 
and a 'great asset to the Dominion.' Even a critical student of prairie 
settlement, the Brown University historian J.B. Hedges, confidently 
asserted that the Ukrainians, 'while not the most intelligent farmers in 
the country ... were industrious and thrifty, and played an important 
part in the ultimate conquest of the prairie.' He did allow that Ukrainians 
had an 'essential honesty,' unlike the attribution of criminality that 
Woodsworth had made. Indeed, almost all authorities in the twenties 
and thirties, such as Robert England, strongly refuted Woodsworth's 
charge of criminality.33 

If Ukrainians were said to work hard, Ukrainian women were seen as 
especially devoted to labour. Writer after writer noted with astonish- 
ment the hard physical labour that Ukrainian women contributed to the 
household and farm during the settlement period. This characteristic 
of Ukrainian women, however, was somewhat grudgingly admired. 
The sociologists quoted economists' work suggesting that the work of 
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Ukrainian women was much more valuable than any hired labour. Their 
labour did not indicate the greater autonomy of Ukrainian women, 
though, because strong patriarchal authority meant that women's 
labour, particularly gardening, was a contribution to the family income 
controlled by men. Indeed, several commentators identified Ukrainians 
as preserving a peculiarly 'European' hierarchy in the relations between 
men and women, husbands and wives, which apparently contrasted 
with the equal relations between Canadian men and women? 

This intense economic activity meant that Ukrainian women were not 
seen as the conservators of the folk culture that women usually were in 
both Ukrainian and other social groups. This of course indicated how 
economic participation eroded traditional culture and facilitated assirni- 
lation. Economic contributions again seemed to exact a price from Ukrai- 
nian women, in this case their domestic cultural role, although no study 
of Ukrainians claimed that women were actually spared household 
chores. Young women from rural families were said to have migrated 
to cities in large numbers. There they found work as domestic or clerical 
workers, furthering their integration into Canada economically and 
cul turally.35 

Many observers followed the lead of J.W. Dafoe and noted that there 
was a Ukrainian propensity to avoid the open plains and settle on 
parkland often less amenable to grain cultivation than to mixed farming. 
Such prudence would have pleased older economic liberals critical of 
prairie settlement, writers like Adam Shortt, but it led later commenta- 
tors to find a degree of economic marginality among Ukrainian and 
other Central European settlers of the ~arklands.3~ Thus the sociologist 
R.W. Murchie from the University of Minnesota noted the Ukrainians' 
proclivity to settle on bush land and create for themselves even greater 
labours than other settlers. Murchie did think that the Ukrainians' eco- 
nomic success was the result of their commendable labour, which partly 
overcame their initial commercial disadvantages in paying too much for 
and settling upon second-rate land.37 

However, work by Murchie and a collaborator, the Manitoba econo- 
mist H.C. Grant, was often cited to prove the extraordinary success 
Ukrainian settlers made of their settlements. Their hard work on mar- 
ginal land may have limited their acquisition of capital, but it increased 
their moral stock with British-Canadian writers like J.M. Gibbon. Curi- 
ously, the tendency to group or bloc settlement seldom drew any atten- 
tion from the reflective British-Canadian writers; bloc settlement was 
not blamed on the Ukrainians even if it was somewhat regretted, and 
its effects were usually defended. England recalled of the thirties that 
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some economists had criticized his own defence of bloc settlement as 
economically as well as socially beneficial to Ukrainian~.3~ 

Another trait of Ukrainians that pointed to their distinctiveness in 
Canada was their devotion to education and educational rights. Here 
both their commitment to education and their willingness to use Manito- 
ba's tolerant pre-1917 language laws to sponsor Ukrainian-language 
schools drew attention. In 1913, a period in which much popular debate 
focused on both the weaknesses of the public school system and the 
tendency of immigrants to avoid compulsory education, Walter Murray, 
the president of the University of Saskatchewan, praised the enthusiasm 
for education that Ukrainians demonstrated.39 Murray had admitted a 
certain initial resistance among the 'Ruthenians' to public schooling, 
and later writers often noted the remarkable shift among Ukrainians 
from an initial hostility to considerable devotion to education for their 
children. Young and Reid contrasted an initial peasantry's antagonism 
to schooling with a new settler community's 'hunger' for educational 
opportunity.4" 

Devotion to education would seem to have been highly desirable, but 
there was one disadvantage to the Ukrainian love of education. The fact 
that Ukrainians took full advantage of Manitoba educational policies to 
establish Ukrainian-language schools was much commented on by Brit- 
ish Canadians. Sissons bluntly stated in 1917 that 'in Manitoba the 
French question meets the Ukrainian question and the Mennonite ques- 
tion.' He then concluded that 'the Red River Valley is the cockpit of the 
whole language controversy.' In other words, the issue of whether there 
was going to be one common language and therefore culture not only 
in Manitoba but elsewhere in English-speaking Canada was the issue 
that Ukrainian - as well as French and Mennonite - devotion to language 
led to. Writing at the height of French-English conflict during the Great 
War, Sissons concluded that English-language education must be para- 
mount everywhere except in Quebec? 

Forty years later, W.L. Morton suggested there was a potential for 
social breakdown in the assertion of non-English-language educational 
rights. This danger ended only when Manitoba acted to enforce English- 
language schooling. Foreseeing 'chaosr and discerning ominous ethnic 
nationalist ambitions for the prairies, Morton argued that a common 
language was essential to the cultural and educational well-being of 
Manitoba and the other parts of Canada (presumably excepting Quebec) 
where non-English speakers had asserted language education rights.4" 
Curiously, both Sissons and Morton held that manipulative interests - 
clerical and European-inspired nationalists - among the Ukrainian peo- 
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ples actively promoted Ukrainian educational rights. Sissons in particu- 
lar suggested that only the 'agitators' sought special language rights 
whereas the majority of settlers were content with the public English- 
language schools.43 It remained an open question as to whether the 
agitators or the masses would triumph even within Ukrainian-Canadian 
society. 

Regardless of their particular interpretations of minority language 
rights and their effects on either the minorities or the majority, writers 
like Sissons and Morton had one concern about the tendency of Ukraini- 
ans to seek certain educational rights. This concern was that the Ukrai- 
nian devotion to education would actually subvert the major purpose 
of education, which was its role as an agency of cultural transformation. 
To Sissons and Morton, like a number of British-Canadian commenta- 
tors, English-language education in the public schools was a crucial 
force leading to the assimilation of the Ukrainians and all non-English- 
speaking people into a new common culture. 

But if Ukrainians tended to resist this cultural transformation, if they 
were in fact distinguished as a people by a remarkable degree of cultural 
self-preservation, were they not subverting the very possibilities of 
Canadian society? With this question, then, the main problem of the 
interaction of the British and Ukrainian Canadians is at last raised. 

One of the most influential examinations of the relations between 
British Canadians and new Canadians, particularly Ukrainians (al- 
though perhaps notorious ismore appropriate a term given its glosses 
by historians), was undertaken in 1918 by the Saskatchewan school 
administrator J.T.M. Anderson. Anderson's main goal in strengthening 
the school system was to make the public school the 'greatest agency in 
racial assimilation.' He continued, in perhaps the most significant pas- 
sage in his book on educating new Canadians, by arguing that the 
schools were the 'great melting pot into which must be placed these 
diverse racial groups and from which will emerge the pure gold of 
Canadian citizenship.'44 

When Anderson turned to consider the 'Ruthenians' and their disposi- 
tion towards his goals, he found them to be utterly committed to them. 
Ukrainians, he found, 'have settled down with a view to adopting our 
system of government and our various educational institutions. They 
are satisfied with their new home, and we may anticipate that their 
descendants will prove a most valuable contribution to our future Cana- 
dian life and citizenship.'45 Almost every other writer who directly 
addressed the issue of assimilation from the twenties to the fifties voiced 
similar assurances. Thus, Robert England claimed that the Central Euro- 
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pean immigrant population was committed to a~similation.4~ The virtual 
inevitability of assimilation was often explained as a part of the genera- 
tional experience of immigrants, so that by the third generation, in 
Kirkconnell's words, Ukrainians were 'almost indistinguishably Cana- 
dian.' Or, as Young and Reid put it in identifying a two-generation 
process, the second generation no longer felt a 'longng' for Europe.47 
The curious aspect of writings like Anderson's or England's that pro- 
posed programmes of educational and cultural assimilation was that 
they were based on the premise that the project was assured given 
several generations. Whereas writers examined the social conditions of 
immigrant communities or the schools before 1918 with some fear, the 
writers who later addressed the situation ended up so optimistic that 
the problem seemed scarcely to exist. 

Why was this so? The answer to this curious situation is found in their 
understanding of 'assimilation.' First, they saw assimilation as a lengthy 
historical process. Second, many British-Canadian writers reinterpreted 
assimilation between the twenties and forties more as a political and 
economic than as a social and cultural process. The sociologist Eva 
Younge, heavily influenced by American social scientists tolerant of 
ethnic differences, noted in 1944 that assimilation more properly 
referred to political than to cultural adaptation, although earlier writers 
like the psychologist W.G. Smith understood assimilation to involve 
both cultural and political ~hange.4~ The result was that many Canadian 
writers thought that assimilation involved the long-term social and 
genetic 'blending' of all of Canada's peoples, the equally long-term 
creation of a similarly blended Canadian culture, and the recognition of 
how the material environment had already reshaped the political and 
economic behaviour of all Canadians. The consequences of their inter- 
war reinterpretation of assimilation led to the goal of finding a concept 
of 'Canadian citizenship' to unite the various peoples of Canada. It was 
this goal that writers like Anderson, England, Young, and many others 
sought to achieve between the twenties and the forties. 

In the cases of Anderson and England, the demands for cultural 
change were admitted as taking time and as involving mutual accommo- 
dation and changes. In this they were following a line of argument first 
taken by Woodsworth, whose admission that there was no Canadian 
culture to which new Canadians might assimilate made it necessary for 
all residents of Canada, established or new, to work for the creation of 
a common culture.49 But rather than lament the absence of a Canadian 
culture or citizenship, and here there was clear if tacit recognition of a 
legal as well as a social fact of considerable significance to Canada in the 
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twenties and thirties, British-Canadian writers searched for the grounds 
to create one. 

The celebrated metaphor that J.M. Gibbon used as the theme of his 
1938 study of Canadian ethnic cultures, the 'mosaic,' was designed 
precisely as a model for the future common culture that Canada should 
evolve. It was most assuredly not an interpretation of cultural relations 
as merely comprising the sum of the individual pieces or ethnic cultures 
that made it up, despite Canadian historians' efforts to interpret Gibbon 
this way.5" 

Gibbon's explanation of his 'mosaic' began with an admission that the 
Canada of 1938 remained 'a decorated surface, bright with inlays of 
separate coloured pieces.' But he had already staked a more complete 
claim to cultural regeneration in explaining that the mosaic was becom- 
ing a new amalgamation of the peoples of Canada: 'The Canadian race 
of the future is being superimposed on the original native Indian races 
and is being made up of over thirty European racial groups, each of 
which has its own history, customs and traditions. Some politicians want 
to see these merged as quickly as possible into one standard type ... 
Others believe in trying to preserve for the future Canadian race the 
most worthwhile qualities and traditions that each racial group has 
brought with it.'S1 

To Gibbon, biological as well as cultural assimilation of all groups of 
Canadians was already occurring, and the need was to accept the out- 
come, precisely the demand of Anderson with his goal of a melting pot 
and England with his goal of mutual accommodation. But above all, for 
Gibbon as for Anderson and others, there was little doubt that the worry 
expressed by pre-1918 social scientists and humanists (and especially by 
inter-war public health commentators and anti-immigration agitators 
concentrated in medicine, social work, and biology) was abandoned by 
the post-1918 mainstream of Canadian intellectuals educated in the 
liberal arts. In other words, the eugenic concern with 'racial purity' was 
not felt by pubiic affairs writers on immigrant relations.5' 

It is striking that reflective Canadian writers expressed no revulsion 
against the mingling of the European peoples and even praised the goal 
of biological hybridization. As the Saskatchewan historian G.W. Simpson 
described it in 1944, the result of the mingling of peoples was the 
'blending' of traditions and the formation of an entirely new population 
at least in the Canadian prairies. Another historian commented that the 
same 'blending' had already occurred among the diverse peoples of 
the Maritimes.53 

The results of the cultural and demographic blending British Canadi- 
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ans sought were suggested by a most reassuring analogy. Aptly enough, 
given the history of Canadian suspicion of the United States, Canadians 
did not use the American model of a 'melting pot,' even though they 
used the term on occasion. The national model often used was that of 
the United Kingdom, a state whose ethnic composition probably did not 
readily strike mid-twentieth-century readers as varied. Yet writer after 
writer referred to the United Kingdom as an amalgam of peoples. The 
most tireless exponent of this position was England, who time and again 
drew upon the many ethnic origins of the modern population of the 
United Kingdom during the past two thousand years.S4 Kirkconnell 
thought to add that France was an ethnic pot-pourri and offered both 
nations as models for the Canada of the future. The demographer Burton 
Hurd meanwhile reminded Canadians that all races and peoples were 
the products of considerable 'racial and cultural fusion,' thus making 
mockery of the notion of a Canadian 'race.'55 

Adding to the relevance of the British model were similarities between 
the Ukrainians and two major ethnic groups, indeed nations, in the 
United Kingdom, the Scots and the Irish. Kirkconnell, England, Young, 
and Reid compared Ukrainians and lrish with approval for their tena- 
cious commitment to cultural preservation and achievement. Kirkcon- 
nell's Ukrainians were the 'Irish of the new world,' while England's 
Ukrainians were rather like the nineteenth-century Irish of Canada in 
their cultural distinctiveness. Young and Reid, meanwhile, identified 
Ukrainians as the 'Irishmen of R~ssia.'5~ By not elaborating on Irish- 
Ukrainian similarities, however, the writers seemed content to let read- 
ers draw their own conclusions about whether the parallel suggested a 
happy or a difficult future for Canada. 

Comparison with the Scots was also made. Young and Reid did so 
to draw attention to their common veneration of culture and history. 
Governor-General Lord Tweedsmuir, a Scot, compared the Ukrainians 
and the Scots as the leavening peoples in larger federations, the Ukraini- 
ans for Canada, the Scots for the United Kingdom.57 The parallels all 
suggested that the cultural identity the Ukrainians maintained would 
be no more worrisome and no less valuable than those of the Irish and 
the Scots in Canada, a point that Scottish and Irish Canadians at least 
might have found blunting their worries about Ukrainians. 

As for the broader subject of the 'fusion of races,' as Young and Reid 
put it, the social effects of intermarriage and simple coexistence were 
foreseen with considerable favour, and contributed to the belief that 
within two or three generations the basic outlook of Ukrainian Canadi- 
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ans would be Canadian.s8 Ralph Connor, in the preface to his rather 
infamous novelistic portrait of Ukrainians, The Foreigner, wrote tolerantly 
of his hope that 'out of breeds diverse in tradition, in ideals, in speech, 
and in manner of life, Saxon and Slav, Teuton, Celt and Gaul, one people 
is being made.'59 Woodsworth was more cautious about the pace at 
which one people was being made, but he did observe in 1917 that 'if 
ever one type is evolved it will be catholic enough to incorporate in 
itself the best elements in the various peoples who are making Canada 
their home.'6" 

Later social scientists offered some data on family structure and fertil- 
ity patterns if not endogamy and exogamy rates to support their claims. 
The McMaster demographer and economist Burton Hurd and the McGill 
sociologist Eva Younge confidently slid into the comfortable view that 
the change between the first and second generations of Central Europe- 
ans was from European to Canadian forms of behaviour. Younge 
emphasized that this inter-generational change presented a painful 
enough adjustment for families that was somewhat 'tragic' because of 
differences between extremely paternalistic fathers and children whose 
attitudes and goals were almost totally Canadian.6' 

So confident were commentators about the forces of assimilation that 
W.G. Smith, the author of two guides to immigrant peoples, seemed to 
plead for the preservation of cultural traits among the immigrants and 
into the second generation. He argued in 1920 that 'the cultivation of 
that national spirit which is Canada need not in the slightest interfere 
with the tender memories that remain in the heart of the new citizen 
for the land of his birth.'62 Two years later he honed his point in reflecting 
upon the special cultural goals of Ukrainians, claiming that 'devotion 
to [Ukrainian nationalism] is the promise and potency of devotion to 
[Canadian nationali~m].'~3 Others emphasized the theme that the preser- 
vation of tradition was a means for the successful adaptation and psy- 
chological well-being of Ukrainians. Young and Reid in particular 
warned that without the preservation of some forms of their cultural 
identity, Ukrainian Canadians would actually be 'hopelessly handi- 
capped for participation in any form of activity in our society,' an omi- 
nous warning indeed, but quite the opposite to the assimilationist 
position so often attributed to contemporary writers by hi~torians.~4 For 
his part, England was worried more about the effects on Canadian 
national development of 'prejudice' against cultural differences than by 
the differences themselves, again quite the opposite of the alarmed and 
intolerant nativist position so often identified by historians as predomi- 
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nanta65 Interestingly enough, Young and Reid, the sociologists, Smith, a 
psycholopt, and England, a teacher, were all chiefly concerned with 
healthy social adjustment before political and economic integration. 

There is another reason than just social adjustment that led some 
British Canadians to encourage Ukrainian-Canadian culture. By the 
twenties, a number of British Canadians had completed translations of 
Ukrainian-language writing and thus realized that the Ukrainian literary 
culture was extremely large and articulate. Throughout the twenties, 
both literary critics and, of all people, politicians referred to the rich 
culture of Ukrainian society, whch showed the antiquity, the articula- 
tion, and the achievements of Ukrainian peoples. These characteristics 
were remarkable in themselves and especially so in comparison with an 
indigenous Canadian literature and culture whose history, size, and 
quality were limited but increasingly identified as an emergent strength 
of Canada.66 As a result, authorities like Gibbon and Knkconnell drew 
the conclusion that strands of European culture like the Ukrainian one 
were going to be important components of the Canadian cultural 
achievement that would be necessary for a successful national identity 
and national life. Just as the national identity to which all would contrib- 
ute was posited in the fusion of all the peoples of Canada, so the 
cultural life to which all might adhere would have to be built upon the 
participation of all groups. 

Commentators like Kirkconnell who looked to ethnic literary culture 
were reasonably hopeful about the future cultural development of the 
nation precisely because of the cultural identity of groups like Ukraini- 
ans. Far from just worrying over the existing inadequacies of Canadian 
cultural life, then, the literary commentators were hopeful for the future 
growth of Canadian culture because of contributions from both host 
peoples and new peoples. 

British Canadians grew more hopeful for one other reason. They had 
identified by the forties a form of assimilation that lay outside the cultural 
and social areas that had been the focus of so much debate until the 
thirties. In the thirties, geographers, economists, and sociologists com- 
pleted a considerable body of scientific work on prairie agricultural 
settlement and had therefore attentively studied the economic and social 
experience of the settlers. The consistent conclusion of these studies was 
that the adaptation to the distinctive physical and economic environ- 
ment had in the most important ways shaped the political and economic 
behaviour of all the social groups that had settled the prairies. 

The key works were social scientific studies of prairie ~ettlement.~Y 
The Queen's economic historian W.A. Mackintosh explained how well 
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Ukrainian settlers adapted economically to the 'wooded country' and 
'park belt' most familiar to them. Mackintosh remarked on the tendency 
of all the European groups to form 'cultural islands which have retarded 
the progress of assimilation,' but he saw this as delaying but not postpon- 
ing a more essential form of assimilation. This assimilation was to the 
market economy, which was the only basis of continued viable settle- 
ment in the prairies. Integration into the market economy, moreover, 
led to the political as well as economic integration of all prairie peoples 
into Canada's libera! capitalist political and economic order.68 

Sociologists were even more assertive; the McGill professors C.A. 
Dawson and Eva Younge emphasized that the economic and physical 
environment greatly altered the ways of immigrants. They did not deny 
the importance of the new settlers' 'social heritage' to the initial decisions 
they made, but they argued that behaviour was increasingly shaped by 
the new environment, including economic needs and relations with 
other social groups. The result was adoption of and participation in 
the economic and political organizations necessary for agricultural life. 
Other aspects of cultural life such as ethnic identity Dawson did not 
comment on clearly because he thought they were rather marginal 
indicators of basic behaviou~~9 

Underlining Dawson's and Youngefs points were the demographic 
estimations. Burton Hurd saw a one-generation shift from original Euro- 
pean to indigenous Canadian marital and fertility rates. He attributed 
this shift to the broad environmental factors of urbanization, inter- 
marriage, and material expectations. Younge's later work on Ukrainians 
in Montreal led her to find considerable inter-generational tension and 
change. In turn, she noted a pronounced tendency of second-generation 
women to reject parental patterns of marriage and fertility.7° 

In sum, because their labour had been a source of cultural identity, 
the Ukrainians' very propensity to hard work had drawn them into the 
commercial economy and thus integrated them into the economic and 
political order of the prairies. This integration, based on the material 
environment, was far more important to economists and sociologists as 
a sign of assimilation than the adoption of some social mores and cultural 
forms that other writers, notably historians, had harped on. The environ- 
mental factors, in sum, constituted so powerful a body of 'natural forces,' 
Dawson concluded, that even 'sectarians of whatever type tend to make 
their peace with the plain facts of the extremely competitive society 
which has surrounded and invaded their colonies.'7' 

Indeed, only historians remained sceptical about the forces of integra- 
tion during the thirties - and in reflecting upon ethnic relations between 
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the British and Ukrainian Canadians in subsequent years - so that Lower 
wondered in the thirties whether any common community would 
emerge in the agricultural or forest industry frontier. Writing twenty 
years later, Lower admitted in 1958 that social unity had been rebuilt 
with remarkable ease, although he claimed that 'every considerable 
immigrant group ... has had passing dreams of reconstituting its home- 
land on the new soil' even as he admitted that these groups were 
'incomplete societies' in the new ~etting.7~ His colleague W.L. Morton 
seemed to remain worried about such autonomist tendencies in arguing 
that a frustrated nationalism led to cultural preservation by Ukrainians 
in Manitoba.73 If it is not clear just what Morton expected of Ukrainian 
Canadians and others, it seems that the historians were worrying over 
vague cultural goals and values that were peripheral to the economists 
and sociologists who fastened upon the primary economic and political 
participation of Ukrainians and other immigrant groups in prairie life 
as the only appropriate measures of integration. Finally, it appears 
that Lower and Morton were more concerned with class attitudes and 
cultural tastes than with anything more significant in their anguish 
about culture, but this remains speculation. 

Finally, almost all British-Canadian commentators identified contribu- 
tions to a future Canadian cultural identity and participation in the 
existing Canadian political economy as the crucial aspects of Ukrainian- 
Canadian - and other new Canadian - life by the forties. With these two 
crucial lessons, British Canadians were prepared to proclaim at last that 
the participation of both old and new Canadians was about to achieve 
the goal of a new common Canadianism' that writers of earlier decades 
had hoped for. The actual phrase is Queen's political scientist O.D. 
Skelton's, but the sentiments are those of a range of commentators 
including Woodsworth, Sissons, Anderson, and Gibbon.74 

For some writers, like Anderson, assimilation began by sounding like 
the absorption of 'Anglo-Saxon' cultural goals but ended with the search 
for a much broader 'new Canadian citizenship.' Once he admitted that 
Ukrainians had adopted the political and economic goals of Canada, 
Anderson could look forward, as his reference to the 'pure gold of 
Canadian citizenship' indicates, to their participation in 'our future 
Canadian life and citizenship.'75 Similarly England could only refer to 
an 'ideal of Canadian citizenship which would accept from all the peo- 
ples who come to us, methods, customs or habits of life that tend to 
progress.' He then stated that the only claim the host peoples had was 
to ask that 'our new Canadians correct their habits of life, and if necessary 
their language, to make co-operation possible between Even the 
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somewhat harsher advocate of cultural assimilation C.H. Young 
defined his goal as 'the transition from one cultural world to another,' 
depicted as the 'transition' from the Old World to the New, a shift Hurd 
and Younge later thought they had identified.77 

What Canadian commentators increasingly admitted was that the 
essential commitment to Canada - participation in the economy, loyalty 
to the political order - was the important characteristic of Ukrainian 
Canadians by the thirties and forties. Gibbon's gleeful quotation of 
Governor-General Lord Tweedsmuir's celebrated 1936 paean to Ukraini- 
anCanadian political commitment is just one example of this. Tweeds- 
muir's own intervention was crucial in an establishment response to yet 
another ground swell of popular grumbling about Ukrainian loyalty. He 
made the telling point that Ukrainian Canadians 'have accepted the 
duties and loyalties as you have acquired the privileges of Canadian 
citizens.' Tweedsmuir also emphasized that only by maintaining their 
own culture could Ukrainian Canadians become effective participants 
in Canadian s0ciety.7~ 

Curiously enough, the citizenship to which Tweedsmuir referred was 
still a highly dubious one. Canadian politicians and officials were aware 
in the thirties and forties that there was no consolidated definition of 
Canadian citizenship despite or because of previous naturalization acts. 
This had created problems for Canadians abroad and defied resolution 
at Commonwealth conferences and in Parliament, notably in 1931~ when 
the Bennett government abandoned a bill to create Canadian citizen- 
ship. Until 1947, as the diplomat Norman Robertson confessed, there 
were in fact three categories of Canadian citizens: Canadian-born, natu- 
ralized Canadians, and British subjects. Canadian nationality was hardly 
clear.79 

When the post-war Mackenzie King government moved to address 
this problem, the sponsoring minister, Secretary of State Paul Martin, 
noted that a Canadian citizenship bill would provide at last a definition 
of citizenship that would be recognized internationally and would unify 
Canadians domestically. As Martin put it, the goal was to 'establish 
clearly a basic and definite Canadian citizenship which will be the 
fundamental status upon which the rights and privileges of Canadians 
will depend.'s0 When Martin came to define the basis of this new com- 
mon citizenship, removing the differences between the Canadian-born, 
British subjects, and naturalized Canadians, he argued that the only 
criterion was that the individual had 'proved to be good citizen material' 
by life and work in Canada. He stated that knowledge of French or 
English was not a criterion and, referring to European nationalism, 
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denied that the bill was designed to encourage the 'selfish introversion' 
of 'nationali~m.'~' In short, Canadian citizenship was a legal definition 
of status that was based on political rights and political and economic 
participation in Canadian life. 

What is so remarkable about Martin's statement is that he totally 
abandoned the kind of cultural tests that had been worried over for so 
many years by British Canadians. To the Liberals of 1946, neither lan- 
guage nor fervent 'nationalism' was part of the test of citizenship. It is 
as if Martin had been briefed by those social scientists who had offered 
such reassuring evidence in the thirties about the fundamental commit- 
ments of Ukrainian Canadians and other prairie settlers to the economic 
and political structure of Canada, never mind their cultural ways. In a 
way, Martin had been so advised in two ways. First, he had been an 
executive member of the major social scientific organizations whose 
members had written the assured studies of political and economic 
assimilation during the thirties. Second, the leading designers of the 
post-1945 reconstruction programme of government were these same 
social scientists, including above all W.A. Mackintosh, who had co- 
ordinated the research and publication of major works done in the 
thirtiess" 

However he had arrived at his conclusion, and clearly contemporary 
public attitudes were central to the political decision to act, Martin's 
Canadian Citizenship Act of 1947 was a rejection of the crude goal of 
cultural assimilation and cultural conformity similar to the rejection that 
the British-Canadian intelligentsia had long since made. 

When the Canadian Citizenship Act was declared on 3 January 1947, 
a ceremony was held in Ottawa, and certificates of Canadian citizenslup 
were issued. Appropriately enough, Certificate No. 1 was awarded to 
Mackenzie King, the prime minister. But if that award was fitting, so, 
too, was the award of Certificate No. 2 not to another prominent person 
or to a French Canadian or a native Canadian but to Wasyl Eleniak, one 
of the first two Ukrainians to settle the prairiese83 After fifty years, it can 
only be seen as appropriate that the new citizenship based on working 
in Canada embraced a representative of one group that had never fitted 
the old citizenship based on cultural conformity. 

The attitudes of British-Canadian intellectuals towards Ukrainian 
Canadians led away from existing interpretations of the relations 
between the host peoples and new peoples in the first half of the 
twentieth century. The British-Canadian attitudes towards Ukrainians 
were not particularly prone to the forms of ethnic nationalism described 
as 'nativism' that Canadian historians have often taken from American 
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historical writing. Although popular Canadian opinion might well be 
said to reflect the 'Anglo-Saxon' sense of superiority that American 
nativism is said to consist of,84 reflective Canadian opinion accommo- 
dated the presence of non-British peoples in Canada with remarkable 
ease. Similarly, far from abandoning the very possibility of a Canadian 
identity in the amorphous conception of a mosaic or non-national iden- 
tity, British Canadians were convinced that the mixture of historic peo- 
ples and new peoples, epitomized by their reading of the place of 
Ukrainians in Canada, was leading towards a unique and strong identity 
for Canada.85 

However worried about the relations between the host society and 
the new peoples and however uneasy about their own culture's 
strengths, by the twenties British Canadians were remarkably confident 
about the amicable result of ethnic relations between the branches of 
the European peoples. The Canadian writers believed that assimilation 
meant the blending of both host and new peoples. They also were 
confident that cultural assimilation was far less important than economic 
and political assimilation. This indicates that their own nationalism was 
very confident as an expression of political and economic goals and that 
the political and economic integration of all the peoples of Canada did 
not unduly disturb British-Canadian students of ethnic relations by the 
end of the Second World War. 

The implications here about relations between the 'charter' groups of 
French and British are also suggestive. Canadian ideas of nationalism 
in the mid-twentieth century surely had changed as a result of the 
discussion of the place of Ukrainian Canadians. For instance, the British- 
Canadian opinion that had sneered at Henri Bourassa's vision of a 
bicultural Canada and sought out the First World War conscription crisis 
would seem to have shifted significantly in the twenties, thirties, and 
forties.86 The British-Canadian encounter with European immigrants 
therefore suggests accommodations that also made way for the re-exami- 
nation of the place of French Canadians within Canada that began 
during the forties and fifties. 



Tracy Philipps and the Achievement 
of Ukrainian-Canadian Unity 

N. FRED DREISZIGER 

One of the most perplexing and difficult issues facing the Canadian 
government on the home front during the Second World War was its 
relations with the country's Ukrainian community. The reasons for the 
existence of a 'Ukrainian question' in Canada during the war were 
complex and numerous. Canada's Ukrainians constituted the most 
influential immigrant ethnic group in the country. Numbering over 
three hundred thousand, demographically they were well ahead of 
other immigrant groups, with the exception of people of German ances- 
try, who had little political influence at the time. The Ukrainian group, 
moreover, was made up mainly of recent arrivals who were largely 
untouched by the process of assimilation. In the prairie provinces, they 
tended to live in compact settlements, which made them a factor to 
contend with during provincial and federal elections. More importantly, 
theirs was a highly politicized community, with strong feelings about 
Poland and the USSR. The Ukrainians' powerful attachment to their 
homeland was no doubt shaped in part at least by the momentous 
events that had taken place there during the First World War and the 
inter-war decades. Not surprisingly, during the Second World War, the 
Canadian government found the country's Ukrainian community to be 
emotion-charged, energetic, and vocal, determined to make its voice 
heard on issues -both domestic and international - related to Ukrainian 
national interests. 

The highlight of the Ukrainian-Canadian community's wartime evo- 
lution was the establishment, in November 1940, of the Ukrainian Cana- 
dian Committee (UCC), a co-ordinating body and lobby for the vast 
majority of Ukrainian organizations in the country. The UCC is a contro- 
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versial organization in the eyes of students of the Ukrainian-Canadian 
experience. O.W. Gerus calls the creation of the UCC a 'most significant 
eventf that 'transformed the fractionalized nationality into a cohesive 
ethnic community, thereby helping to preserve the Ukrainian identity 
in its new homeland.'' J. Balan, in assessing the UCC's performance over 
the decades, is less categorical. He admits that the UCC's effectiveness 
has often been limited by the compromises it has had to make to please 
all of its components; nevertheless, he stresses the value of the organiza- 
tion's work 'over the years ... in both unifying and representing Ukrai- 
nian Canadians.'" Other students of Ukrainian-Canadian history, 
however, take a different view. B.S. Kordan and L.Y. Luciuk deem the 
establishment of the UCC to be a premature attempt at Ukrainian- 
Canadian unity that left a lasting legacy of ineffective community leader- 
ship.3 Despite the importance (positive or otherwise) attributed to the 
birth of the UCC, little research has been done on this event. No one 
has explored in depth the political forces at work - especially those 
emanating from outside the community - that made for the establish- 
ment of this supra-community organization. Not even the events leading 
to its proclamation in November 1940 have been told in detail. In fact, 
some accounts of the UCC's creation offer a confused picture, listing as 
causal factors in its creation circumstances that obtained only after 
1940. 

The basic outlines of the UCC's founding have been known ever since 
1940. They have been told in numerous government memoranda during 
the war. According to these, in early November 1940, the most influential 
of the non-Communist Ukrainian-Canadian organizations united, 
mainly on the prompting of a handful of non-Ukrainian individuals.4 
Aside from further comments on the organizations that came together 
in the UCC, these government sources offer little information on the 
reasons for the committee's establishment or on the negotiations that 
preceded its birth. The secondary literature, although in some cases 
more detailed than the official and semi-official wartime accounts, is 
equally laconic on these questions. It is particularly unclear on the role 
that the Canadian government played in the affair. 

The UCC's origins receive fairly detailed treatment in most accounts 
of the committee's hi'story.5 Gerus, among others, devotes considerable 
space to the story of the various organizations that coalesced into the 
UCC. He stresses the tradition in Ukrainian-Canadian circles of respond- 
ing to crises affecting Ukrainians - both in their homeland and in their 
adopted country - by 'drawing together temporarily in order to meet 
specific short-term objectives? 
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The crises that Gerus sees as being catalytic to Ukrainian-Canadian 
unity in the early part of the Second World War did not happen in 
Ukraine itself but in Ukrainian-populated areas of East Central Europe. 
The first of these came in September 1938 when the government of 
Poland launched a campaign against the Orthodox church in a Ukrai- 
nian district of that country. Ukrainians in Canada, both Orthodox and 
Catholics, reacted to the news of this development by organizing protest 
demonstrations. Other events in Central Europe soon overshadowed 
the problem in Poland. The Sudeten crisis threatened the very existence 
of multinational Czechoslovakia. Indeed, Ukrainians in Subcarpathian 
Ruthenia, the easternmost province of Czechoslovakia, could hope for 
the possible establishment of a Ukrainian state there. The prospect of 
the birth of a 'Ukrainian Piedmont' threw Ukrainian-Canadian organiza- 
tions into frenzied activity, but this activity did not lead to effective 
united action.' 

The obstacle to unity was not the lack of effort. Ukrainian-Canadian 
leaders expended much effort to establish co-ordinating organizations; 
however, they could not achieve such a body, incorporating all or at 
least most of Canada's Ukrainians. In fact, during the winter of 1939-40, 
two competing umbrella organizations emerged. These soon engaged 
in a bitter war of words that lasted until early November 1940, when 
their leaders met in Winnipeg and agreed to unite in the UCC. 

Historians of the UCC attribute this dramatic turn of events to the 
intervention of outside forces, notably the Canadian government. Gems 
describes the committee's birth in this way: 'The Federal Government 
assumed the role of arbitrator ... The Department of National War 
Services ... saw the lack of unity among Ukrainians ... as inimical to the 
war eff~rt . '~  The persons in the 'employ' of the Department of National 
War Services who had a hand in implementing the department's 
decision are identified as Professor George Sirnpson of the University of 
Saskatchewan, Professor Watson Kirkconnell of McMaster University, 
Dr Vladimir Kaye, 'a Ukrainian official of the Citizenship Branch,' and 
a certain 'British East-European specialist, Tracy Philipps.'g 

This story is, with some variations, the 'received version' of the UCC's 
birth. It has been accepted in such works of synthesis as the most recent 
survey of the history of Canadian ethnic groups.'" Unfortunately , there 
are several problems with this version. First, there seems to be an incon- 
sistency between the official and the historical accounts of the UCC's 
birth. The former tend to stress that the initiative for the committee's 
establishment came from private individuals; the latter emphasize the 
Canadian government's involvement in the matter. The second problem 
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with the received version is that none of the accounts explain satisfacto- 
rily the reasons for the suddenness of this important turn of events in 
Ukrainian-Canadian organizational efforts. Lastly, the 'facts' given in 
the most prominent historical accounts are inaccurate. Watson Kirkcon- 
nell and George Simpson, for example, in November 1940 had no 
official connections to the Canadian government." True, they - and 
others - played important roles in the UCC's establishment, but only as 
private individuals. The government's sole agent, if one can call him 
such, was that certain 'British expert,' Tracy Philipps. His intervention 
was pivotal, yet it has not been explored - no doubt in part because the 
relevant government files and private collections did not become open 
to researchers until the 1980s. The general purpose of this paper is to 
fill some of the gaps in our knowledge of the birth of a remarkable ethnic 
organization and to throw light on the complex relations that developed 
between the Canadian state and ethnic groups in wartime. A more 
specific objective of this inquiry is to re-examine Philipps's role in this 
story. 

The politics of the Ukrainian-Canadian community during the early 
phases of the Second World War can be understood only through an 
examination of its political and social circumstances and organizational 
make-up. The most important characteristic of the group was its recent- 
ness. In 1939 the oldest Ukrainian colonies in Canada were not quite 
fifty years of age. Like most immigrant communities of recent vintage, 
the Ukrainian Canadians of the inter-war period were largely untouched 
by the processes of immigrant integration and assimilation and remained 
intensely concerned about developments in their homeland. 

Another circumstance that is important about Canada's inter-war 
Ukrainian community is the fact that the vast majority of its members 
hailed from East Central Europe rather than Eastern Europe. The peace 
settlements at the end of the First World War had ignored the aspirations 
of Europe's forty million Ukrainians.'" The peace-makers had claimed 
to have united and emancipated East Central Europe's downtrodden 
nationalities through the break-up of the Habsburg, Hohenzollern, and - 
in part at least - the Romanov empires. But while the Poles were liber- 
ated and the Romanians and South Slavs were united in their respective 
countries, others were divided more than ever before in this process. 
Among those who ended up - or remained - separated from their co- 
nationals were the Ukrainians. When the peace making was over, they 
found themselves in four different countries: Poland, Romania, Czecho- 
slovalua, and the Soviet Union. They began their lives in lands that had 
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been, with some exceptions, devastated by four years of war and under 
governments that were jealously protective of their countries' newly 
won independence and territories. These circumstances assured the 
exodus of Ukrainians from these Ukrainian lands, particularly from 
Poland, following often in the footsteps of Ukrainians who had come to 
Canada from Galicia and Bukovyna before the First World War. 

The fact that most Ukrainians in Canada had come from East Central 
Europe explains their keen interest in the national and international 
politics of the region. Moreover, developments there - as well as in 
Soviet Ukraine - during the 1930s were dramatic enough to grab and 
retain the attention of most Ukrainian Canadians. First to arouse the 
concerns of these people was the news of the sufferings of the people 
of Ukraine itself inflicted by Iosif Stalin's vicious collectivization cam- 
paigns of the early 1930s. The general revulsion in all Ukrainian commu- 
nities of the world against Stalin's deeds could have been used by 
governments in Poland and Romania, for example, to unite public opin- 
ion against a common enemy (i.e. Soviet communism) and thereby 
lessen inter-ethnic tensions, but the opportunity was missed.'3 

The country that most concerned Ukrainian Canadians was probably 
not Soviet Russia but Poland. As has been mentioned, most of Canada's 
Ukrainians had come from there. Unlike Stalin's Russia, Poland was not 
a totalitarian state, and news from there could freely travel across the 
Atlantic. Alas, much of this news was unfavourable. The Ukrainians of 
Poland were an underprivileged minority.'* They were underrepre- 
sented in the country's parliament; their access to higher education and 
public careers was limited; and they were subjected to pressure to 
abandon their traditional Ukrainian culture. They responded to these 
policies with a vigorous defence of their institutions and culture, agita- 
tion against the Polish state and its agents, political organization, and, 
occasionally, open defiance and even violence. As a result, by the 1930s 
Polish-Ukrainian relations deteriorated into intermittent 'quasi-guer- 
rilla' warfare.'5 Overseas Ukrainians viewed this situation with keen 
concern. Particularly vehement was the Ukrainian-Canadian echo of the 
efforts of the Polish government in the late 1930s to Polonize the coun- 
try's Eastern Orthodox dioceses. By then, however, events were taking 
place elsewhere in East Central Europe that were to evoke even stronger 
emotions among Ukrainians overseas. 

In the wake of the Munich Agreement, what was left of Czechoslova- 
lua (from then on known as Czecho-Slovakia) was reorganized. Slovakia 
and Ruthenia received their autonomy. In the case of the latter, this was 
the realization of an expectation that had been held ever since the early 
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days of the Czechoslovak republic, but could not be attained earlier as 
the Czechs had preferred to run that part of the country in the manner 
of a benevolent dictatorship.16 But in the restructuring of 1938, Czech 
rule was exchanged for German influence. And the Germans, for the 
time being, preferred to allow the local authorities to stress the Ukrainian 
character of Carpatho-Ukraine. Not surprisingly, Ukrainian became the 
region's official language, and the Ukrainian national colours were 
'hoisted everywhere.l17 Ukrainian Canadians saw in this experiment a 
harbinger of the rebirth of an independent Ukraine. They considered 
Carpatho-Ukraine a potential Piedmont from which the struggle for the 
self-determination of all Ukrainians could begin.l8 According to Gems, 
Ukrainians in Canada held 'mass rallies' and collected 'relief funds' to 
promote the cause of the Carpatho-Ukrainian experiment.'g Unfortu- 
nately for Ukrainian Canadians, an independent Ukrainian state in the 
Carpathians was not about to come into existence. When the whole 
experiment started, Hitler was anxious to cause mischief for both Poland 
and Soviet Russia. A few months later he must have realized the possible 
need to make a deal with Stalin. Under the changed circumstances, the 
idea of a Ukrainian Piedmont lost much of its validity. Accordingly, when 
the Fuhrer made his mind up to dismember the rest of Czecho-Slovalua, 
he decided to let the region revert to Hungary. On 15 March 1939, 
Hungarian troops entered Carpatho-Ukraine. Soon there would be cele- 
brations in Budapest, sighs of relief in Warsaw (probably also in Mos- 
cow), and profound disappointment in Ukrainian-Canadian ~ircles.~" 

The events of 1938-9 in East Central Europe did have some impetus 
towards Ukrainian-Canadian organizational unity. In the wake of these 
developments, Ukrainian-Canadian institutions coalesced into two co- 
ordinating committees, the Representative Committee of Ukrainian 
Canadians (RCUC)" and a rival federation, the Ukrainian Central Com- 
mittee of Canada (UCCC)."" The emergence of the two committees 
reflected long-standing divisions within the community. The most 
prominent of these divisions during the inter-war years, the split 
between Communist and nationalist Ukrainians, was not an important 
factor in 1939-40, as the former had no direct role to play in the political 
process that led to the creation of the UCC. In the early phases of 
the Second World War, Ukrainian-Canadian Communists were placed 
under surveillance and sporadically harassed by the RCMP for their 
opposition to the Canadian war effort.'3 Partly as a result of this, they 
were a discredited group with little influence in ethnic affairs. Other 
divisions within Ukrainian-Canadian society, however, were important 
factors in the efforts at political unity. Conflicts between monarchists and 
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republicans, between followers of the Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox 
churches, as well as differences relating to the place of origin of the 
immigrants, all had their impact. Added to these were personality 
clashes among community leaders and suspicions and rivalries among 
residents of the major Ukrainian-Canadian centres, such as Winnipeg, 
Saskatoon, and Regina. 

The full story of the feuding that went on between the UCCC and the 
RCUC during the spring and summer of 1940 need not concern us 
here.'q Gems suggests that the UCCC's 'slanderous' newspaper cam- 
paign against its rival prompted more responsible leaders within the 
RCUC to counsel moderation and unity.'5 Unity, however, would elude 
the Ukrainian community for a few more months, and when it came, it 
resulted from the intercession of outsiders - foremost among them Tracy 
Philipps. To understand these developments, we have to look at the 
wider context of ethnic politics in Canada in 1940. 

The problem of ethnic minorities in Canada was an important concern 
for the country's government as war clouds gathered on the horizon 
and especially when war broke out in September 1939. The most tangible 
manifestations of these concerns were the provisions of the Defence of 
Canada Regulations (DOCR) concerning enemy aliens. These regula- 
tions were drawn up before the war and were put into effect at its 
outbreak. Though the paragraphs regarding unnaturalized immigrants 
to Canada affected mainly recent arrivals, the letter of the law, and the 
way officials tended to interpret the regulations, had implications for 
the whole of the country's immigrant ethnic community. It might be 
added that in September 1939 some Canadian officials wanted to move 
against Italian-Canadian sympathizers of Mussolini and were restrained 
only when they were reminded that Italy had not entered the war yetnz6 

During the winter of 1939-40 there was a gradual reaction in some 
Ottawa circles against the government's negative approach to its deal- 
ings with the country's European immigrant community. Suggestions 
were made for the taking of positive steps to counterbalance the 
police measures that were embodied in the approach represented by the 
DOCR. It was urged that the government embark on a propaganda 
campaign to explain Canada's position in the war to the immigrant 
masses in the country and establish an office that would keep in touch 
with the leaders of immigrant comrnunitie~.~7 The government of Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King was slow to implement these recommenda- 
tions. Nevertheless, an important start was made in the summer of 1940 
when the Department of National War Services was created. The officials 
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of the department embraced the idea of establishing contacts with immi- 
grant groups and began to think about setting up a section or branch 
within their ministry to handle relations with them. 

Ottawa's new approach to wartime ethnic politics resulted in the 
involvement of new people in the administration and even the formuIa- 
tion of the government's policies towards immigrant ethnics. Some 
of these people were not new on the Ottawa scene, but their new 
responsibilities allowed them to make a significant impact on the han- 
dling of the 'enemy alien issue.' Others had been involved with immi- 
grant populations on the local and provincial scene, but now assumed 
an important role on the national level. Still others were newcomers. A 
book would be needed to analyse their attitudes; in a paper such as this 
one, a few generalizations must suffice. The names of these people are 
familiar to students of Canadian ethnic history: Watson Kirkconnell, 
George Simpson, Robert England, and Murray Gibbon. IGrkconnell and 
Simpson were academics. England and Gibbon worked at CNR and 
CPR headquarters respectively and were authors of books about Cana- 
da's immigrants. Kirkconnell, who spoke or at least read the languages 
of most of Canada's European immigrants, cultivated the friendship of 
the Ukrainian National Federation (one of the two organizations making 
up the RCUC). Sirnpson often acted as an adviser to the Ukrainian Self- 
Reliance League (the chief organization within the UCCC)."B 

The most important of the Ottawa mandarins to become connected 
with the work concerning immigrant ethnics was Norman Robertson, in 
1939 the assistant under-secretary of state for external affairs. Robertson 
became a member of two wartime inter-departmental committees deal- 
ing with 'enemy aliens' and their property. In handling this work, he 
demonstrated a genuine sympathy for immigrants to Canada as well as 
an understanding for the emotional, economic, and social impact the 
war was having on them. J.F. MacNeill, a high-ranking official of the 
Department of Justice, developed a similar approach to the problem 
during the early months of the war. 

In 1939, in the cabinet itself, no one was specifically responsible for 
dealing with the country's ethnic minorities. In the summer of 1940 this 
situation was remedied to some extent when James G. Gardiner was 
appointed minister responsible for the new Department of National War 
Services. Although he retained his previous portfolio (agriculture), he 
dedicated much of his time to the work of his new department. The 
fact that Gardiner had a deep-rooted sympathy and understanding for 
immigrants meant that their cause would have a spokesman in the 
highest organ of decision-making. Also important was the fact that 
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Thomas C. Davis, a former Saskatchewan politician who had ideas 
similar to Gardiner's, became one of the deputy ministers of the new 
ministry. As he was to have an important impact on developments, it 
may be worth outlining his background and ideas. 

Thomas C. Davis was called to Ottawa in July 1940 from the Higher 
Court of Saskatchewan. Earlier he had been the attorney general of 
his province. He was an energetic, competent man in whom Canada's 
immigrants found a true friend. He had developed respect and trust for 
immigrants in Saskatchewan, where their proportion in the population 
was high and where they were more readily accepted as Canadian 
citizens equal in status to native-born Canadians than in eastern Canada. 
Davis expressed his sympathies for the 'enemy alien' immigrants who 
fell victim to anti-alien feelings in the Canada of 1940 in a letter he wrote 
soon after his arrival in Ottawa. He explained that persons with German 
or Italian names were 'set upon by the people in their communities and 
they are more or less harassed and persecuted unjustly and unwi~ely.'~9 
Once established in his Ottawa office, Davis began formulating a policy 
that would counterbalance the treatment immigrants were receiving 
from the Canadian public. One of his first measures was the arranging 
of a lecture tour of some of the ethnic communities of the West. The 
man whom Davis selected for this task was the main protagonist of our 
story, Tracy Philipps. 

James Erasmus Tracy Philipps, MC, DCL, FRIA, came from an old, 
upper-class English family, many of whose members had served Britain 
with distinction as soldiers, scholars, or civil servants. He had had a most 
interesting career. He had studied at Oxford and had served in the First 
World War in Africa, after which he had been in the service of the British 
government on various assignments. Philipps had travelled in Africa, 
the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. He had published in scholarly 
and semi-scholarly journals and had a honorary doctorate from the 
University of Durham. He prided himself on his linguistic shlls: he 
spoke French, German, and Italian and claimed some knowledge of 
Turlash as well as of thirteen African languages.3" 

Philipps was a man of determination, energy, and ambition. He gained 
the admiration of some people and the hostility of others. On the occa- 
sion of his impending Canadian visit, his sponsors designed a flyer 
that gave information on his purpose as well as his qualifications and 
background. By the time the ink had dried on the first drafts of this 
announcement, it was out of date, as Hitler had struck in the West and 
not in the Mediterranean as the announcement implicitly predicted. 
Nevertheless, the flyer's text appears to have been revised to accommo- 
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date the latest developments, as it went to great lengths to explain why, 
at a time of crisis in Europe, attention had to be paid to the problems of 
the Near East. A look at this flyer's statements is important for anyone 
who wants to understand the man who would become central to the 
story of Canada's attempts to deal with her immigrant ethnic population 
during the war.3' 

Philipps himself probably drafted the announcement of his visit 
by the National Council of Education of Canada. Its cumbersome and 
pretentious prose spoke of its author's high self-esteem and of his pro- 
pensity for unabashed exaggeration. On the first page of the flyer Phil- 
ipps was shown 'seated at the Edge of EUROPE, on the battlements 
of Istambul loolung towards England,' to use the exact words of the 
publication - themselves taken from a letter Philipps had received from 
'an old friend, a distinguished Turkish diplomat.' 'He is visiting the 
Dominion,' the text continued, 'at a momentous hour, and when the 
situation in the Mediterranean is giving rise to anxiety.' Philipps's 
'addresses,' the flyer proclaimed, would be 'supported by a scientific 
and intimate knowledge' and would be 'welcomed by many people in 
their efforts to appraise what is happening in Eastern Europe and the 
Near East.' 'On such questions,' the flyer promised, 'Tracy Philipps can 
speak out of rich experience, from a long and scientific study.'3" 

The announcement then turned to Philipps's personal background. 
He came 'of a family deeply rooted in England's history, which contains 
records associating the family name with Vortigen and Coeur de Lion. 
Herein, possibly, lies the subconscious reason why, after leaving the 
University of Oxford and being commissioned to the Regular Army 
Reserve, he set out, in 1913, to travel extensively in Eastern Europe and 
the Near East .'33 

The following seventeen paragraphs outlined Philipps's exploits as a 
soldier, civil servant, diplomat, colonial administrator, scientist, explorer, 
war correspondent, League of Nations official, and writer on academic 
subjects in 'Comparative Religion, Anthropology, Zoology, and on cer- 
tain aspects of Bird Migration.' The last part of the flyer was devoted 
not to Philipps, but to his wife. 'Mr. Philipps,' the statement announced, 
'will be accompanied by his wife, who is among Europe's women pian- 
ists of the very first rank.' Mrs Philipps, the statement went on, was the 
daughter of 'a great Slavonic savant.' Under her maiden name Lubka 
Kolessa she had 'given concerts to delighted audiences in all the capitals 
of Europe.'34 

Philipps came to Canada on a 'dollar-a-year' basis, to serve the cause 
of the Allies by explaining various aspects of the war to Canadians. Once 
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in Canada, Philipps was handed over to the Association of Canadian 
Clubs, which became the sponsor of his lectures by the fall of 1940. At 
first, ethnic groups were not singled out as targets for Philipps's oratory; 
however, in the autumn it was arranged that Philipps should repeat his 
tour of Canada, taking this time not to English and French Canadians, 
but to members of certain foreign-language groups. The new tour was 
initiated by the Department of National War Services. To avoid linking 
Philipps to the government, his expenses continued to be covered by 
the Association of Canadian Clubs. 

One of the groups that Philipps was directed to pay special attention 
to was the Ukrainian. For his work among them, Philipps had a collabo- 
rator, Vladimir J. Kysilewsky. Kysilewsky, who would be known to 
students of Canadian ethnic history as 'Dr Kaye,' was well-qualified for 
his assignment. He knew the Canadian West as he had lived there after 
he came to Canada for the first time in 1924. Later he enrolled in the 
University of London's School of Slavonic and East European Studies. 
After the outbreak of the war he became a journalist and worked for 
the BBC.35 In the spring of 1940, he decided to return to Canada, moti- 
vated no doubt in part at least by Philipps's plans to go there. The two 
men were close friends: when Kysilewsky had married not long before 
their departure from England, Philipps was his best man. 

The fact that the Ukrainians were singled out as prime targets for 
Philipps's attention indicates that the Canadian government considered 
them to be an especially important ethnic minority. Actually, the begin- 
nings of Ottawa's approach to the 'Ukrainian problem' pre-dated the 
involvement of Philipps and Davis in Canadian ethnic affairs. The Cana- 
dian government had a 'Ukrainian policy as early as the spring of 1940, 
and we have a description of it from O.D. Skelton himself, who was 
then the under-secretary of external affairs. 

The occasion that prompted Skelton to commit his government's 
policy to paper was a visit to External Affairs by Wasyl Swystun in late 
April 1940.3~ Swystun, who had formerly headed the Ukrainian Self- 
Reliance League (USRL), came to Ottawa on behalf of the RCUC to 
lobby for a free Ukraine. He explained to Skelton and Robertson that 
the obstacle to Ukrainian-Canadian unity was the opposition of his 
organization to the demand of the USRL that a group described as 'a 
small Trotskyist fraction' be included in any umbrella organization of 
non-Communist Ukrainian Canadians. Next, Swystun outlined his plans 
to visit London, and possibly Paris and Washington, to promote his 
organization's views. 

Skelton and Robertson's response could not have pleased Swystun. 
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They told him that the Canadian government appreciated the impor- 
tance of the Ukrainian problem but could not give 'official approval to 
the movement for an independent Ukrain[e] in view of the fact that 
such a country would have to be carved out of the territories of the 
U.S.S.R. and ... Poland.' They also told Swystun that Ottawa could not 
accept his suggestion that the RCUC's memorandum should be transmit- 
ted to the governments of Britain and France, as such an act would 
create the impression that Canada was endorsing the RCUC's views.37 

Although the Canadian government's attitude to the issue of a 'free 
Ukraine' is well documented, its view on the inability of Ukrainian 
Canadians to achieve unity is not. There is an ex-post-facto claim by 
Judge Davis that this unity was achieved in early November at the 
instigation of his department, but it dates from 1943, and documents 
originating from the autumn of 1940 that would corroborate this claim 
have not been f0und.3~ Philipps's own attitudes towards the Ukrainian 
problem, however, are known to us in detail. It may be worth outlining 
them and explaining how they were preserved for the historical record. 

Soon after Ukrainian-Canadian unity had been achieved in November 
1940, Philipps went to Prince Albert to address a gathering of Ukrainians. 
He talked about similarities in English and Ukrainian history and the 
long struggle of the two nations for freedom. According to him, 'both 
races valued freedom above life itself, and this is what [made] Britain and 
Ukraine natural allies in the present world struggle.' Not surprisingly, 
Philipps was enthusiastically received. Following the meeting, Philipps 
chatted with one William Burianyk, who offered to take him to Saska- 
toon the next morning by car. Philipps accepted. During their journey, 
Burianyk and the Englishman talked about the Ukrainian question in 
Canada and, especially, in Europe. As Burianyk turned out to be a 
private informer for Saskatchewan premier W.J. Patterson, we have a 
record of their conversation.39 

In their discussion, Burianyk and Philipps concentrated on the Ukrai- 
nian problem in Europe and the approach taken by the British govern- 
ment to it. According to Philipps, the officials of the Foreign Office were 
not 'big enough' to see the potentialities of the 'Ukrainian factor' in 
Eastern Europe. The Foreign Office was a 'collection of old fogies' bound 
by 'tradition and precedent' and unable to look for new allies even in 
times of 'dire peril' to the Empire. In particular, the Russian experts in 
the Foreign Office, many of whom were of pre-war 'vintage,' were 
hostile to the Ukrainian movement because it was working for the break- 
up of Russia. These people were still 'foolishly' hoping for an alliance 
with Russia, 'too blind to see that now Stalin is a chore-boy of Hitler.' 
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Philipps's own views were very different. In his opinion the Ukrainian 
factor was of 'profound importance to Great Britain.' In fact, 'the very 
salvation and preservation' of the British Empire depended on 'the 
proper understanding and utilization of the Ukrainian factor.' Such 
understanding could be achieved only if the fossilized attitudes in the 
Foreign Office were changed, and the only agency that could change 
them was the Canadian government. England was 'now wholly depen- 
dent on Canada, therefore any wish that the Canadian Government 
may express in connection with the Ukrainian ,.. matter will be given 
closest attention.' When Burianyk asked Philipps why he did not present 
his views directly to Ottawa, the Englishman explained that such an 
initiative had better not come from a private citizen.4" Obviously, it 
would be the task of a powerful lobby to get Ottawa to try to influence 
London. 

Philipps's views of the Ukrainian question in Europe place his 
approach to the Ukrainian problem in Canada in a different perspective. 
Obviously he considered his work among Ukrainian Canadians not 
only as the performance of a task assigned to him by the Canadian 
government, but also as the fulfilment of a personal mission. This fact 
puts the events in Winnipeg of 6 and 7 November 1940 in a new light. 

Philipps's itinerary for his tour of the Ukrainian communities of the 
Canadian West had been arranged in the early autumn of 1940. It was 
drawn up largely by the Ukrainian Catholic bishop Ladyka, on the 
recommendation of the officials of the CPR's CoIonization Department 
in Winnipeg. Ladyka was in turn advised by his chancellor, the Reverend 
Wasyl Kushnir, and Swystun. The result was that the trip became 
monopolized by the Ukrainian Catholic faction of the Ukrainian-Cana- 
dian community. In early November Philipps began his lectures in Win- 
nipeg. He first addressed the Ukrainian Educational Institute, where he 
shared the platform with Kushnir and Swystun. Here it became obvious 
to Philipps that his intention to promote Ukrainian-Canadian unity was 
being compromised by his 'sponsors.' The next day he visited Father 
Kushnir and Swystun separately and explained to them what a disser- 
vice they were doing to their community. He also proposed to cancel 
his tour and to publish his reasons for doing so, unless Kushnir and 
Swystun convened a meeting of Ukrainian-Canadian leaders for the 
purpose of ending all feuding and establishing a single Ukrainian 
national organiza t i ~ n . ~ '  

Confronted with the choice of being denounced for their mischief by 
Philipps or complying with his ultimatum, Kushnir and Swystun opted 
for the lesser of two evils. Swystun immediately phoned the RCUC's 
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Wladimir Kossar and Professor T.K. Pavlychenko in Saskatoon. He asked 
them to come to Winnipeg and to bring with them Professor George 
Sirnpson (who had good ties with the RCUCJs rivals) as a possible 
intermediary. When the RCUC's leaders, Simpson, and others arrived 
in Winnipeg, both Philipps and Simpson talked to those present before 
the official opening of the deliberations.4" They pointed out the advan- 
tages that unity offered to Ukrainian Canadians. 

At first it seems that the admonitions were in vain. By the second day 
of the conference a deadlock had developed. Many of the Ukrainian 
leaders present opposed the leadership aspirations of Father Kushnir, 
deeming him to be 'too recentJ an arrival to be suitable for high office. 
Even more serious seemed to be the objections to Swystun, who was 
seen as a 'trouble-makerJ on the basis of his record of about-faces and 
fratricidal politics. At this stage Philipps and Simpson were asked to 
arbitrate. Philipps, who realized that a 'dynamic if domineering' person- 
ality such as Swystun had better not be left out of the new organization, 
argued for the inclusion of the Kushnir-Swystun duo in the proposed 
committee's executive. The suggestion was accepted, and a united com- 
mittee was agreed to. Its president was to be Kushnir, and its two vice- 
presidents Swystun and the Ukrainian Orthodox priest S.W. Sawchuk.43 

The story of the UCC's birth tells us much about both the politics of 
ethnic groups in Canada and the approach of the Canadian government 
to these groups. It is an understatement to say that Canadian ethnic 
groups have difficulties in attaining even a limited degree of political 
unity. The residents of a county, borough, or town are compelled by 
geographic circumstances and municipal law to work within a united 
local government; the members of an ethnic group have nothing to 
prevent them from setting up myriad organizations. Personalities often 
play an important role in the proliferation of these. When an aspiring 
leader finds himself outnumbered and outvoted in an ethnic organiza- 
tion, he can set up a rival body more in tune with his political goals. 

One might suppose that a highly politicized ethnic group such as the 
Ukrainian one during the Second World War would be more likely to 
achieve unity as a result of its greater appreciation of the need for 
effective action. This is not necessarily the case, as divisions tend to be 
sharper and more deep-rooted among members of politicized groups. 
Though the experience of the Ukrainian-Canadian community may not 
illustrate a general trend, it still suggests that politically conscious ethnic 
groups will not achieve a significant degree of political unity without 
some outside intervention. The UCC was certainly not the first or the 
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last Canadian ethnic umbrella organization that has come about as a 
result of outside pressure.44 

Although the conditions within the Ukrainian-Canadian community 
during the early years of the war were not conducive to the quick 
achievement of organizational unity, the situation outside the g o u p  
was ripening for intervention in the community's political affairs. Before 
the war, few people in Canada and especially in Britain cared much 
about the politics of Ukrainian Canadians, and some of those who did 
were hostile to immigrants from Eastern Europe. Within the govern- 
ment, only the tiny intelligence establishment inside the RCMP main- 
tained a professional and covert interest in this group, particularly its 
leftist organizations. When the war broke out and especially when the 
'Phony War' turned into a real war in the spring of 1940, the government 
embarked on a programme of reaching out to the ethnic groups and, in 
certain cases, of intervening in their affairs. 

Several factors rendered the realization of the Canadian government's 
new plan difficult. Canadian bureaucrats, especially those in External 
Affairs, were extremely reluctant to take any measures that would offend 
other powers or be out of step with those taken by Great Britain. More- 
over, few people in Ottawa had an adequate knowledge of the problem. 
In short, in 1940 Ottawa was not yet ready or able to provide leadership 
on this question. 

While the Canadian authorities were still groping in the dark, others 
took the initiative. The most important of these was Philipps, who, while 
acting with the presumed authorization of his masters in Ottawa, took 
matters in his own hands and coerced the appropriate Ukrainian-Cana- 
dian leaders to initiate decisive action. In doing so, he nominally fur- 
thered the wishes of the Department of National War Services, but in 
reality served the purposes 0-f his own personal mission to promote the 
interests of Great Britain. The UCC's birth, then, was part of a greater 
scheme of things, an attempt by an Englishman to further the idea of a 
British-Ukrainian alliance against the danger that Europe's dictators had 
posed since September 1939 to free men everywhere. 

All this places the UCC's emergence in a somewhat different light and 
requires us to qualify the existing historical accounts. The story told in 
wartime official and semi-official documents that the committee's birth 
was the result of the initiative of private individuals (i.e. 'outsiders') 
should be augmented by an explanation about why Philipps was so 
eager to assume the initiative. At the same time, the historical interpreta- 
tions stressing the role of the Canadian government in the UCC's cre- 
ation should be stripped of the emphasis on Ottawa's contribution. 
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Aside from Philipps, none of those involved was an agent for Ottawa, 
and none - not even Philipps - was in the 'employ' of the government. 
Philipps acted mainly out of his own strong convictions, though those 
convictions coincided with his Canadian masters' expectations. The 
committee's birth was above all Philipps's achievement, and a greater 
knowledge of his attitudes and actions allows us to have a better under- 
standing of those events in Winnipeg in early November 1940. 

Philipps's scheme for the alliance of two of Europe's large nations 
against the dictators was dashed just about the time the UCC was born, 
when Hitler gave the go-ahead for the preparation of a German invasion 
of the USSR. Not surprisingly, within a few months of the start of that 
invasion, both Philipps and the UCC were in danger. In 1942 the UCC 
began to be overshadowed by a resurgent Ukrainian-Canadian Left 
and its national organization, the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple 
Association, now renamed the Association of United Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans. In the same year Philipps's position (by then within the Canadian 
public service) also began to weaken, and by 1943 he was under attack 
not only from the Left, but also from sections of the Ottawa bureaucracy, 
especially the Department of External Affairs.45 The UCC (and, until 
1944, even Philipps) managed to survive this post-1942 political 
onslaught. How effectively they performed their tasks or served their 
respective constituencies thereafter is a question that is beyond the 
scope of this paper; however, it is one that deserves the attention of 
future historians. 



Ukrainian-Canadian Politics 

NELSON WISEMAN 

For a long time our understanding of Ukrainian-Canadian politics was 
clouded, rather than clarified, because much of the literature was written 
by partisans engaged in internecine ideological battles. Just as Vera 
Lysenko's Men in Sheepskin Coats ignored the anti-Communist national 
movement, so Paul Yuzyk's anticommunism detracted from his other- 
wise scholarly The Ukrainians in Manitoba.' On both sides of this ideologi- 
cal divide the early literature was self-laudatory, coming from the school 
of ethnic boosterism, celebrating Ukrainian-Canadian advances. It 
sought to highlight what Ukrainians had in common rather than their 
differences. Authors were keen to demonstrate the loyalty of Ukrainians 
as Canadians and the magnitude of their contribution. Recently, how- 
ever, we have gained access to more sophisticated, mature, and reputa- 
bly documented research. Thomas Prymak, for example, has uncovered 
archival data that challenge the oft-repeated but undocumented claim 
that thirty-five thousand to forty thousand Ukrainians served in the 
Canadian armed forces in the Second World War.' Bohdan Kordan and 
Lubomyr Luciuk have assembled an impressive collection of primary 
documents that cast light on the Ukrainian-Canadian political experi- 
ence.3 There is now a deeper understanding of how Anglo-Canadians 
have perceived Ukrainians and how Ukrainians have responded, of the 
politics of right-wing and left-wing Ukrainians, of the divisions between 
the Ukrainian churches, and of the tensions within Ukrainian fraternal 
organizations around the national question. 

A new generation of scholars, most of them Ukrainian-Canadian, has 
illuminated the past and is confronted by the conclusion that Ukrainians 
have been acculturated, assimilated, and successfully integrated into 
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the political system, but they now have less influence politically as an 
organized and ethnically conscious group. This is not to say, of course, 
that individual Ukrainians have not done well in Canadian politics. 
They have, but this is not because of their identity or ethnic support. 
Increasingly they have succeeded as individuals who happen to be of 
Ukrainian background. The achievements of individual Ukrainians in 
government and politics are particularly noteworthy. As the nineties 
begin a Ukrainian serves as the queen's representative at the apex of 
Canada's constitutional order. One serves on the Supreme Court, 
another serves as a lieutenant-governor, and yet another (who is also 
part Romanian) serves as a premier. 

The Canadian political system has been transformed from one in 
which Ukrainians were initially excluded and manipulated by race- 
proud Anglo-Saxons to one in which Ukrainians and others have been 
welcomed, accommodated, and integrated. Today, the 'ethnic' label 
insofar as Ukrainians are concerned carries neither stigma nor benefit. 
Ukrainian Canadians have gone from being a suspect and criticized 
'alien' force to becoming an integral component in Canada's multicul- 
tural mosaic. Often referred to as representing the 'third force' or 'third 
element' in Canadian society, Ukrainians, arguably more than any other 
ethnic group, are responsible for pioneering the concept of multicultur- 
alism in Canada.4 The concept is now entrenched in the Constitution of 
Canada and reflects a redefinition of Canada (from the one in the British 
North America Act) and what it means to be Canadian.5 An expression 
of the Ukrainian 'fact' in Canada's external relations was the prime 
minister's 1989 visit to Soviet Ukraine and the planned opening of a 
Canadian consulate in Kiev. 

Ukrainian Canadians, whatever their subjective ethnic attachments, 
have become more like Canadians in general. As a group their average 
income is near the national average and exceeds those of some others, 
including the French-Canadian charter group and Canada's native peo- 
ples. When Ukrainians first came to Canada they were a visible and 
sometimes vocal minority. Most settled on the land, many in bloc colo- 
nies on the prairies. Now they are as urbanized as Canadians in general; 
in post-secondary educational institutions they are overrepresented, 
and they are more dispersed geographically than in the past. 

Over time distinct ethnic identity has become more difficult to main- 
tain. Ukrainian neighbourhoods have been undermined by rural-urban 
migration and by movements within cities - from ethnic enclaves to 
undifferentiated suburbs. It is no longer possible to locate - as it was as 
late as the forties in north Winnipeg - an individual census district 
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where those having Ukrainian as a mother tongue make up 57 per cent 
of all residents and where 93 per cent of Ukrainians report that Ukrainian 
is their mother t o n g ~ e . ~  Today nearly go per cent are Canadian-born, 
and fewer use Ukrainian in the home as older generations of immigrants 
pass away. Ukrainians make up a smaller percentage of the total popula- 
tion than they did half a century ago and have dropped from the fourth 
to the fifth largest ethnic group. 

Anglo-Canadian Perceptions 

Until Canada's recent embrace of 'multiculturalism' and 'equality' as 
constitutional principles, Anglo-Canadian attitudes provided the con- 
text for Ukrainian political participation. When Ukrainians first arrived 
in substantial numbers a century ago, the mythic expanse of British 
imperialism and the popularly distorted logic of Darwin's Origin of 
Species - published just thirty years earlier - led British Canadians to 
see themselves atop a racial pecking order. Next in this hierarchy were 
northern and central Europeans such as Scandinavians, Dutch, and 
Germans and the longer-established French Canadians. Ukrainians and 
other Slavs were more alien recent arrivals and lower down the ethnic 
totem-pole, but ahead of southern Europeans, blacks, Arabs, and the 
Chinese, who were imported to build the railroad rather than to 
homestead. 

Resentment of Ukrainians was widespread. In the Manitoba provin- 
cial election of 1899, Conservatives characterized Ukrainians 'as a race 
unfit to participate in Canadian politics.'7 Alberta's Frank Oliver, a future 
minister of the interior who, ironically, would preside over the settling 
of even more Ukrainians, declared in the House of Commons in 1901 
that he resented 'the idea of having the millstone of this Slav population 
hung around our necks in our efforts to build up, beautify and improve 
our co~n t ry . ' ~  Temperance-driven Anglo-Saxon Protestants looked 
upon Ukrainian weddings as debased orgies.9 Even well-intentioned 
social reformers like J.S. Woodsworth depicted Slavs as ignorant, 
unskilled, dirty, and prone to crime and drunkenness.'" The story of 
Ukrainian internment and disenfranchisement during the First World 
War is well known and needs little retelling: Ukrainians went from 
being characterized as alien supporters of Austria and Germany in 1914- 
15 to being labelled Bolsheviks and Soviet fellow travellers after 1917." 
Canadian immigration policy was driven by the desire to keep Canada 
British, but it was modified by economic and political concerns that the 
West be settled and kept out of American grasp. As late as 1922 the 
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railroads clamoured for more immigration from the 'non-preferred' 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe by pointing to the thirty-four 
million acres of vacant land within fifteen miles of prairie railroad 
tracks.12 

Some politicians who benefitted directly from Ukrainian voting sup- 
port - like Charles Dunning, the Liberal premier of Saskatchewan in the 
twenties and Mackenzie King's minister of finance in the thirties - had 
contemptuous disdain for Ukrainians. 'Upon the whole he [Dunning] 
is not very friendly to immigration from Central Europe,' wrote John 
W. Dafoe, the influential editor of the Manitoba Free Press, to Clifford 
Sifton, the former immigration minister. 'He says the country doesn't 
want any Poles at all. Ruthenians are a good deal better but he seems 
to think that they deteriorate in this country particularly if they are 
educated. He says they can be educated all right but that they cannot 
be ciGlized, at least not in one generation; and that the educated Ruthe- 
nian is a menace to his own countrymen and to the community."3 

Dafoe himself, in the aftermath of the Winnipeg General Strike of 
1919, which was led by British-born immigrants, called for restricting 
new immigration to Britons and northern Europeans. Like many others, 
he demanded the government 'clear the aliens out of this community 
and ship them back to their happy homes in Europe which vomited 
them forth a decade ago."* His Free Press propagated the notion that 
most Ukrainians were Communists by noting that Winnipeg's main 
Ukrainian Labour Temple was larger than any Ukrainian church in its 
vicinity, that Ukrainian Canadians were visiting the Soviet Union under 
the Labour Temple's sponsorship, and that 'a very considerable propor- 
tion of resident Ukrainians are now open or secret adherents of Bolshe- 
vism and are extending every effort to turn Canada into a communist 
nation, modelled on Soviet Russia."5 Judge Hugh John Macdonald, a 
former premier and the son of the first prime minister, recommended 
deporting Ruthenians, Russians, Poles, and Jews.16 It was a comment on 
official sensitivity that when the Dominion Bureau of Statistics first 
acknowledged 'Ukrainians' as a distinct group in the 1921 census, every 
column referring to them had them misspelled as 'Ukranians.' The 
Department of External Affairs preferred that Ukrainians from Galicia 
be described as Galicians.'7 

Anglo-Canadian attitudes, of course, were not exclusively ignorant 
and bigoted. Frances Swyripa has traced ably how Anglo-Canadian 
sentiments towards minorities shifted from prescribing conformity to 
embracing ethnic diversity.18 One might compare Charles H. Young's 
Ukrainian Canadians: A Study in Assimilation (1931) with Robert England's 
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study The Central European Immigrant in Canada (1929). The former was 
sympathetically well-informed and depicted Ukrainians as a distinct 
cultural group to which Canadian government and politics were extra- 
neous forces that contributed to assimilation and social disorganization. 
The latter reeked with paternalism and contrasted the Ukrainian's pref- 
erence for gambling and alcohol with the Anglo-Saxon's proclivity for 
service, courtesy, and humaneness. Mixed feelings towards Ukrainians 
abounded. At the 1922 convention of the United Farmers of Manitoba - 
an organization that did not exclude Ukrainians but had no Ukrainian 
officers even in heavily Ukrainian districts like Dauphin - a public school 
teacher complained that 'it is no use talking to these people in terms of 
higher Canadianism, and to think [of them] in terms of Bohunk."g 
Governor-General Lord Tweedsmuir expressed sympathetic support, in 
a since much-repeated quote, when he told Ukrainians in 1936 that 'you 
will be better Canadians, for being also good Ukrainians.'"" Manitoba's 
lieutenant-governor declared at the first Ukrainian-Canadian congress 
in 1943 that 'your record is one of the finest in this country, your 
contributions are not excelled by those of any Anglo-sax on^.'^^ 

Nevertheless, stereotypical images of Ukrainians persisted and were 
disseminated. The Slav as a dangerous revolutionary found his way 
into French-Canadian novels in the thirties, where the Jew already had 
an established role as money-lender.'" None of Winnipeg's large banks, 
trust companies, or insurance firms would knowingly hire Ukrainians, 
Poles, or Jews, and Slavic and Jewish applicants to the University of 
Manitoba's medical school were restricted by arbitrary quotas as late as 
the forties23 An example of the generally negative portrayal of Ukraini- 
ans in the media was a Toronto Daily Star front-page headline in 1938. It 
boldly shouted 'Slavs to Swallow up Britishers, Germans Is a loo-Year 
Prediction' and cited as its authority an unidentified British 'noble lord 
and great demographer' who, lamenting the demise of the British 
Empire, asserted that 'a century from now the race will have gone to 
the strong, to the Slavs and Mongolians, to the people who are still 
willing to breed.'24 During the depression Ukrainians and other immi- 
grants were convenient scapegoats. 'When times are hard, and the 
native is forced by economic pressure to compete with the immigrant 
for any lund of work,' wrote an observer in the intellectual Canadian 
Forum, then the immigrant 'becomes a "Dirty Wop," a "Hunky," or a 
"Dago," and is regarded as an interloper who is trying to take the bread 
out of the honest mouths of our Native Sons."5 

Even in provinces and political parties that were relatively receptive 
to Ukrainian participation in public affairs, Ukrainians found themselves 
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discriminated against and looked down upon well into mid-century. 
Consider the social-democratic melting pot that has been Saskatchewan 
where a Ukrainian is currently vying for the premiership as leader of 
the New Democratic party. In 1929 the Ku-Klux Klan contributed to the 
Conservatives' election by stirring up resentment against Ukrainian 
irnmigrati~n."~ The American sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset noted 
as late as 1950 that in Saskatchewan 'there is considerable prejudice 
against non-Anglo-Saxon groups, especially those from central and east- 
ern Europe.' Ukrainians were made to feel inferior. They were underrep- 
resented in rural community organizations and as convention delegates 
and in leadership posts in the governing Co-operative Commonwealth 
Federation, the NDP's forerunner. All the while, however, they were 
'among the strongest supporters of the CCF' in Saskatchewan and were 
the only predominantly Catholic group whose support for the CCF was 
commensurate with that of the general population.'7 An ungenerous 
assessment of the political motivations of Ukrainians came from a long- 
time Manitoba MLA and senior CCF official: 'I have sensed that Ukraini- 
ans in particular are very interested in political positions,' wrote Dono- 
van Swailes in 1956. 'Not that they want to advance any particular social 
principles, but just to enjoy the prestige of being in office. They are 
proud of anyone who holds a public position, whether he be Liberal, 
Tory, Social Credit, CCF or Communist.'* In the fifties Ukrainians had 
to make do with the appellation DP (for 'displaced personf), which was 
used loosely and pejoratively and as a reminder of inferior status. 

Since the late fifties and early sixties, Canadian public opinion has 
come to look upon ethnic minorities more with pride and less with 
prejudice. Governor-General Ed Schreyer included some phrases in 
Ukrainian - along with English, French, German, and Polish - in his 
1979 inaugural address. Ukrainians as a group are now viewed by others 
and themselves as established rather than as recent Canadians. That is 
what they are. They are seen now not as a threat or disquieting force, 
but as a valued component of a rich multicultural national fabric. 

Political Participation 

Anglo-Canadian perceptions of Ukrainians have evolved, been rede- 
fined, and have never been monolithic. Similarly, Ukrainian perceptions 
of their place in the Canadian political system have changed, and there 
has never been a single Ukrainian-Canadian political viewpoint. Much 
of the story of Ukrainian-Canadian political participation unfolds on the 
prairies and especially in Manitoba, for it was the primary receptacle 
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for Ukrainians until after the Second World War. Winnipeg was the 
organizational and spiritual capital for Ukrainian Canadians. Five Ukrai- 
nian weeklies were published there by 1919. It is the only large Canadian 
city that has consistently, since 1911, elected Ukrainians to public office, 
including the mayoralty. Between 1908 and the early 1960s, more than 
seventy Ukrainians became reeves and mayors of Manitoba municipali- 
tiesb29 Since the forties, Ukrainians have been over-represented, relative 
to their population, in the Manitoba legislature. They made up one- 
quarter of the 1981 NDP cabinet. 

In the early years, initiation into political life was carried out by the 
Liberals and Conservatives, who recognized and courted potential bloc 
votes. This led J.S. Woodsworth to describe 'a wholesale trade in 
"Galician" votes.' As in the dominant Anglo community, a small socialist 
group, the Ukrainian Social Democratic party, emerged and drew on 
European antecedents. After 1917, Ukrainian socialists were inspired by 
the Russian Revolution whereas Anglo-Canadian socialists continued 
to look to Fabianism, Methodism, and the British Labour party. Social- 
ists, however, were a minority among Ukrainians as they were among 
Anglos. 

Canadian government and politics for most Ukrainians was some- 
thing still best left to and controlled by the dominant Anglos. The 
war had painfully underlined the tenuous status offered by citizenship 
granted through naturalization. For the established parties Ukrainians 
were a group to be manipulated at election time. The Kanadiiskyifarmer 
summed up how many Ukrainians perceived their political role on the 
eve of Manitoba's 1922 election: 

both the Conservatives and Liberals never tried to enlighten the Ukrainians in 
political matters, but rather demoralized them during election campaigns by 
lavishing money rewards, by offering strong drink and by promising to build 
roads, etc. for their votes. This ... caused Ukrainians to consider elections as 
opportunity for making a little money or getting some other rewards. They were 
granted naturalization papers without being educated as to the real value and 
importance of these papers; they were told that the papers entitled them to 
a vote - although the parties bribed their votes. In short, our settlers, until 
comparatively recent times, were fine political instruments in the hands of the 
Anglo-Saxons; whichever party expended more money on buying their votes, 
that party prided in its victories and glories in its domination ...; neither govern- 
ment cared to inform the Ukrainians of their political rights and duties?" 

In the inter-war years Ukrainians voted for Ukrainian and other candi- 
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dates representing a variety of parties. For the most part, however, they 
continued to practise the politics of deference to the established parties 
and governments, especially in rural areas. The Kanadiiskyifarmer ration- 
alized the logic of deferential behaviour in 1932: 'Canadian Ukrainians 
do not have any influence. We are poor and need political help. Ukrai- 
nian farmers and workers depend for their livelihood on the more 
powerful. This forces us to support a politically influential party. Affilia- 
tion with small radical parties brings us Ukrainians only discredit and 
ruin.' The Ukrainskyi holos forwarded a similar argument: 'We have to 
elect candidates put forward by the governing party ... Candidates from 
parties making strange and impossible promises will bring us no advan- 
tage, only national dishonour.'3' 

Despite these submissive sentiments, a goodly number of Ukrainians 
in Winnipeg voted for the 'strange and impossible' Communists. The 
Communist vote - whatever the ethnicity of the candidate - increased 
directly in proportion to the number of Ukrainians in each poll, a pattern 
unbroken between the thirties and the fifties.3" The bond that existed 
between Ukrainian voters and the Communist party is revealed in 
table 1. It offers a matrix of correlations based on ethnic and voting data 
for Winnipeg North's multi-member constituency in the 1953 provincial 
election. Unsurprisingly and like the British and Jews, the percentage 
vote for Ukrainian candidates in the polls increased as the percentage 
of Ukrainian voters increased. All three ethnic groups tended to prefer 
candidates of their own ethnic background (correlations of 0.85, 0.76, 
and 0.90 respectively for the British, Jews, and Ukrainians). But this 
is where the similarity ended. Whereas the percentage vote for the 
Conservative, Liberal, and Social Credit candidates increased as the 
numbers of British voters increased (0.38, 0.84, and 0.51 respectively) 
and whereas the percentage vote for the CCF increased as the numbers 
of Jewish voters increased (0.74)~ support for the Communist Labour- 
Progressives increased only as the number of Ukrainian voters increased 
(0.87). Four of the twelve candidates were Ukrainian, and one each 
represented the Conservative, Liberal, CCF, and Communist parties. 
Although the collective vote totals for the non-Communist Ukrainians 
exceeded those for the Ukrainian Communist party leader, W.A. Kar- 
dash, he fared the best by far among Ukrainian voters and garnered 
more than twice as many votes on the first ballot (in a transferable ballot 
voting system) as any of his three Ukrainian rivals. Clearly, then, much 
of the Ukrainian vote in Winnipeg was neither deferential, anti-Commu- 
nist, nor mainstream. 

The decline of political deference among Ukrainians in the rural 
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TABLE 1 
Correlations among ethnic and voting indicators for Winnipeg North in 1953 

Residents' ethnic origin 

British Isles Jewish Ukrainian 

Voting for candidates 
Anglo-Saxon candidates 
Jewish candidates 
Ukrainian candidates 

Voting for parties 
Conservatives 
Liberals 
CCF 
Social Credit 
Labour Progressives (Communist) 

Source: Adapted from Nelson Wiseman and K.W. Taylor, 'Class and Ethnic Voting in 
Winnipeg during the Cold War,' Canadian Reviezu of Sociology and Anthropology 16 
(1979). 

areas helps explain why the Saskatchewan CCF succeeded in the forties 
after having failed in the depression-ridden thirties, when one would 
have expected a stronger, more successful socialist party. Rural Ukraini- 
ans were one decade more Canadianized by the forties. As each year 
passed, more and more of them were second- and third-generation and 
felt more secure in voting for a socialist party. In rural Saskatchewan, 
unlike any of the other provinces, there were enough British socialists 
to make the CCF a viable political force. With the support of Ukrainians, 
the CCF broke the long-standing Liberal hold on the 'ethnic' vote. At 
the same time Ukrainian-Canadian leaders increasingly defined them- 
selves as Anglo-Canadians had done, referring to themselves as 'British 
citizens,' 'British subjects,' and even 'British Ukrainians'33 

In the post-war era, Ukrainians shattered more barriers by attaining 
symbolically and politically important positions: in the fifties Michael 
Starr of Oshawa was selected for the first Diefenbaker cabinet, and two 
Ukrainians were appointed to the Senate. All the political parties became 
more receptive to Ukrainian membership and leadership. In the early 
years of the century the Liberals and Conservatives had organized 
partisan Ruthenian clubs, and the socialists and Communists had Ukrai- 
nian wings in the form of the Ukrainian Social Democratic party and 
the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association. The concept of ethnic 
affiliates lost attraction for both Ukrainians and the political parties 
as time passed. In 1959 a Ukrainian Progressive-Conservative Club of 
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Manitoba was formed but it was not taken seriously and was disbanded 
by 1963.34 

In this era Ukrainian Canadians became more energetic in asserting 
their group rights as an element of the Canadian mosaic. The RCMP 
had noted in the forties that some Ukrainian leaders were suggesting 
raising the status of the Ukrainian language to that of French.35 If demog- 
raphy and pioneer settlement dictated English-French bilingualism in 
Quebec, reasoned many Ukrainians, why not English-Ukrainian bilin- 
gualism on the prairies? Paul Yuzyk used his maiden speech in the 
Senate in the sixties to denounce the tradition of having English and 
French Canadians alternate as the mover and seconder of the address 
in reply to the Speech from the Throne. This was discrimination, he 
noted (perhaps confusing the English-speaking with the ethnically Brit- 
ish), against those who were neither English nor French in 0rigin.3~ As 
a member of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 
J.B. Rudnyckyj proposed a multilingual constitution that would en- 
trench Ukrainian as a 'regonal language.'37 Editorials in the Ukrainskyi 
holos in the seventies and eighties argued for the recognition of Ukraini- 
ans' 'natural rights to language and culture' and for a public network of 
multilingual radio stati0ns.3~ Such hopes were dashed in the exclusively 
bilingual language provisions for education and government services 
that emerged in the Constitution Act, 1982. This led some Ukrainians to 
argue that their language had been condemned to 'second-class status' 
and that they must 'rise as one in defence of their language' and 'mobi- 
lize politically and demand the resources needed to develop their 
Ukrainian-Canadian identity.'39 

In terms of the Canadian national question, the French fact has rein- 
forced rather than weakened the Ukrainian argument for bilingual edu- 
cation and multiculturalism. After the turn of the century French and 
Ukrainian Canadians were Catholic allies on the issue of bilingual 
schools, pursuing common cause in the face of an Anglicizing British 
Protestantism. Bilingual schools and special training schools for Ukrai- 
nian teachers were established but disappeared in the unilingual back- 
lash unleashed by the First World War. Although an unofficial, sporadic, 
and informal type of bilingual education re-emerged in Manitoba, where 
Ukrainian was taught in some high schools after regular hours, the 
practice faded by the late thirties as there was a shortage of Canadian- 
born Ukrainians with a sufficient knowledge of the language to teach it 
competently.4" Since the sixties, the language of individual and minority 
group rights has gained currency in Canada. As the status of the French 
language was recognized in Canada's revised constitution in the eight- 
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ies, so too was the multicultural perspective so long lobbied for by 
Ukrainian-Canadian organizations. The courts are now directed explic- 
itly to interpret the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 'in a manner consis- 
tent with the preservation and enhancement of the multicultural 
heritage of Canadians.' Moreover, the equality provisions of the charter 
now prohibit discrimination on the basis of national or ethnic origin. 

Left and Right 

Ukrainian Canadians have never been an ideologically homogeneous 
group. In fact, more than most other Canadian ethnic groups they have 
produced a variety of bitterly antagonistic parties and factions. The 
ideological spectrum of Ukrainian-Canadian politics has been remark- 
ably wide and polarized. It has contained liberals and democrats, chau- 
vinists and reactionaries, monarchists and republicans, Communists, 
socialists, and social democrats. Some political group activity has been 
worldly and has involved pursuing practical goals such as improving 
the economic lot and cultural status of Ukrainian Canadians. Other 
aspects of political group activity have been utopian and otherworldly. 
In the inter-war years, for example, there was the Communist pie- 
in-the-sky vision of proletarian internationalism. There was also the 
Hetmanite dream of an independent Ukraine headed by a monarch. In 
considering the fortunes of left and right organizations, one needs 
always to remember that many members were politically unsophisti- 
cated and joined more for the social and cultural facilities that they 
offered than because of a strong ideological predisposition. 

The religous spectrum has also been broadened. Some of the Catholics 
were won over to the Orthodox church after 1918. The Presbyterians, 
the United Church, evangelical fundamentalists, Anglicans, and others 
also made inroads, and today fewer than half of Ukrainian Canadians 
claim an affiliation with the Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox churches. 
In the inter-war years religious differences reinforced political differ- 
ences: the Communists were anti-clerical atheists; most Hetmanites were 
Catholic and Conservative; the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League was 
Orthodox and primarily Liberal. Organized religion and religious differ- 
ences have become weaker forces in Ukrainian-Canadian politics, and 
the ideological spectrum has narrowed as those on the periphery (Com- 
munists, monarchists, and inveterate nationalists keen on returning to 
a liberated Ukraine) have faded away or moved towards the centre. 

Socialism, of both the Communist and social democratic varieties, 
was more popular in the pioneer wave of Ukrainians than in the inter- 
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war and cold-war waves of immigrants. It may be suggested that Cana- 
da's 'exploitative working conditions [meant that] socialism could be 
expected to have widespread appeal.'*' However, the rather small Ukrai- 
nian socialist organizations that were successful in community organiz- 
ing were so despite, rather than because of, their critique of property 
relations and capitalism. What won Ukrainians over to the ULFTA was 
the cultural programmes: lectures, theatre, and music and language 
classes. Canada's 'exploitative working conditions' were not sufficient 
to explain the strong link between communism and Ukrainians in Can- 
ada, for the same 'exploitative conditions' were experienced by other 
ethnic groups that proved less susceptible to Communist organizations. 
Moreover, in comparative perspective, Canada's economic conditions 
were never all that bad: no Ukrainian Canadian has starved to death, 
not even in the depths of the depression in the thirties - quite a contrast 
to conditions in Soviet Ukraine at the same time. 

As part of the Ukrainian-Canadian community, Communists have 
been few; as part of the Communist party of Canada, however, Ukraini- 
ans have been many. This tells us more about the Communist party than 
about Ukrainians. Nevertheless, reviewing their experience in the CP 
reveals their distinctive and powerful influence as a group. Accounts 
vary, but Finns, Ukrainians, and Jews made up the overwhelming major- 
ity of the CP when it was a nascent force in Canadian politics in the 
thirties and forties. Anglos dominated the CP's leadership, but the other 
three groups made up an estimated go per cent of the party. John 
Kolasky, a former Communist, suggested that about a thousand of the 
CP's twenty-five hundred members in the early thirties were Ukrainians. 
Others claim that Ukrainians were the single largest gr0up.4~ Matthew 
Popovich - urbane, educated, and talented - was one in a Canadian 
delegation of two to the plenum of the Comintern in 1926, and John 
Navis (Navizivsky) was one of four Canadians at the Comintern's sixth 
congress in 1928. Both of them came from Galicia and settled in Canada 
in 1911-12. Tim Buck, the CP's British-born leader, recalled how in 
Winnipeg the party was overwhelmingly Ukrainian and Jewish.43 North 
Winnipeg's Ukrainians elected Bill Kolisnyk as an alderman in 1926, 
making him the first Communist office holder in North America. 

The substantial size and influence of the ULFTA in the CP was itself 
an issue in the history of Canadian communism. In the twenties the 
ULFTA felt that the party insufficiently recognized its efforts while 
the party leadership felt that some Ukrainian comrades were political 
opportunists.44 One side stressed national identity and national struggle, 
the other class identity and class struggle. The Comintern came down 
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on the side of the Anglo leadership and insisted that the party 'Bolshe- 
vize' itself by eliminating party affiliation based on language group- 
ings.45 The Canadian CP was told to offer English classes to Ukrainian 
members and to adopt English as its common language outside of Que- 
bec. The ULFTA was directed to reorient its newspaper and programmes 
so that they de-emphasized Ukrainian cultural activities and stressed the 
common struggle of Ukrainian workers and the international proletariat. 
The ULFTA resisted CP directives, however, and on two occasions the 
Comintern sent representatives to Canada to mediate.g6 

What was remarkably absent on the Ukrainian-Canadian Left for a 
long time after the First World War was a non-Communist socialist or 
social democratic tendency like the one represented by the USDP in the 
years before the war. One such group, the Ukrainian Workers' League, 
emerged in the mid-thirties after irrepressible reports of famine and 
persecution in Soviet Ukraine. It joined the Ukrainian Canadian Com- 
mittee in 1940. None of this, however, was of much expense to the 
ULFTA, whose national membership nearly doubled from eight thou- 
sand to fifteen thousand during the thirties." 

The weakness of social democracy and the strength of communism 
among Ukrainians until after the Second World War are reflected in 
Ivan Avakumovic's parallel studies of Canadian socialism and commu- 
nism. His book on the CCF-NDP contains not a single reference to 
Ukrainians in the inter-war years; his book on the CP is replete with 
them.@ Although the Manitoba CCF produced a Ukrainian translation 
of the Regina Manifesto, hired a Ukrainian organizer, and briefly printed 
a Ukrainian version of its newspaper, these efforts bore little fruit.49 
There were virtually no Ukrainian members of the Manitoba CCF before 
the mid-forties. As we have seen, significant social democratic gains 
among Ukrainians came in Saskatchewan beginning in 1944. To a lesser 
and later extent they also came in Manitoba in 1969 when Ukrainians 
voted disproportionately for the NDP in an election characterized as an 
'ethnic revolt.'s0 David Orlikow, who served as an elected school trustee, 
alderman, MLA, and MP for north Winnipeg for forty-four consecutive 
years, in 1972 offered this insight into Ukrainian voting behaviour in his 
constituency: 'Both the Communists and the anti-Communists ... had 
their politics determined by the Russian Revolution. You were pro- 
Bolshevik or anti. As time has gone along that generation of people is 
disappearing. Their children, on both sides, don't care ... I would say, in 
a general way, that Ukrainian people forty-five and younger take their 
politics from work and not from the church or from the fraternal organi- 
zations. A very large percentage of them work in the packing houses, 
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the steel plants, and the railways. And those unions are sympathetic to 
the NDP, so they, the workers, are sympathetic to the NDP.'S1 

Nevertheless, the Ukrainian influence in the now tiny CP persists; in 
the eighties half of the financial contributors to the Manitoba CP were 
Ukrainians.5" The ULFTA's successor is the Association of United Ukrai- 
nian Canadians. It claims to have launched a critical review of its history 
and denies that it is any longer a 'direct transmission belt' for the CP.53 
It continues to provide the same language and analyses, however, as 
the CP and the CPSU: that the Soviet Union is undergoing a process of 
'reconstruction, openness, and democratization,' that Stalin's era was 
one of errors and Brezhnev's one of 'stagnation.' 

Our understanding of right-wing Ukrainian-Canadian politics has 
been underdeveloped in comparison with what we know of left-wing 
Ukrainian politics, although recent work is helping to level this imbal- 
ance? While some Anglo-Canadians saw Ukrainians as radical Commu- 
nists, others saw them as reactionary nationalists, calling them 'Fascists' 
and 'militants.' The second wave of Ukrainian immigrants, those of the 
late twenties, included proud and bitter war veterans of Ukraine's brief 
flirtation with national independence. Although Paul Yuzyk claimed 
that the inter-war immigrants were 'mainlyf veterans of the Ukrainian 
armies, there were only 585 members of the Ukrainian War Veterans' 
Association in Canada in 1930.55 Nevertheless, these Old World warriors 
became the nucleus of the fiercely anti-Communist Ukrainian National 
Federation, the strongest and most vocal Ukrainian-Canadian national- 
ist organization, whose leaders the Canadian government considered 
to be in wartime contact with the terrorist, European-based Organiza- 
tion of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN).s6 By the outbreak of the Second 
World War, the UNF boasted 145 branches,57 but its popular following 
was never the size of the ULFTA's. Whereas the latter was a mass 
organization that consciously appealed to large numbers of Ukrainians, 
the UNF was a cadre organization built around a few leaders. 

Unlike the Left, the Ukrainian Right was highly fragmented and 
incessantly quarrelsome. There were competing churches, lay organiza- 
tions, and newspapers. Less militant on the national question and more 
driven by religious conviction than the UNF was the Ukrainian Self- 
Reliance League, which, when it appeared in the twenties, stressed the 
organic interrelationship of the Ukrainian nation, Ukrainian culture, 
and the Ukrainian Orthodox church. Rather than class struggle, the 
USRL pursued 'the harmonizing of class differences.'S8 Its vehicle was 
the Ukrainskyi holos, which had helped popularize the term 'Ukrainian' 
before the First World War. 
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A colourful, conservative, and militaristic organization was the Sitch, 
which also sprang up in the twenties. It claimed five hundred uniformed 
members divided into twenty-one companies, marched in a parade 
celebrating Canada's diamond jubilee, and participated in annual mili- 
tary exercises at Camp Hughes." The Sitch was organized with the 
support of Canada's Ukrainian Catholic bishop, Nykyta Budka, and 
represented a form of 'born again' Catholicism. In the thirties the Sitch 
became the United Hetman Organization and claimed fifty branches. 
The Hetmanites created a League of British Ukrainians and prescribed 
a monarchal, independent Ukraine with a form of responsible govern- 
ment as practised in the British Empire. Their programme called for a 
'good neighbourly ... political and economic relationship between the 
two Monarchal Governments - British and Ukrainian.'&' The high 
point for Hetmanism in Canada was the 1938 visit of Hetmanych Danylo 
Skoropadsky, the son of the hetman who had ruled Ukraine briefly in 
1918. He was greeted by leading Canadian politicians and lauded as a 
'prince' and heir to the Ukrainian throne by his supporters. Ukrainian 
Communists and Orthodox church supporters, in contrast, compared 
the title hetman to Fuhrer and duce, pointed to Skoropadsky's German 
residence, and denounced him as Hitler's agent.61 The death of Skoro- 
padsky in 1957 extinguished the Hetmanite flame. 

Today the ideological politics of Ukrainian Canadians more than half 
a century ago seem distant, quaint, and impossibly polarized. In their 
day, however, they paralleled ideological divisions within Europe, if not 
Canada, and were symptomatic of their times. It was the extremes 
in the Ukrainian-Canadian political spectrum that led to systematic 
surveillance by the RCMP and occasional special attention by the 
Department of External Affairs and American intelligence services. 

Ukrainian-Canadian voting behaviour has been, increasingly since 
the fifties, like that of the general population. Ukrainian Canadians have 
voted for Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian candidates of the major parties, 
and there cannot be said to be, as once there could be, a bloc vote in 
specific ridings. In federal politics on the prairies, where most Ukrainian 
Canadians continue to reside, they have voted generally like their neigh- 
bours: against the Liberals. They have preferred the Conservatives and, 
secondarily, the NDP. They have also become more receptive to provin- 
cial Conservative parties that were historically antipathetic to them 
but have opened up to Ukrainian leaders and members. The Russian 
Revolution and the Sovietization of Ukraine are, with each passing year, 
that much more removed from and less relevant to Ukrainian Canadians. 
That generation has largely passed away, and there has been hardly any 
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immigration of Ukrainians for nearly forty years. Public education and 
generational replacement have reduced the deep ideological differences. 
Ukrainian-Canadian politics has become more like mainstream Cana- 
dian politics: moderate, bunched near the centre, and driven by middle- 
class values. 

The National Question 

Once upon a time the national question was at the heart of Ukrainian 
consciousness. Relative to its population, Canada received more Ukrai- 
nian immigrants than any other non-European state. They helped sus- 
tain the dream of Ukrainian independence. Since the First World War 
the wish for a non-Communist homeland has driven many Ukrainian 
Canadians and their organizations, especially those formed by the emi- 
gres, war veterans, and intellectuals of the second and third waves of 
migration. A difference between the pioneer and the inter-war waves 
was that some of the latter were critical of the former's established 
organizations, like the Orthodox-inspired USRL, which they considered 
too 'Canadian,' too preoccupied with Ukrainian-Canadian institutions, 
and insufficiently zealous in support of an independent Ukraine. 

The competing ideologies of the Ukrainian-Canadian Left and Right 
reflected, as we have seen, different visions of how society generally 
and a Ukrainian state specifically ought to be structured. For the always 
minoritarian and now disoriented and minuscule Communist tendency, 
Ukrainian independence was a non-issue, for it defined Ukraine as the 
USSR defined it: a constitutionally independent, politically 'progressive' 
socialist republic within the Soviet federation. The divisions between 
the Ukrainian Left and Right in Canada were at times reflected in parallel 
efforts around the same European cause, as in the late twenties, when 
nationalists and Communists organized competing relief committees to 
aid victims of a devastating flood in Galicia. Sometimes the Left and 
Right clashed physically. In the late forties, a rnWe broke out at a 
meeting organized by the Association of United Ukrainian Canadians, 
the pro-Soviet group. Recent DPs disrupted the proceedings, shouted 
anti-Communist and anti-Semitic obscenities, and the ensuing fracas left 
several people injured." 

Ukrainian consciousness in the New World was blurred initially by 
the lack of an independent European homeland. The absence of a clear 
sense of ethnic group coherence among immigrants was evident in their 
describing themselves by various regional terms such as Galician and 
Bukovynian or by the older national designation Ruthenian (rusyn). The 
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Ukrainian National Republic's brief life (1917-21) helped to galvanize 
Ukrainian identity in Canada. It was a source of pride and hope. It 
represented the first time in the modern history of Ukrainians that their 
political elite strove to unite and that they possessed such national 
symbols as a government and an army. 

The remarkably strong links between Ukrainian Canadians and the 
struggle for a 'liberated,' independent Ukraine now run back over seven 
decades to the days of the UNR. The Ukrainian Canadian Citizens' 
League beseeched Prime Minister Borden in 1919 to recognize the Ukrai- 
nian government but to no avaiL63 Two Ukrainian Canadians attended 
the Paris Peace Conference at the end of the First World War, and the 
Ukrainian Canadian Committee lobbied the Paris Peace Conference at 
the end of the Second World War in support of international recognition 
of the sovereign rights of an independent Ukraine." In the early twenties 
ten thousand Ukrainians marched on Winnipeg's Polish consulate to 
protest that government's policies in Galicia; it was a congregation of 
Ukrainian Canadians unrivalled until the dedication of Taras Shev- 
chenko's statue on the grounds of the Manitoba legislature in the sixties. 
Ukrainian Canadians were in the forefront of international support for 
the Galician (or Western Ukrainian National Republic) government- 
in-exile, but their hopes were dashed in 1923 when the Council of 
Ambassadors of the allied powers recognized all of Galicia as part of 
Poland and no longer as merely territory under Polish military occu- 
pation. 

The Canadian government's position on Ukraine has never favoured 
independence and has had more in common with the Communist view 
than with that offered by nationalist Ukrainian Canadians. In the inter- 
war years Mackenzie King's government saw Canada as a 'fireproof 
house' that was best kept that way by remaining silent on European 
issues and avoiding European entanglements. After the outbreak of the 
Second World War, the government banned the ULFTA and the CP. 
Ottawa actively encouraged the other Ukrainian organizations to join a 
united front - the Ukrainian Canadian Committee - whose purposes 
were to aid the Canadian war effort and repress any contrary inclina- 
tions. More than any other ethnic group, the Ukrainian-Canadian group 
was suspected by the RCMP and other government authorities like 
the Nationalities Branch of the War Department of containing 'radical 
leftists' and unsympathetic sentiments vis-a-vis the war effortm65 The 
results of the conscription referendum of 1942 reinforced these views. 
Whereas Anglo districts voted overwhelmingly in favour, Ukrainian, 
French, and German districts were much less supportive and in some 
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cases were opposed.66 This led the then influential Winnipeg Free Press 
to supplement its older view of Ukrainians as Communists with the 
charge that they were now also 'potential fifth columnists' with fascistic, 
pro-Hitler proclivities. 

Thus, in both wars, Ukrainian Canadians had to contend with being 
depicted as siding with Canada's enemy. When the Soviet Union 
entered the war on the allied side, the ULFTA and the CP were decrimi- 
nalized. They promptly denounced the UCC as a fascist agent of Ger- 
many. The Canadian government now saw Ukrainian-Canadian aspi- 
rations for an independent Ukraine as being inconsistent with British 
policy at a time when Britain counted for more in Canadian calcula- 
tions than it did later and as an unwelcome challenge to its new and 
strategically vital Soviet ally, with whom it established diplomatic rela- 
tions in 1942. 

The Canadian government actively discouraged broaching the issue 
of Ukrainian independence. To External Affairs the concept was a 
'mirage,' an idea that had to be driven out of the minds of Ukrainian 
Canadians in order to 'hasten the process of their a~sirnilation.'~7 Thus, 
when the UCC made proposals on this score, they were judged 'pre- 
sumptuous' and 'unacceptable.' Although the government was willing 
to agitate for the liberation of Soviet satellites like Poland and Hungary 
after the war, it steadfastly refused to extend the principle to Ukraine 
and considered it to be neither economically nor politically viable even 
if the USSR shed communism.68 As for the Soviet government, it viewed 
the anti-Communist Ukrainian-Canadian community as the major obsta- 
cle to improved Soviet-Canadian relations since it was so persistent and 
vociferous in challenging the very legitimacy and integrity of the USSR. 

Despite their efforts the nationalists never budged Ottawa - even in 
the sympathetic Diefenbaker years - from the position that Ukraine 
('the' Ukraine to External Affairs and the Canadian media generally) is 
a constituent republic of the USSR.69 Throwing even more cold water 
on the idea that Canada might consider stressing Ukraine's 'political 
individuality,' External Affairs pointed to the success of such 'Ukraini- 
ans' as Khrushchev in the central government.7(' Like many countries, 
Canada has lived with the contradiction of recognizing Ukraine as a 
voting member of the United Nations but not as a separate sovereign 
state. 

After the Second World War Ukrainian Canadians lobbied to maintain 
a hard anti-Soviet stance in Canadian foreign policy and cautioned 
Ottawa against being seduced by Moscow's assurances of 'peaceful 
coexistence.' Leading the anti-Soviet assault were those in the third 
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wave of immigration from whom were drawn many of the leaders of 
the Canadian League for the Liberation of Ukraine. Formed in the late 
forties, it initially operated outside the UCC umbrella, but in the fifties 
it came to terms with its Canadianism and the reality that the condition 
of diaspora was permanent rather than temporary. It then joined the 
UCC as did many other post-war organizations.7' Concerned that the 
agenda of the UCC might become more driven by recent immigrants 
with European rather than Canadian interests, the government main- 
tained its surveillance.7' The last wave's impact was muted, however, 
because it was smaller and more widely dispersed than the earlier waves. 
Most of it gravitated to southern metropolitan Ontario. where older 
organizations - the UNF, for example - had also transferred their head- 
quarters after the war, but where the Ukrainian presence was less con- 
centrated, less noticeable, and, as time passed, less distinct than it had 
been on the prairies. 

Even before glasnost and perestroika worked their way into Soviet- 
Canadian relations, the zeal for a liberated Ukraine had mellowed 
among Ukrainian Canadians as more and more of them were Canadian- 
born. Manoly Lupul has lamented their 'indifference to the fate of 
Ukraine.'73 Nevertheless, mistrust of the USSR continued to be reflected 
in the eighties in the vigorous protests by Ukrainian organizations 
against the mandate of the Deschhes commission on war criminals and 
the recognition by Canadian courts of documents provided by the Soviet 
government. Suspicion, however, is giving way as the world changes: 
Ukrainian-Canadian businessmen are reaching out to Soviet Ukraine, 
where they can now deal directly with local authorities.74 Increased trade 
with and direct investment in Ukraine represent new entrepreneurial 
challenges for Ukrainian Canadians. Conversely, Soviet Ukrainians now 
have more access to information about and interest in Ukrainian Canadi- 
ans and their now century-old heritage. 

The Future of Ukrainian-Canadian Politics 

Over the past century, Ukrainian Canadians have expressed themselves 
dually: as a strong, organized, and consciously distinct cultural group 
and as a group exhibiting many features of assimilated behaviour. 
Although most Ukrainians are not affiliated with any Ukrainian organi- 
zation and the Ukrainian Canadian Congress is not as inclusive as it 
was in the past, more than most ethnic groups Ukrainian Canadians 
have been concerned with publicizing their image and claiming public 
recognition and assistance for the cause of perpetuating their culture. 
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Organizational efforts, such as the successful campaign for bilingual 
schools in the seventies and eighties, have been testimony to the impor- 
tance of Ukrainian Canadians as a political force even though most 
Ukrainians have not been associated with these efforts. 

Reciprocal influence has pervaded the Ukrainian-Canadian experi- 
ence. Canadianization has changed Ukrainians, but Ukrainians have 
helped transform Canada. Dual identity has entailed a loss of language 
and customs among many Ukrainians. Simultaneously more of them 
have succeeded in politics, an avocation once the preserve of the British 
and French charter groups. Although Ukrainian-Canadian organiza- 
tions were in the forefront of those demanding official multiculturalism, 
more Ukrainians in recent years have criticized the concept. Many on 
the prairies especially regard it now as benefiting primarily the newer 
and visible waves of immigrants - from Asia, the Caribbean, Latin 
America, and southern Europe - who have tended to settle in central 
Canada.75 

Ukrainian immigration to Canada since the fifties has been no more 
than a trickle. The prospect of a new wave is dim. Religion, moreover, 
is neither the unifying force for Ukrainians nor the divisive force for 
Canadians that it once was. As assimilation, intermarriage, and accultur- 
ation proceed, a distinctive Ukrainian-Canadian political influence will 
be less discernible even while Ukrainian Canadians attain high political 
office and their organizations and cultural institutions flourish. Unfore- 
seeable political developments in Ukraine may feed a revitalized Ukrai- 
nian consciousness in Canada as they have in the past. But that is 
problematic as Ukrainian Canadians lose their otherness. Ukrainian sep- 
arateness is more a feature of the past than of the present. As for the 
future, Ukrainian Canadians will become even more deeply entrenched 
in the mainstream of Canadian political life. They have permanently 
left the periphery of the political system. 



Looking for the Ukrainian Vote 

BOHDAN HARASYMIW 

One of the enduring myths and mysteries of Canadian politics is the 
ethnic bloc vote. It is the Big Foot - or, if you prefer, the Ogopogo - of 
political lore in Canada. No one has seen it, except for an infrequent 
and fleeting shadow, but everyone believes it exists. Politicians in partic- 
ular are prone to pay homage to it in victory and to blame it in defeat.' 
The hundredth anniversary of the settlement of Ukrainian immigrants 
in Canada, therefore, provides an appropriate - some would say com- 
pulsory - opportunity to re-examine this myth as it applies to these 
immigrants and their descendants, the Ukrainian Canadians. 

The tendency for Ukrainian Canadians to vote as a bloc was noted on 
the prairies in the 1920s and 1930s.' One way for parties to court this vote 
was to field candidates of the same ethnic group. The voters generally 
responded, or so it was thought. 'Almost invariably Ukrainians in 
Manitoba, as elsewhere, voted for Ukrainian candidates, regardless 
of party affiliation? In Saskatchewan, token Ukrainian candidates 
were expected to attract votes to the party throughout the province? In 
Alberta, the United Farmers and Social Credit parties encouraged ethnic 
political participation, and 'Ukrainian candidates for the UFA and Social 
Credit parties were largely successful because they could count upon a 
bloc of Ukrainian votes.'5 The 'bloc vote' phenomenon was not treated 
with much credibility by the early 1980s.~ 

It is not possible to retrieve from the written record of Canadian 
political history, from public opinion surveys, or from interviews with 
the participants the voting habits of Ukrainians in Canada over the 
better part of the last hundred years, yet the question of a tendency to 
vote en bloc, especially for a fellow ethnic or compatriot, remains an 
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intriguing one. If during at least some part of their experience in Canada 
these Ukrainian Canadians have felt an identity with certain political 
parties or have expressed their solidarity through voting, then this ought 
to have manifested itself in the fate of Ukrainian candidates for elective 
office. Although the motives of Ukrainian-Canadian voters cannot be 
retrospectively reconstructed, the results of elections where Ukrainians 
were candidates may provide a way to assess the plausibility of the 
ethnic bloc vote. If there has been bloc voting, and if Ukrainians do 
prefer 'their own' candidates, then this should have made a difference 
in the results of elections contested by Ukrainians. 

Starting from this line of reasoning, this study undertakes to conduct 
an experiment so as to do three things: 
1 to ascertain whether there has been a clearly identifiable Ukrainian 

vote, by which is meant a vote by Ukrainians for a Ukrainian candidate 
that thereby enhanced that candidate's chances for success; 

2 to identify the exact political colouring of the Ukrainian vote in Cana- 
dian federal and provincial elections and to specify its particular 
partisan orientation in given times and places; and 

3 to test the commonly held assumption that competition among Ukrai- 
nian candidates splits the Ukrainian vote and thereby prevents these 
candidates from obtaining an electoral victory. 
These objectives are here pursued not by observing the voting of 

Ukrainians for Ukrainian candidates directly, but by interpreting the 
outcomes of elections. It is assumed that there may be a Ukrainian vote 
in constituencies where there has been a Ukrainian candidate; the fate 
of the candidate may be decided by that ethnic Ukrainian vote - if not, 
then for all practical purposes, as far as this study is concerned, that vote 
does not exist because it makes no difference. No ethnic tie, in other 
words, no ethnic vote. 

The study attempts to analyse the problem systematically by exploring 
the following four hypotheses: 

1. I f  there is a Ukrainian vote, as defined here, then the chances of candidates 
with Ukrainian names being elected should be independent of the number of 
such Ukrainians seeking office. That is, if the ability of Ukrainian candidates 
to pull in the votes of their kinsmen is real, then their likelihood of 
winning elections cannot be based on their proportion of candidates, 
but must be due to something else (i.e., this Ukrainian vote). Since it is 
usually assumed that Ukrainian voters will rally behind one of their 
compatriots, then Ukrainian candidates should have done better at win- 
ning election in those cases where there were fewest of them - preferably 
one - per constituency. When there is more than one ethnic candidate, 
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so the conventional thinking (which this study regards critically and 
tries to put to the test) goes, the vote is split and there is less likelihood 
of a Ukrainian victory. If the percentage of Ukrainian candidates as a 
proportion of all candidates in those contests in which Ukrainians 
choose to do electoral battle varies proportionately (i.e., correlates) with 
the percentage of Ukrainians victorious in such contests, then the 
hypothesis is nullified. 

2. I f  there is a Ukrainian vote, then two or more Ukrainian candidates will 
usually split that vote and neither or none will win, provided they are not the 
sole candidates. The conventional wisdom thus holds that since Ukraini- 
ans vote for Ukrainians, competition is bad for the objective of obtaining 
representation and consolidation is preferable. Competing Ukrainian 
candidates, it says, will lose out to their non-Ukrainian competitors. This 
assumes the primacy of the ethnic over the partisan tie in electoral 
politics, which is questionable. 

3. I f  there is a LIkrainian vote, then its partisan tendency should be ascertain- 
able, at least in part, from the results of elections in those constituencies where 
all candidates were Ukrainians. In this instance, ethnicity is held constant 
and the partisan proclivity of the group is apparent. This political color- 
ation of Ukrainian Canadians will vary according to time and place. 

4. I f  there is a Ukrainian vote, then, in cases where a Ukrainian incumbent 
steps down or is defeated or replaced by a non-Ukrainian and there is another 
Ukrainian in a subsequent race, votes of Ukrainian electors should be seen to 
'migrate' to the other Ukrainian candidate rather than remaining loyal to the 
former's party. In other words, while a shift of voters cannot be docu- 
mented without survey data, the net effect of such a shift should be 
visible, and a party's loss of its Ukrainian candidate should also entail 
its loss of Ukrainian voters. Ukrainian voters should be the first to defect 
once they no longer have a candidate of 'their own.' 

In these various ways, then, the presumed ethnically motivated voting 
of Ukrainian voters should be seen to make a critical difference to the 
success of Ukrainian-Canadian candidates. 

Method 

Based on the monumental compendium on Ukrainians in Canada com- 
piled some years ago by William Darcovich and the late Senator Paul 
Yuzyk, supplemented by more up-to-date materials,' this chapter re- 
ports the results of this modest but novel experiment. Lists were drawn 
up of the election results (including by-elections) spanning the period 
from 1904 at the earliest down to 1990 at the latest in all of those federal 
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TABLE 1 
Summary results of elections contested by Ukrainian candidates, federal and four 
provinces 

No. of No. of 
constituencies Total Ukrainian 

Jurisdiction contested candidates Ukrainians winners 

Federal (1904-88) 332 1,561 426 87 
Ontario (1945-90) 95 369 98 23 
Manitoba (1914-88) 224 879 312 98 
Saskatchewan (191286) 135 465 166 48 
Alberta (1913-89) 208 915 302 104 

Total 994 4,189 1,304 360 

and provincial constituencies where the name of at least one candidate 
was known or thought to be Ukrainian.B In selecting only these contests, 
it was assumed that other constituencies probably did not have signifi- 
cant concentrations of Ukrainian settlement or political activism. These 
lists were then subjected to an analysis that produced the following 
findings relevant to the stated hypotheses. 

Findings 

First Hypothesis 

For the entire period, 1904 to 1990, for the elections and by-elections to 
the House of Commons and the legislatures in the provinces of Ontario, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, there were 994 contests in which 
at least one of the candidates' names was Ukrainian (see table 1).9 There 
were 4,189 candidacies in all of these contests, or an average of 4.2 each. 
A total of 1,304 of these carried Ukrainian names, or 1.3 per contest. 
Thus candidates with Ukrainian names in all of these elections repre- 
sented 31.1 per cent of all the candidacies; they were successful in 360 
(or 36.2 per cent) of the contests. If Ukrainian candidates have managed 
to capture a larger proportion of seats than their percentage of candida- 
cies, then they must historically have had something going for them: 
perhaps it was the ethnic Ukrainian vote that gave them the edge. 

When this large aggregate is broken down into its federal and individ- 
ual provincial components, the first hypothesis receives its first real test. 
The breakdown shows that competition is actually good, rather than 
bad, for Ukrainian candidates. Alberta and Manitoba, with averages of 
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1.5 and 1.4 Ukrainian candidacies respectively per contest, also have the 
highest success rates for Ukrainians winning these contests - 50.0 and 
43.8 per cent, respectively. Ontario, with an average of only 1.0 Ukrai- 
nian candidacy - or one per constituency per election - fares worst with 
a success rate of only 24.2 per cent. (The House of Commons and 
Saskatchewan fall in between with averages of 1.3 and 1.2 and percent- 
ages of 26.2 and 35.6, respectively.) The more the merrier, seems to be 
the slogan here - the more competition in contesting elections, the more 
likelihood of Ukrainians capturing seats instead of vice versa. 

Further disaggregation of the data places the first hypothesis more 
into doubt. Using each election and by-election in each jurisdiction - 
federal, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta - as an event, 
.and the string of these as a series, the percentage of Ukrainian candida- 
cies was correlated with the percentage of Ukrainian victories (data not 
shown). This produced the following values of r (the Pearson product- 
moment correlation coefficient): Federal + 0.3643, Ontario + 0.6474, 
Manitoba + 0.0462, Saskatchewan + 0.1202, Alberta + 0.3492 - which is 
to say, values ranging from slightly to negligibly significant indicating 
a positive relationship between the two variables and challenging, if not 
yet overturning, the hypothesis about Ukrainian voting being chan- 
nelled to Ukrainian candidates in some special (non-mechanical) way. 

Using the longitudinal time-series, another correlation was carried 
out, looking for the relationship between the competitiveness among 
Ukrainian candidates and their likelihood of electoral victory. Competi- 
tiveness was measured as the ratio between (a) the number of constitu- 
encies contested by Ukrainians, in this study the number of 'contests,' 
and (b) the number of Ukrainian candidates. The value of this ratio was 
equal to unity if there was only one candidate per contest; less than 
unity if there were more. According to the conventional wisdom, the 
percentage of victories should have been greatest when competitiveness 
was at or approaching 1.0. The measurement of the correlation coeffi- 
cient for the five jurisdictions does not at all support such a conclusion. 
The values of r were, in fact: Federal - 0.3033, Ontario - 0.3702, Mani- 
toba - 0.2569, Saskatchewan - 0.1699, Alberta + 0.0328. 

Not only are these rather insignificant, but all of the signs are in the 
wrong direction except one. What this means is that there is, according 
to this measure, which looks at the whole historical experience of the 
past century, no significant relationship in an overall ecolog~cal sense 
between the intraethnic competition among Ukrainian candidates and 
their ability to pull in the supposedly all-important Ukrainian vote 
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that helps them gain a seat in Parliament or a provincial legislature. If 
anything, it is the opposite of what is popularly assumed. 

The first hypothesis, therefore, if not entirely laid to rest, should at 
least be given a rest in further discussions of how ethnic voting works 
in Canada. 

Second Hypothesis 

According to the second hypothesis, competition, not just in the aggre- 
gate but down at the grass roots in the actual riding, is the path to 
perdition as far as hopes of translating Ukrainian votes into Ukrainian 
seats are concerned. To test this, let us look at all of the contests where 
there was more than one Ukrainian name among the candidates, but 
not all of the candidates were Ukrainian - that is, two or more, but not 
all - and at whether a Ukrainian won the contest or not. We thus 
discover some remarkable characteristics about these particular contests 
(as opposed to those where there was only one Ukrainian was the 
sole candidate, or where only Ukrainians were contestants). In federal 
politics, where there were fifty-three such contests, this in-group ethnic 
competition made no difference at all to the outcome in terms of a 
Ukrainian victory. Almost exactly half of these cases (50.9 per cent) 
resulted in a win for a Ukrainian candidate; half (49.1) did not. In 
Manitoba, of forty-two cases, the corresponding percentages were 
exactly 50.0. In Saskatchewan and Alberta, the likelihood of a Ukrainian 
victory despite competition from fellow Ukrainians was even greater: 
60.0 per cent (but N = zo in Saskatchewan) and 63.0 (N = 46). Again, 
the more the merrier seems to be the rule here, not the fewer the better. 

Taking a closer look at those who won and those who lost these 
contests where Ukrainians struggled among themselves in the great 
political arena of elections, what becomes apparent is that party affilia- 
tion made an extremely significant difference as to whether these 
candidates won or lost. If party affiliation had made no difference, then 
the same proportion of candidates for each of the parties should have 
fallen on either side of the great divide. This was not the case. In federal 
politics, between 1935 and 1988, only a single one of the twenty-eight 
attempts by a Ukrainian to carry the banner of the CCF or the NDP into 
the House of Commons succeeded; none of the forty-six attempts by 
those of the LPP, CP, MLP, Green, Libertarian, Reform, or Independent 
persuasion was successful. Only two out of twenty-five Liberal attempts 
succeeded. On the other hand, twenty-seven out of forty Progressive 
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Conservative standard-bearers were victorious, and five out of twenty- 
nine Social Crediters. "' 

In Manitoba (1922-88), the relationship is not as strong, chiefly because 
the Liberal and Conservative candidates fit the overall pattern of wins 
and losses exactly. The CCF, NDP, and others are the nonconformists. 
The value of chi-squared is 11.29 with three degrees of freedom such 
that p = 0.01, which is still a significant relationship. In Saskatchewan 
(1921-86), there were too few cases in too many cells for a statistical test. 
On eight out of fourteen occasions when a Ukrainian ran as a CCF or 
NDP candidate the result was a victory; only two out of twelve Liberal 
standard-bearers and only one out of six Conservatives were successful. 
This means that party affiliation is more significant than ethnicity in 
Saskatchewan as well. 

In Alberta (1915-89), where chi-squared for the relationship in ques- 
tion was 29.70 with df = 2 and p < 0.001, Social Credit and Progressive 
Conservative candidates tended to win, reflecting the dominance 
of those two parties historically on the provincial political scene. The 
Ukrainian candidates who, in competition with their fellow ethnics, 
tended to lose (only five out of fifty-six attempts successful) belonged to 
what in that province, if not elsewhere in the country, counts as the 
flaky fringe - CCF, NDP, LPP, CP, UFA, Independent, Representative, 
Western Canada Concept, and Liberal. Out of twenty-five attempts at 
public office on behalf of the Social Credit party, fourteen were success- 
ful despite the ethnic competition, as were eleven out of nineteen on 
behalf of the Conservatives. 

If the conventional wisdom holds that competition is bad for garnering 
those ethnic votes and getting elected to office, then the corollary to this 
must be that the lone Ukrainian candidate ought to do comparatively 
better than those in the competitive situation. In fact, this is not so. 
Lone Ukrainian candidates are more likely to lose than are those in 
competition with fellow Ukrainians. In federal elections and by-elections 
between 1904 and 1988,80.4 per cent of such ethnically unopposed candi- 
dacies were unsuccessful (as compared to p per cent for the competitive 
ones), or just taking the three major parties into account, 72.1 per cent (see 
table 2). In Ontario (i945-90), the figure was 66.1 per cent; in the three 
prairie provinces, the corresponding percentages were: 65.4 in Manitoba 
(1914-88); 73.1 in Saskatchewan (1912-86); and 65.9 in Alberta (1913- 
89), or just 61.7 counting only those parties with a chance of winning 
historically like Social Credit, Progressive Conservative, Farmer, Liberal, 
and CCF or NDP (see tables 3-6). In all four arenas (except Manitoba), 
party affiliation makes a significant difference in the outcome. In federal 
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TABLE 2 
Lone Ukrainian candidates in federal electoral contests, by party and outcome, 1904-88 

Party Won Lost Total 

Liberal 5 34 39 
Conservative and Progressive Conservative 42 30 72 
UFA, CCF, NDP 6 58 64 

Total 53 122 175 

TABLE 3 
Lone Ukrainian candidates in Ontario electoral contests, by party and outcome, 1 9 4 5  
90 

Party Won Lost Total 
- 

Liberal 
Progressive Conservative 
CCF and NDPL 

Total 

politics, the Conservatives and their successors, the Progressive Conser- 
vatives, have been disproportionate winners; the CCFers, NDPers, 
Socreds, LPPs, Communists, Mamist-Leninists, and Independents dis- 
proportionate losers. In Saskatchewan, on the other hand, CCFers and 
NDPers have been favoured; others (but not Liberals) have suffered. 
Socreds and Progressive Conservatives have been beneficiaries of for- 
tune in Alberta; Liberals, CCFers, and NDPers with Ukrainian names in 
that period (1913-89) won only four out of fifty-two contests. Lone 
Ukrainian candidates are not likely to have been the lightning rods for 
Ukrainian votes, for they have fared worse than their more competitively 
situated colleagues, and their fortunes are probably determined more 
by their political stripe than by their appeal to ethnic sentiment. 

Third Hypothesis 

The third hypothesis gives us a chance to look at a category of contest 
that we have so far neglected: the exclusively Ukrainian slate, the contest 
in which all of the candidates have Ukrainian names. These contests 
should tell us about the specific partisan tendencies of Ukrainian voters, 
assuming that the ethnic link between voters and each of the candidates 
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TABLE 4 
Lone Ukrainian candidates in Manitoba electoral contests, by party and outcome, 
191 4-88 

Party Won Lost Total 

Independent 
Liberal 
CCF and NDP 
Other 

Total 53 98 151 

Chi2 = 2.31; df = 3; p = 0.50 

TABLE 5 
Lone Ukrainian candidates in Saskatchewan electoral contests, by party and outcome, 
191 2-86 

Party Won Lost Total 

Liberal 
CCF and NDP 
Other 

Total 

TABLE 6 
Lone Ukrainian candidates in Alberta electoral contests, by party and outcome, 
1913-89 

Party Won Lost Total 

Liberal 1 18 19 
Conservative and Progressive Conservative 30 18 48 
Social Credit and Independent SC 16 9 25 
CCF and NDP 2 25 27 
Other 2 19 21 

Total 51 89 140 

is equal so that the pull of kinship is in these cases 'controlled for,' 
leaving aside other factors such as the candidates' personalities. The 
available cases lead to the unremarkable conclusion that, using this test, 
Ukrainians on the whole vote like other Canadians. 

For the House of Commons, there has only been one instance in which 
Ukrainian candidates squared off against each other. This was in the 
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constituency of Vegreville (Alberta) in 1949, when John Decore for the 
Liberals faced and defeated incumbent Anthony Hlynka of the Social 
Credit Party. At the time, this failure to rally behind the sitting member 
was regarded as quite shocking." Two things are of interest here. One 
is that the voters did not automatically support the incumbent, who 
normally has this reservoir of inertia to defend himself against a chal- 
lenger. The second is that although these voters returned a Liberal to 
Ottawa, they preferred at the same time a Social Credit member (Ponich) 
in Edmonton, thus conforming to the well-established Canadian tradi- 
tion of splitting votes between the federal and provincial arenas. What 
this illustrates is that the Ukrainian electorate cannot be stereotyped 
into a particular partisan mould. 

In the three prairie provinces, there have been no fewer than forty- 
eight such contests (including acclamations of a single no mine^), and 
although the candidates have represented virtually everything under 
the sun, the winners have been completely predictable to anyone famil- 
iar with prairie politics. The choices offered the voters in these all- 
Ukrainian contests have, in fact, been the entire panoply of prairie 
political parties from the second decade of this century to the present 
time: United Farmers of Manitoba, Conservatives, Liberals, Social 
Credit, Liberal Progressives, CCF, LPP, Progressive Conservative, NDP, 
United Farmers of Alberta, and Communist party. The voters' prefer- 
ences in these contests, however, are identical with the well-known 
political dynasties that have historically existed on the prairies: in fifteen 
instances (31.3 per cent) the winner was the candidate for the CCF or 
NDP; in twelve (25.0)~ a Liberal or Liberal Progressive; in eleven (22.9), 
a Social Crediter; and in four (8.3), a Farmers' party representative. 
These four partisan groupings account for forty-two of the forty-eight 
cases (87.5 per cent). Incumbents were returned in only twenty-five (52.1 
per cent) of these contests. Ukrainian voters on the prairies are not 
unlike any other voters, it would seem, nor are they adverse to change. 

The congruity between this Ukrainian vote and the general norm is 
even more remarkable when the results of the forty-eight all-Ukrainian 
contests are separated into individual provincial sets, and still more so 
into particular constituencies. In Manitoba, there have been twenty-one 
such contests in the period 1922-49, and in twelve instances (57.1 per 
cent) incumbents have been returned. The lion's share (nine out of 
twenty-one, or 42.9 per cent) of winners has been Liberal Progressives 
or Liberals; the next largest category, CCF or NDP (six cases, or 28.6 per 
cent). Only six such contests have taken place in Saskatchewan (1948- 
78), all of them triumphs for the CCF or NDP, not surprisingly, and 
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three of them returning the incumbent. The percentage of incumbents 
re-elected has been lowest in Alberta (ten out of twenty-one contests, 
or 47.6). which may indicate a lesser degree of loyalty to sitting members 
and therefore to incumbent parties. For Alberta, the lion's share of 
winnings in such contests has gone to the Social Credit (ten); the Liber- 
als, Farmers, and CCF and NDP managed to take only three each (14.3 
per cent). Ukrainian voters on the prairies, therefore, do not appear to 
differ radically from the rest of the electorate in their province in general. 

A few constituencies with relatively long histories of sponsoring all- 
Ukrainian provincial electoral contests illustrate the likelihood that the 
Ukrainian electorate shifts its allegiances with the prevailing political 
mood of the country or the province. In Manitoba, in the riding of 
Ethelbert, where the UFM candidate, N. Hryhorczuk, was acclaimed in 
1922, a d  returned in the next two elections (1927 and 1932) under the 
banner of the Government Coalition, he was overturned in 1936 by a 
Social Crediter, W. Lisowsky. Hryhorczuk regained the seat in 1941 (as 
a Liberal Progressive), but was beaten in 1945 by the CCF candidate, M. 
Sawchuk. The Whitford constituency in Alberta was represented by a 
Liberal, A. Shandro, up to 1922, when it was taken over by the Farmers, 
in the person of M. Chornohus. Isidore Goresky retained it for the UFA 
in 1930, but in 1935 William Tomyn took it over for the Social Credit 
movement under the leadership of the legendary 'Bible Bill' Aberhart. 
Tomyn continued to hold the riding, renamed Willingdon, until 1952, 
when he was unseated by N. Dushenski for the CCF. In 1963, when it was 
called Willingdon-Two Hills, N. Melnyk recaptured it for the Socreds. 
Redwater, also in Alberta, saw three all-Ukrainian contests, in 1948, 
1959, and 1967, each of them returning a Social Credit candidate. This 
continuity was abruptly broken in 1971, the same year that the Progres- 
sive Conservatives under Peter Lougheed upset the Socreds provin- 
cially, with a win by a PC candidate, G. Topolnisky. By then, the riding 
bore the name Redwater-Andrew. It saw its most recent all-Ukrainian 
contest in 1989, when Steve Zarusky, then the incumbent, retained it 
for the Progressive Conservatives, still the governing party. The ten- 
dency for Ukrainian voters on the prairies, using this measure, would 
seem to be to support the government unless swept along on a broader 
wave of social or political protest - Ukrainian voting is not done in 
isolation from its wider context, and an incumbent Ukrainian MLA 
cannot count on its undying loyalty. 

It should be pointed out that the all-Ukrainian slate is becoming rare. 
Although in evidence in Alberta as recently as 1989, it has not been seen 
in Saskatchewan since 1978. In Manitoba, there has not been an all- 
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Ukrainian provincial electoral contest since 1969. As a phenomenon it 
belongs to history and is not likely to serve as an indirect way of studying 
the Ukrainian vote in the future. 

To the extent, therefore, that Ukrainian electors are drawn to vote 
especially for Ukrainian candidates, the politicaI complexion of that part 
of the Canadian electorate is as distinctly multicoloured as that of the 
rest of the voting public in Canada. Characterizing the entire ethnic 
group in terms of its partisan inclinations, without taking into consider- 
ation time and place, is distinctly hazardous. Ukrainians, according to 
this methodology, are much like other Canadians in similar circumstances. 

Conventional historical accounts of Ukrainian voting from the begin- 
ning of this century to the present day emphasize its multifarious nature. 
Reacting to various incentives and disincentives, Ukrainian Canadians 
have voted for almost every imaginable formation on the political spec- 
trum at one time or another. Discriminated against by the Conservatives 
in Manitoba before the First World War, they tended to support the 
Liberals until that party betrayed their trust by abolishing bilingual 
schools. The Conservatives then actively sought out the Ukrainian vote, 
competing for it with the Liberals by using liquor and money. Disgust 
with the two parties' corruption led to the emergence of independent 
candidates who promoted the community's interests instead of corral- 
ling votes on behalf of the parties." In Saskatchewan, however, the 
Liberals were apparently successful in courting and holding the Ukrai- 
nian vote in that same prewar period. The-Alberta Liberals, meanwhile, 
at first attracted but then also alienated the Ukrainian voters by taking 
away educational concessions.'3 

During the war their treatment as 'enemy aliens' further estranged 
Ukrainians from the two major parties, especially at the federal level, 
and encouraged the emergence of a radical strain. 'By 1923, the six 
Ukrainian MLAs on the prairies were either Independents or third-party 
representatives, while none of the candidates who had contested federal 
seats had run on a Liberal or Conservative ticket."4 During the rest of 
the inter-war period, owing to their economic circumstances, Ukraini- 
ans were drawn to supporting the various protest movements on the 
prairies: Farmers, Social Credit, CCF, and Communist.'s Yet, especially 
in Saskatchewan, they still voted for Liberal candidates.I6 

Following the Second World War and the influx of a new wave of 
immigrants, Ukrainians began to be drawn to the Progressive Conserva- 
tive party, thanks to the Diefenbaker phenomenon. Otherwise, there 
has been a differentiation of the group along regional and social class 
lines, so that rural voters support the Tories while urbanites back the 
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Liberals and NDP; in provincial politics, Ukrainians will eventually sup- 
port the governing party. Thus the political orientations of Ukrainian 
Canadians vary from place to place and time to time and are now not 
much different from those of other Canadians in similar socio-economic 
situations.'7 

Fourth Hypothesis 

The fourth hypothesis of the present study states that if Ukrainians are 
drawn primarily to 'their own' candidates, then one of the tests of this 
comes when a choice needs to be made between partisan and ethnic 
loyalties. When a Ukrainian incumbent is replaced as his party's repre- 
sentative by a non-Ukrainian, the theory - or folklore - of Canadian 
ethnic voting would have it that the votes hitherto accorded that candi- 
date naturally pass to another Ukrainian candidate at the next contest. 
Unfortunately for the theory, this does not appear at all to be the truth. 

Some cases will illustrate the reason for entertaining scepticism about 
a supposed 'migration' of Ukrainian votes from the camp of a recently 
departed compatriot to the camp of another who happens to be present 
(and is assiduously, no doubt, courting that vote). First, here are five 
from Canadian federal politics: 

1. In Edmonton East (Alberta) in 1953, Ambrose Holowach, a Ukrai- 
nian, won the riding for the Social Credit party with 8,802 votes. In 1958, 
he was defeated by William Skoreyko for the Progressive Conservatives 
by a vote of 15,236 to 6,441. In the next election, in 1962, Holowach 
dropped out and was replaced for the Socreds by a man named May- 
nard. Maynard garnered 7.657 votes, which was higher than Holowach's 
most recent showing. Certainly there was no net 'migration' here of 
supposedly Ukrainian Socred votes; if there was any, it was at Skoreyko's 
expense (9,291 votes in 1962) and to the benefit of the Liberal candidate, 
John Decore (6,771). 

2. In the Ontario federal riding of Ontario (Oshawa-Whitby) in 1965, 
Michael Starr, the PC incumbent, defeated his Liberal rival by 22,752 
votes to 20,515. At the next general election, the PC candidate was 
Muirhead, and the Liberal candidate, Norman Cafik, won. But Cafik's 
total was only 13,483, which makes nonsense of any notion of masses 
of ex-PC Ukrainian voters deserting and going over to the Liberals just 
because their candidate happened, like Starr, to be Ukrainian. 

3. In Marquette (Manitoba), in 1965, Nicholas Mandziuk held the seat 
for the PCs with a total of 10,613 votes. In 1968, Mandziuk was replaced 
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by Stewart, who did even better despite not having a Ukrainian name, 
racking up a total of 12,706 votes. No mass desertion here, either. 

4. In the riding of High Park (Toronto), in 1968, Walter Deacon, a 
Ukrainian Liberal, came out on top with 16,260 votes; he beat out McKay 
of the PCs, who received 10,743 votes. In 1972, Deacon improved his 
tally to 16,426, but nevertheless lost to Otto Jelinek, the PC candidate, 
whose total was 18,329. In 1979, the Liberals replaced Deacon with Jesse 
Flis, a Pole, who won the election with 15,281 votes. Second place was 
taken by a new PC candidate, the Ukrainian Yuri Shymko. Shymko's 
vote was only 15,207, considerably less than for either Jelinek or Deacon 
before him, so he did not appear to be the beneficiary of Deacon's 
departure, as per the hypothesis. 

5. In Dauphin (Manitoba) in 1980, Laverne Lewicky of the NDP was 
elected MP with 12,960 votes. At the next election in 1984, he slipped to 
second place with 10,219 votes. In 1988, Eric Irwin, Lewickfs replace- 
ment, again failed to recapture the seat for the NDP, but increased the 
vote to 11,876, which was obviously better than Lewicky's total in the 
previous election. Clearly, Lewicky's Ukrainian supporters did not 
desert their party just because of the candidate's ethnicity. 

In the three prairie provinces, there were fourteen analogous cases 
in Manitoba (1927-88), i.e., a reduction of the number of Ukrainian 
candidates in a given riding from one general election to the next; eleven 
in Saskatchewan (1952-86); and nine in Alberta (1921-89). In the majority 
(twenty) of these thirty-four cases, there was definitely no net migration 
of votes (which presumably would have been Ukrainian) to the benefit 
of the Ukrainian candidate(s) remaining in the race after one or more 
had dropped out. Indeed, in a few cases, the remaining Ukrainian 
candidate had the astonishing effect of actually frightening away votes 
as compared to the previous election. Specifically, when there is only 
one Ukrainian left in the race, he often does more poorly than he did 
when there were other Ukrainians in the race as well. In the remaining 
cases, there is an apparent migration of votes, but it is not always 
clear that the surviving Ukrainian is the beneficiary. It is frequently 
ambiguous and qualified. Often the migration of votes is ideological (i.e., 
to a party proximate to one's own on the political spectrum, as Liberals 
to NDP and vice versa) rather than ethnic in coloration. 

The evidence examined here, indirect though it is, clearly points away 
from the notion that there is a homogeneous, stable, and solid Ukrainian 
vote, which gives Ukrainian candidates an edge in federal or provincial 
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elections in Canada. The Ukrainian vote is not something that adheres 
like velcro to any passing political candidate who happens to be Ukrain- 
ian or to have a recognizable Ukrainian name. It is as complex and 
multifaceted as the careers of Ukrainian candidates and politicians, as 
much a part of the fabric of Canadian politics and history as anything 
else. No wonder that the Ukrainian vote is paid attention to, or given 
lip service, only at election times. Because it is diffuse rather than dis- 
crete, the Ukrainian vote does not become translated into a voice, an 
expression of interests, for who knows what it means. All we can say 
for certain at the end of this excursion is that it really is ephemeral, the 
stuff that dreams are made of, and here are the statistics to prove it. 



Still Coming to Terms: 
Ukrainians, Jews, and the 
Deschhes Commission 

MORRIS ILYNIAK 

From February 1985 to September 1987, the Ukrainian and Jewish com- 
munities in Canada were involved in a heated dispute over the identifi- 
cation of alleged Nazi war criminals and the means of bringing them to 
justice. Though the bitterness between the two sides has subsided, the 
conflict has revealed the importance of historical consciousness and the 
use of history to advance the goals of the two diaspora communities. 
But how did the issue of Nazi war criminals bring these goals into 
conflict ? 

Joseph Mengele, the notorious 'Angel of Death' who had performed 
cruel experiments on the inmates of Auschwitz, was one of the most 
important Nazi war criminals to have escaped the Nuremberg-style 
prosecutions that had netted thousands of other war criminals and 
collaborators after the Second World War. Despite the efforts of various 
'Nazi-hunters,' all trails leading to Mengele had grown cold. But in the 
winter of 1984-5 the hunt for the fugitive Nazi suddenly resumed as 
reports about rumoured sightings made international headlines. The 
trail had been found again. It was, however, a false trail. Forensic experts 
who examined Mengele's unearthed remains confirmed that he had 
died in Brazil six years earlier.' 

In the midst of the extensive publicity surrounding the Mengele affair, 
the New York Times reported in January 1985 that Mengele may have 
tried to enter Canada during the 1960s en route to his South American 
havens." Information about Mengele's putative journey to Canada was 
discovered in American government files and brought to light by Sol 
Littman, a semi-retired journalist and the Canadian representative of 
the Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies in Los Angeles. The 
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Canadian news media subsequently disseminated the story along with 
an announcement by Prime Minister Brian Mulroney that he had 
ordered an investigation. On 29 January, Littman and Rabbi Abraham 
Cooper, the associate dean of the Wiesenthal Center, met with the 
federal solicitor-general to discuss the Mengele case and a proposal that 
Canada establish a Nazi-hunting agency modelled on the Office of 
Special Investigations (OSI) in the United States.3 On 7 February the 
Canadian government announced that it was establishing a 'Commis- 
sion of Inquiry on War Criminals' to be headed by the retired Quebec 
chief justice, Jules Deschhes. Despite its name, the commission had the 
purpose of investigating the presence of only Nazi war criminals in 
Canada and the legal options for bringing them to justice.4 

After nearly four decades of government inaction on Nazi war crimi- 
nals, both Canadian Jews and many other people were surprised when 
the Deschenes commission was announced. It was equally odd that the 
government would respond in such a hasty fashion to an allegation 
based, as more careful scrutiny later revealed, on one man's flimsy 
conjecture. This was the scathing conclusion that Justice DeschGnes 
reached, as Littman himself admitted.5 But as far as many Jews were 
concerned, the Mengele case was symbolic of the legal and political 
impunity that thousands of other Nazi war criminals enjoyed in Canada 
and the United States. Although there were many guesses about the 
actual number of fugitive Nazi war criminals, for most Jews one was 
too many.6 The DeschGnes commission would not actually prosecute 
anyone, but it was a start towards reversing what critics have labelled 
as Canada's traditional 'do nothing' policy on war criminals. At least the 
government finally appeared to be listening, even though, it seems, it 
had badly miscalculated the subsequent political fall-out. 

DeschGnes was no stranger to controversy. During his ten years as 
Quebec's chief justice he had frequently become embroiled with the 
separatist Parti Quebecois government, both on and off the bench. 
Apparently, however, neither he, nor the Jewish-Canadian community, 
nor the Mulroney government anticipated that the commission would 
cause such rancour among Canada's Eastern European communities, 
especially the Ukrainians. 

Throughout the two years in which the Deschenes commission was 
conducting its investigation, the Ukrainian community denounced what 
it called 'selective justice' and protested against the way in which war 
criminal suspects of Ukrainian background were incriminated. Claiming 
that the allegations were part of a 'witch-hunt' instigated by the Soviet 
Union in league with Jewish Nazi-hunters and left-wing appeasers, 
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community spokesmen expressed fear that the reputation not only of 
individuals but of all Ukrainian Canadians would be slandered.' Groups 
from the Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Croatian, and Slovenian com- 
munities shared this fear. Together they formed a loose-knit coalition 
to defend their reputation as organized communities and to oppose 
bringing suspected war criminals to justice according to the terms pro- 
posed by Jewish organizations. But it was the Ukrainian community - 
the largest, best organized, and most influential of the nationalist and 
antiSoviet Eastern European communities in Canada - that undertook 
the lead role in mounting an organized 'antidefamation' campaign8 

At the same time, a related, though perhaps even more protracted 
dispute between Jewish and Eastern European groups was taking place 
in the United States. There the reaction was directed at the activities of 
the OSI. Most of the active cases invoIved suspects of Eastern European 
origin who were accused of having entered the United States as political 
refugees on fraudulent grounds. The strongest reaction came from Baltic 
and Ukrainian Americans, resulting in a major rift between them and 
the Jewish-American community. The confrontation came to a head 
over the case of John Demjanjuk, a Soviet soldier who was captured by 
the Germans and alleged by the OSI to be 'Ivan the Terrible,' a sadistic 
guard who had operated the gas ovens at the Treblinka death camp. In 
1986 he was extradited to stand trial in Israel, where he was convicted 
two years later? Demjanjuk claimed that he was a victim of a wrongful 
and malicious accusation and that the Soviet secret police had forged 
an identity card that linked him to a Nazi guard training camp. Many 
Ukrainians in Canada and the United States believed him and identified 
his fate with that of their community. Some thought that the Jerusalem 
court had put a whole nation on trial and contemptuously denounced 
its proceedings as a theatrical farce.'" 

When the Deschhes commission was first announced, however, most 
Ukrainians in Canada did not make a connection between their commu- 
nity and the hunt for Nazi war criminals. Few were aware, as most are 
now, of the battles between the OSI and the Ukrainian and other Eastern 
European communities in the United States. And although accusations 
that Ukrainian nationalists had participated in the Holocaust were a 
sore point for Ukrainians for many years, before February 1985 the 
community had had no organization with the aim of defending individ- 
uals or the community against such accusations. Perhaps Ukrainians 
complacently believed that an official inquiry would never be launched 
in Canada and that no Canadian government would ever extradite a 
war criminal suspect to the Soviet Union. 
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The controversy began not with the formation of the commission itself 
but with a front-page article that appeared on l o  February 1985 in the 
Toronto Star. Linked to the main story about the commission, as is com- 
mon news practice, the article stated that '218 former Ukrainian officers 
of Hitler's SS (elite guard) which ran death camps in Eastern Europe are 
living in Canada.'" The allegation emanated from an interview given 
by Simon Wiesenthal on Israeli radio and distributed by an international 
news agency. The Toronto Globe and Mail published a similar report the 
next day." As part of a 'local angle,' both articles cited Sol Littman 
as saying that the 218 former Ukrainian SS officers belonged to an 
unidentified organization campaigning for the emancipation of "cap- 
tive nations"' with thirteen chapters across Canada. He also claimed 
that the identities of fourteen suspects, obtained from an abridged list 
of twenty-eight suspects that WiesenthaI had provided to the federal 
solicitor-general in December 1984, were confirmed by checking tele- 
phone directories in the Toronto area. 

Wiesenthal and Littman were refemng to former officers of the 'Gali- 
cia Division,' a volunteer Ukrainian military unit formed in 1943 as part 
of the Waffen SS by the Germans and the Melnyk faction of the Ukrai- 
nian nationalists. For the Germans, the division was a last-ditch attempt 
to enlist support against the Soviet march towards Germany. For the 
Ukrainians, however, the division was the nucleus of a future army of 
national liberation.l3 In 1950, after extensive lobbying by the Ukrainian 
Canadian Committee (or UCC, now called the Ukrainian Canadian Con- 
gress), the first of approximately one thousand veterans of the Galicia 
Division were permitted to enter Canada.'4 In time, most of the veterans 
faded into Canada's multicultural fabric, not to be thought of or heard 
from for many years. Now they had suddenly become front-page news. 
Yet none of the published reports provided any background on the 
division and its veterans' organization or on its political and historical 
significance for the nationalist Ukrainian community in Canada. No 
effort was made to solicit an official comment from the Ukrainian side. 
The media were oblivious to Ukrainian sensitivities and to the long- 
standing feud between Wiesenthal and Littman on one side and the 
Ukrainians on the other.ls They did not even question how Littman had 
been able to confirm the identities of fourteen suspects simply by 
looking in a telephone directory. 

The news stories about the '218 former Ukrainian SS' almost immedi- 
ately triggered an alarm within the Ukrainian community. It believed 
that the very close timing of the Deschenes commission announcement, 
the allegations, and a B'Nai Brith proposal to permit the prosecution of 
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war criminals in Canada was more than a coincidence.16 This was the 
beginning of a co-ordinated campaign, which, if not in its aims then at 
least in its consequences, would seriously damage the public image of 
the Ukrainian community. 

In particular, Littman and Wiesenthal appeared to the Ukrainians to 
be exploiting for their own ends or the ends of the Jewish community 
the general lack of understanding of Eastern European history during 
the Second World War and to be relying upon unceasing Soviet attempts 
to villify 6migr6 Ukrainian nationalists as 'Nazi collaborators' and 'war 
criminals' who had fled from justice in their homeland. Indeed, the 
Soviet accusations would occasionally make their way to strategic or 
receptive destinations in the West through various publications as well 
as through lists of war criminals supplied by Soviet embassies.'? Only 
several months before the formation of the Deschhes commission, the 
Soviet embassy in Ottawa had circulated lists of Nazi war criminal 
suspects to the press. One enterprising journalist from a Winnipeg daily 
began knocking on doors with a list in hand. A leaflet asking 'Do war 
criminals live on your street?' appeared in several Winnipeg neighbour- 
hoods. On it was a picture from a 1943 recruitment poster for Ukrainians 
to join the Galicia Division. Both Littman and Wiesenthal acknowledge 
that they have used Soviet sources in forming their own lists and allega- 
tions against Ukrainian and Baltic 6migr6 nationalists. 

The national executive of the UCC in Winnipeg responded with a 
news conference on 14 February in Toronto. In a statement read by 
Orest Rudzik, the UCC carefully avoided criticizing the Deschenes com- 
mission or the Jewish community's efforts to bring Nazi war criminal 
fugitives to justice. Indeed, the UCC supported the commission, with 
the proviso that its mandate be extended to cover all war criminals 
regardless of their ethnic, religous, or racial origin or of the place and 
time at which they had committed their crimes. At the same time, 
however, it attacked Littman's and Wiesenthal's comments (though 
never identifymg the two men by name) and the news media for publish- 
ing them. Calling the reports about alleged Ukrainian war criminals 
'erroneous and inflammatory,' the UCC claimed that the good name of 
all Canadians of Ukrainian descent had been slandered, that the memory 
of the Ukrainians who had died in Nazi concentration camps had been 
besmirched, and that the allegations of anti-Semitism were promoting 
'social and ethnic intolerance among Canadians.' The UCC also 
explained that 'the Ukrainian Division was never a Nazi SS unit in the 
true sense of the word and that its members considered themselves 
serving Ukrainian national interests and not those of Nazi Germany.' 
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Furthermore, it denied that the division was ever involved 'in any 
capacity with respect to the Jews.'18 Rudzik, a former president of the 
UCC Toronto branch, said that the news reports were giving the public 
the false impression that Ukrainians as a rule are anti-Semitic and had 
collaborated with the Nazis during the war. That impression, he said, 
was a stigma on people like him and even his children, who were born 
in Canada? 

Anxiety in the Ukrainian community intensified as more articles about 
the Galicia Division and other alleged war criminals appeared in the 
press in the spring and summer of 1985. Consequently, the daily press 
was flooded with letters to the editor, claiming, as one put it, that 
Ukrainians were 'getting sick and tired of being singled out as being 
the world's criminals.'" Ukrainian newspapers were also replete with 
polemical articles on the Deschenes commission and Jewish-Ukrainian 
relations. A symposium on Ukraine during the Second World War, held 
in Toronto in March 1985, turned out to be a badly needed sensitization 
session. About 660 people, mostly first-generation Canadian-born Ukrai- 
nians, came to obtain inspiring and reassuring answers about their 
nation's history, which they had been taught to revere, and about their 
parents' past."' This meeting, as well as an earlier one organized by 
Toronto's Lithuanian community at which an appeal was made to hold 
a 'Nuremberg 11' for Soviet war crimes,"' was a signal to the media, the 
federal government, and the Jewish community that Eastern European 
groups were poising for a 'counter-offensive.' 

The hearings of the Deschsnes commission, at which testimony would 
be heard publicly, were scheduled to begin in Ottawa on l o  April. If 
Ukrainians were to get more public exposure for their side of history, 
it would have to be at the hearings of the commission. Thus, organized 
preparations for appearances before the commission and a broad anti- 
defamation campaign were begun in earnest. At a series of informal 
UCC meetings held in Toronto and Winnipeg, an ad hoc group of 
community activists was created. At a general meeting of the UCC in 
Winnipeg on 15 March, the group was formally voted into existence as 
the Civil Liberties Commission (CLC)? Headed by the Toronto lawyer 
John Gregorovich, the CLC was to be the front-line educational and 
lobbying group that would mobilize the Ukrainian community to take 
a public stand 'against slanderous allegations which have resulted in 
the defamation of all Canadians of Ukrainian descent3 

The CLC was originally slated to have sixty members with representa- 
tion from all major Ukrainian communities across Canada. In reality, the 
group never expanded beyond its twenty-member executive, and for 
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the most part it was controlled by a core of seven or eight individuals, 
though 'community action committeesf attracted volunteers in Toronto, 
Montreal, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, and Edmonton."s Only a handful of 
executive members were from outside Toronto, partly reflecting the 
fact that the issue was of much less concern to Ukrainians in western 
Canada than in Ontario and Quebec, where most of the strongly nation- 
alist 'third-wavef immigrants had settled after the war. In April 1985, a 
coalition of Ukrainian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Croatian, German, 
and Slovenian groups formed 'Canadians for Justice,'* though it was 
always acknowledged that the CLC would play the dominant role in 
the antidefamation campaign. 

During 1985, the Deschsnes commission received eighteen submis- 
sions and testimony from forty-two witnesses at public hearings in 
Ottawa-Hull, Winnipeg, Montreal, and Toronto. In addition, the com- 
mission ordered a number of legal and historical studies, and its team 
of lawyers and historians culled for investigation 776 prima facie cases 
out of more than 1,800 submitted names of  suspect^.^' Commission 
investigators also travelled to West Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, 
the United States, and Israel. The suspects were interviewed in camera, 
some more than once. Though the commission's rules of practice and 
procedure explicitly stated that there were 'no contesting parties,'" the 
granting of legal status - and the power to cross-examine witnesses 
during the public hearings - to only two Ukrainian (the CLC and the 
Brotherhood of Veterans of the Ukrainian National Army, First Division) 
and two Jewish organizations (the League of Human Rights of B'Nai 
Brith Canada and the Canadian Jewish Congress) exacerbated tensions 
between the two communities and made it appear that the search for 
Nazi war criminals in Canada was a Jewish-Ukrainian issue.* The hear- 
ings often degenerated into heated confrontations. 'The antagonism 
was quickly evident at the inquiry's public hearings,' reported David 
Vieanneau of the Toronto Star, 'where often their respective lawyers 
could barely disguise their contempt for the other side. Most of their 
public spokesmen did not even attempt to mask their hatred.'p 

Yet the Ukrainians did not express any principled objection to the 
idea of prosecuting war criminals. On this point they even agreed with 
the Jews. But they did disagree on the scope of the inquiry (the Ukraini- 
ans demanded that all and not only Nazi war criminal suspects be 
investigated) and on the identities of the suspects (the Ukrainians denied 
that they had any knowledge of Nazi war criminals among the thou- 
sands of Ukrainian post-war immigrants). They opposed the use of 
Soviet and Eastern bloc evidence and proposals for a Canadian counter- 
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part to the 0%. They also took exception to some of the legal remedies 
proposed by Jewish spokesmen, such as extradition and deportation. 
War criminal suspects, said John Sopinka in the submission to the com- 
mission that he wrote for the UCC, should be brought to trial in Canada 
under Canadian criminal law.3' 

Outside of the commission, the dispute simmered in newspapers, 
public forums, and demonstrations. A few minor ugly incidents were 
reported, including the defacement of two Ukrainian monuments and 
the storefront of a Ukrainian newspaper, a bomb threat against a Ukrain- 
ian family, some name-calling, and the mailing of scumlous literature 
by a tiny band of anonymous Ukrainian zealots. Organizers of one 
Jewish meeting on the war-criminals issue threatened to 'name names,' 
knowing full well that this would only fan enmity with the Ukrainians. 
Fortunately, cooler heads prevailed. Meanwhile, hundreds of Ukrainian 
demonstrators paraded on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, angrily denounc- 
ing the use of evidence from Soviet sources. The antidefamation cam- 
paign, led primarily by the CLC, included frequent news conferences 
and community forums (sometimes sponsored jointly with Jewish 
organizations). Letters and petitions were sent en masse to Parliament. 
Students converged on federal politicians during a 'lobbying blitz' of 
Ottawa. English and French full-page advertisements with pictures of 
innocent-looking children were placed in daily newspapers. A campaign 
to raise one million dollars to pay for the expensive legal counsel and 
the required background studies was organized. The mainstream press 
commissioned articles on Ukrainians during the war and published a 
constant stream of letters to the editor. 

But most of the Ukrainian fury was vented at Sol Littman, whose 
allegations about Mengele had prompted the formation of the 
Deschhes commission. There was no love lost between Littman and 
the Ukrainians. He was well known by the community for previous 
newspaper and magazine articles as well as for a television documentary 
that alluded to former members of the Galicia Division as possible war 
criminal suspects now living a comfortable life in Canada? In his sub- 
mission to the Deschhes commission, Littman called the militant Orga- 
nization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) 'the most pernicious of 
collaborators.'33 The confidential list of 475 names that he submitted to 
the commission undoubtedly included a large number of Ukrainian 
nationalists. 'I insist that there were in every country incipient fascist 
parties, fascist in ideology and programme, and almost universally fascist 
in anti-Semitism,' Littman explained later in an interview. 'The OUN 
was definitely a fascist organization.'34 Although it privately dissociated 
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itself from Littman and his remarks, the Canadian Jewish Congress 
would not agree to the UCC's request to issue a public condemnation. 

Generally, the Jewish-Canadian community expressed surprise at the 
Ukrainian reaction. 'Our main concern was to bring war criminals to 
justice after forty years. We couldn't conceive of any group not support- 
ing it,' said Ellen Kaychuk, director of public affairs for B'Nai Brith 
Canada.35 Why would anyone want to defend, for example, a Ukrainian 
Waffen SS unit? How could anyone even remotely associated with 
Hitler's elite combat troops be considered a 'liberator' or a hero? Rabbi 
Gunther Plaut could not understand why the organized Ukrainian 
community was so sensitive about the Nazi war crimes acc~sations.3~ 
It was not, after all, the Ukrainian community that was under 
investigation, but certain individuals, who, as it happened, were its 
members. 

In a country that prides itself on having a 'mosaic' of ethnocultural 
communities living in harmony, the open expression of Jewish-Ukrai- 
nian enmity over the issue of Nazi war criminals was a disturbing affair. 
But opinions on radio talk shows and in newspaper editorials varied. 
Many people were unprepared for the visceral reaction of the Ukraini- 
ans. To a large extent, the media and the public did not comprehend 
what the controversy was about or why it was happening in Canada. 
Resentment was expressed over how the Canadian political process and 
public resources were being utilized by ethnic lobbies to further political 
agendas far removed from present-day Canadian society. 

Although the contrary positions of the two parties to the issue were 
apparent, there was no clear-cut confrontation of the underlying inter- 
ests of particular social groups as is typical in most social conflict 
situations. Ukrainians and Jews in Canada were not in direct competition 
for resources or economic advantage. Neither did the war-criminals 
issue directly impinge on the valiant efforts made by both communities 
to preserve their cultural distinctiveness within a multicultural milieu. 
As an editorial in an English-language Ukrainian newspaper put it, 
'No one proposes, of course, to strip us of our Easter eggs or dancing 
troupes.'37 Social prejudice was also not a major cause of the conflict, 
though it may have become more important in the later stages. The 
mostly Canadian-born activists on both sides of the issue generally 
disassociated themselves from the lingering Old World hates of some of 
their elders. If anything, the Ukrainians had a stronger case to present 
that the civil liberties of individuals were potentially at risk, and quite 
rightly, their concerns were addressed by the Deschhes commission. 
Both groups, however, argued that the war-criminals issue was one of 
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doing justice in their particular case, and in the general case of Canadian 
society. The Ukrainians further argued that doing justice according to 
the demands made by the Jews would do injustice to them as a group. 
But what kind of injustice? 

From an analysis of their ideologies, what emerges foremost is that 
both groups perceived their historical interests to be at stake in the issue. 
These interests may be defined as the bonds which link a people to its 
own sense of history and from which it derives its collective identity 
and self-worth and justifies its political aspirations. The Jewish and 
Ukrainian communities are strikingly similar in that they derive their 
raison df@tre not only from a sense of common cultural descent but 
also from historical images of victimhood, which, in turn, supply the 
ideological premises for their respective political goals. 

In Jewish historical memory the Holocaust represents the culmination 
of centuries of persecution. It not only helps Jews define themselves as 
a people, but also gives force to their emotional identification with Israel 
as the spiritual and cultural Jewish homeland. Hence, Jews have made 
a supreme effort to chronicle, study, theologize, and even, in the words 
of Robert Alter, to 'market' the Holocaust to the world and to evoke it 
in the defence of 1sraeP8 

Thus, Jews saw the campaign to bring Nazi war criminals to justice, 
and its partial realization through the DeschGnes commission, as an 
affirmation of their historical victimhood, in particular, the Holocaust 
and the West's indifference to the fate of European Jews escaping the 
Nazi cauldron. 'The existence of barriers to Jewish refugees that did not 
exist for Nazi war criminals is more than just an historical irony,' argued 
David Matas while representing B'Nai Brith Canada before the 
Deschhes commission. 'It helps explain why Nazi war criminals were 
able to enter.'39 The Mengele affair in the winter of 1984-5, which 
included a mock trial in Jerusalem involving emotional testimony by 
witnesses? was also an attempt to draw the world's attention, on the 
eve of the fortieth anniversary of the Allied victory over Nazi Germany, 
to the thesis that the Jews were Hitler's primary victim. The emergence 
of a virulent 'Holocaust denial' movement made the defence of this 
historical self-image even more urgent. Irwin Cotler, a McGill University 
law professor who represented the Canadian Jewish Congress before 
the DeschGnes commission, put forth a simple argument. If there was a 
crime, he reasoned, then there must also be criminals. Conversely, if 
there are no criminals to be found, then it may be contended that there 
was no crime.4' 

But it is also true that the process of identifying and prosecuting 
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someone for a Nazi war crime is more than an indictment of a single 
person. Accusing individuals who donned uniforms in the service of a 
national cause draws attention to the fact that many other people shared 
what the moral philosopher Michael Walzer calls 'similar offices and 
 circumstance^.'*^ As whole groups and societies are drawn into account- 
ing for their role in Nazi war crimes, the question of who should be 
prosecuted as a Nazi war criminal ultimately becomes a historical ques- 
tion of how far moral responsibility for the Holocaust should be ex- 
tended. 

The Holocaust has emerged as a moral benchmark of exceptional 
significance in world history. It has become the archetypal genocide, the 
standard by which all other mass abuses of human rights are measured, 
yet with proprietary claims to its application laid exclusively by the 
Jews. Consequently, as a moral benchmark in history, the Holocaust 
demarcates a line between good and evil, victim and victimizer. How is 
this line to be drawn, by whom, and under what circumstance? Many 
non-Jewish groups resent what they perceive to be a concerted effort 
by Jews to push them into coming to terms with a role in the Holocaust.43 
The problem is not simply short memory or the denial of an unwanted 
past. Rather, it is one of collective moral judgments: when people don't 
like what they see in the looking-glass of history. And it seems to 
be particularly bad when they see themselves in the context of the 
Holocaust. 

How people view themselves in history is very much a part of how 
they see themselves, and would like to be seen by others, as a people in 
the present. Every national community wants to be persuaded - and to 
persuade other people - of the moral rectitude of its existence and of its 
collective ends. What every national community wants, in short, is to 
have 'good history.'44 For Ukrainians in the diaspora this objective is of 
extreme importance. At the core of the Ukrainian historical conscious- 
ness exists a set of images of a victim-nation, of Ukraine as Golgotha, 
the site of crucifixion by one foreign subjugator after another. It is these 
images that supply the historical premises for promoting the Ukrainian 
case for independence and unite Ukrainians around the world. Yet most 
Ukrainians are painfully aware that their cause is politically marginal- 
ized in the West+ It simply does not have the same degree of political 
or moral rectitude as, say, the national liberation movement in South 
Africa. Moreover, the Ukrainian community is envious of the Jewish 
diaspora's success in achieving moral and political legitimacy for its 
cause. But there is also resentment over how the Jewish success has 
overshadowed and, in the view of many Ukrainians, devalued the legiti- 
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macy of the Ukrainian cause in the West, even though the two causes 
are not fundamentally antagonistic. Their own historical experience 
of victimhood and resistance to oppression, when it is acknow- 
ledged at all, is often cast in doubt by the curse of 'traditional anti- 
Sernitism.Q6 

Over the past four decades, numerous Ukrainian groups and intellec- 
tuals have engaged in a polemical dialogue with Jews on the Holocaust 
and on historical relations in Ukraine.47 But in many cases the Jewish- 
Ukrainian dialogues, if they can even be called that, were transformed 
into negotiating strategies for listing conditions and demands about 
recognizing who did what to wh0m.4~ This form of historical debate has 
also been a feature of dialogues between Jews and other groups.49 What 
is really happening in these so-called dialogues is that the various parties 
are attempting to 'negotiate history.' The objective of these negotiations, 
at least for the non-Jewish groups that tend to initiate them, is not so 
much to come to terms with their relationship to Jews in the past as to 
settle 'moral accounts' with them. 

From the Ukrainian perspective, the key motive in negotiating history 
with the Jews has been to correct the moral judgment of Ukrainians 
and to offset the 'displacement effect' of Jewish accounts in the mass 
media, which tend to emphasize the historical image of Ukrainians, and 
other Eastern European groups, as victimizers rather than as victims. 
Yet despite the many symposia, round-table discussions, and meetings 
between religious and political leaders that have taken place, the two 
sides have failed to agree on the historical facts. The quarrels over 
what happened during the seventeenth-century Cossack rebellions, the 
revolutions and civil wars of 1917-21, and the Second World War seem 
almost anachronistic. Yet Ukrainians and Jews simply do not see eye- 
to-eye on their common past in Eastern Europe, a past that stretches 
back at least a thousand years. 

The asymmetry of interest in Jewish-Ukrainian relations compounds 
the disagreement. Howard Aster and Peter Potichnyj observe that 
although 'certain individuals within the Jewish community may wish 
to engage in consideration of this subject, there does not appear to be 
the same sense of urgency on a community basis to do so. Indeed, one 
might claim that there is a reluctance on the part of most segments 
within the Jewish community to undertake a consideration of Jewish- 
Ukrainian relations.'5" 

When people and groups are said to 'come to terms' with their past, 
it generally means that they have taken a courageous stand to face, to 
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acknowledge, and perhaps even to atone for uncomfortable and often 
heretofore denied aspects of their history. Psychologically, the process 
of coming to terms with the past can be healthy.5' But who should come 
to terms with the past, in what way, and on whose terms is another 
matter. The Ukrainian antidefamation campaign during the DeschPnes 
commission arose because the two diaspora communities failed to come 
to terms with their common past following years of 'negotiation.' This 
failure supplied the fuse for the ensuing conflict, and the allegation of 
Ukrainian war criminals was the spark that ignited it. Though it was 
not the role of DeschPnes to resolve conflicting historical claims in the 
case of Jews and Ukrainians, neither he nor, if the past is a reliable guide, 
any future war-crimes prosecution can avoid dealing with a Pandora's 
box of historical issues. 

DeschPnes submitted his report (in two parts, one public and one confi- 
dential) to the cabinet on 31 December 1986, exactly a year after the 
original deadline. The 966-page public part was released only in March 
1987 after additional editing by the prime minister's office. No Ukraini- 
ans were known to be on the secret list of 20 Nazi war criminal suspects 
submitted by DeschPnes for immediate prosecution (though it is less 
certain whether the list of 105 suspects requiring 'further investigation' 
contained any Ukrainian names).S2 On the basis of Desch&nesJs recom- 
mendations, a bill was submitted to the House of Commons in June 1987 
to amend the Criminal Code and statutes covering immigration and 
citizenship to give the federal government broad powers to prosecute 
Canadian citizens and residents suspected of having committed 'war 
crimes' and 'crimes against humanity.'53 The bill became law only in 
September 1987, after a delay caused in part by two Conservative back- 
bencher~ of Ukrainian descent.54 The following year, Canada signed 
agreements on the gathering of evidence against war criminal suspects 
with the Soviet Union, Israel, and the Netherlands. Thus far, only three 
suspects have been charged with war crimes and crimes against human- 
ity, of whom only one has gone to trial. None of them is Ukrainian. 
However, the head of the federal war crimes unit has said that forty- 
five 'high priority' cases are under investigation.55 It is not known 
whether any of these suspects are Ukrainian. 

The new issues and priorities that arose out of the political changes 
talung place in the Soviet Union under Mikhail Gorbachev have reduced 
the intensity of the confrontational relations between Jews and Ukraini- 
ans in Canada. With the end of the Deschhes commission, media 
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attention faded, and Jewish-Ukrainian relations, in the words of one 
Jewish spokesman, have reverted to a 'relatively quiescent mode.'+ 
Spokesmen for Canada's Ukrainian and Baltic communities called for 
'a time for healing,' a sentiment their Jewish-Canadian counterparts 
echoed.57 
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Part 2 

Gerus: Consolidating the Community 
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